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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.

Depressed with a chronic disease? Many find
antidepressants are not working [周二, 07 11月 03:36]



Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly prescribed
antidepressants aren't effective in people battling both depression and a
chronic medical disease, raising a critical question of whether doctors
should enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of depressed
Americans.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Chicken embryo illuminates role of thyroid
hormone in brain development [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A thyroid hormone transporter is essential for the earliest stages of brain
development, according to a new study of a region of the developing
chicken brain with a layered structure similar to the human cerebral
cortex.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb



power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone
formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Stem cells from muscle could address diabetes-
related circulation problems [周二, 07 11月 01:12]

Stem cells taken from muscle tissue could promote better blood flow in
patients with diabetes who develop peripheral artery disease, a painful



complication that can require surgery or lead to amputation. A new
study found that an injection of the stem cells prompted new blood
vessels to grow, improving circulation in the affected tissues and
function in the affected limbs.

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Has adolescent preventive care increased since
the Affordable Care Act? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Preventive care visits for adolescents increased moderately after
implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA) but most US adolescents still do not attend doctor 'well visits' or
receive preventive care.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

Blame tired brain cells for mental lapses after



poor sleep [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

A new study is the first to reveal how sleep deprivation disrupts brain
cells' ability to communicate with each other, leading to mental lapses
that affect memory and visual perception.

Is anticoagulant warfarin associated with lower
risk of cancer incidence? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

The use of the blood thinner warfarin was associated with a lower risk of
new cancers in people over 50.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Stem cells pave the way for new treatment of
diabetes [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

A new stem cell study shows how we may increase the vital production
of insulin in patients suffering from diabetes. The discovery helps to
more efficiently at less cost make insulin-producing beta cells from



human stem cells. Therefore, the research paves the way for more
effective treatment of diabetes. The method may also prove significant
to the treatment of a series of other diseases.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Depressed fathers risk not getting help [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Postnatal depression among new mothers is a well-known phenomenon.
Knowledge about depression in new fathers, however, is more limited.
A new study shows that depression among new fathers may be more
common than previously believed. There is also a major risk that it
remains undetected using today's screening instruments, and that fathers
do not receive the help they need.

Researchers probe brain disease-causing
proteins at the atomic level [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers studying a protein that causes a hereditary degenerative
brain disease in humans have discovered that the human, mouse and
hamster forms of the protein, which have nearly identical amino acid
sequences, exhibit distinct three-dimensional structures at the atomic
level.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

FDG PET shows tumor DNA levels in blood are
linked to NSCLC aggressiveness [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researches have demonstrated a better way of determining the
aggressiveness of tumors in patients with advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC). They used 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT
imaging to show that the amount of cell-free tumor DNA circulating in
the bloodstream correlates with tumor metabolism (linked to cancer
aggressiveness), not tumor burden (amount of cancer in the body).

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]



New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

New drug shows potential as a different kind of
antidepressant in mouse trials [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A potential new antidepressant and anti-anxiety treatment with a unique
mechanism of action has been developed.

Saving seagrasses from dredging as new
research finds solutions [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Timing of dredging and finding an 'ecological window' is the key to
helping preserve one of the world's most productive and important
ecosystems -- seagrass meadows, a new study has found.

Coloring the heartbeat [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Heart disease is one of the leading causes of death around the world.
Now researchers assert that easy, early ways to screen for good drugs is
vital.



Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Crime-scene technique used to track turtles [周一, 06 11

月 23:05]

Scientists have used satellite tracking and a crime-scene technique to
discover an important feeding ground for green turtles in the
Mediterranean.

Excavation in Northern Iraq: Sasanian loom
discovered [周一, 06 11月 23:02]

Archaeologists have returned from the Iraqi-Kurdish province of
Sulaymaniyah with new findings: The discovery of a loom from the 5th
to 6th century AD.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to



parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Do violent communities foster violent kids? [周一, 06 11月

23:01]

Children and adolescents regularly confronted with violence in their
community have a greater tendency to show antisocial behavior. The
new study examined the link between exposure to community violence
and antisocial behavior in over 1000 children and adolescents from
seven European countries.
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Beyond good vibrations: New insights
into metamaterial magic --
ScienceDaily

Metamaterials offer the very real possibility that our
most far-fetched fancies could one day become real as
rocks. From invisibility cloaks and perfect lenses to
immensely powerful batteries, their super-power
applications tantalize the imagination. That said, so far
"tantalize" has been the operative word, even though
scientists have been studying metamaterials for more
than 15 years.

"Not many real metamaterial devices have been
developed," says Elena Semouchkina, an associate
professor of electrical engineering at Michigan
Technological University. Soldiers can't throw
invisibility cloaks over their shoulders to elude sniper
fire, and no perfect lens app lets you see viruses with
your smartphone. In part, that's because traditionally,
researchers overly simplify how metamaterials actually
work. Semouchkina says their complications often
have been ignored.



So she and her team set about investigating those
complications and discovered that the magic of
metamaterials is driven by more than just one
mechanism of physics. A paper describing their
research was recently published online by the Journal
of Physics D: Applied Physics.

Simple!

Metamaterials may seem complex and futuristic, but
the opposite is closer to the truth, says Semouchkina.
Metamaterials ("meta" is the Greek word for "beyond")
are engineered materials that have properties not found
in nature. They are typically built of multiple identical
elements fashioned from conventional materials, such
as metals or nonconductive materials. Think of a
Rubik's cube made of millions of units smaller than the
thickness of a human hair.

These designer materials work by bending the paths of
electromagnetic radiation -- from radio waves to visible
light to high-energy gamma rays -- in new and
different ways. How metamaterials bend those paths --
a process called refraction -- drives their peculiar
applications. For example, a metamaterial invisibility
cloak would bend the paths of light waves around a



cloaked object, accelerating them on their way, and
reunite them on the other side. Thus, an onlooker could
see what was behind the object, while the object itself
would be invisible.

The conventional approach among metamaterials
researchers has been to relate a metamaterial's
refractive properties to resonance. Each tiny building
block of the metamaterial vibrates like a tuning fork as
the electromagnetic radiation passes through, causing
the desired type of refraction.

But not that simple . . .

Semouchkina wondered if there might be additional
factors involved in bending the paths of the waves.

"Metamaterials seem simple, but their physics is more
complicated," she says, explaining that she and her
team focused on dielectric metamaterials, which are
built of elements that don't conduct electricity.

The team ran numerous computer simulations and
made a surprising discovery: it was the shape and
repetitive organization of the building blocks within
the metamaterial -- their periodicity -- that affected the



refraction. Resonance seemed to have little or nothing
to do with it.

The metamaterials they studied had characteristics of
another type of artificial material, photonic crystals.
Like metamaterials, photonic crystals are made of
many identical cells. In addition, they behave like the
semiconductors used in electronics, except they
transmit photons instead of electrons.

"We found that the properties that go along with being
a photonic crystal can mask the resonance of
metamaterials, to the point they can cause unusual
refraction -- including negative refraction, which is
necessary for the development of a perfect lens,"
Semouchkina says.

Back to Basics

So what does this mean for the scientists and engineers
designing tomorrow's super materials?

"Basically, we need to recognize that some of these
structures can exhibit properties of photonic crystals,
and we need to take their physics into account,"
Semouchkina says. "It's an evolving field, and it's a lot



more complicated than we've given it credit for."

Semouchkina's team is working on developing
invisibility cloaks using photonic crystals, but she
stresses that metamaterials research can have other
real-world applications. One of her projects focuses on
using metamaterial concepts to improve the sensitivity
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which could
lead to better medical diagnostics and advances in
biological research.

"This is a very practical outcome, compared to the
Harry Potter stuff," she says.

Understanding the underlying physics of metamaterials
will speed up the development of such devices.
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Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and
projected climate trends --
ScienceDaily

NOAA. "Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and projected climate
trends." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 6 November
2017. releases2017/11/171106143741.htm>.

NOAA. (2017, November 6). Federal climate science
report for U.S. released: Highlights past, current and
projected climate trends. ScienceDaily. Retrieved
November 6, 2017 from
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171106143741.htm

NOAA. "Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and projected climate
trends." ScienceDaily.
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171106143741.htm
(accessed November 6, 2017).
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Depressed with a chronic disease?
Many find antidepressants are not
working -- ScienceDaily

Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly
prescribed antidepressants aren't effective in people
battling both depression and a chronic medical disease,
raising a critical question of whether doctors should
enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of
depressed Americans.

A new study published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association found depressed patients with
chronic kidney disease did not benefit from a common
antidepressant. The finding follows other research that
indicates traditional antidepressants are also ineffective
in depressed people with chronic conditions such as
asthma and congestive heart failure.

Experts with the O'Donnell Brain Institute say enough
evidence now exists to prompt immediate change in
how doctors approach depression cases in conjunction
with chronic medical diseases.



"There is little justification in prescribing an
antidepressant that will not work and will only cause
side effects," says Dr. Madhukar Trivedi, senior author
of the JAMA study and director of the Center for
Depression Research and Clinical Care, part of the
Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at UT Southwestern
Medical Center. "We should go back to the drawing
board to understand the brain changes involved in these
subtypes of depression."

Nearly half of Americans live with a chronic medical
condition, ranging from cancer and dementia to
arthritis and asthma, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Many of these people
also have major depression, including more than half
of Parkinson's patients, 41 percent of cancer patients,
and more than a quarter of those with diabetes.

Doctors and patients should take these statistics into
account when treating cases of major depression, says
Dr. Trivedi, Professor of Psychiatry and holder of the
Betty Jo Hay Distinguished Chair in Mental Health and
the Julie K. Hersh Chair for Depression Research and
Clinical Care.

He says both sides should understand that standard



antidepressants may not work and be prepared to try
alternatives if routine monitoring of symptoms and side
effects show another strategy is needed.

Dr. Trivedi, who led the Star*D studies that established
widely accepted treatment guidelines for depressed
patients, has recently made progress on developing a
blood test to determine in advance which
antidepressants are more likely to work for important
subgroups of patients. He also notes a range of other
therapies that have proven effective for patients who
don't respond to initial treatments. These include
ketamine, electroconvulsive therapy, neuromodulation
with magnetic stimulation, psychotherapy, and
exercise.

Story Source:

Materials provided by UT Southwestern Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Age-old malaria treatment found to
improve nanoparticle delivery to
tumors: Nanomedicine researchers
find new use for 70-year-old drug --
ScienceDaily

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can
block immune cells in the liver so nanoparticles can
arrive at their intended tumor site, overcoming a
significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery, according
to a team of researchers led by Houston Methodist.

Many cancer patients do not respond to
chemotherapies because the drugs never reach the
cancer cells. Even in nanomedicine, which is one of the
best new methods for delivering drugs to a tumor, only
about one percent of a dose of nanoparticles will
successfully arrive at the intended tumor site, while the
rest are filtered out by the immune cells of the liver and
spleen.

Using chloroquine, the researchers not only increased
the circulation of nanoparticles in the body, but also



reduced the body's filtration of nanoparticles, as well as
improved drug delivery to breast tumors. The study
was recently published in Scientific Reports, a research
journal from the Nature Publishing Group.

Led by Mauro Ferrari, Ph.D., president and CEO of the
Houston Methodist Research Institute, and Joy
Wolfram, Ph.D. (now at Mayo Clinic's campus in
Jacksonville, Florida), the research showed that
chloroquine interfered with immune cells called
macrophages, which are used by the body to identify
microscopic foreign objects and destroy them.

In this study, mice models received injections of
chloroquine, followed by an injection of nanoparticles.
Chloroquine decreased the macrophages' ability to
clean up the nanoparticles. The findings are significant,
because the nanoparticles not only remained in
circulation, but also accumulated in mouse tumors, as
well as in the lungs of healthy mice, suggesting that the
approach also may enhance treatment for lung diseases.

Chloroquine was invented in the 1940s for the
prevention and treatment of malaria. Since it mildly
suppresses the immune system, the drug also is used in
some autoimmune disorders, such as rheumatoid



arthritis and lupus. Apart from this research, the drug is
also being studied in other cancers, such as triple-
negative breast cancer and pancreatic cancer.

Ferrari, considered one of the founders of
nanomedicine and transport oncophysics (the physics
of mass transport within a cancer lesion), says
researchers and clinicians need to understand the
limitations of transport mechanisms to identify
effective immunotherapy treatments for patients.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Houston Methodist. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.



Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.



Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest



since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without



any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only



later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more
species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.



A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new
study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains



too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]



A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than
originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Depressed with a chronic disease? Many find
antidepressants are not working [周二, 07 11月 03:36]

Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly prescribed
antidepressants aren't effective in people battling both depression and a
chronic medical disease, raising a critical question of whether doctors
should enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of depressed
Americans.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Chicken embryo illuminates role of thyroid
hormone in brain development [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A thyroid hormone transporter is essential for the earliest stages of brain
development, according to a new study of a region of the developing



chicken brain with a layered structure similar to the human cerebral
cortex.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Stem cells from muscle could address diabetes-
related circulation problems [周二, 07 11月 01:12]

Stem cells taken from muscle tissue could promote better blood flow in
patients with diabetes who develop peripheral artery disease, a painful
complication that can require surgery or lead to amputation. A new
study found that an injection of the stem cells prompted new blood
vessels to grow, improving circulation in the affected tissues and
function in the affected limbs.

Has adolescent preventive care increased since
the Affordable Care Act? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Preventive care visits for adolescents increased moderately after
implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA) but most US adolescents still do not attend doctor 'well visits' or
receive preventive care.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

Blame tired brain cells for mental lapses after
poor sleep [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

A new study is the first to reveal how sleep deprivation disrupts brain



cells' ability to communicate with each other, leading to mental lapses
that affect memory and visual perception.

Is anticoagulant warfarin associated with lower
risk of cancer incidence? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

The use of the blood thinner warfarin was associated with a lower risk of
new cancers in people over 50.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Stem cells pave the way for new treatment of
diabetes [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

A new stem cell study shows how we may increase the vital production
of insulin in patients suffering from diabetes. The discovery helps to
more efficiently at less cost make insulin-producing beta cells from
human stem cells. Therefore, the research paves the way for more
effective treatment of diabetes. The method may also prove significant
to the treatment of a series of other diseases.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Depressed fathers risk not getting help [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Postnatal depression among new mothers is a well-known phenomenon.
Knowledge about depression in new fathers, however, is more limited.
A new study shows that depression among new fathers may be more
common than previously believed. There is also a major risk that it
remains undetected using today's screening instruments, and that fathers
do not receive the help they need.



Researchers probe brain disease-causing
proteins at the atomic level [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers studying a protein that causes a hereditary degenerative
brain disease in humans have discovered that the human, mouse and
hamster forms of the protein, which have nearly identical amino acid
sequences, exhibit distinct three-dimensional structures at the atomic
level.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

FDG PET shows tumor DNA levels in blood are
linked to NSCLC aggressiveness [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researches have demonstrated a better way of determining the
aggressiveness of tumors in patients with advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC). They used 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT
imaging to show that the amount of cell-free tumor DNA circulating in
the bloodstream correlates with tumor metabolism (linked to cancer
aggressiveness), not tumor burden (amount of cancer in the body).

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]



New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

New drug shows potential as a different kind of
antidepressant in mouse trials [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A potential new antidepressant and anti-anxiety treatment with a unique
mechanism of action has been developed.

Coloring the heartbeat [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Heart disease is one of the leading causes of death around the world.
Now researchers assert that easy, early ways to screen for good drugs is
vital.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to



parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Do violent communities foster violent kids? [周一, 06 11月

23:01]

Children and adolescents regularly confronted with violence in their
community have a greater tendency to show antisocial behavior. The
new study examined the link between exposure to community violence
and antisocial behavior in over 1000 children and adolescents from
seven European countries.

Gelatin accelerates healing of the blood brain
barrier in acute brain injury [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Researchers already know that gelatin-covered electrode implants cause
less damage to brain tissue than electrodes with no gelatin coating.
Researchers have now shown that microglia, the brain's cleansing cells,
and the enzymes that the cells use in the cleaning process, change in the
presence of gelatin.

Clear effect of art therapy on severe depression [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Create a picture of how you are feeling on this particular day, said the
first exercise in the art therapy. After ten treatments the patients who
suffered from severe or moderately severe depression had shown more
improvement than the patients in the control group, shows research.

Microcolumns: Elementary neural processing
units that tile the mouse brain [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

A hexagonal lattice organizes major cell types in the cerebral cortex,
researchers in Japan have discovered. The pattern repeats across the
brain, with similar cells synchronizing their activity in 'microcolumns',
which could represent an essential computational unit in the brain.

Mapping brain connectivity with MRI may



predict outcomes for cardiac arrest survivors,
study finds [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

A new study found that measures of connectivity within specific
cerebral networks were strongly linked to long-term functional
outcomes in patients who had suffered severe brain injury following a
cardiac arrest.

Autism: Relational factors in music therapy [周一, 06 11

月 22:57]

Relational factors in music therapy can contribute to a positive outcome
of therapy for children with autism.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Dental filling failure linked to smoking, drinking
and genetics [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Researchers find that people who drink alcohol or men who smoke are
more likely to suffer a failed dental filling. The research team also found
a genetic difference in some patients associated with increased filling
failure rates. In contrast, no major difference in filling failure rates was
found between traditional amalgam and newer composite resin fillings.
The results suggest that personalized dental treatments could lead to
improved outcomes.

Liquid biopsy spots aggressive pediatric
brainstem cancer earlier without surgery [周一, 06 11月

22:01]

A particularly aggressive form of pediatric cancer can be spotted reliably
by the genetic fragments it leaves behind in children's biofluids, opening
the door to non-surgical biopsies and providing a way to gauge whether
such tumors respond to treatment, according to researchers.



Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Poor social skills may be harmful to health [周一, 06 11月

22:01]

While social skills deficits have long been linked to mental health
problems like depression, a new study links poor social skills to poor
physical health as well. Those who struggle in social situations
experience more stress and loneliness, which can take a toll on the body.

Saving neurons may offer new approach for
treating Alzheimer's disease [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Treatment with a neuroprotective compound that saves brain cells from
dying also prevents the development of depression-like behavior and the
later onset of memory and learning problems in a rat model of
Alzheimer's disease, according to new research. Although the treatment
protects the animals from Alzheimer's-type symptoms, it does not alter
the buildup of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the rat
brains.

New pathway for handling stress discovered [周一, 06

11月 21:59]

Researchers at the University of California San Diego studying how
animals respond to infections have found a new pathway that may help
in tolerating stressors that damage proteins. Naming the pathway the
Intracellular Pathogen Response or 'IPR,' the scientists say it is a newly
discovered way for animals to cope with certain types of stress and
attacks, including heat shock.

Vitamin D may be key for pregnant women with
polycystic ovary syndrome [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Vitamin D may play a key role in helping some women seeking
treatment for polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)-related infertility get



pregnant. PCOS is a hormonal disorder affecting 5 to 10 percent of
women of reproductive age. Results of the study show women who were
Vitamin D deficient when starting fertility treatments were 40 percent
less likely to achieve a pregnancy.

More physical activity and higher intensity
physical activity may significantly reduce risk of
death in older women in the short term [周一, 06 11月 21:58]

Using wearable devices to measure activity showed that the amount of
moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity was associated with an
up to 70 percent lower risk of death among older women in a four-year
study. The amount of light intensity physical activity was not associated
with death risk, but that may not negate the benefits of light activity for
other health outcomes.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

New techniques give blood biopsies greater
promise [周一, 06 11月 21:57]

Researchers develop an efficient method for capturing and quantifying
tumor DNA from blood prior to sequencing, thereby making blood
biopsies cost-effective and scalable. The study demonstrates that nearly
90 percent of the genetic features of a tumor can be detected in blood
using standard whole-exome sequencing. Researchers discovered that
this approach could be effectively applied in 33 to 49 percent of patients
with advanced cancer, a number that is likely to increase as sequencing
becomes ch…

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]



Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary



artery disease, according to new research.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic



effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain



conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future



for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Antiferromagnetic dysprosium reveals magnetic
switching with less energy [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Physicists compared how different forms of magnetic ordering in the
rare-earth metal named dysprosium react to a short laser pulse. They
discovered that the magnetic orientation can be altered much faster and
with considerably less energy if the magnetic moments of the individual
atoms do not all point in the same direction (ferromagnetism), but
instead point are rotated against each other (anti-ferromagnetism).



Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.



Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.



Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of



reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …



Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing



distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]



In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone



formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug



treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

Saving seagrasses from dredging as new
research finds solutions [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Timing of dredging and finding an 'ecological window' is the key to
helping preserve one of the world's most productive and important
ecosystems -- seagrass meadows, a new study has found.

Crime-scene technique used to track turtles [周一, 06 11

月 23:05]

Scientists have used satellite tracking and a crime-scene technique to
discover an important feeding ground for green turtles in the
Mediterranean.

Excavation in Northern Iraq: Sasanian loom



discovered [周一, 06 11月 23:02]

Archaeologists have returned from the Iraqi-Kurdish province of
Sulaymaniyah with new findings: The discovery of a loom from the 5th
to 6th century AD.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Animation meets biology: Shedding new light on
animal behavior [周一, 06 11月 22:10]

Many animals rely on movement to find prey and avoid predators.
Movement is also an essential component of the territorial displays of
lizards, comprising tail, limb, head and whole-body movements.



Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An



optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.



'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.



Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]



Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.
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Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]



New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]



Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than



the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.



Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a



matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement
in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]



A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific
information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,



and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.

Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new



study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.

Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual



advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first



one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way



into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.



Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st



centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may
improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for



hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.

Depressed with a chronic disease? Many find
antidepressants are not working [周二, 07 11月 03:36]



Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly prescribed
antidepressants aren't effective in people battling both depression and a
chronic medical disease, raising a critical question of whether doctors
should enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of depressed
Americans.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Chicken embryo illuminates role of thyroid
hormone in brain development [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A thyroid hormone transporter is essential for the earliest stages of brain
development, according to a new study of a region of the developing
chicken brain with a layered structure similar to the human cerebral
cortex.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb



power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone
formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Stem cells from muscle could address diabetes-
related circulation problems [周二, 07 11月 01:12]

Stem cells taken from muscle tissue could promote better blood flow in
patients with diabetes who develop peripheral artery disease, a painful



complication that can require surgery or lead to amputation. A new
study found that an injection of the stem cells prompted new blood
vessels to grow, improving circulation in the affected tissues and
function in the affected limbs.

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Has adolescent preventive care increased since
the Affordable Care Act? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Preventive care visits for adolescents increased moderately after
implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA) but most US adolescents still do not attend doctor 'well visits' or
receive preventive care.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

Blame tired brain cells for mental lapses after



poor sleep [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

A new study is the first to reveal how sleep deprivation disrupts brain
cells' ability to communicate with each other, leading to mental lapses
that affect memory and visual perception.

Is anticoagulant warfarin associated with lower
risk of cancer incidence? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

The use of the blood thinner warfarin was associated with a lower risk of
new cancers in people over 50.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Stem cells pave the way for new treatment of
diabetes [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

A new stem cell study shows how we may increase the vital production
of insulin in patients suffering from diabetes. The discovery helps to
more efficiently at less cost make insulin-producing beta cells from



human stem cells. Therefore, the research paves the way for more
effective treatment of diabetes. The method may also prove significant
to the treatment of a series of other diseases.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Depressed fathers risk not getting help [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Postnatal depression among new mothers is a well-known phenomenon.
Knowledge about depression in new fathers, however, is more limited.
A new study shows that depression among new fathers may be more
common than previously believed. There is also a major risk that it
remains undetected using today's screening instruments, and that fathers
do not receive the help they need.

Researchers probe brain disease-causing
proteins at the atomic level [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers studying a protein that causes a hereditary degenerative
brain disease in humans have discovered that the human, mouse and
hamster forms of the protein, which have nearly identical amino acid
sequences, exhibit distinct three-dimensional structures at the atomic
level.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

FDG PET shows tumor DNA levels in blood are
linked to NSCLC aggressiveness [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researches have demonstrated a better way of determining the
aggressiveness of tumors in patients with advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC). They used 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT
imaging to show that the amount of cell-free tumor DNA circulating in
the bloodstream correlates with tumor metabolism (linked to cancer
aggressiveness), not tumor burden (amount of cancer in the body).

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]



New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

New drug shows potential as a different kind of
antidepressant in mouse trials [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A potential new antidepressant and anti-anxiety treatment with a unique
mechanism of action has been developed.

Saving seagrasses from dredging as new
research finds solutions [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Timing of dredging and finding an 'ecological window' is the key to
helping preserve one of the world's most productive and important
ecosystems -- seagrass meadows, a new study has found.

Coloring the heartbeat [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Heart disease is one of the leading causes of death around the world.
Now researchers assert that easy, early ways to screen for good drugs is
vital.



Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Crime-scene technique used to track turtles [周一, 06 11

月 23:05]

Scientists have used satellite tracking and a crime-scene technique to
discover an important feeding ground for green turtles in the
Mediterranean.

Excavation in Northern Iraq: Sasanian loom
discovered [周一, 06 11月 23:02]

Archaeologists have returned from the Iraqi-Kurdish province of
Sulaymaniyah with new findings: The discovery of a loom from the 5th
to 6th century AD.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to



parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Do violent communities foster violent kids? [周一, 06 11月

23:01]

Children and adolescents regularly confronted with violence in their
community have a greater tendency to show antisocial behavior. The
new study examined the link between exposure to community violence
and antisocial behavior in over 1000 children and adolescents from
seven European countries.
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Beyond good vibrations: New insights
into metamaterial magic --
ScienceDaily

Metamaterials offer the very real possibility that our
most far-fetched fancies could one day become real as
rocks. From invisibility cloaks and perfect lenses to
immensely powerful batteries, their super-power
applications tantalize the imagination. That said, so far
"tantalize" has been the operative word, even though
scientists have been studying metamaterials for more
than 15 years.

"Not many real metamaterial devices have been
developed," says Elena Semouchkina, an associate
professor of electrical engineering at Michigan
Technological University. Soldiers can't throw
invisibility cloaks over their shoulders to elude sniper
fire, and no perfect lens app lets you see viruses with
your smartphone. In part, that's because traditionally,
researchers overly simplify how metamaterials actually
work. Semouchkina says their complications often
have been ignored.



So she and her team set about investigating those
complications and discovered that the magic of
metamaterials is driven by more than just one
mechanism of physics. A paper describing their
research was recently published online by the Journal
of Physics D: Applied Physics.

Simple!

Metamaterials may seem complex and futuristic, but
the opposite is closer to the truth, says Semouchkina.
Metamaterials ("meta" is the Greek word for "beyond")
are engineered materials that have properties not found
in nature. They are typically built of multiple identical
elements fashioned from conventional materials, such
as metals or nonconductive materials. Think of a
Rubik's cube made of millions of units smaller than the
thickness of a human hair.

These designer materials work by bending the paths of
electromagnetic radiation -- from radio waves to visible
light to high-energy gamma rays -- in new and
different ways. How metamaterials bend those paths --
a process called refraction -- drives their peculiar
applications. For example, a metamaterial invisibility
cloak would bend the paths of light waves around a



cloaked object, accelerating them on their way, and
reunite them on the other side. Thus, an onlooker could
see what was behind the object, while the object itself
would be invisible.

The conventional approach among metamaterials
researchers has been to relate a metamaterial's
refractive properties to resonance. Each tiny building
block of the metamaterial vibrates like a tuning fork as
the electromagnetic radiation passes through, causing
the desired type of refraction.

But not that simple . . .

Semouchkina wondered if there might be additional
factors involved in bending the paths of the waves.

"Metamaterials seem simple, but their physics is more
complicated," she says, explaining that she and her
team focused on dielectric metamaterials, which are
built of elements that don't conduct electricity.

The team ran numerous computer simulations and
made a surprising discovery: it was the shape and
repetitive organization of the building blocks within
the metamaterial -- their periodicity -- that affected the



refraction. Resonance seemed to have little or nothing
to do with it.

The metamaterials they studied had characteristics of
another type of artificial material, photonic crystals.
Like metamaterials, photonic crystals are made of
many identical cells. In addition, they behave like the
semiconductors used in electronics, except they
transmit photons instead of electrons.

"We found that the properties that go along with being
a photonic crystal can mask the resonance of
metamaterials, to the point they can cause unusual
refraction -- including negative refraction, which is
necessary for the development of a perfect lens,"
Semouchkina says.

Back to Basics

So what does this mean for the scientists and engineers
designing tomorrow's super materials?

"Basically, we need to recognize that some of these
structures can exhibit properties of photonic crystals,
and we need to take their physics into account,"
Semouchkina says. "It's an evolving field, and it's a lot



more complicated than we've given it credit for."

Semouchkina's team is working on developing
invisibility cloaks using photonic crystals, but she
stresses that metamaterials research can have other
real-world applications. One of her projects focuses on
using metamaterial concepts to improve the sensitivity
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which could
lead to better medical diagnostics and advances in
biological research.

"This is a very practical outcome, compared to the
Harry Potter stuff," she says.

Understanding the underlying physics of metamaterials
will speed up the development of such devices.
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Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and
projected climate trends --
ScienceDaily

NOAA. "Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and projected climate
trends." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 6 November
2017. releases2017/11/171106143741.htm>.

NOAA. (2017, November 6). Federal climate science
report for U.S. released: Highlights past, current and
projected climate trends. ScienceDaily. Retrieved
November 6, 2017 from
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171106143741.htm

NOAA. "Federal climate science report for U.S.
released: Highlights past, current and projected climate
trends." ScienceDaily.
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171106143741.htm
(accessed November 6, 2017).
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Depressed with a chronic disease?
Many find antidepressants are not
working -- ScienceDaily

Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly
prescribed antidepressants aren't effective in people
battling both depression and a chronic medical disease,
raising a critical question of whether doctors should
enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of
depressed Americans.

A new study published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association found depressed patients with
chronic kidney disease did not benefit from a common
antidepressant. The finding follows other research that
indicates traditional antidepressants are also ineffective
in depressed people with chronic conditions such as
asthma and congestive heart failure.

Experts with the O'Donnell Brain Institute say enough
evidence now exists to prompt immediate change in
how doctors approach depression cases in conjunction
with chronic medical diseases.



"There is little justification in prescribing an
antidepressant that will not work and will only cause
side effects," says Dr. Madhukar Trivedi, senior author
of the JAMA study and director of the Center for
Depression Research and Clinical Care, part of the
Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at UT Southwestern
Medical Center. "We should go back to the drawing
board to understand the brain changes involved in these
subtypes of depression."

Nearly half of Americans live with a chronic medical
condition, ranging from cancer and dementia to
arthritis and asthma, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Many of these people
also have major depression, including more than half
of Parkinson's patients, 41 percent of cancer patients,
and more than a quarter of those with diabetes.

Doctors and patients should take these statistics into
account when treating cases of major depression, says
Dr. Trivedi, Professor of Psychiatry and holder of the
Betty Jo Hay Distinguished Chair in Mental Health and
the Julie K. Hersh Chair for Depression Research and
Clinical Care.

He says both sides should understand that standard



antidepressants may not work and be prepared to try
alternatives if routine monitoring of symptoms and side
effects show another strategy is needed.

Dr. Trivedi, who led the Star*D studies that established
widely accepted treatment guidelines for depressed
patients, has recently made progress on developing a
blood test to determine in advance which
antidepressants are more likely to work for important
subgroups of patients. He also notes a range of other
therapies that have proven effective for patients who
don't respond to initial treatments. These include
ketamine, electroconvulsive therapy, neuromodulation
with magnetic stimulation, psychotherapy, and
exercise.

Story Source:

Materials provided by UT Southwestern Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Age-old malaria treatment found to
improve nanoparticle delivery to
tumors: Nanomedicine researchers
find new use for 70-year-old drug --
ScienceDaily

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can
block immune cells in the liver so nanoparticles can
arrive at their intended tumor site, overcoming a
significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery, according
to a team of researchers led by Houston Methodist.

Many cancer patients do not respond to
chemotherapies because the drugs never reach the
cancer cells. Even in nanomedicine, which is one of the
best new methods for delivering drugs to a tumor, only
about one percent of a dose of nanoparticles will
successfully arrive at the intended tumor site, while the
rest are filtered out by the immune cells of the liver and
spleen.

Using chloroquine, the researchers not only increased
the circulation of nanoparticles in the body, but also



reduced the body's filtration of nanoparticles, as well as
improved drug delivery to breast tumors. The study
was recently published in Scientific Reports, a research
journal from the Nature Publishing Group.

Led by Mauro Ferrari, Ph.D., president and CEO of the
Houston Methodist Research Institute, and Joy
Wolfram, Ph.D. (now at Mayo Clinic's campus in
Jacksonville, Florida), the research showed that
chloroquine interfered with immune cells called
macrophages, which are used by the body to identify
microscopic foreign objects and destroy them.

In this study, mice models received injections of
chloroquine, followed by an injection of nanoparticles.
Chloroquine decreased the macrophages' ability to
clean up the nanoparticles. The findings are significant,
because the nanoparticles not only remained in
circulation, but also accumulated in mouse tumors, as
well as in the lungs of healthy mice, suggesting that the
approach also may enhance treatment for lung diseases.

Chloroquine was invented in the 1940s for the
prevention and treatment of malaria. Since it mildly
suppresses the immune system, the drug also is used in
some autoimmune disorders, such as rheumatoid



arthritis and lupus. Apart from this research, the drug is
also being studied in other cancers, such as triple-
negative breast cancer and pancreatic cancer.

Ferrari, considered one of the founders of
nanomedicine and transport oncophysics (the physics
of mass transport within a cancer lesion), says
researchers and clinicians need to understand the
limitations of transport mechanisms to identify
effective immunotherapy treatments for patients.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Houston Methodist. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.



Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.



Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest



since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without



any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only



later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more
species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.



A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new
study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains



too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]



A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than
originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Depressed with a chronic disease? Many find
antidepressants are not working [周二, 07 11月 03:36]

Scientists are finding more evidence that commonly prescribed
antidepressants aren't effective in people battling both depression and a
chronic medical disease, raising a critical question of whether doctors
should enact widespread changes in how they treat millions of depressed
Americans.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Chicken embryo illuminates role of thyroid
hormone in brain development [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A thyroid hormone transporter is essential for the earliest stages of brain
development, according to a new study of a region of the developing



chicken brain with a layered structure similar to the human cerebral
cortex.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Stem cells from muscle could address diabetes-
related circulation problems [周二, 07 11月 01:12]

Stem cells taken from muscle tissue could promote better blood flow in
patients with diabetes who develop peripheral artery disease, a painful
complication that can require surgery or lead to amputation. A new
study found that an injection of the stem cells prompted new blood
vessels to grow, improving circulation in the affected tissues and
function in the affected limbs.

Has adolescent preventive care increased since
the Affordable Care Act? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Preventive care visits for adolescents increased moderately after
implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA) but most US adolescents still do not attend doctor 'well visits' or
receive preventive care.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

Blame tired brain cells for mental lapses after
poor sleep [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

A new study is the first to reveal how sleep deprivation disrupts brain



cells' ability to communicate with each other, leading to mental lapses
that affect memory and visual perception.

Is anticoagulant warfarin associated with lower
risk of cancer incidence? [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

The use of the blood thinner warfarin was associated with a lower risk of
new cancers in people over 50.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Stem cells pave the way for new treatment of
diabetes [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

A new stem cell study shows how we may increase the vital production
of insulin in patients suffering from diabetes. The discovery helps to
more efficiently at less cost make insulin-producing beta cells from
human stem cells. Therefore, the research paves the way for more
effective treatment of diabetes. The method may also prove significant
to the treatment of a series of other diseases.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Depressed fathers risk not getting help [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Postnatal depression among new mothers is a well-known phenomenon.
Knowledge about depression in new fathers, however, is more limited.
A new study shows that depression among new fathers may be more
common than previously believed. There is also a major risk that it
remains undetected using today's screening instruments, and that fathers
do not receive the help they need.



Researchers probe brain disease-causing
proteins at the atomic level [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers studying a protein that causes a hereditary degenerative
brain disease in humans have discovered that the human, mouse and
hamster forms of the protein, which have nearly identical amino acid
sequences, exhibit distinct three-dimensional structures at the atomic
level.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

FDG PET shows tumor DNA levels in blood are
linked to NSCLC aggressiveness [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researches have demonstrated a better way of determining the
aggressiveness of tumors in patients with advanced non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC). They used 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT
imaging to show that the amount of cell-free tumor DNA circulating in
the bloodstream correlates with tumor metabolism (linked to cancer
aggressiveness), not tumor burden (amount of cancer in the body).

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]



New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

New drug shows potential as a different kind of
antidepressant in mouse trials [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A potential new antidepressant and anti-anxiety treatment with a unique
mechanism of action has been developed.

Coloring the heartbeat [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Heart disease is one of the leading causes of death around the world.
Now researchers assert that easy, early ways to screen for good drugs is
vital.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to



parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Do violent communities foster violent kids? [周一, 06 11月

23:01]

Children and adolescents regularly confronted with violence in their
community have a greater tendency to show antisocial behavior. The
new study examined the link between exposure to community violence
and antisocial behavior in over 1000 children and adolescents from
seven European countries.

Gelatin accelerates healing of the blood brain
barrier in acute brain injury [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Researchers already know that gelatin-covered electrode implants cause
less damage to brain tissue than electrodes with no gelatin coating.
Researchers have now shown that microglia, the brain's cleansing cells,
and the enzymes that the cells use in the cleaning process, change in the
presence of gelatin.

Clear effect of art therapy on severe depression [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Create a picture of how you are feeling on this particular day, said the
first exercise in the art therapy. After ten treatments the patients who
suffered from severe or moderately severe depression had shown more
improvement than the patients in the control group, shows research.

Microcolumns: Elementary neural processing
units that tile the mouse brain [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

A hexagonal lattice organizes major cell types in the cerebral cortex,
researchers in Japan have discovered. The pattern repeats across the
brain, with similar cells synchronizing their activity in 'microcolumns',
which could represent an essential computational unit in the brain.

Mapping brain connectivity with MRI may



predict outcomes for cardiac arrest survivors,
study finds [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

A new study found that measures of connectivity within specific
cerebral networks were strongly linked to long-term functional
outcomes in patients who had suffered severe brain injury following a
cardiac arrest.

Autism: Relational factors in music therapy [周一, 06 11

月 22:57]

Relational factors in music therapy can contribute to a positive outcome
of therapy for children with autism.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Dental filling failure linked to smoking, drinking
and genetics [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Researchers find that people who drink alcohol or men who smoke are
more likely to suffer a failed dental filling. The research team also found
a genetic difference in some patients associated with increased filling
failure rates. In contrast, no major difference in filling failure rates was
found between traditional amalgam and newer composite resin fillings.
The results suggest that personalized dental treatments could lead to
improved outcomes.

Liquid biopsy spots aggressive pediatric
brainstem cancer earlier without surgery [周一, 06 11月

22:01]

A particularly aggressive form of pediatric cancer can be spotted reliably
by the genetic fragments it leaves behind in children's biofluids, opening
the door to non-surgical biopsies and providing a way to gauge whether
such tumors respond to treatment, according to researchers.



Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Poor social skills may be harmful to health [周一, 06 11月

22:01]

While social skills deficits have long been linked to mental health
problems like depression, a new study links poor social skills to poor
physical health as well. Those who struggle in social situations
experience more stress and loneliness, which can take a toll on the body.

Saving neurons may offer new approach for
treating Alzheimer's disease [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Treatment with a neuroprotective compound that saves brain cells from
dying also prevents the development of depression-like behavior and the
later onset of memory and learning problems in a rat model of
Alzheimer's disease, according to new research. Although the treatment
protects the animals from Alzheimer's-type symptoms, it does not alter
the buildup of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the rat
brains.

New pathway for handling stress discovered [周一, 06

11月 21:59]

Researchers at the University of California San Diego studying how
animals respond to infections have found a new pathway that may help
in tolerating stressors that damage proteins. Naming the pathway the
Intracellular Pathogen Response or 'IPR,' the scientists say it is a newly
discovered way for animals to cope with certain types of stress and
attacks, including heat shock.

Vitamin D may be key for pregnant women with
polycystic ovary syndrome [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Vitamin D may play a key role in helping some women seeking
treatment for polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS)-related infertility get



pregnant. PCOS is a hormonal disorder affecting 5 to 10 percent of
women of reproductive age. Results of the study show women who were
Vitamin D deficient when starting fertility treatments were 40 percent
less likely to achieve a pregnancy.

More physical activity and higher intensity
physical activity may significantly reduce risk of
death in older women in the short term [周一, 06 11月 21:58]

Using wearable devices to measure activity showed that the amount of
moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity was associated with an
up to 70 percent lower risk of death among older women in a four-year
study. The amount of light intensity physical activity was not associated
with death risk, but that may not negate the benefits of light activity for
other health outcomes.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

New techniques give blood biopsies greater
promise [周一, 06 11月 21:57]

Researchers develop an efficient method for capturing and quantifying
tumor DNA from blood prior to sequencing, thereby making blood
biopsies cost-effective and scalable. The study demonstrates that nearly
90 percent of the genetic features of a tumor can be detected in blood
using standard whole-exome sequencing. Researchers discovered that
this approach could be effectively applied in 33 to 49 percent of patients
with advanced cancer, a number that is likely to increase as sequencing
becomes ch…

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]



Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary



artery disease, according to new research.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic



effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain



conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future



for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Antiferromagnetic dysprosium reveals magnetic
switching with less energy [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Physicists compared how different forms of magnetic ordering in the
rare-earth metal named dysprosium react to a short laser pulse. They
discovered that the magnetic orientation can be altered much faster and
with considerably less energy if the magnetic moments of the individual
atoms do not all point in the same direction (ferromagnetism), but
instead point are rotated against each other (anti-ferromagnetism).



Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.



Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.



Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of



reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …



Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing



distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]



In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone



formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug



treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

Saving seagrasses from dredging as new
research finds solutions [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Timing of dredging and finding an 'ecological window' is the key to
helping preserve one of the world's most productive and important
ecosystems -- seagrass meadows, a new study has found.

Crime-scene technique used to track turtles [周一, 06 11

月 23:05]

Scientists have used satellite tracking and a crime-scene technique to
discover an important feeding ground for green turtles in the
Mediterranean.

Excavation in Northern Iraq: Sasanian loom



discovered [周一, 06 11月 23:02]

Archaeologists have returned from the Iraqi-Kurdish province of
Sulaymaniyah with new findings: The discovery of a loom from the 5th
to 6th century AD.

Asymptomatic infection helps norovirus to
spread in Indonesia [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Norovirus, also referred to as the 'winter vomiting bug', is the most
common cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans. A Japanese research
team has shown that norovirus is significantly present in the stools of
healthy volunteers in Indonesia who are asymptomatically infected with
the virus. This suggests that asymptomatic infection is a source of
norovirus outbreaks, and sheds light on the transmission mode of the
virus.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Animation meets biology: Shedding new light on
animal behavior [周一, 06 11月 22:10]

Many animals rely on movement to find prey and avoid predators.
Movement is also an essential component of the territorial displays of
lizards, comprising tail, limb, head and whole-body movements.



Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An



optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.



'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.



Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]



Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.
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Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]



New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]



Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than



the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.



Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a



matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement
in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]



A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific
information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,



and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.

Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new



study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.

Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual



advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first



one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way



into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.



Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st



centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may
improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for



hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be
able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.



Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Infants with extra fingers may receive non-
evidence-based, complication-prone treatment [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

The authors of a new study believe surgical excision is the more
effective treatment option for polydactyly as it is completed in one visit,
typically creates little scarring and rarely leaves painful or unsightly
residual tissue.

Response after single treatment with
canakinumab predicts which patients will
benefit most [周二, 14 11月 04:02]

A pre-specified analysis on CANTOS (Canakinumab Anti-inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcomes Study) that identifies a simple, clinical method to



define patient groups most likely to benefit from long-term canakinumab
treatment.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at
lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

Effective therapy against glioblastoma by
attacking telomeres [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have shown that it is possible to block the growth of human
and murine glioblastoma in mouse models by blocking the TRF1
protein; an essential component of the telomere-protective complex. The
study describes a new and promising way to combat this type of brain
tumor by attacking its ability to regenerate and divide immortally.

Next-generation optogenetic molecules control
single neurons [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have developed a new optogenetic technique that allows
them stimulate individual neurons with precise control over both the
location and timing of the activation.

Why head and face pain causes more suffering [周

二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered why pain from the head and face can be more
disruptive, and more emotionally draining, than pain elsewhere in the
body. The team found that sensory neurons from the head and face are
wired directly into one of the brain's principal emotional signaling hubs,
while sensory neurons from the body are connected only indirectly. The
results may pave the way toward more effective treatments for chronic
head pain.

When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,



14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

Genes that hold the clues to bladder cancer and
its treatment [周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered the 'genetic signatures' of the most common
form of bladder cancer -- and it could open up the possibility of better-
targeted treatment.

Dry eye sufferers will soon have a drug-free
solution [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A study of dry eye sufferers who inserted a handheld neurostimulator
device in their nose to make their eyes produce more tears experienced
significant relief from their disease.

Breakthrough in fibrotic diseases that cause
organ failure [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists make a breakthrough discovery and show that the critical
protein interleukin 11 (IL11) causes fibrosis and widespread organ
damage.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois



since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

Harder for T cells to fight cancer in absence of



VEGF-A [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Contrary to what was previously believed, the immune system's cancer-
killing T cells are more effective in a tumor's anoxic environment when
they have access to growth factor VEGF-A. Researchers now show how
the T cells not only survive in this oxygen-depleted micro-environment
with the help of transcription factor HIF-1a but also become more
effective at killing cancer cells inside it.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology
and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]



Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Engineering non-immune cells to kill cancer
cells [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Researchers have reprogrammed normal human cells to create designer
immune cells capable of detecting and destroying cancer cells.

Breastfeeding does not protect children against
asthma and allergies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

The effect of breastfeeding on the risk of developing asthma and allergy
has been debated for a long time. Researchers show that breastfeeding
might in fact increase the risk of developing hay fever and eczema,
while not having any clear effect on the risk of asthma.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Annual influenza vaccination does not prevent
natural immunity [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Earlier studies have suggested that having repeated annual influenza
vaccination can prevent natural immunity to the virus, and potentially
increase the susceptibility to influenza illness in the event of a
pandemic, or when the vaccine does not 'match' the virus circulating in



the community. But now, researchers at the Influenza Center in Bergen
have published a study, which concludes that annual influenza
vaccination does not increase susceptibility to influenza infection in
years of vaccine mi…

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Uncovering a reversible master switch for
development [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have identified a reversible 'master switch' on most



developmental genes. The team unearthed this biological insight through
studies in the fruit fly -- a powerful model organism for studying how
human genes are organized and function.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the



Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.

A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Risks for blood clot in a vein may rise with
increased TV viewing [周一, 13 11月 22:56]

Risk for blood clot in a vein was higher in those who reported watching
TV 'very often' compared with those who reported watching TV 'never
or seldom.'

E-cigarette vapor slows heart rate in mice [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) such as e-cigarettes, affect
heart rhythm and cardiovascular function in mice, according to
preliminary research.

Low sodium-DASH diet combination



dramatically lowers blood pressure in
hypertensive adults [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A combination of reduced sodium intake and the DASH diet lowers
blood pressure in adults with hypertension, according to preliminary
research.

Reduction in common heart hormone associated
with improved outcomes and lower mortality [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

Heart failure patients discharged from the hospital with a reduced level
of a common hormone produced by the heart had significantly lower
rates of readmission and lower death rates, according to a new study.

Follow-up cholesterol testing reduces risk of
reocurrence for heart attack, stroke patients [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

If you have a heart attack or stroke, it's important to get your 'bad'
cholesterol measured by your doctor on a follow up visit. Researchers
have found that one step is significantly associated with a reduced risk
of suffering another serious cardiovascular episode.
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World’s longest sauropod dinosaur
trackway brought to light --
ScienceDaily

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were
discovered in the French village of Plagne, in the Jura
Mountains. Since then, a series of excavations at the
site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod
trackway ever to be found. Having compiled and
analyzed the collected data, which is published in
Geobios, scientists from the Laboratoire de Géologie
de Lyon (CNRS / ENS de Lyon / Claude Bernard Lyon
1 University), the Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans
(CNRS / Université Clermont Auvergne / Université
Jean Monnet / IRD), and the Pterosaur Beach Museum
conclude these tracks were left 150 million years ago
by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less
than 35 t.

In 2009, when sauropod tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne -- near Lyon -- the news went
round the world. After two members of the Oyonnax



Naturalists' Society spotted them, scientists from the
Paléoenvironnements et Paléobiosphère research unit
(CNRS / Claude Bernard Lyon 1 University)
confirmed these tracks were the longest in the world.
Between 2010 and 2012, researchers from the
Laboratoire de Géologie de Lyon supervised digs at the
site, a meadow covering three hectares. Their work
unearthed many more dinosaur footprints and
trackways. It turns out the prints found in 2009 are part
of a 110-step trackway that extends over 155 m -- a
world record for sauropods, which were the largest of
the dinosaurs.

Dating of the limestone layers reveals that the trackway
was formed 150 million years ago, during the Early
Tithonian Age of the Jurassic Period. At that time, the
Plagne site lay on a vast carbonate platform bathed in a
warm, shallow sea. The presence of large dinosaurs
indicates the region must have been studded with many
islands that offered enough vegetation to sustain the
animals. Land bridges emerged when the sea level
lowered, connecting the islands and allowing the giant
vertebrates to migrate from dry land in the Rhenish
Massif.

Additional excavations conducted as late as 2015



enabled closer study of the tracks. Those left by the
sauropod's feet span 94 to 103 cm and the total length
can reach up to 3 meters when including the mud ring
displaced by each step. The footprints reveal five
elliptical toe marks, while the handprints are
characterized by five circular finger marks arranged in
an arc. Biometric analyses suggest the dinosaur was at
least 35 m long, weighted between 35 and 40 t, had an
average stride of 2.80 m, and traveled at a speed of 4
km/h. It has been assigned to a new ichnospecies1:
Brontopodus plagnensis. Other dinosaur trackways can
be found at the Plagne site, including a series of 18
tracks extending over 38 m, left by a carnivore of the
ichnogenus Megalosauripus. The researchers have
since covered these tracks to protect them from the
elements. But many more remain to be found and
studied in Plagne.

1 The prefix ichno- indicates that a taxon (e.g., a genus
or species) has been defined on the basis of tracks or
other marks left behind, rather than anatomical remains
like bones.

Story Source:

Materials provided by CNRS. Note: Content may be

http://www2.cnrs.fr/en/3023.htm
http://www.cnrs.fr/index.php


edited for style and length.
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Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil
forests -- ScienceDaily

During Antarctica's summer, from late November
through January, UW-Milwaukee geologists Erik
Gulbranson and John Isbell climbed the McIntyre
Promontory's frozen slopes in the Transantarctic
Mountains. High above the ice fields, they combed the
mountain's gray rocks for fossils from the continent's
green, forested past.

By the trip's end, the geologists had found fossil
fragments of 13 trees. The discovered fossils reveal
that the trees are over 260 million years old, meaning
that this forest grew at the end of the Permian Period,
before the first dinosaurs.

"People have known about the fossils in Antarctica
since the 1910-12 Robert Falcon Scott expedition,"
said Gulbranson, a paleoecologist and visiting assistant
professor in UWM's Department of Geosciences.
"However, most of Antarctica is still unexplored.
Sometimes, you might be the first person to ever climb
a particular mountain."



The time frame is exactly what they are looking for.
The Permian Period ended 251 million years ago in
history's greatest mass extinction, as the Earth rapidly
shifted from icehouse to greenhouse conditions. More
than 90 percent of species on Earth disappeared,
including the polar forests. Because the Antarctic
forests grew at polar latitudes where plants can't grow
today, Gulbranson believes that the trees were an
extremely hearty species and is trying to determine
why they went extinct.

Many scientists now believe that a massive increase in
atmospheric greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide
and methane, caused the Permian-Triassic extinction.
It's likely that over the course of 200,000 years -- a
short time, geologically speaking -- volcanic eruptions
in Siberia released many tons of greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere.

Isbell, a distinguished professor of geosciences at
UWM, has previously studied Antarctica's Permian
glacial deposits to determine how the climate changed.
On this expedition, he used the rocks around the
fossilized trees to determine how the fossils fit into
Antarctica's geologic history.



"This forest is a glimpse of life before the extinction,
which can help us understand what caused the event,"
Gulbranson said. It can also give clues to how plants
were different than today.

At the Permian Period's end, Antarctica was warmer
and more humid than it is today. The world's
continents, as we know them, were packed together in
two giant landmasses -- one in the north and one in the
south. Antarctica was part of Gondwana, the
supercontinent spanning the Southern Hemisphere that
also included present-day South America, Africa,
India, Australia and the Arabian Peninsula.

There would have been a mixture of mosses, ferns and
an extinct plant called Glossopteris, and it's likely that
this forest stretched across the entirety of Gondwana.

Gulbranson said that the fossil forests looked different
than forests today. During the Permian Period, forests
were a potentially low diversity assemblage of different
plant types with specific functions that affected how
the entire forest responded to environmental change.
This is contrast to modern high-latitude forests that
display greater plant diversity.



"This plant group must have been capable of surviving
and thriving in a variety of environments," Gulbranson
said. "It's extremely rare, even today, for a group to
appear across nearly an entire hemisphere of the
globe."

But not even these robust forests survived the high
carbon dioxide concentrations of the mass extinction.

The resilient plants also must have survived through
the polar extremes of perpetual light and total darkness.
Even in a warmer past, the polar regions would have
experienced months of darkness in winter and would
have gone without sunset during the summer months.

By studying the preserved tree rings, Gulbranson and
colleagues have found that these trees transitioned
from summer activity to winter dormancy rapidly,
perhaps within a month. Modern plants make the same
transition over the course of several months and also
conserve water by making food during the day and
resting at night. Scientists don't yet know how months
of perpetual light would have affected the plants' day-
and-night cycles.

"There isn't anything like that today," Gulbranson said.



"These trees could turn their growing cycles on and off
like a light switch. We know the winter shutoff
happened right away, but we don't know how active
they were during the summertime and if they could
force themselves into dormancy while it was still light
out."

He'll return to the site later this month and stay through
January 2018. He hopes to learn more about the
extinction event. He previously wasn't able to study the
extinction period because of weather constraints and
aircraft troubles.

Gulbranson is going to look for deposits from the mass
extinction to see if he can determine exactly how the
forests responded as carbon dioxide rose.

"The geologic record shows us the beginning, middle
and end of climate change events," Gulbranson said.
"With further study, we can better understand how
greenhouse gases and climate change affect life on
Earth."
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Another reason to exercise: Protecting
your sight -- ScienceDaily

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical
activity may be able to significantly lower their risk of
glaucoma, according to research presented today at
AAO 2017, the 121st Annual Meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology. Researchers from the
University of California, Los Angeles reported a 73
percent decline in the risk of developing the disease
among the most physically active study participants,
compared with those who were the least active.

Glaucoma is one of the leading causes of blindness in
the United States. It is most common in people over 40.
Treatment can slow its progression, but there is no
cure. It has long been thought that lifestyle choices do
not play a role in glaucoma, but several recent studies
show that lifestyle factors can influence eye pressure,
which is a major risk factor for the disease.

To examine the correlation between exercise intensity
and glaucoma, the researchers looked at data from the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, a



large study that has tracked the health and nutritional
status of adults in the United States since the 1960s.
They defined moderate to vigorous activity in terms of
walking speed and the number of steps taken per
minute as measured by a pedometer. Taking 7,000
steps a day, every day of the week is considered
equivalent to 30 minutes a day of moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity at least 5 days a week.

The researchers found that for each 10-unit increase in
walking speed and number of steps taken per minute,
glaucoma risk decreased by 6 percent. For each 10-
minute increase in moderate-to-vigorous activity per
week, glaucoma risk decreased 25 percent.

"Our research suggests that it is not only the act of
exercising that may be associated with decreased
glaucoma risk, but that people who exercise with
higher speed and more steps of walking or running
may even further decrease their glaucoma risk
compared to people who exercise at lower speeds with
less steps," said Victoria L. Tseng, M.D., Ph.D., of the
University of California, Los Angeles.

Some studies have demonstrated that blood flow and
pressure inside the eye may change with exercise,



which may affect glaucoma risk, Dr. Tseng noted.
However, more research directly examining the
relationship between exercise and glaucoma is required
before physicians can make specific recommendations
on exercise and glaucoma.

In the meantime, she advises exercise for her patients
as a beneficial activity for all aspects of health,
including the eyes.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
Ophthalmology (AAO). Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Extreme swings in blood pressure are
just as deadly as having consistently
high blood pressure -- ScienceDaily

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may
be just as deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure, according to a new study from the
Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute in Salt
Lake City.

Following a review of electronic medical records,
researchers from the Intermountain Medical Center
Heart Institute discovered that patients with systolic
blood pressure numbers that varied by as much as 30 or
40 between doctor visits over an extended period of
time were more likely to die than those with less
extreme variances in their blood pressure.

The systolic blood pressure reading (the upper number)
indicates how much pressure blood is exerting against
the artery walls when the heart beats. According to the
American Heart Association, a normal systolic blood
pressure is less than 120. High blood pressure is



categorized as above 140.

"Blood pressure is one of those numbers we encourage
people to keep track of, as it's one indicator of your
health heart," said Brian Clements, DO, an internal
medicine specialist with the Intermountain Medical
Center Heart Institute, and lead invesigator of the
study. "The takeaway from the study is, if you allow
your blood pressure to be uncontrolled for any period
of time, or notice big changes in your blood pressure
between doctor visits, you increase your risk of stroke,
heart attack, kidney or heart failure, or even death."

Results of the study of nearly 11,000 patients will be
reported at the 2017 American Heart Association
Scientific Sessions in Anaheim, CA, on Monday,
November 13.

Researchers at the Intermountain Medical Center Heart
Institute modeled their study after an analysis of the
largest hypertension clinical trial ever conducted -- the
Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to
Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT).

They examined visit-to-visit variability of systolic
blood pressure in 10,903 patient records from



Intermountain Healthcare facilities. The patients were
required to have had seven blood pressure
measurements between 2007 and 2011. After the date
of their seventh recorded systolic blood pressure
measurement, the patients were followed for five years,
with researchers looking at all causes of mortality.

"The call to action for patients as a result of this study
is to do everything they can to control their blood
pressure on a regular basis," said Dr. Clements. "Eat
healthy foods, exercise regularly, and if your doctor
has prescribed you medications for your blood
pressure, be sure and take them consistently. Because
any time your blood pressure is out of control, you're at
higher risk of injury or death."

In most people, systolic blood pressure rises steadily
with age due to increased stiffness of large arteries,
long-term build-up of plaque, and increased incidence
of cardiac and vascular disease, according to the the
American Heart Association.

Dr. Clements also recommends that people control
their environment when measuring their blood pressure
to help reduce additional variables from influencing the
measurement.



• Sit or lay down for 15 minutes prior to taking your
blood pressure. Don't do things that will cause you
stress, as that may raise your blood pressure.

• Use a blood pressure cuff that fits. Make sure it's not
too tight or too large.

"After the ALLHAT study, we were in a unique
position because Intermountain Healthcare has such a
rich database of records that are perfect for identifying
trends and outcomes," said Dr. Clements. "In this case,
we're working to identify the cause of the variances in
systolic blood pressure and learn if it's an independent
predictor of mortality, thus helping clinicians work
with their patients to better manage their heart health."

Other members of the research team include Nathan
Allred; Erik Riessen; Benjamin Horne, PhD; Raymond
O. McCubrey; Heidi T. May, PhD; and Joseph B.
Muhlestein, MD.

The Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute,
which is part of the Intermountain Healthcare system
based in Salt Lake City, is one of the premier
cardiovascular centers in the country.
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Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling
obesity: Genetic variant is carried by
millions of Americans -- ScienceDaily

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: People
are eating too much and exercising too little. But
evidence is growing that at least some of the weight
gain that plagues modern humans is predetermined.

New research from the Research Triangle suggests that
variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by
millions of Americans -- could cause people to put on
pounds through no fault of their own.

The study, which was conducted in mice, shows that
the gene variation causes fat cells to suck up glucose
faster than normal, more than doubling their size.
When an aging metabolism or high-fat diet is added to
the equation, obesity becomes all but inevitable.

"We call it fault-free obesity," said Vann Bennett,
M.D., Ph.D., senior author of the study and George
Barth Geller Professor of Biochemistry at Duke



University School of Medicine.

"We believe this gene might have helped our ancestors
store energy in times of famine. In current times, where
food is plentiful, ankyrin-B variants could be fueling
the obesity epidemic."

The results appear the week of November 13 in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Bennett discovered the protein ankyrin-B more than
thirty years ago. It is present in every bodily tissue and
acts like an anchor by tethering important proteins to
the inside of the cell's membrane. Bennett and other
researchers have linked defects in ankyrin-B to a
number of human diseases, including autism, muscular
dystrophy, aging, diabetes and irregular heartbeat.

Several years ago, Jane Healey, an MD/PhD student
working in the Bennett laboratory, noticed that mice
with cardiac arrhythmia caused by mutations in
ankyrin-B were fatter than their wildtype litter mates.
To figure out why, she created mouse models that
carried a couple of common human variants of the
gene.



Damaris Lorenzo, Ph.D., a postdoctoral fellow in the
lab at the time, found that these mice quickly grew fat,
locking away most of their calories in fat tissue rather
than sending them to other tissues to burn as energy.
These findings were published in 2015 in the Journal
of Clinical Investigation.

"The problem is, we still didn't know how this gene
worked," said Bennett. "There is this common belief in
the field that much of obesity can be traced back to
appetite and the appetite control centers that reside in
the brain. But what if it isn't all in our head?"

To study that question, Lorenzo, now an assistant
professor of cell biology and physiology at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, had her
research group completely knock out the ankyrin-B
gene in the fat tissue of mice.

They repeated many of the same experiments that had
been conducted in the previous mouse models, which
carried mutant versions of ankyrin-B throughout their
bodies. Like before, the knock-out mice gained weight,
and their energy-storing white fat cells doubled in size
-- despite eating and exercising the same amount as
normal mice. What's more, the weight gain increased



as the mice aged or were fed a high-fat diet.

"We quickly learned that the increased accumulation of
lipids in fat cells "spilled over" to the liver and
muscles," Lorenzo said. "The abnormal accumulation
of fat in these tissues led to inflammation and
disruption of response to insulin, a hallmark of type II
diabetes. A similar cascade of events is what often
takes place in humans, and that is why obesity can be
so detrimental to our health," Lorenzo said.

After conducting a number of biochemistry
experiments, Lorenzo showed that eliminating or
mutating ankyrin-B changed the dynamics of Glut4,
the protein that allows glucose to enter fat cells. As a
result, the flood gates were effectively opened,
allowing glucose to flow into the cells more quickly
than normal.

Lorenzo wondered if the same mechanism held true for
other known human mutations of ankyrin-B. Variants
in ankyrin-B are carried by 1.3% of Caucasians and
8.4% of African Americans, accounting for millions of
people in the United States alone. Lorenzo cultured fat
cells carrying these variants and found that they too
sucked up glucose at a higher rate. The disease seems



to originate in fat tissue, though it likely has effects
elsewhere in the body.

"We found that mice can become obese without eating
more, and that there is an underlying cellular
mechanism to explain that weight gain," Bennett said.
"This gene could enable us to identify at-risk
individuals who should watch what kind of calories
they eat and exercise more in order to keep their body
weight under control."

But first, Bennett says their findings in the laboratory
must be confirmed in the general population. To do so,
the researchers will need to identify individuals with
ankyrin-B variants, and then assess family histories,
height and weight, and characteristic physiological
traits as well as glucose metabolism, to determine the
impact of these variants on human health.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a



second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem



cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.



Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?



The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.



Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and



when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to



humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]



Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be
able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.

Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Infants with extra fingers may receive non-
evidence-based, complication-prone treatment [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

The authors of a new study believe surgical excision is the more
effective treatment option for polydactyly as it is completed in one visit,
typically creates little scarring and rarely leaves painful or unsightly



residual tissue.

Response after single treatment with
canakinumab predicts which patients will
benefit most [周二, 14 11月 04:02]

A pre-specified analysis on CANTOS (Canakinumab Anti-inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcomes Study) that identifies a simple, clinical method to
define patient groups most likely to benefit from long-term canakinumab
treatment.

Effective therapy against glioblastoma by
attacking telomeres [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have shown that it is possible to block the growth of human
and murine glioblastoma in mouse models by blocking the TRF1
protein; an essential component of the telomere-protective complex. The
study describes a new and promising way to combat this type of brain
tumor by attacking its ability to regenerate and divide immortally.

Next-generation optogenetic molecules control
single neurons [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have developed a new optogenetic technique that allows
them stimulate individual neurons with precise control over both the
location and timing of the activation.

Why head and face pain causes more suffering [周

二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered why pain from the head and face can be more
disruptive, and more emotionally draining, than pain elsewhere in the
body. The team found that sensory neurons from the head and face are
wired directly into one of the brain's principal emotional signaling hubs,
while sensory neurons from the body are connected only indirectly. The
results may pave the way toward more effective treatments for chronic
head pain.

Genes that hold the clues to bladder cancer and
its treatment [周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered the 'genetic signatures' of the most common



form of bladder cancer -- and it could open up the possibility of better-
targeted treatment.

Dry eye sufferers will soon have a drug-free
solution [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A study of dry eye sufferers who inserted a handheld neurostimulator
device in their nose to make their eyes produce more tears experienced
significant relief from their disease.

Breakthrough in fibrotic diseases that cause
organ failure [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists make a breakthrough discovery and show that the critical
protein interleukin 11 (IL11) causes fibrosis and widespread organ
damage.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

Harder for T cells to fight cancer in absence of
VEGF-A [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Contrary to what was previously believed, the immune system's cancer-
killing T cells are more effective in a tumor's anoxic environment when
they have access to growth factor VEGF-A. Researchers now show how
the T cells not only survive in this oxygen-depleted micro-environment
with the help of transcription factor HIF-1a but also become more
effective at killing cancer cells inside it.

Engineering non-immune cells to kill cancer
cells [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Researchers have reprogrammed normal human cells to create designer
immune cells capable of detecting and destroying cancer cells.



Breastfeeding does not protect children against
asthma and allergies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

The effect of breastfeeding on the risk of developing asthma and allergy
has been debated for a long time. Researchers show that breastfeeding
might in fact increase the risk of developing hay fever and eczema,
while not having any clear effect on the risk of asthma.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Annual influenza vaccination does not prevent
natural immunity [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Earlier studies have suggested that having repeated annual influenza
vaccination can prevent natural immunity to the virus, and potentially
increase the susceptibility to influenza illness in the event of a
pandemic, or when the vaccine does not 'match' the virus circulating in
the community. But now, researchers at the Influenza Center in Bergen
have published a study, which concludes that annual influenza
vaccination does not increase susceptibility to influenza infection in
years of vaccine mi…

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.



Uncovering a reversible master switch for
development [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have identified a reversible 'master switch' on most
developmental genes. The team unearthed this biological insight through
studies in the fruit fly -- a powerful model organism for studying how
human genes are organized and function.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Risks for blood clot in a vein may rise with
increased TV viewing [周一, 13 11月 22:56]

Risk for blood clot in a vein was higher in those who reported watching
TV 'very often' compared with those who reported watching TV 'never
or seldom.'

E-cigarette vapor slows heart rate in mice [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) such as e-cigarettes, affect
heart rhythm and cardiovascular function in mice, according to
preliminary research.

Low sodium-DASH diet combination
dramatically lowers blood pressure in
hypertensive adults [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A combination of reduced sodium intake and the DASH diet lowers
blood pressure in adults with hypertension, according to preliminary
research.

Reduction in common heart hormone associated



with improved outcomes and lower mortality [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

Heart failure patients discharged from the hospital with a reduced level
of a common hormone produced by the heart had significantly lower
rates of readmission and lower death rates, according to a new study.

Follow-up cholesterol testing reduces risk of
reocurrence for heart attack, stroke patients [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

If you have a heart attack or stroke, it's important to get your 'bad'
cholesterol measured by your doctor on a follow up visit. Researchers
have found that one step is significantly associated with a reduced risk
of suffering another serious cardiovascular episode.

Innovative genetic, cellular techniques help
identify multiple disease targets [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Advances in the use of CRISPR-Cas9 and human induced pluripotent
stem cell technologies to identify novel therapeutic targets for
neurological disorders such as schizophrenia and addiction have been
highlighted by researchers.

Low chance of sudden cardiac arrest after sex [周一,

13 11月 22:55]

A small percentage of sudden cardiac arrest events are related to sexual
activity, but survival rates in those cases remain low, according to a new
research. Despite these sexual activity related SCA events being
witnessed by a partner, 'bystander' CPR was performed in only one-third
of cases.

Federal policy to reduce re-hospitalizations is
linked to increased mortality rates [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Federal policymakers five years ago introduced the Hospital
Readmission Reduction Program to spur hospitals to reduce Medicare
readmission rates by penalizing them if they didn't. A new analysis,
however, finds that the program may be so focused on keeping some
patients out of the hospital that related death rates are increasing.

Program to reduce hospital readmissions linked



with increased risk of death among HF patients
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Implementation of a program designed to reduce hospital readmissions
was associated with a reduction in the rate of readmissions, but also an
increase in the rate of death among Medicare patients hospitalized with
heart failure.

Eating disorder treatments need to consider
social, cultural implications of the illness [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

People in treatment for eating disorders are poorly served when it comes
to addressing the cultural aspects of eating problems, according to new
research. This emerges as part of an overall set of findings that suggest
contemporary eating disorder (ED) treatment in the UK pays little
attention to the cultural contexts for eating problems, such as gender.

Deadly combination in neurodegenerative
diseases revealed [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Aging is the key risk factor for neurodegenerative diseases, and
accumulation of the protein TDP-43 in neurons is a pathological feature
of frontotemporal dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. However,
the specific effect of aging on the protein TDP-43 has not been
investigated. Researchers have now found in mice that interneuron
degeneration occurs upon aging, and TDP-43 accelerates age-dependent
neuronal degeneration, which may be related to the impaired memory of
TDP-43 transgenic mice.

New tool identifies headache patients at risk of
aneurysms in emergency department [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A new tool to identify potentially fatal aneurysms in patients with
headaches who seem otherwise well will help emergency departments to
identify high-risk patients, improve survival rates and cut out
unnecessary imaging, according to new research.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist



infection-fighting antibiotics.

People will desire something even more if you
increase their focus on it [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The relationship between desire and attention was long thought to only
work in one direction: when a person desires something, they focus their
attention on it.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to
build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Improving the neuron factory: New modulator
of stem cell identity found [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Since their discovery in 2006, induced pluripotent stem cells are a
glimmer of hope for many diseases. But further research of the complex
regulation of pluripotent stem cell identity revealed unexpected
difficulties. Medical researchers have now found an efficient way to
produce neurons from pluripotent stem cells.

Epigenetic editing reveals surprising insights
into early breast cancer development [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Changing the epigenetic code of a single gene is enough to cause a
healthy breast cell to begin a chain reaction and become abnormal,
according to new research.

Memory complaints and cognitive decline: Data
from the GuidAge study [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A memory complaint, also called Subjective Cognitive Decline (SCD),
is a subjective disorder that appears to be relatively common, especially
in elderly persons. The reports of its prevalence in various populations
range from approximately 10% to as high as 88%, although it is



generally thought that the prevalence of everyday memory problems lie
within the range of 25% to 50%.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.

Omega-6 fatty acids do not promote low-grade
inflammation [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

The higher the serum linoleic acid level, the lower the CRP, according
to a new study. Linoleic acid is the most common polyunsaturated
omega-6 fatty acid.

Older people with bowel disease receive older
medicines [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Inflammatory bowel disease is common amongst older people and there
are big differences in the choice of treatment for different age groups.
Patients over the age of 60 often receive cortisone drugs instead of more
modern medicines that target the immune system.

Heart attack and stroke patients prescribed
statin medication upon discharge have better
outcomes [周一, 13 11月 22:52]

Patients with a prior history of heart attacks or stroke have better
outcomes when cholesterol-lowering medications are used after they're
discharged from the hospital, according to a new study.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.



Landmark study may impact standard stroke
treatment guidelines [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Standard guidelines for stroke treatment currently recommend clot
removal only within six hours of stroke onset. But a milestone study
shows that clot removal up to 24 hours after stroke led to significantly
reduced disability for properly selected patients.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Insomnia linked to alcohol-use among
adolescents, study shows [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

'Parents, educators, and therapists should consider insomnia to be a risk
marker for alcohol use, and alcohol use a risk marker for insomnia,



among early adolescents,' writes Rutgers-Camden researcher Naomi
Marmorstein in the study, published recently in the journal Addictive
Behaviors.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in



the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology
and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]



Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]



Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

Mirror image: Higher-quality pictures of
biospecimens [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have improved the speed, resolution, and light efficiency of
an optical microscope by switching from a conventional glass coverslip
to a reflective, mirrored coverslip and applying new computer
algorithms to process the resulting data.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Fuel cell X-ray study details effects of
temperature and moisture on performance [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

To find the right balance of moisture and temperature in a specialized
type of hydrogen fuel cell, scientists have used X-rays to explore the
inner workings of its components at tiny scales.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.



Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.



Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?



Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…



Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact



they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at
lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.



When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,

14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and



pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the
Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.

A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described



species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist
infection-fighting antibiotics.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to
build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne



and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

How to manage forest pests in the
Anthropocene? Bring theory [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A survivor's guide to why forests around the world are being impacted
by invasive pests and what can be done about it in an era of
overwhelming human activity and climate change.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

How bacteria get their groove: Mechanism
behind flagellar motility [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Most motile bacteria move by the use of flagella. While the flagellar
motor components have been identified, it remains unclear how they are
assembled and activated. Researchers have now shown, through real-
time imaging by high-speed atomic force microscopy, that the assembly
of protein complexes into the motor proceeds through sodium ion-
induced structural transitions.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single



molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new



study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.



Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection



of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat



patients.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls



in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating



conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.



Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.



Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.



Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar



matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.



Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight



line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]



Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.



New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be
able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.



Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Infants with extra fingers may receive non-
evidence-based, complication-prone treatment [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

The authors of a new study believe surgical excision is the more
effective treatment option for polydactyly as it is completed in one visit,
typically creates little scarring and rarely leaves painful or unsightly
residual tissue.

Response after single treatment with
canakinumab predicts which patients will
benefit most [周二, 14 11月 04:02]

A pre-specified analysis on CANTOS (Canakinumab Anti-inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcomes Study) that identifies a simple, clinical method to



define patient groups most likely to benefit from long-term canakinumab
treatment.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at
lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

Effective therapy against glioblastoma by
attacking telomeres [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have shown that it is possible to block the growth of human
and murine glioblastoma in mouse models by blocking the TRF1
protein; an essential component of the telomere-protective complex. The
study describes a new and promising way to combat this type of brain
tumor by attacking its ability to regenerate and divide immortally.

Next-generation optogenetic molecules control
single neurons [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have developed a new optogenetic technique that allows
them stimulate individual neurons with precise control over both the
location and timing of the activation.

Why head and face pain causes more suffering [周

二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered why pain from the head and face can be more
disruptive, and more emotionally draining, than pain elsewhere in the
body. The team found that sensory neurons from the head and face are
wired directly into one of the brain's principal emotional signaling hubs,
while sensory neurons from the body are connected only indirectly. The
results may pave the way toward more effective treatments for chronic
head pain.

When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,



14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

Genes that hold the clues to bladder cancer and
its treatment [周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered the 'genetic signatures' of the most common
form of bladder cancer -- and it could open up the possibility of better-
targeted treatment.

Dry eye sufferers will soon have a drug-free
solution [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A study of dry eye sufferers who inserted a handheld neurostimulator
device in their nose to make their eyes produce more tears experienced
significant relief from their disease.

Breakthrough in fibrotic diseases that cause
organ failure [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists make a breakthrough discovery and show that the critical
protein interleukin 11 (IL11) causes fibrosis and widespread organ
damage.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois



since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

Harder for T cells to fight cancer in absence of



VEGF-A [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Contrary to what was previously believed, the immune system's cancer-
killing T cells are more effective in a tumor's anoxic environment when
they have access to growth factor VEGF-A. Researchers now show how
the T cells not only survive in this oxygen-depleted micro-environment
with the help of transcription factor HIF-1a but also become more
effective at killing cancer cells inside it.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology
and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]



Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Engineering non-immune cells to kill cancer
cells [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Researchers have reprogrammed normal human cells to create designer
immune cells capable of detecting and destroying cancer cells.

Breastfeeding does not protect children against
asthma and allergies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

The effect of breastfeeding on the risk of developing asthma and allergy
has been debated for a long time. Researchers show that breastfeeding
might in fact increase the risk of developing hay fever and eczema,
while not having any clear effect on the risk of asthma.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Annual influenza vaccination does not prevent
natural immunity [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Earlier studies have suggested that having repeated annual influenza
vaccination can prevent natural immunity to the virus, and potentially
increase the susceptibility to influenza illness in the event of a
pandemic, or when the vaccine does not 'match' the virus circulating in



the community. But now, researchers at the Influenza Center in Bergen
have published a study, which concludes that annual influenza
vaccination does not increase susceptibility to influenza infection in
years of vaccine mi…

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Uncovering a reversible master switch for
development [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have identified a reversible 'master switch' on most



developmental genes. The team unearthed this biological insight through
studies in the fruit fly -- a powerful model organism for studying how
human genes are organized and function.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the



Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.

A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Risks for blood clot in a vein may rise with
increased TV viewing [周一, 13 11月 22:56]

Risk for blood clot in a vein was higher in those who reported watching
TV 'very often' compared with those who reported watching TV 'never
or seldom.'

E-cigarette vapor slows heart rate in mice [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) such as e-cigarettes, affect
heart rhythm and cardiovascular function in mice, according to
preliminary research.

Low sodium-DASH diet combination



dramatically lowers blood pressure in
hypertensive adults [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A combination of reduced sodium intake and the DASH diet lowers
blood pressure in adults with hypertension, according to preliminary
research.

Reduction in common heart hormone associated
with improved outcomes and lower mortality [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

Heart failure patients discharged from the hospital with a reduced level
of a common hormone produced by the heart had significantly lower
rates of readmission and lower death rates, according to a new study.

Follow-up cholesterol testing reduces risk of
reocurrence for heart attack, stroke patients [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

If you have a heart attack or stroke, it's important to get your 'bad'
cholesterol measured by your doctor on a follow up visit. Researchers
have found that one step is significantly associated with a reduced risk
of suffering another serious cardiovascular episode.
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World’s longest sauropod dinosaur
trackway brought to light --
ScienceDaily

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were
discovered in the French village of Plagne, in the Jura
Mountains. Since then, a series of excavations at the
site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod
trackway ever to be found. Having compiled and
analyzed the collected data, which is published in
Geobios, scientists from the Laboratoire de Géologie
de Lyon (CNRS / ENS de Lyon / Claude Bernard Lyon
1 University), the Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans
(CNRS / Université Clermont Auvergne / Université
Jean Monnet / IRD), and the Pterosaur Beach Museum
conclude these tracks were left 150 million years ago
by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less
than 35 t.

In 2009, when sauropod tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne -- near Lyon -- the news went
round the world. After two members of the Oyonnax



Naturalists' Society spotted them, scientists from the
Paléoenvironnements et Paléobiosphère research unit
(CNRS / Claude Bernard Lyon 1 University)
confirmed these tracks were the longest in the world.
Between 2010 and 2012, researchers from the
Laboratoire de Géologie de Lyon supervised digs at the
site, a meadow covering three hectares. Their work
unearthed many more dinosaur footprints and
trackways. It turns out the prints found in 2009 are part
of a 110-step trackway that extends over 155 m -- a
world record for sauropods, which were the largest of
the dinosaurs.

Dating of the limestone layers reveals that the trackway
was formed 150 million years ago, during the Early
Tithonian Age of the Jurassic Period. At that time, the
Plagne site lay on a vast carbonate platform bathed in a
warm, shallow sea. The presence of large dinosaurs
indicates the region must have been studded with many
islands that offered enough vegetation to sustain the
animals. Land bridges emerged when the sea level
lowered, connecting the islands and allowing the giant
vertebrates to migrate from dry land in the Rhenish
Massif.

Additional excavations conducted as late as 2015



enabled closer study of the tracks. Those left by the
sauropod's feet span 94 to 103 cm and the total length
can reach up to 3 meters when including the mud ring
displaced by each step. The footprints reveal five
elliptical toe marks, while the handprints are
characterized by five circular finger marks arranged in
an arc. Biometric analyses suggest the dinosaur was at
least 35 m long, weighted between 35 and 40 t, had an
average stride of 2.80 m, and traveled at a speed of 4
km/h. It has been assigned to a new ichnospecies1:
Brontopodus plagnensis. Other dinosaur trackways can
be found at the Plagne site, including a series of 18
tracks extending over 38 m, left by a carnivore of the
ichnogenus Megalosauripus. The researchers have
since covered these tracks to protect them from the
elements. But many more remain to be found and
studied in Plagne.

1 The prefix ichno- indicates that a taxon (e.g., a genus
or species) has been defined on the basis of tracks or
other marks left behind, rather than anatomical remains
like bones.

Story Source:
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Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil
forests -- ScienceDaily

During Antarctica's summer, from late November
through January, UW-Milwaukee geologists Erik
Gulbranson and John Isbell climbed the McIntyre
Promontory's frozen slopes in the Transantarctic
Mountains. High above the ice fields, they combed the
mountain's gray rocks for fossils from the continent's
green, forested past.

By the trip's end, the geologists had found fossil
fragments of 13 trees. The discovered fossils reveal
that the trees are over 260 million years old, meaning
that this forest grew at the end of the Permian Period,
before the first dinosaurs.

"People have known about the fossils in Antarctica
since the 1910-12 Robert Falcon Scott expedition,"
said Gulbranson, a paleoecologist and visiting assistant
professor in UWM's Department of Geosciences.
"However, most of Antarctica is still unexplored.
Sometimes, you might be the first person to ever climb
a particular mountain."



The time frame is exactly what they are looking for.
The Permian Period ended 251 million years ago in
history's greatest mass extinction, as the Earth rapidly
shifted from icehouse to greenhouse conditions. More
than 90 percent of species on Earth disappeared,
including the polar forests. Because the Antarctic
forests grew at polar latitudes where plants can't grow
today, Gulbranson believes that the trees were an
extremely hearty species and is trying to determine
why they went extinct.

Many scientists now believe that a massive increase in
atmospheric greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide
and methane, caused the Permian-Triassic extinction.
It's likely that over the course of 200,000 years -- a
short time, geologically speaking -- volcanic eruptions
in Siberia released many tons of greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere.

Isbell, a distinguished professor of geosciences at
UWM, has previously studied Antarctica's Permian
glacial deposits to determine how the climate changed.
On this expedition, he used the rocks around the
fossilized trees to determine how the fossils fit into
Antarctica's geologic history.



"This forest is a glimpse of life before the extinction,
which can help us understand what caused the event,"
Gulbranson said. It can also give clues to how plants
were different than today.

At the Permian Period's end, Antarctica was warmer
and more humid than it is today. The world's
continents, as we know them, were packed together in
two giant landmasses -- one in the north and one in the
south. Antarctica was part of Gondwana, the
supercontinent spanning the Southern Hemisphere that
also included present-day South America, Africa,
India, Australia and the Arabian Peninsula.

There would have been a mixture of mosses, ferns and
an extinct plant called Glossopteris, and it's likely that
this forest stretched across the entirety of Gondwana.

Gulbranson said that the fossil forests looked different
than forests today. During the Permian Period, forests
were a potentially low diversity assemblage of different
plant types with specific functions that affected how
the entire forest responded to environmental change.
This is contrast to modern high-latitude forests that
display greater plant diversity.



"This plant group must have been capable of surviving
and thriving in a variety of environments," Gulbranson
said. "It's extremely rare, even today, for a group to
appear across nearly an entire hemisphere of the
globe."

But not even these robust forests survived the high
carbon dioxide concentrations of the mass extinction.

The resilient plants also must have survived through
the polar extremes of perpetual light and total darkness.
Even in a warmer past, the polar regions would have
experienced months of darkness in winter and would
have gone without sunset during the summer months.

By studying the preserved tree rings, Gulbranson and
colleagues have found that these trees transitioned
from summer activity to winter dormancy rapidly,
perhaps within a month. Modern plants make the same
transition over the course of several months and also
conserve water by making food during the day and
resting at night. Scientists don't yet know how months
of perpetual light would have affected the plants' day-
and-night cycles.

"There isn't anything like that today," Gulbranson said.



"These trees could turn their growing cycles on and off
like a light switch. We know the winter shutoff
happened right away, but we don't know how active
they were during the summertime and if they could
force themselves into dormancy while it was still light
out."

He'll return to the site later this month and stay through
January 2018. He hopes to learn more about the
extinction event. He previously wasn't able to study the
extinction period because of weather constraints and
aircraft troubles.

Gulbranson is going to look for deposits from the mass
extinction to see if he can determine exactly how the
forests responded as carbon dioxide rose.

"The geologic record shows us the beginning, middle
and end of climate change events," Gulbranson said.
"With further study, we can better understand how
greenhouse gases and climate change affect life on
Earth."
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Another reason to exercise: Protecting
your sight -- ScienceDaily

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical
activity may be able to significantly lower their risk of
glaucoma, according to research presented today at
AAO 2017, the 121st Annual Meeting of the American
Academy of Ophthalmology. Researchers from the
University of California, Los Angeles reported a 73
percent decline in the risk of developing the disease
among the most physically active study participants,
compared with those who were the least active.

Glaucoma is one of the leading causes of blindness in
the United States. It is most common in people over 40.
Treatment can slow its progression, but there is no
cure. It has long been thought that lifestyle choices do
not play a role in glaucoma, but several recent studies
show that lifestyle factors can influence eye pressure,
which is a major risk factor for the disease.

To examine the correlation between exercise intensity
and glaucoma, the researchers looked at data from the
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, a



large study that has tracked the health and nutritional
status of adults in the United States since the 1960s.
They defined moderate to vigorous activity in terms of
walking speed and the number of steps taken per
minute as measured by a pedometer. Taking 7,000
steps a day, every day of the week is considered
equivalent to 30 minutes a day of moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity at least 5 days a week.

The researchers found that for each 10-unit increase in
walking speed and number of steps taken per minute,
glaucoma risk decreased by 6 percent. For each 10-
minute increase in moderate-to-vigorous activity per
week, glaucoma risk decreased 25 percent.

"Our research suggests that it is not only the act of
exercising that may be associated with decreased
glaucoma risk, but that people who exercise with
higher speed and more steps of walking or running
may even further decrease their glaucoma risk
compared to people who exercise at lower speeds with
less steps," said Victoria L. Tseng, M.D., Ph.D., of the
University of California, Los Angeles.

Some studies have demonstrated that blood flow and
pressure inside the eye may change with exercise,



which may affect glaucoma risk, Dr. Tseng noted.
However, more research directly examining the
relationship between exercise and glaucoma is required
before physicians can make specific recommendations
on exercise and glaucoma.

In the meantime, she advises exercise for her patients
as a beneficial activity for all aspects of health,
including the eyes.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
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Extreme swings in blood pressure are
just as deadly as having consistently
high blood pressure -- ScienceDaily

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may
be just as deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure, according to a new study from the
Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute in Salt
Lake City.

Following a review of electronic medical records,
researchers from the Intermountain Medical Center
Heart Institute discovered that patients with systolic
blood pressure numbers that varied by as much as 30 or
40 between doctor visits over an extended period of
time were more likely to die than those with less
extreme variances in their blood pressure.

The systolic blood pressure reading (the upper number)
indicates how much pressure blood is exerting against
the artery walls when the heart beats. According to the
American Heart Association, a normal systolic blood
pressure is less than 120. High blood pressure is



categorized as above 140.

"Blood pressure is one of those numbers we encourage
people to keep track of, as it's one indicator of your
health heart," said Brian Clements, DO, an internal
medicine specialist with the Intermountain Medical
Center Heart Institute, and lead invesigator of the
study. "The takeaway from the study is, if you allow
your blood pressure to be uncontrolled for any period
of time, or notice big changes in your blood pressure
between doctor visits, you increase your risk of stroke,
heart attack, kidney or heart failure, or even death."

Results of the study of nearly 11,000 patients will be
reported at the 2017 American Heart Association
Scientific Sessions in Anaheim, CA, on Monday,
November 13.

Researchers at the Intermountain Medical Center Heart
Institute modeled their study after an analysis of the
largest hypertension clinical trial ever conducted -- the
Antihypertensive and Lipid-Lowering Treatment to
Prevent Heart Attack Trial (ALLHAT).

They examined visit-to-visit variability of systolic
blood pressure in 10,903 patient records from



Intermountain Healthcare facilities. The patients were
required to have had seven blood pressure
measurements between 2007 and 2011. After the date
of their seventh recorded systolic blood pressure
measurement, the patients were followed for five years,
with researchers looking at all causes of mortality.

"The call to action for patients as a result of this study
is to do everything they can to control their blood
pressure on a regular basis," said Dr. Clements. "Eat
healthy foods, exercise regularly, and if your doctor
has prescribed you medications for your blood
pressure, be sure and take them consistently. Because
any time your blood pressure is out of control, you're at
higher risk of injury or death."

In most people, systolic blood pressure rises steadily
with age due to increased stiffness of large arteries,
long-term build-up of plaque, and increased incidence
of cardiac and vascular disease, according to the the
American Heart Association.

Dr. Clements also recommends that people control
their environment when measuring their blood pressure
to help reduce additional variables from influencing the
measurement.



• Sit or lay down for 15 minutes prior to taking your
blood pressure. Don't do things that will cause you
stress, as that may raise your blood pressure.

• Use a blood pressure cuff that fits. Make sure it's not
too tight or too large.

"After the ALLHAT study, we were in a unique
position because Intermountain Healthcare has such a
rich database of records that are perfect for identifying
trends and outcomes," said Dr. Clements. "In this case,
we're working to identify the cause of the variances in
systolic blood pressure and learn if it's an independent
predictor of mortality, thus helping clinicians work
with their patients to better manage their heart health."

Other members of the research team include Nathan
Allred; Erik Riessen; Benjamin Horne, PhD; Raymond
O. McCubrey; Heidi T. May, PhD; and Joseph B.
Muhlestein, MD.

The Intermountain Medical Center Heart Institute,
which is part of the Intermountain Healthcare system
based in Salt Lake City, is one of the premier
cardiovascular centers in the country.
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Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling
obesity: Genetic variant is carried by
millions of Americans -- ScienceDaily

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: People
are eating too much and exercising too little. But
evidence is growing that at least some of the weight
gain that plagues modern humans is predetermined.

New research from the Research Triangle suggests that
variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by
millions of Americans -- could cause people to put on
pounds through no fault of their own.

The study, which was conducted in mice, shows that
the gene variation causes fat cells to suck up glucose
faster than normal, more than doubling their size.
When an aging metabolism or high-fat diet is added to
the equation, obesity becomes all but inevitable.

"We call it fault-free obesity," said Vann Bennett,
M.D., Ph.D., senior author of the study and George
Barth Geller Professor of Biochemistry at Duke



University School of Medicine.

"We believe this gene might have helped our ancestors
store energy in times of famine. In current times, where
food is plentiful, ankyrin-B variants could be fueling
the obesity epidemic."

The results appear the week of November 13 in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Bennett discovered the protein ankyrin-B more than
thirty years ago. It is present in every bodily tissue and
acts like an anchor by tethering important proteins to
the inside of the cell's membrane. Bennett and other
researchers have linked defects in ankyrin-B to a
number of human diseases, including autism, muscular
dystrophy, aging, diabetes and irregular heartbeat.

Several years ago, Jane Healey, an MD/PhD student
working in the Bennett laboratory, noticed that mice
with cardiac arrhythmia caused by mutations in
ankyrin-B were fatter than their wildtype litter mates.
To figure out why, she created mouse models that
carried a couple of common human variants of the
gene.



Damaris Lorenzo, Ph.D., a postdoctoral fellow in the
lab at the time, found that these mice quickly grew fat,
locking away most of their calories in fat tissue rather
than sending them to other tissues to burn as energy.
These findings were published in 2015 in the Journal
of Clinical Investigation.

"The problem is, we still didn't know how this gene
worked," said Bennett. "There is this common belief in
the field that much of obesity can be traced back to
appetite and the appetite control centers that reside in
the brain. But what if it isn't all in our head?"

To study that question, Lorenzo, now an assistant
professor of cell biology and physiology at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, had her
research group completely knock out the ankyrin-B
gene in the fat tissue of mice.

They repeated many of the same experiments that had
been conducted in the previous mouse models, which
carried mutant versions of ankyrin-B throughout their
bodies. Like before, the knock-out mice gained weight,
and their energy-storing white fat cells doubled in size
-- despite eating and exercising the same amount as
normal mice. What's more, the weight gain increased



as the mice aged or were fed a high-fat diet.

"We quickly learned that the increased accumulation of
lipids in fat cells "spilled over" to the liver and
muscles," Lorenzo said. "The abnormal accumulation
of fat in these tissues led to inflammation and
disruption of response to insulin, a hallmark of type II
diabetes. A similar cascade of events is what often
takes place in humans, and that is why obesity can be
so detrimental to our health," Lorenzo said.

After conducting a number of biochemistry
experiments, Lorenzo showed that eliminating or
mutating ankyrin-B changed the dynamics of Glut4,
the protein that allows glucose to enter fat cells. As a
result, the flood gates were effectively opened,
allowing glucose to flow into the cells more quickly
than normal.

Lorenzo wondered if the same mechanism held true for
other known human mutations of ankyrin-B. Variants
in ankyrin-B are carried by 1.3% of Caucasians and
8.4% of African Americans, accounting for millions of
people in the United States alone. Lorenzo cultured fat
cells carrying these variants and found that they too
sucked up glucose at a higher rate. The disease seems



to originate in fat tissue, though it likely has effects
elsewhere in the body.

"We found that mice can become obese without eating
more, and that there is an underlying cellular
mechanism to explain that weight gain," Bennett said.
"This gene could enable us to identify at-risk
individuals who should watch what kind of calories
they eat and exercise more in order to keep their body
weight under control."

But first, Bennett says their findings in the laboratory
must be confirmed in the general population. To do so,
the researchers will need to identify individuals with
ankyrin-B variants, and then assess family histories,
height and weight, and characteristic physiological
traits as well as glucose metabolism, to determine the
impact of these variants on human health.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a



second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem



cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.



Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?



The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.



Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and



when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to



humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]



Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be
able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.

Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Infants with extra fingers may receive non-
evidence-based, complication-prone treatment [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

The authors of a new study believe surgical excision is the more
effective treatment option for polydactyly as it is completed in one visit,
typically creates little scarring and rarely leaves painful or unsightly



residual tissue.

Response after single treatment with
canakinumab predicts which patients will
benefit most [周二, 14 11月 04:02]

A pre-specified analysis on CANTOS (Canakinumab Anti-inflammatory
Thrombosis Outcomes Study) that identifies a simple, clinical method to
define patient groups most likely to benefit from long-term canakinumab
treatment.

Effective therapy against glioblastoma by
attacking telomeres [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have shown that it is possible to block the growth of human
and murine glioblastoma in mouse models by blocking the TRF1
protein; an essential component of the telomere-protective complex. The
study describes a new and promising way to combat this type of brain
tumor by attacking its ability to regenerate and divide immortally.

Next-generation optogenetic molecules control
single neurons [周二, 14 11月 01:38]

Researchers have developed a new optogenetic technique that allows
them stimulate individual neurons with precise control over both the
location and timing of the activation.

Why head and face pain causes more suffering [周

二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered why pain from the head and face can be more
disruptive, and more emotionally draining, than pain elsewhere in the
body. The team found that sensory neurons from the head and face are
wired directly into one of the brain's principal emotional signaling hubs,
while sensory neurons from the body are connected only indirectly. The
results may pave the way toward more effective treatments for chronic
head pain.

Genes that hold the clues to bladder cancer and
its treatment [周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Scientists have discovered the 'genetic signatures' of the most common



form of bladder cancer -- and it could open up the possibility of better-
targeted treatment.

Dry eye sufferers will soon have a drug-free
solution [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A study of dry eye sufferers who inserted a handheld neurostimulator
device in their nose to make their eyes produce more tears experienced
significant relief from their disease.

Breakthrough in fibrotic diseases that cause
organ failure [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists make a breakthrough discovery and show that the critical
protein interleukin 11 (IL11) causes fibrosis and widespread organ
damage.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

Harder for T cells to fight cancer in absence of
VEGF-A [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Contrary to what was previously believed, the immune system's cancer-
killing T cells are more effective in a tumor's anoxic environment when
they have access to growth factor VEGF-A. Researchers now show how
the T cells not only survive in this oxygen-depleted micro-environment
with the help of transcription factor HIF-1a but also become more
effective at killing cancer cells inside it.

Engineering non-immune cells to kill cancer
cells [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Researchers have reprogrammed normal human cells to create designer
immune cells capable of detecting and destroying cancer cells.



Breastfeeding does not protect children against
asthma and allergies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

The effect of breastfeeding on the risk of developing asthma and allergy
has been debated for a long time. Researchers show that breastfeeding
might in fact increase the risk of developing hay fever and eczema,
while not having any clear effect on the risk of asthma.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Annual influenza vaccination does not prevent
natural immunity [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Earlier studies have suggested that having repeated annual influenza
vaccination can prevent natural immunity to the virus, and potentially
increase the susceptibility to influenza illness in the event of a
pandemic, or when the vaccine does not 'match' the virus circulating in
the community. But now, researchers at the Influenza Center in Bergen
have published a study, which concludes that annual influenza
vaccination does not increase susceptibility to influenza infection in
years of vaccine mi…

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.



Uncovering a reversible master switch for
development [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have identified a reversible 'master switch' on most
developmental genes. The team unearthed this biological insight through
studies in the fruit fly -- a powerful model organism for studying how
human genes are organized and function.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Risks for blood clot in a vein may rise with
increased TV viewing [周一, 13 11月 22:56]

Risk for blood clot in a vein was higher in those who reported watching
TV 'very often' compared with those who reported watching TV 'never
or seldom.'

E-cigarette vapor slows heart rate in mice [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

Electronic nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) such as e-cigarettes, affect
heart rhythm and cardiovascular function in mice, according to
preliminary research.

Low sodium-DASH diet combination
dramatically lowers blood pressure in
hypertensive adults [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A combination of reduced sodium intake and the DASH diet lowers
blood pressure in adults with hypertension, according to preliminary
research.

Reduction in common heart hormone associated



with improved outcomes and lower mortality [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

Heart failure patients discharged from the hospital with a reduced level
of a common hormone produced by the heart had significantly lower
rates of readmission and lower death rates, according to a new study.

Follow-up cholesterol testing reduces risk of
reocurrence for heart attack, stroke patients [周一, 13

11月 22:55]

If you have a heart attack or stroke, it's important to get your 'bad'
cholesterol measured by your doctor on a follow up visit. Researchers
have found that one step is significantly associated with a reduced risk
of suffering another serious cardiovascular episode.

Innovative genetic, cellular techniques help
identify multiple disease targets [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Advances in the use of CRISPR-Cas9 and human induced pluripotent
stem cell technologies to identify novel therapeutic targets for
neurological disorders such as schizophrenia and addiction have been
highlighted by researchers.

Low chance of sudden cardiac arrest after sex [周一,

13 11月 22:55]

A small percentage of sudden cardiac arrest events are related to sexual
activity, but survival rates in those cases remain low, according to a new
research. Despite these sexual activity related SCA events being
witnessed by a partner, 'bystander' CPR was performed in only one-third
of cases.

Federal policy to reduce re-hospitalizations is
linked to increased mortality rates [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Federal policymakers five years ago introduced the Hospital
Readmission Reduction Program to spur hospitals to reduce Medicare
readmission rates by penalizing them if they didn't. A new analysis,
however, finds that the program may be so focused on keeping some
patients out of the hospital that related death rates are increasing.

Program to reduce hospital readmissions linked



with increased risk of death among HF patients
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Implementation of a program designed to reduce hospital readmissions
was associated with a reduction in the rate of readmissions, but also an
increase in the rate of death among Medicare patients hospitalized with
heart failure.

Eating disorder treatments need to consider
social, cultural implications of the illness [周一, 13 11月

22:55]

People in treatment for eating disorders are poorly served when it comes
to addressing the cultural aspects of eating problems, according to new
research. This emerges as part of an overall set of findings that suggest
contemporary eating disorder (ED) treatment in the UK pays little
attention to the cultural contexts for eating problems, such as gender.

Deadly combination in neurodegenerative
diseases revealed [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Aging is the key risk factor for neurodegenerative diseases, and
accumulation of the protein TDP-43 in neurons is a pathological feature
of frontotemporal dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. However,
the specific effect of aging on the protein TDP-43 has not been
investigated. Researchers have now found in mice that interneuron
degeneration occurs upon aging, and TDP-43 accelerates age-dependent
neuronal degeneration, which may be related to the impaired memory of
TDP-43 transgenic mice.

New tool identifies headache patients at risk of
aneurysms in emergency department [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

A new tool to identify potentially fatal aneurysms in patients with
headaches who seem otherwise well will help emergency departments to
identify high-risk patients, improve survival rates and cut out
unnecessary imaging, according to new research.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist



infection-fighting antibiotics.

People will desire something even more if you
increase their focus on it [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The relationship between desire and attention was long thought to only
work in one direction: when a person desires something, they focus their
attention on it.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to
build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Improving the neuron factory: New modulator
of stem cell identity found [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Since their discovery in 2006, induced pluripotent stem cells are a
glimmer of hope for many diseases. But further research of the complex
regulation of pluripotent stem cell identity revealed unexpected
difficulties. Medical researchers have now found an efficient way to
produce neurons from pluripotent stem cells.

Epigenetic editing reveals surprising insights
into early breast cancer development [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Changing the epigenetic code of a single gene is enough to cause a
healthy breast cell to begin a chain reaction and become abnormal,
according to new research.

Memory complaints and cognitive decline: Data
from the GuidAge study [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A memory complaint, also called Subjective Cognitive Decline (SCD),
is a subjective disorder that appears to be relatively common, especially
in elderly persons. The reports of its prevalence in various populations
range from approximately 10% to as high as 88%, although it is



generally thought that the prevalence of everyday memory problems lie
within the range of 25% to 50%.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.

Omega-6 fatty acids do not promote low-grade
inflammation [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

The higher the serum linoleic acid level, the lower the CRP, according
to a new study. Linoleic acid is the most common polyunsaturated
omega-6 fatty acid.

Older people with bowel disease receive older
medicines [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Inflammatory bowel disease is common amongst older people and there
are big differences in the choice of treatment for different age groups.
Patients over the age of 60 often receive cortisone drugs instead of more
modern medicines that target the immune system.

Heart attack and stroke patients prescribed
statin medication upon discharge have better
outcomes [周一, 13 11月 22:52]

Patients with a prior history of heart attacks or stroke have better
outcomes when cholesterol-lowering medications are used after they're
discharged from the hospital, according to a new study.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.



Landmark study may impact standard stroke
treatment guidelines [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Standard guidelines for stroke treatment currently recommend clot
removal only within six hours of stroke onset. But a milestone study
shows that clot removal up to 24 hours after stroke led to significantly
reduced disability for properly selected patients.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Insomnia linked to alcohol-use among
adolescents, study shows [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

'Parents, educators, and therapists should consider insomnia to be a risk
marker for alcohol use, and alcohol use a risk marker for insomnia,



among early adolescents,' writes Rutgers-Camden researcher Naomi
Marmorstein in the study, published recently in the journal Addictive
Behaviors.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in



the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology
and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]



Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]



Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

Mirror image: Higher-quality pictures of
biospecimens [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have improved the speed, resolution, and light efficiency of
an optical microscope by switching from a conventional glass coverslip
to a reflective, mirrored coverslip and applying new computer
algorithms to process the resulting data.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Fuel cell X-ray study details effects of
temperature and moisture on performance [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

To find the right balance of moisture and temperature in a specialized
type of hydrogen fuel cell, scientists have used X-rays to explore the
inner workings of its components at tiny scales.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.



Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.



Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?



Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…



Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact



they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at
lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.



When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,

14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and



pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the
Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.

A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described



species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist
infection-fighting antibiotics.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to
build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne



and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

How to manage forest pests in the
Anthropocene? Bring theory [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A survivor's guide to why forests around the world are being impacted
by invasive pests and what can be done about it in an era of
overwhelming human activity and climate change.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

How bacteria get their groove: Mechanism
behind flagellar motility [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Most motile bacteria move by the use of flagella. While the flagellar
motor components have been identified, it remains unclear how they are
assembled and activated. Researchers have now shown, through real-
time imaging by high-speed atomic force microscopy, that the assembly
of protein complexes into the motor proceeds through sodium ion-
induced structural transitions.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single



molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new



study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.



Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection



of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat



patients.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls



in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating



conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.



Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.



Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.



Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar



matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.



Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight



line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]



Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.



New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Physicists design $100 handheld muon detector [周

二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Brain stimulation can change how much we



enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat



their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine
patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from



ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.



Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.



Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,
suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.



Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the



heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

New approach to studying chromosomes' centers
may reveal link to Down syndrome and more [周一, 20

11月 23:48]

A new technique may force the centromere -- the mysterious stretch of
DNA in the center of every chromosome -- to give up its secrets at last.
The first test of the approach has yielded clues about the role of
centromeres in Down syndrome, and further use may accelerate research
on other conditions that may have roots in centromere-related problems.

Digital pills successfully monitor opioid use after
injury [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Investigators report on the results from a pilot study of 15 individuals
who received a prescription to take oxycodone digital pills as needed
following treatment for acute fractures. The team found that the opioid-
naïve patients self-administered opioids to manage pain for only a brief
period and only took a fraction of the number of pills they were given.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Diabetes drug helps repair UV-damaged DNA in



cells of 'Moon children' [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

The severe and debilitating genetic disease Xeroderma pigmentosum
impedes cells to repair UV-induced DNA damage. Scientists found a
drug approved for diabetes treatment to alleviate the impact of the gene
defect in cell culture, which led to the discovery of a previously
unknown DNA repair mechanism.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.
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Non-fearful social withdrawal linked
positively to creativity: Not all forms of
social withdrawal are unhealthy,
research suggests -- ScienceDaily

Everyone needs an occasional break from the social
ramble, though spending too much time alone can be
unhealthy and there is growing evidence that the
psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime.

But newly published research by a University at
Buffalo psychologist suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental.

In fact, the research findings published in the journal
Personality and Individual Differences suggest that one
form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability,
is not only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked
positively to creativity.

"Motivation matters," says Julie Bowker, an associate
professor in UB's Department of Psychology and lead



author of the study, which is the first study of social
withdrawal to include a positive outcome.

"We have to understand why someone is withdrawing
to understand the associated risks and benefits," she
says.

Bowker's study results are reminiscent of realities that
surface in literature, from Thoreau's retreat to Walden
to Thomas Merton's work as a cloistered monk, but for
all the conversation and examples about the benefits of
withdrawing to nature or reconnecting to the self, the
pursuit has remained something that hasn't been well
investigated in the psychological literature, according
to Bowker.

Until now.

"When people think about the costs associated with
social withdrawal, often times they adopt a
developmental perspective," she says. "During
childhood and adolescence, the idea is that if you're
removing yourself too much from your peers, then
you're missing out on positive interactions like
receiving social support, developing social skills and
other benefits of interacting with your peers.



"This may be why there has been such an emphasis on
the negative effects of avoiding and withdrawing from
peers."

But, in recent years, Bowker says there is growing
recognition for the different reasons why youth
withdraw from and avoid peers, and that the risk
associated with withdrawal depends on the underlying
reason or motivation.

Some people withdraw out of fear or anxiety. This type
of social withdrawal is associated with shyness. Others
appear to withdraw because they dislike social
interaction. They are considered socially avoidant.

But some people withdraw due to non-fearful
preferences for solitude. These individuals enjoy
spending time alone, reading or working on their
computers. They are unsociable. Unlike shyness and
avoidance, research consistently shows that
unsociability is unrelated to negative outcomes. But,
Bowker's study is the first to link it to a positive
outcome, creativity.

"Although unsociable youth spend more time alone
than with others, we know that they spend some time



with peers. They are not antisocial. They don't initiate
interaction, but also don't appear to turn down social
invitations from peers. Therefore, they may get just
enough peer interaction so that when they are alone,
they are able to enjoy that solitude. They're able to
think creatively and develop new ideas -- like an artist
in a studio or the academic in his or her office," says
Bowker.

In the study, shyness and avoidance were related
negatively to creativity. Bowker thinks that "shy and
avoidant individuals may be unable to use their
solitude time happily and productively, maybe because
they are distracted by their negative cognitions and
fears"

For the study, 295 participants reported on their
different motivations for social withdrawal. Other self-
report measures assessed creativity, anxiety sensitivity,
depressive symptoms, aggression, and the behavioral
approach system (BAS), which regulates approach
behaviors and desires, and the behavioral inhibition
system (BIS), which regulates avoidant behaviors and
desires.

Bowker says there is some overlap in the types of



social withdrawal. Someone might be high in shyness,
but also have some tendency toward unsociability. But,
the results from her study show that when the research
controls for all the subtypes, the three types of social
withdrawal are related differently to outcomes. Not
only was unsociability related positively to creativity,
but the study findings also showed other unique
associations, such as a positive link between shyness
and anxiety sensitivity.

"Over the years, unsociability has been characterized as
a relatively benign form of social withdrawal. But, with
the new findings linking it to creativity, we think
unsociability may be better characterized as a
potentially beneficial form of social withdrawal."
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Physicists design $100 handheld muon
detector: Pocket-sized device detects
charged particles in surrounding air --
ScienceDaily

At any given moment, Earth's atmosphere is showered
with high-energy cosmic rays that have been blasted
from supernovae and other astrophysical phenomena
far beyond the Solar System. When cosmic rays collide
with Earth's atmosphere, they decay into muons --
charged particles that are slightly heavier than an
electron.

Muons last only fractions of a second, and during their
fleeting lifespan they can be found through every layer
of Earth's atmosphere, circulating in the air around us
and raining onto the surface at a rate similar to a light
drizzle. A small fraction of muons can even penetrate
Earth's surface and travel several kilometers through
rock and ice.

Now physicists at MIT have designed a pocket-sized
cosmic ray muon detector to track these ghostly



particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and
counts each time a muon passes through. The relatively
simple device costs just $100 to build, making it the
most affordable muon detector available today.

The researchers, led by Spencer Axani, a graduate
student in MIT's Department of Physics, have designed
the detector with students in mind. They have started
an outreach program called CosmicWatch, with a
website that lists parts to purchase and detailed
instructions on how to assemble, calibrate, and run the
detector. The team estimates that an average high
school student should spend about four hours building
a detector for the first time, and just one hour building
it a second time.

Once up and running, detectors can be carried around
to measure muon rates in virtually any environment.
The team has helped supply nearly 100 detectors to
high school and college students, who have sent the
instruments up in planes and weather balloons to
measure muon rates at high altitudes. Students have
also, as Axani has done, taken the detectors
underground.



"You get funny looks when you take particle detectors
into the subway, but we did that in Boston," Axani
says. "Since the muon rate will decrease the further
down you go, we put the detectors in a subway station
to measure how far underground we were."

The researchers have published the first version of the
detector design in the American Journal of Physics.
Axani's co-authors are MIT professor of physics Janet
Conrad and junior Conor Kirby. Details regarding their
latest version can be found on the CosmicWatch
webpage.

Treasure in trash

Axani originally intended to build a small, handheld
muon detector as a miniature add-on to IceCube, a
huge particle detector encased in ice, deep underground
at the South Pole. IceCube is designed to detect
subatomic particles called neutrinos.

Scientists at the observatory proposed that a small
muon detector might be inserted into PINGU
(Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade), a
proposed array that would increase the detector's
sensitivity to low-energy neutrinos. Small muon



detectors, buried in such an array, would be able to tag
the precise position of muons, enabling scientists to sift
out those particles in their search for neutrinos.

Axani took on the task of designing a prototype muon
detector for use in PINGU. Typical muon detectors
consist of photomultiplying tubes lined with a
scintillator, a material that emits light when struck by a
charged particle. When a particle such as a muon
bounces through the detector, the photomultiplying
tube multiplies the current produced by the emitted
light. In this way, even a single photon can make a
current large enough that it can be measured. This is
used to determine whether a muon or other particle has
passed through the detector.

While most lab-scale muon detectors are made from
large, bulky photomultipliers and even larger batteries
to power them, Axani looked for ways to shrink the
design.

After digging through discarded electronics equipment
at MIT, he found the components he needed to build a
much thinner device, requiring very little power.

He also designed simple electronics and software



components to display the number of muons passing
through the detector, making the detector a self-
contained measurement and readout instrument.

A project takes flight

Since Axani first attempted to design a prototype, his
project has morphed into more of an outreach effort, as
he's realized the components used to build the detector
are relatively common, easily accessible, and simple to
assemble -- all ideal qualities for teaching students
hands-on particle physics.

He, Conrad, and a colleague at the National Center for
Nuclear Research in Poland, K. Frankiewicz, have
assembled kits for students, which can be used to build
individual handheld detectors about the size of a large
cellphone. Each kit includes a piece of plastic
scintillator, a SensL silicon photomultiplier, an
Arduino Nano, a readout screen, a custom-designed
printed circuit board, and a 3-D-printed casing,
available in a rainbow of colors.

The team has supplied kits to students at the University
of Warsaw in Poland, as well as the Missouri
University of Science and Technology, where students



have built an array of the detectors and sent them up in
weather balloons to measure muons at high altitudes.
Students have also taken the detectors onto planes to
measure the different muon counts at various altitudes.

"At sea level, you might see one count every two
seconds at sea level, but on a plane at cruising altitude,
that rate increases by about a factor of 50 -- a dramatic
change," Axani says. "From the measured rate you can
back-calculate what the actual altitude of the plane
was."

A group at Boston University is also investigating the
possibilities of placing the muon detectors in suborbital
rockets, reaching altitudes of 100,000 feet.

"When you get up high enough, you get out of the
muon production region of cosmic rays, and you can
start seeing the turnover, where rates of muons increase
at a certain altitude and then start decreasing beyond a
certain altitude," Conrad says.

Eventually, the researchers would like to apply their
pocket detector as a means of muon tomography, a
technique that uses the distribution of muons to create
a three-dimensional image of the amount of material



surrounding a detector. Scientists in the past have used
muon tomography instruments, much like X-rays or
CT scans, to uncover geological structures, the most
famous of which was an effort in the 1960s to search
for hidden chambers in the Pyramid of Chephren, in
Giza.

"That's something I'd like to try out at some point,
maybe to map out the office on the floor above me,"
Axani says. "For now I like to take these detectors in
my briefcase and measure the muon rate when I'm
travelling."

The researchers will continue to offer kits on the
CosmicWatch website, along with instructions for how
to assemble and apply them. They also hope to collect
feedback from students and educators who have used
the kits.

"This is a really neat example of how pretty esoteric
physics can produce something which is directly
useful," Conrad says.
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Quantum dots amplify light with
electrical pumping: Light amplification
with electrically stimulated quantum
dots, critical step towards solution-
processible laser diodes -- ScienceDaily

In a breakthrough development, Los Alamos scientists
have shown that they can successfully amplify light
using electrically excited films of the chemically
synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as
quantum dots. The quantum dot films are integrated
into devices much like the now-ubiquitous light-
emitting diodes (LEDs), but, in this case designed to
sustain the high current densities required for achieving
the optical-gain regime. One sees laser diodes every
day in laser pointers, barcode readers and the like, and
a key element of such devices is an optical-gain
medium, which instead of absorbing incident light,
amplifies it.

"Optical gain with electrically excited quanum dots is
now a reality," said Victor Klimov, head of the



quantum dot team at Los Alamos. "We have been
working to develop new lasing media, using
chemically synthesized quantum dots, although it had
been widely believed that quantum dot lasing with
electrical stimulation is simply impossible," he said.
"By using our specially designed dots, we can avoid
energy losses created by Auger recombination."

New lasers, made more efficiently

These results demonstrate the feasibility of a new
generation of highly flexible, electrically pumped
lasers processible from solutions that can complement
or even eventually displace existing laser diodes
fabricated using more complex and costly vacuum-
based epitaxial techniques. These prospective devices
can enable a variety of applications, from RGB laser
modules for displays and projectors, to multi-
wavelength micro-lasers for biological and chemical
diagnostics.

Designer Dots With No Heat Loss

In the new report published in Nature Materials , the
Los Alamos team demonstrates that using their
"designer" quantum dots, they can achieve light



amplification in a nanocrystal solid with direct-current
electrical pumping. The key property of the novel
quantum dots, underlining the success of the conducted
study, is a carefully engineered particle interior in
which the material's composition is continuously varied
along a radial direction. This approach eliminates sharp
steps in the atomic composition which would normally
trigger Auger recombination. As a result, the
engineered quantum dots feature nearly complete
suppression of Auger effect's heat loss, and this allows
for redirecting the energy released by the electrical
current into the light-emission channel instead of
wasteful heat.

The Los Alamos nanotechnology team originally
discovered the lasing effect in semiconductor
nanocrystals in 2000. In these proof-of-principle
experiments, reported in the journal Science, the
quantum dots were stimulated with very short
(femtosecond) laser pulses used to outcompete optical
gain decay caused by the Auger process. Short optical
gain lifetimes create an especially serious problem in
the case of electrical pumping, which is an inherently
slow process as electrons and holes are injected into
the quantum dot one-by-one.



Staying focused

Another important element of this work is a special
"current-focusing" device architecture which allows the
high current densities necessary for achieving optical
gain. The method used by Los Alamos researchers was
to taper one of the charge-injection electrodes, limiting
the size of the current-conducting area to less than 100
microns. Using this strategy, they were able to produce
current concentration sufficient to reach the regime of
light amplification without damaging either the dots or
the injection layers.

Story Source:

Materials provided by DOE/Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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The evolution of climate change
activism studied by researcher:
Researcher explores climate change
advocacy in the digital space --
ScienceDaily

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and
covered by news outlets across the world. Luis Hestres,
in the Department of Communication at The University
of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA), is researching the
evolution of climate change activism and how
advocacy groups use digital platforms to mobilize.

Hestres and Jill Hopke, assistant professor at DePaul
University, co-authored "Internet-Enabled Activism
and Climate Change," which was recently published in
the Oxford Research Encyclopedia on Climate Change
Communication. In the article, the collaborators
describe how the landscape for climate change
advocacy has transformed due to technology.

"In some cases, digital communication technologies
have simply made the collective action process faster



and more cost-effective for organizations," said
Hestres. "Groups are using digital platforms to self-
organize and expand their reach."

Hestres said digital communication technologies make
it easier for members to connect remotely and reduces
the role for traditional methods of collective action,
like face-to-face meetings.

The UTSA researcher says the shift in collective action
and climate change advocacy began in the mid-to-late
2000s with 350.org, the Climate Reality Project and the
"Keep It in the Ground" campaign, which depended on
the Internet and other digital platforms to gain traction.

Created in 2007, activists and journalists started
350.org, its most successful campaign aimed to block
the approval of the Keystone XL Pipeline project.
After protests, writing letters to senators and other
online efforts, President Obama rejected the permit to
build the pipeline in 2015.

Part of 350.org's success is its effective use of online
tools to spur action at its rallies and events, says
Hestres. For example, following the 2016 U.S.
presidential election, the organization rallied supporters

http://350.org
http://350.org
http://350.org


to challenge President Donald Trump's support for
fossil fuels and to fight against fossil fuel
infrastructure. In April 2017, 350.org lead its second
People's Climate March, the first being in 2014, and
used social media to mobilize supporters.

The non-profit organization, Climate Reality Project,
was established in 2011 after the joining of two
environmental groups founded in 2006 by former U.S.
Vice President Al Gore. Climate Reality Project uses
online advertising to drive messages related to its anti-
fossil fuel and climate change activism efforts. Its
website is used to recruit volunteers for its Climate
Reality Volunteer Corps. Since its establishment,
Climate Reality Project has trained nearly 8,000 people
from more than 120 countries who deliver
presentations around the world about the effects of
climate change and ways to combat it.

The third example, the "Keep It in the Ground" fossil
fuel divestment campaign, was launched in March
2015 by British newspaper The Guardian to "keep
fossil fuels where they belong: in the ground" to avoid
the worst impacts of climate change. In 2015, the
publication partnered with 350.org to work on a digital
campaign to recruit supporters passionate about its

http://350.org
http://350.org


mission to urge governments around the globe to take
action on climate change. In its first six months, the
campaign received support from more than 226,000
online petitioners.

"Activists are trying to figure out how to be more
effective while using social media in an era when
photos and videos are more important than ever," said
Hestres. "This trend is already changing the types of
advocacy efforts reaching decision makers. That in turn
may impact the policies they are willing to consider
and adopt on issues related to climate change."

Hestres plans to expand on his research by studying the
types of audio and visual communications used by
activists as well as the effectiveness of their digital
strategies during Donald Trump's presidency in the
United States.

He predicts climate change advocacy campaigns will
continue to navigate changes to the digital media
landscape and will most likely continue utilizing
heavily visual media to promote their advocacy efforts
supporting polices to respond to climate change.

Hestres studies the intersections of digital



communication technologies, political communication
and mobilization, Internet freedom and governance and
social change. His research has informed the advocacy
and social media and digital media production courses
he teaches for the UTSA Department of
Communication, which prepares students for careers in
digital communication, public relations and related
fields.
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Slight climate shifts can affect
optimum water use in plant
communities: Journal paper projects
how plants respond in 'dry gets drier,
wet gets wetter' world -- ScienceDaily

A new discovery is providing scientists a better
understanding of how rainfall is shared beneficially by
the plant community and the human population, in
addition to the effects of climate change.

"It's going to be a wet gets wetter, dry gets drier
world," said Dr. Georgianne Moore, Texas A&M;
department of ecosystem science and management
associate professor, College Station.

"There could be big consequences, as it will affect
forests, grasslands, savannas and deserts. Scientists can
now use the model we have to help make predictions
about the future of these plant communities."

Dr. Stephen Good, Oregon State University department
of biological and ecological engineering professor,



Corvallis, Oregon, was lead on the project. He and
Moore were joined in their investigation by Dr. Diego
Miralles, Ghent University Laboratory of Hydrology
and Water Management, Ghent, Belgium.

Moore said she and Good both presented on posters at
a conference in Ecuador on opposite sides of the room
and found they had nearly identical results.

"On the spot, we decided to publish something together
about those findings, and this paper is the product of
that change encounter," she said. Their paper, "A mesic
maximum in biological water use demarcates biome
sensitivity to aridity shifts," appeared on Nature
Ecology and Evolution's website, Nov. 13.

"We are looking at plant water use on a global scale
across all climates," Moore said. "This paper will help
understand the potential water use of a biome, or
natural plant community, in an area given its regional
climate."

Utilizing the model developed by Good, she said they
can determine what fraction of rainfall is used by
plants.



"If you were in an Amazon rainforest, it is a highly
productive area and uses a large fraction of the rainfall
to grow," Moore said. "In a desert, the fraction of the
rainfall used by the plants is less because some of it
will evaporate before it can be used.

"On the other end of the spectrum, if you go someplace
even wetter, such as the cloud forests on the mountains
of Hawaii, those systems use less of the rainfall
beneficially because water is lost to streamflow or wet-
leaf evaporation."

Moore said the team is characterizing the range
between the two extremes of wet and dry.

"We have determined a mesic maximum, which is the
middle of the curve between the two ends of the
climate spectrum," she said.

"The fraction that occurs in a climate in that range is
the balance where the plants can use slightly more
moisture than what they usually get, which makes
plants optimize the use of water for beneficial growth,"
she said. "You could call it the sweet spot."

Moore said she was in charge of collecting the data



from field stations around the world. She selected data
from natural observation studies to avoid places where
productivity is greatly affected by management.

In addition to demonstrating the mesic maximum
phenomenon using the naturally occurring data, they
have modeled the outcomes using a novel
mathematical approach. The model shows how rainfall
is partitioned between plant water use, evaporation,
runoff and interception.

"The projection very closely matches what was
observed in field stations around the globe," she said.
"We produced a map based on the model to show what
parts of the world will fall off the curve and no longer
use their rainfall as efficiently for beneficial growth."

Because these ecosystems don't get irrigated or have
another option to get water, their production can be
expected to decline, Moore said.

The scientists are striving to determine: What is water
use likely to be, all else being equal? This new
information can help scientists determine where
optimal transpiration is in a given climate and how
different management practices might change that, i.e.,



replacing older trees with younger trees or replacing
grassland with cropland.

"For instance, those data could be used to figure out
how much streamflow will be in the Mississippi River
in the future," she said. "We need to know how much
water is lost to figure out how

much we will have for drinking water."

Also, Moore said, modelers will be interested in this
information as they determine how much water is in
the atmosphere, as that drives the climate.

"It's still a mystery to us who work in hydrology to
determine where the water goes when it rains, and this
study is a nice step forward to try to accomplish that,"
Moore said.
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Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat



their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]



A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.



Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after



stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west



under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug



before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.



Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by



NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).



The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.

Brain stimulation can change how much we
enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or



NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine
patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.



Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,
suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for



Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

New approach to studying chromosomes' centers
may reveal link to Down syndrome and more [周一, 20

11月 23:48]

A new technique may force the centromere -- the mysterious stretch of
DNA in the center of every chromosome -- to give up its secrets at last.
The first test of the approach has yielded clues about the role of
centromeres in Down syndrome, and further use may accelerate research
on other conditions that may have roots in centromere-related problems.

Digital pills successfully monitor opioid use after
injury [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Investigators report on the results from a pilot study of 15 individuals
who received a prescription to take oxycodone digital pills as needed
following treatment for acute fractures. The team found that the opioid-
naïve patients self-administered opioids to manage pain for only a brief
period and only took a fraction of the number of pills they were given.



Diabetes drug helps repair UV-damaged DNA in
cells of 'Moon children' [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

The severe and debilitating genetic disease Xeroderma pigmentosum
impedes cells to repair UV-induced DNA damage. Scientists found a
drug approved for diabetes treatment to alleviate the impact of the gene
defect in cell culture, which led to the discovery of a previously
unknown DNA repair mechanism.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Benzodiazepines increase mortality in persons
with Alzheimer's disease [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Benzodiazepine and related drug use is associated with a 40 percent
increase in mortality among persons with Alzheimer's disease, according
to a new study.

Improved method of engineering T-cells to
attack cancer [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Researchers have found a way to boost the cancer-destroying ability of
the immune system's T-cells, offering new hope in the fight against a
wide range of cancers.

Proteins in breastmilk protect offspring against
food allergy [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

The breastmilk of mothers exposed to egg during pregnancy and
breastfeeding has been found to protect nursing newborns against egg



allergy symptoms. This research in mice reinforces recent guidance that
women should not avoid allergenic foods while they are pregnant or
breastfeeding.

Pre-diabetes discovery marks step towards
precision medicine [周一, 20 11月 22:36]

Identification of three molecules that can be used to accurately assess
pre-diabetes -- a key predictor of conditions such as diabetes and high
blood pressure -- has brought precision medicine for humans a step
closer.

Osimertinib improves progression-free survival
in Asian EGFR-mutated lung cancer patients [周一,

20 11月 22:36]

Osimertinib improves progression-free survival compared to standard
first line therapy in Asian patients with EGFR-mutated non-small-cell
lung cancer (NSCLC), according to the Asian subset analysis of the
FLAURA trial.

Theory linking cognition, genes and income
refuted [周一, 20 11月 22:21]

Researchers have cast doubt on a widely-held belief that connects family
income with cognitive development. The popular theory holds that
genes play a larger role in brain development for children from
advantaged environments than in those from poorer backgrounds,
especially in the United States.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]



Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Achilles is more than just one tendon [周一, 20 11月 21:58]

The Achilles tendon is the strongest tendon in the human body. It can
bear loads exceeding over 900 kilograms during running. Despite its
strength, it is prone to injuries and it is not yet well known what factors
predict good or bad recovery from injuries.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Apple allergens as an effective option for
treating apple allergy [周一, 20 11月 21:56]

An apple allergy, which is related to birch pollen, is a very common
phenomenon associated with birch pollen allergy – around 70% of those
with a birch pollen allergy are also allergic to apples. In those affected,
eating apples leads to swelling and rashes or itching in the mouth and
gullet, as well as in the ear area, and even to blistering. Now researchers
have shown in a Phase II trial that the apple allergen "Mal d 1"
significantly reduces the symptoms of apple allergy and is therefore an
ef…

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or



neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

MRI uncovers brain abnormalities in people
with depression, anxiety [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Researchers using MRI have discovered a common pattern of structural
abnormalities in the brains of people with depression and social anxiety,
according to a new study.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Many cancer survivors are living with PTSD [周一, 20

11月 21:54]

A recent study showed approximately one-fifth of patients with cancer
experienced post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) several months after
diagnosis, and many of these patients continued to live with PTSD years
later.



Motorcycle crashes cause 5 times as many
deaths as car accidents, 6 times the health costs [周

一, 20 11月 21:54]

Motorcycle accidents are costly in terms of lives and health care costs.
Compared with car accidents, motorcycle accidents cause three times the
injuries, six times the medical costs and 5 times the deaths, found new
research. Despite better motor vehicle safety, injuries from motorcycle
crashes have not improved.

Cell-weighing method could help doctors choose
cancer drugs [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Researchers can use a new type of measurement to predict how drugs
will affect cancer cells taken from multiple myeloma patients. Their
predictions correlated with how those patients actually fared when
treated with those drugs.

Some cancer therapies may provide a new way
to treat high blood pressure [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Drugs designed to halt cancer growth may offer a new way to control
high blood pressure (hypertension), say investigators. The finding could
offer a real advance in hypertension treatment because although a
number of high blood pressure drugs are now available, they work by
different mechanisms that are not suited for all patients.

Overweight women may need more frequent
mammograms [周一, 20 11月 21:52]

Women with higher body mass index (BMI) face an increased risk of
not detecting their breast tumor until it has become large, according to a
new study. Researchers said the findings suggest that women with
higher BMI may need shorter intervals between mammography
screening exams.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.



Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Physicists design $100 handheld muon detector [周

二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to



waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is



“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.



Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if



“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.



New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical
polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?



Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a



promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]

An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing
new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a



study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance



Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing



more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global



warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor



in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.

Uncovering essential enzymes for plant growth
during nitrogen starvation [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A study has found that two key enzymes in plants called PAH1 and
PAH2 are critical for survival and growth under nitrogen-depleted
conditions. The study sheds new light on how plants could be modified
in future to boost tolerance to nutrient-poor environments.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the



stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Raindrops splash pathogens onto crops [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Pathogens, such as bacteria, viruses or fungi, cause harmful plant
disease and often lead to the destruction of agricultural fields. With
many possible dispersal methods, it can often be difficult to assess the
damage of a pathogen’s impact before it’s too late.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on



affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Apple allergens as an effective option for
treating apple allergy [周一, 20 11月 21:56]

An apple allergy, which is related to birch pollen, is a very common
phenomenon associated with birch pollen allergy – around 70% of those
with a birch pollen allergy are also allergic to apples. In those affected,
eating apples leads to swelling and rashes or itching in the mouth and
gullet, as well as in the ear area, and even to blistering. Now researchers
have shown in a Phase II trial that the apple allergen "Mal d 1"
significantly reduces the symptoms of apple allergy and is therefore an
ef…

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

What's in your wheat? Scientists piece together
genome of most common bread wheat [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Scientists have successfully used two separate gene technologies to
assemble the most complete genome sequence to date of Triticum
aestivum, the most common cultivated species of wheat used to make
bread.

Recovery of West Coast marine mammals boosts
consumption of chinook salmon [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The researchers estimate that from 1975 to 2015, the yearly biomass of
chinook salmon consumed by pinnipeds (sea lions and harbor seals) and



killer whales increased from 6,100 to 15,200 metric tons, and from five
to 31.5 million individual salmon.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if
“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale



tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.



When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds
large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]



A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.



Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol



consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on



manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]



Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.



Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]



Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development



of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.



Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the



black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,



research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish



teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The



vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Physicists design $100 handheld muon detector [周

二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Brain stimulation can change how much we



enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat



their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine
patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from



ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.



Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.



Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,
suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.



Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the



heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

New approach to studying chromosomes' centers
may reveal link to Down syndrome and more [周一, 20

11月 23:48]

A new technique may force the centromere -- the mysterious stretch of
DNA in the center of every chromosome -- to give up its secrets at last.
The first test of the approach has yielded clues about the role of
centromeres in Down syndrome, and further use may accelerate research
on other conditions that may have roots in centromere-related problems.

Digital pills successfully monitor opioid use after
injury [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Investigators report on the results from a pilot study of 15 individuals
who received a prescription to take oxycodone digital pills as needed
following treatment for acute fractures. The team found that the opioid-
naïve patients self-administered opioids to manage pain for only a brief
period and only took a fraction of the number of pills they were given.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Diabetes drug helps repair UV-damaged DNA in



cells of 'Moon children' [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

The severe and debilitating genetic disease Xeroderma pigmentosum
impedes cells to repair UV-induced DNA damage. Scientists found a
drug approved for diabetes treatment to alleviate the impact of the gene
defect in cell culture, which led to the discovery of a previously
unknown DNA repair mechanism.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.
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Non-fearful social withdrawal linked
positively to creativity: Not all forms of
social withdrawal are unhealthy,
research suggests -- ScienceDaily

Everyone needs an occasional break from the social
ramble, though spending too much time alone can be
unhealthy and there is growing evidence that the
psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime.

But newly published research by a University at
Buffalo psychologist suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental.

In fact, the research findings published in the journal
Personality and Individual Differences suggest that one
form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability,
is not only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked
positively to creativity.

"Motivation matters," says Julie Bowker, an associate
professor in UB's Department of Psychology and lead



author of the study, which is the first study of social
withdrawal to include a positive outcome.

"We have to understand why someone is withdrawing
to understand the associated risks and benefits," she
says.

Bowker's study results are reminiscent of realities that
surface in literature, from Thoreau's retreat to Walden
to Thomas Merton's work as a cloistered monk, but for
all the conversation and examples about the benefits of
withdrawing to nature or reconnecting to the self, the
pursuit has remained something that hasn't been well
investigated in the psychological literature, according
to Bowker.

Until now.

"When people think about the costs associated with
social withdrawal, often times they adopt a
developmental perspective," she says. "During
childhood and adolescence, the idea is that if you're
removing yourself too much from your peers, then
you're missing out on positive interactions like
receiving social support, developing social skills and
other benefits of interacting with your peers.



"This may be why there has been such an emphasis on
the negative effects of avoiding and withdrawing from
peers."

But, in recent years, Bowker says there is growing
recognition for the different reasons why youth
withdraw from and avoid peers, and that the risk
associated with withdrawal depends on the underlying
reason or motivation.

Some people withdraw out of fear or anxiety. This type
of social withdrawal is associated with shyness. Others
appear to withdraw because they dislike social
interaction. They are considered socially avoidant.

But some people withdraw due to non-fearful
preferences for solitude. These individuals enjoy
spending time alone, reading or working on their
computers. They are unsociable. Unlike shyness and
avoidance, research consistently shows that
unsociability is unrelated to negative outcomes. But,
Bowker's study is the first to link it to a positive
outcome, creativity.

"Although unsociable youth spend more time alone
than with others, we know that they spend some time



with peers. They are not antisocial. They don't initiate
interaction, but also don't appear to turn down social
invitations from peers. Therefore, they may get just
enough peer interaction so that when they are alone,
they are able to enjoy that solitude. They're able to
think creatively and develop new ideas -- like an artist
in a studio or the academic in his or her office," says
Bowker.

In the study, shyness and avoidance were related
negatively to creativity. Bowker thinks that "shy and
avoidant individuals may be unable to use their
solitude time happily and productively, maybe because
they are distracted by their negative cognitions and
fears"

For the study, 295 participants reported on their
different motivations for social withdrawal. Other self-
report measures assessed creativity, anxiety sensitivity,
depressive symptoms, aggression, and the behavioral
approach system (BAS), which regulates approach
behaviors and desires, and the behavioral inhibition
system (BIS), which regulates avoidant behaviors and
desires.

Bowker says there is some overlap in the types of



social withdrawal. Someone might be high in shyness,
but also have some tendency toward unsociability. But,
the results from her study show that when the research
controls for all the subtypes, the three types of social
withdrawal are related differently to outcomes. Not
only was unsociability related positively to creativity,
but the study findings also showed other unique
associations, such as a positive link between shyness
and anxiety sensitivity.

"Over the years, unsociability has been characterized as
a relatively benign form of social withdrawal. But, with
the new findings linking it to creativity, we think
unsociability may be better characterized as a
potentially beneficial form of social withdrawal."
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Physicists design $100 handheld muon
detector: Pocket-sized device detects
charged particles in surrounding air --
ScienceDaily

At any given moment, Earth's atmosphere is showered
with high-energy cosmic rays that have been blasted
from supernovae and other astrophysical phenomena
far beyond the Solar System. When cosmic rays collide
with Earth's atmosphere, they decay into muons --
charged particles that are slightly heavier than an
electron.

Muons last only fractions of a second, and during their
fleeting lifespan they can be found through every layer
of Earth's atmosphere, circulating in the air around us
and raining onto the surface at a rate similar to a light
drizzle. A small fraction of muons can even penetrate
Earth's surface and travel several kilometers through
rock and ice.

Now physicists at MIT have designed a pocket-sized
cosmic ray muon detector to track these ghostly



particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and
counts each time a muon passes through. The relatively
simple device costs just $100 to build, making it the
most affordable muon detector available today.

The researchers, led by Spencer Axani, a graduate
student in MIT's Department of Physics, have designed
the detector with students in mind. They have started
an outreach program called CosmicWatch, with a
website that lists parts to purchase and detailed
instructions on how to assemble, calibrate, and run the
detector. The team estimates that an average high
school student should spend about four hours building
a detector for the first time, and just one hour building
it a second time.

Once up and running, detectors can be carried around
to measure muon rates in virtually any environment.
The team has helped supply nearly 100 detectors to
high school and college students, who have sent the
instruments up in planes and weather balloons to
measure muon rates at high altitudes. Students have
also, as Axani has done, taken the detectors
underground.



"You get funny looks when you take particle detectors
into the subway, but we did that in Boston," Axani
says. "Since the muon rate will decrease the further
down you go, we put the detectors in a subway station
to measure how far underground we were."

The researchers have published the first version of the
detector design in the American Journal of Physics.
Axani's co-authors are MIT professor of physics Janet
Conrad and junior Conor Kirby. Details regarding their
latest version can be found on the CosmicWatch
webpage.

Treasure in trash

Axani originally intended to build a small, handheld
muon detector as a miniature add-on to IceCube, a
huge particle detector encased in ice, deep underground
at the South Pole. IceCube is designed to detect
subatomic particles called neutrinos.

Scientists at the observatory proposed that a small
muon detector might be inserted into PINGU
(Precision IceCube Next Generation Upgrade), a
proposed array that would increase the detector's
sensitivity to low-energy neutrinos. Small muon



detectors, buried in such an array, would be able to tag
the precise position of muons, enabling scientists to sift
out those particles in their search for neutrinos.

Axani took on the task of designing a prototype muon
detector for use in PINGU. Typical muon detectors
consist of photomultiplying tubes lined with a
scintillator, a material that emits light when struck by a
charged particle. When a particle such as a muon
bounces through the detector, the photomultiplying
tube multiplies the current produced by the emitted
light. In this way, even a single photon can make a
current large enough that it can be measured. This is
used to determine whether a muon or other particle has
passed through the detector.

While most lab-scale muon detectors are made from
large, bulky photomultipliers and even larger batteries
to power them, Axani looked for ways to shrink the
design.

After digging through discarded electronics equipment
at MIT, he found the components he needed to build a
much thinner device, requiring very little power.

He also designed simple electronics and software



components to display the number of muons passing
through the detector, making the detector a self-
contained measurement and readout instrument.

A project takes flight

Since Axani first attempted to design a prototype, his
project has morphed into more of an outreach effort, as
he's realized the components used to build the detector
are relatively common, easily accessible, and simple to
assemble -- all ideal qualities for teaching students
hands-on particle physics.

He, Conrad, and a colleague at the National Center for
Nuclear Research in Poland, K. Frankiewicz, have
assembled kits for students, which can be used to build
individual handheld detectors about the size of a large
cellphone. Each kit includes a piece of plastic
scintillator, a SensL silicon photomultiplier, an
Arduino Nano, a readout screen, a custom-designed
printed circuit board, and a 3-D-printed casing,
available in a rainbow of colors.

The team has supplied kits to students at the University
of Warsaw in Poland, as well as the Missouri
University of Science and Technology, where students



have built an array of the detectors and sent them up in
weather balloons to measure muons at high altitudes.
Students have also taken the detectors onto planes to
measure the different muon counts at various altitudes.

"At sea level, you might see one count every two
seconds at sea level, but on a plane at cruising altitude,
that rate increases by about a factor of 50 -- a dramatic
change," Axani says. "From the measured rate you can
back-calculate what the actual altitude of the plane
was."

A group at Boston University is also investigating the
possibilities of placing the muon detectors in suborbital
rockets, reaching altitudes of 100,000 feet.

"When you get up high enough, you get out of the
muon production region of cosmic rays, and you can
start seeing the turnover, where rates of muons increase
at a certain altitude and then start decreasing beyond a
certain altitude," Conrad says.

Eventually, the researchers would like to apply their
pocket detector as a means of muon tomography, a
technique that uses the distribution of muons to create
a three-dimensional image of the amount of material



surrounding a detector. Scientists in the past have used
muon tomography instruments, much like X-rays or
CT scans, to uncover geological structures, the most
famous of which was an effort in the 1960s to search
for hidden chambers in the Pyramid of Chephren, in
Giza.

"That's something I'd like to try out at some point,
maybe to map out the office on the floor above me,"
Axani says. "For now I like to take these detectors in
my briefcase and measure the muon rate when I'm
travelling."

The researchers will continue to offer kits on the
CosmicWatch website, along with instructions for how
to assemble and apply them. They also hope to collect
feedback from students and educators who have used
the kits.

"This is a really neat example of how pretty esoteric
physics can produce something which is directly
useful," Conrad says.
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Quantum dots amplify light with
electrical pumping: Light amplification
with electrically stimulated quantum
dots, critical step towards solution-
processible laser diodes -- ScienceDaily

In a breakthrough development, Los Alamos scientists
have shown that they can successfully amplify light
using electrically excited films of the chemically
synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as
quantum dots. The quantum dot films are integrated
into devices much like the now-ubiquitous light-
emitting diodes (LEDs), but, in this case designed to
sustain the high current densities required for achieving
the optical-gain regime. One sees laser diodes every
day in laser pointers, barcode readers and the like, and
a key element of such devices is an optical-gain
medium, which instead of absorbing incident light,
amplifies it.

"Optical gain with electrically excited quanum dots is
now a reality," said Victor Klimov, head of the



quantum dot team at Los Alamos. "We have been
working to develop new lasing media, using
chemically synthesized quantum dots, although it had
been widely believed that quantum dot lasing with
electrical stimulation is simply impossible," he said.
"By using our specially designed dots, we can avoid
energy losses created by Auger recombination."

New lasers, made more efficiently

These results demonstrate the feasibility of a new
generation of highly flexible, electrically pumped
lasers processible from solutions that can complement
or even eventually displace existing laser diodes
fabricated using more complex and costly vacuum-
based epitaxial techniques. These prospective devices
can enable a variety of applications, from RGB laser
modules for displays and projectors, to multi-
wavelength micro-lasers for biological and chemical
diagnostics.

Designer Dots With No Heat Loss

In the new report published in Nature Materials , the
Los Alamos team demonstrates that using their
"designer" quantum dots, they can achieve light



amplification in a nanocrystal solid with direct-current
electrical pumping. The key property of the novel
quantum dots, underlining the success of the conducted
study, is a carefully engineered particle interior in
which the material's composition is continuously varied
along a radial direction. This approach eliminates sharp
steps in the atomic composition which would normally
trigger Auger recombination. As a result, the
engineered quantum dots feature nearly complete
suppression of Auger effect's heat loss, and this allows
for redirecting the energy released by the electrical
current into the light-emission channel instead of
wasteful heat.

The Los Alamos nanotechnology team originally
discovered the lasing effect in semiconductor
nanocrystals in 2000. In these proof-of-principle
experiments, reported in the journal Science, the
quantum dots were stimulated with very short
(femtosecond) laser pulses used to outcompete optical
gain decay caused by the Auger process. Short optical
gain lifetimes create an especially serious problem in
the case of electrical pumping, which is an inherently
slow process as electrons and holes are injected into
the quantum dot one-by-one.



Staying focused

Another important element of this work is a special
"current-focusing" device architecture which allows the
high current densities necessary for achieving optical
gain. The method used by Los Alamos researchers was
to taper one of the charge-injection electrodes, limiting
the size of the current-conducting area to less than 100
microns. Using this strategy, they were able to produce
current concentration sufficient to reach the regime of
light amplification without damaging either the dots or
the injection layers.

Story Source:

Materials provided by DOE/Los Alamos National
Laboratory. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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The evolution of climate change
activism studied by researcher:
Researcher explores climate change
advocacy in the digital space --
ScienceDaily

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and
covered by news outlets across the world. Luis Hestres,
in the Department of Communication at The University
of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA), is researching the
evolution of climate change activism and how
advocacy groups use digital platforms to mobilize.

Hestres and Jill Hopke, assistant professor at DePaul
University, co-authored "Internet-Enabled Activism
and Climate Change," which was recently published in
the Oxford Research Encyclopedia on Climate Change
Communication. In the article, the collaborators
describe how the landscape for climate change
advocacy has transformed due to technology.

"In some cases, digital communication technologies
have simply made the collective action process faster



and more cost-effective for organizations," said
Hestres. "Groups are using digital platforms to self-
organize and expand their reach."

Hestres said digital communication technologies make
it easier for members to connect remotely and reduces
the role for traditional methods of collective action,
like face-to-face meetings.

The UTSA researcher says the shift in collective action
and climate change advocacy began in the mid-to-late
2000s with 350.org, the Climate Reality Project and the
"Keep It in the Ground" campaign, which depended on
the Internet and other digital platforms to gain traction.

Created in 2007, activists and journalists started
350.org, its most successful campaign aimed to block
the approval of the Keystone XL Pipeline project.
After protests, writing letters to senators and other
online efforts, President Obama rejected the permit to
build the pipeline in 2015.

Part of 350.org's success is its effective use of online
tools to spur action at its rallies and events, says
Hestres. For example, following the 2016 U.S.
presidential election, the organization rallied supporters

http://350.org
http://350.org
http://350.org


to challenge President Donald Trump's support for
fossil fuels and to fight against fossil fuel
infrastructure. In April 2017, 350.org lead its second
People's Climate March, the first being in 2014, and
used social media to mobilize supporters.

The non-profit organization, Climate Reality Project,
was established in 2011 after the joining of two
environmental groups founded in 2006 by former U.S.
Vice President Al Gore. Climate Reality Project uses
online advertising to drive messages related to its anti-
fossil fuel and climate change activism efforts. Its
website is used to recruit volunteers for its Climate
Reality Volunteer Corps. Since its establishment,
Climate Reality Project has trained nearly 8,000 people
from more than 120 countries who deliver
presentations around the world about the effects of
climate change and ways to combat it.

The third example, the "Keep It in the Ground" fossil
fuel divestment campaign, was launched in March
2015 by British newspaper The Guardian to "keep
fossil fuels where they belong: in the ground" to avoid
the worst impacts of climate change. In 2015, the
publication partnered with 350.org to work on a digital
campaign to recruit supporters passionate about its

http://350.org
http://350.org


mission to urge governments around the globe to take
action on climate change. In its first six months, the
campaign received support from more than 226,000
online petitioners.

"Activists are trying to figure out how to be more
effective while using social media in an era when
photos and videos are more important than ever," said
Hestres. "This trend is already changing the types of
advocacy efforts reaching decision makers. That in turn
may impact the policies they are willing to consider
and adopt on issues related to climate change."

Hestres plans to expand on his research by studying the
types of audio and visual communications used by
activists as well as the effectiveness of their digital
strategies during Donald Trump's presidency in the
United States.

He predicts climate change advocacy campaigns will
continue to navigate changes to the digital media
landscape and will most likely continue utilizing
heavily visual media to promote their advocacy efforts
supporting polices to respond to climate change.

Hestres studies the intersections of digital



communication technologies, political communication
and mobilization, Internet freedom and governance and
social change. His research has informed the advocacy
and social media and digital media production courses
he teaches for the UTSA Department of
Communication, which prepares students for careers in
digital communication, public relations and related
fields.
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Slight climate shifts can affect
optimum water use in plant
communities: Journal paper projects
how plants respond in 'dry gets drier,
wet gets wetter' world -- ScienceDaily

A new discovery is providing scientists a better
understanding of how rainfall is shared beneficially by
the plant community and the human population, in
addition to the effects of climate change.

"It's going to be a wet gets wetter, dry gets drier
world," said Dr. Georgianne Moore, Texas A&M;
department of ecosystem science and management
associate professor, College Station.

"There could be big consequences, as it will affect
forests, grasslands, savannas and deserts. Scientists can
now use the model we have to help make predictions
about the future of these plant communities."

Dr. Stephen Good, Oregon State University department
of biological and ecological engineering professor,



Corvallis, Oregon, was lead on the project. He and
Moore were joined in their investigation by Dr. Diego
Miralles, Ghent University Laboratory of Hydrology
and Water Management, Ghent, Belgium.

Moore said she and Good both presented on posters at
a conference in Ecuador on opposite sides of the room
and found they had nearly identical results.

"On the spot, we decided to publish something together
about those findings, and this paper is the product of
that change encounter," she said. Their paper, "A mesic
maximum in biological water use demarcates biome
sensitivity to aridity shifts," appeared on Nature
Ecology and Evolution's website, Nov. 13.

"We are looking at plant water use on a global scale
across all climates," Moore said. "This paper will help
understand the potential water use of a biome, or
natural plant community, in an area given its regional
climate."

Utilizing the model developed by Good, she said they
can determine what fraction of rainfall is used by
plants.



"If you were in an Amazon rainforest, it is a highly
productive area and uses a large fraction of the rainfall
to grow," Moore said. "In a desert, the fraction of the
rainfall used by the plants is less because some of it
will evaporate before it can be used.

"On the other end of the spectrum, if you go someplace
even wetter, such as the cloud forests on the mountains
of Hawaii, those systems use less of the rainfall
beneficially because water is lost to streamflow or wet-
leaf evaporation."

Moore said the team is characterizing the range
between the two extremes of wet and dry.

"We have determined a mesic maximum, which is the
middle of the curve between the two ends of the
climate spectrum," she said.

"The fraction that occurs in a climate in that range is
the balance where the plants can use slightly more
moisture than what they usually get, which makes
plants optimize the use of water for beneficial growth,"
she said. "You could call it the sweet spot."

Moore said she was in charge of collecting the data



from field stations around the world. She selected data
from natural observation studies to avoid places where
productivity is greatly affected by management.

In addition to demonstrating the mesic maximum
phenomenon using the naturally occurring data, they
have modeled the outcomes using a novel
mathematical approach. The model shows how rainfall
is partitioned between plant water use, evaporation,
runoff and interception.

"The projection very closely matches what was
observed in field stations around the globe," she said.
"We produced a map based on the model to show what
parts of the world will fall off the curve and no longer
use their rainfall as efficiently for beneficial growth."

Because these ecosystems don't get irrigated or have
another option to get water, their production can be
expected to decline, Moore said.

The scientists are striving to determine: What is water
use likely to be, all else being equal? This new
information can help scientists determine where
optimal transpiration is in a given climate and how
different management practices might change that, i.e.,



replacing older trees with younger trees or replacing
grassland with cropland.

"For instance, those data could be used to figure out
how much streamflow will be in the Mississippi River
in the future," she said. "We need to know how much
water is lost to figure out how

much we will have for drinking water."

Also, Moore said, modelers will be interested in this
information as they determine how much water is in
the atmosphere, as that drives the climate.

"It's still a mystery to us who work in hydrology to
determine where the water goes when it rains, and this
study is a nice step forward to try to accomplish that,"
Moore said.
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Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat



their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]



A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.



Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after



stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west



under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug



before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.



Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by



NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).



The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.

Brain stimulation can change how much we
enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or



NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine
patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.



Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,
suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for



Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

New approach to studying chromosomes' centers
may reveal link to Down syndrome and more [周一, 20

11月 23:48]

A new technique may force the centromere -- the mysterious stretch of
DNA in the center of every chromosome -- to give up its secrets at last.
The first test of the approach has yielded clues about the role of
centromeres in Down syndrome, and further use may accelerate research
on other conditions that may have roots in centromere-related problems.

Digital pills successfully monitor opioid use after
injury [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Investigators report on the results from a pilot study of 15 individuals
who received a prescription to take oxycodone digital pills as needed
following treatment for acute fractures. The team found that the opioid-
naïve patients self-administered opioids to manage pain for only a brief
period and only took a fraction of the number of pills they were given.



Diabetes drug helps repair UV-damaged DNA in
cells of 'Moon children' [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

The severe and debilitating genetic disease Xeroderma pigmentosum
impedes cells to repair UV-induced DNA damage. Scientists found a
drug approved for diabetes treatment to alleviate the impact of the gene
defect in cell culture, which led to the discovery of a previously
unknown DNA repair mechanism.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Benzodiazepines increase mortality in persons
with Alzheimer's disease [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Benzodiazepine and related drug use is associated with a 40 percent
increase in mortality among persons with Alzheimer's disease, according
to a new study.

Improved method of engineering T-cells to
attack cancer [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Researchers have found a way to boost the cancer-destroying ability of
the immune system's T-cells, offering new hope in the fight against a
wide range of cancers.

Proteins in breastmilk protect offspring against
food allergy [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

The breastmilk of mothers exposed to egg during pregnancy and
breastfeeding has been found to protect nursing newborns against egg



allergy symptoms. This research in mice reinforces recent guidance that
women should not avoid allergenic foods while they are pregnant or
breastfeeding.

Pre-diabetes discovery marks step towards
precision medicine [周一, 20 11月 22:36]

Identification of three molecules that can be used to accurately assess
pre-diabetes -- a key predictor of conditions such as diabetes and high
blood pressure -- has brought precision medicine for humans a step
closer.

Osimertinib improves progression-free survival
in Asian EGFR-mutated lung cancer patients [周一,

20 11月 22:36]

Osimertinib improves progression-free survival compared to standard
first line therapy in Asian patients with EGFR-mutated non-small-cell
lung cancer (NSCLC), according to the Asian subset analysis of the
FLAURA trial.

Theory linking cognition, genes and income
refuted [周一, 20 11月 22:21]

Researchers have cast doubt on a widely-held belief that connects family
income with cognitive development. The popular theory holds that
genes play a larger role in brain development for children from
advantaged environments than in those from poorer backgrounds,
especially in the United States.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]



Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Achilles is more than just one tendon [周一, 20 11月 21:58]

The Achilles tendon is the strongest tendon in the human body. It can
bear loads exceeding over 900 kilograms during running. Despite its
strength, it is prone to injuries and it is not yet well known what factors
predict good or bad recovery from injuries.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Apple allergens as an effective option for
treating apple allergy [周一, 20 11月 21:56]

An apple allergy, which is related to birch pollen, is a very common
phenomenon associated with birch pollen allergy – around 70% of those
with a birch pollen allergy are also allergic to apples. In those affected,
eating apples leads to swelling and rashes or itching in the mouth and
gullet, as well as in the ear area, and even to blistering. Now researchers
have shown in a Phase II trial that the apple allergen "Mal d 1"
significantly reduces the symptoms of apple allergy and is therefore an
ef…

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or



neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

MRI uncovers brain abnormalities in people
with depression, anxiety [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Researchers using MRI have discovered a common pattern of structural
abnormalities in the brains of people with depression and social anxiety,
according to a new study.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Many cancer survivors are living with PTSD [周一, 20

11月 21:54]

A recent study showed approximately one-fifth of patients with cancer
experienced post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) several months after
diagnosis, and many of these patients continued to live with PTSD years
later.



Motorcycle crashes cause 5 times as many
deaths as car accidents, 6 times the health costs [周

一, 20 11月 21:54]

Motorcycle accidents are costly in terms of lives and health care costs.
Compared with car accidents, motorcycle accidents cause three times the
injuries, six times the medical costs and 5 times the deaths, found new
research. Despite better motor vehicle safety, injuries from motorcycle
crashes have not improved.

Cell-weighing method could help doctors choose
cancer drugs [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Researchers can use a new type of measurement to predict how drugs
will affect cancer cells taken from multiple myeloma patients. Their
predictions correlated with how those patients actually fared when
treated with those drugs.

Some cancer therapies may provide a new way
to treat high blood pressure [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Drugs designed to halt cancer growth may offer a new way to control
high blood pressure (hypertension), say investigators. The finding could
offer a real advance in hypertension treatment because although a
number of high blood pressure drugs are now available, they work by
different mechanisms that are not suited for all patients.

Overweight women may need more frequent
mammograms [周一, 20 11月 21:52]

Women with higher body mass index (BMI) face an increased risk of
not detecting their breast tumor until it has become large, according to a
new study. Researchers said the findings suggest that women with
higher BMI may need shorter intervals between mammography
screening exams.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.



Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Physicists design $100 handheld muon detector [周

二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to



waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is



“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.



Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if



“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.



New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical
polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?



Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a



promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]

An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing
new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a



study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance



Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing



more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global



warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor



in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.

Uncovering essential enzymes for plant growth
during nitrogen starvation [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A study has found that two key enzymes in plants called PAH1 and
PAH2 are critical for survival and growth under nitrogen-depleted
conditions. The study sheds new light on how plants could be modified
in future to boost tolerance to nutrient-poor environments.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the



stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Raindrops splash pathogens onto crops [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Pathogens, such as bacteria, viruses or fungi, cause harmful plant
disease and often lead to the destruction of agricultural fields. With
many possible dispersal methods, it can often be difficult to assess the
damage of a pathogen’s impact before it’s too late.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on



affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Apple allergens as an effective option for
treating apple allergy [周一, 20 11月 21:56]

An apple allergy, which is related to birch pollen, is a very common
phenomenon associated with birch pollen allergy – around 70% of those
with a birch pollen allergy are also allergic to apples. In those affected,
eating apples leads to swelling and rashes or itching in the mouth and
gullet, as well as in the ear area, and even to blistering. Now researchers
have shown in a Phase II trial that the apple allergen "Mal d 1"
significantly reduces the symptoms of apple allergy and is therefore an
ef…

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

What's in your wheat? Scientists piece together
genome of most common bread wheat [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Scientists have successfully used two separate gene technologies to
assemble the most complete genome sequence to date of Triticum
aestivum, the most common cultivated species of wheat used to make
bread.

Recovery of West Coast marine mammals boosts
consumption of chinook salmon [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The researchers estimate that from 1975 to 2015, the yearly biomass of
chinook salmon consumed by pinnipeds (sea lions and harbor seals) and



killer whales increased from 6,100 to 15,200 metric tons, and from five
to 31.5 million individual salmon.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if
“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale



tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.



When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds
large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]



A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.



Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol



consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on



manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]



Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.



Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]



Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development



of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.



Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the



black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,



research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish



teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The



vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how



these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around



the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Dermatologist develops a molecular taxonomy
for hair disorders [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The first steps toward bringing a genomic strategy into dermatology
have now been taken. These findings represent an initial step towards
developing a molecular taxonomy for hair disorders.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to



the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Unforeseen new drug target discovered for acute
myeloid leukemia [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A new study has found an unexpected new drug target for acute myeloid
leukemia that could open new avenues to develop effective treatments
against this potentially lethal disease. Researchers show that inhibiting
the METTL3 gene destroys AML cells without harming non-leukemic
blood cells and reveals why METTL3 is required for AML cell survival.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

What can zebrafish teach us about our survival
in the face of mutations? [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

The CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing tool reveals that sometimes an
organism compensates for a mutation in a gene by changing how it
regulates the expression of other related genes -- a workaround of sorts.
A good way to hunt out these kinds of genomic workarounds is to look
at the RNA phase, which is the intermediary between gene and protein.

Cancer drug starts clinical trials in human
brain-cancer patients [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A drug that spurs cancer cells to self-destruct has been cleared for use in
a clinical trial of human patients with anaplastic astrocytoma, a rare
malignant brain tumor, and glioblastoma multiforme, an aggressive late-
stage cancer of the brain.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists



understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from



one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Trigger for most common form of vision loss
discovered [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Researchers have discovered a critical trigger for the damaging
inflammation that causes macular degeneration and ultimately robs
millions of their sight. The finding may allow doctors to halt the
inflammation early on, saving people from blindness.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative



publicity and reputational damage.

Scientists identify novel therapeutic targets for
metastatic melanoma [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Novel therapeutic targets for metastatic melanoma have now been
identified by scientists, according to a study.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

Genetic predisposition to later puberty causes
lower bone density in children and adults [周二, 28 11月

02:05]

People whose genetic makeup triggers a later-than-average start to
puberty have lower bone mineral density, especially in their lower spine.
Because adolescence is a critical period for accruing bone, this effect
may increase a person’s risk of osteoporosis and bone fractures later in
life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,



with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to
concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Women may be more vulnerable to concussions
because of 'leaner' nerve fibers, study [周二, 28 11月 01:47]



Women have smaller, more breakable nerve fibers in the brain compared
to men that may make them more susceptible to concussions, suggests a
new study.

New tool in cell's invasion machinery may help
explain cancer's ability to spread [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have discovered a new tool in the cell's invasion machinery
that may help explain cancer's ability to spread. Time-lapse imaging of
the worm C. elegans reveals a fleeting protrusion that wedges into a tiny
gap in the protective layer that surrounds the cell, and swells until the
breach is wide enough for the cell to squeeze through. The findings
could point to new ways to prevent metastasis, the leading cause of
cancer-related deaths.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

'Negative emotions' linked to higher rates of
opioid use in sickle cell disease [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A link has been foundbetween negative emotions, such as sadness and
anxiety, and higher opioid use in people with sickle cell disease whose
pain levels were self-reported as relatively low. These conclusions come
from a small study using data from daily electronic patient diaries.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better



part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among



nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.
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Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and
useful chemicals -- ScienceDaily

MIT researchers have developed a new system that
could potentially be used for converting power plant
emissions of carbon dioxide into useful fuels for cars,
trucks, and planes, as well as into chemical feedstocks
for a wide variety of products.

The new membrane-based system was developed by
MIT postdoc Xiao-Yu Wu and Ahmed Ghoniem, the
Ronald C. Crane Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
and is described in a paper in the journal
ChemSusChem. The membrane, made of a compound
of lanthanum, calcium, and iron oxide, allows oxygen
from a stream of carbon dioxide to migrate through to
the other side, leaving carbon monoxide behind. Other
compounds, known as mixed ionic electronic
conductors, are also under consideration in their lab for
use in multiple applications including oxygen and
hydrogen production.

Carbon monoxide produced during this process can be
used as a fuel by itself or combined with hydrogen



and/or water to make many other liquid hydrocarbon
fuels as well as chemicals including methanol (used as
an automotive fuel), syngas, and so on. Ghoniem's lab
is exploring some of these options. This process could
become part of the suite of technologies known as
carbon capture, utilization, and storage, or CCUS,
which if applied to electicity production could reduce
the impact of fossil fuel use on global warming.

The membrane, with a structure known as perovskite,
is "100 percent selective for oxygen," allowing only
those atoms to pass, Wu explains. The separation is
driven by temperatures of up to 990 degrees Celsius,
and the key to making the process work is to keep the
oxygen that separates from carbon dioxide flowing
through the membrane until it reaches the other side.
This could be done by creating a vacuum on side of the
membrane opposite the carbon dioxide stream, but that
would require a lot of energy to maintain.

In place of a vacuum, the researchers use a stream of
fuel such as hydrogen or methane. These materials are
so readily oxidized that they will actually draw the
oxygen atoms through the membrane without requiring
a pressure difference. The membrane also prevents the
oxygen from migrating back and recombining with the



carbon monoxide, to form carbon dioxide all over
again. Ultimately, and depending on the application, a
combination of some vaccum and some fuel can be
used to reduce the energy required to drive the process
and produce a useful product.

The energy input needed to keep the process going, Wu
says, is heat, which could be provided by solar energy
or by waste heat, some of which could come from the
power plant itself and some from other sources.
Essentially, the process makes it possible to store that
heat in chemical form, for use whenever it's needed.
Chemical energy storage has very high energy density -
- the amount of energy stored for a given weight of
material -- as compared to many other storage forms.

At this point, Wu says, he and Ghoniem have
demonstrated that the process works. Ongoing research
is examining how to increase the oxygen flow rates
across the membrane, perhaps by changing the material
used to build the membrane, changing the geometry of
the surfaces, or adding catalyst materials on the
surfaces. The researchers are also working on
integrating the membrane into working reactors and
coupling the reactor with the fuel production system.
They are examining how this method could be scaled



up and how it compares to other approaches to
capturing and converting carbon dioxide emissions, in
terms of both costs and effects on overall power plant
operations.

In a natural gas power plant that Ghoniem's group and
others have worked on previously, Wu says the
incoming natural gas could be split into two streams,
one that would be burned to generate electricity while
producing a pure stream of carbon dioxide, while the
other stream would go to the fuel side of the new
membrane system, providing the oxygen-reacting fuel
source. That stream would produce a second output
from the plant, a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide known as syngas, which is a widely used
industrial fuel and feedstock. The syngas can also be
added to the existing natural gas distribution network.

The method may thus not only cut greenhouse
emissions; it could also produce another potential
revenue stream to help defray its costs.

The process can work with any level of carbon dioxide
concentration, Wu says -- they have tested it all the
way from 2 percent to 99 percent -- but the higher the
concentration, the more efficient the process is. So, it is



well-suited to the concentrated output stream from
conventional fossil-fuel-burning power plants or those
designed for carbon capture such as oxy-combustion
plants.

The research was funded by Shell Oil and the King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology.
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Identifying optimal adaptation of
buildings threatened by hurricanes,
climate change -- ScienceDaily

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat
of hurricanes to society is of critical importance, as
evidenced by the recent damage to coastal regions in
the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has
increased significantly combined with the increasing
risks of impacts of due climate change means that the
cost of damage to coastal developments are likely to
continue to rise.

According to Dan M. Frangopol, the Fazlur R. Khan
Endowed Chair of Structural Engineering and
Architecture at Lehigh University and You Dong,
Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering at The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the majority of
previous studies have focused on structural
performance and loss assessment under hurricanes.

In a paper, recently published in the ASCE Journal of



Performance of Constructed Facilities, Frangopol and
Dong propose a framework to aid the optimal
adaptation of residential buildings considering climate
change effects in a life-cycle context. Life-cycle
engineering, of which Frangopol is a recognized
pioneer, is an approach to assess the environmental
impacts in conjunction with economic impacts that
includes a structure's life cycle from its production to
its use and its end.

In their paper, called "Adaptation Optimization of
Residential Buildings under Hurricane Threat
Considering Climate Change in a Lifecycle Context,"
Frangopol and Dong present a systematic framework
for the optimal adaptation of residential buildings at a
large scale under various scenarios of impending
climate change during a long-term interval. Different
adaptation strategies are investigated to ensure
adequate structural performance and to mitigate the
damage loss and adverse consequences to society. A
genetic algorithm-based optimization process is
adopted to determine the optimal adaptation types
associated with buildings within an investigated region.
The framework considers the probabilistic occurrence
models of hurricanes, structural vulnerability of typical
residential buildings, possible climate change



scenarios, and optimization of various climate
adaptation strategies in a lifecycle context.

They apply their approach to a real-life case study: a
group of single-family residential buildings located in
Miami-Dade County, Florida.

The article concludes:

"This paper proposed a general computational
procedure associated with optimal adaptation strategies
of residential buildings subjected to hurricanes and
climate change effects. The loss of buildings under
probabilistic wind hazard is computed and the effects
of adaptation on structural performance are considered
in a lifecycle context. The optimal structural adaptation
strategies are identified considering expected lifecycle
loss/benefit and total structural adaptation cost during
the investigated time interval. The presented approach
was illustrated on residential buildings located in
Miami- Dade County, Florida.

The following conclusions are drawn:

1. The expected lifecycle loss of buildings under
hurricane effects is significantly affected by the



investigated time interval and monetary annual
discount rate. These parameters should be carefully
evaluated within the lifecycle performance
assessment process.

2. For the case study analyzed in this paper, the
buildings within 1-10 km of the shore revealed the
largest loss compared with the buildings located in
other regions. Furthermore, buildings built before
1970 contribute substantially to the total annual loss
for the buildings located in this region.

3. The changes in the probability of occurrence and
intensity of hurricanes due to climate change have
significant effects on the expected lifecycle loss of
the buildings within the investigated region. The
change associated with hazard intensity has a larger
effect on the loss than that due to the increase of the
hazard occurrence rate.

4. Optimum adaptation strategies of residential
buildings can be obtained by using a biobjective
approach, resulting in a Pareto optimal front. This
allows decision makers to make informed decisions
based on their particular preference.



5. The cost-benefit evaluation and optimization of
adaptation actions can produce the best structural
adaptation strategies considering both the expected
lifecycle loss and total structural adaptation cost.
The cost and benefit can be considered together to
determine the effectiveness of an alternative.

6. Within the context of climate change
engineering, lifecycle loss, cost-benefit analysis,
and optimization can provide the decision maker
important information necessary for assessment and
adaptation of structural systems at a large scale.
This information can be used in design,
maintenance, and management processes of civil
infrastructure considering extreme events and
climate change."

Prof. Dan M. Frangopol is the inaugural holder of the
Fazlur R. Khan Endowed Chair of Structural
Engineering and Architecture at Lehigh University. He
is "widely recognized as a leading educator and creator
in the field of life-cycle engineering." (ASCE). His
main research interests are in the development and
application of probabilistic concepts and methods to
civil and marine engineering, including: structural
reliability; life-cycle cost analysis; probability-based



assessment, design, and multi-criteria life-cycle
optimization of structures and infrastructure systems;
structural health monitoring; life-cycle performance
maintenance and management of structures and
distributed infrastructure under extreme events
(earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, and floods); risk-
based assessment and decision making; multi-hazard
risk mitigation; infrastructure sustainability and
resilience to disasters; climate change adaptation; and
probabilistic mechanics. His research, teaching and
service have garnered numerous awards from ASCE,
IASSAR, IABSE, SAE and other professional
organizations.

According to ASCE "Dan M. Frangopol is a
preeminent authority in bridge safety and maintenance
management, structural systems reliability, and life-
cycle civil engineering. His contributions have defined
much of the practice around design specifications,
management methods, and optimization approaches.
From the maintenance of deteriorated structures and
the development of system redundancy factors to
assessing the performance of long-span structures, Dr.
Frangopol's research has not only saved time and
money, but very likely also saved lives."



Story Source:
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Content may be edited for style and length.
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Laws of attraction: Pollinators use
multiple cues to identify flowers across
continents -- ScienceDaily

Although at least 75% of our crop species depend on
the activities of wild pollinators, little is known about
their flower preferences. As global populations of
domestic bee pollinators decline, it is of utmost
importance for us to understand what factors attract
wild pollinators such as hoverflies to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental
change. Now, a team of scientists from Uppsala and
Flinders University and the National Centre for
Biological Sciences (NCBS) have discovered that
hoverflies, a group of generalist pollinators, use a
combination of cues such as color, shape and scent to
identify flowers.

You and I live in a sensory world -- sight, sound, touch
and taste blend to give us a sense of our surroundings.
However, imagine perceiving the world as a fly, with a
brain the size of a pinhead. Yet many insects with
miniscule brains manage to do exactly what we do --



identify objects like a flower, or a plant.

Karin Nordström's group from the University of
Uppsala, Sweden, and Flinders University, Australia,
and Shannon Olsson's team from the National Centre
for Biological Sciences (NCBS) in Bangalore, India,
have long been interested in how insects, with their
"teeny-tiny" brains can recognize objects such as
flowers. Now, through their collaborative work on
hoverflies, the two teams have found an answer. These
insects use a multimodal sensory mechanism -- in other
words, hoverflies require a combination of clues
including shape, size, color and scent -- to recognize
flowers in different environments across the world.

The teams' results are especially important with respect
to our scarce knowledge of what attracts wild insect
pollinators to flowers. Although at least 75% of our
crop species depend on the activities of wild
pollinators, little is known about their flower
preferences. As global populations of domestic bee
pollinators decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand the factors that attract wild pollinators such
as hoverflies to flowers, and how these preferences
differ in the face of environmental change.



When Olsson from NCBS contacted her long-time
friend and collaborator Karin Nordström at the
University of Uppsala and Flinders University for help
in identifying a hoverfly species, little did they know
that this would be the beginning of a major project.

"I was just amazed," says Nordström. "This hoverfly
specimen collected at an altitude of 4000 meters in the
Himalayas, is the same species of hoverfly, Eristalis
tenax, that is also found in Sweden, Germany, USA,
and Australia," she adds.

"Most studies on pollination are climate or area-
specific, so it is hard to predict if pollinator preferences
for flowers in, say North America, are relevant for
Europe or Asia," say Olsson and Nordström. "Since we
didn't just examine different environments, but actually
different continents, our study directly tests this
assumption," they add.

The researchers' work began with collecting
observations on hoverfly behavior in three of these
insects' natural habitats -- tropical Bangalore, alpine
Sikkim, and hemi-arboreal Uppsala. This helped them
gather data on the characteristics of flowers that
hoverflies found attractive and those that they found



unattractive. From a "statistical soup" of all their
findings, the team then extracted information about the
features that hoverflies seemed to find most attractive
and less attractive. Using the results of their statistical
analyses, the researchers then modelled a set of
hypothetical flowers, whose attractiveness to hoverflies
were then tested in Bangalore, Sikkim and Uppsala.

The experiments with the artificial models indicate that
hoverflies prefer certain combinations of flower
characteristics in specific environments. For example,
flower models of small blue models with a specific
scent were highly attractive to hoverflies in Bangalore,
but not so in Sikkim or in Uppsala.

"This is really important," says V. S. Pragadeesh, a
student from Olsson's lab who was involved in the
study. "It means that pollinators have specific
preferences in flowers in specific places. Without these
cues, hoverflies may not recognize flowers as flowers,"
he says.

"Our models were not flower mimics or lures -- they
just used combinations of cues determined from our
analysis. Some of our artificial flowers were attractive
in all environments, despite having no reward or even



resembling a real flower," says Nordström.

Robert Raguso, a behavioral ecologist from Cornell
University, uninvolved in this study, is excited about
the unique and creative approach taken by the authors
in "interviewing" hoverflies. "I respect the multimodal
approach taken in this paper and would like to see it
generate similar studies, either with different focal
pollinators or with multiple pollinator classes sharing
the same floral market place," he adds.

Olsson and Nordström hope to continue their studies
on how hoverflies and other generalist pollinators
perceive flowers, and the factors affecting these
pollinators' preferences.

"We would really like to investigate how network
interactions can affect floral attraction. For example, if
there are many other flowers in the vicinity, or many
other pollinators, does this affect the attractive cues?"
asks Nordström. "How does the brain code for flower
objects? Are there 'flower neurons' in the brain? How
do hoverflies make sense of this multimodal input?
These are some of the questions we'd really like to
work on," she adds.



Olsson adds that their findings can have important
implications for establishing planting strategies
resilient to environmental change. "We really must
begin understanding pollination as a global ecological
service. Many insects can be found across the globe,
and understanding them across continents is essential
not just for our own food security, but, I believe, for
the future of this planet" she says.

The work described in this article will be published in a
paper titled "In situ modeling of multimodal floral cues
attracting wild pollinators across environments," in the
journal PNAS.
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Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide
key to ancient climate transition --
ScienceDaily

A team of international scientists used new
geochemical measurements, coupled with a model of
the 'Earth system', to show that the growth and
changing nature of continental ice sheets,
approximately a million years ago, coincided with a
cascade of events that ultimately lowered atmospheric
CO2 during glacial intervals -- periods when the Earth
experienced extreme cold.

The researchers have shown this change was key in
triggering what is known as the Mid-Pleistocene
Transition (MPT), which lasted around 400,000 years.
The MPT had long lasting effects on the frequency at
which the Earth transitioned between periods of warm
and cold climate, (the 'ice age cycles').

Findings of the study are published in the journal
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.



For much of the last three million years the Earth's
climate naturally cycled every 40,000 years from frigid
glacial intervals, where continental ice covered much
of North America and Europe, to warm interglacial
climates like the pre-industrial period, when Europe
and North America were largely ice free.

These ice age cycles, also known as Milkovitch Cycles
after the Serbian mathematician who discovered them,
are paced by regular changes in the way the Earth
orbits the sun and spins on its axis, caused by the
gravitational pull of the other planets in our solar
system. Around one million years ago, during the
MPT, the period of the cycles abruptly changed to
every 100,000 years. However, this transition is not
accompanied by a change in the nature of the orbital
cycles and so represents a significant challenge to the
Milkovitch Theory to explain ice age cycles.

Dr Tom Chalk, a post-doctoral fellow at the University
of Southampton, who jointly led the study explains:
"We know from bubbles of the ancient atmosphere
trapped in Antarctic ice cores that changes in
atmospheric CO2 accompanied the more recent ice age
cycles. CO2 was low when it was cold during the
glacials and it was higher during the warm interglacials



-- in this way it acted as a key amplifier of the
relatively minor climate forcing from the orbital cycles.
Unfortunately, the ice core records only stretch back to
around 800,000 years ago and so do not go over this
key transition interval. In order to better understand the
cause of the MPT, we needed a way to reconstruct CO2
further back in time."

To do this, the team used a technique based on the
boron isotopic composition of the shells of ancient
marine fossils called 'foraminifera'. These are tiny
marine plankton that live near the sea surface and the
chemical make-up of their microscopic shells records
the environmental conditions of the time when they
lived, millions of years ago.

Professor Gavin Foster, of the University of
Southampton, continues: "From these boron isotope
measurements we were able to recover a snapshot of
the variability in atmospheric CO2 around 1.1 million
years ago. We were able to show, for the first time that,
just as in the ice core record, CO2 and climate varied in
tandem. There were two main differences however:
firstly, during the glacials before the MPT, CO2 did not
drop as low as it did in the ice core record after the



MPT, remaining about 20-40 parts per million (ppm)
higher. Secondly, the climate system was also more
sensitive to changing CO2 after the MPT than before."

The Earth's climate system is very complex and the
various interconnections between its numerous
processes and feedbacks are best understood within a
computational modelling framework. Dr Mathis Hain,
a NERC Independent Research Fellow at the
University of Southampton, added: "In order to
determine why glacial-aged CO2 declined by 20-40
ppm across the MPT we used a biogeochemical model.
Our best model fit to the available data suggests that
the reduced drawdown of CO2 during glacial periods
prior to the MPT was due to a reduced flux of dust to
the Southern Ocean at this time. A higher dust flux
during more recent glacial intervals brought much
needed iron to that region, stimulating primary
productivity and phytoplankton growth, locking more
CO2 away in the deep ocean. We do not know yet
exactly why the climate became dustier after MPT, but
it is likely due to the ice sheets getting bigger and
changing atmospheric circulation."

Over the last 20 years or so there have been many



different ideas to explain this important climate
transition, some have called on changes in the nature of
the ice sheets themselves, others on atmospheric CO2
change. What the team's new data and modelling show
is that what happened in reality was a mix of both
types of ideas -- the climate and the ice sheets became
more sensitive, this led to bigger ice sheets, and this in
turn led to enhanced CO2 drawdown. As with many
facets of the Earth system these changes acted in a
vicious circle, feeding on one another, ultimately
sustaining longer glacial periods following the MPT.

There is still much that remains to be found out about
how the Earth system responds to climate forcing. This
study, however, illustrates the exquisite coupling that
exists in the Earth System between climate change, ice-
sheet mass, and the polar ocean mechanisms that
regulate natural CO2 change.
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Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone -- ScienceDaily

Ryk has made the headlines by requiring a chaperone.
But don't assume that Ryk is a badly behaved celebrity
-- it's actually a protein featured in a new study in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of the Sciences
(PNAS).

In the study, first authors Wen-Hsuan Chang from the
USC Stem Cell laboratory of Wange Lu, Si Ho Choi
from the Dongnam Institute of Radiological & Medical
Sciences (DIRAMS) in South Korea, and their
colleagues describe how Ryk and its chaperone
contribute to the development of the brain's cortex,
which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness.

During cortical development, a part of Ryk called the
intracellular domain (ICD) must be chaperoned into the
nucleus of the stem cells that become neurons. Chang's
team discovered the identity of Ryk's chaperone: a
protein named Smek.

Smek not only chaperones Ryk into the nucleus, which



contains the stem cell's genes. Smek also works with
Ryk to regulate the activity of key genes that transform
stem cells into brain cells.

"Such studies not only help us understand the
mechanisms of how stem cells become neurons, but
also will be useful for us to develop therapies to treat
neurological diseases and brain cancer," said Wange
Lu, associate professor of stem cell biology and
regenerative medicine, and biochemistry and molecular
biology.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Southern
California - Health Sciences. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]



The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies



might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil



simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.



New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.



Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to



America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Dermatologist develops a molecular taxonomy
for hair disorders [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The first steps toward bringing a genomic strategy into dermatology
have now been taken. These findings represent an initial step towards
developing a molecular taxonomy for hair disorders.

Unforeseen new drug target discovered for acute
myeloid leukemia [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A new study has found an unexpected new drug target for acute myeloid
leukemia that could open new avenues to develop effective treatments
against this potentially lethal disease. Researchers show that inhibiting
the METTL3 gene destroys AML cells without harming non-leukemic
blood cells and reveals why METTL3 is required for AML cell survival.

What can zebrafish teach us about our survival



in the face of mutations? [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

The CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing tool reveals that sometimes an
organism compensates for a mutation in a gene by changing how it
regulates the expression of other related genes -- a workaround of sorts.
A good way to hunt out these kinds of genomic workarounds is to look
at the RNA phase, which is the intermediary between gene and protein.

Cancer drug starts clinical trials in human
brain-cancer patients [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A drug that spurs cancer cells to self-destruct has been cleared for use in
a clinical trial of human patients with anaplastic astrocytoma, a rare
malignant brain tumor, and glioblastoma multiforme, an aggressive late-
stage cancer of the brain.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Trigger for most common form of vision loss
discovered [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Researchers have discovered a critical trigger for the damaging
inflammation that causes macular degeneration and ultimately robs
millions of their sight. The finding may allow doctors to halt the
inflammation early on, saving people from blindness.



Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.

Scientists identify novel therapeutic targets for
metastatic melanoma [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Novel therapeutic targets for metastatic melanoma have now been
identified by scientists, according to a study.

Genetic predisposition to later puberty causes
lower bone density in children and adults [周二, 28 11月

02:05]

People whose genetic makeup triggers a later-than-average start to
puberty have lower bone mineral density, especially in their lower spine.
Because adolescence is a critical period for accruing bone, this effect
may increase a person’s risk of osteoporosis and bone fractures later in
life.



Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-
analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Women may be more vulnerable to concussions
because of 'leaner' nerve fibers, study [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Women have smaller, more breakable nerve fibers in the brain compared
to men that may make them more susceptible to concussions, suggests a
new study.

New tool in cell's invasion machinery may help
explain cancer's ability to spread [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have discovered a new tool in the cell's invasion machinery
that may help explain cancer's ability to spread. Time-lapse imaging of
the worm C. elegans reveals a fleeting protrusion that wedges into a tiny
gap in the protective layer that surrounds the cell, and swells until the
breach is wide enough for the cell to squeeze through. The findings
could point to new ways to prevent metastasis, the leading cause of
cancer-related deaths.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.



'Negative emotions' linked to higher rates of
opioid use in sickle cell disease [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A link has been foundbetween negative emotions, such as sadness and
anxiety, and higher opioid use in people with sickle cell disease whose
pain levels were self-reported as relatively low. These conclusions come
from a small study using data from daily electronic patient diaries.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

New pain treatment tested in humans [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

Nerve growth factor signals through receptors of the tropomyosin-
related kinase (Trk) family, and research in animals has shown that
inhibitors of Trks A, B, and C can reduce pain. Now a new study
provides the first demonstration of pain relief in humans using a Trk
inhibitor.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

New strategy for multiple myeloma



immunotherapy [周一, 27 11月 22:16]

A new target for monoclonal antibody-based treatment of cancer has
been revealed by a team of researchers.

Brain impact of youth football: Brain changes
after one season of play [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

School-age football players with a history of concussion and high
impact exposure undergo brain changes after one season of play,
according to two new studies.

Neurofeedback shows promise in treating
tinnitus [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Researchers using functional MRI (fMRI) have found that
neurofeedback training has the potential to reduce the severity of
tinnitus or even eliminate it, according to a new study.

Blood lead levels lower, but tooth decay higher
in children who do not drink tap water [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

American children and adolescents who do not drink tap water, which is
typically fluoridated, are much more likely to have tooth decay,
according to a new study. However, the study confirms that those who
drink tap water are more likely to have elevated levels of lead in their
blood.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

US arthritis prevalence is much higher than
current estimates [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

New research indicates that the prevalence of arthritis in the United
States has been substantially underestimated, especially among adults



<65 years old.

New HIV guideline outlines cost-effective
prevention strategies for high-risk people [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

A new Canadian guideline outlines how new biomedical strategies to
prevent HIV infection can best be used in high-risk populations both
before and after exposure to the virus. The guideline applies to adults at
risk of HIV infection through sexual activity or injection drug use.

Radiologists detect injury patterns of intimate
partner violence [周一, 27 11月 22:08]

Common clinical and radiologic patterns could alert radiologists of
potential intimate partner violence, to spark a conversation with the
referring physician and multi-disciplinary care team to get patients the
help they need.

High levels of natural immune suppressor
correlate with poor survival in the most common
leukemia [周一, 27 11月 22:07]

Patients diagnosed with the most common form of leukemia who also
have high levels of an enzyme known to suppress the immune system
are most likely to die early, researchers say.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.



Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some



regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.



Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]



Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]



Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial



tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to
concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.



All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better
part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.



Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

New microscope sets a record for visualizing
surface wetting properties [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

Wetting is an everyday phenomenon that represents how well liquid
spreads on a surface. When water comes into contact with an extremely
water-repellent, or ‘superhydrophobic’ surface, droplets bead up and roll
off easily. Researchers have developed a measurement technique called
Scanning Droplet Adhesion Microscopy (SDAM) to understand and
characterize the wetting properties of superhydrophobic materials.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

New computational method introduced for
lighting in computer graphics [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Computing lighting that looks real remains complex and inefficient, as
the necessary consideration of all possible paths light can take remains
too costly to be performed for every pixel in real-time. A pair of
computer scientists, with expertise in video game development and



lighting simulation algorithms, has developed a new computational
method to address this key challenge.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying



the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,



improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of



founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the
gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.



Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-



generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural



ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]



An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists
understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An



agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,
with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-
analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large



role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Family-friendly overpasses are needed to help
grizzly bears, study suggests [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Researchers have determined how female grizzly bears keep their cubs
safe while crossing the Trans-Canada Highway.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it



may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Scale at which Earth's mantle composition
varies [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Geochemists suggest that Earth's upper mantle varies in composition
over kilometer-sized pockets.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]



Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.



Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to



guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.



Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons



why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.
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Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.



Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]



Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91



percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are



strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]



A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the



advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to
keep democratic societies stable.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15



stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by



spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how



these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around



the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Dermatologist develops a molecular taxonomy
for hair disorders [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The first steps toward bringing a genomic strategy into dermatology
have now been taken. These findings represent an initial step towards
developing a molecular taxonomy for hair disorders.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to



the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Unforeseen new drug target discovered for acute
myeloid leukemia [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A new study has found an unexpected new drug target for acute myeloid
leukemia that could open new avenues to develop effective treatments
against this potentially lethal disease. Researchers show that inhibiting
the METTL3 gene destroys AML cells without harming non-leukemic
blood cells and reveals why METTL3 is required for AML cell survival.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

What can zebrafish teach us about our survival
in the face of mutations? [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

The CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing tool reveals that sometimes an
organism compensates for a mutation in a gene by changing how it
regulates the expression of other related genes -- a workaround of sorts.
A good way to hunt out these kinds of genomic workarounds is to look
at the RNA phase, which is the intermediary between gene and protein.

Cancer drug starts clinical trials in human
brain-cancer patients [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A drug that spurs cancer cells to self-destruct has been cleared for use in
a clinical trial of human patients with anaplastic astrocytoma, a rare
malignant brain tumor, and glioblastoma multiforme, an aggressive late-
stage cancer of the brain.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists



understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from



one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Trigger for most common form of vision loss
discovered [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Researchers have discovered a critical trigger for the damaging
inflammation that causes macular degeneration and ultimately robs
millions of their sight. The finding may allow doctors to halt the
inflammation early on, saving people from blindness.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative



publicity and reputational damage.

Scientists identify novel therapeutic targets for
metastatic melanoma [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Novel therapeutic targets for metastatic melanoma have now been
identified by scientists, according to a study.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

Genetic predisposition to later puberty causes
lower bone density in children and adults [周二, 28 11月

02:05]

People whose genetic makeup triggers a later-than-average start to
puberty have lower bone mineral density, especially in their lower spine.
Because adolescence is a critical period for accruing bone, this effect
may increase a person’s risk of osteoporosis and bone fractures later in
life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,



with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to
concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Women may be more vulnerable to concussions
because of 'leaner' nerve fibers, study [周二, 28 11月 01:47]



Women have smaller, more breakable nerve fibers in the brain compared
to men that may make them more susceptible to concussions, suggests a
new study.

New tool in cell's invasion machinery may help
explain cancer's ability to spread [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have discovered a new tool in the cell's invasion machinery
that may help explain cancer's ability to spread. Time-lapse imaging of
the worm C. elegans reveals a fleeting protrusion that wedges into a tiny
gap in the protective layer that surrounds the cell, and swells until the
breach is wide enough for the cell to squeeze through. The findings
could point to new ways to prevent metastasis, the leading cause of
cancer-related deaths.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

'Negative emotions' linked to higher rates of
opioid use in sickle cell disease [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A link has been foundbetween negative emotions, such as sadness and
anxiety, and higher opioid use in people with sickle cell disease whose
pain levels were self-reported as relatively low. These conclusions come
from a small study using data from daily electronic patient diaries.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better



part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among



nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.
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Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and
useful chemicals -- ScienceDaily

MIT researchers have developed a new system that
could potentially be used for converting power plant
emissions of carbon dioxide into useful fuels for cars,
trucks, and planes, as well as into chemical feedstocks
for a wide variety of products.

The new membrane-based system was developed by
MIT postdoc Xiao-Yu Wu and Ahmed Ghoniem, the
Ronald C. Crane Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
and is described in a paper in the journal
ChemSusChem. The membrane, made of a compound
of lanthanum, calcium, and iron oxide, allows oxygen
from a stream of carbon dioxide to migrate through to
the other side, leaving carbon monoxide behind. Other
compounds, known as mixed ionic electronic
conductors, are also under consideration in their lab for
use in multiple applications including oxygen and
hydrogen production.

Carbon monoxide produced during this process can be
used as a fuel by itself or combined with hydrogen



and/or water to make many other liquid hydrocarbon
fuels as well as chemicals including methanol (used as
an automotive fuel), syngas, and so on. Ghoniem's lab
is exploring some of these options. This process could
become part of the suite of technologies known as
carbon capture, utilization, and storage, or CCUS,
which if applied to electicity production could reduce
the impact of fossil fuel use on global warming.

The membrane, with a structure known as perovskite,
is "100 percent selective for oxygen," allowing only
those atoms to pass, Wu explains. The separation is
driven by temperatures of up to 990 degrees Celsius,
and the key to making the process work is to keep the
oxygen that separates from carbon dioxide flowing
through the membrane until it reaches the other side.
This could be done by creating a vacuum on side of the
membrane opposite the carbon dioxide stream, but that
would require a lot of energy to maintain.

In place of a vacuum, the researchers use a stream of
fuel such as hydrogen or methane. These materials are
so readily oxidized that they will actually draw the
oxygen atoms through the membrane without requiring
a pressure difference. The membrane also prevents the
oxygen from migrating back and recombining with the



carbon monoxide, to form carbon dioxide all over
again. Ultimately, and depending on the application, a
combination of some vaccum and some fuel can be
used to reduce the energy required to drive the process
and produce a useful product.

The energy input needed to keep the process going, Wu
says, is heat, which could be provided by solar energy
or by waste heat, some of which could come from the
power plant itself and some from other sources.
Essentially, the process makes it possible to store that
heat in chemical form, for use whenever it's needed.
Chemical energy storage has very high energy density -
- the amount of energy stored for a given weight of
material -- as compared to many other storage forms.

At this point, Wu says, he and Ghoniem have
demonstrated that the process works. Ongoing research
is examining how to increase the oxygen flow rates
across the membrane, perhaps by changing the material
used to build the membrane, changing the geometry of
the surfaces, or adding catalyst materials on the
surfaces. The researchers are also working on
integrating the membrane into working reactors and
coupling the reactor with the fuel production system.
They are examining how this method could be scaled



up and how it compares to other approaches to
capturing and converting carbon dioxide emissions, in
terms of both costs and effects on overall power plant
operations.

In a natural gas power plant that Ghoniem's group and
others have worked on previously, Wu says the
incoming natural gas could be split into two streams,
one that would be burned to generate electricity while
producing a pure stream of carbon dioxide, while the
other stream would go to the fuel side of the new
membrane system, providing the oxygen-reacting fuel
source. That stream would produce a second output
from the plant, a mixture of hydrogen and carbon
monoxide known as syngas, which is a widely used
industrial fuel and feedstock. The syngas can also be
added to the existing natural gas distribution network.

The method may thus not only cut greenhouse
emissions; it could also produce another potential
revenue stream to help defray its costs.

The process can work with any level of carbon dioxide
concentration, Wu says -- they have tested it all the
way from 2 percent to 99 percent -- but the higher the
concentration, the more efficient the process is. So, it is



well-suited to the concentrated output stream from
conventional fossil-fuel-burning power plants or those
designed for carbon capture such as oxy-combustion
plants.

The research was funded by Shell Oil and the King
Abdullah University of Science and Technology.
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Identifying optimal adaptation of
buildings threatened by hurricanes,
climate change -- ScienceDaily

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat
of hurricanes to society is of critical importance, as
evidenced by the recent damage to coastal regions in
the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has
increased significantly combined with the increasing
risks of impacts of due climate change means that the
cost of damage to coastal developments are likely to
continue to rise.

According to Dan M. Frangopol, the Fazlur R. Khan
Endowed Chair of Structural Engineering and
Architecture at Lehigh University and You Dong,
Assistant Professor of Structural Engineering at The
Hong Kong Polytechnic University, the majority of
previous studies have focused on structural
performance and loss assessment under hurricanes.

In a paper, recently published in the ASCE Journal of



Performance of Constructed Facilities, Frangopol and
Dong propose a framework to aid the optimal
adaptation of residential buildings considering climate
change effects in a life-cycle context. Life-cycle
engineering, of which Frangopol is a recognized
pioneer, is an approach to assess the environmental
impacts in conjunction with economic impacts that
includes a structure's life cycle from its production to
its use and its end.

In their paper, called "Adaptation Optimization of
Residential Buildings under Hurricane Threat
Considering Climate Change in a Lifecycle Context,"
Frangopol and Dong present a systematic framework
for the optimal adaptation of residential buildings at a
large scale under various scenarios of impending
climate change during a long-term interval. Different
adaptation strategies are investigated to ensure
adequate structural performance and to mitigate the
damage loss and adverse consequences to society. A
genetic algorithm-based optimization process is
adopted to determine the optimal adaptation types
associated with buildings within an investigated region.
The framework considers the probabilistic occurrence
models of hurricanes, structural vulnerability of typical
residential buildings, possible climate change



scenarios, and optimization of various climate
adaptation strategies in a lifecycle context.

They apply their approach to a real-life case study: a
group of single-family residential buildings located in
Miami-Dade County, Florida.

The article concludes:

"This paper proposed a general computational
procedure associated with optimal adaptation strategies
of residential buildings subjected to hurricanes and
climate change effects. The loss of buildings under
probabilistic wind hazard is computed and the effects
of adaptation on structural performance are considered
in a lifecycle context. The optimal structural adaptation
strategies are identified considering expected lifecycle
loss/benefit and total structural adaptation cost during
the investigated time interval. The presented approach
was illustrated on residential buildings located in
Miami- Dade County, Florida.

The following conclusions are drawn:

1. The expected lifecycle loss of buildings under
hurricane effects is significantly affected by the



investigated time interval and monetary annual
discount rate. These parameters should be carefully
evaluated within the lifecycle performance
assessment process.

2. For the case study analyzed in this paper, the
buildings within 1-10 km of the shore revealed the
largest loss compared with the buildings located in
other regions. Furthermore, buildings built before
1970 contribute substantially to the total annual loss
for the buildings located in this region.

3. The changes in the probability of occurrence and
intensity of hurricanes due to climate change have
significant effects on the expected lifecycle loss of
the buildings within the investigated region. The
change associated with hazard intensity has a larger
effect on the loss than that due to the increase of the
hazard occurrence rate.

4. Optimum adaptation strategies of residential
buildings can be obtained by using a biobjective
approach, resulting in a Pareto optimal front. This
allows decision makers to make informed decisions
based on their particular preference.



5. The cost-benefit evaluation and optimization of
adaptation actions can produce the best structural
adaptation strategies considering both the expected
lifecycle loss and total structural adaptation cost.
The cost and benefit can be considered together to
determine the effectiveness of an alternative.

6. Within the context of climate change
engineering, lifecycle loss, cost-benefit analysis,
and optimization can provide the decision maker
important information necessary for assessment and
adaptation of structural systems at a large scale.
This information can be used in design,
maintenance, and management processes of civil
infrastructure considering extreme events and
climate change."

Prof. Dan M. Frangopol is the inaugural holder of the
Fazlur R. Khan Endowed Chair of Structural
Engineering and Architecture at Lehigh University. He
is "widely recognized as a leading educator and creator
in the field of life-cycle engineering." (ASCE). His
main research interests are in the development and
application of probabilistic concepts and methods to
civil and marine engineering, including: structural
reliability; life-cycle cost analysis; probability-based



assessment, design, and multi-criteria life-cycle
optimization of structures and infrastructure systems;
structural health monitoring; life-cycle performance
maintenance and management of structures and
distributed infrastructure under extreme events
(earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, and floods); risk-
based assessment and decision making; multi-hazard
risk mitigation; infrastructure sustainability and
resilience to disasters; climate change adaptation; and
probabilistic mechanics. His research, teaching and
service have garnered numerous awards from ASCE,
IASSAR, IABSE, SAE and other professional
organizations.

According to ASCE "Dan M. Frangopol is a
preeminent authority in bridge safety and maintenance
management, structural systems reliability, and life-
cycle civil engineering. His contributions have defined
much of the practice around design specifications,
management methods, and optimization approaches.
From the maintenance of deteriorated structures and
the development of system redundancy factors to
assessing the performance of long-span structures, Dr.
Frangopol's research has not only saved time and
money, but very likely also saved lives."
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Laws of attraction: Pollinators use
multiple cues to identify flowers across
continents -- ScienceDaily

Although at least 75% of our crop species depend on
the activities of wild pollinators, little is known about
their flower preferences. As global populations of
domestic bee pollinators decline, it is of utmost
importance for us to understand what factors attract
wild pollinators such as hoverflies to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental
change. Now, a team of scientists from Uppsala and
Flinders University and the National Centre for
Biological Sciences (NCBS) have discovered that
hoverflies, a group of generalist pollinators, use a
combination of cues such as color, shape and scent to
identify flowers.

You and I live in a sensory world -- sight, sound, touch
and taste blend to give us a sense of our surroundings.
However, imagine perceiving the world as a fly, with a
brain the size of a pinhead. Yet many insects with
miniscule brains manage to do exactly what we do --



identify objects like a flower, or a plant.

Karin Nordström's group from the University of
Uppsala, Sweden, and Flinders University, Australia,
and Shannon Olsson's team from the National Centre
for Biological Sciences (NCBS) in Bangalore, India,
have long been interested in how insects, with their
"teeny-tiny" brains can recognize objects such as
flowers. Now, through their collaborative work on
hoverflies, the two teams have found an answer. These
insects use a multimodal sensory mechanism -- in other
words, hoverflies require a combination of clues
including shape, size, color and scent -- to recognize
flowers in different environments across the world.

The teams' results are especially important with respect
to our scarce knowledge of what attracts wild insect
pollinators to flowers. Although at least 75% of our
crop species depend on the activities of wild
pollinators, little is known about their flower
preferences. As global populations of domestic bee
pollinators decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand the factors that attract wild pollinators such
as hoverflies to flowers, and how these preferences
differ in the face of environmental change.



When Olsson from NCBS contacted her long-time
friend and collaborator Karin Nordström at the
University of Uppsala and Flinders University for help
in identifying a hoverfly species, little did they know
that this would be the beginning of a major project.

"I was just amazed," says Nordström. "This hoverfly
specimen collected at an altitude of 4000 meters in the
Himalayas, is the same species of hoverfly, Eristalis
tenax, that is also found in Sweden, Germany, USA,
and Australia," she adds.

"Most studies on pollination are climate or area-
specific, so it is hard to predict if pollinator preferences
for flowers in, say North America, are relevant for
Europe or Asia," say Olsson and Nordström. "Since we
didn't just examine different environments, but actually
different continents, our study directly tests this
assumption," they add.

The researchers' work began with collecting
observations on hoverfly behavior in three of these
insects' natural habitats -- tropical Bangalore, alpine
Sikkim, and hemi-arboreal Uppsala. This helped them
gather data on the characteristics of flowers that
hoverflies found attractive and those that they found



unattractive. From a "statistical soup" of all their
findings, the team then extracted information about the
features that hoverflies seemed to find most attractive
and less attractive. Using the results of their statistical
analyses, the researchers then modelled a set of
hypothetical flowers, whose attractiveness to hoverflies
were then tested in Bangalore, Sikkim and Uppsala.

The experiments with the artificial models indicate that
hoverflies prefer certain combinations of flower
characteristics in specific environments. For example,
flower models of small blue models with a specific
scent were highly attractive to hoverflies in Bangalore,
but not so in Sikkim or in Uppsala.

"This is really important," says V. S. Pragadeesh, a
student from Olsson's lab who was involved in the
study. "It means that pollinators have specific
preferences in flowers in specific places. Without these
cues, hoverflies may not recognize flowers as flowers,"
he says.

"Our models were not flower mimics or lures -- they
just used combinations of cues determined from our
analysis. Some of our artificial flowers were attractive
in all environments, despite having no reward or even



resembling a real flower," says Nordström.

Robert Raguso, a behavioral ecologist from Cornell
University, uninvolved in this study, is excited about
the unique and creative approach taken by the authors
in "interviewing" hoverflies. "I respect the multimodal
approach taken in this paper and would like to see it
generate similar studies, either with different focal
pollinators or with multiple pollinator classes sharing
the same floral market place," he adds.

Olsson and Nordström hope to continue their studies
on how hoverflies and other generalist pollinators
perceive flowers, and the factors affecting these
pollinators' preferences.

"We would really like to investigate how network
interactions can affect floral attraction. For example, if
there are many other flowers in the vicinity, or many
other pollinators, does this affect the attractive cues?"
asks Nordström. "How does the brain code for flower
objects? Are there 'flower neurons' in the brain? How
do hoverflies make sense of this multimodal input?
These are some of the questions we'd really like to
work on," she adds.



Olsson adds that their findings can have important
implications for establishing planting strategies
resilient to environmental change. "We really must
begin understanding pollination as a global ecological
service. Many insects can be found across the globe,
and understanding them across continents is essential
not just for our own food security, but, I believe, for
the future of this planet" she says.

The work described in this article will be published in a
paper titled "In situ modeling of multimodal floral cues
attracting wild pollinators across environments," in the
journal PNAS.
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Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide
key to ancient climate transition --
ScienceDaily

A team of international scientists used new
geochemical measurements, coupled with a model of
the 'Earth system', to show that the growth and
changing nature of continental ice sheets,
approximately a million years ago, coincided with a
cascade of events that ultimately lowered atmospheric
CO2 during glacial intervals -- periods when the Earth
experienced extreme cold.

The researchers have shown this change was key in
triggering what is known as the Mid-Pleistocene
Transition (MPT), which lasted around 400,000 years.
The MPT had long lasting effects on the frequency at
which the Earth transitioned between periods of warm
and cold climate, (the 'ice age cycles').

Findings of the study are published in the journal
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.



For much of the last three million years the Earth's
climate naturally cycled every 40,000 years from frigid
glacial intervals, where continental ice covered much
of North America and Europe, to warm interglacial
climates like the pre-industrial period, when Europe
and North America were largely ice free.

These ice age cycles, also known as Milkovitch Cycles
after the Serbian mathematician who discovered them,
are paced by regular changes in the way the Earth
orbits the sun and spins on its axis, caused by the
gravitational pull of the other planets in our solar
system. Around one million years ago, during the
MPT, the period of the cycles abruptly changed to
every 100,000 years. However, this transition is not
accompanied by a change in the nature of the orbital
cycles and so represents a significant challenge to the
Milkovitch Theory to explain ice age cycles.

Dr Tom Chalk, a post-doctoral fellow at the University
of Southampton, who jointly led the study explains:
"We know from bubbles of the ancient atmosphere
trapped in Antarctic ice cores that changes in
atmospheric CO2 accompanied the more recent ice age
cycles. CO2 was low when it was cold during the
glacials and it was higher during the warm interglacials



-- in this way it acted as a key amplifier of the
relatively minor climate forcing from the orbital cycles.
Unfortunately, the ice core records only stretch back to
around 800,000 years ago and so do not go over this
key transition interval. In order to better understand the
cause of the MPT, we needed a way to reconstruct CO2
further back in time."

To do this, the team used a technique based on the
boron isotopic composition of the shells of ancient
marine fossils called 'foraminifera'. These are tiny
marine plankton that live near the sea surface and the
chemical make-up of their microscopic shells records
the environmental conditions of the time when they
lived, millions of years ago.

Professor Gavin Foster, of the University of
Southampton, continues: "From these boron isotope
measurements we were able to recover a snapshot of
the variability in atmospheric CO2 around 1.1 million
years ago. We were able to show, for the first time that,
just as in the ice core record, CO2 and climate varied in
tandem. There were two main differences however:
firstly, during the glacials before the MPT, CO2 did not
drop as low as it did in the ice core record after the



MPT, remaining about 20-40 parts per million (ppm)
higher. Secondly, the climate system was also more
sensitive to changing CO2 after the MPT than before."

The Earth's climate system is very complex and the
various interconnections between its numerous
processes and feedbacks are best understood within a
computational modelling framework. Dr Mathis Hain,
a NERC Independent Research Fellow at the
University of Southampton, added: "In order to
determine why glacial-aged CO2 declined by 20-40
ppm across the MPT we used a biogeochemical model.
Our best model fit to the available data suggests that
the reduced drawdown of CO2 during glacial periods
prior to the MPT was due to a reduced flux of dust to
the Southern Ocean at this time. A higher dust flux
during more recent glacial intervals brought much
needed iron to that region, stimulating primary
productivity and phytoplankton growth, locking more
CO2 away in the deep ocean. We do not know yet
exactly why the climate became dustier after MPT, but
it is likely due to the ice sheets getting bigger and
changing atmospheric circulation."

Over the last 20 years or so there have been many



different ideas to explain this important climate
transition, some have called on changes in the nature of
the ice sheets themselves, others on atmospheric CO2
change. What the team's new data and modelling show
is that what happened in reality was a mix of both
types of ideas -- the climate and the ice sheets became
more sensitive, this led to bigger ice sheets, and this in
turn led to enhanced CO2 drawdown. As with many
facets of the Earth system these changes acted in a
vicious circle, feeding on one another, ultimately
sustaining longer glacial periods following the MPT.

There is still much that remains to be found out about
how the Earth system responds to climate forcing. This
study, however, illustrates the exquisite coupling that
exists in the Earth System between climate change, ice-
sheet mass, and the polar ocean mechanisms that
regulate natural CO2 change.
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Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone -- ScienceDaily

Ryk has made the headlines by requiring a chaperone.
But don't assume that Ryk is a badly behaved celebrity
-- it's actually a protein featured in a new study in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of the Sciences
(PNAS).

In the study, first authors Wen-Hsuan Chang from the
USC Stem Cell laboratory of Wange Lu, Si Ho Choi
from the Dongnam Institute of Radiological & Medical
Sciences (DIRAMS) in South Korea, and their
colleagues describe how Ryk and its chaperone
contribute to the development of the brain's cortex,
which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness.

During cortical development, a part of Ryk called the
intracellular domain (ICD) must be chaperoned into the
nucleus of the stem cells that become neurons. Chang's
team discovered the identity of Ryk's chaperone: a
protein named Smek.

Smek not only chaperones Ryk into the nucleus, which



contains the stem cell's genes. Smek also works with
Ryk to regulate the activity of key genes that transform
stem cells into brain cells.

"Such studies not only help us understand the
mechanisms of how stem cells become neurons, but
also will be useful for us to develop therapies to treat
neurological diseases and brain cancer," said Wange
Lu, associate professor of stem cell biology and
regenerative medicine, and biochemistry and molecular
biology.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Southern
California - Health Sciences. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]



The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies



might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil



simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.



New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.



Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to



America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Dermatologist develops a molecular taxonomy
for hair disorders [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The first steps toward bringing a genomic strategy into dermatology
have now been taken. These findings represent an initial step towards
developing a molecular taxonomy for hair disorders.

Unforeseen new drug target discovered for acute
myeloid leukemia [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A new study has found an unexpected new drug target for acute myeloid
leukemia that could open new avenues to develop effective treatments
against this potentially lethal disease. Researchers show that inhibiting
the METTL3 gene destroys AML cells without harming non-leukemic
blood cells and reveals why METTL3 is required for AML cell survival.

What can zebrafish teach us about our survival



in the face of mutations? [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

The CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing tool reveals that sometimes an
organism compensates for a mutation in a gene by changing how it
regulates the expression of other related genes -- a workaround of sorts.
A good way to hunt out these kinds of genomic workarounds is to look
at the RNA phase, which is the intermediary between gene and protein.

Cancer drug starts clinical trials in human
brain-cancer patients [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

A drug that spurs cancer cells to self-destruct has been cleared for use in
a clinical trial of human patients with anaplastic astrocytoma, a rare
malignant brain tumor, and glioblastoma multiforme, an aggressive late-
stage cancer of the brain.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Trigger for most common form of vision loss
discovered [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Researchers have discovered a critical trigger for the damaging
inflammation that causes macular degeneration and ultimately robs
millions of their sight. The finding may allow doctors to halt the
inflammation early on, saving people from blindness.



Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.

Scientists identify novel therapeutic targets for
metastatic melanoma [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Novel therapeutic targets for metastatic melanoma have now been
identified by scientists, according to a study.

Genetic predisposition to later puberty causes
lower bone density in children and adults [周二, 28 11月

02:05]

People whose genetic makeup triggers a later-than-average start to
puberty have lower bone mineral density, especially in their lower spine.
Because adolescence is a critical period for accruing bone, this effect
may increase a person’s risk of osteoporosis and bone fractures later in
life.



Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-
analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Women may be more vulnerable to concussions
because of 'leaner' nerve fibers, study [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Women have smaller, more breakable nerve fibers in the brain compared
to men that may make them more susceptible to concussions, suggests a
new study.

New tool in cell's invasion machinery may help
explain cancer's ability to spread [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have discovered a new tool in the cell's invasion machinery
that may help explain cancer's ability to spread. Time-lapse imaging of
the worm C. elegans reveals a fleeting protrusion that wedges into a tiny
gap in the protective layer that surrounds the cell, and swells until the
breach is wide enough for the cell to squeeze through. The findings
could point to new ways to prevent metastasis, the leading cause of
cancer-related deaths.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.



'Negative emotions' linked to higher rates of
opioid use in sickle cell disease [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A link has been foundbetween negative emotions, such as sadness and
anxiety, and higher opioid use in people with sickle cell disease whose
pain levels were self-reported as relatively low. These conclusions come
from a small study using data from daily electronic patient diaries.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

New pain treatment tested in humans [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

Nerve growth factor signals through receptors of the tropomyosin-
related kinase (Trk) family, and research in animals has shown that
inhibitors of Trks A, B, and C can reduce pain. Now a new study
provides the first demonstration of pain relief in humans using a Trk
inhibitor.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

New strategy for multiple myeloma



immunotherapy [周一, 27 11月 22:16]

A new target for monoclonal antibody-based treatment of cancer has
been revealed by a team of researchers.

Brain impact of youth football: Brain changes
after one season of play [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

School-age football players with a history of concussion and high
impact exposure undergo brain changes after one season of play,
according to two new studies.

Neurofeedback shows promise in treating
tinnitus [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Researchers using functional MRI (fMRI) have found that
neurofeedback training has the potential to reduce the severity of
tinnitus or even eliminate it, according to a new study.

Blood lead levels lower, but tooth decay higher
in children who do not drink tap water [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

American children and adolescents who do not drink tap water, which is
typically fluoridated, are much more likely to have tooth decay,
according to a new study. However, the study confirms that those who
drink tap water are more likely to have elevated levels of lead in their
blood.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

US arthritis prevalence is much higher than
current estimates [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

New research indicates that the prevalence of arthritis in the United
States has been substantially underestimated, especially among adults



<65 years old.

New HIV guideline outlines cost-effective
prevention strategies for high-risk people [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

A new Canadian guideline outlines how new biomedical strategies to
prevent HIV infection can best be used in high-risk populations both
before and after exposure to the virus. The guideline applies to adults at
risk of HIV infection through sexual activity or injection drug use.

Radiologists detect injury patterns of intimate
partner violence [周一, 27 11月 22:08]

Common clinical and radiologic patterns could alert radiologists of
potential intimate partner violence, to spark a conversation with the
referring physician and multi-disciplinary care team to get patients the
help they need.

High levels of natural immune suppressor
correlate with poor survival in the most common
leukemia [周一, 27 11月 22:07]

Patients diagnosed with the most common form of leukemia who also
have high levels of an enzyme known to suppress the immune system
are most likely to die early, researchers say.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.



Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some



regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.



Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]



Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]



Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial



tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells
stemlike properties.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to
concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.



All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better
part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.



Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

New microscope sets a record for visualizing
surface wetting properties [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

Wetting is an everyday phenomenon that represents how well liquid
spreads on a surface. When water comes into contact with an extremely
water-repellent, or ‘superhydrophobic’ surface, droplets bead up and roll
off easily. Researchers have developed a measurement technique called
Scanning Droplet Adhesion Microscopy (SDAM) to understand and
characterize the wetting properties of superhydrophobic materials.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

New computational method introduced for
lighting in computer graphics [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Computing lighting that looks real remains complex and inefficient, as
the necessary consideration of all possible paths light can take remains
too costly to be performed for every pixel in real-time. A pair of
computer scientists, with expertise in video game development and



lighting simulation algorithms, has developed a new computational
method to address this key challenge.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying



the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,



improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of



founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the
gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.



Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-



generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural



ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]



An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists
understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed
from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An



agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,
with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-
analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large



role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Family-friendly overpasses are needed to help
grizzly bears, study suggests [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Researchers have determined how female grizzly bears keep their cubs
safe while crossing the Trans-Canada Highway.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it



may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Scale at which Earth's mantle composition
varies [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Geochemists suggest that Earth's upper mantle varies in composition
over kilometer-sized pockets.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]



Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.



Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to



guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.



Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons



why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.
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Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.



Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]



Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91



percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are



strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]



A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the



advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to
keep democratic societies stable.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15



stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by



spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help



understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.



Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress



may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]



Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples



and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.



Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-



positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top



experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife
management in US -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Colorado State University and The Ohio
State University have found that a cultural backlash
stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to
adapt to changing social values in the United States.
The team reached this conclusion by analyzing more
than 12,000 surveys from 19 states and studying ballot
initiatives related to hunting.

Based on the new study, researchers found that in
states with the largest change in social values,
individuals who held traditional values had lower
levels of trust in the state wildlife agency. In contrast to
traditional values, in which people believe wildlife
exists for their benefit, the researchers describe an
emerging set of values, in which wildlife and humans
are seen as part of a connected social community, as
mutualism.

In the case of human-wildlife conflict, traditionalists
would be more likely to support lethal wildlife control



methods while mutualists would be more supportive of
restrictions on humans.

"With a growing proportion of mutualists in a state,
traditionalists begin to lose trust in the state's fish and
wildlife agency," said Michael Manfredo, lead author
on the paper and head of CSU's Department of Human
Dimensions of Natural Resources. "Based on our
research, wildlife agencies, which focus on statewide
mandates, increasingly engage with people who are
mutualists, looking for common ground, and the
traditionalists would feel this challenges their influence
in policymaking."

The team found a growth in ballot initiatives to protect
hunting rights from 2000 to 2016, in contrast with the
number of ballot initiatives from the previous decade
that sought to restrict certain hunting and trapping
practices. Researchers said this indicates a culutural
backlash that they predict will intensify conflicts over
wildlife management and may constrain institutional
change. Wildlife management agencies may need to
explore new models of governance that encompass
diverse values, the study authors said.

The study was published in September 2017 in



Biological Conservation.

Populism in politics, wildlife management

The recent trend toward populist politics has occurred,
in part, as a result of a cultural backlash, where select
segments of society have rallied against progressive
social changes of the later 20th and early 21st
centuries. This trend includes the Brexit vote in
England, election of Donald Trump as U.S. President,
and increased representation of populist parties in
European parliaments.

In the case of wildlife, researchers examined the clash
of values held by different segments of the public.
Over the latter half of the 20th century, traditional
values that emphasize the priority of human uses of
wildlife have slowly been giving way to mutualism
values that shape views of wildlife as fellow beings in
a common social community.

At the state level, this trend is associated with increases
in urbanization, education and income. These opposing
values contribute to conflict over support for various
forms of wildlife policy.



One area where the researchers looked at for evidence
of backlash was in the surge of wildlife-related ballot
initiatives. In the 1990s, there was a rise in initiatives
that limited certain forms of hunting and fishing. In
Colorado, initiatives included a ban on spring bear
hunting in 1992 and the elimination of recreational
trapping in 1996.

Between the turn of the century and the present,
however, there has been a counter surge of ballot
initiatives, most of which focus on protecting the right
to hunt. This trend, the authors said, offers evidence of
actions among traditional groups to fight back against
change.

To dig more deeply, the researchers used data from a
2004 study of wildlife values in which 12,673 people
from 19 western states were surveyed. The researchers
looked to see if they could determine the basis for
backlash at what appeared to be a critical transition
time.

Findings from the 2004 study support the presence of a
backlash. While most agencies are primarily funded by
the sale of fishing and hunting licenses, eight out of 10
mutualists support a funding model in which all



residents pay and are all represented in the
policymaking process. In contrast, only six in 10
traditionalists support that model. Using an approach
that measures the potential for conflict across many
issues, the authors also found that states with higher
proportions of mutualists have a much greater
likelihood of disputes over wildlife issues.

"With the diverse values held by citizens, wildlife
managers and wildlife commissioners across the
country are finding it more challenging to reach
decisions that are socially acceptable and politically
sustainable," said Chris Smith, western field
representative for the Wildlife Management Institute.

The authors said that in the future, wildlife
conservation faces daunting challenges such as
resource degradation and overuse, human
development, drought and climate change.

"The greatest challenge might be in finding ways to
bring oppositional groups in the public together to
address those issues," said Manfredo, a professor in the
CSU W
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Chemists develop method to quickly
screen, accurately identify fentanyl --
ScienceDaily

Researchers at McMaster University have developed a
new drug screening technique that could lead to the
rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as
a vast number of other drugs of abuse, which up until
now have been difficult to detect by traditional urine
tests.

The method, outlined in the current edition of the
journal Analytical Chemistry, addresses a serious
public health emergency related to opioid addiction
and unintentional overdose deaths: the lack of a
reliable and inexpensive test that allows for
comprehensive surveillance of synthetic drugs flooding
the illegal market.

The new method would eliminate a two-stage process
currently in use for drug monitoring by allowing
technicians to run many tests at once in a high
throughput manner -- dramatically cutting processing



time while improving screening accuracy with quality
assurance. Importantly, this mass spectrometric method
can also screen for a wider range of drugs of abuse, as
well as identify designer drugs that elude conventional
tests.

New technologies are urgently needed, given a
worldwide epidemic of prescription and illicit drug
abuse and its devastating impacts on public health.
According to a recent report by the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime approximately 35 million
people worldwide used opioid drugs in the year 2014.
In 2016, the Public Health Agency of Canada reported
an estimated 2,800 people died of opioid overdoses
alone. It expects that number to rise to at least 3,000 in
2017.

Conventional tests using immunoassays fall short
because they cannot detect the alarming assortment of
drugs, which include synthetic opioids, tranquilizers,
stimulants and anti-anxiety agents. Additional
confirmation tests are also required due to a high rate
of false positives and false negatives, which slows the
process further.

"Drug testing is always behind the times since



screening relies on antibody reagents that target only
known drugs and they are prone to error, which
contributes to higher health care costs and delays to
clinical decision making," explains Phillip Britz-
McKibbin, a professor in the Department of Chemistry
and Chemical Biology at McMaster and lead author of
the study.

"Current technologies are not specific, accurate nor
comprehensive enough, which impairs a physician's
ability to properly care for patients, such as monitoring
for drug compliance, potential substitution or polydrug
usage," he says.

This problem extends beyond pain management; take,
for example, a clinically depressed patient. Prescribed
anti-anxiety medications can be harmful if taken at the
wrong dosage or not taken at all, leading to a higher
risk for self-harm especially if mixed with other drugs.
Only accurate urine tests can show whether or not the
patient is following a doctor's prescription or taking
other harmful substances that can compromise
treatment efficacy and patient safety, explains Britz-
McKibbin.

Researchers plan to validate the method relative to



conventional screening tests for a broad spectrum of
drugs of abuse on a cohort of in-patients, currently
under physician care.

Story Source:

Materials provided by McMaster University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Horses can read our body language
even when they don't know us --
ScienceDaily

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and
submissive body postures in humans, even when the
humans are not familiar to them, according to a new
University of Sussex-led study.

The findings enhance our understanding of how
animals can communicate using body posture across
the species barrier, and are specifically helpful for
informing horse handlers and trainers about the ways
horses perceive human body language.

Psychology researchers worked with 30 domestic
horses to see whether they were more likely to
approach a person displaying a dominant body posture
(involving the person standing straight, with arms and
legs apart and chest expanded), or a submissive posture
(slouching, keeping arms and legs close to the body,
relaxed knees).



They found that even though the horses had been given
food rewards previously by each person when in a
neutral body posture, they were significantly more
likely to approach the individual displaying a
submissive rather than a dominant posture in follow-up
trials.

Co-lead author of the study, psychology doctoral
student Amy Smith, said: "Horses are often thought to
be good at reading human body language based on
anecdotal evidence such as the 'Clever Hans effect'.
However, little research has tested this empirically.
These results raise interesting questions about the
flexibility of cross-species communication."

Dr Leanne Proops, co-author (University of
Portsmouth), said: "Evolutionarily speaking, animals --
including humans -- tend to use larger postures to
indicate dominance, or threat, and smaller postures to
indicate submissiveness. Horses may therefore have an
instinctual understanding of larger vs. smaller
postures."

Last year Amy, who is part of the Mammal Vocal
Communication and Cognition Research Group in the
School of Psychology at the University of Sussex, co-



led a study that found horses were able to distinguish
between angry and happy human facial expressions.

Clara Wilson, who co-authored the paper while an
undergraduate at the University of Sussex, said: "We
were interested in dominant and submissive postures
with horses specifically because, although many
trainers use posture as a training cue, little research has
investigated whether horses would be sensitive to these
cues without any specific training."

"Results like these encourage us to be more conscious
of the signals we exhibit when interacting with horses
and other animals to facilitate a smooth animal-human
relationship."

The researchers recruited horses at three equestrian
centres in Suffolk and East Sussex. All the handlers
were women, dressed in similar clothing and of similar
size. A dark neck warmer covered their faces to eye
level to minimise facial expression cues.

The horses, who had previously been fed by two
people, were given a free choice to approach either the
person displaying the dominant or the submissive body
posture. Over the course of four trials, they found that



horses showed a preference for approaching the person
displaying the submissive body posture, rather than
showing a preference for an individual handler or a
particular side.

This latest study, is published in Animal Cognition.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Sussex. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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How convincing is a Y-chromosome
profile match between suspect and
crime scene? Study aims to improve
the validity and intelligibility of Y-
chromosome evidence presented in
court -- ScienceDaily

David Balding of the University of Melbourne,
Australia and Mikkel Andersen of Aalborg University
in Denmark have developed new, open-source software
that can help understand how many people in a
population will match a single Y-chromosome profile
detected at a crime scene, which they describe in a new
study in PLOS Genetics.

Forensic analysis of Y-chromosome DNA is especially
useful when a small amount of male DNA is mixed in
with a large amount of female DNA, such as occurs in
sexual assault cases. Explaining this evidence in court,
however, is difficult because the Y chromosome passes
down mostly unchanged from fathers to sons, so a
single Y-chromosome profile can be shared by dozens



of men in a population.

Instead of a match probability or database count,
Balding and Andersen propose that courts be told about
the likely number of matching males in the population,
and the possible consequences of their relatedness,
which is often more distant than uncle or cousin but
much closer than for a random man. They also show
how the distribution of matching males can be affected
by database information, and suggest ways to present
this information in court to make clear that Y-
chromosome evidence cannot definitively identify the
culprit, but can dramatically reduce the number of
possible sources of the DNA. The court must then
decide if it has enough other evidence to identify the
suspect as the source of the Y-chromosome profile,
rather than one of his matching (distant) relatives.

After the introduction of DNA profiling using non-sex
chromosomes, the procedure had problems that, once
addressed, made profiling a powerful tool that has
revolutionized forensic science. Now, Y chromosome
profiling must undergo the same process to quantify
the results in a way that is valid and directly
interpretable to courts. The new software presented in
this study could be used to improve the accuracy of Y



chromosome evidence and to increase its
understanding by judges and jurors.

David Balding adds: "We think this work is going to
make a big improvement to how Y profile evidence is
presented in courts. We will soon extend this work to
mixtures of Y-chromosome profiles from multiple
males, and also address the corresponding problem for
the maternally-inherited mtDNA profiles. Our
approach also allows us to include information from
any relatives of the suspect whose profile is already
available, and we will be working to develop that
aspect."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Clues to body's defense against
common oral ailment -- ScienceDaily

An international team, led by researchers at the
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, has
identified the mechanism by which the immune system
first learns that the fungus Candida albicans, which
causes oral thrush, has invaded the body. The culprit is
a fungal toxin called Candidalysin, which punches
holes in cells lining the mouth and is sensed by the
immune system, which then begins to mount a defense.

The new findings, published today in the journal
Science Immunology, could eventually lead to better
treatments for oral thrush, which can produce pain
severe enough to cause difficulty eating and
swallowing, as well as other fungal infections.

The mouth is home to a large number of microbes,
termed commensals, which are harmless in healthy
individuals. However, suppression of the immune
system can lead to severe and reoccurring painful oral
infections from these organisms, explained the study's
co-senior author Sarah Gaffen, Ph.D., who holds the



Gerald P. Rodnan Endowed Chair in the Division of
Rheumatology & Clinical Immunology at Pitt.

One such example is the fungus Candida albicans. The
harmless commensal form exists as a small single-
celled organism, but when the immune system is
compromised, Candida elongates into an invasive
form, characterized by long filaments called hyphae,
that causes a pervasive infection called oral
candidiasis, or "thrush."

The immature immune systems of infants make them
particularly susceptible to thrush, which can lead to a
failure to thrive and nutritional deficiencies. The
infection also is prevalent among HIV/AIDS patients,
denture wearers and those on immunosuppressants,
including chemotherapy and drugs to prevent the
rejection of transplanted organs. In fact, at least 50
percent of HIV patients struggle with repeated thrush
infections.

However, surprisingly little is known about how fungal
immunity in the mouth operates, and, until now, it was
unclear why Candida does not establish an invasive
infection in healthy humans, said Gaffen.



Her lab previously showed that an immune hormone
called interleukin-17 (IL-17) and the specific cells that
make it -- a subclass of immune cells called helper T
cells -- are essential to immunity against oral thrush.

Oral epithelial cells (OECs), which are part of the
mucous membrane lining the inside of the mouth, are
the first cells in the body to encounter Candida. They
ignore the yeast until it begins to grow hyphae, at
which point the OECs stimulate helper T cells to
produce IL-17.

In the new study, the researchers used a combination of
human OECs cultured in laboratory dishes and mice
infected orally with Candida, to show the central
importance of Candidalysin, a toxin secreted by
Candida that allows the fungus to create holes in OECs
and invade the tissue. Further experiments revealed
that IL-17 and Candidalysin act in a synergistic manner
to amplify antifungal signals in cultured OECs.

Candidalysin was discovered in 2016 by the study's
other co-senior author, Julian Naglik, Ph.D., professor
of fungal pathogenesis and immunology, King's
College London, United Kingdom.



"To use a Game of Thrones analogy: the oral epithelial
cells form a protective 'wall' that keeps the marauding
Candida invaders at bay. Patrolling the wall are the
helper T cells, which use IL-17 as their weapon to
protect the kingdom," said the paper's first author,
postdoctoral fellow Akash Verma, Ph.D.

Despite millions of fungal infections worldwide, there
are no commercially available anti-fungal vaccines.
"Our research provides vital clues to understand the
immune defense network at barrier sites of the body.
This knowledge may ultimately be harnessed to design
antifungal vaccines," Gaffen said.
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Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.



Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical



dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to



behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]



Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of



the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life



science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Fantastic journey: How newborn neurons to
find their proper place in the adult brain [周五, 03 11月

03:10]

For the first time (in mice), a new article explains how baby neurons --
precursors called neuroblasts, generated from a permanent pocket of
stem cells in a brain area called the V-SVZ -- make an incredible
journey from their place of birth through a special tunnel called the
RMS to their target destination in the olfactory bulb.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to



immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.

Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach



may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.

Sleeping through the snoring: Researchers ID
neurons that rouse the brain to breathe [周五, 03 11月 00:50]

A common and potentially serious sleep disorder, obstructive sleep
apnea affects at least one quarter of U.S. adults and is linked to
increased risk of diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular disease. In a new
paper, researchers identified specific neural circuitry responsible for
rousing the brain of mice in simulated apnea conditions. The findings
could lead to potential new drug therapies to help patients with
obstructive sleep apnea get more rest.

Mindfulness may help mothers cope with stress
when their babies have a heart condition [周五, 03 11月

00:49]

Mindfulness may offer an active coping mechanism for mothers faced
with the stress of having a newborn diagnosed with congenital heart
disease (CHD). Mindfulness, which aims to increase a person's



awareness and acceptance of daily experiences, is currently used in a
variety of healthcare settings as a potentially effective skill for stress
reduction, emotion, affect and attention regulation.

Tanning beds and risky behavior linked -- in
men [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Even though men use tanning beds at lower rates than women, men who
tan tend to do it in riskier ways, according to a new study. The findings
should help public health officials rethink how, and to whom, they're
targeting anti-tanning messages.

Blood-clotting protein prevents repair in the
brain [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Scientists have uncovered a promising new therapeutic strategy to repair
myelin in the brain. Surprisingly, it's associated with a protein in the
blood.

Novel technology ties brain circuits to alertness [周

五, 03 11月 00:48]

For the first time, researchers have tied several brain circuits to
alertness. The findings enhance scientists' understanding of the forces
driving alertness, a brain state that's essential to survival, by showing
that diverse cell types throughout the brain together produce this state.

New pathway identified as a target for precision
medicine against a common brain tumor [周五, 03 11月

00:48]

New research findings raise hopes for developing combination targeted
therapy to treat medulloblastoma and other tumors linked to over-
activation of an important signaling pathway.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.



Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space



Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an



ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature



Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]



Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Folding circuits just atoms thick using the
principles of origami [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

While the creation of a paper swan using origami may be intriguing, the
idea of creating 3-D circuits based on similar design principles is simply
mindboggling. Researchers have focused on large scale synthesis and
device fabrication using ultra-thin materials, which has led to
improvements in 2-D models and the introduction of 3-D vertically
integrated devices.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a
chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.



Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy



while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.



Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The



synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft



matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their



preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with
pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to
treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new



study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.



Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]



A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.

Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.



Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --
but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who



typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help



understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.



Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress



may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]



Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples



and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.



Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-



positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top



experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife
management in US -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Colorado State University and The Ohio
State University have found that a cultural backlash
stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to
adapt to changing social values in the United States.
The team reached this conclusion by analyzing more
than 12,000 surveys from 19 states and studying ballot
initiatives related to hunting.

Based on the new study, researchers found that in
states with the largest change in social values,
individuals who held traditional values had lower
levels of trust in the state wildlife agency. In contrast to
traditional values, in which people believe wildlife
exists for their benefit, the researchers describe an
emerging set of values, in which wildlife and humans
are seen as part of a connected social community, as
mutualism.

In the case of human-wildlife conflict, traditionalists
would be more likely to support lethal wildlife control



methods while mutualists would be more supportive of
restrictions on humans.

"With a growing proportion of mutualists in a state,
traditionalists begin to lose trust in the state's fish and
wildlife agency," said Michael Manfredo, lead author
on the paper and head of CSU's Department of Human
Dimensions of Natural Resources. "Based on our
research, wildlife agencies, which focus on statewide
mandates, increasingly engage with people who are
mutualists, looking for common ground, and the
traditionalists would feel this challenges their influence
in policymaking."

The team found a growth in ballot initiatives to protect
hunting rights from 2000 to 2016, in contrast with the
number of ballot initiatives from the previous decade
that sought to restrict certain hunting and trapping
practices. Researchers said this indicates a culutural
backlash that they predict will intensify conflicts over
wildlife management and may constrain institutional
change. Wildlife management agencies may need to
explore new models of governance that encompass
diverse values, the study authors said.

The study was published in September 2017 in



Biological Conservation.

Populism in politics, wildlife management

The recent trend toward populist politics has occurred,
in part, as a result of a cultural backlash, where select
segments of society have rallied against progressive
social changes of the later 20th and early 21st
centuries. This trend includes the Brexit vote in
England, election of Donald Trump as U.S. President,
and increased representation of populist parties in
European parliaments.

In the case of wildlife, researchers examined the clash
of values held by different segments of the public.
Over the latter half of the 20th century, traditional
values that emphasize the priority of human uses of
wildlife have slowly been giving way to mutualism
values that shape views of wildlife as fellow beings in
a common social community.

At the state level, this trend is associated with increases
in urbanization, education and income. These opposing
values contribute to conflict over support for various
forms of wildlife policy.



One area where the researchers looked at for evidence
of backlash was in the surge of wildlife-related ballot
initiatives. In the 1990s, there was a rise in initiatives
that limited certain forms of hunting and fishing. In
Colorado, initiatives included a ban on spring bear
hunting in 1992 and the elimination of recreational
trapping in 1996.

Between the turn of the century and the present,
however, there has been a counter surge of ballot
initiatives, most of which focus on protecting the right
to hunt. This trend, the authors said, offers evidence of
actions among traditional groups to fight back against
change.

To dig more deeply, the researchers used data from a
2004 study of wildlife values in which 12,673 people
from 19 western states were surveyed. The researchers
looked to see if they could determine the basis for
backlash at what appeared to be a critical transition
time.

Findings from the 2004 study support the presence of a
backlash. While most agencies are primarily funded by
the sale of fishing and hunting licenses, eight out of 10
mutualists support a funding model in which all



residents pay and are all represented in the
policymaking process. In contrast, only six in 10
traditionalists support that model. Using an approach
that measures the potential for conflict across many
issues, the authors also found that states with higher
proportions of mutualists have a much greater
likelihood of disputes over wildlife issues.

"With the diverse values held by citizens, wildlife
managers and wildlife commissioners across the
country are finding it more challenging to reach
decisions that are socially acceptable and politically
sustainable," said Chris Smith, western field
representative for the Wildlife Management Institute.

The authors said that in the future, wildlife
conservation faces daunting challenges such as
resource degradation and overuse, human
development, drought and climate change.

"The greatest challenge might be in finding ways to
bring oppositional groups in the public together to
address those issues," said Manfredo, a professor in the
CSU W
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Chemists develop method to quickly
screen, accurately identify fentanyl --
ScienceDaily

Researchers at McMaster University have developed a
new drug screening technique that could lead to the
rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as
a vast number of other drugs of abuse, which up until
now have been difficult to detect by traditional urine
tests.

The method, outlined in the current edition of the
journal Analytical Chemistry, addresses a serious
public health emergency related to opioid addiction
and unintentional overdose deaths: the lack of a
reliable and inexpensive test that allows for
comprehensive surveillance of synthetic drugs flooding
the illegal market.

The new method would eliminate a two-stage process
currently in use for drug monitoring by allowing
technicians to run many tests at once in a high
throughput manner -- dramatically cutting processing



time while improving screening accuracy with quality
assurance. Importantly, this mass spectrometric method
can also screen for a wider range of drugs of abuse, as
well as identify designer drugs that elude conventional
tests.

New technologies are urgently needed, given a
worldwide epidemic of prescription and illicit drug
abuse and its devastating impacts on public health.
According to a recent report by the United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime approximately 35 million
people worldwide used opioid drugs in the year 2014.
In 2016, the Public Health Agency of Canada reported
an estimated 2,800 people died of opioid overdoses
alone. It expects that number to rise to at least 3,000 in
2017.

Conventional tests using immunoassays fall short
because they cannot detect the alarming assortment of
drugs, which include synthetic opioids, tranquilizers,
stimulants and anti-anxiety agents. Additional
confirmation tests are also required due to a high rate
of false positives and false negatives, which slows the
process further.

"Drug testing is always behind the times since



screening relies on antibody reagents that target only
known drugs and they are prone to error, which
contributes to higher health care costs and delays to
clinical decision making," explains Phillip Britz-
McKibbin, a professor in the Department of Chemistry
and Chemical Biology at McMaster and lead author of
the study.

"Current technologies are not specific, accurate nor
comprehensive enough, which impairs a physician's
ability to properly care for patients, such as monitoring
for drug compliance, potential substitution or polydrug
usage," he says.

This problem extends beyond pain management; take,
for example, a clinically depressed patient. Prescribed
anti-anxiety medications can be harmful if taken at the
wrong dosage or not taken at all, leading to a higher
risk for self-harm especially if mixed with other drugs.
Only accurate urine tests can show whether or not the
patient is following a doctor's prescription or taking
other harmful substances that can compromise
treatment efficacy and patient safety, explains Britz-
McKibbin.

Researchers plan to validate the method relative to



conventional screening tests for a broad spectrum of
drugs of abuse on a cohort of in-patients, currently
under physician care.

Story Source:

Materials provided by McMaster University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Horses can read our body language
even when they don't know us --
ScienceDaily

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and
submissive body postures in humans, even when the
humans are not familiar to them, according to a new
University of Sussex-led study.

The findings enhance our understanding of how
animals can communicate using body posture across
the species barrier, and are specifically helpful for
informing horse handlers and trainers about the ways
horses perceive human body language.

Psychology researchers worked with 30 domestic
horses to see whether they were more likely to
approach a person displaying a dominant body posture
(involving the person standing straight, with arms and
legs apart and chest expanded), or a submissive posture
(slouching, keeping arms and legs close to the body,
relaxed knees).



They found that even though the horses had been given
food rewards previously by each person when in a
neutral body posture, they were significantly more
likely to approach the individual displaying a
submissive rather than a dominant posture in follow-up
trials.

Co-lead author of the study, psychology doctoral
student Amy Smith, said: "Horses are often thought to
be good at reading human body language based on
anecdotal evidence such as the 'Clever Hans effect'.
However, little research has tested this empirically.
These results raise interesting questions about the
flexibility of cross-species communication."

Dr Leanne Proops, co-author (University of
Portsmouth), said: "Evolutionarily speaking, animals --
including humans -- tend to use larger postures to
indicate dominance, or threat, and smaller postures to
indicate submissiveness. Horses may therefore have an
instinctual understanding of larger vs. smaller
postures."

Last year Amy, who is part of the Mammal Vocal
Communication and Cognition Research Group in the
School of Psychology at the University of Sussex, co-



led a study that found horses were able to distinguish
between angry and happy human facial expressions.

Clara Wilson, who co-authored the paper while an
undergraduate at the University of Sussex, said: "We
were interested in dominant and submissive postures
with horses specifically because, although many
trainers use posture as a training cue, little research has
investigated whether horses would be sensitive to these
cues without any specific training."

"Results like these encourage us to be more conscious
of the signals we exhibit when interacting with horses
and other animals to facilitate a smooth animal-human
relationship."

The researchers recruited horses at three equestrian
centres in Suffolk and East Sussex. All the handlers
were women, dressed in similar clothing and of similar
size. A dark neck warmer covered their faces to eye
level to minimise facial expression cues.

The horses, who had previously been fed by two
people, were given a free choice to approach either the
person displaying the dominant or the submissive body
posture. Over the course of four trials, they found that



horses showed a preference for approaching the person
displaying the submissive body posture, rather than
showing a preference for an individual handler or a
particular side.

This latest study, is published in Animal Cognition.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Sussex. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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How convincing is a Y-chromosome
profile match between suspect and
crime scene? Study aims to improve
the validity and intelligibility of Y-
chromosome evidence presented in
court -- ScienceDaily

David Balding of the University of Melbourne,
Australia and Mikkel Andersen of Aalborg University
in Denmark have developed new, open-source software
that can help understand how many people in a
population will match a single Y-chromosome profile
detected at a crime scene, which they describe in a new
study in PLOS Genetics.

Forensic analysis of Y-chromosome DNA is especially
useful when a small amount of male DNA is mixed in
with a large amount of female DNA, such as occurs in
sexual assault cases. Explaining this evidence in court,
however, is difficult because the Y chromosome passes
down mostly unchanged from fathers to sons, so a
single Y-chromosome profile can be shared by dozens



of men in a population.

Instead of a match probability or database count,
Balding and Andersen propose that courts be told about
the likely number of matching males in the population,
and the possible consequences of their relatedness,
which is often more distant than uncle or cousin but
much closer than for a random man. They also show
how the distribution of matching males can be affected
by database information, and suggest ways to present
this information in court to make clear that Y-
chromosome evidence cannot definitively identify the
culprit, but can dramatically reduce the number of
possible sources of the DNA. The court must then
decide if it has enough other evidence to identify the
suspect as the source of the Y-chromosome profile,
rather than one of his matching (distant) relatives.

After the introduction of DNA profiling using non-sex
chromosomes, the procedure had problems that, once
addressed, made profiling a powerful tool that has
revolutionized forensic science. Now, Y chromosome
profiling must undergo the same process to quantify
the results in a way that is valid and directly
interpretable to courts. The new software presented in
this study could be used to improve the accuracy of Y



chromosome evidence and to increase its
understanding by judges and jurors.

David Balding adds: "We think this work is going to
make a big improvement to how Y profile evidence is
presented in courts. We will soon extend this work to
mixtures of Y-chromosome profiles from multiple
males, and also address the corresponding problem for
the maternally-inherited mtDNA profiles. Our
approach also allows us to include information from
any relatives of the suspect whose profile is already
available, and we will be working to develop that
aspect."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Clues to body's defense against
common oral ailment -- ScienceDaily

An international team, led by researchers at the
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, has
identified the mechanism by which the immune system
first learns that the fungus Candida albicans, which
causes oral thrush, has invaded the body. The culprit is
a fungal toxin called Candidalysin, which punches
holes in cells lining the mouth and is sensed by the
immune system, which then begins to mount a defense.

The new findings, published today in the journal
Science Immunology, could eventually lead to better
treatments for oral thrush, which can produce pain
severe enough to cause difficulty eating and
swallowing, as well as other fungal infections.

The mouth is home to a large number of microbes,
termed commensals, which are harmless in healthy
individuals. However, suppression of the immune
system can lead to severe and reoccurring painful oral
infections from these organisms, explained the study's
co-senior author Sarah Gaffen, Ph.D., who holds the



Gerald P. Rodnan Endowed Chair in the Division of
Rheumatology & Clinical Immunology at Pitt.

One such example is the fungus Candida albicans. The
harmless commensal form exists as a small single-
celled organism, but when the immune system is
compromised, Candida elongates into an invasive
form, characterized by long filaments called hyphae,
that causes a pervasive infection called oral
candidiasis, or "thrush."

The immature immune systems of infants make them
particularly susceptible to thrush, which can lead to a
failure to thrive and nutritional deficiencies. The
infection also is prevalent among HIV/AIDS patients,
denture wearers and those on immunosuppressants,
including chemotherapy and drugs to prevent the
rejection of transplanted organs. In fact, at least 50
percent of HIV patients struggle with repeated thrush
infections.

However, surprisingly little is known about how fungal
immunity in the mouth operates, and, until now, it was
unclear why Candida does not establish an invasive
infection in healthy humans, said Gaffen.



Her lab previously showed that an immune hormone
called interleukin-17 (IL-17) and the specific cells that
make it -- a subclass of immune cells called helper T
cells -- are essential to immunity against oral thrush.

Oral epithelial cells (OECs), which are part of the
mucous membrane lining the inside of the mouth, are
the first cells in the body to encounter Candida. They
ignore the yeast until it begins to grow hyphae, at
which point the OECs stimulate helper T cells to
produce IL-17.

In the new study, the researchers used a combination of
human OECs cultured in laboratory dishes and mice
infected orally with Candida, to show the central
importance of Candidalysin, a toxin secreted by
Candida that allows the fungus to create holes in OECs
and invade the tissue. Further experiments revealed
that IL-17 and Candidalysin act in a synergistic manner
to amplify antifungal signals in cultured OECs.

Candidalysin was discovered in 2016 by the study's
other co-senior author, Julian Naglik, Ph.D., professor
of fungal pathogenesis and immunology, King's
College London, United Kingdom.



"To use a Game of Thrones analogy: the oral epithelial
cells form a protective 'wall' that keeps the marauding
Candida invaders at bay. Patrolling the wall are the
helper T cells, which use IL-17 as their weapon to
protect the kingdom," said the paper's first author,
postdoctoral fellow Akash Verma, Ph.D.

Despite millions of fungal infections worldwide, there
are no commercially available anti-fungal vaccines.
"Our research provides vital clues to understand the
immune defense network at barrier sites of the body.
This knowledge may ultimately be harnessed to design
antifungal vaccines," Gaffen said.
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Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.



Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical



dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to



behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]



Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of



the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life



science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Fantastic journey: How newborn neurons to
find their proper place in the adult brain [周五, 03 11月

03:10]

For the first time (in mice), a new article explains how baby neurons --
precursors called neuroblasts, generated from a permanent pocket of
stem cells in a brain area called the V-SVZ -- make an incredible
journey from their place of birth through a special tunnel called the
RMS to their target destination in the olfactory bulb.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to



immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.

Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach



may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.

Sleeping through the snoring: Researchers ID
neurons that rouse the brain to breathe [周五, 03 11月 00:50]

A common and potentially serious sleep disorder, obstructive sleep
apnea affects at least one quarter of U.S. adults and is linked to
increased risk of diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular disease. In a new
paper, researchers identified specific neural circuitry responsible for
rousing the brain of mice in simulated apnea conditions. The findings
could lead to potential new drug therapies to help patients with
obstructive sleep apnea get more rest.

Mindfulness may help mothers cope with stress
when their babies have a heart condition [周五, 03 11月

00:49]

Mindfulness may offer an active coping mechanism for mothers faced
with the stress of having a newborn diagnosed with congenital heart
disease (CHD). Mindfulness, which aims to increase a person's



awareness and acceptance of daily experiences, is currently used in a
variety of healthcare settings as a potentially effective skill for stress
reduction, emotion, affect and attention regulation.

Tanning beds and risky behavior linked -- in
men [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Even though men use tanning beds at lower rates than women, men who
tan tend to do it in riskier ways, according to a new study. The findings
should help public health officials rethink how, and to whom, they're
targeting anti-tanning messages.

Blood-clotting protein prevents repair in the
brain [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Scientists have uncovered a promising new therapeutic strategy to repair
myelin in the brain. Surprisingly, it's associated with a protein in the
blood.

Novel technology ties brain circuits to alertness [周

五, 03 11月 00:48]

For the first time, researchers have tied several brain circuits to
alertness. The findings enhance scientists' understanding of the forces
driving alertness, a brain state that's essential to survival, by showing
that diverse cell types throughout the brain together produce this state.

New pathway identified as a target for precision
medicine against a common brain tumor [周五, 03 11月

00:48]

New research findings raise hopes for developing combination targeted
therapy to treat medulloblastoma and other tumors linked to over-
activation of an important signaling pathway.
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Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.



Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space



Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an



ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature



Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]



Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Folding circuits just atoms thick using the
principles of origami [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

While the creation of a paper swan using origami may be intriguing, the
idea of creating 3-D circuits based on similar design principles is simply
mindboggling. Researchers have focused on large scale synthesis and
device fabrication using ultra-thin materials, which has led to
improvements in 2-D models and the introduction of 3-D vertically
integrated devices.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a
chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.



Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy



while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.



Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The



synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft



matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their



preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with
pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to
treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new



study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.



Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]



A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.

Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.



Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --
but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who



typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.



Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill



cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent



of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.



Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem



cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating
this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators



Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]



The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa



and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Engaging children in math at home
equals a boost in more than just math
skills -- ScienceDaily

Preschool children who engage in math activities at
home with their parents not only improve their math
skills, but also their general vocabulary, according to
research from Purdue University.

"Exposure to basic numbers and math concepts at
home were predictive, even more so than storybook
reading or other literacy-rich interactions, of improving
preschool children's general vocabulary," said Amy
Napoli, a doctoral student in the Department of Human
Development and Family Studies who led the study.
"And one of the reasons we think this could be is the
dialogue that happens when parents are teaching their
children about math and asking questions about values
and comparisons, which helps these young children
improve their oral language skills."

The findings are published online in the Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology.



"It's never too early to talk about numbers and
quantities. One of the first words young children learn
is 'more,'" said David Purpura, an assistant professor in
the Department of Human Development and Family
Studies, and senior author of the study.

There are a number of ways parents can encourage
math learning at home, such as talking about counting,
connecting numbers to quantities and comparing values
-- more and less. It also helps to focus on counting as
purposeful, such as "there are three cookies for a
snack" rather than "there are cookies for a snack."

"This focus on math typically isn't happening at home,
but this shows that when parents do include math
concepts it can make a difference," said Napoli, who is
working on tools to help parents improve math-related
instruction at home. "When working with families,
there is a math-related anxiety aspect and that is
probably why more parents focus on literacy than on
math. But, if you can count, then you can teach
something to your child."

This study evaluated 116 preschool children, ages 3-5.
The researchers assessed the children's math and
language skills in the fall and spring of the preschool



year and examined how what their parents reported
about math and literacy activities at home predicted
children's improvement over time. Napoli and Purpura
do caution that these findings are only correlational and
the future experimental work is needed to evaluate the
causal nature of these findings. This research is
ongoing work supported by Purdue's Department of
Human Development and Family Studies.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Purdue University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Plasma from lasers can shed light on
cosmic rays, solar eruptions --
ScienceDaily

Lasers that generate plasma can provide insight into
bursts of subatomic particles that occur in deep space,
scientists have found. Such findings could help
scientists understand cosmic rays, solar flares and solar
eruptions -- emissions from the sun that can disrupt cell
phone service and knock out power grids on Earth.

Physicists have long observed that particles like
electrons and atomic nuclei can accelerate to extremely
high speeds in space. Researchers believe that
processes associated with plasma, the hot fourth state
of matter in which electrons have separated from
atomic nuclei, might be responsible. Some models
theorize that magnetic reconnection, which takes place
when the magnetic field lines in plasma snap apart and
reconnect, releasing large amounts of energy, might
cause the acceleration.

Addressing this issue, a team of researchers led by Will



Fox, physicist at the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL),
recently used lasers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique
enables the study of outer-space-like plasma in a
controlled and reproducible environment. "We want to
reproduce the process in miniature to conduct these
tests," said Fox, lead author of the research published
in the journal Physics of Plasmas.

The team used a simulation program called Plasma
Simulation Code (PSC) that tracks plasma particles in a
virtual environment, where they are acted on by
simulated magnetic and electric fields. The code
originated in Germany and was further developed by
Fox and colleagues at the University of New
Hampshire before he joined PPPL. Researchers
conducted the simulations on the Titan supercomputer
at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility, a
DOE Office of Science User Facility, at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, through the DOE's Innovative
and Novel Computational Impact on Theory and
Experiment (INCITE) program.

The simulations build on research by Fox and other
scientists establishing that laser-created plasmas can



facilitate the study of acceleration processes. In the
new simulations, such plasmas bubble outward and
crash into each other, triggering magnetic
reconnection. These simulations also suggest two kinds
of processes that transfer energy from the reconnection
event to particles.

During one process, known as Fermi acceleration,
particles gain energy as they bounce back and forth
between the outer edges of two converging plasma
bubbles. In another process called X-line acceleration,
the energy transfers to particles as they interact with
the electric fields that arise during reconnection.

Fox and the team now plan to conduct physical
experiments that replicate conditions in the simulations
using both the OMEGA laser facility at the University
of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser Energetics and the
National Ignition Facility at the DOE's Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. "We're trying to see if
we can get particle acceleration and observe the
energized particles experimentally," Fox said.

Story Source:

Materials provided by DOE/Princeton Plasma

http://www.pppl.gov/news/2017/11/plasma-lasers-can-shed-light-cosmic-rays-solar-eruptions
http://www.pppl.gov


Physics Laboratory. Original written by Raphael
Rosen. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Novel mechanism by which tumors
evade cancer immunotherapies --
ScienceDaily

A Ludwig Cancer Research study led by Benoit Van
den Eynde, Director of Ludwig Brussels, has identified
a novel mechanism by which tumors of the aggressive
skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer
immunotherapy. Their paper, which appears in Nature
Communications, describes how an immune cell
recruited to the tumor induces the programmed suicide,
or apoptosis, of the killer T cells harnessed by many
immunotherapies. It also identifies the specific
molecular interaction responsible for this effect. That
interaction -- between a protein on T cells known as
FAS and its ligand produced by suppressive immune
cells -- could be disrupted to improve the efficacy of
cancer immunotherapies.

"Immunotherapy has been delivering some impressive
results, but only for a fraction of patients," says Van
den Eynde. "Now the million dollar question is, what
can we do to improve the proportion of patients that



respond to these treatments? There are a variety of
mechanisms of immune resistance that operate in the
tumor. This is what we are addressing in our studies."

Researchers typically transplant tumors into genetically
suitable mice to study the effects of immunotherapies.
But such tumors do not reflect how cancers develop in
people. To take root and grow, a tumor must evolve
mechanisms over months or years to evade immune
attack.

"That's what happens in clinical situations and that's
what we want to model in our studies," says Van den
Eynde. "If you just inject a million tumor cells in a
mouse to create a tumor, you do not recapitulate this
process -- the interplay between the host and the tumor,
the immune response that starts but then gets
dampened by the tumor, or the tumor's ultimate escape
from that response."

To recapitulate that process, the Ludwig Brussels team
engineered a mouse to express a cancer-causing gene
and a cancer antigen known as P1A, but only when
given a particular drug. The researchers then induced
melanoma tumors in their model and evaluated the
effects of a battery of immunotherapies. These



included cancer vaccines against the P1A antigen, and
various regimens of checkpoint blockade therapies,
which unleash a T cell attack on cancer cells. None
worked against the induced tumors. They then tried
adoptive T cell therapy (ACT), in which T cells
directed against a tumor are infused into a patient.

"To my great surprise, even injecting 10 million
activated T cells specific to the P1A antigen did not
affect tumor growth in this induced tumor model," says
Van den Eynde. When the same induced cancer cells
were transplanted into mice to generate tumors, the T
cell therapy invariably cleared the transplanted tumors.

To find out why, the researchers took a look at what
happened to the T cells delivered by ACT. In both
induced and transplanted models, they found, T cells
were flooding into the tumor and ready to combat
cancer cells. But, after that, their fates diverged
significantly.

"We found that in the induced tumors, about half of the
T cells were already apoptotic four days after ACT,"
says Van den Eynde. "This explained why they did not
persist: The induced tumor behaves like a sink for
these T cells. That does not happen in the transplanted



tumors."

Since the cancer cells in both types of tumors were the
same, the researchers compared the noncancerous cells
present in the induced and transplanted tumors to
explore what might be causing the T cell apoptosis.
One type of cell, the polymorphonuclear myeloid-
derived suppressor cell (PMN-MDSC), was present
exclusively in the induced tumors. MDSCs are a family
of immune cells that are known to support immune
evasion in a variety of ways.

Molecular analysis of the induced tumors revealed that
the PMN-MDSCs in the induced tumors express high
levels of a surface protein known as FAS-ligand, which
induces T cell suicide when it binds its receptor on T
cells. The researchers show that depleting PMN-
MDSCs from the tumors or blocking FAS-ligand
binding to its receptor restored the ability of the T cells
to kill induced tumors.

"This is a novel mechanism by which these cells
suppress immune responses in tumors," says Van den
Eynde. "Targeting FAS-ligand could be a good adjunct
therapy to boost the effects of immunotherapeutic
drugs." Such drugs, he notes, are already under



development. Meanwhile, Van den Eynde and his team
are already hard at work looking for the other novel
mechanisms of immune suppression in their model.
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How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About



765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]



An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel



targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in



many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell



transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating
this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest



approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new



rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-



fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.



Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.



HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung
cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may



have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an



injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.



Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and



breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security



and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,



including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and



everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.



Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and



cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from



photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western



Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]



The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs



go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.



Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only



spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]



Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness



while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new



American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes



people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are



so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and



scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a



stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.



Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.



That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.



Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill



cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent



of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.



Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem



cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating
this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators



Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]



The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa



and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Engaging children in math at home
equals a boost in more than just math
skills -- ScienceDaily

Preschool children who engage in math activities at
home with their parents not only improve their math
skills, but also their general vocabulary, according to
research from Purdue University.

"Exposure to basic numbers and math concepts at
home were predictive, even more so than storybook
reading or other literacy-rich interactions, of improving
preschool children's general vocabulary," said Amy
Napoli, a doctoral student in the Department of Human
Development and Family Studies who led the study.
"And one of the reasons we think this could be is the
dialogue that happens when parents are teaching their
children about math and asking questions about values
and comparisons, which helps these young children
improve their oral language skills."

The findings are published online in the Journal of
Experimental Child Psychology.



"It's never too early to talk about numbers and
quantities. One of the first words young children learn
is 'more,'" said David Purpura, an assistant professor in
the Department of Human Development and Family
Studies, and senior author of the study.

There are a number of ways parents can encourage
math learning at home, such as talking about counting,
connecting numbers to quantities and comparing values
-- more and less. It also helps to focus on counting as
purposeful, such as "there are three cookies for a
snack" rather than "there are cookies for a snack."

"This focus on math typically isn't happening at home,
but this shows that when parents do include math
concepts it can make a difference," said Napoli, who is
working on tools to help parents improve math-related
instruction at home. "When working with families,
there is a math-related anxiety aspect and that is
probably why more parents focus on literacy than on
math. But, if you can count, then you can teach
something to your child."

This study evaluated 116 preschool children, ages 3-5.
The researchers assessed the children's math and
language skills in the fall and spring of the preschool



year and examined how what their parents reported
about math and literacy activities at home predicted
children's improvement over time. Napoli and Purpura
do caution that these findings are only correlational and
the future experimental work is needed to evaluate the
causal nature of these findings. This research is
ongoing work supported by Purdue's Department of
Human Development and Family Studies.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Purdue University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Plasma from lasers can shed light on
cosmic rays, solar eruptions --
ScienceDaily

Lasers that generate plasma can provide insight into
bursts of subatomic particles that occur in deep space,
scientists have found. Such findings could help
scientists understand cosmic rays, solar flares and solar
eruptions -- emissions from the sun that can disrupt cell
phone service and knock out power grids on Earth.

Physicists have long observed that particles like
electrons and atomic nuclei can accelerate to extremely
high speeds in space. Researchers believe that
processes associated with plasma, the hot fourth state
of matter in which electrons have separated from
atomic nuclei, might be responsible. Some models
theorize that magnetic reconnection, which takes place
when the magnetic field lines in plasma snap apart and
reconnect, releasing large amounts of energy, might
cause the acceleration.

Addressing this issue, a team of researchers led by Will



Fox, physicist at the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE) Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL),
recently used lasers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique
enables the study of outer-space-like plasma in a
controlled and reproducible environment. "We want to
reproduce the process in miniature to conduct these
tests," said Fox, lead author of the research published
in the journal Physics of Plasmas.

The team used a simulation program called Plasma
Simulation Code (PSC) that tracks plasma particles in a
virtual environment, where they are acted on by
simulated magnetic and electric fields. The code
originated in Germany and was further developed by
Fox and colleagues at the University of New
Hampshire before he joined PPPL. Researchers
conducted the simulations on the Titan supercomputer
at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility, a
DOE Office of Science User Facility, at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, through the DOE's Innovative
and Novel Computational Impact on Theory and
Experiment (INCITE) program.

The simulations build on research by Fox and other
scientists establishing that laser-created plasmas can



facilitate the study of acceleration processes. In the
new simulations, such plasmas bubble outward and
crash into each other, triggering magnetic
reconnection. These simulations also suggest two kinds
of processes that transfer energy from the reconnection
event to particles.

During one process, known as Fermi acceleration,
particles gain energy as they bounce back and forth
between the outer edges of two converging plasma
bubbles. In another process called X-line acceleration,
the energy transfers to particles as they interact with
the electric fields that arise during reconnection.

Fox and the team now plan to conduct physical
experiments that replicate conditions in the simulations
using both the OMEGA laser facility at the University
of Rochester's Laboratory for Laser Energetics and the
National Ignition Facility at the DOE's Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. "We're trying to see if
we can get particle acceleration and observe the
energized particles experimentally," Fox said.

Story Source:

Materials provided by DOE/Princeton Plasma

http://www.pppl.gov/news/2017/11/plasma-lasers-can-shed-light-cosmic-rays-solar-eruptions
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Physics Laboratory. Original written by Raphael
Rosen. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Novel mechanism by which tumors
evade cancer immunotherapies --
ScienceDaily

A Ludwig Cancer Research study led by Benoit Van
den Eynde, Director of Ludwig Brussels, has identified
a novel mechanism by which tumors of the aggressive
skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer
immunotherapy. Their paper, which appears in Nature
Communications, describes how an immune cell
recruited to the tumor induces the programmed suicide,
or apoptosis, of the killer T cells harnessed by many
immunotherapies. It also identifies the specific
molecular interaction responsible for this effect. That
interaction -- between a protein on T cells known as
FAS and its ligand produced by suppressive immune
cells -- could be disrupted to improve the efficacy of
cancer immunotherapies.

"Immunotherapy has been delivering some impressive
results, but only for a fraction of patients," says Van
den Eynde. "Now the million dollar question is, what
can we do to improve the proportion of patients that



respond to these treatments? There are a variety of
mechanisms of immune resistance that operate in the
tumor. This is what we are addressing in our studies."

Researchers typically transplant tumors into genetically
suitable mice to study the effects of immunotherapies.
But such tumors do not reflect how cancers develop in
people. To take root and grow, a tumor must evolve
mechanisms over months or years to evade immune
attack.

"That's what happens in clinical situations and that's
what we want to model in our studies," says Van den
Eynde. "If you just inject a million tumor cells in a
mouse to create a tumor, you do not recapitulate this
process -- the interplay between the host and the tumor,
the immune response that starts but then gets
dampened by the tumor, or the tumor's ultimate escape
from that response."

To recapitulate that process, the Ludwig Brussels team
engineered a mouse to express a cancer-causing gene
and a cancer antigen known as P1A, but only when
given a particular drug. The researchers then induced
melanoma tumors in their model and evaluated the
effects of a battery of immunotherapies. These



included cancer vaccines against the P1A antigen, and
various regimens of checkpoint blockade therapies,
which unleash a T cell attack on cancer cells. None
worked against the induced tumors. They then tried
adoptive T cell therapy (ACT), in which T cells
directed against a tumor are infused into a patient.

"To my great surprise, even injecting 10 million
activated T cells specific to the P1A antigen did not
affect tumor growth in this induced tumor model," says
Van den Eynde. When the same induced cancer cells
were transplanted into mice to generate tumors, the T
cell therapy invariably cleared the transplanted tumors.

To find out why, the researchers took a look at what
happened to the T cells delivered by ACT. In both
induced and transplanted models, they found, T cells
were flooding into the tumor and ready to combat
cancer cells. But, after that, their fates diverged
significantly.

"We found that in the induced tumors, about half of the
T cells were already apoptotic four days after ACT,"
says Van den Eynde. "This explained why they did not
persist: The induced tumor behaves like a sink for
these T cells. That does not happen in the transplanted



tumors."

Since the cancer cells in both types of tumors were the
same, the researchers compared the noncancerous cells
present in the induced and transplanted tumors to
explore what might be causing the T cell apoptosis.
One type of cell, the polymorphonuclear myeloid-
derived suppressor cell (PMN-MDSC), was present
exclusively in the induced tumors. MDSCs are a family
of immune cells that are known to support immune
evasion in a variety of ways.

Molecular analysis of the induced tumors revealed that
the PMN-MDSCs in the induced tumors express high
levels of a surface protein known as FAS-ligand, which
induces T cell suicide when it binds its receptor on T
cells. The researchers show that depleting PMN-
MDSCs from the tumors or blocking FAS-ligand
binding to its receptor restored the ability of the T cells
to kill induced tumors.

"This is a novel mechanism by which these cells
suppress immune responses in tumors," says Van den
Eynde. "Targeting FAS-ligand could be a good adjunct
therapy to boost the effects of immunotherapeutic
drugs." Such drugs, he notes, are already under



development. Meanwhile, Van den Eynde and his team
are already hard at work looking for the other novel
mechanisms of immune suppression in their model.
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How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About



765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]



An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel



targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in



many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell



transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating
this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest



approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new



rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-



fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.



Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.



HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung
cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may



have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an



injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.



Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and



breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security



and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,



including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and



everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.



Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and



cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from



photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western



Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]



The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs



go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.



Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only



spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]



Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness



while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new



American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes



people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are



so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and



scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a



stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.



Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.



That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational



trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…



150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]



Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the



weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous



scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in



Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as



"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the



possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:

Materials provided by ecancermedicalscience. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:
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Promising new treatment for rare
pregnancy cancer leads to remission in
patients -- ScienceDaily

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of
gestational trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into
remission after receiving the immunotherapy drug
pembrolizumab in a clinical trial carried out by
researchers at Imperial College London.

The trial, which took place at Charing Cross Hospital,
part of Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, is the
first to show that pembrolizumab can be used to
successfully treat women with GTD.

The team hopes that this small early stage study,
published in The Lancet, could provide another
treatment option for women who have drug-resistant
GTD and lead to a 100 per cent cure rate.

Professor Michael Seckl, lead author of the study, said,
"We have been able to show for the first time that
immunotherapy may be used to cure patients of



cancerous GTD. The current treatments to tackle GTD
cure most cases of the disease. However, there are a
small number of women whose cancers are resistant to
conventional therapies and as a result have a fatal
outcome. Immunotherapy may be a life-saving
treatment and can be used as an alternative to the much
more toxic high dose chemotherapy that is currently
used. These are landmark findings that have
implications on how we treat the disease in the UK and
around the world."

GTD is the term used to describe abnormal cells or
tumors that start in the womb from cells that normally
give rise to the placenta. They are extremely rare but
can happen during or after pregnancy.

The most common type of GTD is so-called molar
pregnancy where a fetus doesn't form properly in the
womb and a baby doesn't develop, instead a lot of
abnormal placental-like tissue forms. A molar
pregnancy can usually be treated with a simple
procedure to remove the growth of abnormal placental
cells from the womb but some of this material is
usually left behind. This can become cancerous and
spread to other parts of the body, requiring lifesaving
chemotherapy. In around one in 50,000 pregnancies



cancerous GTD known as choriocarcinoma develops
after other types of pregnancy including normal
pregnancies and this also requires life-saving
chemotherapy.

Globally, 18,000 women are diagnosed annually with
cancerous forms of GTD, most of whom are cured with
chemotherapy or surgery. However, up to five per cent
of these women's outcomes are fatal due to factors such
as chemotherapy resistance and rare forms of the
cancer such as placental site trophoblastic tumours
(PSTT) that develop four or more years after the
causative pregnancy has ended.

Immunotherapy is a type of treatment that helps a
person's immune system fight diseases such as a
cancer. The immune system fights off invading
infections but can miss cancer cells. Pembrolizumab
works by stimulating the body's immune system to
target and kill cancer cells. The drug is also used to
treat some cases of lung cancer and melanoma.

The researchers wanted to test whether pembrolizumab
could be used to treat four patients aged between 37-47
years with multi-drug resistant cancerous GTD.



The patients were given pembrolizumab intravenously
every three weeks over a period of about six months
between 2015-2017.

The trial also took place at the Department of Women's
and Children's Health in Stockholm.

The researchers then carried out a blood test to measure
the amount of the pregnancy hormone hCG in their
system, which is an indicator of whether abnormal
placental cells are left in the womb or elsewhere in the
body.

They found that most patients' hCG levels started to
fall by three doses and once their hCG was normal five
consolidation doses of pembrolizumab were given
before stopping treatment. This contrasts with
melanoma and lung cancer where this drug is given to
patients continuously for two or more years. The
patients remain without signs of cancer recurrence for
between five months to over two years on follow-up.

The researchers also found that pembrolizumab was
well tolerated in GTD patients. This is in comparison
to chemotherapy which can cause nausea, vomiting and
hair loss.



The team suggests that this could have cost saving
implications for the NHS as six months of the drug
costs about £30,000 per patient compared to two
rounds of high dose chemotherapy which costs
£70,000.

Melody Ransome took part in the clinical trial after
being diagnosed with choriocarcinoma, which had
spread from her uterus to her liver, kidney, pancreas,
lungs and brain. Melody was given the immunotherapy
drug over five months in 2015. After her second
infusion, Melody's hCG levels dropped by 50 per cent
and she was in remission two months later. Melody
continues to be in remission two and half years after
receiving the immunotherapy.

"Before the trial I was being treated by high dosage of
chemotherapy which made me feel awful. I
experienced hair loss, fatigue and it was difficult to
carry out normal tasks like looking after my two
children. On top of that, the chemotherapy wasn't
working.

This all changed for me once I was given the
immunotherapy drug. Each week I felt better and
better. I had no side effects and I started to feel more



normal. When I was told that I was in remission I was
shocked that the treatment had worked in such a short
amount of time. It's been life changing and I've been
able to enjoy spending quality time with my family
again. I used to be able to swim 40 lengths before my
illness and since having the immunotherapy I am close
to it. It's been an incredible journey."

Following the findings, NHS England has agreed
provisional funding to treat some cases of GTD with
pembrolizumab for two years at Charing Cross and
Sheffield Hospitals where these cases are managed in
the UK.

The researchers will carry out a further study to assess
the effects of pembrolizumab on fertility to see whether
it can be offered to women at an earlier stage of
treatment.
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce
auditory hallucinations for people with
schizophrenia -- ScienceDaily

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face
discussion between a person with schizophrenia and an
avatar representing their auditory hallucination may
help reduce symptoms, when provided alongside usual
treatment, according to a study published in The Lancet
Psychiatry journal.

The randomised controlled trial compared the avatar
therapy to a form of supportive counselling (adapted
specifically for the study). It found that avatar therapy
was more effective at reducing hallucinations at 12-
week follow-up, and had a large effect size.

Further research to investigate the treatment's
effectiveness in other healthcare settings will be
needed, and so the treatment is not yet widely
available.

The study is the first large-scale randomized controlled



trial of this type of therapy, and was used in people
with schizophrenia who had had persistent and
distressing auditory hallucinations for more than a
year, despite treatment. All participants continued to
receive their usual treatment throughout the trial.

Around 60-70% of people who have schizophrenia
experience auditory hallucinations that are typically
insulting and threatening. For most people, drug
treatments reduce these symptoms, but approximately
one in four people continue to experience voices.
Cognitive behavioural therapy for psychosis (CBTp)
can also be helpful but is a lengthy therapy with at
times limited effects on voices.

"A large proportion of people with schizophrenia
continue to experience distressing voices despite
lengthy treatment, so it is important that we look at
newer, effective and shorter forms of therapy," says
lead author Professor Tom Craig from King's College
London, and the South London and Maudsley NHS
Foundation Trust, UK.

He adds: "Our study provides early evidence that
avatar therapy rapidly improves auditory hallucinations
for people with schizophrenia, reducing their frequency



and how distressing they are, compared to a type of
counselling. So far, these improvements appear to last
for up to six months for these patients. However, these
results come from one treatment centre and more
research is needed to optimise the way the treatment is
delivered and demonstrate that it is effective in other
NHS settings." [1]

This study, which took place at Maudsley Hospital
SHARP clinic and the Institute of Psychiatry,
Psychology & Neuroscience at King's College London,
involved 150 patients who had had schizophrenia for
approximately 20 years and heard 3-4 voices on
average. Of these, 75 people had the avatar therapy and
the other 75 people had a form of supportive
counselling designed for this study. They also
continued with their usual antipsychotic medication
throughout the trial.

The avatar therapy took place over six sessions, with
one 50-minute session each week. Before starting
treatment, patients worked with the therapist to create a
computerised simulation (avatar) of the voice they
most wanted to influence -- including what the voice
said, how it sounded, and how it could look. Therapy
involved a three-way conversation between the patient,



therapist, and avatar, with the therapist speaking as
themselves and also voicing the avatar.

In each session, after discussing the targets for that
day's work, patients spent 10-15 minutes speaking
face-to-face with the avatar, practising standing up to
it, correcting any misconceptions it had about them,
and taking control of the conversation, so that power
shifted from the avatar to the patient. The avatar came
to recognise the patient's strengths and good qualities,
and the patient's greater control and power in the
relationship. The sessions were recorded, and an audio
recording was given to the patient to take home to
listen to when they heard the voices.

The supportive counselling ran for the same number
and length of sessions. It encouraged patients to
discuss any issues of concern to them and aimed to
lessen distress and discuss practical ways of improving
their quality of life. As with avatar therapy, at the end
of the session, each patient recorded a positive message
to listen to during the following week.

Assessments of the patients' auditory hallucinations
were completed by researchers who were blind to
which treatments patients had had.



After 12 weeks, the avatar group's symptoms were
rated as less severe than those who received
counselling.

People who had received avatar therapy also found
their hallucinations less distressing and less powerful
than people in the counselling group. Seven people
who had the avatar therapy and two in the counselling
group also reported that their hallucinations had
completely disappeared after 12 weeks.

The rapid improvements seen in the avatar treatment
group were sustained at 24 weeks. However, during
this time, hallucinations continued to become less
frequent and less distressing for the counselling group
also, likely because counselling could be a potentially
useful therapy. As a result, there were no differences in
outcomes between the two groups at 24 weeks.

The researchers note some limitations, including that
the counselling was conducted by graduate trainee
therapists, which may impact its effectiveness.. In
addition, it is not yet clear whether avatar therapy will
be easy for the wider mental health workforce to
deliver, as the study was conducted in a centre with
expertise in treating psychosis and the avatar therapy



was delivered by very experienced therapists.

The researchers aim to conduct a cost-effectiveness
analysis, and investigate further the mechanisms of
how the treatment reduces symptoms.

Writing in a linked Comment, Dr Ben Alderson-Day,
Durham University, UK, says "Technology can both
obscure and enhance our view of reality, but in the case
of AVATAR it seems to provide a powerful method of
personifying and externalising an otherwise internal
and often intrusive phenomenon... Thinking of voices
as entities or agents that can be engaged with9-a notion
largely ignored or discouraged for many years within
mainstream psychiatric thinking-raises a key question:
who, or what, is changing in AVATAR therapy? .... An
emphasis on equipping the voice-hearer with
responses, challenges, and answers of their own
implies that the voice hearer is changing, but their
voices might not be... On the other hand, the voices
might change in terms of their content, valence, or
power over the voice-hearer."
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly



the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to



differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]



A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray



muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more



friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,



research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human



intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]



Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher



baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared



across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]



Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial
pulmonary hypertension.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.



Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive



impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal



lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Earplugs unavoidable for musicians in the
orchestra and at home [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Many musicians suffer ear damage. Professional orchestras have
therefore taken measures in recent years to reduce the sound levels.
Studies now reveal that physical measures, like placing screens or
creating more space, have little effect. This is due to one's own
instrument contributing just as much to the sound level that reaches the
ear as all the orchestra's instruments together. The only solution that
really helps is earplugs, for professionals but also amateurs playing at
home.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells



for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be



demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the
gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond



types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge



motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-



emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.



Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of



battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling



systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.



World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]



The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to



storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.



International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C



(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover



biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a



threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,



scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]



Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Strong hosts help parasites spread farther [周三, 22 11月

22:30]

Large, physically strong Masu salmon disperse farther when infected
with parasites, potentially escaping from further infections at the
contaminated site but ironically resulting in the greater expansion of the
parasite.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications



for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational



trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…



150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]



Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the



weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous



scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in



Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as



"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the



possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:

Materials provided by ecancermedicalscience. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.

This article was downloaded by calibre from
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:
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Content may be edited for style and length.
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Promising new treatment for rare
pregnancy cancer leads to remission in
patients -- ScienceDaily

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of
gestational trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into
remission after receiving the immunotherapy drug
pembrolizumab in a clinical trial carried out by
researchers at Imperial College London.

The trial, which took place at Charing Cross Hospital,
part of Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, is the
first to show that pembrolizumab can be used to
successfully treat women with GTD.

The team hopes that this small early stage study,
published in The Lancet, could provide another
treatment option for women who have drug-resistant
GTD and lead to a 100 per cent cure rate.

Professor Michael Seckl, lead author of the study, said,
"We have been able to show for the first time that
immunotherapy may be used to cure patients of



cancerous GTD. The current treatments to tackle GTD
cure most cases of the disease. However, there are a
small number of women whose cancers are resistant to
conventional therapies and as a result have a fatal
outcome. Immunotherapy may be a life-saving
treatment and can be used as an alternative to the much
more toxic high dose chemotherapy that is currently
used. These are landmark findings that have
implications on how we treat the disease in the UK and
around the world."

GTD is the term used to describe abnormal cells or
tumors that start in the womb from cells that normally
give rise to the placenta. They are extremely rare but
can happen during or after pregnancy.

The most common type of GTD is so-called molar
pregnancy where a fetus doesn't form properly in the
womb and a baby doesn't develop, instead a lot of
abnormal placental-like tissue forms. A molar
pregnancy can usually be treated with a simple
procedure to remove the growth of abnormal placental
cells from the womb but some of this material is
usually left behind. This can become cancerous and
spread to other parts of the body, requiring lifesaving
chemotherapy. In around one in 50,000 pregnancies



cancerous GTD known as choriocarcinoma develops
after other types of pregnancy including normal
pregnancies and this also requires life-saving
chemotherapy.

Globally, 18,000 women are diagnosed annually with
cancerous forms of GTD, most of whom are cured with
chemotherapy or surgery. However, up to five per cent
of these women's outcomes are fatal due to factors such
as chemotherapy resistance and rare forms of the
cancer such as placental site trophoblastic tumours
(PSTT) that develop four or more years after the
causative pregnancy has ended.

Immunotherapy is a type of treatment that helps a
person's immune system fight diseases such as a
cancer. The immune system fights off invading
infections but can miss cancer cells. Pembrolizumab
works by stimulating the body's immune system to
target and kill cancer cells. The drug is also used to
treat some cases of lung cancer and melanoma.

The researchers wanted to test whether pembrolizumab
could be used to treat four patients aged between 37-47
years with multi-drug resistant cancerous GTD.



The patients were given pembrolizumab intravenously
every three weeks over a period of about six months
between 2015-2017.

The trial also took place at the Department of Women's
and Children's Health in Stockholm.

The researchers then carried out a blood test to measure
the amount of the pregnancy hormone hCG in their
system, which is an indicator of whether abnormal
placental cells are left in the womb or elsewhere in the
body.

They found that most patients' hCG levels started to
fall by three doses and once their hCG was normal five
consolidation doses of pembrolizumab were given
before stopping treatment. This contrasts with
melanoma and lung cancer where this drug is given to
patients continuously for two or more years. The
patients remain without signs of cancer recurrence for
between five months to over two years on follow-up.

The researchers also found that pembrolizumab was
well tolerated in GTD patients. This is in comparison
to chemotherapy which can cause nausea, vomiting and
hair loss.



The team suggests that this could have cost saving
implications for the NHS as six months of the drug
costs about £30,000 per patient compared to two
rounds of high dose chemotherapy which costs
£70,000.

Melody Ransome took part in the clinical trial after
being diagnosed with choriocarcinoma, which had
spread from her uterus to her liver, kidney, pancreas,
lungs and brain. Melody was given the immunotherapy
drug over five months in 2015. After her second
infusion, Melody's hCG levels dropped by 50 per cent
and she was in remission two months later. Melody
continues to be in remission two and half years after
receiving the immunotherapy.

"Before the trial I was being treated by high dosage of
chemotherapy which made me feel awful. I
experienced hair loss, fatigue and it was difficult to
carry out normal tasks like looking after my two
children. On top of that, the chemotherapy wasn't
working.

This all changed for me once I was given the
immunotherapy drug. Each week I felt better and
better. I had no side effects and I started to feel more



normal. When I was told that I was in remission I was
shocked that the treatment had worked in such a short
amount of time. It's been life changing and I've been
able to enjoy spending quality time with my family
again. I used to be able to swim 40 lengths before my
illness and since having the immunotherapy I am close
to it. It's been an incredible journey."

Following the findings, NHS England has agreed
provisional funding to treat some cases of GTD with
pembrolizumab for two years at Charing Cross and
Sheffield Hospitals where these cases are managed in
the UK.

The researchers will carry out a further study to assess
the effects of pembrolizumab on fertility to see whether
it can be offered to women at an earlier stage of
treatment.
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce
auditory hallucinations for people with
schizophrenia -- ScienceDaily

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face
discussion between a person with schizophrenia and an
avatar representing their auditory hallucination may
help reduce symptoms, when provided alongside usual
treatment, according to a study published in The Lancet
Psychiatry journal.

The randomised controlled trial compared the avatar
therapy to a form of supportive counselling (adapted
specifically for the study). It found that avatar therapy
was more effective at reducing hallucinations at 12-
week follow-up, and had a large effect size.

Further research to investigate the treatment's
effectiveness in other healthcare settings will be
needed, and so the treatment is not yet widely
available.

The study is the first large-scale randomized controlled



trial of this type of therapy, and was used in people
with schizophrenia who had had persistent and
distressing auditory hallucinations for more than a
year, despite treatment. All participants continued to
receive their usual treatment throughout the trial.

Around 60-70% of people who have schizophrenia
experience auditory hallucinations that are typically
insulting and threatening. For most people, drug
treatments reduce these symptoms, but approximately
one in four people continue to experience voices.
Cognitive behavioural therapy for psychosis (CBTp)
can also be helpful but is a lengthy therapy with at
times limited effects on voices.

"A large proportion of people with schizophrenia
continue to experience distressing voices despite
lengthy treatment, so it is important that we look at
newer, effective and shorter forms of therapy," says
lead author Professor Tom Craig from King's College
London, and the South London and Maudsley NHS
Foundation Trust, UK.

He adds: "Our study provides early evidence that
avatar therapy rapidly improves auditory hallucinations
for people with schizophrenia, reducing their frequency



and how distressing they are, compared to a type of
counselling. So far, these improvements appear to last
for up to six months for these patients. However, these
results come from one treatment centre and more
research is needed to optimise the way the treatment is
delivered and demonstrate that it is effective in other
NHS settings." [1]

This study, which took place at Maudsley Hospital
SHARP clinic and the Institute of Psychiatry,
Psychology & Neuroscience at King's College London,
involved 150 patients who had had schizophrenia for
approximately 20 years and heard 3-4 voices on
average. Of these, 75 people had the avatar therapy and
the other 75 people had a form of supportive
counselling designed for this study. They also
continued with their usual antipsychotic medication
throughout the trial.

The avatar therapy took place over six sessions, with
one 50-minute session each week. Before starting
treatment, patients worked with the therapist to create a
computerised simulation (avatar) of the voice they
most wanted to influence -- including what the voice
said, how it sounded, and how it could look. Therapy
involved a three-way conversation between the patient,



therapist, and avatar, with the therapist speaking as
themselves and also voicing the avatar.

In each session, after discussing the targets for that
day's work, patients spent 10-15 minutes speaking
face-to-face with the avatar, practising standing up to
it, correcting any misconceptions it had about them,
and taking control of the conversation, so that power
shifted from the avatar to the patient. The avatar came
to recognise the patient's strengths and good qualities,
and the patient's greater control and power in the
relationship. The sessions were recorded, and an audio
recording was given to the patient to take home to
listen to when they heard the voices.

The supportive counselling ran for the same number
and length of sessions. It encouraged patients to
discuss any issues of concern to them and aimed to
lessen distress and discuss practical ways of improving
their quality of life. As with avatar therapy, at the end
of the session, each patient recorded a positive message
to listen to during the following week.

Assessments of the patients' auditory hallucinations
were completed by researchers who were blind to
which treatments patients had had.



After 12 weeks, the avatar group's symptoms were
rated as less severe than those who received
counselling.

People who had received avatar therapy also found
their hallucinations less distressing and less powerful
than people in the counselling group. Seven people
who had the avatar therapy and two in the counselling
group also reported that their hallucinations had
completely disappeared after 12 weeks.

The rapid improvements seen in the avatar treatment
group were sustained at 24 weeks. However, during
this time, hallucinations continued to become less
frequent and less distressing for the counselling group
also, likely because counselling could be a potentially
useful therapy. As a result, there were no differences in
outcomes between the two groups at 24 weeks.

The researchers note some limitations, including that
the counselling was conducted by graduate trainee
therapists, which may impact its effectiveness.. In
addition, it is not yet clear whether avatar therapy will
be easy for the wider mental health workforce to
deliver, as the study was conducted in a centre with
expertise in treating psychosis and the avatar therapy



was delivered by very experienced therapists.

The researchers aim to conduct a cost-effectiveness
analysis, and investigate further the mechanisms of
how the treatment reduces symptoms.

Writing in a linked Comment, Dr Ben Alderson-Day,
Durham University, UK, says "Technology can both
obscure and enhance our view of reality, but in the case
of AVATAR it seems to provide a powerful method of
personifying and externalising an otherwise internal
and often intrusive phenomenon... Thinking of voices
as entities or agents that can be engaged with9-a notion
largely ignored or discouraged for many years within
mainstream psychiatric thinking-raises a key question:
who, or what, is changing in AVATAR therapy? .... An
emphasis on equipping the voice-hearer with
responses, challenges, and answers of their own
implies that the voice hearer is changing, but their
voices might not be... On the other hand, the voices
might change in terms of their content, valence, or
power over the voice-hearer."
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly



the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to



differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]



A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray



muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more



friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,



research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human



intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]



Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher



baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared



across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]



Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial
pulmonary hypertension.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.



Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive



impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal



lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Earplugs unavoidable for musicians in the
orchestra and at home [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Many musicians suffer ear damage. Professional orchestras have
therefore taken measures in recent years to reduce the sound levels.
Studies now reveal that physical measures, like placing screens or
creating more space, have little effect. This is due to one's own
instrument contributing just as much to the sound level that reaches the
ear as all the orchestra's instruments together. The only solution that
really helps is earplugs, for professionals but also amateurs playing at
home.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells



for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be



demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the
gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond



types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge



motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-



emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.



Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of



battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling



systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.



World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]



The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to



storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.



International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C



(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover



biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a



threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,



scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]



Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Strong hosts help parasites spread farther [周三, 22 11月

22:30]

Large, physically strong Masu salmon disperse farther when infected
with parasites, potentially escaping from further infections at the
contaminated site but ironically resulting in the greater expansion of the
parasite.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications



for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.



Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.



Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.



Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical



dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]



The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of



effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'



new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain



why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression



research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.
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Brain's alertness circuitry conserved
through evolution: Molecular method
reveals neuronal basis of brain states --
NIH-funded animal study --
ScienceDaily

Using a molecular method likely to become widely
adopted by the field, researchers supported by the
National Institutes of Health have discovered brain
circuitry essential for alertness, or vigilance -- and for
brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra
fish and mice, species whose evolutionary forebears
parted ways hundreads of millions of years ago. This
suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

"Vigilance gone awry marks states such as mania and
those seen in post-traumatic stress disorder and
depression," explained Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of the NIH's National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), which along with the National



Institute on Drug Abuse, co-funded the study. "Gaining
familiarity with the molecular players in a behavior --
as this new tool promises -- may someday lead to
clinical interventions targeting dysfunctional brain
states."

Karl Deisseroth, M.D., Ph.D., Matthew Lovett-Barron,
Ph.D., and Stanford University, Palo Alto, California,
colleagues, report on findings using a neural activity
screening technology they call Multi-MAP
(Multiplexed-alignment of Molecular and Activity
Phenotypes) online Nov. 2, 2017 in the journal Cell.

For the first time, Multi-MAP makes it possible to see
which neurons are activated in a behaving animal
during a particular brain state -- and subsequently
molecularly analyze just those neurons to identify the
subtypes and circuits involved.

In this case, the researchers used the technique to
screen activity of neurons visible through the
transparent heads of genetically-engineered larval
zebra fish. They gauged vigilance by measuring how
long it took the animals to swish their tails in response
to a threatening stimulus.



A molecular analysis revealing subtypes led to
identification of six suspect circuits composed of
distinct populations of neurons that modulate neuronal
activity, only one of which had previously been linked
to vigilance. Virtually the same players were operative
in follow-up experiments examining such reaction
time-related circuitry in mouse brain. Using
optogenetics -- another breakthrough exploratory tool
developed by Deisseroth and colleagues -- the
researchers narrowed the field to three circuits that
definitively boost alertness in mice, including the one
previously known. The other three are thought to play a
reportorial rather than regulatory role.

Story Source:

Materials provided by NIH/National Institute of
Mental Health. Note: Content may be edited for style
and length.
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Solar greenhouses generate electricity
and grow healthy crops: Magenta
panes also help plants save water --
ScienceDaily

The first crops of tomatoes and cucumbers grown
inside electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as
healthy as those raised in conventional greenhouses,
signaling that "smart" greenhouses hold great promise
for dual-use farming and renewable electricity
production.

"We have demonstrated that 'smart greenhouses' can
capture solar energy for electricity without reducing
plant growth, which is pretty exciting," said Michael
Loik, professor of environmental studies at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, and lead author
on a paper that appears in the current issue of the
American Geophysical Union's journal Earth's Future.

Electricity-generating solar greenhouses utilize
Wavelength-Selective Photovoltaic Systems (WSPVs),
a novel technology that generates electricity more



efficiently and at less cost than traditional photovoltaic
systems. These greenhouses are outfitted with
transparent roof panels embedded with a bright
magenta luminescent dye that absorbs light and
transfers energy to narrow photovoltaic strips, where
electricity is produced. WSPVs absorb some of the
blue and green wavelengths of light but let the rest
through, allowing the plants to grow. WSPV
technology was developed by coauthors Sue Carter and
Glenn Alers, both professors of physics at UC Santa
Cruz, who founded Soliculture in 2012 to bring the
technology to market.

Loik's team monitored photosynthesis and fruit
production across 20 varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers,
lemons, limes, peppers, strawberries, and basil grown
in magenta glasshouses at two locations on campus and
one in Watsonville, California.

"Eighty percent of the plants weren't affected, while 20
percent actually grew better under the magenta
windows," said Loik. Tomatoes and cucumbers are
among the top greenhouse-produced crops worldwide,
he said.

In additional experiments, small water savings were



associated with tomato photosynthesis inside the
magenta glasshouses. "Plants required 5 percent less
water to grow the same amount as in more
conventional glasshouses," he said.

"I thought the plants would grow more slowly, because
it's darker under these pink panels. The color of the
light makes it like being on the Red Planet," said Loik.
"Plants are sensitive not just to the intensity of light but
also to color. But it turns out the plants grow just as
well."

Reducing the energy consumed by greenhouses has
become a priority as the global use of greenhouses for
food production has increased six-fold over the past 20
years to more than 9 million acres today -- roughly
twice the size of New Jersey, according to Loik. "It's
big and getting bigger," he said. "Canada relies heavily
on greenhouses for vegetable production, and their use
is growing in China, too." Plastic greenhouses are
becoming popular for small-scale commercial farming,
as well as for household food production, he added.

Greenhouses use electricity to control temperature and
power fans, lights, and other monitoring systems. "This
technology has the potential to take greenhouses



offline," said Loik, who specializes in climate change,
plant physiology, water resources, and sustainable
technologies. Cost per panel of WSPV technology is
65 cents per watt -- about 40 percent less than the per-
watt cost of traditional silicon-based photovoltaic cells.

"If greenhouses generate electricity on site, that
reduces the need for an outside source, which helps
lower greenhouse gas emissions even more," said Loik.
"We're moving toward self-sustaining greenhouses."
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New findings on tolvaptan as
autosomal dominant polycystic kidney
disease treatment -- ScienceDaily

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has
found that the drug slowed the rate of decline in kidney
function in patients with the most common form of
polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.
The results are published today in the New England
Journal of Medicine.

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease is an
inherited condition that affects 1 in every 500 to 1,000
individuals in the U.S. This disease is found in all races
and sexes.

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, which
is the fourth most common cause of end-stage kidney
disease, requires dialysis or kidney transplant.

The disease causes a slow but relentless growth of
cysts that damage the kidneys. In addition to negatively
affecting quality of life, the condition also causes



hypertension and painful complications. The cysts,
which can damage kidneys with their size, can develop
in other organs, especially the liver.

Approximately half of individuals with autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease eventually will
require dialysis or kidney transplant by age 60. The
results of the trial demonstrated tolvaptan's ability to
intervene in a way that slows kidney function decline
in this population.

"This is the first treatment that targets a mechanism
that directly contributes to the development and growth
of the kidney cysts in autosomal dominant polycystic
kidney disease," says Vicente Torres, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of Mayo Clinic's Translational Polycystic
Kidney Disease Center. "This in effect means it may
delay the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis in
patients with this disease."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Mayo Clinic. Note: Content
may be edited for style and length.
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Anabolic androgenic steroids may be
associated with early coronary artery
disease -- ScienceDaily

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with
early coronary artery disease, according to research
presented at the Brazilian Congress of Cardiology
(SBC 2017).

The annual congress of the Brazilian Society of
Cardiology (SBC) is held in São Paulo from 3 to 5
November 2017. Experts from the European Society of
Cardiology (ESC) will present a special programme.

"Anabolic androgenic steroid abuse among young
people is a widespread problem worldwide, and
adverse events such as sudden cardiac death and heart
attack have been reported in athletes," said lead author
Francis Ribeiro de Souza, PhD student, Heart Institute
(Instituto do Coração; InCor), Medical School,
University of São Paulo (Hospital das Clínicas da
Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo;
HCFMUSP), Brazil.



"In Brazil, around one million people have used
anabolic androgenic steroids at least once, and they are
the seventh most commonly used drug in the country,"
he added.

This study examined whether anabolic androgenic
steroids could be associated with early coronary artery
disease. It also tested whether reduced high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) function could be a mechanism
leading to coronary artery disease in anabolic
androgenic steroid users.

The study included 51 men with an average age of 29
years (range 23 to 43 years). Of those, 21 did weight
lifting and had taken anabolic androgenic steroids for
at least two years, 20 did weight lifting but did not take
steroids, and ten were healthy but sedentary.

Participants underwent computed tomography coronary
angiography (a type of imaging used to visualise the
arteries) to assess the presence of atherosclerosis in the
coronary arteries.

A urine test was performed in all participants to
confirm steroid use. Blood samples were taken to
measure lipid levels including HDL. The researchers



used cell cultures to measure the ability of each
participant's HDL to perform its normal function of
removing cholesterol from macrophages (white blood
cells).

The researchers found that 24% of steroid users had
atherosclerosis in their coronary arteries, compared to
none of the non-users and sedentary participants. The
steroid users with atherosclerosis also had significantly
reduced HDL levels and HDL function.

Mr Ribeiro de Souza said: "Our study suggests that
anabolic androgenic steroid use may be associated with
the development of coronary artery disease in
apparently healthy young people. Steroids may have an
impact on the ability of HDL to remove cholesterol
from macrophages, thereby promoting atherosclerosis."

"This was a small, observational study and we cannot
conclude that steroids cause atherosclerosis," he
continued. "Larger studies with longer follow-up are
needed to confirm these results."

Mr Ribeiro de Souza concluded: "We observed
coronary atherosclerosis in young anabolic androgenic
steroid users, which in combination with lower HDL



levels and reduced HDL function could increase the
risk of cardiovascular events. Greater awareness is
needed of the potential risks of these drugs."

Dr Raul Santos, scientific chair of SBC 2017, said:
"This study despite its small sample size is well done
and calls attention to a possible important health
problem in Brazil and elsewhere since it shows not
only the classical lipid disturbances induced by steroids
but actually associates them with subclinical
atherosclerosis presence, something that we are not
supposed to find in young individuals."

Professor Fausto Pinto, ESC immediate past president
and course director of the ESC programme in Brazil,
said: "This is an important issue in cardiovascular
prevention which deserves further study. During SBC
2017, ESC experts will highlight hot topics in
prevention and other fields of cardiology that were
presented at ESC Congress 2017 in Barcelona."
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Rise of populism affects wildlife
management in US -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Colorado State University and The Ohio
State University have found that a cultural backlash
stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to
adapt to changing social values in the United States.
The team reached this conclusion by analyzing more
than 12,000 surveys from 19 states and studying ballot
initiatives related to hunting.

Based on the new study, researchers found that in
states with the largest change in social values,
individuals who held traditional values had lower
levels of trust in the state wildlife agency. In contrast to
traditional values, in which people believe wildlife
exists for their benefit, the researchers describe an
emerging set of values, in which wildlife and humans
are seen as part of a connected social community, as
mutualism.

In the case of human-wildlife conflict, traditionalists
would be more likely to support lethal wildlife control



methods while mutualists would be more supportive of
restrictions on humans.

"With a growing proportion of mutualists in a state,
traditionalists begin to lose trust in the state's fish and
wildlife agency," said Michael Manfredo, lead author
on the paper and head of CSU's Department of Human
Dimensions of Natural Resources. "Based on our
research, wildlife agencies, which focus on statewide
mandates, increasingly engage with people who are
mutualists, looking for common ground, and the
traditionalists would feel this challenges their influence
in policymaking."

The team found a growth in ballot initiatives to protect
hunting rights from 2000 to 2016, in contrast with the
number of ballot initiatives from the previous decade
that sought to restrict certain hunting and trapping
practices. Researchers said this indicates a culutural
backlash that they predict will intensify conflicts over
wildlife management and may constrain institutional
change. Wildlife management agencies may need to
explore new models of governance that encompass
diverse values, the study authors said.

The study was published in September 2017 in



Biological Conservation.

Populism in politics, wildlife management

The recent trend toward populist politics has occurred,
in part, as a result of a cultural backlash, where select
segments of society have rallied against progressive
social changes of the later 20th and early 21st
centuries. This trend includes the Brexit vote in
England, election of Donald Trump as U.S. President,
and increased representation of populist parties in
European parliaments.

In the case of wildlife, researchers examined the clash
of values held by different segments of the public.
Over the latter half of the 20th century, traditional
values that emphasize the priority of human uses of
wildlife have slowly been giving way to mutualism
values that shape views of wildlife as fellow beings in
a common social community.

At the state level, this trend is associated with increases
in urbanization, education and income. These opposing
values contribute to conflict over support for various
forms of wildlife policy.



One area where the researchers looked at for evidence
of backlash was in the surge of wildlife-related ballot
initiatives. In the 1990s, there was a rise in initiatives
that limited certain forms of hunting and fishing. In
Colorado, initiatives included a ban on spring bear
hunting in 1992 and the elimination of recreational
trapping in 1996.

Between the turn of the century and the present,
however, there has been a counter surge of ballot
initiatives, most of which focus on protecting the right
to hunt. This trend, the authors said, offers evidence of
actions among traditional groups to fight back against
change.

To dig more deeply, the researchers used data from a
2004 study of wildlife values in which 12,673 people
from 19 western states were surveyed. The researchers
looked to see if they could determine the basis for
backlash at what appeared to be a critical transition
time.

Findings from the 2004 study support the presence of a
backlash. While most agencies are primarily funded by
the sale of fishing and hunting licenses, eight out of 10
mutualists support a funding model in which all



residents pay and are all represented in the
policymaking process. In contrast, only six in 10
traditionalists support that model. Using an approach
that measures the potential for conflict across many
issues, the authors also found that states with higher
proportions of mutualists have a much greater
likelihood of disputes over wildlife issues.

"With the diverse values held by citizens, wildlife
managers and wildlife commissioners across the
country are finding it more challenging to reach
decisions that are socially acceptable and politically
sustainable," said Chris Smith, western field
representative for the Wildlife Management Institute.

The authors said that in the future, wildlife
conservation faces daunting challenges such as
resource degradation and overuse, human
development, drought and climate change.

"The greatest challenge might be in finding ways to
bring oppositional groups in the public together to
address those issues," said Manfredo, a professor in the
CSU W
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Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.



Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]



A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys



or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect



light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of



suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience



persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]



Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to
immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get



into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.

Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.



In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.

Sleeping through the snoring: Researchers ID
neurons that rouse the brain to breathe [周五, 03 11月 00:50]

A common and potentially serious sleep disorder, obstructive sleep
apnea affects at least one quarter of U.S. adults and is linked to
increased risk of diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular disease. In a new
paper, researchers identified specific neural circuitry responsible for
rousing the brain of mice in simulated apnea conditions. The findings
could lead to potential new drug therapies to help patients with
obstructive sleep apnea get more rest.

Mindfulness may help mothers cope with stress
when their babies have a heart condition [周五, 03 11月

00:49]

Mindfulness may offer an active coping mechanism for mothers faced
with the stress of having a newborn diagnosed with congenital heart
disease (CHD). Mindfulness, which aims to increase a person's
awareness and acceptance of daily experiences, is currently used in a
variety of healthcare settings as a potentially effective skill for stress
reduction, emotion, affect and attention regulation.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.



Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space



Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an



ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature



Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]



Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Folding circuits just atoms thick using the
principles of origami [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

While the creation of a paper swan using origami may be intriguing, the
idea of creating 3-D circuits based on similar design principles is simply
mindboggling. Researchers have focused on large scale synthesis and
device fabrication using ultra-thin materials, which has led to
improvements in 2-D models and the introduction of 3-D vertically
integrated devices.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a
chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.



Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy



while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.



Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The



synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft



matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their



preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with
pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to
treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new



study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.



Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]



Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]



Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.



Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.

Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --



but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who
typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.



Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.



Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.



Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical



dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]



The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of



effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'



new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain



why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression



research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.
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Brain's alertness circuitry conserved
through evolution: Molecular method
reveals neuronal basis of brain states --
NIH-funded animal study --
ScienceDaily

Using a molecular method likely to become widely
adopted by the field, researchers supported by the
National Institutes of Health have discovered brain
circuitry essential for alertness, or vigilance -- and for
brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra
fish and mice, species whose evolutionary forebears
parted ways hundreads of millions of years ago. This
suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

"Vigilance gone awry marks states such as mania and
those seen in post-traumatic stress disorder and
depression," explained Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of the NIH's National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), which along with the National



Institute on Drug Abuse, co-funded the study. "Gaining
familiarity with the molecular players in a behavior --
as this new tool promises -- may someday lead to
clinical interventions targeting dysfunctional brain
states."

Karl Deisseroth, M.D., Ph.D., Matthew Lovett-Barron,
Ph.D., and Stanford University, Palo Alto, California,
colleagues, report on findings using a neural activity
screening technology they call Multi-MAP
(Multiplexed-alignment of Molecular and Activity
Phenotypes) online Nov. 2, 2017 in the journal Cell.

For the first time, Multi-MAP makes it possible to see
which neurons are activated in a behaving animal
during a particular brain state -- and subsequently
molecularly analyze just those neurons to identify the
subtypes and circuits involved.

In this case, the researchers used the technique to
screen activity of neurons visible through the
transparent heads of genetically-engineered larval
zebra fish. They gauged vigilance by measuring how
long it took the animals to swish their tails in response
to a threatening stimulus.



A molecular analysis revealing subtypes led to
identification of six suspect circuits composed of
distinct populations of neurons that modulate neuronal
activity, only one of which had previously been linked
to vigilance. Virtually the same players were operative
in follow-up experiments examining such reaction
time-related circuitry in mouse brain. Using
optogenetics -- another breakthrough exploratory tool
developed by Deisseroth and colleagues -- the
researchers narrowed the field to three circuits that
definitively boost alertness in mice, including the one
previously known. The other three are thought to play a
reportorial rather than regulatory role.

Story Source:

Materials provided by NIH/National Institute of
Mental Health. Note: Content may be edited for style
and length.
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Solar greenhouses generate electricity
and grow healthy crops: Magenta
panes also help plants save water --
ScienceDaily

The first crops of tomatoes and cucumbers grown
inside electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as
healthy as those raised in conventional greenhouses,
signaling that "smart" greenhouses hold great promise
for dual-use farming and renewable electricity
production.

"We have demonstrated that 'smart greenhouses' can
capture solar energy for electricity without reducing
plant growth, which is pretty exciting," said Michael
Loik, professor of environmental studies at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, and lead author
on a paper that appears in the current issue of the
American Geophysical Union's journal Earth's Future.

Electricity-generating solar greenhouses utilize
Wavelength-Selective Photovoltaic Systems (WSPVs),
a novel technology that generates electricity more



efficiently and at less cost than traditional photovoltaic
systems. These greenhouses are outfitted with
transparent roof panels embedded with a bright
magenta luminescent dye that absorbs light and
transfers energy to narrow photovoltaic strips, where
electricity is produced. WSPVs absorb some of the
blue and green wavelengths of light but let the rest
through, allowing the plants to grow. WSPV
technology was developed by coauthors Sue Carter and
Glenn Alers, both professors of physics at UC Santa
Cruz, who founded Soliculture in 2012 to bring the
technology to market.

Loik's team monitored photosynthesis and fruit
production across 20 varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers,
lemons, limes, peppers, strawberries, and basil grown
in magenta glasshouses at two locations on campus and
one in Watsonville, California.

"Eighty percent of the plants weren't affected, while 20
percent actually grew better under the magenta
windows," said Loik. Tomatoes and cucumbers are
among the top greenhouse-produced crops worldwide,
he said.

In additional experiments, small water savings were



associated with tomato photosynthesis inside the
magenta glasshouses. "Plants required 5 percent less
water to grow the same amount as in more
conventional glasshouses," he said.

"I thought the plants would grow more slowly, because
it's darker under these pink panels. The color of the
light makes it like being on the Red Planet," said Loik.
"Plants are sensitive not just to the intensity of light but
also to color. But it turns out the plants grow just as
well."

Reducing the energy consumed by greenhouses has
become a priority as the global use of greenhouses for
food production has increased six-fold over the past 20
years to more than 9 million acres today -- roughly
twice the size of New Jersey, according to Loik. "It's
big and getting bigger," he said. "Canada relies heavily
on greenhouses for vegetable production, and their use
is growing in China, too." Plastic greenhouses are
becoming popular for small-scale commercial farming,
as well as for household food production, he added.

Greenhouses use electricity to control temperature and
power fans, lights, and other monitoring systems. "This
technology has the potential to take greenhouses



offline," said Loik, who specializes in climate change,
plant physiology, water resources, and sustainable
technologies. Cost per panel of WSPV technology is
65 cents per watt -- about 40 percent less than the per-
watt cost of traditional silicon-based photovoltaic cells.

"If greenhouses generate electricity on site, that
reduces the need for an outside source, which helps
lower greenhouse gas emissions even more," said Loik.
"We're moving toward self-sustaining greenhouses."

This article was downloaded by calibre from
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New findings on tolvaptan as
autosomal dominant polycystic kidney
disease treatment -- ScienceDaily

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has
found that the drug slowed the rate of decline in kidney
function in patients with the most common form of
polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.
The results are published today in the New England
Journal of Medicine.

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease is an
inherited condition that affects 1 in every 500 to 1,000
individuals in the U.S. This disease is found in all races
and sexes.

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, which
is the fourth most common cause of end-stage kidney
disease, requires dialysis or kidney transplant.

The disease causes a slow but relentless growth of
cysts that damage the kidneys. In addition to negatively
affecting quality of life, the condition also causes



hypertension and painful complications. The cysts,
which can damage kidneys with their size, can develop
in other organs, especially the liver.

Approximately half of individuals with autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease eventually will
require dialysis or kidney transplant by age 60. The
results of the trial demonstrated tolvaptan's ability to
intervene in a way that slows kidney function decline
in this population.

"This is the first treatment that targets a mechanism
that directly contributes to the development and growth
of the kidney cysts in autosomal dominant polycystic
kidney disease," says Vicente Torres, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of Mayo Clinic's Translational Polycystic
Kidney Disease Center. "This in effect means it may
delay the need for a kidney transplant or dialysis in
patients with this disease."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Mayo Clinic. Note: Content
may be edited for style and length.
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Anabolic androgenic steroids may be
associated with early coronary artery
disease -- ScienceDaily

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with
early coronary artery disease, according to research
presented at the Brazilian Congress of Cardiology
(SBC 2017).

The annual congress of the Brazilian Society of
Cardiology (SBC) is held in São Paulo from 3 to 5
November 2017. Experts from the European Society of
Cardiology (ESC) will present a special programme.

"Anabolic androgenic steroid abuse among young
people is a widespread problem worldwide, and
adverse events such as sudden cardiac death and heart
attack have been reported in athletes," said lead author
Francis Ribeiro de Souza, PhD student, Heart Institute
(Instituto do Coração; InCor), Medical School,
University of São Paulo (Hospital das Clínicas da
Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo;
HCFMUSP), Brazil.



"In Brazil, around one million people have used
anabolic androgenic steroids at least once, and they are
the seventh most commonly used drug in the country,"
he added.

This study examined whether anabolic androgenic
steroids could be associated with early coronary artery
disease. It also tested whether reduced high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) function could be a mechanism
leading to coronary artery disease in anabolic
androgenic steroid users.

The study included 51 men with an average age of 29
years (range 23 to 43 years). Of those, 21 did weight
lifting and had taken anabolic androgenic steroids for
at least two years, 20 did weight lifting but did not take
steroids, and ten were healthy but sedentary.

Participants underwent computed tomography coronary
angiography (a type of imaging used to visualise the
arteries) to assess the presence of atherosclerosis in the
coronary arteries.

A urine test was performed in all participants to
confirm steroid use. Blood samples were taken to
measure lipid levels including HDL. The researchers



used cell cultures to measure the ability of each
participant's HDL to perform its normal function of
removing cholesterol from macrophages (white blood
cells).

The researchers found that 24% of steroid users had
atherosclerosis in their coronary arteries, compared to
none of the non-users and sedentary participants. The
steroid users with atherosclerosis also had significantly
reduced HDL levels and HDL function.

Mr Ribeiro de Souza said: "Our study suggests that
anabolic androgenic steroid use may be associated with
the development of coronary artery disease in
apparently healthy young people. Steroids may have an
impact on the ability of HDL to remove cholesterol
from macrophages, thereby promoting atherosclerosis."

"This was a small, observational study and we cannot
conclude that steroids cause atherosclerosis," he
continued. "Larger studies with longer follow-up are
needed to confirm these results."

Mr Ribeiro de Souza concluded: "We observed
coronary atherosclerosis in young anabolic androgenic
steroid users, which in combination with lower HDL



levels and reduced HDL function could increase the
risk of cardiovascular events. Greater awareness is
needed of the potential risks of these drugs."

Dr Raul Santos, scientific chair of SBC 2017, said:
"This study despite its small sample size is well done
and calls attention to a possible important health
problem in Brazil and elsewhere since it shows not
only the classical lipid disturbances induced by steroids
but actually associates them with subclinical
atherosclerosis presence, something that we are not
supposed to find in young individuals."

Professor Fausto Pinto, ESC immediate past president
and course director of the ESC programme in Brazil,
said: "This is an important issue in cardiovascular
prevention which deserves further study. During SBC
2017, ESC experts will highlight hot topics in
prevention and other fields of cardiology that were
presented at ESC Congress 2017 in Barcelona."
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Rise of populism affects wildlife
management in US -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Colorado State University and The Ohio
State University have found that a cultural backlash
stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to
adapt to changing social values in the United States.
The team reached this conclusion by analyzing more
than 12,000 surveys from 19 states and studying ballot
initiatives related to hunting.

Based on the new study, researchers found that in
states with the largest change in social values,
individuals who held traditional values had lower
levels of trust in the state wildlife agency. In contrast to
traditional values, in which people believe wildlife
exists for their benefit, the researchers describe an
emerging set of values, in which wildlife and humans
are seen as part of a connected social community, as
mutualism.

In the case of human-wildlife conflict, traditionalists
would be more likely to support lethal wildlife control



methods while mutualists would be more supportive of
restrictions on humans.

"With a growing proportion of mutualists in a state,
traditionalists begin to lose trust in the state's fish and
wildlife agency," said Michael Manfredo, lead author
on the paper and head of CSU's Department of Human
Dimensions of Natural Resources. "Based on our
research, wildlife agencies, which focus on statewide
mandates, increasingly engage with people who are
mutualists, looking for common ground, and the
traditionalists would feel this challenges their influence
in policymaking."

The team found a growth in ballot initiatives to protect
hunting rights from 2000 to 2016, in contrast with the
number of ballot initiatives from the previous decade
that sought to restrict certain hunting and trapping
practices. Researchers said this indicates a culutural
backlash that they predict will intensify conflicts over
wildlife management and may constrain institutional
change. Wildlife management agencies may need to
explore new models of governance that encompass
diverse values, the study authors said.

The study was published in September 2017 in



Biological Conservation.

Populism in politics, wildlife management

The recent trend toward populist politics has occurred,
in part, as a result of a cultural backlash, where select
segments of society have rallied against progressive
social changes of the later 20th and early 21st
centuries. This trend includes the Brexit vote in
England, election of Donald Trump as U.S. President,
and increased representation of populist parties in
European parliaments.

In the case of wildlife, researchers examined the clash
of values held by different segments of the public.
Over the latter half of the 20th century, traditional
values that emphasize the priority of human uses of
wildlife have slowly been giving way to mutualism
values that shape views of wildlife as fellow beings in
a common social community.

At the state level, this trend is associated with increases
in urbanization, education and income. These opposing
values contribute to conflict over support for various
forms of wildlife policy.



One area where the researchers looked at for evidence
of backlash was in the surge of wildlife-related ballot
initiatives. In the 1990s, there was a rise in initiatives
that limited certain forms of hunting and fishing. In
Colorado, initiatives included a ban on spring bear
hunting in 1992 and the elimination of recreational
trapping in 1996.

Between the turn of the century and the present,
however, there has been a counter surge of ballot
initiatives, most of which focus on protecting the right
to hunt. This trend, the authors said, offers evidence of
actions among traditional groups to fight back against
change.

To dig more deeply, the researchers used data from a
2004 study of wildlife values in which 12,673 people
from 19 western states were surveyed. The researchers
looked to see if they could determine the basis for
backlash at what appeared to be a critical transition
time.

Findings from the 2004 study support the presence of a
backlash. While most agencies are primarily funded by
the sale of fishing and hunting licenses, eight out of 10
mutualists support a funding model in which all



residents pay and are all represented in the
policymaking process. In contrast, only six in 10
traditionalists support that model. Using an approach
that measures the potential for conflict across many
issues, the authors also found that states with higher
proportions of mutualists have a much greater
likelihood of disputes over wildlife issues.

"With the diverse values held by citizens, wildlife
managers and wildlife commissioners across the
country are finding it more challenging to reach
decisions that are socially acceptable and politically
sustainable," said Chris Smith, western field
representative for the Wildlife Management Institute.

The authors said that in the future, wildlife
conservation faces daunting challenges such as
resource degradation and overuse, human
development, drought and climate change.

"The greatest challenge might be in finding ways to
bring oppositional groups in the public together to
address those issues," said Manfredo, a professor in the
CSU W
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.



Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]



A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys



or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect



light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of



suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience



persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]



Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to
immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get



into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.

Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.



In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.

Sleeping through the snoring: Researchers ID
neurons that rouse the brain to breathe [周五, 03 11月 00:50]

A common and potentially serious sleep disorder, obstructive sleep
apnea affects at least one quarter of U.S. adults and is linked to
increased risk of diabetes, obesity and cardiovascular disease. In a new
paper, researchers identified specific neural circuitry responsible for
rousing the brain of mice in simulated apnea conditions. The findings
could lead to potential new drug therapies to help patients with
obstructive sleep apnea get more rest.

Mindfulness may help mothers cope with stress
when their babies have a heart condition [周五, 03 11月

00:49]

Mindfulness may offer an active coping mechanism for mothers faced
with the stress of having a newborn diagnosed with congenital heart
disease (CHD). Mindfulness, which aims to increase a person's
awareness and acceptance of daily experiences, is currently used in a
variety of healthcare settings as a potentially effective skill for stress
reduction, emotion, affect and attention regulation.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.



Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on
the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space



Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an



ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature



Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]



Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Folding circuits just atoms thick using the
principles of origami [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

While the creation of a paper swan using origami may be intriguing, the
idea of creating 3-D circuits based on similar design principles is simply
mindboggling. Researchers have focused on large scale synthesis and
device fabrication using ultra-thin materials, which has led to
improvements in 2-D models and the introduction of 3-D vertically
integrated devices.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a
chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.



Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy



while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.



Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.



Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The



synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks
throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft



matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their



preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with
pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to
treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new



study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.



Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]



Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Discarded cigarette butts: The next high
performing hydrogen storage material? [周三, 01 11月 00:05]

Discarded cigarette butts are a major waste disposal and environmental
pollution hazard. But chemists have discovered that cigarette butt-
derived carbons have ultra-high surface area and unprecedented
hydrogen storage capacity.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]



Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such
cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.



Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.

Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --



but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who
typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of



the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of



outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion



of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or



multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin



patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.
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Sixth-graders can learn, perform
hands-only CPR -- ScienceDaily

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and
perform CPR effectively and should be targeted for
training, according to preliminary research presented at
the American Heart Association's Scientific Sessions
2017, a premier global exchange of the latest advances
in cardiovascular science for researchers and clinicians.

Researchers assessed the ability of 160 sixth-graders
(average age 12) to perform Hands-Only CPR for
adults, using music and a video game to help the
students attain the correct compression rate.

The students were divided into three groups. One
group (the control) watched the American Heart
Association's video CPR in Schools Training Kit to
learn how to perform 100 to 120 compressions per
minute (CPM) on the adult CPR manikins. The second
group watched the video and listened to music with a
tempo matching the goal compression rate. The third
group watched the video and played a video game to
reinforce the goal compression rate. Each child then



tested their new skills on the manikins.

Across the groups, most students remembered to call
911, performed CPR in the correct location and
provided high-quality compressions. However,
attainment of goal compression rate for effective CPR
was higher among the music and video game groups
than the control group.

Based on these findings, researchers suggest that
tempo-reinforcing tools like music and video games
may help children attain goal compression rate to
perform effective Hands-Only CPR.

Some states already require Hands-Only CPR training
for high school graduation, but researchers say there
has been little focus on younger children.

"We were wondering why they need to wait until 12th
grade when sixth graders have learned the circulation
system and seem mature enough and are interested in
learning Hands-Only CPR," said author Mimi Biswas,
M.D., a cardiologist at University of California
Riverside School of Medicine and Riverside
Community Hospital.



Sixth-graders were the focus of this study because it
began as a science project for one of the researcher's
sixth-grade son.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Heart Association.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.

This article was downloaded by calibre from

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171111162443.htm
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New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants -- ScienceDaily

New national research led by Jonathan Lass, MD of
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
and University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center has
found that corneal donor tissue can be safely stored for
11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye
problems in people with diseases of the cornea. This is
four days longer than the current conventional
maximum of seven days in the United States.

The findings are published in today's issue of JAMA
Ophthalmology.

"Over the past 20 years, corneal transplant specialists
have gotten comfortable only using corneas up to one
week after they are stored. But our findings show they
can safely use them up to 11 days after first being
stored," said Lass, Charles I Thomas Professor in the
Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences at
Case Western Reserve School of Medicine, member of
the University Hospitals Eye Institute, and lead
investigator of the national Cornea Preservation Time



Study, which produced the results. "This will help to
meet the expected future demand for corneas in this
country as well as in patients overseas today, who now
receive as many as thirty percent of corneas donated by
U.S. citizens."

Patients who need corneal transplants are typically age
50 and older. According to projections by the U.S.
Census Bureau, that population will grow from about
109 million currently to about 133 million by 2030 in
this country.

The cornea, the eye's clear outer covering, helps focus
light so people can see clearly. When it is damaged,
incoming light can become distorted, harming quality
of vision and often resulting in blindness. Damage can
arise from scarring due to previous surgery, injury or
infection; corneal ulcers; swelling or thinning of the
cornea; and inherited diseases and conditions of the
eye, such as Fuchs' Dystrophy. When the blurred vision
and/or pain are serious enough, transplantation of a
new cornea may be necessary. Transplanted corneas
come from people who chose to donate them when
they died.

In the study, 70 eye surgeons at 40 surgical sites



nationwide performed a corneal transplant called a
Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty
(DSAEK) on 1,090 people (1,330 eyes). In this
procedure, doctors or the eye bank take a slice from the
back of a healthy donated cornea, open a small slit in
the patient's eye, scrape out the diseased endothelial
cells and replace them with the donor cells. The
majority of the patients underwent transplantation for
Fuchs' dystrophy, which causes a gradual decline in
vision due to corneal swelling and clouding. Patients
were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
groups: those who received corneas preserved for up to
seven days and those who received corneas preserved
for eight-14 days.

Lass and the surgeons found that three-year graft
success rates were 92.1 percent for corneas preserved
for eight-14 days and 95.3 percent for corneas
preserved up to seven days. Probing further, they
discovered that there was no statistically significant
difference between patients who received corneas
preserved up to seven days and those who received
ones preserved eight-11 days. Rather, much of the
difference between the groups was attributed to those
who received corneas preserved 12-14 days.



"It's important to note that patients who received
corneas preserved 12-14 days still had high success
rates of 89.3 percent," said Lass. "This means that if
individual circumstances require it, these longer-
preserved corneas may be used with a high degree of
success."

Currently, the supply of donated corneas is sufficient to
meet the demand in the U.S. In fact, more than a third
of donated U.S. corneas are sent to patients in need
internationally. But while U.S. eye banks provided
about 28,000 corneas for use by patients in other
countries in 2015, there are 10 million cornea-blind
individuals worldwide.

Although results of the study directly apply only to the
use of donor corneas used for this specific operation
and these conditions, researchers hope that results
could be extended to donor corneas used for other
types of transplants and other eye diseases.

Separately, the investigators assessed the degree of
corneal endothelial cell loss, which typically occurs
after transplantation. The endothelium is a single layer
of cells lining the inner surface of the cornea; among
its functions, it helps keep the cornea clear and from



not swelling. The surgeons found that in corneas
preserved up to seven days, there was a 37 percent loss
of cells versus a 40 percent loss in corneas preserved
eight-14 days. Again probing further, they discovered a
comparable rate of loss in corneas preserved four-13
days. "This finding also supports the use of corneas
stored up to and including 11 days," said Lass.

This article was downloaded by calibre from

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171111095322.htm
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Genetic treatment for blindness may
soon be reality -- ScienceDaily

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal
disease could see well enough to navigate a maze after
being treated with a new gene therapy, according to
research presented today at AAO 2017, the 121st

Annual Meeting of the American Academy of
Ophthalmology.

Patients in the study had a condition called Leber
congenital amaurosis (LCA), which begins in infancy
and progresses slowly, eventually causing complete
blindness. This new, first-of-its-kind gene therapy is
currently under review by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for potential approval this year. There
are currently no treatments available for inherited
retinal diseases.

Ophthalmologist Stephen R. Russell, M.D., of the
University of Iowa, is one of the lead researchers for
this pioneering treatment. Data from the first
randomized, controlled, phase 3 study showed that 27



of 29 treated patients (93 percent) experienced
meaningful improvements in their vision, enough that
they could navigate a maze in low to moderate light.
They also showed improvement in light sensitivity and
peripheral vision, which are two visual deficits these
patients experience.

Approval could open the door for other gene therapies
that could eventually treat the more than 225 genetic
mutations known to cause blindness. It could be
applied to retinitis pigmentosa, another inherited retinal
disease caused by a defective gene. Or in the future,
gene therapy could possibly provide key proteins
needed to restore vision in more common diseases such
as age-related macular degeneration.

LCA is rare, affecting about 1 in 80,000 individuals. It
can be caused by one or more of 19 different genes.
The treatment, called voretigene neparvovec (Luxturna,
Spark Therapeutics), involves a genetically modified
version of a harmless virus. The virus is modified to
carry a healthy version of the gene into the retina.
Doctors inject billions of modified viruses into both of
a patient's eyes.

Treatment doesn't restore normal vision. It does,



however, allow patients to see shapes and light,
allowing them to get around without a cane or a guide
dog. It is unclear how long the treatment will last, but
so far, most patients have maintained their vision for
two years.

More than 200 patients with LCA have participated in
gene therapy trials since 2007.

However, no gene therapy has gotten this close to FDA
approval for retinal disease or any other eye disease. In
October, an advisory committee to the FDA
unanimously endorsed the treatment. The FDA isn't
obligated to follow the recommendations of its
advisory committees, but it usually does. The agency is
expected to make its decision no later than January
2018.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
Ophthalmology (AAO). Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Smell test challenge suggests clinical
benefit for some before development of
Alzheimer's -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC) and the New York State Psychiatric Institute
(NYSPI) may have discovered a way to use a patient's
sense of smell to treat Alzheimer's disease before it
ever develops. Having an impaired sense of smell is
recognized as one of the early signs of cognitive
decline, before the clinical onset of Alzheimer's
disease. The researchers at CUMC and NYSPI have
found a way to use that effect to determine if patients
with mild cognitive impairment may respond to
cholinesterase inhibitor drugs to treat Alzheimer's
disease.

The findings were published online this week in the
Journal of Alzheimer's Disease.

Cholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, enhance
cholinergic function by increasing the transmission of
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the brain.



Cholinergic function is impaired in individuals with
Alzheimer's disease. Cholinesterase inhibitors, which
block an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine, have
shown some effectiveness in improving the cognitive
symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. However, they have
not been proven effective as a treatment for individuals
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a condition that
markedly increases the risk of Alzheimer's disease.

"We know that cholinesterase inhibitors can make a
difference for Alzheimer's patients, so we wanted to
find out if we could identify patients at risk for
Alzheimer's who might also benefit from this
treatment," said D.P. Devanand, MBBS, MD, professor
of psychiatry, scientist in the Gertrude H. Sergievsky
Center at CUMC, and co-director of the Memory
Disorders Clinic and the Late Life Depression Clinic at
NYSPI. "Since odor identification tests have been
shown to predict progression to Alzheimer's, we
hypothesized that these tests would also allow us to
discover which patients with MCI would be more
likely to improve with donepezil treatment."

In this year-long study, 37 participants with MCI
underwent odor identification testing with the
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test



(UPSIT). The test was administered before and after
using an atropine nasal spray that blocks cholinergic
transmission.

The patients were then treated with donepezil for 52
weeks, and were periodically reevaluated with the
UPSIT and with memory and cognitive function tests.
Those who had a greater decline in UPSIT scores,
indicating greater cholinergic deficits in the brain, after
using the anticholinergic nasal spray test saw greater
cognitive improvement with donepezil.

In addition, short-term improvement in odor
identification from baseline to eight weeks tended to
predict longer-term cognitive improvement with
donepezil treatment over one year.

"These results, particularly if replicated in larger
populations, suggest that these simple inexpensive
strategies have the potential to improve the selection of
patients with mild cognitive impairment who are likely
to benefit from treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors
like donepezil," said Dr. Devanand.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Columbia University Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an



aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.



Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]



In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain



type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer



with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable



anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.



Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for



transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the



swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of



complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.



New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security
and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.



Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the



direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and



everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.



Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and



cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from



photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western



Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the



production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周



五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur



dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in



Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide



lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,



safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with



compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could



save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of



the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of



outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion



of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or



multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin



patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.
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Sixth-graders can learn, perform
hands-only CPR -- ScienceDaily

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and
perform CPR effectively and should be targeted for
training, according to preliminary research presented at
the American Heart Association's Scientific Sessions
2017, a premier global exchange of the latest advances
in cardiovascular science for researchers and clinicians.

Researchers assessed the ability of 160 sixth-graders
(average age 12) to perform Hands-Only CPR for
adults, using music and a video game to help the
students attain the correct compression rate.

The students were divided into three groups. One
group (the control) watched the American Heart
Association's video CPR in Schools Training Kit to
learn how to perform 100 to 120 compressions per
minute (CPM) on the adult CPR manikins. The second
group watched the video and listened to music with a
tempo matching the goal compression rate. The third
group watched the video and played a video game to
reinforce the goal compression rate. Each child then



tested their new skills on the manikins.

Across the groups, most students remembered to call
911, performed CPR in the correct location and
provided high-quality compressions. However,
attainment of goal compression rate for effective CPR
was higher among the music and video game groups
than the control group.

Based on these findings, researchers suggest that
tempo-reinforcing tools like music and video games
may help children attain goal compression rate to
perform effective Hands-Only CPR.

Some states already require Hands-Only CPR training
for high school graduation, but researchers say there
has been little focus on younger children.

"We were wondering why they need to wait until 12th
grade when sixth graders have learned the circulation
system and seem mature enough and are interested in
learning Hands-Only CPR," said author Mimi Biswas,
M.D., a cardiologist at University of California
Riverside School of Medicine and Riverside
Community Hospital.



Sixth-graders were the focus of this study because it
began as a science project for one of the researcher's
sixth-grade son.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Heart Association.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants -- ScienceDaily

New national research led by Jonathan Lass, MD of
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
and University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center has
found that corneal donor tissue can be safely stored for
11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye
problems in people with diseases of the cornea. This is
four days longer than the current conventional
maximum of seven days in the United States.

The findings are published in today's issue of JAMA
Ophthalmology.

"Over the past 20 years, corneal transplant specialists
have gotten comfortable only using corneas up to one
week after they are stored. But our findings show they
can safely use them up to 11 days after first being
stored," said Lass, Charles I Thomas Professor in the
Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences at
Case Western Reserve School of Medicine, member of
the University Hospitals Eye Institute, and lead
investigator of the national Cornea Preservation Time



Study, which produced the results. "This will help to
meet the expected future demand for corneas in this
country as well as in patients overseas today, who now
receive as many as thirty percent of corneas donated by
U.S. citizens."

Patients who need corneal transplants are typically age
50 and older. According to projections by the U.S.
Census Bureau, that population will grow from about
109 million currently to about 133 million by 2030 in
this country.

The cornea, the eye's clear outer covering, helps focus
light so people can see clearly. When it is damaged,
incoming light can become distorted, harming quality
of vision and often resulting in blindness. Damage can
arise from scarring due to previous surgery, injury or
infection; corneal ulcers; swelling or thinning of the
cornea; and inherited diseases and conditions of the
eye, such as Fuchs' Dystrophy. When the blurred vision
and/or pain are serious enough, transplantation of a
new cornea may be necessary. Transplanted corneas
come from people who chose to donate them when
they died.

In the study, 70 eye surgeons at 40 surgical sites



nationwide performed a corneal transplant called a
Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty
(DSAEK) on 1,090 people (1,330 eyes). In this
procedure, doctors or the eye bank take a slice from the
back of a healthy donated cornea, open a small slit in
the patient's eye, scrape out the diseased endothelial
cells and replace them with the donor cells. The
majority of the patients underwent transplantation for
Fuchs' dystrophy, which causes a gradual decline in
vision due to corneal swelling and clouding. Patients
were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
groups: those who received corneas preserved for up to
seven days and those who received corneas preserved
for eight-14 days.

Lass and the surgeons found that three-year graft
success rates were 92.1 percent for corneas preserved
for eight-14 days and 95.3 percent for corneas
preserved up to seven days. Probing further, they
discovered that there was no statistically significant
difference between patients who received corneas
preserved up to seven days and those who received
ones preserved eight-11 days. Rather, much of the
difference between the groups was attributed to those
who received corneas preserved 12-14 days.



"It's important to note that patients who received
corneas preserved 12-14 days still had high success
rates of 89.3 percent," said Lass. "This means that if
individual circumstances require it, these longer-
preserved corneas may be used with a high degree of
success."

Currently, the supply of donated corneas is sufficient to
meet the demand in the U.S. In fact, more than a third
of donated U.S. corneas are sent to patients in need
internationally. But while U.S. eye banks provided
about 28,000 corneas for use by patients in other
countries in 2015, there are 10 million cornea-blind
individuals worldwide.

Although results of the study directly apply only to the
use of donor corneas used for this specific operation
and these conditions, researchers hope that results
could be extended to donor corneas used for other
types of transplants and other eye diseases.

Separately, the investigators assessed the degree of
corneal endothelial cell loss, which typically occurs
after transplantation. The endothelium is a single layer
of cells lining the inner surface of the cornea; among
its functions, it helps keep the cornea clear and from



not swelling. The surgeons found that in corneas
preserved up to seven days, there was a 37 percent loss
of cells versus a 40 percent loss in corneas preserved
eight-14 days. Again probing further, they discovered a
comparable rate of loss in corneas preserved four-13
days. "This finding also supports the use of corneas
stored up to and including 11 days," said Lass.
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Genetic treatment for blindness may
soon be reality -- ScienceDaily

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal
disease could see well enough to navigate a maze after
being treated with a new gene therapy, according to
research presented today at AAO 2017, the 121st

Annual Meeting of the American Academy of
Ophthalmology.

Patients in the study had a condition called Leber
congenital amaurosis (LCA), which begins in infancy
and progresses slowly, eventually causing complete
blindness. This new, first-of-its-kind gene therapy is
currently under review by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for potential approval this year. There
are currently no treatments available for inherited
retinal diseases.

Ophthalmologist Stephen R. Russell, M.D., of the
University of Iowa, is one of the lead researchers for
this pioneering treatment. Data from the first
randomized, controlled, phase 3 study showed that 27



of 29 treated patients (93 percent) experienced
meaningful improvements in their vision, enough that
they could navigate a maze in low to moderate light.
They also showed improvement in light sensitivity and
peripheral vision, which are two visual deficits these
patients experience.

Approval could open the door for other gene therapies
that could eventually treat the more than 225 genetic
mutations known to cause blindness. It could be
applied to retinitis pigmentosa, another inherited retinal
disease caused by a defective gene. Or in the future,
gene therapy could possibly provide key proteins
needed to restore vision in more common diseases such
as age-related macular degeneration.

LCA is rare, affecting about 1 in 80,000 individuals. It
can be caused by one or more of 19 different genes.
The treatment, called voretigene neparvovec (Luxturna,
Spark Therapeutics), involves a genetically modified
version of a harmless virus. The virus is modified to
carry a healthy version of the gene into the retina.
Doctors inject billions of modified viruses into both of
a patient's eyes.

Treatment doesn't restore normal vision. It does,



however, allow patients to see shapes and light,
allowing them to get around without a cane or a guide
dog. It is unclear how long the treatment will last, but
so far, most patients have maintained their vision for
two years.

More than 200 patients with LCA have participated in
gene therapy trials since 2007.

However, no gene therapy has gotten this close to FDA
approval for retinal disease or any other eye disease. In
October, an advisory committee to the FDA
unanimously endorsed the treatment. The FDA isn't
obligated to follow the recommendations of its
advisory committees, but it usually does. The agency is
expected to make its decision no later than January
2018.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
Ophthalmology (AAO). Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Smell test challenge suggests clinical
benefit for some before development of
Alzheimer's -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC) and the New York State Psychiatric Institute
(NYSPI) may have discovered a way to use a patient's
sense of smell to treat Alzheimer's disease before it
ever develops. Having an impaired sense of smell is
recognized as one of the early signs of cognitive
decline, before the clinical onset of Alzheimer's
disease. The researchers at CUMC and NYSPI have
found a way to use that effect to determine if patients
with mild cognitive impairment may respond to
cholinesterase inhibitor drugs to treat Alzheimer's
disease.

The findings were published online this week in the
Journal of Alzheimer's Disease.

Cholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, enhance
cholinergic function by increasing the transmission of
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the brain.



Cholinergic function is impaired in individuals with
Alzheimer's disease. Cholinesterase inhibitors, which
block an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine, have
shown some effectiveness in improving the cognitive
symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. However, they have
not been proven effective as a treatment for individuals
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a condition that
markedly increases the risk of Alzheimer's disease.

"We know that cholinesterase inhibitors can make a
difference for Alzheimer's patients, so we wanted to
find out if we could identify patients at risk for
Alzheimer's who might also benefit from this
treatment," said D.P. Devanand, MBBS, MD, professor
of psychiatry, scientist in the Gertrude H. Sergievsky
Center at CUMC, and co-director of the Memory
Disorders Clinic and the Late Life Depression Clinic at
NYSPI. "Since odor identification tests have been
shown to predict progression to Alzheimer's, we
hypothesized that these tests would also allow us to
discover which patients with MCI would be more
likely to improve with donepezil treatment."

In this year-long study, 37 participants with MCI
underwent odor identification testing with the
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test



(UPSIT). The test was administered before and after
using an atropine nasal spray that blocks cholinergic
transmission.

The patients were then treated with donepezil for 52
weeks, and were periodically reevaluated with the
UPSIT and with memory and cognitive function tests.
Those who had a greater decline in UPSIT scores,
indicating greater cholinergic deficits in the brain, after
using the anticholinergic nasal spray test saw greater
cognitive improvement with donepezil.

In addition, short-term improvement in odor
identification from baseline to eight weeks tended to
predict longer-term cognitive improvement with
donepezil treatment over one year.

"These results, particularly if replicated in larger
populations, suggest that these simple inexpensive
strategies have the potential to improve the selection of
patients with mild cognitive impairment who are likely
to benefit from treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors
like donepezil," said Dr. Devanand.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Columbia University Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
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How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an



aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.



Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]



In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain



type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer



with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable



anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.



Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for



transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the



swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of



complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.



New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security
and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.



Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the



direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]



Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and



everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.



Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and



cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from



photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western



Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the



production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周



五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur



dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in



Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide



lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,



safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with



compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could



save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.



Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood



obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

New computational method provides optimized



design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.



Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread



identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous



bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear



arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]



The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while
older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl



disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.
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Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes
traumatic brain injury recovery in
mice -- ScienceDaily

UT Southwestern molecular biologists today report the
unexpected finding that selectively deleting a stem cell
transcription factor in adult mice promotes recovery
after traumatic brain injury (TBI).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
defines TBI as a bump, blow, or jolt to the head that
disrupts normal brain function, ranging from mild --
brief changes in mental status -- to severe, marked by
an extended period of unconsciousness or memory
loss. In humans, most TBIs are mild and are called
concussions.

"Our results reveal that SOX2-dependent signaling
pathways in reactive astrocytes are targets for brain
recovery after traumatic injury," said Dr. Chun-Li
Zhang, Associate Professor of Molecular Biology and
in the Hamon Center for Regenerative Science and
Medicine. Dr. Zhang is co-corresponding author of the



study published today in the journal Cerebral Cortex.

Star-shaped astrocytes are the most abundant subgroup
of glial cells, which support and insulate neurons in the
brain and spinal cord. The stem cell transcription factor
SOX2, which is critical for stem cells, cell
reprogramming, and brain development, also is
activated in astrocytes in the adult brain. Its expression
in these cells increases in response to TBI, the
researchers said.

Some earlier studies had indicated that reactive
astrocytes are necessary for recovery following brain or
spinal cord injury despite astrocytes' association with
the formation of glial scars.

In this study, the researchers found that conditional
deletion of Sox2 -- the gene encoding the SOX2 stem
cell transcription factor -- and the associated
dampening of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote
functional recovery, including behavioral recovery,
after traumatic brain injury, said Dr. Zhang, a W.W.
Caruth, Jr. Scholar in Biomedical Research.

"Our finding runs counter to the belief that increasing
the reactivity of astrocytes and other glial cells in the



brain helps maintain tissue integrity following TBI.
That's why the accelerated recovery from injury after
deletion of the transcription factor in reactive
astrocytes was unexpected," he said.

A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms
controlling reactive astrocyte function is fundamental
to therapeutic interventions for brain trauma. Because
SOX2 functions in several signaling pathways, the
study opens up new areas for investigation, Dr. Zhang
said.

The mice in the study were engineered so that the Sox2
gene could be conditionally deleted during adulthood.
All of the mice produced normal amounts of SOX2
during development, when the transcription factor
plays a critical role in the genesis of embryonic and
neural stem cells.

The scientists conditionally deleted the Sox2 gene in
some adult mice, left the gene intact in others, and then
compared the two groups under normal conditions and
in response to TBI. Under normal conditions, the
researchers detected no differences in astrocyte
survival or animal behavior in the presence or absence
of the Sox2 gene.



However, in response to TBI, the knockout mice
showed greatly reduced astrocyte reactivity compared
with controls. Unexpectedly, those mice recovered
from injury significantly better than the controls -- both
physically and behaviorally -- the scientists report. The
knockout mice also did better on tests of behaviors
associated with the brain's prefrontal cortex, the area
that regulates complex thinking, emotions, and
behavior in humans. Sox2 deletion had no significant
effect on learning and memory associated with the
brain's hippocampus region, said Dr. Xiaoling Zhong,
the co-lead author and a postdoctoral researcher in the
laboratory.

"Our results reveal that SOX2 plays an important role
in TBI-induced reactive astrocytes and behavioral
deficits. We look forward to exploring how SOX2-
dependent pathways could be targeted for recovery
after TBI," Dr. Zhang said.

UTSW co-authors include co-lead author Dr. Chunhai
Chen and co-corresponding author Dr. Song Qin, both
former postdoctoral researchers in Molecular Biology
and the Hamon Center who are now working in China.
Additional co-authors, all in Molecular Biology and the
Hamon Center, include postdoctoral researchers Drs.



Wenjiao Tai and Lei-Lei Wang; research scientist
Yuhua Zou; and Dr. Jianjing Yang, a visiting
researcher.

The study received support from The Welch
Foundation, the Texas Institute for Brain Injury and
Repair, the Decherd Foundation, the Mobility
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the
Kent Waldrep Foundation Center for Basic Research
on Nerve Growth and Regeneration, which is
connected to the Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at
UT Southwestern.
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Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to
reduce risk of coronary heart disease --
ScienceDaily

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of
death for men in the U.S. Both cardiorespiratory fitness
(CRF) and the blood triglyceride/high-density
lipoprotein ratio (TG:HDL ratio) are strong predictors
of death from CHD. In the current issue of Mayo Clinic
Proceedings, two new studies highlight the importance
of CRF on subsequent CVD and mortality risk. These
articles contribute substantive evidence on the
importance of achieving moderate to high levels of
CRF in both adults and children.

In an investigation led by Stephen W. Farrell, PhD, of
The Cooper Institute, Dallas, TX, researchers found
strong evidence that moderate-to-high level of fitness
counteracted some of the negative effects of a high
TG:HDL ratio.

"While it is still extremely important to measure
traditional risk factors such as resting blood pressure,



blood cholesterol, triglyceride, and glucose levels,
having a measure or estimate of the patient's
cardiorespiratory fitness level gives us additional
information regarding cardiovascular disease risk,"
explained Dr. Farrell. "The results of this study support
this recommendation. Regardless of whether the blood
TG:HDL ratio was low or high, having at least a
moderate level of fitness provided some protection
from CHD death when compared to having a low level
of fitness."

A total of 40,269 men received a comprehensive
physical examination between January 1, 1978 and
December 31, 2010. The exam included a maximal
treadmill exercise test to measure cardiorespiratory
fitness level, and also included measurement of the
blood TG:HDL ratio. This ratio is easily calculated by
taking the fasting blood triglyceride level and dividing
it by the blood HDL cholesterol level. A lower ratio is
an indicator that insulin is working well, while a higher
ratio indicates resistance to insulin. Higher ratios also
indicate an increased risk of future prediabetes, type 2
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

The participants, categorized into low, moderate, and
high CRF groups, were followed for an average period



of 16.6 years, during which time 556 deaths due to
coronary heart disease (CHD) occurred. Moderate to
high levels of fitness provided significant protection
from CHD death. Lower values for the TG:HDL ratio
also provided significant protection. The lowest risk of
CHD death was seen among high fit men in the lowest
category of TG:HDL ratio, while the highest risk of
CHD death was seen among low fit men in the highest
category of TG:HDL ratio. Within each of the four
categories of TG:HDL ratio, having a moderate to high
level of fitness provided significant protection against
CHD death when compared to having a low level of
fitness. Therefore, knowing the patient's fitness level as
well as their TG:HDL ratio provides much more
information about CHD risk status than just knowing
one or the other. When used in combination with other
risk factors, such as the patient's blood pressure,
bloodwork, family history, etc., measuring or
estimating the patient's level of CRF can result in a
much more accurate determination of their
cardiovascular disease risk status.

There are also some studies that indicate that the
TG:HDL ratio can be a proxy for LDL particle size,
whereby small dense LDL particles are more likely to
form plaques in blood vessels than large, less-dense



particles.

It has often been said that "Exercise is Medicine."
Many risk factors for chronic disease can be prevented
or treated with sufficient amounts of exercise, weight
loss, and healthy diet. Avoiding tobacco in all forms is
also a must.

In another study researchers from several universities
and institutes in Spain highlight the importance of
monitoring CRF for early detection of present and
future cardiovascular risk in youth. They describe how
measuring CRF in 6- to 10-year-olds and later in 8- to
12-year-olds can reveal indicators of increased
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk later in life.

Lead investigator José Castro-Piñero, PhD, from the
Department of Physical Education, School of
Education, University of Cádiz, Puerto Real, Spain,
noted, "Although CVD events occur most frequently
during or after the fifth decade of life, there is evidence
indicating that CVD precursors have their origin in
childhood and adolescence. Moreover, adverse CVD
risk factors during childhood have been found to track
into adulthood. Consequently, early detection and
diagnosis of CVD risk factors in children and



adolescents will contribute to the development of
effective prevention programs, counseling, school-
based strategies, and public health policies."

Participants were part of the UP&DOWN; study of
2225 youths between 6 and 18 years of age, and for
this study, 213 primary schoolchildren were tested.
CRF was expressed as an oxygen consumption value
(units of mL/kg per minute) calculated from a shuttle-
run test. Other data collected included skinfold
thickness, blood pressure, serum triglyceride (TG)
levels, total cholesterol (TC) level, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) level, glucose level,
insulin level, and CRF. From these data, single CVD
risk factors were determined as well as an overall CVD
risk score.

Researchers determined that several single CVD
factors increased during the two-year follow-up period
for both boys and girls, while overall CVD risk score
increased significantly only for boys. Maximum
oxygen consumption decreased for both boys and girls.
Boys were about seven times more likely to have a
favorable CVD risk score at follow-up if their CRF
level was at least 39.0 mL/kg per minute at the
beginning of the study. Girls were more than four times



as likely to have favorable CVD risk with CRF of at
least 37.5 mL/kg per minute at the beginning of the
study.

In an accompanying editorial, Carl J. Lavie, MD, of the
John Ochsner Heart and Vascular Institute, Ochsner
Clinical School-The University of Queensland School
of Medicine, New Orleans, LA, observed that
collectively the data presented in the study by Farrell et
al support significant public health messages. First,
CRF significantly modulates CVD risk associated with
dyslipidemia. Second, accumulating 7 to 14 miles per
week of moderate-intensity exercise, such as running,
can potentially lower the risk associated with increased
TG:HDL-C levels as reported by the current study.
Finally, CRF must be considered by health care
professionals when CVD risk is assigned to patients.

Dr. Lavie further stated that by focusing on young
children and adding an important longitudinal analysis
of how CRF changes relate to changes in CVD risk,
Castro-Piñero et al have added two significant
dimensions to the existing literature.
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Small changes to organ procurement
system could lead to more life-saving
transplants -- ScienceDaily

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-
donor kidneys could result in higher rates of organ
procurement and lead to more kidney transplants
across the country, according to new research co-
authored by an Indiana University Kelley School of
Business professor.

"Any increase in supply will result in saved lives," said
Rodney P. Parker, an associate professor of operations
management at Kelley. "The lists of patients awaiting a
kidney transplantation are lengthy and growing. Many
of these patients undergo expensive and inconvenient
dialysis treatment while waiting."

Parker and three other researchers studied three risk
factors that explain the geographic differences in
procuring deceased-donor kidneys across the United
States: organ quality, the median wait time for
donation and the degree of competition between



transplantation centers in the area.

They found an expected annual increase in procured
organs ranges from 58 (an increase of 0.5 percent of all
procured kidneys) to 174 (an increase of 1.2 percent),
depending on regional or national sharing.

In 2015, 87,538 patients with end-stage renal disease
died while on dialysis (16.3 percent of all dialysis
patients are awaiting kidney transplants), and 18,805
kidney transplantations were performed that same year.
The majority, 13,132, came from cadaveric donors.

More than 100,000 people are waiting for a kidney
transplant in the U.S, with more than 3,000 patients
added to the list each month, according to the National
Kidney Foundation.

This study, which appears in the journal Production
and Operations Management, is among the first to
consider how to increase the supply of procured
kidneys, rather than changing demand or considering
different ways of allocating a fixed supply.

The researchers analyzed the effects of a 2014 policy
change that allows lower-quality kidneys -- considered



the bottom 15 percent of available organs -- to be
immediately offered more widely in a region without
seeking patients only in the local area.

They found that expanding the geographic range also
could save lives of many who currently are less likely
to receive a kidney based on where they live.

"The increase in supply is induced by the disparity in
patient waiting times across different geographies,"
Parker said. "Thus, patients in areas with longer
waiting times will benefit from this increase without
adversely affecting the waiting times in the source
areas. Overall, the gap in median waiting times
between areas will narrow."

Parker and his colleagues concluded that transplant
candidates living in less-populated areas may be more
selective about the organ quality because waiting times
are relatively short.

"When some cadaveric kidneys of lower quality
become available, these kidneys may not be procured
since the local patients can simply wait a short period
for a superior quality kidney," he said. "However, those
lower-quality kidneys would be highly sought in other



areas where the waiting times are much longer, such as
in California and New York.

"Patients already at the top of the list in the more
congested areas (which have longer median waiting
times) will already likely have a short time for the next
available kidney, so they will likely not accept a poorer
quality kidney," he added. "However, someone who is
further down the list in these areas may recognize that
they face a lengthy wait and be willing to accept such a
kidney rather than face the grim prospect of a four-
hour dialysis treatment three times per week, not to
mention the expense and diminished health."

Cadaveric kidneys are initially made available to those
living in one of 58 donor service areas around the
country, before being then offered to those in a broader
region of several donor service areas and, finally,
nationally. Competition among 272 transplant
programs across the country also contributes to
outcomes.

Fourteen of the 58 donor service areas offered 129 or
fewer kidneys in 2009, so if some organs are shared
more broadly, then the expected increase in transplants
could represent the addition of a small- to medium-



sized donor service area.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Indiana University. Original
written by George Vlahakis. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Breakthrough could launch organic
electronics beyond cell phone screens --
ScienceDaily

A discovery by an international team of researchers
from Princeton University, the Georgia Institute of
Technology and Humboldt University in Berlin points
the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

The research, published Nov. 13 in the journal Nature
Materials, focuses on organic semiconductors, a class
of materials prized for their applications in emerging
technologies such as flexible electronics, solar energy
conversion, and high-quality color displays for
smartphones and televisions. In the short term, the
advance should particularly help with organic light-
emitting diodes that operate at high energy to emit
colors such as green and blue.

"Organic semiconductors are ideal materials for the
fabrication of mechanically flexible devices with
energy-saving low temperature processes," said Xin



Lin, a doctoral student and a member of the Princeton
research team. "One of their major disadvantages has
been their relatively poor electrical conductivity, which
leads to inefficient devices with a shorter operating
lifetime than required for commercial applications. We
are working to improve the electrical properties of
organic semiconductors to make them available for
more applications."

Semiconductors, typically made of silicon, are the
foundation of modern electronics because engineers
can take advantage of their unique properties to control
electrical currents. Among many applications,
semiconductor devices are used for computing, signal
amplification and switching. They are used in energy-
saving devices such as light-emitting diodes and
devices that convert energy such as solar cells.

Essential to these functionalities is a process called
doping, in which the semiconductor's chemical makeup
is modified by adding a small amount of chemicals or
impurities. By carefully choosing the type and amount
of dopant, researchers can alter semiconductors'
electronic structure and electrical behavior in a variety
of ways.



In their recent Nature Materials article, the researchers
describe a new approach for greatly increasing the
conductivity of organic semiconductors, which are
formed of carbon-based molecules rather than silicon
atoms. The dopant, a ruthenium-containing compound,
is a reducing agent, which means it adds electrons to
the organic semiconductor as part of the doping
process. The addition of the electrons is the key to
increasing the semiconductor's conductivity. The
compound belongs to a newly-introduced class of
dopants called dimeric organometallic dopants. Unlike
many other powerful reducing agents, these dopants
are stable when exposed to air but still work as strong
electron donors both in solution and solid state.

Seth Marder and Steve Barlow from Georgia Tech,
who led the development of the new dopant, called the
ruthenium compound a "hyper-reducing dopant." They
said it is unusual, not only its combination of electron
donation strength and air stability, but in its ability to
work with a class of organic semiconductors that have
previously been very difficult to dope. In studies
conducted at Princeton, the researchers found that the
new dopant increased the conductivity of these
semiconductors about a million times.



The ruthenium compound is a dimer, which means it
consists of two identical molecules, or monomers,
connected by a chemical bond. As is, the compound is
relatively stable and, when added to these difficult-to-
dope semiconductors, it does not react and remains in
its equilibrium state. That posed a problem because to
increase the conductivity of the organic semiconductor,
the ruthenium dimer needs to split and release its two
identical monomers.

Lin, the Princeton doctoral student who was lead
author of the Nature Materials article, said the
researchers looked for different ways to break up the
ruthenium dimer and activate the doping. Eventually,
he and Berthold Wegner, a visiting graduate student
from the group of Norbert Koch at Humboldt
University, hit upon adding energy by irradiating with
ultraviolet light, which effectively excited molecules in
the semiconductor and initiated the reaction. Under
exposure to the light, the dimers split into monomers,
and the conductivity rose.

After that, the researchers made an interesting
observation.

"Once the light is turned off, one might naively expect



the reverse reaction to occur" and the increased
conductivity to disappear, Marder said in an email.
"However, this is not the case."

The researchers found that the ruthenium monomers
remained isolated in the semiconductor _ increasing
conductivity _ even though thermodynamics should
return the molecules to their original configuration as
dimers. Antoine Kahn, a Princeton professor who leads
the research team, said the physical layout of the
molecules inside the doped semiconductor provides a
likely answer to this puzzle. The hypothesis is that the
monomers are scattered in the semiconductor in such a
way that it is very difficult for them to return to their
original configuration and re-form the ruthenium
dimer. To reform, he said, the monomers must be
facing in the correct orientation, but in the mixture they
remain askew. So, even though thermodynamics shows
that dimers should reform, most never snap back
together.

"The question is why aren't these things moving back
together into equilibrium," said Kahn, the Stephen C.
Macaleer '63 Professor in Engineering and Applied
Science. "The answer is they are kinetically trapped."



In fact, the researchers observed the doped
semiconductor for over a year and found very little
decrease in the electrical conductivity. Also, by
observing the material in light-emitting diodes
fabricated by the group of Barry Rand, an assistant
professor of electrical engineering at Princeton and the
Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment, the
researchers discovered that doping was continuously
re-activated by the light produced by the device.

The light activates the system more, which leads to
more light production and more activation until the
system is fully activated, Marder said. "This alone is a
novel and surprising observation."
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Hibernating ground squirrels provide
clues to new stroke treatments: Multi-
step screening process leads to
molecule that may protect brain cells --
ScienceDaily

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke,
researchers have turned to an unlikely source of
inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.

While the animals' brains experience dramatically
reduced blood flow during hibernation, just like human
patients after a certain type of stroke, the squirrels
emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill
effects. Now, a team of NIH-funded scientists has
identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to the brains of ischemic stroke patients by
mimicking the cellular changes that protect the brains
of those animals. The study was published in The
FASEB Journal, the official journal of the Foundation
of American Societies for Experimental Biology.

"For decades scientists have been searching for an



effective brain-protecting stroke therapy to no avail. If
the compound identified in this study successfully
reduces tissue death and improves recovery in further
experiments, it could lead to new approaches for
preserving brain cells after an ischemic stroke," said
Francesca Bosetti, Ph.D., Pharm.D., program director
at the NIH's National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke (NINDS).

An ischemic stroke occurs when a clot cuts off blood
flow to part of the brain, depriving those cells of
oxygen and nutrients like the blood sugar glucose that
they need to survive. Nearly 800,000 Americans
experience a stroke every year and 87 percent of those
are ischemic strokes.

Currently, the only way to minimize stroke-induced
cell death is to remove the clot as soon as possible. A
treatment to help brain cells survive a stroke-induced
lack of oxygen and glucose could dramatically improve
patient outcomes, but no such neuroprotective agents
for stroke patients exist.

Recently, researchers led by John Hallenbeck, M.D., an
NINDS senior investigator and co-senior author of the
study, found that a cellular process called



SUMOylation goes into overdrive in a certain species
of ground squirrel during hibernation. Dr. Hallenbeck
suspected this was how the animals' brains survived the
reduced blood flow caused by hibernation, and
subsequent experiments in cells and mice confirmed
his suspicions.

"If we could only turn on the process hibernators
appear to use to protect their brains, we could help
protect the brain during a stroke and ultimately help
people recover," said Joshua Bernstock, a graduate
student in Dr. Hallenbeck's lab and the study's first
author.

SUMOylation occurs when an enzyme attaches a
molecular tag called a Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier
(SUMO) to a protein, altering its activity and location
in the cell. Other enzymes called SUMO-specific
proteases (SENPs) can then detach those tags, thereby
decreasing SUMOylation. In the current study,
Bernstock and his colleagues teamed up with
researchers from the NIH's National Center for
Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) to
examine whether any of over 4,000 molecules from the
NCATS small molecule collections could boost
SUMOylation by blocking a SENP called SENP2,



which would theoretically protect cells from a shortage
of life-sustaining substances.

The researchers first used an automated process to
examine whether the compounds prevented SENP2
from severing the connection between a tiny metal
bead and an artificial SUMO protein created in the lab
of Wei Yang, Ph.D., the study's other senior author and
an associate professor at Duke University in Durham,
NC. This system, along with computer modeling and
further tests performed both in and outside of cells,
whittled the thousands of candidate molecules down to
eight that could bind to SENP2 in cells and were non-
toxic. Two of those -- ebselen and 6-thioguanine --
were then found to both boost SUMOylation in rat
cells and keep them alive in the absence of oxygen and
glucose.

A final experiment showed that ebselen boosted
SUMOylation in the brains of healthy mice more than
a control injection. 6-thioguanine was not tested
because it is a chemotherapy drug with side effects that
make it unsuitable as a potential stroke treatment. The
researchers now plan to test whether ebselen can
protect the brains of animal models of stroke.



Because SUMOylation affects a variety of molecules,
Bernstock believes his group's approach could inspire
similar attempts to treat neurological conditions by
targeting pathways with wide-ranging effects. He also
hopes it will prompt others to look to natural models,
as he and Dr. Hallenbeck did with the ground squirrel.

"As a physician-scientist, I really like to work on
projects that have clear relevance for patients,"
Bernstock said. "I always want outcomes that can lend
themselves to new therapeutics for people who are in
need."
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What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4



million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more



than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of



devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's



atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out



blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.



Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales



tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月



01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.



The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same



resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood
obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]



The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]



Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association



between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while



older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

New test to measure the effectiveness of CF
drugs [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new laboratory model has been created to measure and compare the



responses of CF and normal airway cells to CF-related
infectious/inflammatory factors.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of



childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

A new way to reduce surgery complications
stemming from high blood sugar [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Using a different marker to track a patient's glycemic levels could help
improve outcomes after surgery for diabetic and non-diabetic patients
alike.

Study raises possibility of naturally acquired
immunity against Zika virus [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Birth defects in babies born infected with Zika virus remain a major
health concern. Now, scientists suggest the possibility that some women
in high-risk Zika regions may already be protected and not know it. New
research performed in mice, shows women who develop symptom-free
Zika infections may be able to acquire immunity that would protect
them from future infections and their offspring in a future pregnancy.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

Separating side effects could hold key for safer
opioids [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Opioid pain relievers can be extremely effective in relieving pain, but
can carry a high risk of addiction and ultimately overdose when
breathing is suppressed and stops. Scientists have discovered a way to
separate these two effects -- pain relief and breathing -- opening a
window of opportunity to make effective pain medications without the
risk of respiratory failure.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs



[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]

Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Environmental factors may trigger lupus onset,
progression [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

While genetics play a role in the development of Lupus, a systemic
autoimmune disease, so do environmental triggers, such as particulates
in air pollution and ultraviolet light, says a researcher.

New model estimates odds of events that trigger
sudden cardiac death [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

A new computational model of heart tissue allows researchers to
estimate the probability of rare heartbeat irregularities that can cause
sudden cardiac death.



Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Can a common ingredient in laundry detergent
help advance diabetes research? [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Being able to build a bioartificial pancreas offers the potential to cure
type 1 diabetes. A major challenge with the effort is how to supply the
structure with enough oxygen to keep the cells alive. Now, new research
suggests that oxygen-generating compounds found in some laundry
detergents may play a key role.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,
improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Molecular guardian defends cells, organs against
excess cholesterol [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Medical researchers have illuminated a critical player in cholesterol



metabolism that acts as a molecular guardian in cells to help maintain
cholesterol levels within a safe, narrow range. Known as Nrf1, it both
senses and responds to excess cholesterol, and could represent a
potential new therapeutic target in a multitude of diseases where
cholesterol metabolism is disrupted.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.



New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.



Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.



Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Finding Majoranas [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Nano-'hashtags' could be the key to generating the highly sought
Majorana quasiparticle, report scientists.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Math gets real in strong, lightweight structures [周

五, 17 11月 02:21]

Materials scientists lead a project to turn strong, light and compressible
schwarzites from theory to reality with three-dimensional printers. The
resulting materials share their properties from the nano- to the
macroscale.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap



to produce.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Intervention becomes first to successfully reduce
risk of dementia [周四, 16 11月 23:49]

A computerized brain training program reduces risk of dementia 29
percent, a 10-year study concludes.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.



Spinning cylinders to recreate nature's patterns
[周四, 16 11月 22:01]

A new method to create dynamic tubular structures is inspired by leaves
around a stem, scales on pine cone, and viruses' tails, explain scientists.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Salt pond in Antarctica, among the saltiest
waters on Earth, is fed from beneath [周四, 16 11月 04:56]



One of the saltiest bodies on Earth, an analog for what water might look
like on Mars, is just one piece of a larger aquifer.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its



atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a



previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Parent-supplied photos allow pediatric
dermatology diagnoses with no office visit in
most cases [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Using smartphone cameras, parents can reliably take high-quality
photographs of their child's skin condition to send to a dermatologist for
diagnosis. This finding suggests that direct-to-patient dermatology can
accurately provide pediatric dermatology care.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they



become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing



grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.



Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.



Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Aquatic plant may help remove contaminants
from lakes [周五, 17 11月 07:39]

A tiny aquatic plant called duckweed might be a viable option for
remove phosphorus, nitrates, nitrites and even heavy metals from lakes,



ponds and slow-moving waterbodies.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

How Snapdragons keep their color: Signposting
trick reveals evolutionary mechanism [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A study of the colour patterns among wild flowers in a mountain valley
has yielded a clue about how nature controls fundamental evolutionary
change in all species.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by



humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Diffusion plays unusual signaling role in
drosophila embryos, researchers find [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Diffusion plays an unexpected role in cell differentiation during the
early stages of development in the embryos of Drosophila, or fruit flies,
researchers have found. Instead of spreading a molecular signal out, it
was found that diffusion, facilitated through a carrier molecule, actually
concentrates the signal in one place.

Secrets of succulents' water-wise ways revealed [周

五, 17 11月 02:27]



Plant scientists have revealed new insights into the mechanisms that
allow certain plants to conserve water and tolerate drought. The research
could be used to help produce new crops that can thrive in previously
inhospitable, hot and dry regions across the world.

How to destroy any protein in any cell [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Scientists present a novel method to directly and rapidly destroy any
protein in any kind of cell, explains a new report.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater depletion could be significant
source of atmospheric carbon dioxide [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Humans may be adding large amounts of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere by using groundwater faster than it is replenished, according
to new research. This process, known as groundwater depletion, releases
a significant amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere that has until
now been overlooked by scientists in calculating carbon sources,
according to the new study.

Wooden shoes: Long-lasting issues from
inflexible clogs [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Bio-archeologists have discovered a pattern of unusual bone chips in the
feet of clog-wearing 19th-Century Dutch farmers -- injuries that offer
clues to the damage we may unwittingly be causing to our own feet.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

Gene discovery may halt worldwide wheat
epidemic [周五, 17 11月 02:26]



A gene that enables resistance to a new devastating strain of stem rust, a
fungal disease that is hampering wheat production throughout Africa
and Asia and threatening food security worldwide, has been identified
by scientists.

When vegetables are closer in price to chips,
people eat healthier [周五, 17 11月 02:21]

A new study determined that the difference in price of healthy foods
compared to unhealthy foods plays a significant role in whether people
have a healthy diet.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh



vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding



because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in



advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月



03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be



outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,



excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain



changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]



New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions



not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical



and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]



Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-



term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]



Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.



Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.



Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood



obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

New computational method provides optimized



design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.



Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread



identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous



bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear



arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]



The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while
older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl



disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.
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Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes
traumatic brain injury recovery in
mice -- ScienceDaily

UT Southwestern molecular biologists today report the
unexpected finding that selectively deleting a stem cell
transcription factor in adult mice promotes recovery
after traumatic brain injury (TBI).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
defines TBI as a bump, blow, or jolt to the head that
disrupts normal brain function, ranging from mild --
brief changes in mental status -- to severe, marked by
an extended period of unconsciousness or memory
loss. In humans, most TBIs are mild and are called
concussions.

"Our results reveal that SOX2-dependent signaling
pathways in reactive astrocytes are targets for brain
recovery after traumatic injury," said Dr. Chun-Li
Zhang, Associate Professor of Molecular Biology and
in the Hamon Center for Regenerative Science and
Medicine. Dr. Zhang is co-corresponding author of the



study published today in the journal Cerebral Cortex.

Star-shaped astrocytes are the most abundant subgroup
of glial cells, which support and insulate neurons in the
brain and spinal cord. The stem cell transcription factor
SOX2, which is critical for stem cells, cell
reprogramming, and brain development, also is
activated in astrocytes in the adult brain. Its expression
in these cells increases in response to TBI, the
researchers said.

Some earlier studies had indicated that reactive
astrocytes are necessary for recovery following brain or
spinal cord injury despite astrocytes' association with
the formation of glial scars.

In this study, the researchers found that conditional
deletion of Sox2 -- the gene encoding the SOX2 stem
cell transcription factor -- and the associated
dampening of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote
functional recovery, including behavioral recovery,
after traumatic brain injury, said Dr. Zhang, a W.W.
Caruth, Jr. Scholar in Biomedical Research.

"Our finding runs counter to the belief that increasing
the reactivity of astrocytes and other glial cells in the



brain helps maintain tissue integrity following TBI.
That's why the accelerated recovery from injury after
deletion of the transcription factor in reactive
astrocytes was unexpected," he said.

A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms
controlling reactive astrocyte function is fundamental
to therapeutic interventions for brain trauma. Because
SOX2 functions in several signaling pathways, the
study opens up new areas for investigation, Dr. Zhang
said.

The mice in the study were engineered so that the Sox2
gene could be conditionally deleted during adulthood.
All of the mice produced normal amounts of SOX2
during development, when the transcription factor
plays a critical role in the genesis of embryonic and
neural stem cells.

The scientists conditionally deleted the Sox2 gene in
some adult mice, left the gene intact in others, and then
compared the two groups under normal conditions and
in response to TBI. Under normal conditions, the
researchers detected no differences in astrocyte
survival or animal behavior in the presence or absence
of the Sox2 gene.



However, in response to TBI, the knockout mice
showed greatly reduced astrocyte reactivity compared
with controls. Unexpectedly, those mice recovered
from injury significantly better than the controls -- both
physically and behaviorally -- the scientists report. The
knockout mice also did better on tests of behaviors
associated with the brain's prefrontal cortex, the area
that regulates complex thinking, emotions, and
behavior in humans. Sox2 deletion had no significant
effect on learning and memory associated with the
brain's hippocampus region, said Dr. Xiaoling Zhong,
the co-lead author and a postdoctoral researcher in the
laboratory.

"Our results reveal that SOX2 plays an important role
in TBI-induced reactive astrocytes and behavioral
deficits. We look forward to exploring how SOX2-
dependent pathways could be targeted for recovery
after TBI," Dr. Zhang said.

UTSW co-authors include co-lead author Dr. Chunhai
Chen and co-corresponding author Dr. Song Qin, both
former postdoctoral researchers in Molecular Biology
and the Hamon Center who are now working in China.
Additional co-authors, all in Molecular Biology and the
Hamon Center, include postdoctoral researchers Drs.



Wenjiao Tai and Lei-Lei Wang; research scientist
Yuhua Zou; and Dr. Jianjing Yang, a visiting
researcher.

The study received support from The Welch
Foundation, the Texas Institute for Brain Injury and
Repair, the Decherd Foundation, the Mobility
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the
Kent Waldrep Foundation Center for Basic Research
on Nerve Growth and Regeneration, which is
connected to the Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at
UT Southwestern.
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Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to
reduce risk of coronary heart disease --
ScienceDaily

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of
death for men in the U.S. Both cardiorespiratory fitness
(CRF) and the blood triglyceride/high-density
lipoprotein ratio (TG:HDL ratio) are strong predictors
of death from CHD. In the current issue of Mayo Clinic
Proceedings, two new studies highlight the importance
of CRF on subsequent CVD and mortality risk. These
articles contribute substantive evidence on the
importance of achieving moderate to high levels of
CRF in both adults and children.

In an investigation led by Stephen W. Farrell, PhD, of
The Cooper Institute, Dallas, TX, researchers found
strong evidence that moderate-to-high level of fitness
counteracted some of the negative effects of a high
TG:HDL ratio.

"While it is still extremely important to measure
traditional risk factors such as resting blood pressure,



blood cholesterol, triglyceride, and glucose levels,
having a measure or estimate of the patient's
cardiorespiratory fitness level gives us additional
information regarding cardiovascular disease risk,"
explained Dr. Farrell. "The results of this study support
this recommendation. Regardless of whether the blood
TG:HDL ratio was low or high, having at least a
moderate level of fitness provided some protection
from CHD death when compared to having a low level
of fitness."

A total of 40,269 men received a comprehensive
physical examination between January 1, 1978 and
December 31, 2010. The exam included a maximal
treadmill exercise test to measure cardiorespiratory
fitness level, and also included measurement of the
blood TG:HDL ratio. This ratio is easily calculated by
taking the fasting blood triglyceride level and dividing
it by the blood HDL cholesterol level. A lower ratio is
an indicator that insulin is working well, while a higher
ratio indicates resistance to insulin. Higher ratios also
indicate an increased risk of future prediabetes, type 2
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

The participants, categorized into low, moderate, and
high CRF groups, were followed for an average period



of 16.6 years, during which time 556 deaths due to
coronary heart disease (CHD) occurred. Moderate to
high levels of fitness provided significant protection
from CHD death. Lower values for the TG:HDL ratio
also provided significant protection. The lowest risk of
CHD death was seen among high fit men in the lowest
category of TG:HDL ratio, while the highest risk of
CHD death was seen among low fit men in the highest
category of TG:HDL ratio. Within each of the four
categories of TG:HDL ratio, having a moderate to high
level of fitness provided significant protection against
CHD death when compared to having a low level of
fitness. Therefore, knowing the patient's fitness level as
well as their TG:HDL ratio provides much more
information about CHD risk status than just knowing
one or the other. When used in combination with other
risk factors, such as the patient's blood pressure,
bloodwork, family history, etc., measuring or
estimating the patient's level of CRF can result in a
much more accurate determination of their
cardiovascular disease risk status.

There are also some studies that indicate that the
TG:HDL ratio can be a proxy for LDL particle size,
whereby small dense LDL particles are more likely to
form plaques in blood vessels than large, less-dense



particles.

It has often been said that "Exercise is Medicine."
Many risk factors for chronic disease can be prevented
or treated with sufficient amounts of exercise, weight
loss, and healthy diet. Avoiding tobacco in all forms is
also a must.

In another study researchers from several universities
and institutes in Spain highlight the importance of
monitoring CRF for early detection of present and
future cardiovascular risk in youth. They describe how
measuring CRF in 6- to 10-year-olds and later in 8- to
12-year-olds can reveal indicators of increased
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk later in life.

Lead investigator José Castro-Piñero, PhD, from the
Department of Physical Education, School of
Education, University of Cádiz, Puerto Real, Spain,
noted, "Although CVD events occur most frequently
during or after the fifth decade of life, there is evidence
indicating that CVD precursors have their origin in
childhood and adolescence. Moreover, adverse CVD
risk factors during childhood have been found to track
into adulthood. Consequently, early detection and
diagnosis of CVD risk factors in children and



adolescents will contribute to the development of
effective prevention programs, counseling, school-
based strategies, and public health policies."

Participants were part of the UP&DOWN; study of
2225 youths between 6 and 18 years of age, and for
this study, 213 primary schoolchildren were tested.
CRF was expressed as an oxygen consumption value
(units of mL/kg per minute) calculated from a shuttle-
run test. Other data collected included skinfold
thickness, blood pressure, serum triglyceride (TG)
levels, total cholesterol (TC) level, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) level, glucose level,
insulin level, and CRF. From these data, single CVD
risk factors were determined as well as an overall CVD
risk score.

Researchers determined that several single CVD
factors increased during the two-year follow-up period
for both boys and girls, while overall CVD risk score
increased significantly only for boys. Maximum
oxygen consumption decreased for both boys and girls.
Boys were about seven times more likely to have a
favorable CVD risk score at follow-up if their CRF
level was at least 39.0 mL/kg per minute at the
beginning of the study. Girls were more than four times



as likely to have favorable CVD risk with CRF of at
least 37.5 mL/kg per minute at the beginning of the
study.

In an accompanying editorial, Carl J. Lavie, MD, of the
John Ochsner Heart and Vascular Institute, Ochsner
Clinical School-The University of Queensland School
of Medicine, New Orleans, LA, observed that
collectively the data presented in the study by Farrell et
al support significant public health messages. First,
CRF significantly modulates CVD risk associated with
dyslipidemia. Second, accumulating 7 to 14 miles per
week of moderate-intensity exercise, such as running,
can potentially lower the risk associated with increased
TG:HDL-C levels as reported by the current study.
Finally, CRF must be considered by health care
professionals when CVD risk is assigned to patients.

Dr. Lavie further stated that by focusing on young
children and adding an important longitudinal analysis
of how CRF changes relate to changes in CVD risk,
Castro-Piñero et al have added two significant
dimensions to the existing literature.
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Small changes to organ procurement
system could lead to more life-saving
transplants -- ScienceDaily

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-
donor kidneys could result in higher rates of organ
procurement and lead to more kidney transplants
across the country, according to new research co-
authored by an Indiana University Kelley School of
Business professor.

"Any increase in supply will result in saved lives," said
Rodney P. Parker, an associate professor of operations
management at Kelley. "The lists of patients awaiting a
kidney transplantation are lengthy and growing. Many
of these patients undergo expensive and inconvenient
dialysis treatment while waiting."

Parker and three other researchers studied three risk
factors that explain the geographic differences in
procuring deceased-donor kidneys across the United
States: organ quality, the median wait time for
donation and the degree of competition between



transplantation centers in the area.

They found an expected annual increase in procured
organs ranges from 58 (an increase of 0.5 percent of all
procured kidneys) to 174 (an increase of 1.2 percent),
depending on regional or national sharing.

In 2015, 87,538 patients with end-stage renal disease
died while on dialysis (16.3 percent of all dialysis
patients are awaiting kidney transplants), and 18,805
kidney transplantations were performed that same year.
The majority, 13,132, came from cadaveric donors.

More than 100,000 people are waiting for a kidney
transplant in the U.S, with more than 3,000 patients
added to the list each month, according to the National
Kidney Foundation.

This study, which appears in the journal Production
and Operations Management, is among the first to
consider how to increase the supply of procured
kidneys, rather than changing demand or considering
different ways of allocating a fixed supply.

The researchers analyzed the effects of a 2014 policy
change that allows lower-quality kidneys -- considered



the bottom 15 percent of available organs -- to be
immediately offered more widely in a region without
seeking patients only in the local area.

They found that expanding the geographic range also
could save lives of many who currently are less likely
to receive a kidney based on where they live.

"The increase in supply is induced by the disparity in
patient waiting times across different geographies,"
Parker said. "Thus, patients in areas with longer
waiting times will benefit from this increase without
adversely affecting the waiting times in the source
areas. Overall, the gap in median waiting times
between areas will narrow."

Parker and his colleagues concluded that transplant
candidates living in less-populated areas may be more
selective about the organ quality because waiting times
are relatively short.

"When some cadaveric kidneys of lower quality
become available, these kidneys may not be procured
since the local patients can simply wait a short period
for a superior quality kidney," he said. "However, those
lower-quality kidneys would be highly sought in other



areas where the waiting times are much longer, such as
in California and New York.

"Patients already at the top of the list in the more
congested areas (which have longer median waiting
times) will already likely have a short time for the next
available kidney, so they will likely not accept a poorer
quality kidney," he added. "However, someone who is
further down the list in these areas may recognize that
they face a lengthy wait and be willing to accept such a
kidney rather than face the grim prospect of a four-
hour dialysis treatment three times per week, not to
mention the expense and diminished health."

Cadaveric kidneys are initially made available to those
living in one of 58 donor service areas around the
country, before being then offered to those in a broader
region of several donor service areas and, finally,
nationally. Competition among 272 transplant
programs across the country also contributes to
outcomes.

Fourteen of the 58 donor service areas offered 129 or
fewer kidneys in 2009, so if some organs are shared
more broadly, then the expected increase in transplants
could represent the addition of a small- to medium-



sized donor service area.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Indiana University. Original
written by George Vlahakis. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Breakthrough could launch organic
electronics beyond cell phone screens --
ScienceDaily

A discovery by an international team of researchers
from Princeton University, the Georgia Institute of
Technology and Humboldt University in Berlin points
the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

The research, published Nov. 13 in the journal Nature
Materials, focuses on organic semiconductors, a class
of materials prized for their applications in emerging
technologies such as flexible electronics, solar energy
conversion, and high-quality color displays for
smartphones and televisions. In the short term, the
advance should particularly help with organic light-
emitting diodes that operate at high energy to emit
colors such as green and blue.

"Organic semiconductors are ideal materials for the
fabrication of mechanically flexible devices with
energy-saving low temperature processes," said Xin



Lin, a doctoral student and a member of the Princeton
research team. "One of their major disadvantages has
been their relatively poor electrical conductivity, which
leads to inefficient devices with a shorter operating
lifetime than required for commercial applications. We
are working to improve the electrical properties of
organic semiconductors to make them available for
more applications."

Semiconductors, typically made of silicon, are the
foundation of modern electronics because engineers
can take advantage of their unique properties to control
electrical currents. Among many applications,
semiconductor devices are used for computing, signal
amplification and switching. They are used in energy-
saving devices such as light-emitting diodes and
devices that convert energy such as solar cells.

Essential to these functionalities is a process called
doping, in which the semiconductor's chemical makeup
is modified by adding a small amount of chemicals or
impurities. By carefully choosing the type and amount
of dopant, researchers can alter semiconductors'
electronic structure and electrical behavior in a variety
of ways.



In their recent Nature Materials article, the researchers
describe a new approach for greatly increasing the
conductivity of organic semiconductors, which are
formed of carbon-based molecules rather than silicon
atoms. The dopant, a ruthenium-containing compound,
is a reducing agent, which means it adds electrons to
the organic semiconductor as part of the doping
process. The addition of the electrons is the key to
increasing the semiconductor's conductivity. The
compound belongs to a newly-introduced class of
dopants called dimeric organometallic dopants. Unlike
many other powerful reducing agents, these dopants
are stable when exposed to air but still work as strong
electron donors both in solution and solid state.

Seth Marder and Steve Barlow from Georgia Tech,
who led the development of the new dopant, called the
ruthenium compound a "hyper-reducing dopant." They
said it is unusual, not only its combination of electron
donation strength and air stability, but in its ability to
work with a class of organic semiconductors that have
previously been very difficult to dope. In studies
conducted at Princeton, the researchers found that the
new dopant increased the conductivity of these
semiconductors about a million times.



The ruthenium compound is a dimer, which means it
consists of two identical molecules, or monomers,
connected by a chemical bond. As is, the compound is
relatively stable and, when added to these difficult-to-
dope semiconductors, it does not react and remains in
its equilibrium state. That posed a problem because to
increase the conductivity of the organic semiconductor,
the ruthenium dimer needs to split and release its two
identical monomers.

Lin, the Princeton doctoral student who was lead
author of the Nature Materials article, said the
researchers looked for different ways to break up the
ruthenium dimer and activate the doping. Eventually,
he and Berthold Wegner, a visiting graduate student
from the group of Norbert Koch at Humboldt
University, hit upon adding energy by irradiating with
ultraviolet light, which effectively excited molecules in
the semiconductor and initiated the reaction. Under
exposure to the light, the dimers split into monomers,
and the conductivity rose.

After that, the researchers made an interesting
observation.

"Once the light is turned off, one might naively expect



the reverse reaction to occur" and the increased
conductivity to disappear, Marder said in an email.
"However, this is not the case."

The researchers found that the ruthenium monomers
remained isolated in the semiconductor _ increasing
conductivity _ even though thermodynamics should
return the molecules to their original configuration as
dimers. Antoine Kahn, a Princeton professor who leads
the research team, said the physical layout of the
molecules inside the doped semiconductor provides a
likely answer to this puzzle. The hypothesis is that the
monomers are scattered in the semiconductor in such a
way that it is very difficult for them to return to their
original configuration and re-form the ruthenium
dimer. To reform, he said, the monomers must be
facing in the correct orientation, but in the mixture they
remain askew. So, even though thermodynamics shows
that dimers should reform, most never snap back
together.

"The question is why aren't these things moving back
together into equilibrium," said Kahn, the Stephen C.
Macaleer '63 Professor in Engineering and Applied
Science. "The answer is they are kinetically trapped."



In fact, the researchers observed the doped
semiconductor for over a year and found very little
decrease in the electrical conductivity. Also, by
observing the material in light-emitting diodes
fabricated by the group of Barry Rand, an assistant
professor of electrical engineering at Princeton and the
Andlinger Center for Energy and the Environment, the
researchers discovered that doping was continuously
re-activated by the light produced by the device.

The light activates the system more, which leads to
more light production and more activation until the
system is fully activated, Marder said. "This alone is a
novel and surprising observation."
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Hibernating ground squirrels provide
clues to new stroke treatments: Multi-
step screening process leads to
molecule that may protect brain cells --
ScienceDaily

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke,
researchers have turned to an unlikely source of
inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.

While the animals' brains experience dramatically
reduced blood flow during hibernation, just like human
patients after a certain type of stroke, the squirrels
emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill
effects. Now, a team of NIH-funded scientists has
identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to the brains of ischemic stroke patients by
mimicking the cellular changes that protect the brains
of those animals. The study was published in The
FASEB Journal, the official journal of the Foundation
of American Societies for Experimental Biology.

"For decades scientists have been searching for an



effective brain-protecting stroke therapy to no avail. If
the compound identified in this study successfully
reduces tissue death and improves recovery in further
experiments, it could lead to new approaches for
preserving brain cells after an ischemic stroke," said
Francesca Bosetti, Ph.D., Pharm.D., program director
at the NIH's National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke (NINDS).

An ischemic stroke occurs when a clot cuts off blood
flow to part of the brain, depriving those cells of
oxygen and nutrients like the blood sugar glucose that
they need to survive. Nearly 800,000 Americans
experience a stroke every year and 87 percent of those
are ischemic strokes.

Currently, the only way to minimize stroke-induced
cell death is to remove the clot as soon as possible. A
treatment to help brain cells survive a stroke-induced
lack of oxygen and glucose could dramatically improve
patient outcomes, but no such neuroprotective agents
for stroke patients exist.

Recently, researchers led by John Hallenbeck, M.D., an
NINDS senior investigator and co-senior author of the
study, found that a cellular process called



SUMOylation goes into overdrive in a certain species
of ground squirrel during hibernation. Dr. Hallenbeck
suspected this was how the animals' brains survived the
reduced blood flow caused by hibernation, and
subsequent experiments in cells and mice confirmed
his suspicions.

"If we could only turn on the process hibernators
appear to use to protect their brains, we could help
protect the brain during a stroke and ultimately help
people recover," said Joshua Bernstock, a graduate
student in Dr. Hallenbeck's lab and the study's first
author.

SUMOylation occurs when an enzyme attaches a
molecular tag called a Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier
(SUMO) to a protein, altering its activity and location
in the cell. Other enzymes called SUMO-specific
proteases (SENPs) can then detach those tags, thereby
decreasing SUMOylation. In the current study,
Bernstock and his colleagues teamed up with
researchers from the NIH's National Center for
Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS) to
examine whether any of over 4,000 molecules from the
NCATS small molecule collections could boost
SUMOylation by blocking a SENP called SENP2,



which would theoretically protect cells from a shortage
of life-sustaining substances.

The researchers first used an automated process to
examine whether the compounds prevented SENP2
from severing the connection between a tiny metal
bead and an artificial SUMO protein created in the lab
of Wei Yang, Ph.D., the study's other senior author and
an associate professor at Duke University in Durham,
NC. This system, along with computer modeling and
further tests performed both in and outside of cells,
whittled the thousands of candidate molecules down to
eight that could bind to SENP2 in cells and were non-
toxic. Two of those -- ebselen and 6-thioguanine --
were then found to both boost SUMOylation in rat
cells and keep them alive in the absence of oxygen and
glucose.

A final experiment showed that ebselen boosted
SUMOylation in the brains of healthy mice more than
a control injection. 6-thioguanine was not tested
because it is a chemotherapy drug with side effects that
make it unsuitable as a potential stroke treatment. The
researchers now plan to test whether ebselen can
protect the brains of animal models of stroke.



Because SUMOylation affects a variety of molecules,
Bernstock believes his group's approach could inspire
similar attempts to treat neurological conditions by
targeting pathways with wide-ranging effects. He also
hopes it will prompt others to look to natural models,
as he and Dr. Hallenbeck did with the ground squirrel.

"As a physician-scientist, I really like to work on
projects that have clear relevance for patients,"
Bernstock said. "I always want outcomes that can lend
themselves to new therapeutics for people who are in
need."
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4



million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more



than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of



devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's



atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out



blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.



Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales



tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月



01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.



The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same



resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood
obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]



The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]



Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association



between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while



older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

New test to measure the effectiveness of CF
drugs [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new laboratory model has been created to measure and compare the



responses of CF and normal airway cells to CF-related
infectious/inflammatory factors.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of



childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

A new way to reduce surgery complications
stemming from high blood sugar [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Using a different marker to track a patient's glycemic levels could help
improve outcomes after surgery for diabetic and non-diabetic patients
alike.

Study raises possibility of naturally acquired
immunity against Zika virus [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Birth defects in babies born infected with Zika virus remain a major
health concern. Now, scientists suggest the possibility that some women
in high-risk Zika regions may already be protected and not know it. New
research performed in mice, shows women who develop symptom-free
Zika infections may be able to acquire immunity that would protect
them from future infections and their offspring in a future pregnancy.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

Separating side effects could hold key for safer
opioids [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Opioid pain relievers can be extremely effective in relieving pain, but
can carry a high risk of addiction and ultimately overdose when
breathing is suppressed and stops. Scientists have discovered a way to
separate these two effects -- pain relief and breathing -- opening a
window of opportunity to make effective pain medications without the
risk of respiratory failure.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs



[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]

Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Environmental factors may trigger lupus onset,
progression [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

While genetics play a role in the development of Lupus, a systemic
autoimmune disease, so do environmental triggers, such as particulates
in air pollution and ultraviolet light, says a researcher.

New model estimates odds of events that trigger
sudden cardiac death [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

A new computational model of heart tissue allows researchers to
estimate the probability of rare heartbeat irregularities that can cause
sudden cardiac death.



Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Can a common ingredient in laundry detergent
help advance diabetes research? [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Being able to build a bioartificial pancreas offers the potential to cure
type 1 diabetes. A major challenge with the effort is how to supply the
structure with enough oxygen to keep the cells alive. Now, new research
suggests that oxygen-generating compounds found in some laundry
detergents may play a key role.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,
improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Molecular guardian defends cells, organs against
excess cholesterol [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Medical researchers have illuminated a critical player in cholesterol



metabolism that acts as a molecular guardian in cells to help maintain
cholesterol levels within a safe, narrow range. Known as Nrf1, it both
senses and responds to excess cholesterol, and could represent a
potential new therapeutic target in a multitude of diseases where
cholesterol metabolism is disrupted.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.



New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.



Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.



Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Finding Majoranas [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Nano-'hashtags' could be the key to generating the highly sought
Majorana quasiparticle, report scientists.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Math gets real in strong, lightweight structures [周

五, 17 11月 02:21]

Materials scientists lead a project to turn strong, light and compressible
schwarzites from theory to reality with three-dimensional printers. The
resulting materials share their properties from the nano- to the
macroscale.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap



to produce.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Intervention becomes first to successfully reduce
risk of dementia [周四, 16 11月 23:49]

A computerized brain training program reduces risk of dementia 29
percent, a 10-year study concludes.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.



Spinning cylinders to recreate nature's patterns
[周四, 16 11月 22:01]

A new method to create dynamic tubular structures is inspired by leaves
around a stem, scales on pine cone, and viruses' tails, explain scientists.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Salt pond in Antarctica, among the saltiest
waters on Earth, is fed from beneath [周四, 16 11月 04:56]



One of the saltiest bodies on Earth, an analog for what water might look
like on Mars, is just one piece of a larger aquifer.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its



atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a



previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Parent-supplied photos allow pediatric
dermatology diagnoses with no office visit in
most cases [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Using smartphone cameras, parents can reliably take high-quality
photographs of their child's skin condition to send to a dermatologist for
diagnosis. This finding suggests that direct-to-patient dermatology can
accurately provide pediatric dermatology care.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they



become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing



grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.



Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.



Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Aquatic plant may help remove contaminants
from lakes [周五, 17 11月 07:39]

A tiny aquatic plant called duckweed might be a viable option for
remove phosphorus, nitrates, nitrites and even heavy metals from lakes,



ponds and slow-moving waterbodies.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

How Snapdragons keep their color: Signposting
trick reveals evolutionary mechanism [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A study of the colour patterns among wild flowers in a mountain valley
has yielded a clue about how nature controls fundamental evolutionary
change in all species.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by



humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Diffusion plays unusual signaling role in
drosophila embryos, researchers find [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Diffusion plays an unexpected role in cell differentiation during the
early stages of development in the embryos of Drosophila, or fruit flies,
researchers have found. Instead of spreading a molecular signal out, it
was found that diffusion, facilitated through a carrier molecule, actually
concentrates the signal in one place.

Secrets of succulents' water-wise ways revealed [周

五, 17 11月 02:27]



Plant scientists have revealed new insights into the mechanisms that
allow certain plants to conserve water and tolerate drought. The research
could be used to help produce new crops that can thrive in previously
inhospitable, hot and dry regions across the world.

How to destroy any protein in any cell [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Scientists present a novel method to directly and rapidly destroy any
protein in any kind of cell, explains a new report.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater depletion could be significant
source of atmospheric carbon dioxide [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Humans may be adding large amounts of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere by using groundwater faster than it is replenished, according
to new research. This process, known as groundwater depletion, releases
a significant amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere that has until
now been overlooked by scientists in calculating carbon sources,
according to the new study.

Wooden shoes: Long-lasting issues from
inflexible clogs [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Bio-archeologists have discovered a pattern of unusual bone chips in the
feet of clog-wearing 19th-Century Dutch farmers -- injuries that offer
clues to the damage we may unwittingly be causing to our own feet.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

Gene discovery may halt worldwide wheat
epidemic [周五, 17 11月 02:26]



A gene that enables resistance to a new devastating strain of stem rust, a
fungal disease that is hampering wheat production throughout Africa
and Asia and threatening food security worldwide, has been identified
by scientists.

When vegetables are closer in price to chips,
people eat healthier [周五, 17 11月 02:21]

A new study determined that the difference in price of healthy foods
compared to unhealthy foods plays a significant role in whether people
have a healthy diet.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh



vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding



because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in



advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月



03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be



outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,



excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain



changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]



New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions



not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical



and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]



Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-



term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]



Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.



Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.



New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.



The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.



Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves



a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.



Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small



biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by



carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed



to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the



Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:

Materials provided by ecancermedicalscience. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.

This article was downloaded by calibre from
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.
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Unique underwater stalactites --
ScienceDaily

In recent years, researchers have identified a small
group of stalactites that appear to have calcified
underwater instead of in a dry cave. The Hells Bells in
the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. A German-Mexican
research team led by Prof. Dr Wolfgang Stinnesbeck
from the Institute of Earth Sciences at Heidelberg
University recently investigated how these bell-shaped,
metre-long formations developed, assisted by bacteria
and algae. The results of their research have been
published in the journal Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology.

Hanging speleothems, also called stalactites, result
through physicochemical processes in which water
high in calcium carbonate dries up. Normally they
rejuvenate and form a tip at the lower end from which
the drops of water fall to the cave floor. The formations
in the El Zapote cave, which are up to two metres long,
expand conically downward and are hollow with



round, elliptical or horseshoe-shaped cross-sections.
Not only are they unique in shape and size, but also
their mode of growth, according to Prof. Stinnesbeck.
They grow in a lightless environment near the base of a
30 m freshwater unit immediately above a zone of
oxygen-depleted and sulfide-rich toxic saltwater. "The
local diving community dubbed them Hells Bells,
which we think is especially appropriate," states
Wolfgang Stinnesbeck. Uranium-thorium dating of the
calcium carbonate verifies that these formations must
have actually grown underwater, proving that the Hells
Bells must have formed in ancient times. Even then the
deep regions of the cave had already been submerged
for thousands of years.

According to the Heidelberg geoscientist, this
underwater world on the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico
represents an enigmatic ecosystem providing the
conditions for the formation of the biggest underwater
speleothems worldwide. Previously discovered
speleothems of this type are much smaller and less
conspicuous than the Hells Bells, adds Prof.
Stinnesbeck. The researchers suspect that the growth of
these hollow structures is tied to the specific physical
and biochemical conditions near the halocline, the
layer that separates the freshwater from the underlying



saltwater. "Microbes involved in the nitrogen cycle,
which are still active today, could have played a major
role in calcite precipitation because of their ability to
increase the pH," explains Dr Stinnesbeck.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Heidelberg University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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New proton record: Researchers
measure magnetic moment with
greatest possible precision --
ScienceDaily

High-precision measurement of the g-factor eleven
times more precise than before / Results indicate a
strong similarity between protons and antiprotons.

The magnetic moment of an individual proton is
inconceivably small, but can still be quantified. The
basis for undertaking this measurement was laid over
ten years ago, and physicists of the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU), the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics, GSI Darmstadt, and the
RIKEN research institute in Japan are still performing
experiments to measure this force with a single particle
to the greatest possible precision. Over the past few
years they have refined their experiment even more. By
determining the magnetic moment of the proton to ten
decimal places, which is the most precise measurement
currently available, they set yet another record. The
measurements undertaken by Mainz-based physicists



as part of the BASE collaboration confirm the Standard
Model of particle physics, which describes the smallest
particles in our cosmos. The new results for the proton
measurement have been published in the journal
Science.

Protons are positively-charged particles in atomic
nuclei. In addition to an electric charge they also have
an intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, giving them a
magnetic moment. Magnetic resonance imaging, a
technique used in medicine, for example, takes
advantage of this property. Although this fundamental
property of the proton has no direct implication for
current technology, it is instead of far greater
significance for understanding atomic structures and
for precisely testing fundamental symmetries in the
universe, in particular the imbalance of matter and
antimatter. Beginning in around 2005, Professor
Jochen Walz's group at Mainz University has
performed experiments using a Penning trap to confine
and measure the properties of individual protons to the
highest possible accuracy.

Confirmation of the CPT symmetry

The results published in Science have an accuracy of



0.3 parts in a billion, making these new measurements
eleven times more precise than the previous
measurement made by BASE researchers back in 2014.
The g-factor, which characterizes the magnetic
moment, was found to be equal to 2.79284734462(82).
When this was compared with the value of the g-factor
of the antiproton published five weeks ago by the
BASE collaboration, no difference between particles
and antiparticles was found.

"Knowing the properties of the proton such as its mass,
lifetime, charge, radius, and its magnetic moment as
precisely as possible is extremely important for
physics," explained Dr. Andreas Mooser from the
RIKEN research institute. "High-precision
measurements of all these properties can provide us
with the foundations to be able to more precisely
investigate fundamental symmetries such as charge,
parity, and time reversal symmetry." The so-called
CPT symmetry is a fundamental law of physics that
predicts that the universe should contain equal amounts
of matter and antimatter, which is clearly not the case.
"Comparing the current data for protons and
antiprotons clearly confirms CPT symmetry," said
Mooser.



Measurement comparable with extremely precise
magnetic resonance imaging

The Mainz-based physicists achieved the greater
precision by making improvements to their technical
setup. One innovation was an increase of the
homogeneity of the magnetic field even further in the
Penning trap, in which the high-precision
measurements were carried out. Another was the
introduction of a self-shielded coil to reduce external
fluctuations. Both measures helped increase the
stability of the particle in the trap, allowing the
frequencies to be measured with far greater accuracy.
"In order to measure the magnetic moment of the
proton, we developed one of the most sensitive
Penning trap apparatuses ever created," explained
Georg Schneider of the Institute of Physics of Mainz
University, the first author of the Science publication.
"The proton represents a unique challenge as it has
such a small magnetic moment. Thus we needed our
analysis trap to have an almost inconceivable degree of
sensitivity. Basically, you could say that what we have
undertaken is extremely precise MRI of an individual
proton."

Another improvement was the shortening of the time



period until a data point, i.e., a single measurement,
was possible. This time per data point was halved from
three hours to 90 minutes. "Being able to achieve this
level of precision is fantastic, but we are still nowhere
near the end of the road," noted Schneider, thus hinting
at further advances. In the future, the researchers plan
to employ sympathetic laser cooling to reduce the
energy of the proton in order to generate greater
sensitivity and thus further increase the data collection
rates. "The data rate is currently the limiting factor."

The physicists at Mainz University continue to work
closely with their colleagues from the BASE
collaboration at the CERN research center near Geneva
in Switzerland. Positive developments made in Mainz
will be shared with CERN and vice versa. The
scientists hope to determine the magnetic force of
protons and antiprotons even more precisely and either
confirm the current model of particle physics or
discover a difference, which would open the gate for
completely new concepts in physics.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Mainz. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Iowa State University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two



neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.



Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of



life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from



highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the



most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]



A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]



Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Certain popular cigars deliver more nicotine
than cigarettes [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cigars may have a reputation for being safer than cigarettes, but they
may be just as harmful and addictive, according to researchers, who add
that small cigars have just as much if not more nicotine than cigarettes.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in



children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial



pulmonary hypertension.

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have



found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene



production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and



transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really



exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the



gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]



Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused



laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,



specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their



masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Scientists reveals the mystery about the origin of
gold [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Scientists have shed new light on the origin of gold, one of the most
intriguing mysteries for humankind since ancient times.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect



farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species



mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.



New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,



research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.



Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Climate change models of bird impacts pass the
test [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

A major study looking at changes in where UK birds have been found
over the past 40 years has validated the latest climate change models
being used to forecast impacts on birds and other animals.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas



-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

High yield, protein with soybean gene [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Soybean growers face a challenge. It has proved difficult to develop
soybean varieties with both high protein levels and high yields.
However, new research suggest it might be possible to breed soybeans
with higher protein concentration without significantly decreasing
yields.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional



solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now



identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose



features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.



New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.



The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.



Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves



a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.



Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small



biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by



carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed



to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the



Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.
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Unique underwater stalactites --
ScienceDaily

In recent years, researchers have identified a small
group of stalactites that appear to have calcified
underwater instead of in a dry cave. The Hells Bells in
the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. A German-Mexican
research team led by Prof. Dr Wolfgang Stinnesbeck
from the Institute of Earth Sciences at Heidelberg
University recently investigated how these bell-shaped,
metre-long formations developed, assisted by bacteria
and algae. The results of their research have been
published in the journal Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology.

Hanging speleothems, also called stalactites, result
through physicochemical processes in which water
high in calcium carbonate dries up. Normally they
rejuvenate and form a tip at the lower end from which
the drops of water fall to the cave floor. The formations
in the El Zapote cave, which are up to two metres long,
expand conically downward and are hollow with



round, elliptical or horseshoe-shaped cross-sections.
Not only are they unique in shape and size, but also
their mode of growth, according to Prof. Stinnesbeck.
They grow in a lightless environment near the base of a
30 m freshwater unit immediately above a zone of
oxygen-depleted and sulfide-rich toxic saltwater. "The
local diving community dubbed them Hells Bells,
which we think is especially appropriate," states
Wolfgang Stinnesbeck. Uranium-thorium dating of the
calcium carbonate verifies that these formations must
have actually grown underwater, proving that the Hells
Bells must have formed in ancient times. Even then the
deep regions of the cave had already been submerged
for thousands of years.

According to the Heidelberg geoscientist, this
underwater world on the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico
represents an enigmatic ecosystem providing the
conditions for the formation of the biggest underwater
speleothems worldwide. Previously discovered
speleothems of this type are much smaller and less
conspicuous than the Hells Bells, adds Prof.
Stinnesbeck. The researchers suspect that the growth of
these hollow structures is tied to the specific physical
and biochemical conditions near the halocline, the
layer that separates the freshwater from the underlying



saltwater. "Microbes involved in the nitrogen cycle,
which are still active today, could have played a major
role in calcite precipitation because of their ability to
increase the pH," explains Dr Stinnesbeck.

Story Source:
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New proton record: Researchers
measure magnetic moment with
greatest possible precision --
ScienceDaily

High-precision measurement of the g-factor eleven
times more precise than before / Results indicate a
strong similarity between protons and antiprotons.

The magnetic moment of an individual proton is
inconceivably small, but can still be quantified. The
basis for undertaking this measurement was laid over
ten years ago, and physicists of the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU), the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics, GSI Darmstadt, and the
RIKEN research institute in Japan are still performing
experiments to measure this force with a single particle
to the greatest possible precision. Over the past few
years they have refined their experiment even more. By
determining the magnetic moment of the proton to ten
decimal places, which is the most precise measurement
currently available, they set yet another record. The
measurements undertaken by Mainz-based physicists



as part of the BASE collaboration confirm the Standard
Model of particle physics, which describes the smallest
particles in our cosmos. The new results for the proton
measurement have been published in the journal
Science.

Protons are positively-charged particles in atomic
nuclei. In addition to an electric charge they also have
an intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, giving them a
magnetic moment. Magnetic resonance imaging, a
technique used in medicine, for example, takes
advantage of this property. Although this fundamental
property of the proton has no direct implication for
current technology, it is instead of far greater
significance for understanding atomic structures and
for precisely testing fundamental symmetries in the
universe, in particular the imbalance of matter and
antimatter. Beginning in around 2005, Professor
Jochen Walz's group at Mainz University has
performed experiments using a Penning trap to confine
and measure the properties of individual protons to the
highest possible accuracy.

Confirmation of the CPT symmetry

The results published in Science have an accuracy of



0.3 parts in a billion, making these new measurements
eleven times more precise than the previous
measurement made by BASE researchers back in 2014.
The g-factor, which characterizes the magnetic
moment, was found to be equal to 2.79284734462(82).
When this was compared with the value of the g-factor
of the antiproton published five weeks ago by the
BASE collaboration, no difference between particles
and antiparticles was found.

"Knowing the properties of the proton such as its mass,
lifetime, charge, radius, and its magnetic moment as
precisely as possible is extremely important for
physics," explained Dr. Andreas Mooser from the
RIKEN research institute. "High-precision
measurements of all these properties can provide us
with the foundations to be able to more precisely
investigate fundamental symmetries such as charge,
parity, and time reversal symmetry." The so-called
CPT symmetry is a fundamental law of physics that
predicts that the universe should contain equal amounts
of matter and antimatter, which is clearly not the case.
"Comparing the current data for protons and
antiprotons clearly confirms CPT symmetry," said
Mooser.



Measurement comparable with extremely precise
magnetic resonance imaging

The Mainz-based physicists achieved the greater
precision by making improvements to their technical
setup. One innovation was an increase of the
homogeneity of the magnetic field even further in the
Penning trap, in which the high-precision
measurements were carried out. Another was the
introduction of a self-shielded coil to reduce external
fluctuations. Both measures helped increase the
stability of the particle in the trap, allowing the
frequencies to be measured with far greater accuracy.
"In order to measure the magnetic moment of the
proton, we developed one of the most sensitive
Penning trap apparatuses ever created," explained
Georg Schneider of the Institute of Physics of Mainz
University, the first author of the Science publication.
"The proton represents a unique challenge as it has
such a small magnetic moment. Thus we needed our
analysis trap to have an almost inconceivable degree of
sensitivity. Basically, you could say that what we have
undertaken is extremely precise MRI of an individual
proton."

Another improvement was the shortening of the time



period until a data point, i.e., a single measurement,
was possible. This time per data point was halved from
three hours to 90 minutes. "Being able to achieve this
level of precision is fantastic, but we are still nowhere
near the end of the road," noted Schneider, thus hinting
at further advances. In the future, the researchers plan
to employ sympathetic laser cooling to reduce the
energy of the proton in order to generate greater
sensitivity and thus further increase the data collection
rates. "The data rate is currently the limiting factor."

The physicists at Mainz University continue to work
closely with their colleagues from the BASE
collaboration at the CERN research center near Geneva
in Switzerland. Positive developments made in Mainz
will be shared with CERN and vice versa. The
scientists hope to determine the magnetic force of
protons and antiprotons even more precisely and either
confirm the current model of particle physics or
discover a difference, which would open the gate for
completely new concepts in physics.
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two



neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.



Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of



life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from



highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the



most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]



A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]



Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Certain popular cigars deliver more nicotine
than cigarettes [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cigars may have a reputation for being safer than cigarettes, but they
may be just as harmful and addictive, according to researchers, who add
that small cigars have just as much if not more nicotine than cigarettes.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in



children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial



pulmonary hypertension.

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have



found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene



production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and



transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really



exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the



gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]



Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused



laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,



specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their



masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Scientists reveals the mystery about the origin of
gold [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Scientists have shed new light on the origin of gold, one of the most
intriguing mysteries for humankind since ancient times.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect



farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species



mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.



New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,



research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.



Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Climate change models of bird impacts pass the
test [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

A major study looking at changes in where UK birds have been found
over the past 40 years has validated the latest climate change models
being used to forecast impacts on birds and other animals.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas



-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

High yield, protein with soybean gene [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Soybean growers face a challenge. It has proved difficult to develop
soybean varieties with both high protein levels and high yields.
However, new research suggest it might be possible to breed soybeans
with higher protein concentration without significantly decreasing
yields.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional



solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now



identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose



features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Targeting a microRNA shows potential to
enhance effectiveness of diabetes drugs [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have found a vital role for miR-204 in beta cells --
regulating the cell surface receptor that is the target of many of the
newer type 2 diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity, Januvia,
Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the glucagon-like peptide 1
receptor, or GLP1R. Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the
beta cell produce and secrete more insulin.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

Stimulating formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Scientists have found a way to stimulate formation of new neural



connections in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other ailments in the
central nervous system.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.

HIV patients at greater risk of both heart and
kidney disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

HIV patients and their doctors are urged to be more aware of the
additional health risks associated with treated HIV infection. This
follows new research that shows HIV patients at high risk for a heart
attack or stroke are also at substantially greater risk for chronic kidney
disease and vice versa.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm



compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying
sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Brain imaging reveals ADHD as a collection of
different disorders [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Researchers have found that patients with different types of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) have impairments in unique brain
systems, indicating that there may not be a one-size-fits-all explanation
for the cause of the disorder. Based on performance on behavioral tests,
adolescents with ADHD fit into one of three subgroups, where each
group demonstrated distinct impairments in the brain with no common
abnormalities between them.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom



times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism
may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram



appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an
unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

New way to shut down cancer cells' ability to



consume glucose [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Many cancers depend on glucose consumption for energy, but good
pharmacological targets to stop cancers' ability to uptake and metabolize
glucose are missing. A new study finally identifies a way to restrict the
ability of cancer to use glucose for energy.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same
efficiency.

Potential long-term negative impact of high
protein diets [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

High protein diets may lead to long-term kidney damage among those
suffering from chronic kidney disease, according to new research.



Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in
alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in



southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Lending late neurons a helping hand [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have discovered that even a slight delay of the neuronal
migration may lead to behavioral disorders that are similar to autistic
characteristics in human. Furthermore, they found that these disorders
are due to the abnormally low activity of the late neurons, which leads to
permanent deficit of interneuronal connections. They succeeded in
correcting the activity of the relevant neurons, thereby restoring the
missing connections and preventing the appearance of behavioral
disorders.

How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate



change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

The 'DNA corrector' is more efficient in the
most important regions of the genome [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Error surveillance and repair mechanisms during DNA replication do
not show the same competence in all regions of the human genome.
Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that repairs errors in
DNA is more efficient in the regions of genes that hold information for
the production of proteins.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical



grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Keeping harsh punishment in check helps kids
with ADHD, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

Cutting back on yelling, criticism and other harsh parenting approaches,
including physical punishment, has the power to calm children with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, according to a new study.

Take charge, wine lovers, and trust your palate [周

三, 08 11月 00:30]

The traditional pairing of wine and food too often misses the mark -
leaving people confused and intimated - and should be scrapped in favor
of a more consumer-focused approach, a new study indicates.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is



compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

'Perfect storm' that led to Colombia's antibiotic
resistance epidemic [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

The nearly simultaneous emergence of a gene responsible for producing
carbapenemases -- enzymes that kill the most powerful antibiotics used
against life-threatening, multidrug-resistant bacterial infections --
coupled with the introduction of a bacterial clone that spread between
patients created the 'perfect storm' that led to today's antibiotic resistance
epidemic in Colombia.
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Targeting a microRNA shows potential
to enhance effectiveness of diabetes
drugs -- ScienceDaily

Over the past 15 years, University of Alabama at
Birmingham endocrinologist Anath Shalev, M.D., has
unraveled a crucial biological pathway that
malfunctions in diabetes.

Her latest discovery in this beta-cell pathway,
published in the journal Diabetes, shows the potential
to enhance the effectiveness of existing diabetes drugs,
as well as reduce some of the unwelcome side effects
of those drugs.

The need for improved treatment is great. Diabetes is a
disorder characterized by elevated blood sugar that
afflicts one of every 10 U.S. adults and doubles the risk
of early death. More than 30 million people in the
United States have diabetes, which is the seventh-
leading cause of death and also leads to blindness and
lower-limb amputations.



In 2013, the UAB researchers found that either
diabetes or elevated production of the protein TXNIP
induced beta-cell expression of microRNA-204, or
miR-204, and this microRNA, in turn, blocked insulin
production. The Shalev group has now found another
vital role for miR-204 -- regulating the cell surface
receptor that is the target of many of the newer type 2
diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity,
Januvia, Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the
glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor, or GLP1R.
Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the beta
cell produce and secrete more insulin.

Shalev's new work was performed in rat beta cells,
genetically modified mice, mouse pancreatic islets and
human pancreatic islets. Healthy beta cells, which are
found in the pancreatic islets, produce insulin to
control blood sugar levels; in diabetes the beta cells are
impaired and dysfunctional, and have lower GLP1R
levels.

In the Diabetes study, Shalev and colleagues found that
overexpression of miR-204 decreased expression of
GLP1R in rat beta cells and in mouse and human
pancreatic islets. Conversely, knock-down of miR-204
increased expression of GLP1R in those cells and



pancreatic islets.

Greater GLP1R expression is beneficial because it
helps transfer a signal to the beta cell to secrete more
insulin, such as after a meal. Also, many of the newer
diabetes drugs act as agonists to activate GLP1R.
Higher expression can allow use of a lower-drug dose
to treat diabetes, thus reducing dose-dependent side
effects.

In mice, the UAB researchers found that a deletion of
miR-204 caused enhanced GLP1R expression, and also
better insulin secretion and glucose control.
Furthermore, the knockout mice were more responsive
to a GLP1R agonist in glucose tolerance tests. When
the GLP1R knockout mice were used in a model of
diabetes, where beta cells are damaged by low doses of
the toxin streptozotocin, the diabetic mice showed
improved glucose control and increased serum insulin
levels.

These results suggest that downregulating miR-204,
now revealed as an upstream regulator of GLP1R,
could lead to better treatment of diabetes.

One key fact about miR-204 may further aid improved



treatment. This microRNA is highly expressed in beta
cells, but it is not highly expressed in the rest of the
pancreas or in cells of the gastrointestinal tract that also
express GLP1R and therefore respond to GLP1R
agonists. Thus, an inhibitor of miR-204 would be
relatively selective for beta cells.

"This novel concept of inhibiting a microRNA in a
non-targeted manner, but taking advantage of its
restricted tissue distribution and thereby selectively
upregulating its target genes in that tissue, may have
far reaching implications for microRNA biology and
tissue-specific gene targeting in general," Shalev said.

"Since miR-204 is expressed primarily in pancreatic
beta cells, manipulating its levels allows for
preferential upregulation of GLP1R in the beta cell,
where it helps secrete insulin, rather than in the
gastrointestinal system, where it can cause nausea and
impaired gastric emptying, or in the pancreas, where it
can increase the risk for pancreatitis," Shalev said. "So
by inhibiting miR-204, one could increase the effects
of GLP1R agonist drugs on insulin secretion, thereby
lowering the necessary dose and avoiding some of the
dose-dependent adverse effects."



The mechanism by which miR-204 downregulates
expression of GLP1R is binding of the microRNA to
the 3-prime-untranslated region of GLP1R messenger
RNA. Such binding is a known method to control gene
expression by microRNAs. The UAB researchers
discovered this specific binding using microRNA
target prediction software. They found two binding
sites for miR-204 in the messenger RNA for human
GLP1R and one binding site in the messenger RNA for
mouse GLP1R. When they mutated those binding sites,
it eliminated the regulatory effect of miR-204.

Additionally, the Shalev group showed a novel link
between TXNIP and GLP1R signaling. Mice with a
beta cell-specific knockout of the protein TXNIP had
lower miR-204 levels and higher GLP1R expression,
and the mice showed enhanced insulin secretion and
glucose control in response to an agonist of GLP1R.
Thus, through both control of insulin production and
regulation of GLP1R, as well as regulation of the
unfolded protein response and beta cell apoptosis, miR-
204 appears to play a linchpin role to control the
function of beta cells in the pancreas.
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SMART: Facial recognition for
molecular structures -- ScienceDaily

An interdisciplinary team of researchers at the
University of California San Diego has developed a
method to identify the molecular structures of natural
products that is significantly faster and more accurate
than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of
spectral data unique to each molecule and then runs it
through a deep learning neural network to place the
unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

The patent-pending new system is called "SMART,"
which stands for Small Molecule Accurate Recognition
Technology, and has the potential to accelerate the
molecular structure identification process ten-fold. This
development could represent a paradigm shift in the
chemical analysis, pharmaceutical and drug discovery
fields since 70 percent of all FDA-approved drugs are
based on natural products such as soil microorganisms,
terrestrial plants and, increasingly, marine life forms



such as algae.

This work, published in Nature Scientific Reports,
represents a collaboration between the UC San Diego
Jacobs School of Engineering and the UC San Diego
Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

"The structure of a molecule is the enabling
information," said Bill Gerwick, professor of
oceanography and pharmaceutical sciences at UC San
Diego's Scripps Institution of Oceanography. "You
have to have the structure for any FDA approval. If
you want to have intellectual property you have to
patent that structure, if you want to make analogs of
that molecule you need to know what the starting
molecule is -- it's a critical piece of information."

Chen Zhang is a nanoengineering Ph.D. student at the
UC San Diego Jacobs School of Engineering and the
first author of the new Nature Scientific Reports paper.
Zhang said that determining a molecule's structure can
be a bottleneck in the natural product research process,
taking experts months and even years to accurately
determine the correct and complete structure. While
each molecule and its identification timeline is
different, the SMART approach gives researchers an



early clue into what family a new molecule falls under,
drastically reducing the time it takes to characterize a
new natural product.

"The way we were able to accelerate the process is by
essentially using facial recognition software to look at
the key piece of information we obtain on the
molecules," Gerwick explained. The key piece of
information the team uses is something called a
heteronuclear singular quantum coherence nuclear
magnetic resonance, or HSQC NMR, spectrum. It
produces a topological map of spots that reveal which
protons in the molecule are attached directly to which
carbon atoms, and is unique to every molecule.

Zhang and Gerwick teamed up with Gary Cottrell, a
computer science and engineering professor at the UC
San Diego Jacobs School of Engineering, to develop a
deep learning system trained with thousands of HSQC
spectra pulled from the literature. This convolutional
neural network takes a 2D image of the HSQC NMR
spectrum of an unknown molecule and maps it into a
10-dimensional space clustered near similar molecules,
making it easier for researchers to elucidate an
unknown molecule's structure.



"Chen took this approach to getting NMR spectra of
over 4,000 compounds from the literature by literally
cutting out the images from the PDFs of the papers,"
Cottrell said. "It was an awesome effort! Even so, this
is normally not enough data to train a deep network,
but we used a technology called a Siamese network, in
which you train on pairs of images. This amplifies your
training set by roughly the square of the number of
compounds in a family, and is what made this project
feasible."

This collaboration is the first time Gerwick has
mentored an engineering student, and the exchange of
ideas proved fruitful.

"It's been a wonderful interaction. UC San Diego has
something really quite magical about it, and that is the
depth of collaboration that occurs between departments
-- it's phenomenal," Gerwick said. "When you try and
thoughtfully take from another discipline something
that is maybe even commonplace in that discipline and
apply it in a new and unique way in our discipline, it's
an opportunity to really have this kind of paradigm-
shifting thing. And I think this technology, with some
advancement, could be a real paradigm shift in the way
we do all kinds of chemistry and chemical analysis."



The team will get that chance for advancement thanks
to a $550,000 grant from the National Institutes of
Health to develop efficient methods that facilitate the
automated structural classification, feature discovery
and structure elucidation of natural products and to
build an infrastructure that interacts with data input
from the community.
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Stimulating formation of new neural
connections in the adult brain --
ScienceDaily

A team led by University of Idaho scientists has found
a way to stimulate formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other
ailments in the central nervous system.

Peter G. Fuerst, an associate professor in the College of
Science's Department of Biological Sciences and
WWAMI Medical Education Program, and a team that
included lead author doctoral student Aaron Simmons,
were able to stimulate growth of new neural
connections in mice that are needed to connect the cells
into neural circuits. Their study, which included
scientists from the University of Louisville and
University of Puerto Rico-Humacao, is titled
"DSCAM-Mediated Control of Dendritic and Axonal
Arbor Outgrowth Enforces Tiling and Inhibits Synaptic
Plasticity." It was published today in the Journal
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.



"The paper is a study into factors that prevent adult
neurons from making new connections," Fuerst said.
"Regulation of this process is important to prevent
several disorders, such as autism, but is also related to
the inability of the adult nervous system to readily
recover from damage."

Researchers studied a cell population that has the
unusual ability to make new connections into
adulthood, but under normal conditions does not grow
the needed axons or dendrites. The team was able to
genetically manipulate the cell population in the mice
to induce axon and dendrite outgrowth. They found
this induced the formation of stable, functional
connections with new cells.

"The idea is that one could stimulate the nervous
system to make new connections if there was some
kind of trauma," Fuerst said. "Maybe this is the way to
reactivate the cell to build those new connections that
we can take advantage of clinically."

Their efforts included research through the regional
WWAMI Medical Education Program at the University
of Washington and could have wide ramifications for
other adult neurological conditions that prevent human



brains from making those needed connections as an
adult.

"In children in early development it's very easy to
make new connections, but adults lose that ability, and
we want to see why that is," he said.

The genetic manipulation used in mice as part of the
study wouldn't work in humans. Instead, Fuerst and his
team would next like to test small-molecule drugs that
regulate these central nervous system processes --
currently used to combat cancer in humans -- to see if
they can help the nervous system make new
connections in mice.

"These contributions by Peter and his team right here at
the University of Idaho are helping advance global
neurological research," said Janet Nelson, vice
president for research and economic development. "I'm
excited by the potential impact of this research on the
understanding of the brain and in advancing human
health."

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Idaho. Note:
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New model reveals possibility of
pumping antibiotics into bacteria --
ScienceDaily

Researchers in the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Biochemistry have discovered that a
cellular pump known to move drugs like antibiotics out
of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in as
well, opening new lines of research into combating the
bacteria.

The discovery could rewrite almost 50 years of
thinking about how these types of transporters function
in the cell.

Cells must bring in and remove different materials to
survive. To accomplish this, they utilize different
transporter proteins in their cell membranes, most of
which are powered by what is called the proton motive
force. The proton motive force is directed toward the
inside of the cell in bacteria, which means that protons
naturally want to move in to the cell from the outside
and do so if there is a pathway for them. These



transporters allow the measured movement of protons
into the cell -- and in exchange for protons moving in,
drug molecules get expelled.

It was long thought that this coupled exchange of
protons (in) and drugs (out) by the transporter was very
strict. However, in a study published today (Nov. 7,
2017) in the journal Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, UW-Madison biochemistry
professor Katherine Henzler-Wildman and
collaborators at the Washington University School of
Medicine in St. Louis have found that for E. coli's
small multidrug resistance transporter, called EmrE,
proton and drug movements are not as strictly coupled.
This transporter can actually also move drugs and
protons across the membrane in the same direction, as
well as the opposite direction -- introducing the option
of moving molecules both into or out of the cell.

This minor detail has big implications, the researchers
say. The models scientists have used for almost 50
years to visualize how these transporters work does not
account for the new data. It also means that it might be
possible for drugs to be pumped into the cell.

"The long-term implications are that this multi-drug



transporter is reversible," Henzler-Wildman says. "So
instead of pumping drugs out to confer resistance, you
have the possibility that you could use it to pump drugs
in to kill bacteria. Drug entry is a big problem, so this
is a new area to explore."

She adds that this study and her previous work suggest
that by manipulating the environmental conditions or
the drug itself, the researchers may be able to control
not only the rate of the transport but also its direction --
at least in test tubes in the lab. Trying to confirm this in
bacteria is one of the next steps in their research, she
says.

"We started with a very basic science question of 'how
do these transporters work?' and have stumbled upon
this really translational direction," she says. "People
have been trying to target these kinds of pumps to stop
antibiotic resistance to make antibiotics that we already
have effective again. This suggests that you might be
able to not just stop it but actually use these pumps to
drive drugs into the cell as a new drug entry
mechanism."

This particular transporter is found in many bacteria.
Surprisingly, scientists don't yet know its real function



in the cell. While it does pump out antibiotics, it is not
the main transporter that aids E. coli in antibiotic
resistance, and it's possible it has other purposes still
undiscovered. They have only found that is transports a
large number of molecules from dyes to antibiotics.

"Bacteria are constantly at war with each other, so
maybe it does play a role in drug resistance," Henzler-
Wildman says. "But it could also transport something
else we haven't tested, or maybe it works in pH
resistance. We haven't narrowed it down yet."

Traditionally, the model used to describe this
transporter was the "pure-exchange model," which
required the strict, regimented movement of protons
and the drug in opposite directions. However, the
reality of this process follows the mantra of "life is
messy."

Henzler-Wildman is proposing a new model called the
"free-exchange model," where the combinations and
direction of transport are much more flexible with
many more options than previously thought. They used
magnetic resonance data to visualize these specific and
previously unknown movements of the transporter.
Then they studied how exactly the transporter responds



in the test tube when, for example, it's exposed to
antibiotics, in order to confirm it works the way the
structures showed.

"Having to rework the model and essentially rewrite
the textbook on what we knew about the transporters
will really change the way we think," she says. "I'm
actually going to teach this paper in our intro graduate
course because it's such a good story of how having a
model in your head can limit your thinking and
experiments and you really miss important things."

This research was supported by Institutes of Health
Grant 1R01GM095839, National Science Foundation
graduate research Fellowship DGE-1143954, and a Mr.
and Mrs. Spencer T. Olin fellowship for Women in
Graduate Study.
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It takes a microclimate to raise a
pinyon tree -- ScienceDaily

With all the discussion about global climate change
effects, new research shows that another kind of
climate is an important factor in regional pinyon pine
tree recovery after drought events -- the microclimate.

Microclimates are localized climates found within a
larger one, like that of a cool canyon in the desert
Southwest. These microclimates occur because of local
differences in the landscape and existing vegetation
that control temperature, wind patterns, humidity, and
available water. The physical subtleties create smaller
ground level environments called microsites, which are
often necessary to support individual life forms like a
pinyon pine tree.

Pinyon pine trees are integral in processes that control
water and energy fluctuations across the Southwest.
The trees also store large amounts of carbon for the
region. Pinyon pine has long provided food -- pine
nuts, used to make pesto -- shelter and other products
for people and animals.



"Recent droughts have resulted in widespread pinyon
pine mortality throughout much of the southwestern
U.S.," said Miranda Redmond, CSU assistant professor
and lead author of the study. "Our team was really
interested in whether or not these woodlands were
going to come back and how local environmental
factors influence their recovery."

Redmond collaborated on this research with Professor
Peter Weisberg of University of Nevada Reno,
Research Professor Neil Cobb of Northern Arizona
University, and Assistant Research Professor Michael
Clifford of the Desert Research Institute.

In the study, they examined how the next generation of
pinyon pine trees were recovering after a severe
drought in 2002-2004 caused widespread mortality in
adult trees. The team determined that pinyon pine
resilience varied across the landscape because
microclimates must meet specific conditions to
promote young seedling regeneration and juvenile tree
survivorship.

The findings are published in the Journal of Ecology
Nov. 7.



Microclimate criteria

The study sites were spread out across 5,000 square
miles of pinyon-juniper woodlands in Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona, to capture the wide range of
elevation and soil gradients these trees take root in.
Sampling across a large area was necessary to
determine microclimate zones best suited for recovery
in these woodlands that occupy over 50,000 square
miles of the Four Corners area alone.

"The good news is that while there were some areas
with minimal regeneration, there were also areas that
had a lot of pinyon pine regeneration," Redmond said.
"These areas were generally cooler and wetter, with
higher tree cover."

Researchers identified four factors that determine the
potential for pinyon pine populations to recover after a
period of extended drought:

Cooler and wetter localized climates with greater
soil water capacity
Tree canopy cover providing shaded microsite
conditions
Abundant older juvenile trees that had survived the



drought
Mature pinyon trees with high seed production that
also survived the drought.

These simultaneous demands seem impossible to meet
after high tree mortality, but Redmond said the fact that
areas still meet these criteria means many young trees
have a fighting chance to re-establish woodlands and
escape their forbears more dismal fate.

Microsite competition

Pinyon pine trees depend on microclimates to prime
ground-level microsites from which they grow. The
common denominator that appears to guide the
presence or absence of resilience at the individual tree
level was shade.

Shaded microsite areas found below mature pinyon
pine canopies (or overstory) have lower soil
temperature and retain higher soil moisture content,
both of which are fundamental to new tree
regeneration. The amount of shade was greatly reduced
in areas that experienced the highest pinyon pine
casualties. Redmond's team compared pinyon seedlings
and young trees from various areas to see how more



sunlight affected their microsites and found an
interesting result.

Shade appeared to perform another indirect function.
These slightly darker and cooler areas kept sun-loving
grasses from extending their reach into suitable pinyon
regeneration sites. Even though pinyon pine trees are
generally well adapted to the Southwest's dry heat,
grasses are even better, making them one potential
threat to the pinyon pine kingdom.

"Grasses appear to compete with pinyon juveniles,
suggesting that overstory tree mortality can adversely
affect pinyon recruitment if these microsites experience
a huge infiltration of grass." Redmond said.

Another rival could be the co-dominant tree in pinyon-
juniper ecosystems. In general, juniper trees have
resisted drought better than pinyon pine, and research
has documented juniper regeneration in grassy areas. A
lack of this adaptation may eventually become a
disadvantage for pinyon pine trees, but for now
existing microsites provide both the offensive and
defensive tactics needed to defend their ground from
encroaching grasses.



An uncertain future

The recent drought didn't affect all pinyon pine trees
equally in the Southwest. This variability from site to
site and state to state inspired the research team to
conduct this study on a much larger scale. The
resilience indicators they identified narrow down the
region to smaller locales that are still currently
sustainable.

Their findings offer an underlying explanation for
scientific claims that this recent drought was just a taste
of what the warming climate may do to pinyon-juniper
ecosystems. It's difficult to predict if or how fast these
resilience areas could shrink as the century progresses.
Redmond said current warming trends could reduce the
number of areas with microclimates favorable for
future pinyon pine recovery, not if but when the next
drought happens.

"Because of recent changes in climate and projected
changes in climate, these Southwest ecosystems are
likely going to experience some really severe
vegetation shifts," she said

The possibility for drought resilience across the



Southwest may disappear if that's the case.
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Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now



been discovered.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…



Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming



galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周



五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also



leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]



New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more
species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.



Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new
study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes



to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as



blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]



Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Chemists unlock the potential of fluoroalkenes [周

二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers master chemical transformation of fluoroalkenes, paving the
way for new pharmaceuticals and advanced materials.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into



metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Reaching new heights: Physicists improve the
vertical stability of superconducting Korean
fusion device [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A new article describes an international collaboration that has improved
stability on KSTAR tokamak in South Korea.

'Smart' paper can conduct electricity, detect
water [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A research team wants to simplify the process for discovering
detrimental water leaks by developing “smart” paper that can sense the
presence of water.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.



Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.



In a spin: Studying turbulent flow under
rotation [周一, 06 11月 23:03]

Using centuries old equations of fluid motion, supercomputers can be
used to simulate turbulent flow in fine detail. But theoretical physicists
are still unsure as to how these equations actually work. Researchers
have been carrying out state-of-the-art simulations of turbulent flow
under rotation, which are not only applicable to real life situations such
as weather systems, but can also provide insight into the equations
themselves.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Antiferromagnetic dysprosium reveals magnetic
switching with less energy [周一, 06 11月 21:59]



Physicists compared how different forms of magnetic ordering in the
rare-earth metal named dysprosium react to a short laser pulse. They
discovered that the magnetic orientation can be altered much faster and
with considerably less energy if the magnetic moments of the individual
atoms do not all point in the same direction (ferromagnetism), but
instead point are rotated against each other (anti-ferromagnetism).

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide



dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm
compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying



sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom
times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism



may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an
unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same



efficiency.

Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in
alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.



How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

The 'DNA corrector' is more efficient in the
most important regions of the genome [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Error surveillance and repair mechanisms during DNA replication do
not show the same competence in all regions of the human genome.
Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that repairs errors in
DNA is more efficient in the regions of genes that hold information for
the production of proteins.

Take charge, wine lovers, and trust your palate [周

三, 08 11月 00:30]

The traditional pairing of wine and food too often misses the mark -
leaving people confused and intimated - and should be scrapped in favor
of a more consumer-focused approach, a new study indicates.

'Perfect storm' that led to Colombia's antibiotic
resistance epidemic [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

The nearly simultaneous emergence of a gene responsible for producing
carbapenemases -- enzymes that kill the most powerful antibiotics used
against life-threatening, multidrug-resistant bacterial infections --
coupled with the introduction of a bacterial clone that spread between



patients created the 'perfect storm' that led to today's antibiotic resistance
epidemic in Colombia.

Why plants form sprouts in the dark [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

A signal from the cell wall decides that, in the dark, seeds grow into
long yellow sprouts, instead of turning green and forming leaves. The
signal that switches on the darkness program in seedling development
has not hitherto been identified. Earlier studies had shown that these
processes involve photoreceptors inside plant cells.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

How Helicobacter pylori causes gastric cancer [周二,

07 11月 22:28]

Gastric cancer is one of the five most fatal types of cancer. According to
the statistics of the World Health Organization about 750,000 patients
die each year after developing the disease. The main cause is thought to
be the bacterium Helicobacter pylori. Researchers have now identified
two mechanisms through which this bacterium can cause gastric cancer.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Molecular biology: Novel intermolecular surface



force reveals actomyosin driving mechanism [周二, 07

11月 22:28]

The actin and myosin complex (actomyosin) generates contraction force
of a muscle utilizing the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis
reaction. Many attempts have thus been made to explain the molecular
origin of the actomyosin motility.

Tiny bees play big part in secret sex lives of trees
[周二, 07 11月 04:22]

When it comes to sex between plants, tiny bees the size of ladybugs play
a critical role in promoting long-distance pairings. That's what scientists
discovered after one of the most detailed paternity tests in wild trees
ever conducted. The research gives new insights into how certain bees
promote genetic diversity that is essential for plants to adapt to various
threats, from disease to climate change.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.



Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone
formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]



Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.



Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

Drinking glasses can contain potentially harmful
levels of lead and cadmium [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Enamelled drinking glasses and popular merchandise can contain more
than 1000 times the limit level of lead and up to 100 times the limit level
of cadmium, a study has shown.
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First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that



just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people



receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]



Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.



Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and



health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the



accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to



assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and



understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement
in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]



Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific
information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of



global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.

Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open



the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new



study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting



molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.



Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may
improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Targeting a microRNA shows potential to
enhance effectiveness of diabetes drugs [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have found a vital role for miR-204 in beta cells --
regulating the cell surface receptor that is the target of many of the
newer type 2 diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity, Januvia,
Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the glucagon-like peptide 1
receptor, or GLP1R. Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the
beta cell produce and secrete more insulin.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

Stimulating formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Scientists have found a way to stimulate formation of new neural



connections in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other ailments in the
central nervous system.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.

HIV patients at greater risk of both heart and
kidney disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

HIV patients and their doctors are urged to be more aware of the
additional health risks associated with treated HIV infection. This
follows new research that shows HIV patients at high risk for a heart
attack or stroke are also at substantially greater risk for chronic kidney
disease and vice versa.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm



compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying
sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Brain imaging reveals ADHD as a collection of
different disorders [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Researchers have found that patients with different types of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) have impairments in unique brain
systems, indicating that there may not be a one-size-fits-all explanation
for the cause of the disorder. Based on performance on behavioral tests,
adolescents with ADHD fit into one of three subgroups, where each
group demonstrated distinct impairments in the brain with no common
abnormalities between them.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom



times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism
may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram



appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an
unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

New way to shut down cancer cells' ability to



consume glucose [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Many cancers depend on glucose consumption for energy, but good
pharmacological targets to stop cancers' ability to uptake and metabolize
glucose are missing. A new study finally identifies a way to restrict the
ability of cancer to use glucose for energy.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same
efficiency.

Potential long-term negative impact of high
protein diets [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

High protein diets may lead to long-term kidney damage among those
suffering from chronic kidney disease, according to new research.



Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in
alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in



southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Lending late neurons a helping hand [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have discovered that even a slight delay of the neuronal
migration may lead to behavioral disorders that are similar to autistic
characteristics in human. Furthermore, they found that these disorders
are due to the abnormally low activity of the late neurons, which leads to
permanent deficit of interneuronal connections. They succeeded in
correcting the activity of the relevant neurons, thereby restoring the
missing connections and preventing the appearance of behavioral
disorders.

How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate



change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

The 'DNA corrector' is more efficient in the
most important regions of the genome [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Error surveillance and repair mechanisms during DNA replication do
not show the same competence in all regions of the human genome.
Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that repairs errors in
DNA is more efficient in the regions of genes that hold information for
the production of proteins.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical



grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Keeping harsh punishment in check helps kids
with ADHD, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

Cutting back on yelling, criticism and other harsh parenting approaches,
including physical punishment, has the power to calm children with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, according to a new study.

Take charge, wine lovers, and trust your palate [周

三, 08 11月 00:30]

The traditional pairing of wine and food too often misses the mark -
leaving people confused and intimated - and should be scrapped in favor
of a more consumer-focused approach, a new study indicates.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is



compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

'Perfect storm' that led to Colombia's antibiotic
resistance epidemic [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

The nearly simultaneous emergence of a gene responsible for producing
carbapenemases -- enzymes that kill the most powerful antibiotics used
against life-threatening, multidrug-resistant bacterial infections --
coupled with the introduction of a bacterial clone that spread between
patients created the 'perfect storm' that led to today's antibiotic resistance
epidemic in Colombia.
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Targeting a microRNA shows potential
to enhance effectiveness of diabetes
drugs -- ScienceDaily

Over the past 15 years, University of Alabama at
Birmingham endocrinologist Anath Shalev, M.D., has
unraveled a crucial biological pathway that
malfunctions in diabetes.

Her latest discovery in this beta-cell pathway,
published in the journal Diabetes, shows the potential
to enhance the effectiveness of existing diabetes drugs,
as well as reduce some of the unwelcome side effects
of those drugs.

The need for improved treatment is great. Diabetes is a
disorder characterized by elevated blood sugar that
afflicts one of every 10 U.S. adults and doubles the risk
of early death. More than 30 million people in the
United States have diabetes, which is the seventh-
leading cause of death and also leads to blindness and
lower-limb amputations.



In 2013, the UAB researchers found that either
diabetes or elevated production of the protein TXNIP
induced beta-cell expression of microRNA-204, or
miR-204, and this microRNA, in turn, blocked insulin
production. The Shalev group has now found another
vital role for miR-204 -- regulating the cell surface
receptor that is the target of many of the newer type 2
diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity,
Januvia, Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the
glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor, or GLP1R.
Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the beta
cell produce and secrete more insulin.

Shalev's new work was performed in rat beta cells,
genetically modified mice, mouse pancreatic islets and
human pancreatic islets. Healthy beta cells, which are
found in the pancreatic islets, produce insulin to
control blood sugar levels; in diabetes the beta cells are
impaired and dysfunctional, and have lower GLP1R
levels.

In the Diabetes study, Shalev and colleagues found that
overexpression of miR-204 decreased expression of
GLP1R in rat beta cells and in mouse and human
pancreatic islets. Conversely, knock-down of miR-204
increased expression of GLP1R in those cells and



pancreatic islets.

Greater GLP1R expression is beneficial because it
helps transfer a signal to the beta cell to secrete more
insulin, such as after a meal. Also, many of the newer
diabetes drugs act as agonists to activate GLP1R.
Higher expression can allow use of a lower-drug dose
to treat diabetes, thus reducing dose-dependent side
effects.

In mice, the UAB researchers found that a deletion of
miR-204 caused enhanced GLP1R expression, and also
better insulin secretion and glucose control.
Furthermore, the knockout mice were more responsive
to a GLP1R agonist in glucose tolerance tests. When
the GLP1R knockout mice were used in a model of
diabetes, where beta cells are damaged by low doses of
the toxin streptozotocin, the diabetic mice showed
improved glucose control and increased serum insulin
levels.

These results suggest that downregulating miR-204,
now revealed as an upstream regulator of GLP1R,
could lead to better treatment of diabetes.

One key fact about miR-204 may further aid improved



treatment. This microRNA is highly expressed in beta
cells, but it is not highly expressed in the rest of the
pancreas or in cells of the gastrointestinal tract that also
express GLP1R and therefore respond to GLP1R
agonists. Thus, an inhibitor of miR-204 would be
relatively selective for beta cells.

"This novel concept of inhibiting a microRNA in a
non-targeted manner, but taking advantage of its
restricted tissue distribution and thereby selectively
upregulating its target genes in that tissue, may have
far reaching implications for microRNA biology and
tissue-specific gene targeting in general," Shalev said.

"Since miR-204 is expressed primarily in pancreatic
beta cells, manipulating its levels allows for
preferential upregulation of GLP1R in the beta cell,
where it helps secrete insulin, rather than in the
gastrointestinal system, where it can cause nausea and
impaired gastric emptying, or in the pancreas, where it
can increase the risk for pancreatitis," Shalev said. "So
by inhibiting miR-204, one could increase the effects
of GLP1R agonist drugs on insulin secretion, thereby
lowering the necessary dose and avoiding some of the
dose-dependent adverse effects."



The mechanism by which miR-204 downregulates
expression of GLP1R is binding of the microRNA to
the 3-prime-untranslated region of GLP1R messenger
RNA. Such binding is a known method to control gene
expression by microRNAs. The UAB researchers
discovered this specific binding using microRNA
target prediction software. They found two binding
sites for miR-204 in the messenger RNA for human
GLP1R and one binding site in the messenger RNA for
mouse GLP1R. When they mutated those binding sites,
it eliminated the regulatory effect of miR-204.

Additionally, the Shalev group showed a novel link
between TXNIP and GLP1R signaling. Mice with a
beta cell-specific knockout of the protein TXNIP had
lower miR-204 levels and higher GLP1R expression,
and the mice showed enhanced insulin secretion and
glucose control in response to an agonist of GLP1R.
Thus, through both control of insulin production and
regulation of GLP1R, as well as regulation of the
unfolded protein response and beta cell apoptosis, miR-
204 appears to play a linchpin role to control the
function of beta cells in the pancreas.
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SMART: Facial recognition for
molecular structures -- ScienceDaily

An interdisciplinary team of researchers at the
University of California San Diego has developed a
method to identify the molecular structures of natural
products that is significantly faster and more accurate
than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of
spectral data unique to each molecule and then runs it
through a deep learning neural network to place the
unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

The patent-pending new system is called "SMART,"
which stands for Small Molecule Accurate Recognition
Technology, and has the potential to accelerate the
molecular structure identification process ten-fold. This
development could represent a paradigm shift in the
chemical analysis, pharmaceutical and drug discovery
fields since 70 percent of all FDA-approved drugs are
based on natural products such as soil microorganisms,
terrestrial plants and, increasingly, marine life forms



such as algae.

This work, published in Nature Scientific Reports,
represents a collaboration between the UC San Diego
Jacobs School of Engineering and the UC San Diego
Scripps Institution of Oceanography.

"The structure of a molecule is the enabling
information," said Bill Gerwick, professor of
oceanography and pharmaceutical sciences at UC San
Diego's Scripps Institution of Oceanography. "You
have to have the structure for any FDA approval. If
you want to have intellectual property you have to
patent that structure, if you want to make analogs of
that molecule you need to know what the starting
molecule is -- it's a critical piece of information."

Chen Zhang is a nanoengineering Ph.D. student at the
UC San Diego Jacobs School of Engineering and the
first author of the new Nature Scientific Reports paper.
Zhang said that determining a molecule's structure can
be a bottleneck in the natural product research process,
taking experts months and even years to accurately
determine the correct and complete structure. While
each molecule and its identification timeline is
different, the SMART approach gives researchers an



early clue into what family a new molecule falls under,
drastically reducing the time it takes to characterize a
new natural product.

"The way we were able to accelerate the process is by
essentially using facial recognition software to look at
the key piece of information we obtain on the
molecules," Gerwick explained. The key piece of
information the team uses is something called a
heteronuclear singular quantum coherence nuclear
magnetic resonance, or HSQC NMR, spectrum. It
produces a topological map of spots that reveal which
protons in the molecule are attached directly to which
carbon atoms, and is unique to every molecule.

Zhang and Gerwick teamed up with Gary Cottrell, a
computer science and engineering professor at the UC
San Diego Jacobs School of Engineering, to develop a
deep learning system trained with thousands of HSQC
spectra pulled from the literature. This convolutional
neural network takes a 2D image of the HSQC NMR
spectrum of an unknown molecule and maps it into a
10-dimensional space clustered near similar molecules,
making it easier for researchers to elucidate an
unknown molecule's structure.



"Chen took this approach to getting NMR spectra of
over 4,000 compounds from the literature by literally
cutting out the images from the PDFs of the papers,"
Cottrell said. "It was an awesome effort! Even so, this
is normally not enough data to train a deep network,
but we used a technology called a Siamese network, in
which you train on pairs of images. This amplifies your
training set by roughly the square of the number of
compounds in a family, and is what made this project
feasible."

This collaboration is the first time Gerwick has
mentored an engineering student, and the exchange of
ideas proved fruitful.

"It's been a wonderful interaction. UC San Diego has
something really quite magical about it, and that is the
depth of collaboration that occurs between departments
-- it's phenomenal," Gerwick said. "When you try and
thoughtfully take from another discipline something
that is maybe even commonplace in that discipline and
apply it in a new and unique way in our discipline, it's
an opportunity to really have this kind of paradigm-
shifting thing. And I think this technology, with some
advancement, could be a real paradigm shift in the way
we do all kinds of chemistry and chemical analysis."



The team will get that chance for advancement thanks
to a $550,000 grant from the National Institutes of
Health to develop efficient methods that facilitate the
automated structural classification, feature discovery
and structure elucidation of natural products and to
build an infrastructure that interacts with data input
from the community.
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Stimulating formation of new neural
connections in the adult brain --
ScienceDaily

A team led by University of Idaho scientists has found
a way to stimulate formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other
ailments in the central nervous system.

Peter G. Fuerst, an associate professor in the College of
Science's Department of Biological Sciences and
WWAMI Medical Education Program, and a team that
included lead author doctoral student Aaron Simmons,
were able to stimulate growth of new neural
connections in mice that are needed to connect the cells
into neural circuits. Their study, which included
scientists from the University of Louisville and
University of Puerto Rico-Humacao, is titled
"DSCAM-Mediated Control of Dendritic and Axonal
Arbor Outgrowth Enforces Tiling and Inhibits Synaptic
Plasticity." It was published today in the Journal
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.



"The paper is a study into factors that prevent adult
neurons from making new connections," Fuerst said.
"Regulation of this process is important to prevent
several disorders, such as autism, but is also related to
the inability of the adult nervous system to readily
recover from damage."

Researchers studied a cell population that has the
unusual ability to make new connections into
adulthood, but under normal conditions does not grow
the needed axons or dendrites. The team was able to
genetically manipulate the cell population in the mice
to induce axon and dendrite outgrowth. They found
this induced the formation of stable, functional
connections with new cells.

"The idea is that one could stimulate the nervous
system to make new connections if there was some
kind of trauma," Fuerst said. "Maybe this is the way to
reactivate the cell to build those new connections that
we can take advantage of clinically."

Their efforts included research through the regional
WWAMI Medical Education Program at the University
of Washington and could have wide ramifications for
other adult neurological conditions that prevent human



brains from making those needed connections as an
adult.

"In children in early development it's very easy to
make new connections, but adults lose that ability, and
we want to see why that is," he said.

The genetic manipulation used in mice as part of the
study wouldn't work in humans. Instead, Fuerst and his
team would next like to test small-molecule drugs that
regulate these central nervous system processes --
currently used to combat cancer in humans -- to see if
they can help the nervous system make new
connections in mice.

"These contributions by Peter and his team right here at
the University of Idaho are helping advance global
neurological research," said Janet Nelson, vice
president for research and economic development. "I'm
excited by the potential impact of this research on the
understanding of the brain and in advancing human
health."

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Idaho. Note:

http://www.uidaho.edu/news/news-articles/news-releases/2017-november/110617-braintraumaresearch
http://www.ag.uidaho.edu
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New model reveals possibility of
pumping antibiotics into bacteria --
ScienceDaily

Researchers in the University of Wisconsin-Madison
Department of Biochemistry have discovered that a
cellular pump known to move drugs like antibiotics out
of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in as
well, opening new lines of research into combating the
bacteria.

The discovery could rewrite almost 50 years of
thinking about how these types of transporters function
in the cell.

Cells must bring in and remove different materials to
survive. To accomplish this, they utilize different
transporter proteins in their cell membranes, most of
which are powered by what is called the proton motive
force. The proton motive force is directed toward the
inside of the cell in bacteria, which means that protons
naturally want to move in to the cell from the outside
and do so if there is a pathway for them. These



transporters allow the measured movement of protons
into the cell -- and in exchange for protons moving in,
drug molecules get expelled.

It was long thought that this coupled exchange of
protons (in) and drugs (out) by the transporter was very
strict. However, in a study published today (Nov. 7,
2017) in the journal Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, UW-Madison biochemistry
professor Katherine Henzler-Wildman and
collaborators at the Washington University School of
Medicine in St. Louis have found that for E. coli's
small multidrug resistance transporter, called EmrE,
proton and drug movements are not as strictly coupled.
This transporter can actually also move drugs and
protons across the membrane in the same direction, as
well as the opposite direction -- introducing the option
of moving molecules both into or out of the cell.

This minor detail has big implications, the researchers
say. The models scientists have used for almost 50
years to visualize how these transporters work does not
account for the new data. It also means that it might be
possible for drugs to be pumped into the cell.

"The long-term implications are that this multi-drug



transporter is reversible," Henzler-Wildman says. "So
instead of pumping drugs out to confer resistance, you
have the possibility that you could use it to pump drugs
in to kill bacteria. Drug entry is a big problem, so this
is a new area to explore."

She adds that this study and her previous work suggest
that by manipulating the environmental conditions or
the drug itself, the researchers may be able to control
not only the rate of the transport but also its direction --
at least in test tubes in the lab. Trying to confirm this in
bacteria is one of the next steps in their research, she
says.

"We started with a very basic science question of 'how
do these transporters work?' and have stumbled upon
this really translational direction," she says. "People
have been trying to target these kinds of pumps to stop
antibiotic resistance to make antibiotics that we already
have effective again. This suggests that you might be
able to not just stop it but actually use these pumps to
drive drugs into the cell as a new drug entry
mechanism."

This particular transporter is found in many bacteria.
Surprisingly, scientists don't yet know its real function



in the cell. While it does pump out antibiotics, it is not
the main transporter that aids E. coli in antibiotic
resistance, and it's possible it has other purposes still
undiscovered. They have only found that is transports a
large number of molecules from dyes to antibiotics.

"Bacteria are constantly at war with each other, so
maybe it does play a role in drug resistance," Henzler-
Wildman says. "But it could also transport something
else we haven't tested, or maybe it works in pH
resistance. We haven't narrowed it down yet."

Traditionally, the model used to describe this
transporter was the "pure-exchange model," which
required the strict, regimented movement of protons
and the drug in opposite directions. However, the
reality of this process follows the mantra of "life is
messy."

Henzler-Wildman is proposing a new model called the
"free-exchange model," where the combinations and
direction of transport are much more flexible with
many more options than previously thought. They used
magnetic resonance data to visualize these specific and
previously unknown movements of the transporter.
Then they studied how exactly the transporter responds



in the test tube when, for example, it's exposed to
antibiotics, in order to confirm it works the way the
structures showed.

"Having to rework the model and essentially rewrite
the textbook on what we knew about the transporters
will really change the way we think," she says. "I'm
actually going to teach this paper in our intro graduate
course because it's such a good story of how having a
model in your head can limit your thinking and
experiments and you really miss important things."

This research was supported by Institutes of Health
Grant 1R01GM095839, National Science Foundation
graduate research Fellowship DGE-1143954, and a Mr.
and Mrs. Spencer T. Olin fellowship for Women in
Graduate Study.
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It takes a microclimate to raise a
pinyon tree -- ScienceDaily

With all the discussion about global climate change
effects, new research shows that another kind of
climate is an important factor in regional pinyon pine
tree recovery after drought events -- the microclimate.

Microclimates are localized climates found within a
larger one, like that of a cool canyon in the desert
Southwest. These microclimates occur because of local
differences in the landscape and existing vegetation
that control temperature, wind patterns, humidity, and
available water. The physical subtleties create smaller
ground level environments called microsites, which are
often necessary to support individual life forms like a
pinyon pine tree.

Pinyon pine trees are integral in processes that control
water and energy fluctuations across the Southwest.
The trees also store large amounts of carbon for the
region. Pinyon pine has long provided food -- pine
nuts, used to make pesto -- shelter and other products
for people and animals.



"Recent droughts have resulted in widespread pinyon
pine mortality throughout much of the southwestern
U.S.," said Miranda Redmond, CSU assistant professor
and lead author of the study. "Our team was really
interested in whether or not these woodlands were
going to come back and how local environmental
factors influence their recovery."

Redmond collaborated on this research with Professor
Peter Weisberg of University of Nevada Reno,
Research Professor Neil Cobb of Northern Arizona
University, and Assistant Research Professor Michael
Clifford of the Desert Research Institute.

In the study, they examined how the next generation of
pinyon pine trees were recovering after a severe
drought in 2002-2004 caused widespread mortality in
adult trees. The team determined that pinyon pine
resilience varied across the landscape because
microclimates must meet specific conditions to
promote young seedling regeneration and juvenile tree
survivorship.

The findings are published in the Journal of Ecology
Nov. 7.



Microclimate criteria

The study sites were spread out across 5,000 square
miles of pinyon-juniper woodlands in Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona, to capture the wide range of
elevation and soil gradients these trees take root in.
Sampling across a large area was necessary to
determine microclimate zones best suited for recovery
in these woodlands that occupy over 50,000 square
miles of the Four Corners area alone.

"The good news is that while there were some areas
with minimal regeneration, there were also areas that
had a lot of pinyon pine regeneration," Redmond said.
"These areas were generally cooler and wetter, with
higher tree cover."

Researchers identified four factors that determine the
potential for pinyon pine populations to recover after a
period of extended drought:

Cooler and wetter localized climates with greater
soil water capacity
Tree canopy cover providing shaded microsite
conditions
Abundant older juvenile trees that had survived the



drought
Mature pinyon trees with high seed production that
also survived the drought.

These simultaneous demands seem impossible to meet
after high tree mortality, but Redmond said the fact that
areas still meet these criteria means many young trees
have a fighting chance to re-establish woodlands and
escape their forbears more dismal fate.

Microsite competition

Pinyon pine trees depend on microclimates to prime
ground-level microsites from which they grow. The
common denominator that appears to guide the
presence or absence of resilience at the individual tree
level was shade.

Shaded microsite areas found below mature pinyon
pine canopies (or overstory) have lower soil
temperature and retain higher soil moisture content,
both of which are fundamental to new tree
regeneration. The amount of shade was greatly reduced
in areas that experienced the highest pinyon pine
casualties. Redmond's team compared pinyon seedlings
and young trees from various areas to see how more



sunlight affected their microsites and found an
interesting result.

Shade appeared to perform another indirect function.
These slightly darker and cooler areas kept sun-loving
grasses from extending their reach into suitable pinyon
regeneration sites. Even though pinyon pine trees are
generally well adapted to the Southwest's dry heat,
grasses are even better, making them one potential
threat to the pinyon pine kingdom.

"Grasses appear to compete with pinyon juveniles,
suggesting that overstory tree mortality can adversely
affect pinyon recruitment if these microsites experience
a huge infiltration of grass." Redmond said.

Another rival could be the co-dominant tree in pinyon-
juniper ecosystems. In general, juniper trees have
resisted drought better than pinyon pine, and research
has documented juniper regeneration in grassy areas. A
lack of this adaptation may eventually become a
disadvantage for pinyon pine trees, but for now
existing microsites provide both the offensive and
defensive tactics needed to defend their ground from
encroaching grasses.



An uncertain future

The recent drought didn't affect all pinyon pine trees
equally in the Southwest. This variability from site to
site and state to state inspired the research team to
conduct this study on a much larger scale. The
resilience indicators they identified narrow down the
region to smaller locales that are still currently
sustainable.

Their findings offer an underlying explanation for
scientific claims that this recent drought was just a taste
of what the warming climate may do to pinyon-juniper
ecosystems. It's difficult to predict if or how fast these
resilience areas could shrink as the century progresses.
Redmond said current warming trends could reduce the
number of areas with microclimates favorable for
future pinyon pine recovery, not if but when the next
drought happens.

"Because of recent changes in climate and projected
changes in climate, these Southwest ecosystems are
likely going to experience some really severe
vegetation shifts," she said

The possibility for drought resilience across the



Southwest may disappear if that's the case.
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Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now



been discovered.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…



Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming



galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周



五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also



leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]



New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more
species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.



Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new
study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes



to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as



blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]



Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Chemists unlock the potential of fluoroalkenes [周

二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers master chemical transformation of fluoroalkenes, paving the
way for new pharmaceuticals and advanced materials.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into



metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and
perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

Reaching new heights: Physicists improve the
vertical stability of superconducting Korean
fusion device [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A new article describes an international collaboration that has improved
stability on KSTAR tokamak in South Korea.

'Smart' paper can conduct electricity, detect
water [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A research team wants to simplify the process for discovering
detrimental water leaks by developing “smart” paper that can sense the
presence of water.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.



Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

First-ever protein hydrogels made in living cells
[周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Cell biologists report what they believe is the first-ever creation of tiny
protein-based gelatin-like clumps called hydrogels inside living cells.
The ability to create hydrogels on demand, they say, should advance the
long scientific struggle to study the elusive structures -- which form in
nature when proteins or other molecules aggregate under certain
conditions -- and to uncover their suspected contributions to human
diseases.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Creating images of minute structures [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists gain an insight into the fascinating world of atoms and
molecules using x-ray microscopes. Ground-breaking research by
physicists has paved the way towards new imaging techniques. The team
of scientists have successfully developed and tested a method which is
considerably more effective than conventional procedures.

Researchers develop data bus for quantum
computer [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

The quantum world is fragile; error correction codes are needed to
protect the information stored in a quantum object from the deteriorating
effects of noise. Quantum physicists have developed a protocol to pass
quantum information between differently encoded building blocks of a
future quantum computer, such as processors and memories. Scientists
may use this protocol in the future to build a data bus for quantum
computers.

Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.



In a spin: Studying turbulent flow under
rotation [周一, 06 11月 23:03]

Using centuries old equations of fluid motion, supercomputers can be
used to simulate turbulent flow in fine detail. But theoretical physicists
are still unsure as to how these equations actually work. Researchers
have been carrying out state-of-the-art simulations of turbulent flow
under rotation, which are not only applicable to real life situations such
as weather systems, but can also provide insight into the equations
themselves.

Acoustic monitoring provides holistic picture of
biodiversity [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

Ecologists are using a network of 'outdoor recording studios' to better
monitor the subtropical Japanese island of Okinawa.

New mathematical model gives courts valuable
DNA tool [周一, 06 11月 22:57]

A DNA profile is often important evidence in cases of rape or other
sexual assault of women, but if investigators have only scant biological
material, the results may be difficult to interpret and use in a court of
law. A researcher is now putting  numbers on the evidential value of
DNA from Y chromosomes, providing courts with a valuable tool.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Antiferromagnetic dysprosium reveals magnetic
switching with less energy [周一, 06 11月 21:59]



Physicists compared how different forms of magnetic ordering in the
rare-earth metal named dysprosium react to a short laser pulse. They
discovered that the magnetic orientation can be altered much faster and
with considerably less energy if the magnetic moments of the individual
atoms do not all point in the same direction (ferromagnetism), but
instead point are rotated against each other (anti-ferromagnetism).

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide



dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm
compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying



sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom
times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism



may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an
unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same



efficiency.

Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in
alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.



How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

The 'DNA corrector' is more efficient in the
most important regions of the genome [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Error surveillance and repair mechanisms during DNA replication do
not show the same competence in all regions of the human genome.
Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that repairs errors in
DNA is more efficient in the regions of genes that hold information for
the production of proteins.

Take charge, wine lovers, and trust your palate [周

三, 08 11月 00:30]

The traditional pairing of wine and food too often misses the mark -
leaving people confused and intimated - and should be scrapped in favor
of a more consumer-focused approach, a new study indicates.

'Perfect storm' that led to Colombia's antibiotic
resistance epidemic [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

The nearly simultaneous emergence of a gene responsible for producing
carbapenemases -- enzymes that kill the most powerful antibiotics used
against life-threatening, multidrug-resistant bacterial infections --
coupled with the introduction of a bacterial clone that spread between



patients created the 'perfect storm' that led to today's antibiotic resistance
epidemic in Colombia.

Why plants form sprouts in the dark [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

A signal from the cell wall decides that, in the dark, seeds grow into
long yellow sprouts, instead of turning green and forming leaves. The
signal that switches on the darkness program in seedling development
has not hitherto been identified. Earlier studies had shown that these
processes involve photoreceptors inside plant cells.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

How Helicobacter pylori causes gastric cancer [周二,

07 11月 22:28]

Gastric cancer is one of the five most fatal types of cancer. According to
the statistics of the World Health Organization about 750,000 patients
die each year after developing the disease. The main cause is thought to
be the bacterium Helicobacter pylori. Researchers have now identified
two mechanisms through which this bacterium can cause gastric cancer.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Molecular biology: Novel intermolecular surface



force reveals actomyosin driving mechanism [周二, 07

11月 22:28]

The actin and myosin complex (actomyosin) generates contraction force
of a muscle utilizing the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis
reaction. Many attempts have thus been made to explain the molecular
origin of the actomyosin motility.

Tiny bees play big part in secret sex lives of trees
[周二, 07 11月 04:22]

When it comes to sex between plants, tiny bees the size of ladybugs play
a critical role in promoting long-distance pairings. That's what scientists
discovered after one of the most detailed paternity tests in wild trees
ever conducted. The research gives new insights into how certain bees
promote genetic diversity that is essential for plants to adapt to various
threats, from disease to climate change.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Federal climate science report for U.S. released [周

二, 07 11月 03:37]

The newly released Climate Science Special Report describes current
trends in the climate globally and for the U.S., and projects trends in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise and Arctic sea ice for the
remainder of this century.



Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

NASA satellite tracks ozone pollution by
monitoring its key ingredients [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

Ozone pollution near Earth's surface is one of the main ingredients of
summertime smog. It is also not directly measurable from space due to
the abundance of ozone higher in the atmosphere, which obscures
measurements of surface ozone. New research has devised a way to use
satellite measurements of the precursor gases that contribute to ozone
formation to differentiate among three different sets of conditions that
lead to its production.

Can cannabinoids be used to treat cancer? [周二, 07 11月

01:13]

When cannabinoids activate signaling pathways in cancer cells they can
stimulate a cell death mechanism called apoptosis, unleashing a potent
anti-tumor effect.

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]



Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Could this be malaria's Achilles heel? [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Researchers have identified a defense mechanism by which the malaria
parasite can survive inside its host's liver cells.

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also
protects threatened wildlife [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Protecting 'high carbon' rainforest areas also protects threatened wildlife.

Scientists make significant breakthrough on
superbug-killing antibiotic teixobactin [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Scientists working to develop a 'game-changing' new antibiotic have
made a significant advance towards creating commercially viable drug
treatments by producing two simplified synthetic versions of the
substance which are just as potent at killing superbugs like MRSA as its
natural form.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Higher air pollution in Chinese cities tied to
higher mortality rate [周一, 06 11月 23:06]

New research examined the burden of air pollution and its association
with mortality in Chinese cities.



Breaking the chain: Catalyzing a green future
for chemistry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Researchers create catalyst for refining chemicals in plant waste,
allowing a green way to produce valuable raw materials.

Breaking cell symmetry [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

A team of researchers has uncovered a novel mechanism for establishing
cell polarity that relies on tension force induced clustering of proteins.

Drinking glasses can contain potentially harmful
levels of lead and cadmium [周一, 06 11月 23:05]

Enamelled drinking glasses and popular merchandise can contain more
than 1000 times the limit level of lead and up to 100 times the limit level
of cadmium, a study has shown.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that



just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people



receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]



Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.



Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and



health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the



accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to



assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and



understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement
in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]



Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific
information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of



global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.

Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open



the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new



study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting



molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.



Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.



Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may
improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Labor induction at 40 weeks associated with
lower risk of perinatal mortality [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women aged 35 and older
is associated with reduced risk of in-hospital perinatal death, according
to a recent analysis.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the



use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Punctuation in text messages helps replace cues
found in face-to-face conversations [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points in text messages
aren't sloppy or a sign that written language is going down the tubes --
these 'textisms' help convey meaning and intent in the absence of spoken
conversation, according to newly published research.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing



environments in real time.

The brain auditions different cells when learning
a task, some don't make the cut [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

For decades, neuroscientists have wondered how the brain can continue
to learn new skills without needing to grow in size or volume over a
person's lifetime. Evidence suggests that the number of brain cells --
neurons, synapses, and glial cells -- does initially increase as we're
learning, but many are eventually pruned away or assigned to other
roles.

Psoriasis severity linked to increased risk of type
2 diabetes [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

People with psoriasis are at a higher risk to develop type 2 diabetes than
those without psoriasis, and the risk increases dramatically based on the
severity of the disease. Researchers found people with psoriasis that
covers 10 percent of their body or more are 64 percent more likely to
develop diabetes than those without psoriasis, independent of traditional
risk factors such as body weight.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Ibuprofen may block damage from fetal-alcohol
exposure [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

An anti-inflammatory drug may have the potential to stall the damaging



effects of alcohol on the fetal brain, a new study suggests.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.

Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

How emotions influence our internal clock [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Just how it works is not known, but human beings have an internal clock
which enables us to perceive and estimate periods of time
subconsciously. A research team has demonstrated that this mental time-
processing system is able to adapt quickly and flexibly to predictive time
patterns.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Aspirin can prevent heart attacks after
noncardiac surgery in patients with prior PCI [周三,

15 11月 01:33]

A new study has found that perioperative aspirin can prevent heart-
related complications after major noncardiac surgery in patients with
previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) such as an
angioplasty or stent. The study found that for every 1,000 patients with
PCI, giving them aspirin at the time of noncardiac surgery would
prevent 59 heart attacks and cause eight major bleeding events.

Global birth season study links environment



with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why testicular cancer is so responsive to chemo
[周三, 15 11月 01:30]

A major step has been taken toward answering a key question in cancer
research: Why is testicular cancer so responsive to chemotherapy, even
after it metastasizes?

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more



importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Allergy amplifier implicated in asthma also
intensifies food allergy [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Almost 8 percent of children under three years old and four percent of
adults suffer food allergies, which trigger not only discomfiting
symptoms like dermatitis and diarrhea but can cause deadly anaphylactic
shock. Allergic responses emerge when food components, like egg,
shellfish, or peanut proteins, stimulate white blood cells called mast
cells to dump excessive quantities of histamine or cytokines into the
blood, fomenting inflammation in skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal tract,
among other ti…

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the



fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.

New player in Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis
identified [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have shown that a protein called membralin is critical for
keeping Alzheimer's disease pathology in check. The study shows that
membralin regulates the cell's machinery for producing beta-amyloid (or
amyloid beta), the protein that causes neurons to die in Alzheimer's
disease.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.

Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Parasitic plants rely on unusual method to
spread their seeds [周二, 14 11月 23:42]



Three species of non-photosynthetic plants rely mainly on camel
crickets to disperse their seeds.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for children and
adolescents with OCD works in the long run [周二, 14

11月 23:41]

The vast majority of children and adolescents who receive cognitive
behavioral therapy treatment for OCD thrive and live without symptoms
a year after the end of treatment, shows new research.

Stress faced by emergency call handlers
damaging to long term health [周二, 14 11月 23:41]

The stress experienced by emergency call handlers negatively impacts
on their long term psychological well being, a new report shows.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Evidence-based approach to treating post-
delivery pain in new moms during opioid crisis [周

二, 14 11月 22:20]

Women who undergo vaginal delivery often do not require opioids to
manage pain after hospital discharge, concludes a study. In addition, the
quantity of opioids prescribed to women after cesarean delivery can be
less than currently prescribed, say the authors.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a



transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter
uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria
survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

Tapeworm drug fights prostate cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:18]

Medicine against parasites like Tapeworms and Giardia, contains a
substance that kills Prostate- and colon cancer, scientists have
discovered.

Pregnancy-related conditions taken together
leave moms -- and dads -- at risk [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Scientists show that the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, high blood



pressure or heart disease post pregnancy is drastically higher if the
women had both diabetes and high blood pressure while being pregnant.
The study doesn't end with the mother's risks. The father's risks also rise
if the mother has one gestational condition and rises even higher if she
has both.

HPV testing is better than the Pap test at
detecting cervical cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Testing for cervical cancer using HPV testing in addition to the Pap
smear is unlikely to detect cancer cases that wouldn't be found using
HPV testing alone.

Screen time might boost depression, suicide
behaviors in teens [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Increased time spent in front of a screen -- in the form of computers, cell
phones and tablets -- might have contributed to a recent uptick in
symptoms of depression and suicide-related behaviors and thoughts in
American young people, especially girls.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Quick! What's that smell? Mammal brains
identify type of scent faster than once thought [周二,

14 11月 22:13]

It takes less than one-tenth of a second -- a fraction of the time
previously thought -- for the sense of smell to distinguish between one
odor and another, new experiments in mice show.

Heart failure reversed in Marfan mice [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In experiments with mice that have a rodent form of Marfan syndrome,



researchers report that even modestly increasing stress on the animals'
hearts -- at levels well-tolerated in normal mice -- can initiate heart
failure. The findings revealed a novel cellular pathway in heart tissue
that leads to heart failure and may serve as a model for a new standard
of treatment for children with this aggressive form of Marfan syndrome.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.
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Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first
light' -- ScienceDaily

A new robotic camera with the ability to capture
hundreds of thousands of stars and galaxies in a single
shot has taken its first image of the sky -- an event
astronomers refer to as "first light." The camera is the
centerpiece of a new automated sky survey project
called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), based at
Caltech's Palomar Observatory near San Diego,
California.

As partners in the ZTF effort, University of Maryland
astronomers made important contributions to the
planning and design of the survey project. UMD
participation in ZTF is facilitated by the Joint Space-
Science Institute, a partnership between UMD and
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland.

Every night, ZTF's camera will scan a large swath of
the Northern sky, discovering objects and events that
vary in brightness over time, collectively known as
transients. Survey targets will include explosive



supernovae, hungry black holes, and hurtling asteroids
and comets.

"The ZTF survey will be transformative for the study
of supermassive black holes feasting on stars in the
centers of galaxies," said Suvi Gezari, an assistant
professor of astronomy at UMD and a fellow of the
Joint Space-Science Institute whose research focuses
on time-domain astronomy. "The timing of these
events, known as tidal disruption events, can be used to
constrain the mass and spin of black holes. Data from
ZTF may also offer a rare, real-time glimpse into the
formation of an accretion disk -- and possibly
relativistic jets -- around a supermassive black hole."

From 2009 to 2017, ZTF's predecessor, the Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF), caught the blinking and
flaring of transient objects in the sky. The project took
advantage of the Palomar Observatory's three
telescopes -- the automated 48-inch Samuel Oschin
Telescope, the automated 60-inch telescope and the
200-inch Hale Telescope.

During PTF's surveys, the Oschin Telescope acted as
the discovery engine, then the 60-inch telescope
followed up on the targets, gathering information about



their identities. From there, astronomers used either the
Hale Telescope, the W.M. Keck Observatory in
Hawaii, or the Discovery Channel Telescope in
Arizona to zoom in on the various cosmic phenomena
that enliven our night skies.

The ZTF survey is the powerful sequel to PTF. It is
named after Caltech's first astrophysicist, Fritz Zwicky,
who discovered 120 supernovae in his lifetime.
Recently installed at the Oschin Telescope, ZTF's new
survey camera can take in seven times more sky in a
single image than its predecessor. At maximum
resolution, each ZTF camera image is 24,000 by
24,000 pixels -- so huge that the images are difficult to
display on a normal computer screen.

Additionally, ZTF's upgraded electronics and telescope
drive systems enable the camera to take more than
twice as many exposures every night. Astronomers will
not only be able to discover more transient objects,
they will also be able to catch more ephemeral features
that appear and fade quickly.

"There's a lot of activity happening in our night skies,"
said Shrinivas (Shri) Kulkarni, the principal
investigator for ZTF and the George Ellery Hale



Professor of Astronomy and Planetary Science at
Caltech. "In fact, every second, somewhere in the
universe, there's a supernova that's exploding. Of
course, we can't see them all but with ZTF we will see
up to tens of thousands of explosive transients every
year over the three-year lifetime of the project."

Images from ZTF will be adjusted, cleaned and
calibrated at IPAC, Caltech's astronomy and data
center. Software will search the flood of ZTF data for
light sources -- in particular those that change or move.
These data will be made public to the entire astronomy
community for both research and education.

"Data from ZTF presents a really great opportunity for
students here at UMD, because large survey programs
like ZTF will play a big role in the future of
astronomy," said Melissa Hayes-Gehrke, a principal
lecturer and undergraduate director of astronomy at
UMD. Hayes-Gehrke has led efforts to develop
educational materials that make use of data from PTF
and ZTF. "It is fantastic to get students in on the
ground floor. Astronomers will be mining this data for
years to come, so this is an important step to help
prepare students for a career in research."



ZTF's new first-light image is a taste of what's to come.
It showcases the large scale of the images and
highlights the turbulent star-forming nebula known as
Orion.

Astronomers are excited for the unexpected findings
that ZTF will likely yield. One of PTF's biggest
discoveries came in 2011 when it caught a supernova,
named PTF11kly, just hours after it exploded. The ZTF
survey will further expand astronomers' knowledge of
a host of cosmic objects, including young supernovae,
planets around young stars, exotic binary star systems
and near-Earth comets and asteroids.

"I am most excited for ZTF's potential to catch
interesting comet outbursts. We know that they
happen, we just don't know how often. Many are
caught by amateur astronomers," said Dennis
Bodewits, an astronomy associate research scientist at
UMD who specializes in comet research. "This will
change with ZTF, which will pick up between 30 to 50
comets every time it scans the whole sky. Comets are
found all over the sky, so we're interested in seeing as
many of them as we can, in as much detail as possible."

The ZTF survey will also contribute to the burgeoning



field of multi-messenger astrophysics. Broadly stated,
this is the search for optical counterparts to extreme
transient events seen with other instruments that detect
different signals, or messengers. Examples include
gravitational wave events observed by the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
and the Virgo detector; neutrino events observed by the
IceCube South Pole Neutrino Observatory; and
gamma-ray bursts seen by NASA's Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope and Swift Gamma-ray Burst Mission.

"What excites me most about ZTF is the huge field of
view it will open up to connect optical transients with
extreme events," said Julie McEnery, Fermi project
scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
adjunct associate professor of physics at UMD and a
co-director of the Joint Space-Science Institute. "For
future gravitational wave events from LIGO and Virgo,
we'll be given a very large region of the sky to search.
Neutrino events and gamma-ray bursts are also not
well localized. The ZTF survey will allow us to
connect the optical universe to all three of these
extreme phenomena."

The science survey phase of ZTF is scheduled to begin
in February of 2018. The project will be completed by



the end of 2020. In the future, even larger surveys will
build on ZTF's rapid scans of the sky, such as the
upcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),
scheduled to be operational in 2023.
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Labor induction at 40 weeks associated
with lower risk of perinatal mortality --
ScienceDaily

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women
aged 35 and older is associated with reduced risk of in-
hospital perinatal death, according to an analysis of
English Hospital Episode Statistics published this week
in PLOS Medicine. The observational study, conducted
by Hannah E. Knight of the London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine, and colleagues, provides further
evidence that induction at or near the due date may be
safer than expectant management in this group.

Guidelines recommend induction of labor between 41
and 42 weeks of gestation to prevent the risks
associated with prolonged pregnancy. Women having
their first baby at age 35 years or over are at increased
risk of pregnancy complications, including perinatal
death. To better understand the risks and benefits of
elective induction in this group, Knight and colleagues
analyzed a national dataset of 77,327 such mothers
giving birth between 2009 and 2014. They found that



induction of labor at 40 weeks (compared with
expectant management) was associated with a lower
risk of in-hospital perinatal death (0.08% versus
0.26%; adjusted risk ratio [adjRR] 0.33; 95%
confidence interval [CI] 0.13-0.80, P = 0.015) and
meconium aspiration syndrome (0.44% versus 0.86%;
adjRR 0.52; 95% CI 0.35-0.78, P = 0.002). Induction at
40 weeks was also associated with a slightly increased
adjusted risk of instrumental vaginal delivery (adjRR
1.06; 95% CI 1.01-1.11, P = 0.020) and emergency
caesarean section (adjRR 1.05; 95% CI 1.01-1.09, P =
0.019). The number needed to treat (NNT) analysis
indicated that 562 (95% CI 366-1,210) inductions of
labor at 40 weeks would be required to prevent 1
perinatal death.

Unmeasured confounding may have influenced these
results, and inductions and/or outcomes may have been
under-recorded in the database. However, this
association provides evidence that, as the authors state,
"[b]ringing forward the routine offer of induction of
labour from the current recommendation of 41-42
weeks to 40 weeks of gestation in this group of women
may reduce overall rates of perinatal death."

Story Source:
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Disease-resistant apples perform better
than old favorites -- ScienceDaily

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's
only a matter of time before new disease-resistant
apple cultivars overtake favorites like Honeycrisp in
popularity, according to a University of Illinois apple
expert.

"I know everyone wants Honeycrisp, but they're
notoriously hard to grow. There are so many issues in
producing the fruit: the tree might produce a lot one
year, but none the next; the fruit doesn't keep well and
is susceptible to disease," says Mosbah Kushad, an
associate professor of horticulture in the Department of
Crop Sciences and horticulture Extension specialist at
U of I.

Apples are attacked by all sorts of pests, but apple
scab, a fungus, is particularly nasty. It can cause yield
losses up to 80 percent. For traditional apple cultivars
and many newer ones, including Honeycrisp,
combating apple scab and other diseases means
applying multiple pesticides several times throughout



the growing season.

Fortunately, after the gene for scab resistance was
discovered by a U of I scientist in 1944, a number of
resistant cultivars have been developed. Kushad says
the early cultivars weren't particularly good, but more
recent ones show a lot of promise.

"WineCrisp, for example, is a very attractive and
flavorful apple," he says. "It's not very large, but who
wants to buy an apple that weighs a pound?"

A new wave of scab-resistant apples has been
developed and tested as part of a cooperative breeding
program through U of I, Rutgers University, and
Purdue University. So far, several cultivars have
proven to be as nutritious or even better for you than
older types, but until now, it wasn't clear whether their
quality held up over time.

In a new article published in the Journal of Food
Quality, Kushad and several collaborators looked at
whether scab-resistant GoldRush, WineCrisp,
CrimsonCrisp, and Pixie Crunch retained their quality
under standard post-harvest storage practices, and
compared their performance to scab-susceptible



Golden Delicious.

The researchers exposed the apples to 1-
methylcyclopropene (1-MCP), a gas now commonly
used in the industry to inhibit ethylene production and
slow ripening of stored fruit. "1-MCP could be the best
invention for the fruit industry since apples were
discovered," Kushad says. Aspects of nutritional
quality and commercial viability were tested in the
fruits after 70 and 140 days of storage.

In general, the eating quality -- flesh firmness, sugar
content, and acidity -- of the scab-resistant cultivars
was as good or better than Golden Delicious, before
and after storage. And two of the scab-resistant
cultivars, GoldRush and CrimsonCrisp, had
significantly more antioxidant capacity, even after 140
days. The cultivars varied in their responsiveness to 1-
MCP, with CrimsonCrisp showing the most promise
for long-term storage using the product.

"What the article is saying is that the quality of the
scab-resistant cultivars is very comparable to standard
varieties. In terms of nutrition, health benefit, aesthetic,
and taste, these apples are competing very well. As an
alternative to scab-susceptible types, they will be very



attractive, especially for organic growers," Kushad
says.

And although you may not see WineCrisp on the
grocery store shelves yet, Kushad points out that it and
the other cultivars can be found in some local farmer's
markets and orchards. "You'll see them in the smaller
places first, but as volume builds in the top apple-
growing states, they'll start showing up in the big
grocery stores. I have no doubt."
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Scientists create yellow, three-eyed,
wingless mosquitoes by using gene
editing tool: Researchers are
generating genetically engineered
insects to help prevent the spread of
infectious diseases -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at the University of California, Riverside
have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably
express the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The
addition of Cas9 will enable the use of the CRISPR
gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes to
the mosquitoes' DNA.

As proof of concept, the researchers used the system to
disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless
mosquitoes. Their long-term goal is to use Cas9-
expressing mosquitoes together with another
technology -- called gene drives -- to insert and spread
genes that suppress the insects while avoiding the
resistance that evolution would typically favor. Aedes



aegypti are major carriers of dengue, chikungunya,
yellow fever, and zika viruses, and are rapidly
becoming resistant to commonly used pesticides.

Published today in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS), the study was led by
Omar Akbari, an assistant professor of entomology in
UCR's College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
and a member of the university's Institute for
Integrative Genome Biology.

Previous efforts to use genome editing to prevent
mosquitoes from spreading pathogens have been
hampered by low mutation rates, poor survival of
edited mosquitoes, and inefficient transmission of
disrupted genes to offspring. Akbari and colleagues
developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express a
bacterial Cas9 enzyme in the germline, enabling highly
efficient genome editing using the CRISPR system.
CRISPR works like a pair of molecular scissors,
cutting out and replacing specific DNA sequences
based on a ribonucleic acid (RNA) guide. In the paper,
the team used the system to disrupt genes that control
vision, flight and feeding, resulting in mosquitoes with
an extra eye, malformed wings, and defects in eye and
cuticle color, among other changes.



Akbari said these strains represent the first step toward
using gene drive systems to control mosquito
populations and reduce the diseases they spread.

"These Cas9 strains can be used to develop split-gene
drives which are a form of gene-drive by which the
Cas9 and the guide RNA's are inserted at separate
genomic loci and depend on each other for spread. This
is the safest way to develop and test gene drives in the
laboratory to ensure no spread into the wild," Akbari
said.

Gene drives greatly increase the odds that a gene or set
of genes will be passed on to offspring -- from 50
percent to 99 percent. This number can potentially
increase to 100 percent when a target gene is disrupted
in multiple sites, a technique called multiplexing that
has recently been mathematically modeled by Akbari
and colleagues at UC Berkley.

Gene drives can be used to bias genetic inheritance in
favor of rapidly spreading, self-destructive genes --
such as those that disrupt fertility -- and could be an
environmentally friendly and cost-effective way to
suppress populations of disease-spreading insects.



"Next steps should be undertaken to identify the
regulatory sequences that can be used to express the
guide RNAs from the genome, and once these
sequences are identified developing gene drives in the
species should be turnkey," Akbari said.
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Punctuation in text messages helps
replace cues found in face-to-face
conversations: 'Textisms' convey
meaning in absence of spoken
conversation -- ScienceDaily

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points
in text messages aren't sloppy or a sign that written
language is going down the tubes -- these "textisms"
help convey meaning and intent in the absence of
spoken conversation, according to newly published
research from Binghamton University, State University
of New York.

"In contrast with face-to-face conversation, texters
can't rely on extra-linguistic cues such as tone of voice
and pauses, or non-linguistic cues such as facial
expressions and hand gestures," said Binghamton
University Professor of Psychology Celia Klin. "In a
spoken conversation, the cues aren't simply add-ons to
our words; they convey critical information. A facial
expression or a rise in the pitch of our voices can



entirely change the meaning of our words."

"It's been suggested that one way that texters add
meaning to their words is by using "textisms" -- things
like emoticons, irregular spellings (sooooo) and
irregular use of punctuation (!!!)."

A 2016 study led by Klin found that text messages that
end with a period are seen as less sincere than text
messages that do not end with a period. Klin pursued
this subject further, conducting experiments to see if
people reading texts understand textisms, asking how
people's understanding of a single-word text (e.g.,
yeah, nope, maybe) as a response to an invitation is
influenced by the inclusion, or absence, of a period.

"In formal writing, such as what you'd find in a novel
or an essay, the period is almost always used
grammatically to indicate that a sentence is complete.
With texts, we found that the period can also be used
rhetorically to add meaning," said Klin. "Specifically,
when one texter asked a question (e.g., I got a new dog.
Wanna come over?), and it was answered with a single
word (e.g., yeah), readers understood the response
somewhat differently depending if it ended with a
period (yeah.) or did not end with a period (yeah). This



was true if the response was positive (yeah, yup),
negative (nope, nah) or more ambiguous (maybe,
alright). We concluded that although periods no doubt
can serve a grammatical function in texts just as they
can with more formal writing -- for example, when a
period is at the end of a sentence -- periods can also
serve as textisms, changing the meaning of the text."

Klin said that this research is motivated by an interest
in taking advantage of a unique moment in time when
scientists can observe language evolving in real time.

"What we are seeing with electronic communication is
that, as with any unmet language need, new language
constructions are emerging to fill the gap between what
people want to express and what they are able to
express with the tools they have available to them,"
said Klin. "The findings indicate that our understanding
of written language varies across contexts. We read
text messages in a slightly different way than we read a
novel or an essay. Further, all the elements of our texts
-- the punctuation we choose, the way that words are
spelled, a smiley face -- can change the meaning. The
hope, of course, is that the meaning that is understood
is the one we intended. Certainly, it's not uncommon
for those of us in the lab to take an extra second or two



before we send texts. We wonder: How might this be
interpreted? 'Hmmm, period or no period? That sounds
a little harsh; maybe I should soften it with a "lol" or a
winky-face-tongue-out emoji.'"

With trillions of text messages sent each year, we can
expect the evolution of textisms, and of the language of
texting more generally, to continue at a rapid rate,
wrote the researchers. Texters are likely to continue to
rely on current textisms, as well to as create new
textisms, to take the place of the extra-linguistic and
nonverbal cues available in spoken conversations. The
rate of change for "talk-writing" is likely to continue to
outpace the changes in other forms of English.

"The results of the current experiments reinforce the
claim that the divergence from formal written English
that is found in digital communication is neither
arbitrary nor sloppy," said Klin. "It wasn't too long ago
that people began using email, instant messaging and
text messaging on a regular basis. Because these forms
of communication provide limited ways to
communicate nuanced meaning, especially compared
to face-to-face conversations, people have found other
tools."



Klin believes that this subject could be studied further.

"An important extension would be to have a situation
that more closely mimics actual texting, but in the lab
where we can observe how different cues, such as
punctuation, abbreviations and emojis, contribute to
texters' understanding," she said. "We might also
examine some of the factors that should influence
texters' understanding, such as the social relationship
between the two texters or the topic of the text
exchange, as their level of formality should influence
the role of things like punctuation."
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Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.



Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).



World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene



causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.



15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below



the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can



reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal



had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the



most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies



shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Labor induction at 40 weeks associated with
lower risk of perinatal mortality [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women aged 35 and older
is associated with reduced risk of in-hospital perinatal death, according
to a recent analysis.

Punctuation in text messages helps replace cues
found in face-to-face conversations [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points in text messages
aren't sloppy or a sign that written language is going down the tubes --
these 'textisms' help convey meaning and intent in the absence of spoken
conversation, according to newly published research.

The brain auditions different cells when learning
a task, some don't make the cut [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

For decades, neuroscientists have wondered how the brain can continue
to learn new skills without needing to grow in size or volume over a
person's lifetime. Evidence suggests that the number of brain cells --
neurons, synapses, and glial cells -- does initially increase as we're
learning, but many are eventually pruned away or assigned to other
roles.

Psoriasis severity linked to increased risk of type
2 diabetes [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

People with psoriasis are at a higher risk to develop type 2 diabetes than
those without psoriasis, and the risk increases dramatically based on the



severity of the disease. Researchers found people with psoriasis that
covers 10 percent of their body or more are 64 percent more likely to
develop diabetes than those without psoriasis, independent of traditional
risk factors such as body weight.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ibuprofen may block damage from fetal-alcohol
exposure [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

An anti-inflammatory drug may have the potential to stall the damaging
effects of alcohol on the fetal brain, a new study suggests.

How emotions influence our internal clock [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Just how it works is not known, but human beings have an internal clock
which enables us to perceive and estimate periods of time
subconsciously. A research team has demonstrated that this mental time-
processing system is able to adapt quickly and flexibly to predictive time
patterns.

Aspirin can prevent heart attacks after
noncardiac surgery in patients with prior PCI [周三,

15 11月 01:33]

A new study has found that perioperative aspirin can prevent heart-
related complications after major noncardiac surgery in patients with
previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) such as an



angioplasty or stent. The study found that for every 1,000 patients with
PCI, giving them aspirin at the time of noncardiac surgery would
prevent 59 heart attacks and cause eight major bleeding events.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Why testicular cancer is so responsive to chemo
[周三, 15 11月 01:30]

A major step has been taken toward answering a key question in cancer
research: Why is testicular cancer so responsive to chemotherapy, even
after it metastasizes?

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.



Allergy amplifier implicated in asthma also
intensifies food allergy [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Almost 8 percent of children under three years old and four percent of
adults suffer food allergies, which trigger not only discomfiting
symptoms like dermatitis and diarrhea but can cause deadly anaphylactic
shock. Allergic responses emerge when food components, like egg,
shellfish, or peanut proteins, stimulate white blood cells called mast
cells to dump excessive quantities of histamine or cytokines into the
blood, fomenting inflammation in skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal tract,
among other ti…

New player in Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis
identified [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have shown that a protein called membralin is critical for
keeping Alzheimer's disease pathology in check. The study shows that
membralin regulates the cell's machinery for producing beta-amyloid (or
amyloid beta), the protein that causes neurons to die in Alzheimer's
disease.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.



Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for children and
adolescents with OCD works in the long run [周二, 14

11月 23:41]

The vast majority of children and adolescents who receive cognitive
behavioral therapy treatment for OCD thrive and live without symptoms
a year after the end of treatment, shows new research.

Stress faced by emergency call handlers
damaging to long term health [周二, 14 11月 23:41]

The stress experienced by emergency call handlers negatively impacts
on their long term psychological well being, a new report shows.

Evidence-based approach to treating post-
delivery pain in new moms during opioid crisis [周

二, 14 11月 22:20]

Women who undergo vaginal delivery often do not require opioids to
manage pain after hospital discharge, concludes a study. In addition, the
quantity of opioids prescribed to women after cesarean delivery can be
less than currently prescribed, say the authors.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter



uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria
survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

Tapeworm drug fights prostate cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:18]

Medicine against parasites like Tapeworms and Giardia, contains a
substance that kills Prostate- and colon cancer, scientists have
discovered.

Pregnancy-related conditions taken together
leave moms -- and dads -- at risk [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Scientists show that the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, high blood
pressure or heart disease post pregnancy is drastically higher if the
women had both diabetes and high blood pressure while being pregnant.
The study doesn't end with the mother's risks. The father's risks also rise
if the mother has one gestational condition and rises even higher if she
has both.

HPV testing is better than the Pap test at
detecting cervical cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Testing for cervical cancer using HPV testing in addition to the Pap
smear is unlikely to detect cancer cases that wouldn't be found using
HPV testing alone.

Screen time might boost depression, suicide
behaviors in teens [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Increased time spent in front of a screen -- in the form of computers, cell
phones and tablets -- might have contributed to a recent uptick in
symptoms of depression and suicide-related behaviors and thoughts in
American young people, especially girls.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]



Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Quick! What's that smell? Mammal brains
identify type of scent faster than once thought [周二,

14 11月 22:13]

It takes less than one-tenth of a second -- a fraction of the time
previously thought -- for the sense of smell to distinguish between one
odor and another, new experiments in mice show.

Heart failure reversed in Marfan mice [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In experiments with mice that have a rodent form of Marfan syndrome,
researchers report that even modestly increasing stress on the animals'
hearts -- at levels well-tolerated in normal mice -- can initiate heart
failure. The findings revealed a novel cellular pathway in heart tissue
that leads to heart failure and may serve as a model for a new standard
of treatment for children with this aggressive form of Marfan syndrome.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,



have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Blood test spots paracetamol overdose patients
at risk of liver damage [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

People who overdose on paracetamol could be helped by a blood test
that shows immediately if they are going to suffer liver damage,
research has found.

Study of impact of climate change on
temperatures suggests more deaths unless action
taken [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

The largest study to date of the potential temperature-related health
impacts of climate change has shown that as global temperatures rise,
the surge in death rates during hot weather outweighs any decrease in
deaths in cold weather, with many regions facing sharp net increases in
mortality rates.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.



Simple water test could prevent crippling bone
disease [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A simple colour-changing test to detect fluoride in drinking water could
in the future prevent the crippling bone disease, skeletal fluorosis, in
developing countries such as India and Tanzania.

New strategies to increase 'good' cholesterol? [周二, 14

11月 08:50]

After decades of individual attempts to identify the structure of the main
building block of HDL (high-density lipoproteins), the so-called 'good'
cholesterol that associates with protection from cardiovascular disease, a
research team representing eight academic institutions across the US and
Australia has come to agreement on a predictive model.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]

A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be



able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.

Annoyed by floating specks in your vision? You
may soon be able to zap them away [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Millions of people who put up with seeing annoying specks drift through
their field of vision may now have a safe, high-tech solution to their
problem. A study of patients who had laser treatment to vaporize these
flecks and spots known as floaters, showed a very low complication rate.

Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Wouldn’t it be great if eyedrops didn’t spill out
of your eyes? [周二, 14 11月 05:26]

A new kind of eyedropper can deliver tiny droplets of medication,
treating the eye more precisely than traditional eyedroppers, while
reducing waste and avoiding dangerous side effects.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we''ve just encountered [周二, 14

11月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene



causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The



algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the
fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.



Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring



these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study
chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

Molecular magnetism packs power with
'messenger electron' [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A UW-Madison lab has made a molecule that gains magnetic strength
through an unusual way of controlling those spins, which could lead to a
breakthrough in quantam computing.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]



A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter



between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology



and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Biocatalysts are a bridge to greener, more
powerful chemistry [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

New research is building a bridge from nature's chemistry to greener,
more efficient synthetic chemistry.

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]



A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

Mirror image: Higher-quality pictures of
biospecimens [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have improved the speed, resolution, and light efficiency of
an optical microscope by switching from a conventional glass coverslip
to a reflective, mirrored coverslip and applying new computer
algorithms to process the resulting data.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Fuel cell X-ray study details effects of
temperature and moisture on performance [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



To find the right balance of moisture and temperature in a specialized
type of hydrogen fuel cell, scientists have used X-rays to explore the
inner workings of its components at tiny scales.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green



roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,



personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.

Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster



female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.

Parasitic plants rely on unusual method to
spread their seeds [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Three species of non-photosynthetic plants rely mainly on camel
crickets to disperse their seeds.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter
uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria



survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

A fast reactor system to shorten the lifetime of
long-lived fission products [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

Researchers have proposed a more efficient method to reduce
radioactive waste. The study involves converting radioactive material
into short-lived nuclides by absorbing surplus neutrons in the core
peripheral portion of a small fast reactor faster than they are generated in
the core, thus providing an effective way to lessen the burden of nuclear
waste on future generations.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Female mongooses help their pups by driving
out rivals [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Mongoose mothers boost their pups' survival chances by evicting rival
females from their social groups, new research shows.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.



Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Study of impact of climate change on
temperatures suggests more deaths unless action
taken [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

The largest study to date of the potential temperature-related health
impacts of climate change has shown that as global temperatures rise,
the surge in death rates during hot weather outweighs any decrease in
deaths in cold weather, with many regions facing sharp net increases in
mortality rates.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study
chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.



Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

California birds nesting a week earlier than they
did a century ago [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Many birds are adjusting their life styles to breed 5-12 days earlier to
avoid warming that has occurred since the early 1900s, an ongoing
survey of California birds and comparison with century-old data shows.
This strategy, combined with the trend of other birds to move northward
in range or upward in elevation, allows adaptation to climate change,
though eventually the cool window for breeding may become too short
for some species.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at



lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.

When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,

14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the
Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.



A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist
infection-fighting antibiotics.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to



build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

How to manage forest pests in the
Anthropocene? Bring theory [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A survivor's guide to why forests around the world are being impacted
by invasive pests and what can be done about it in an era of
overwhelming human activity and climate change.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.



Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

How bacteria get their groove: Mechanism
behind flagellar motility [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Most motile bacteria move by the use of flagella. While the flagellar
motor components have been identified, it remains unclear how they are
assembled and activated. Researchers have now shown, through real-
time imaging by high-speed atomic force microscopy, that the assembly
of protein complexes into the motor proceeds through sodium ion-
induced structural transitions.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican



Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues



unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we''ve just encountered [周二, 14

11月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.



15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods



will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical



diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is



burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月



01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.



World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.



Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some



of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to



challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月



22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Labor induction at 40 weeks associated with
lower risk of perinatal mortality [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women aged 35 and older
is associated with reduced risk of in-hospital perinatal death, according
to a recent analysis.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the



use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Punctuation in text messages helps replace cues
found in face-to-face conversations [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points in text messages
aren't sloppy or a sign that written language is going down the tubes --
these 'textisms' help convey meaning and intent in the absence of spoken
conversation, according to newly published research.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing



environments in real time.

The brain auditions different cells when learning
a task, some don't make the cut [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

For decades, neuroscientists have wondered how the brain can continue
to learn new skills without needing to grow in size or volume over a
person's lifetime. Evidence suggests that the number of brain cells --
neurons, synapses, and glial cells -- does initially increase as we're
learning, but many are eventually pruned away or assigned to other
roles.

Psoriasis severity linked to increased risk of type
2 diabetes [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

People with psoriasis are at a higher risk to develop type 2 diabetes than
those without psoriasis, and the risk increases dramatically based on the
severity of the disease. Researchers found people with psoriasis that
covers 10 percent of their body or more are 64 percent more likely to
develop diabetes than those without psoriasis, independent of traditional
risk factors such as body weight.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Ibuprofen may block damage from fetal-alcohol
exposure [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

An anti-inflammatory drug may have the potential to stall the damaging



effects of alcohol on the fetal brain, a new study suggests.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.

Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

How emotions influence our internal clock [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Just how it works is not known, but human beings have an internal clock
which enables us to perceive and estimate periods of time
subconsciously. A research team has demonstrated that this mental time-
processing system is able to adapt quickly and flexibly to predictive time
patterns.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Aspirin can prevent heart attacks after
noncardiac surgery in patients with prior PCI [周三,

15 11月 01:33]

A new study has found that perioperative aspirin can prevent heart-
related complications after major noncardiac surgery in patients with
previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) such as an
angioplasty or stent. The study found that for every 1,000 patients with
PCI, giving them aspirin at the time of noncardiac surgery would
prevent 59 heart attacks and cause eight major bleeding events.

Global birth season study links environment



with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why testicular cancer is so responsive to chemo
[周三, 15 11月 01:30]

A major step has been taken toward answering a key question in cancer
research: Why is testicular cancer so responsive to chemotherapy, even
after it metastasizes?

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more



importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Allergy amplifier implicated in asthma also
intensifies food allergy [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Almost 8 percent of children under three years old and four percent of
adults suffer food allergies, which trigger not only discomfiting
symptoms like dermatitis and diarrhea but can cause deadly anaphylactic
shock. Allergic responses emerge when food components, like egg,
shellfish, or peanut proteins, stimulate white blood cells called mast
cells to dump excessive quantities of histamine or cytokines into the
blood, fomenting inflammation in skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal tract,
among other ti…

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the



fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.

New player in Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis
identified [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have shown that a protein called membralin is critical for
keeping Alzheimer's disease pathology in check. The study shows that
membralin regulates the cell's machinery for producing beta-amyloid (or
amyloid beta), the protein that causes neurons to die in Alzheimer's
disease.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.

Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Parasitic plants rely on unusual method to
spread their seeds [周二, 14 11月 23:42]



Three species of non-photosynthetic plants rely mainly on camel
crickets to disperse their seeds.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for children and
adolescents with OCD works in the long run [周二, 14

11月 23:41]

The vast majority of children and adolescents who receive cognitive
behavioral therapy treatment for OCD thrive and live without symptoms
a year after the end of treatment, shows new research.

Stress faced by emergency call handlers
damaging to long term health [周二, 14 11月 23:41]

The stress experienced by emergency call handlers negatively impacts
on their long term psychological well being, a new report shows.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Evidence-based approach to treating post-
delivery pain in new moms during opioid crisis [周

二, 14 11月 22:20]

Women who undergo vaginal delivery often do not require opioids to
manage pain after hospital discharge, concludes a study. In addition, the
quantity of opioids prescribed to women after cesarean delivery can be
less than currently prescribed, say the authors.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a



transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter
uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria
survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

Tapeworm drug fights prostate cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:18]

Medicine against parasites like Tapeworms and Giardia, contains a
substance that kills Prostate- and colon cancer, scientists have
discovered.

Pregnancy-related conditions taken together
leave moms -- and dads -- at risk [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Scientists show that the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, high blood



pressure or heart disease post pregnancy is drastically higher if the
women had both diabetes and high blood pressure while being pregnant.
The study doesn't end with the mother's risks. The father's risks also rise
if the mother has one gestational condition and rises even higher if she
has both.

HPV testing is better than the Pap test at
detecting cervical cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Testing for cervical cancer using HPV testing in addition to the Pap
smear is unlikely to detect cancer cases that wouldn't be found using
HPV testing alone.

Screen time might boost depression, suicide
behaviors in teens [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Increased time spent in front of a screen -- in the form of computers, cell
phones and tablets -- might have contributed to a recent uptick in
symptoms of depression and suicide-related behaviors and thoughts in
American young people, especially girls.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Quick! What's that smell? Mammal brains
identify type of scent faster than once thought [周二,

14 11月 22:13]

It takes less than one-tenth of a second -- a fraction of the time
previously thought -- for the sense of smell to distinguish between one
odor and another, new experiments in mice show.

Heart failure reversed in Marfan mice [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In experiments with mice that have a rodent form of Marfan syndrome,



researchers report that even modestly increasing stress on the animals'
hearts -- at levels well-tolerated in normal mice -- can initiate heart
failure. The findings revealed a novel cellular pathway in heart tissue
that leads to heart failure and may serve as a model for a new standard
of treatment for children with this aggressive form of Marfan syndrome.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.
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Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first
light' -- ScienceDaily

A new robotic camera with the ability to capture
hundreds of thousands of stars and galaxies in a single
shot has taken its first image of the sky -- an event
astronomers refer to as "first light." The camera is the
centerpiece of a new automated sky survey project
called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), based at
Caltech's Palomar Observatory near San Diego,
California.

As partners in the ZTF effort, University of Maryland
astronomers made important contributions to the
planning and design of the survey project. UMD
participation in ZTF is facilitated by the Joint Space-
Science Institute, a partnership between UMD and
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland.

Every night, ZTF's camera will scan a large swath of
the Northern sky, discovering objects and events that
vary in brightness over time, collectively known as
transients. Survey targets will include explosive



supernovae, hungry black holes, and hurtling asteroids
and comets.

"The ZTF survey will be transformative for the study
of supermassive black holes feasting on stars in the
centers of galaxies," said Suvi Gezari, an assistant
professor of astronomy at UMD and a fellow of the
Joint Space-Science Institute whose research focuses
on time-domain astronomy. "The timing of these
events, known as tidal disruption events, can be used to
constrain the mass and spin of black holes. Data from
ZTF may also offer a rare, real-time glimpse into the
formation of an accretion disk -- and possibly
relativistic jets -- around a supermassive black hole."

From 2009 to 2017, ZTF's predecessor, the Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF), caught the blinking and
flaring of transient objects in the sky. The project took
advantage of the Palomar Observatory's three
telescopes -- the automated 48-inch Samuel Oschin
Telescope, the automated 60-inch telescope and the
200-inch Hale Telescope.

During PTF's surveys, the Oschin Telescope acted as
the discovery engine, then the 60-inch telescope
followed up on the targets, gathering information about



their identities. From there, astronomers used either the
Hale Telescope, the W.M. Keck Observatory in
Hawaii, or the Discovery Channel Telescope in
Arizona to zoom in on the various cosmic phenomena
that enliven our night skies.

The ZTF survey is the powerful sequel to PTF. It is
named after Caltech's first astrophysicist, Fritz Zwicky,
who discovered 120 supernovae in his lifetime.
Recently installed at the Oschin Telescope, ZTF's new
survey camera can take in seven times more sky in a
single image than its predecessor. At maximum
resolution, each ZTF camera image is 24,000 by
24,000 pixels -- so huge that the images are difficult to
display on a normal computer screen.

Additionally, ZTF's upgraded electronics and telescope
drive systems enable the camera to take more than
twice as many exposures every night. Astronomers will
not only be able to discover more transient objects,
they will also be able to catch more ephemeral features
that appear and fade quickly.

"There's a lot of activity happening in our night skies,"
said Shrinivas (Shri) Kulkarni, the principal
investigator for ZTF and the George Ellery Hale



Professor of Astronomy and Planetary Science at
Caltech. "In fact, every second, somewhere in the
universe, there's a supernova that's exploding. Of
course, we can't see them all but with ZTF we will see
up to tens of thousands of explosive transients every
year over the three-year lifetime of the project."

Images from ZTF will be adjusted, cleaned and
calibrated at IPAC, Caltech's astronomy and data
center. Software will search the flood of ZTF data for
light sources -- in particular those that change or move.
These data will be made public to the entire astronomy
community for both research and education.

"Data from ZTF presents a really great opportunity for
students here at UMD, because large survey programs
like ZTF will play a big role in the future of
astronomy," said Melissa Hayes-Gehrke, a principal
lecturer and undergraduate director of astronomy at
UMD. Hayes-Gehrke has led efforts to develop
educational materials that make use of data from PTF
and ZTF. "It is fantastic to get students in on the
ground floor. Astronomers will be mining this data for
years to come, so this is an important step to help
prepare students for a career in research."



ZTF's new first-light image is a taste of what's to come.
It showcases the large scale of the images and
highlights the turbulent star-forming nebula known as
Orion.

Astronomers are excited for the unexpected findings
that ZTF will likely yield. One of PTF's biggest
discoveries came in 2011 when it caught a supernova,
named PTF11kly, just hours after it exploded. The ZTF
survey will further expand astronomers' knowledge of
a host of cosmic objects, including young supernovae,
planets around young stars, exotic binary star systems
and near-Earth comets and asteroids.

"I am most excited for ZTF's potential to catch
interesting comet outbursts. We know that they
happen, we just don't know how often. Many are
caught by amateur astronomers," said Dennis
Bodewits, an astronomy associate research scientist at
UMD who specializes in comet research. "This will
change with ZTF, which will pick up between 30 to 50
comets every time it scans the whole sky. Comets are
found all over the sky, so we're interested in seeing as
many of them as we can, in as much detail as possible."

The ZTF survey will also contribute to the burgeoning



field of multi-messenger astrophysics. Broadly stated,
this is the search for optical counterparts to extreme
transient events seen with other instruments that detect
different signals, or messengers. Examples include
gravitational wave events observed by the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO)
and the Virgo detector; neutrino events observed by the
IceCube South Pole Neutrino Observatory; and
gamma-ray bursts seen by NASA's Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope and Swift Gamma-ray Burst Mission.

"What excites me most about ZTF is the huge field of
view it will open up to connect optical transients with
extreme events," said Julie McEnery, Fermi project
scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
adjunct associate professor of physics at UMD and a
co-director of the Joint Space-Science Institute. "For
future gravitational wave events from LIGO and Virgo,
we'll be given a very large region of the sky to search.
Neutrino events and gamma-ray bursts are also not
well localized. The ZTF survey will allow us to
connect the optical universe to all three of these
extreme phenomena."

The science survey phase of ZTF is scheduled to begin
in February of 2018. The project will be completed by



the end of 2020. In the future, even larger surveys will
build on ZTF's rapid scans of the sky, such as the
upcoming Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),
scheduled to be operational in 2023.
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Labor induction at 40 weeks associated
with lower risk of perinatal mortality --
ScienceDaily

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women
aged 35 and older is associated with reduced risk of in-
hospital perinatal death, according to an analysis of
English Hospital Episode Statistics published this week
in PLOS Medicine. The observational study, conducted
by Hannah E. Knight of the London School of Hygiene
& Tropical Medicine, and colleagues, provides further
evidence that induction at or near the due date may be
safer than expectant management in this group.

Guidelines recommend induction of labor between 41
and 42 weeks of gestation to prevent the risks
associated with prolonged pregnancy. Women having
their first baby at age 35 years or over are at increased
risk of pregnancy complications, including perinatal
death. To better understand the risks and benefits of
elective induction in this group, Knight and colleagues
analyzed a national dataset of 77,327 such mothers
giving birth between 2009 and 2014. They found that



induction of labor at 40 weeks (compared with
expectant management) was associated with a lower
risk of in-hospital perinatal death (0.08% versus
0.26%; adjusted risk ratio [adjRR] 0.33; 95%
confidence interval [CI] 0.13-0.80, P = 0.015) and
meconium aspiration syndrome (0.44% versus 0.86%;
adjRR 0.52; 95% CI 0.35-0.78, P = 0.002). Induction at
40 weeks was also associated with a slightly increased
adjusted risk of instrumental vaginal delivery (adjRR
1.06; 95% CI 1.01-1.11, P = 0.020) and emergency
caesarean section (adjRR 1.05; 95% CI 1.01-1.09, P =
0.019). The number needed to treat (NNT) analysis
indicated that 562 (95% CI 366-1,210) inductions of
labor at 40 weeks would be required to prevent 1
perinatal death.

Unmeasured confounding may have influenced these
results, and inductions and/or outcomes may have been
under-recorded in the database. However, this
association provides evidence that, as the authors state,
"[b]ringing forward the routine offer of induction of
labour from the current recommendation of 41-42
weeks to 40 weeks of gestation in this group of women
may reduce overall rates of perinatal death."

Story Source:



Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Disease-resistant apples perform better
than old favorites -- ScienceDaily

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's
only a matter of time before new disease-resistant
apple cultivars overtake favorites like Honeycrisp in
popularity, according to a University of Illinois apple
expert.

"I know everyone wants Honeycrisp, but they're
notoriously hard to grow. There are so many issues in
producing the fruit: the tree might produce a lot one
year, but none the next; the fruit doesn't keep well and
is susceptible to disease," says Mosbah Kushad, an
associate professor of horticulture in the Department of
Crop Sciences and horticulture Extension specialist at
U of I.

Apples are attacked by all sorts of pests, but apple
scab, a fungus, is particularly nasty. It can cause yield
losses up to 80 percent. For traditional apple cultivars
and many newer ones, including Honeycrisp,
combating apple scab and other diseases means
applying multiple pesticides several times throughout



the growing season.

Fortunately, after the gene for scab resistance was
discovered by a U of I scientist in 1944, a number of
resistant cultivars have been developed. Kushad says
the early cultivars weren't particularly good, but more
recent ones show a lot of promise.

"WineCrisp, for example, is a very attractive and
flavorful apple," he says. "It's not very large, but who
wants to buy an apple that weighs a pound?"

A new wave of scab-resistant apples has been
developed and tested as part of a cooperative breeding
program through U of I, Rutgers University, and
Purdue University. So far, several cultivars have
proven to be as nutritious or even better for you than
older types, but until now, it wasn't clear whether their
quality held up over time.

In a new article published in the Journal of Food
Quality, Kushad and several collaborators looked at
whether scab-resistant GoldRush, WineCrisp,
CrimsonCrisp, and Pixie Crunch retained their quality
under standard post-harvest storage practices, and
compared their performance to scab-susceptible



Golden Delicious.

The researchers exposed the apples to 1-
methylcyclopropene (1-MCP), a gas now commonly
used in the industry to inhibit ethylene production and
slow ripening of stored fruit. "1-MCP could be the best
invention for the fruit industry since apples were
discovered," Kushad says. Aspects of nutritional
quality and commercial viability were tested in the
fruits after 70 and 140 days of storage.

In general, the eating quality -- flesh firmness, sugar
content, and acidity -- of the scab-resistant cultivars
was as good or better than Golden Delicious, before
and after storage. And two of the scab-resistant
cultivars, GoldRush and CrimsonCrisp, had
significantly more antioxidant capacity, even after 140
days. The cultivars varied in their responsiveness to 1-
MCP, with CrimsonCrisp showing the most promise
for long-term storage using the product.

"What the article is saying is that the quality of the
scab-resistant cultivars is very comparable to standard
varieties. In terms of nutrition, health benefit, aesthetic,
and taste, these apples are competing very well. As an
alternative to scab-susceptible types, they will be very



attractive, especially for organic growers," Kushad
says.

And although you may not see WineCrisp on the
grocery store shelves yet, Kushad points out that it and
the other cultivars can be found in some local farmer's
markets and orchards. "You'll see them in the smaller
places first, but as volume builds in the top apple-
growing states, they'll start showing up in the big
grocery stores. I have no doubt."
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Scientists create yellow, three-eyed,
wingless mosquitoes by using gene
editing tool: Researchers are
generating genetically engineered
insects to help prevent the spread of
infectious diseases -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at the University of California, Riverside
have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably
express the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The
addition of Cas9 will enable the use of the CRISPR
gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes to
the mosquitoes' DNA.

As proof of concept, the researchers used the system to
disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless
mosquitoes. Their long-term goal is to use Cas9-
expressing mosquitoes together with another
technology -- called gene drives -- to insert and spread
genes that suppress the insects while avoiding the
resistance that evolution would typically favor. Aedes



aegypti are major carriers of dengue, chikungunya,
yellow fever, and zika viruses, and are rapidly
becoming resistant to commonly used pesticides.

Published today in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS), the study was led by
Omar Akbari, an assistant professor of entomology in
UCR's College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
and a member of the university's Institute for
Integrative Genome Biology.

Previous efforts to use genome editing to prevent
mosquitoes from spreading pathogens have been
hampered by low mutation rates, poor survival of
edited mosquitoes, and inefficient transmission of
disrupted genes to offspring. Akbari and colleagues
developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express a
bacterial Cas9 enzyme in the germline, enabling highly
efficient genome editing using the CRISPR system.
CRISPR works like a pair of molecular scissors,
cutting out and replacing specific DNA sequences
based on a ribonucleic acid (RNA) guide. In the paper,
the team used the system to disrupt genes that control
vision, flight and feeding, resulting in mosquitoes with
an extra eye, malformed wings, and defects in eye and
cuticle color, among other changes.



Akbari said these strains represent the first step toward
using gene drive systems to control mosquito
populations and reduce the diseases they spread.

"These Cas9 strains can be used to develop split-gene
drives which are a form of gene-drive by which the
Cas9 and the guide RNA's are inserted at separate
genomic loci and depend on each other for spread. This
is the safest way to develop and test gene drives in the
laboratory to ensure no spread into the wild," Akbari
said.

Gene drives greatly increase the odds that a gene or set
of genes will be passed on to offspring -- from 50
percent to 99 percent. This number can potentially
increase to 100 percent when a target gene is disrupted
in multiple sites, a technique called multiplexing that
has recently been mathematically modeled by Akbari
and colleagues at UC Berkley.

Gene drives can be used to bias genetic inheritance in
favor of rapidly spreading, self-destructive genes --
such as those that disrupt fertility -- and could be an
environmentally friendly and cost-effective way to
suppress populations of disease-spreading insects.



"Next steps should be undertaken to identify the
regulatory sequences that can be used to express the
guide RNAs from the genome, and once these
sequences are identified developing gene drives in the
species should be turnkey," Akbari said.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of California -
Riverside. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Punctuation in text messages helps
replace cues found in face-to-face
conversations: 'Textisms' convey
meaning in absence of spoken
conversation -- ScienceDaily

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points
in text messages aren't sloppy or a sign that written
language is going down the tubes -- these "textisms"
help convey meaning and intent in the absence of
spoken conversation, according to newly published
research from Binghamton University, State University
of New York.

"In contrast with face-to-face conversation, texters
can't rely on extra-linguistic cues such as tone of voice
and pauses, or non-linguistic cues such as facial
expressions and hand gestures," said Binghamton
University Professor of Psychology Celia Klin. "In a
spoken conversation, the cues aren't simply add-ons to
our words; they convey critical information. A facial
expression or a rise in the pitch of our voices can



entirely change the meaning of our words."

"It's been suggested that one way that texters add
meaning to their words is by using "textisms" -- things
like emoticons, irregular spellings (sooooo) and
irregular use of punctuation (!!!)."

A 2016 study led by Klin found that text messages that
end with a period are seen as less sincere than text
messages that do not end with a period. Klin pursued
this subject further, conducting experiments to see if
people reading texts understand textisms, asking how
people's understanding of a single-word text (e.g.,
yeah, nope, maybe) as a response to an invitation is
influenced by the inclusion, or absence, of a period.

"In formal writing, such as what you'd find in a novel
or an essay, the period is almost always used
grammatically to indicate that a sentence is complete.
With texts, we found that the period can also be used
rhetorically to add meaning," said Klin. "Specifically,
when one texter asked a question (e.g., I got a new dog.
Wanna come over?), and it was answered with a single
word (e.g., yeah), readers understood the response
somewhat differently depending if it ended with a
period (yeah.) or did not end with a period (yeah). This



was true if the response was positive (yeah, yup),
negative (nope, nah) or more ambiguous (maybe,
alright). We concluded that although periods no doubt
can serve a grammatical function in texts just as they
can with more formal writing -- for example, when a
period is at the end of a sentence -- periods can also
serve as textisms, changing the meaning of the text."

Klin said that this research is motivated by an interest
in taking advantage of a unique moment in time when
scientists can observe language evolving in real time.

"What we are seeing with electronic communication is
that, as with any unmet language need, new language
constructions are emerging to fill the gap between what
people want to express and what they are able to
express with the tools they have available to them,"
said Klin. "The findings indicate that our understanding
of written language varies across contexts. We read
text messages in a slightly different way than we read a
novel or an essay. Further, all the elements of our texts
-- the punctuation we choose, the way that words are
spelled, a smiley face -- can change the meaning. The
hope, of course, is that the meaning that is understood
is the one we intended. Certainly, it's not uncommon
for those of us in the lab to take an extra second or two



before we send texts. We wonder: How might this be
interpreted? 'Hmmm, period or no period? That sounds
a little harsh; maybe I should soften it with a "lol" or a
winky-face-tongue-out emoji.'"

With trillions of text messages sent each year, we can
expect the evolution of textisms, and of the language of
texting more generally, to continue at a rapid rate,
wrote the researchers. Texters are likely to continue to
rely on current textisms, as well to as create new
textisms, to take the place of the extra-linguistic and
nonverbal cues available in spoken conversations. The
rate of change for "talk-writing" is likely to continue to
outpace the changes in other forms of English.

"The results of the current experiments reinforce the
claim that the divergence from formal written English
that is found in digital communication is neither
arbitrary nor sloppy," said Klin. "It wasn't too long ago
that people began using email, instant messaging and
text messaging on a regular basis. Because these forms
of communication provide limited ways to
communicate nuanced meaning, especially compared
to face-to-face conversations, people have found other
tools."



Klin believes that this subject could be studied further.

"An important extension would be to have a situation
that more closely mimics actual texting, but in the lab
where we can observe how different cues, such as
punctuation, abbreviations and emojis, contribute to
texters' understanding," she said. "We might also
examine some of the factors that should influence
texters' understanding, such as the social relationship
between the two texters or the topic of the text
exchange, as their level of formality should influence
the role of things like punctuation."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Binghamton University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.



Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).



World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene



causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.



15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below



the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can



reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal



had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the



most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies



shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Labor induction at 40 weeks associated with
lower risk of perinatal mortality [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Induction of labor at 40 weeks in nulliparous women aged 35 and older
is associated with reduced risk of in-hospital perinatal death, according
to a recent analysis.

Punctuation in text messages helps replace cues
found in face-to-face conversations [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Emoticons, irregular spellings and exclamation points in text messages
aren't sloppy or a sign that written language is going down the tubes --
these 'textisms' help convey meaning and intent in the absence of spoken
conversation, according to newly published research.

The brain auditions different cells when learning
a task, some don't make the cut [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

For decades, neuroscientists have wondered how the brain can continue
to learn new skills without needing to grow in size or volume over a
person's lifetime. Evidence suggests that the number of brain cells --
neurons, synapses, and glial cells -- does initially increase as we're
learning, but many are eventually pruned away or assigned to other
roles.

Psoriasis severity linked to increased risk of type
2 diabetes [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

People with psoriasis are at a higher risk to develop type 2 diabetes than
those without psoriasis, and the risk increases dramatically based on the



severity of the disease. Researchers found people with psoriasis that
covers 10 percent of their body or more are 64 percent more likely to
develop diabetes than those without psoriasis, independent of traditional
risk factors such as body weight.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ibuprofen may block damage from fetal-alcohol
exposure [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

An anti-inflammatory drug may have the potential to stall the damaging
effects of alcohol on the fetal brain, a new study suggests.

How emotions influence our internal clock [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Just how it works is not known, but human beings have an internal clock
which enables us to perceive and estimate periods of time
subconsciously. A research team has demonstrated that this mental time-
processing system is able to adapt quickly and flexibly to predictive time
patterns.

Aspirin can prevent heart attacks after
noncardiac surgery in patients with prior PCI [周三,

15 11月 01:33]

A new study has found that perioperative aspirin can prevent heart-
related complications after major noncardiac surgery in patients with
previous percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) such as an



angioplasty or stent. The study found that for every 1,000 patients with
PCI, giving them aspirin at the time of noncardiac surgery would
prevent 59 heart attacks and cause eight major bleeding events.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Why testicular cancer is so responsive to chemo
[周三, 15 11月 01:30]

A major step has been taken toward answering a key question in cancer
research: Why is testicular cancer so responsive to chemotherapy, even
after it metastasizes?

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.



Allergy amplifier implicated in asthma also
intensifies food allergy [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Almost 8 percent of children under three years old and four percent of
adults suffer food allergies, which trigger not only discomfiting
symptoms like dermatitis and diarrhea but can cause deadly anaphylactic
shock. Allergic responses emerge when food components, like egg,
shellfish, or peanut proteins, stimulate white blood cells called mast
cells to dump excessive quantities of histamine or cytokines into the
blood, fomenting inflammation in skin, eyes, or gastrointestinal tract,
among other ti…

New player in Alzheimer's disease pathogenesis
identified [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have shown that a protein called membralin is critical for
keeping Alzheimer's disease pathology in check. The study shows that
membralin regulates the cell's machinery for producing beta-amyloid (or
amyloid beta), the protein that causes neurons to die in Alzheimer's
disease.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.



Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for children and
adolescents with OCD works in the long run [周二, 14

11月 23:41]

The vast majority of children and adolescents who receive cognitive
behavioral therapy treatment for OCD thrive and live without symptoms
a year after the end of treatment, shows new research.

Stress faced by emergency call handlers
damaging to long term health [周二, 14 11月 23:41]

The stress experienced by emergency call handlers negatively impacts
on their long term psychological well being, a new report shows.

Evidence-based approach to treating post-
delivery pain in new moms during opioid crisis [周

二, 14 11月 22:20]

Women who undergo vaginal delivery often do not require opioids to
manage pain after hospital discharge, concludes a study. In addition, the
quantity of opioids prescribed to women after cesarean delivery can be
less than currently prescribed, say the authors.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter



uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria
survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

Tapeworm drug fights prostate cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:18]

Medicine against parasites like Tapeworms and Giardia, contains a
substance that kills Prostate- and colon cancer, scientists have
discovered.

Pregnancy-related conditions taken together
leave moms -- and dads -- at risk [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Scientists show that the risk of developing type 2 diabetes, high blood
pressure or heart disease post pregnancy is drastically higher if the
women had both diabetes and high blood pressure while being pregnant.
The study doesn't end with the mother's risks. The father's risks also rise
if the mother has one gestational condition and rises even higher if she
has both.

HPV testing is better than the Pap test at
detecting cervical cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Testing for cervical cancer using HPV testing in addition to the Pap
smear is unlikely to detect cancer cases that wouldn't be found using
HPV testing alone.

Screen time might boost depression, suicide
behaviors in teens [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Increased time spent in front of a screen -- in the form of computers, cell
phones and tablets -- might have contributed to a recent uptick in
symptoms of depression and suicide-related behaviors and thoughts in
American young people, especially girls.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]



Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Quick! What's that smell? Mammal brains
identify type of scent faster than once thought [周二,

14 11月 22:13]

It takes less than one-tenth of a second -- a fraction of the time
previously thought -- for the sense of smell to distinguish between one
odor and another, new experiments in mice show.

Heart failure reversed in Marfan mice [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In experiments with mice that have a rodent form of Marfan syndrome,
researchers report that even modestly increasing stress on the animals'
hearts -- at levels well-tolerated in normal mice -- can initiate heart
failure. The findings revealed a novel cellular pathway in heart tissue
that leads to heart failure and may serve as a model for a new standard
of treatment for children with this aggressive form of Marfan syndrome.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,



have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Blood test spots paracetamol overdose patients
at risk of liver damage [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

People who overdose on paracetamol could be helped by a blood test
that shows immediately if they are going to suffer liver damage,
research has found.

Study of impact of climate change on
temperatures suggests more deaths unless action
taken [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

The largest study to date of the potential temperature-related health
impacts of climate change has shown that as global temperatures rise,
the surge in death rates during hot weather outweighs any decrease in
deaths in cold weather, with many regions facing sharp net increases in
mortality rates.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.



Simple water test could prevent crippling bone
disease [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A simple colour-changing test to detect fluoride in drinking water could
in the future prevent the crippling bone disease, skeletal fluorosis, in
developing countries such as India and Tanzania.

New strategies to increase 'good' cholesterol? [周二, 14

11月 08:50]

After decades of individual attempts to identify the structure of the main
building block of HDL (high-density lipoproteins), the so-called 'good'
cholesterol that associates with protection from cardiovascular disease, a
research team representing eight academic institutions across the US and
Australia has come to agreement on a predictive model.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]

A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

Another reason to exercise: Protecting your
sight [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

People who engage in moderate to vigorous physical activity may be



able to significantly lower their risk of glaucoma, according to new
research.

Annoyed by floating specks in your vision? You
may soon be able to zap them away [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Millions of people who put up with seeing annoying specks drift through
their field of vision may now have a safe, high-tech solution to their
problem. A study of patients who had laser treatment to vaporize these
flecks and spots known as floaters, showed a very low complication rate.

Extreme swings in blood pressure are just as
deadly as having consistently high blood
pressure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

Extreme ups and downs in systolic blood pressure may be just as deadly
as having consistently high blood pressure, according to a new study.

Wouldn’t it be great if eyedrops didn’t spill out
of your eyes? [周二, 14 11月 05:26]

A new kind of eyedropper can deliver tiny droplets of medication,
treating the eye more precisely than traditional eyedroppers, while
reducing waste and avoiding dangerous side effects.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we''ve just encountered [周二, 14

11月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene



causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The



algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the
fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.



Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring



these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study
chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

Molecular magnetism packs power with
'messenger electron' [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A UW-Madison lab has made a molecule that gains magnetic strength
through an unusual way of controlling those spins, which could lead to a
breakthrough in quantam computing.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]



A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

Camouflaging an optical chip to render it
invisible [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Researchers have achieved a breakthrough in manipulating light to
render an object, such as an optical chip, invisible.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

Gravitational waves from merging supermassive
black holes will be spotted within 10 years [周二, 14 11月

01:36]

New research predicts that gravitational waves generated by the merger
of two supermassive black holes -- the strongest gravitational waves in
the universe -- will be detected within 10 years. The study is the first to
use real data, rather than computer simulations, to predict when such an
observation will be made.

Supercomputing speeds up deep learning
training [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers used Stampede2 to complete a 100-epoch ImageNet deep
neural network training in 11 minutes -- the fastest time recorded to
date. Using 1600 Skylake processors they also bested Facebook's prior
results by finishing a 90-epoch ImageNet training with ResNet-50 in 32
minutes. Given TACC's large user base and huge capacity, this
capability will have a major impact across all fields of science.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter



between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

Scalable clusters make HPC R&D easy as
Raspberry Pi [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A quest to help the systems software community work on very large
supercomputers without having to actually test on them has spawned an
affordable, scalable system using thousands of inexpensive Raspberry Pi
nodes.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

How understanding photosynthesis informs
solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology



and photonics [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Scientists explore new methods to capitalize on Nature's light-harvesting
secrets. Their new study outlines the design of a synthetic system for
energy gathering, conversion and transport that may point the way to
innovations in solar energy, materials science, nanotechnology and
photonics.

Biocatalysts are a bridge to greener, more
powerful chemistry [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

New research is building a bridge from nature's chemistry to greener,
more efficient synthetic chemistry.

Photopolymerization-triggered molecular
motion for flexible liquid crystal display [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Scientists have developed a new dye-free photoalignment method that
enables 2-D patterns of liquid crystals in one step by guiding
nonpolarized light temporally and spatially on the photopolymerization
process. This new method provides a pathway for the simple creation of
highly functional organic materials such as flexible liquid crystal
devices.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Nw spin on old technique to engineer better
absorptive materials [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A team bioengineers has taken a new look at an old tool to help
characterize a class of materials called metal organic frameworks --
MOFs for short. MOFs are used to detect, purify and store gases, and
could help solve some of the world's most challenging energy,
environmental and pharmaceutical challenges -- they can even pull
water molecules straight from the air to provide relief from drought.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]



A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

Mirror image: Higher-quality pictures of
biospecimens [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have improved the speed, resolution, and light efficiency of
an optical microscope by switching from a conventional glass coverslip
to a reflective, mirrored coverslip and applying new computer
algorithms to process the resulting data.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Fuel cell X-ray study details effects of
temperature and moisture on performance [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



To find the right balance of moisture and temperature in a specialized
type of hydrogen fuel cell, scientists have used X-rays to explore the
inner workings of its components at tiny scales.

Genetic engineering mechanism visualized [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Researchers report the visualization of the dynamics of 'molecular
scissors' -- the main mechanism of the CRISPR-Cas9 genetic-
engineering technique.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green



roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,



personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.

Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster



female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.

Parasitic plants rely on unusual method to
spread their seeds [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Three species of non-photosynthetic plants rely mainly on camel
crickets to disperse their seeds.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

How food poisoning bacteria Campylobacter
uses other organisms as Trojan horse to infect
new hosts [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

New research has shown how the food poisoning bacteria
Campylobacter can multiply and spread inside micro-organisms called
amoebae- which could lead to a better understanding of how bacteria



survive and help efforts to prevent the spread of infection.

To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

A fast reactor system to shorten the lifetime of
long-lived fission products [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

Researchers have proposed a more efficient method to reduce
radioactive waste. The study involves converting radioactive material
into short-lived nuclides by absorbing surplus neutrons in the core
peripheral portion of a small fast reactor faster than they are generated in
the core, thus providing an effective way to lessen the burden of nuclear
waste on future generations.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Female mongooses help their pups by driving
out rivals [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Mongoose mothers boost their pups' survival chances by evicting rival
females from their social groups, new research shows.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.



Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Study of impact of climate change on
temperatures suggests more deaths unless action
taken [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

The largest study to date of the potential temperature-related health
impacts of climate change has shown that as global temperatures rise,
the surge in death rates during hot weather outweighs any decrease in
deaths in cold weather, with many regions facing sharp net increases in
mortality rates.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study
chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.



Geologists uncover Antarctica’s fossil forests [周二, 14

11月 05:28]

Prehistoric polar forests were built for survival, but were not hardy
enough to live in ultra-high concentrations of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. A geologist is studying the tree fossil record in Antarctica from
a mass extinction 250 million years ago, looking for clues to how
greenhouse gases affected plants -- then and now.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

California birds nesting a week earlier than they
did a century ago [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Many birds are adjusting their life styles to breed 5-12 days earlier to
avoid warming that has occurred since the early 1900s, an ongoing
survey of California birds and comparison with century-old data shows.
This strategy, combined with the trend of other birds to move northward
in range or upward in elevation, allows adaptation to climate change,
though eventually the cool window for breeding may become too short
for some species.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

Tipping point for oyster restoration [周二, 14 11月 03:42]

Study shows that reefs built to reach a foot or more above the bottom
develop into healthy, self-sustaining ecosystems, while those rebuilt at



lower heights are quickly buried by sediment.

When continents break it gets warm on Earth [周二,

14 11月 01:37]

The concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere
determines whether the Earth is in greenhouse or ice age state. Before
humans began to have an impact on the amount of CO2 in the air, it
depended solely on the interplay of geological and biological processes,
the global carbon cycle. This study shows that the break-up of
continents - also known as rifting -- contributed significantly to higher
CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

In the fight against viral infection, spelling
counts [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Scientists have discovered a peculiarity in the genetic code of HIV that
might explain how this and other viruses evolved ways to dodge our
immune system. The findings could make it possible to develop safer
vaccines.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Researchers fold a protein within a protein [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Scientists have demonstrated it is possible to fold a protein within an
engineered protein shell. This is a fundamental breakthrough in
synthetic biology with significant applications in the biologics and
pharmaceutical sectors.

Largest, longest multiphysics earthquake
simulation created to date [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

A multi-disciplinary team has simulated the largest, longest multiphysics
earthquake simulation to date.

Urban trees are growing faster worldwide [周二, 14 11月

00:10]

Trees in metropolitan areas have been growing faster than trees in rural
areas worldwide since the 1960s. This has been confirmed for the first
time by a study on the impact of the urban heat island effect on tree
growth. The analysis shows that the growth of urban trees has already
been exposed to changing climatic conditions for longer, which is just
beginning to happen for trees in rural areas.

Seals, birds and humans compete for fish in the
Baltic Sea [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In Sweden and in other parts of Europe there are concerns that seals and
birds compete with humans for fish resources. For the Baltic Sea, an
international study now shows that this competition is a reality.



A genus of European paper wasps revised for
the first time using integrative taxonomy [周一, 13 11月

22:56]

The European and Mediterranean species of the paper wasp genus
Polistes were recently revised. For the first time for this group, scientists
applied an integrative taxonomic approach which combines traditional
morphological methods with DNA barcoding. As a result, the
researchers were able to identify a new species from Morocco.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

New mechanisms discovered that bacteria use to
protect themselves from antibiotics [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Researchers have identified new mechanisms used by bacteria to resist
infection-fighting antibiotics.

Dengue immunity can protect against Zika virus
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Scientists have addressed the interplay between dengue and ZIKV
infections. A new reports reveals that mice rendered immune to dengue
show 'cross-protection' from subsequent Zika infection and then
identifies specific types of immune T-cells capable of defending against
both viruses. These revelations have profound implications for efforts to



build a potent anti-Zika vaccine.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

Mapping functional diversity of forests with
remote sensing [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Productivity and stability of forest ecosystems strongly depend on the
functional diversity of plant communities. Researchers have developed a
new method to measure and map functional diversity of forests at
different scales -- from individual trees to whole communities -- using
remote sensing by aircraft. Their work paves the way for future airborne
and satellite missions to monitor global plant functional diversity.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

How to manage forest pests in the
Anthropocene? Bring theory [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

A survivor's guide to why forests around the world are being impacted
by invasive pests and what can be done about it in an era of
overwhelming human activity and climate change.

Exposure to benzene during pregnancy: a pilot
study raises concerns in British Columbia [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

New research reveals that 29 pregnant women living near natural-gas
hydraulic fracturing sites had a median concentration of a benzene
biomarker in their urine that was 3.5 times higher than that found in
women from the general Canadian population.



Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

How bacteria get their groove: Mechanism
behind flagellar motility [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Most motile bacteria move by the use of flagella. While the flagellar
motor components have been identified, it remains unclear how they are
assembled and activated. Researchers have now shown, through real-
time imaging by high-speed atomic force microscopy, that the assembly
of protein complexes into the motor proceeds through sodium ion-
induced structural transitions.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican



Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues



unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we''ve just encountered [周二, 14

11月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.



15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods



will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical



diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is



burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月



01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.



World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.



Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some



of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to



challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月



22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect



honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather



than helps.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist



antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the



green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,



HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

3-D folding of DNA provides important



epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and
test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at



different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist
circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.



For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings
suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]



Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for
biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice



consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.
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Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative
could mean millions more malaria
cases -- ScienceDaily

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative
(PMI) by 44%, as the U.S. Congress has proposed,
would lead to an estimated 67 million additional cases
of malaria over the next four years, according to a
mathematical model published this week in PLOS
Medicine by Peter Winskill of Imperial College
London, UK, and colleagues.

The PMI, established in 2005 and funded by the US
Agency for International Development (USAID), has
provided ongoing support to malaria control programs
in 19 African countries and is the largest bilateral
funder of malaria prevention and treatment. In May
2017, Congress published a budget justification
document which included a 44% proposed reduction to
PMI funding for 2018. In the new study, the
researchers inputted data on PMI funding and
epidemiology into an established model of Plasmodium
falciparum malaria to project the impact of reductions



in funding.

If funding is maintained, PMI-funded interventions are
estimated to avert 162 million more cases (95% CrI:
116 million, 194 million) of malaria and save 692,589
(95% CrI: 392,694, 955,653) lives between 2017 and
2020 compared to no PMI support. If a 44% reduction
in funding occurs, the model revealed that this loss of
direct aid could result in an additional 67 million (95%
CrI: 49 million, 82 million) cases of malaria and
290,649 deaths (95% CrI: 167,208, 395,263) between
2017 and 2020 compared to maintaining current levels
of funding.

"Our results provide a conservative estimate of the
overall impact of PMI funding as we do not capture the
impact of all PMI-associated activities," the authors
say. "PMI's ongoing support... in counties of high
burden or strategic importance is vital in order to avoid
a rapid erosion of the progress made in the last 15
years on the road towards malaria eradication."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.

http://www.plos.org
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Second HIV test helps prevent
incorrect HIV diagnosis in infants --
ScienceDaily

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the
number of infants in South Africa who may be falsely
diagnosed as HIV-infected and started on unneeded
treatment, according to a new study published this
week in PLOS Medicine by Lorna Dunning of the
University of Cape Town, South Africa, and
colleagues. Confirmatory testing is recommended by
the World Health Organization and South African
guidelines, but in many settings, uptake is low.

The specificity of nucleic acid amplification tests
(NAATs) for early infant HIV diagnosis (EID) is less
than 100 percent, meaning some infants are incorrectly
diagnosed with HIV. Using an existing computer
simulation model of pediatric HIV, the authors of the
new study examined the impact of a second NAAT in
infants to confirm a first positive result. They assumed
a NAAT cost of $25, specificity of 99.6%, and
sensitivity of 100%.



Without confirmatory testing, 128 of every 1000
infants initiating antiretroviral therapy (ART) were
actually HIV-uninfected, due to false-positive
diagnoses; with confirmatory testing, only 1 out of
1000 infants initiating ART was truly uninfected.
Because a second round of testing averted costly and
unnecessary HIV care and ART in HIV-uninfected
infants, the additional testing was projected to be cost-
saving over a lifetime, costing $1,790 per infant tested,
compared to $1,830 without confirmatory testing. The
study went on to show that when confirmatory testing
is used, ART should be initiated immediately after a
first positive NAAT. Waiting even one month until the
return of a second test to initiate ART can markedly
reduce both short-term and long-term survival for HIV-
infected infants.

"We find that use of a second NAAT for confirmatory
testing in EID programmes will substantially reduce
the proportion of infants incorrectly diagnosed as HIV-
infected and initiated on ART in settings with low
infant HIV transmission rates like South Africa" says
Ms. Dunning. "While projected cost differences are
small, confirmatory testing is likely to be cost-saving
under a wide range of scenarios in South Africa," notes
Dr. Andrea Ciaranello of Massachusetts General



Hospital and Harvard Medical School, senior author on
the study. "Concerns about the cost of the second test
itself should not be the reason to avoid this important
intervention."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Specific tumor environment found that
triggers cells to metastasize --
ScienceDaily

A team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians at the
University of California San Diego have discovered
how the environment surrounding a tumor can trigger
metastatic behavior in cancer cells. Specifically, when
tumor cells are confined in a dense environment, the
researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood
vessels.

In the past, physicians observed these blood vessel-like
structures in the clinic -- a phenomenon called vascular
mimicry, which is associated with some of the most
aggressive types of cancers. But they didn't understand
what caused this transformation.

The study adds to researchers' knowledge of how the
metastatic process may be initiated. "We are good at
targeting tumor growth, but we do not know enough
about metastasis," said Stephanie Fraley, a professor of



bioengineering at the University of California San
Diego and the leader of the study.

Metastatic spread of tumor cells from one location in
the body to another is the cause of 90 percent of
cancer-related deaths. The set of genes that the
researchers discovered, called a gene module, was able
to predict patient life expectancy and whether tumors
will metastasize across nine types of cancer, including
breast, lung, pancreatic, and kidney cancers.

This gene module could be used to help determine
whether patients are suffering from an aggressive type
of cancer and inform the decisions patients and their
physicians make when choosing specific therapies.

Researchers detail their findings in the Nov. 21 issue of
Nature Communications.

The researchers were able to make their observations
by placing the malignant cells in a custom 3D collagen
matrix that they built. They found that the cells turned
into structures that mimic blood vessels when
surrounded by the matrix made of short fibers and
small pores (as opposed to long fibers and large pores)
and that this phenomenon was independent of other



physical features of the matrix such as stiffness. This
finding came as a surprise.

"We thought that putting cells into this more
constrained environment would prevent their spread,"
said Daniel Ortiz Velez, the study's first author and a
Ph.D. student in Fraley's lab. "But the opposite
happened."

The cells do not exhibit this behavior in traditional
petri dishes, the researchers said.

"It's critical to have the cells surrounded by a 3D
environment that mimics what happens in the human
body," Fraley said.

Drilling further, researchers found that the cells'
behavior is caused by a specific gene module, which
they named collagen-induced network phenotype, or
CINP. Putting these cells into a constrained
environment essentially rewrites their gene expression.
"It's almost like the matrix is encoding the gene
module," Fraley said.

In addition, researchers looked for this gene module in
a range of human cancer gene expression and histology



databases, which contain records of the microscopic
structure of tissues. The presence of the module was a
strong predictor of whether the cancer was likely to
metastasize aggressively, after controlling for other
factors, such as the patient's age.

This makes sense, because the channels built by the
malignant cells allow blood to flow to tumors without
coagulating and helps bring in nutrients. Researchers
have speculated that this also makes it easier for cancer
cells to spread through the patient's blood. Other
studies have shown that when cancer cells are
connected, it improves their chances of spreading to
distant sites in the body.

Next steps include testing the method in animal studies
and additional human datasets. Researchers also will be
looking for molecular targets to prevent the
transformation of the cells.

Researchers are in talks to license their method.
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Correctly used neonics do not
adversely affect honeybee colonies, new
research finds -- ScienceDaily

The three most widely used neonicotinoid pesticides
for flowering crops pose no risk to honeybee colonies
when used correctly as seed treatments, according to
new studies by University of Guelph researchers.

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids
(neonics) and declining bee population, a new analysis
by U of G scientists of previously unpublished studies
and reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies
Bayer and Syngenta -- as well as published papers
from the scientific literature -- shows no significant ill
effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

The findings are described in five papers published this
month by Keith Solomon, a toxicologist and emeritus
professor with the School of Environmental Sciences
and adjunct professor Gladys Stephenson in the
Journal of Toxicology and Environmental Health-B.



The duo analyzed 170 unpublished studies that
Syngenta and Bayer had submitted to regulatory
agencies. They also included 64 papers from the open,
peer-reviewed literature on the topic.

Acknowledging that these three pesticides can kill
individual honeybees and may also pose a threat to
other pollinators, Solomon said: "At least for
honeybees, these products are not a major concern. Use
of these neonics under good agricultural practices does
not present a risk to honeybees at the level of the
colony."

The U of G scientists were asked by Bayer and
Syngenta to assess earlier studies conducted by or for
the companies on impacts of pesticide-treated seeds on
honeybees.

They conducted weight of evidence assessments, an
approach developed specifically for these studies that
is intended to gauge the quality of reported data and to
compare relevance of results from different studies.

The companies wished to respond to controversy and
inconclusive evidence about the potential harm posed
to pollinators by neonic pesticides, said Solomon.



All pesticides in Canada must be registered with the
Pest Management Regulatory Agency.

The study involved three pesticides -- clothianidin and
imidacloprid made by Bayer, and thiamethoxam made
by Syngenta -- that are used in seed treatments for
various field crops.

Solomon said the original papers varied in quality and
scientific rigour, but their results generally showed no
adverse effects of pesticides on honeybee hives.

"Many studies look at effects of insecticides on
individual bees. What regulations try to protect is the
colony -- the reproductive unit."

He said other researchers might use their results to
improve studies of pesticide exposure in hives.

The U of G researchers stressed the importance of
"good agricultural practices," including ensuring that
seeds are coated and planted properly to avoid airborne
contamination of bees during field seeding.

Solomon said their results don't necessarily apply to
other insects that also serve as crop pollinators and that
have shown population declines. For those pollinators,



he said,

"There are too few studies at the colony or field level
to allow a weight of evidence analysis."

The U of G researchers said bees and other pollinators
are affected by potentially harmful factors, including
long-distance movement of colonies for crop
pollination as well as mites and viruses, weather,
insufficient food and varying beekeeping practices.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Guelph. Note:
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New tool can help job searchers better
position themselves in market:
Research shows workers with diverse,
combined skillsets tend to earn higher
wages -- ScienceDaily

With the decline of manufacturing, the U.S. economy
has increasingly shifted toward knowledge-based
production: industries focused on implementing new
ideas surrounding technology, product design, machine
learning, and other areas as their source of revenue. In
this new economy, it can be challenging to evaluate the
skillset of an individual, as combinations of various
skills are important. For example, a software developer
with design skills may be more valuable than a
software developer with Russian translation skills.

A novel method, developed by an economist at the
Tepper School of Business at Carnegie Mellon
University, has been created to evaluate a worker's
skillset and determine its impact on wages. The model
appears in the scientific journal, Proceedings of the



National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

"The interactions between skills are represented by a
skill network. Skills on the network are connected if
there are workers in the labor market who have both,"
said Katharine Anderson, assistant professor of
economics and entrepreneurship, who developed the
model. "The position of a worker's skills on the
network indicates the type of worker she is, how
diverse her skills are, and how well they work in
combination."

Anderson used an online freelance labor market and
found that workers with diverse skills tend to fall into
two different groups: 'jacks of all trades,' who use skills
independently and have more job options, or
'synergistic workers,' who use their skills in effective
combinations. Anderson found workers with diverse
skills tend to earn higher wages, and those who use
their diverse skills synergistically earn the highest
wages of all.

"These findings are particularly important in online
labor markets because employers are using them more
frequently, and the candidates they see are selected
algorithmically," said Anderson. "Workers need to



carefully craft their profiles to attract employers."

The research introduces a method that can characterize
a worker's combination of skills (e.g., how diverse they
are, how much they are in demand, and how well they
work together) and can help employers with hiring
decisions as well as workers trying to position
themselves in the labor market. The findings suggest
that workers who can use their diverse skills
synergistically to fill a hole in the labor market will
likely earn the highest wages. By providing a better
way to characterize worker skill sets, this method could
potentially improve online search algorithms, and help
workers to better position themselves in the market.

"This model shows there is an opportunity to improve
the online labor market search algorithms and better
match employers and employees," said Anderson.
"Using this information, we can help job searchers
better position themselves in the market, match
employers to top talent, and inform worker training
decisions."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Carnegie Mellon University.

http://www.cmu.edu
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How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth:
NIST's imaging studies with diaper
'phantoms' show that measuring
volume, not length, may estimate
tumor masses more accurately --
ScienceDaily

Catching cancer early can make all the difference for
successful treatment. A common screening practice
measures tumor growth with X-ray computed
tomography (CT), which takes a series of cross-section
images of the body.

Before they are used in clinics, researchers test
multiple CT imaging techniques with standard objects
called "phantoms," designed to mimic real tumors.
Phantoms allow researchers to simulate a typical
cancer screening in the lab, and predict how accurately
real tumors will be measured by a particular technique.

However, the complex shapes and fuzzy boundaries of



real tumors have been difficult to capture in a tumor
phantom, typically made of 3-D printed plastic. In
pursuit of a better phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) hit upon an
effective but unconventional solution: injecting water
into disposable diapers.

"It may sound strange, but it turns out that water in a
disposable diaper closely resembles the structure of a
tumor in tissue," explained NIST physicist Zachary
Levine, the lead author of a new report published in the
NIST Journal of Research. "Moreover, we can grow
these tumors just like real ones, by simply adding more
water."

These ordinary ingredients could help resolve a
decade-long question about the best way of interpreting
CT images: When tracking tumor growth, is it better to
measure length or volume?

The length approach is part of a widely used standard
called RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid
Tumors), originally proposed in 2000. Using RECIST,
a tumor's size is determined by its largest measured
length in any CT slice. A change in size is simply a



change in this length. This method comes from early
X-ray CT, when two-dimensional images were
rendered onto film and various features measured by
hand.

Volumetric measurement, on the other hand, combines
all the two-dimensional slices to form a three-
dimensional volume. Hidden structures can be revealed
by looking for boundaries within this volume. This
approach is relatively new, and researchers are still
figuring out how accurate it is at measuring tumor
mass compared to other techniques.

To compare the two methods, the NIST team loaded
multiple diapers with a small initial volume of water
and imaged each diaper with X-ray CT. They then
repeatedly injected more water and re-scanned each
diaper, weighing them before and after to precisely
determine the amount of water added. Then they
estimated the water mass at each step using both
volumetric measurements and RECIST.

With the improved diaper phantoms, the volumetric
approach came out on top, outperforming RECIST by
at least a factor of five in estimating the mass for each
phantom. These experimental results suggest that for



real tumors, measuring the volume could be a more
reliable predictor of mass than the RECIST length.

"The hope is that in the next review of RECIST, this
body of work will help to show that volumetric
measurements are convincingly better," said Levine.
Adopting more accurate methods could enable
physicians to screen for tumors even earlier, and
quickly determine if a particular treatment is working.
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Turtles and technology advance
understanding of lung abnormality --
ScienceDaily

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung
found shared characteristics with humans born with
one lung who survive beyond infancy. Digital 3D
anatomical models created by Emma Schachner, PhD,
Assistant Professor of Cell Biology & Anatomy at LSU
Health New Orleans School of Medicine, made the
detailed research possible. The work is published in the
December 2017 issue of The Journal of Anatomy, the
cover of which features an image of the study's 3D
models.

"These shared traits include an enlarged single lung
with a more homogenous distribution of respiratory
parenchyma (the gas exchanging tissues), an opposing
bronchus that ends where the opposite lung should be
and malformations of the spine (such as scoliosis),"
notes Dr. Schachner. "It is possible that similar genetic
mutations are at play in both this turtle and in humans
with this condition."



The turtle was found in Minnesota and brought to the
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Minnesota because of
a bizarre shell deformity. When the single lung was
discovered, Senior Veterinarian Renee Schott, DVM,
contacted Schachner and co-author Dr. Tyler Lyson
through their previous work on turtle lungs. Although
the common snapping turtle has been well-studied,
very little is known about developmental abnormalities
and soft tissue pathologies of turtles and other reptiles.

Using computed tomography (CT) and microCT
imaging data and a pen tablet with special software,
Schachner manually created 3D digital models of the
areas of interest in both the live turtle and normal turtle
specimens for comparison. She created solid 3D
representations of the negative spaces within the lungs
-- the bronchial tree, the lung surface and the skeleton.

"This allowed us to compare the architecture of the
branching patterns inside the lung and the position of
the lungs relative to the shell in the pathological turtle
with those of the normal turtles," Schachner explains.
"These types of models facilitate visualization of
specific anatomical structures that are extremely
difficult to see in living animals, like blood vessels and
air spaces, and allow us to make qualitative and



quantitative comparisons between animals without
hurting or destroying the specimens."

Findings include that the primary difference between
the internal pulmonary structure of the pathological
individual and that of a normal adult is a marked
increase in the surface area and density of the gas-
exchanging tissue originating from the secondary
airways, a 14.3% increase in the surface area to volume
ratio. The researchers report that the abnormality has
not had an impact upon the ability of the turtle to
survive; however, it did interfere with aquatic
locomotion and buoyancy control under water.

This turtle represents a striking example of a non-fatal
congenital defect and compensation for it. The
increased understanding of the relevant soft tissue
structures revealed by the use of the model Schachner
created for this study and others like it may one day
translate to improved diagnoses in both animals and
humans.

The research team was composed of Drs. Emma R.
Schachner and Jayc C. Sedlmayr at LSU Health New
Orleans; Renee Schott at the Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center of Minnesota; Tyler R. Lyson at the Denver



Museum of Nature and Science; R. Kent Sanders at the
North Canyon Medical Center; and Markus Lambertz
at Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität and
Zoologisches Forschungsmuseum Alexander Koenig in
Bonn, Germany.
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Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost,
low-emissions technology that can
convert methane without forming
carbon dioxide -- ScienceDaily

As we work to toward more sustainable ways of
powering our lifestyles, there is a quest to bridge the
gap between the carbon dioxide-emitting fossil fuels
we rely on for our most basic needs, and the cleaner,
but not yet economically feasible alternative
technologies.

To that end, a group at UC Santa Barbara has explored
methods by which currently cheap and abundant
methane (CH4) can be reduced to clean-burning
hydrogen (H2) while also preventing the formation of
carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas. Its report,
"Catalytic molten metals for the direct conversion of
methane to hydrogen and separable carbon," appears in
the journal Science.

"In the U.S., methane will be the heart of our economy
for four or five decades, and figuring out ways to use it



more sustainably is what motivates us," said UCSB
chemical engineering professor Eric McFarland. "This
paper was an interesting angle on something we've
been looking at for a long time."

A product of both natural and human-made processes,
methane -- the primary component of natural gas -- is
an important source of fuel for cooking, heating and
powering our homes and is used in manufacturing and
transportation. As a waste product that is a more potent
greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, it is the target of
many efforts to capture and reduce such emissions.

Steam methane reforming (SMR) has been
commercialized for decades and is the most common
process for producing commercial hydrogen. However,
the researchers point out, SMR consumes significant
amounts of energy and necessarily produces carbon
dioxide, which is usually released into the atmosphere.
When the process was introduced, CO2 was not
considered a problem. But as we became more
greenhouse gas-conscious, it has grown into a global
concern. The cost of operating the SMR process, and
the potential additional costs of carbon taxes and
carbon sequestration, puts hydrogen production by
SMR at risk for significant cost increases -- especially



in smaller scale operations that might provide the
hydrogen needed for fuel cell vehicles.

The UCSB team includes a longstanding collaboration
on catalytic approaches to natural gas conversion
between theoretical chemist and professor Horia Metiu
and McFarland. Together with chemical engineering
professor Michael Gordon, they began investigating
the use of molten metals and molten salts as interesting
and unexplored catalytic systems. Metiu's theoretical
work suggested that different combinations of metals
in molten alloys might provide increased catalytic
activity for converting methane into hydrogen and
solid carbon. The researchers have developed a single-
step method by which methane can be converted into
hydrogen, which is not only simpler and potentially
less expensive than conventional SMR methods, and
results in a solid form of carbon that can be readily
transported and stored indefinitely.

"You introduce a bubble of methane gas into the
bottom of a reactor filled with this catalytically active
molten metal," McFarland explained. "As the bubble
rises, the methane molecules hit the wall of the bubble
and they react to form carbon and hydrogen."



Eventually, he continued, by the time the methane
bubble reaches the surface, it has broken down into
hydrogen gas, which is released at the top of the
reactor; carbon solids that float to the top of the liquid
metal can then be skimmed off. Compared to
conventional methods that rely on reactions that occur
on solid surfaces, the molten metal alloy surfaces are
not deactivated by the accumulation of carbon and can
be reused indefinitely. The combination of an active
liquid metal and its solubility to hydrogen allows the
melt to take up relatively more hydrogen and carbon
than may be present in the gas bubbles. This allows the
process to be efficient with very high-pressure methane
to produce high-pressure hydrogen.

"You're really allowing yourself to pull all the products
away from the reactants and that causes the equilibrium
to be shifted toward the products. The process in
principle can operate at high pressure and still get very
high methane conversion," McFarland said.

The ecosystem for deploying this type of technology
already exists, given existing infrastructure for
processing hydrocarbons such as coal and natural gas,
the current abundance of methane, and legislative and
industry efforts to tighten up the capture of fugitive



emissions, according to McFarland. The research has
captured the attention and support of Royal Dutch
Shell, he added. The electricity produced from
hydrogen derived by this zero-carbon dioxide process
would be cheaper than current rates for solar energy,
which, while ultimately more sustainable, is not cost
competitive with fossil fuels today.

"If the entire world is wealthy, then wind and solar
would be sufficiently low cost to be widely deployed,
but it's not cheap enough for the world that we have
today," McFarland said. From an emissions standpoint,
he continued, it is particularly important to deploy low-
cost, low-emissions technologies in places such as
China, currently the world's largest emitter of
greenhouse gases. India and Africa, which have
enormous and growing hydrocarbon consumptions,
would benefit from such technology also; they are not
rich enough yet to have the luxury of solar panels.
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Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names



and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new



article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the



seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.



Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.



Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to



grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living



in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to



various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.



Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve



measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,



called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

3-D folding of DNA provides important
epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.



Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and
test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at
different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist



circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.

For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings
suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.



Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice
consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

New details on aged brain, Alzheimer's and
dementia [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

In a comprehensive analysis of samples from 107 aged human brains,
researchers have discovered details that will help researchers better
understand the biological bases for Alzheimer's disease and dementia in
older populations.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.



Decongestant revealed as 'highly effective' in
starving cancer cells [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Cancer researchers seeking non-toxic alternatives to harmful
chemotherapy are reporting a highly significant result for a humble cold
remedy.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.



Brain stimulation can change how much we
enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine



patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,



suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane



without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]



The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.



Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.



New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]



For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.



Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be



one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the



physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous



nano/micro-structure.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if
“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic



devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in



crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of



relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for



biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Arctic shorebird decline noted by study [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new study addresses concerns over the many Arctic shorebird
populations in precipitous decline. Evident from the study is that
monitoring and protection of habitat where the birds breed, winter, and
stopover is critical to their survival and to that of a global migration
spectacle.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]



Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.



Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to



increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,



thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.

Uncovering essential enzymes for plant growth
during nitrogen starvation [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A study has found that two key enzymes in plants called PAH1 and
PAH2 are critical for survival and growth under nitrogen-depleted
conditions. The study sheds new light on how plants could be modified
in future to boost tolerance to nutrient-poor environments.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be



one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Raindrops splash pathogens onto crops [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Pathogens, such as bacteria, viruses or fungi, cause harmful plant
disease and often lead to the destruction of agricultural fields. With



many possible dispersal methods, it can often be difficult to assess the
damage of a pathogen’s impact before it’s too late.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers



scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to



reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.



Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may



improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among



male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]



Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents



bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy



drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.



But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it



transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have



issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect



honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather



than helps.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist



antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the



green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,



HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

3-D folding of DNA provides important



epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and
test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at



different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist
circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.



For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings
suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]



Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for
biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice



consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.
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Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative
could mean millions more malaria
cases -- ScienceDaily

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative
(PMI) by 44%, as the U.S. Congress has proposed,
would lead to an estimated 67 million additional cases
of malaria over the next four years, according to a
mathematical model published this week in PLOS
Medicine by Peter Winskill of Imperial College
London, UK, and colleagues.

The PMI, established in 2005 and funded by the US
Agency for International Development (USAID), has
provided ongoing support to malaria control programs
in 19 African countries and is the largest bilateral
funder of malaria prevention and treatment. In May
2017, Congress published a budget justification
document which included a 44% proposed reduction to
PMI funding for 2018. In the new study, the
researchers inputted data on PMI funding and
epidemiology into an established model of Plasmodium
falciparum malaria to project the impact of reductions



in funding.

If funding is maintained, PMI-funded interventions are
estimated to avert 162 million more cases (95% CrI:
116 million, 194 million) of malaria and save 692,589
(95% CrI: 392,694, 955,653) lives between 2017 and
2020 compared to no PMI support. If a 44% reduction
in funding occurs, the model revealed that this loss of
direct aid could result in an additional 67 million (95%
CrI: 49 million, 82 million) cases of malaria and
290,649 deaths (95% CrI: 167,208, 395,263) between
2017 and 2020 compared to maintaining current levels
of funding.

"Our results provide a conservative estimate of the
overall impact of PMI funding as we do not capture the
impact of all PMI-associated activities," the authors
say. "PMI's ongoing support... in counties of high
burden or strategic importance is vital in order to avoid
a rapid erosion of the progress made in the last 15
years on the road towards malaria eradication."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.

http://www.plos.org
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Second HIV test helps prevent
incorrect HIV diagnosis in infants --
ScienceDaily

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the
number of infants in South Africa who may be falsely
diagnosed as HIV-infected and started on unneeded
treatment, according to a new study published this
week in PLOS Medicine by Lorna Dunning of the
University of Cape Town, South Africa, and
colleagues. Confirmatory testing is recommended by
the World Health Organization and South African
guidelines, but in many settings, uptake is low.

The specificity of nucleic acid amplification tests
(NAATs) for early infant HIV diagnosis (EID) is less
than 100 percent, meaning some infants are incorrectly
diagnosed with HIV. Using an existing computer
simulation model of pediatric HIV, the authors of the
new study examined the impact of a second NAAT in
infants to confirm a first positive result. They assumed
a NAAT cost of $25, specificity of 99.6%, and
sensitivity of 100%.



Without confirmatory testing, 128 of every 1000
infants initiating antiretroviral therapy (ART) were
actually HIV-uninfected, due to false-positive
diagnoses; with confirmatory testing, only 1 out of
1000 infants initiating ART was truly uninfected.
Because a second round of testing averted costly and
unnecessary HIV care and ART in HIV-uninfected
infants, the additional testing was projected to be cost-
saving over a lifetime, costing $1,790 per infant tested,
compared to $1,830 without confirmatory testing. The
study went on to show that when confirmatory testing
is used, ART should be initiated immediately after a
first positive NAAT. Waiting even one month until the
return of a second test to initiate ART can markedly
reduce both short-term and long-term survival for HIV-
infected infants.

"We find that use of a second NAAT for confirmatory
testing in EID programmes will substantially reduce
the proportion of infants incorrectly diagnosed as HIV-
infected and initiated on ART in settings with low
infant HIV transmission rates like South Africa" says
Ms. Dunning. "While projected cost differences are
small, confirmatory testing is likely to be cost-saving
under a wide range of scenarios in South Africa," notes
Dr. Andrea Ciaranello of Massachusetts General



Hospital and Harvard Medical School, senior author on
the study. "Concerns about the cost of the second test
itself should not be the reason to avoid this important
intervention."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Specific tumor environment found that
triggers cells to metastasize --
ScienceDaily

A team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians at the
University of California San Diego have discovered
how the environment surrounding a tumor can trigger
metastatic behavior in cancer cells. Specifically, when
tumor cells are confined in a dense environment, the
researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood
vessels.

In the past, physicians observed these blood vessel-like
structures in the clinic -- a phenomenon called vascular
mimicry, which is associated with some of the most
aggressive types of cancers. But they didn't understand
what caused this transformation.

The study adds to researchers' knowledge of how the
metastatic process may be initiated. "We are good at
targeting tumor growth, but we do not know enough
about metastasis," said Stephanie Fraley, a professor of



bioengineering at the University of California San
Diego and the leader of the study.

Metastatic spread of tumor cells from one location in
the body to another is the cause of 90 percent of
cancer-related deaths. The set of genes that the
researchers discovered, called a gene module, was able
to predict patient life expectancy and whether tumors
will metastasize across nine types of cancer, including
breast, lung, pancreatic, and kidney cancers.

This gene module could be used to help determine
whether patients are suffering from an aggressive type
of cancer and inform the decisions patients and their
physicians make when choosing specific therapies.

Researchers detail their findings in the Nov. 21 issue of
Nature Communications.

The researchers were able to make their observations
by placing the malignant cells in a custom 3D collagen
matrix that they built. They found that the cells turned
into structures that mimic blood vessels when
surrounded by the matrix made of short fibers and
small pores (as opposed to long fibers and large pores)
and that this phenomenon was independent of other



physical features of the matrix such as stiffness. This
finding came as a surprise.

"We thought that putting cells into this more
constrained environment would prevent their spread,"
said Daniel Ortiz Velez, the study's first author and a
Ph.D. student in Fraley's lab. "But the opposite
happened."

The cells do not exhibit this behavior in traditional
petri dishes, the researchers said.

"It's critical to have the cells surrounded by a 3D
environment that mimics what happens in the human
body," Fraley said.

Drilling further, researchers found that the cells'
behavior is caused by a specific gene module, which
they named collagen-induced network phenotype, or
CINP. Putting these cells into a constrained
environment essentially rewrites their gene expression.
"It's almost like the matrix is encoding the gene
module," Fraley said.

In addition, researchers looked for this gene module in
a range of human cancer gene expression and histology



databases, which contain records of the microscopic
structure of tissues. The presence of the module was a
strong predictor of whether the cancer was likely to
metastasize aggressively, after controlling for other
factors, such as the patient's age.

This makes sense, because the channels built by the
malignant cells allow blood to flow to tumors without
coagulating and helps bring in nutrients. Researchers
have speculated that this also makes it easier for cancer
cells to spread through the patient's blood. Other
studies have shown that when cancer cells are
connected, it improves their chances of spreading to
distant sites in the body.

Next steps include testing the method in animal studies
and additional human datasets. Researchers also will be
looking for molecular targets to prevent the
transformation of the cells.

Researchers are in talks to license their method.
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Correctly used neonics do not
adversely affect honeybee colonies, new
research finds -- ScienceDaily

The three most widely used neonicotinoid pesticides
for flowering crops pose no risk to honeybee colonies
when used correctly as seed treatments, according to
new studies by University of Guelph researchers.

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids
(neonics) and declining bee population, a new analysis
by U of G scientists of previously unpublished studies
and reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies
Bayer and Syngenta -- as well as published papers
from the scientific literature -- shows no significant ill
effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

The findings are described in five papers published this
month by Keith Solomon, a toxicologist and emeritus
professor with the School of Environmental Sciences
and adjunct professor Gladys Stephenson in the
Journal of Toxicology and Environmental Health-B.



The duo analyzed 170 unpublished studies that
Syngenta and Bayer had submitted to regulatory
agencies. They also included 64 papers from the open,
peer-reviewed literature on the topic.

Acknowledging that these three pesticides can kill
individual honeybees and may also pose a threat to
other pollinators, Solomon said: "At least for
honeybees, these products are not a major concern. Use
of these neonics under good agricultural practices does
not present a risk to honeybees at the level of the
colony."

The U of G scientists were asked by Bayer and
Syngenta to assess earlier studies conducted by or for
the companies on impacts of pesticide-treated seeds on
honeybees.

They conducted weight of evidence assessments, an
approach developed specifically for these studies that
is intended to gauge the quality of reported data and to
compare relevance of results from different studies.

The companies wished to respond to controversy and
inconclusive evidence about the potential harm posed
to pollinators by neonic pesticides, said Solomon.



All pesticides in Canada must be registered with the
Pest Management Regulatory Agency.

The study involved three pesticides -- clothianidin and
imidacloprid made by Bayer, and thiamethoxam made
by Syngenta -- that are used in seed treatments for
various field crops.

Solomon said the original papers varied in quality and
scientific rigour, but their results generally showed no
adverse effects of pesticides on honeybee hives.

"Many studies look at effects of insecticides on
individual bees. What regulations try to protect is the
colony -- the reproductive unit."

He said other researchers might use their results to
improve studies of pesticide exposure in hives.

The U of G researchers stressed the importance of
"good agricultural practices," including ensuring that
seeds are coated and planted properly to avoid airborne
contamination of bees during field seeding.

Solomon said their results don't necessarily apply to
other insects that also serve as crop pollinators and that
have shown population declines. For those pollinators,



he said,

"There are too few studies at the colony or field level
to allow a weight of evidence analysis."

The U of G researchers said bees and other pollinators
are affected by potentially harmful factors, including
long-distance movement of colonies for crop
pollination as well as mites and viruses, weather,
insufficient food and varying beekeeping practices.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Guelph. Note:
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New tool can help job searchers better
position themselves in market:
Research shows workers with diverse,
combined skillsets tend to earn higher
wages -- ScienceDaily

With the decline of manufacturing, the U.S. economy
has increasingly shifted toward knowledge-based
production: industries focused on implementing new
ideas surrounding technology, product design, machine
learning, and other areas as their source of revenue. In
this new economy, it can be challenging to evaluate the
skillset of an individual, as combinations of various
skills are important. For example, a software developer
with design skills may be more valuable than a
software developer with Russian translation skills.

A novel method, developed by an economist at the
Tepper School of Business at Carnegie Mellon
University, has been created to evaluate a worker's
skillset and determine its impact on wages. The model
appears in the scientific journal, Proceedings of the



National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

"The interactions between skills are represented by a
skill network. Skills on the network are connected if
there are workers in the labor market who have both,"
said Katharine Anderson, assistant professor of
economics and entrepreneurship, who developed the
model. "The position of a worker's skills on the
network indicates the type of worker she is, how
diverse her skills are, and how well they work in
combination."

Anderson used an online freelance labor market and
found that workers with diverse skills tend to fall into
two different groups: 'jacks of all trades,' who use skills
independently and have more job options, or
'synergistic workers,' who use their skills in effective
combinations. Anderson found workers with diverse
skills tend to earn higher wages, and those who use
their diverse skills synergistically earn the highest
wages of all.

"These findings are particularly important in online
labor markets because employers are using them more
frequently, and the candidates they see are selected
algorithmically," said Anderson. "Workers need to



carefully craft their profiles to attract employers."

The research introduces a method that can characterize
a worker's combination of skills (e.g., how diverse they
are, how much they are in demand, and how well they
work together) and can help employers with hiring
decisions as well as workers trying to position
themselves in the labor market. The findings suggest
that workers who can use their diverse skills
synergistically to fill a hole in the labor market will
likely earn the highest wages. By providing a better
way to characterize worker skill sets, this method could
potentially improve online search algorithms, and help
workers to better position themselves in the market.

"This model shows there is an opportunity to improve
the online labor market search algorithms and better
match employers and employees," said Anderson.
"Using this information, we can help job searchers
better position themselves in the market, match
employers to top talent, and inform worker training
decisions."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Carnegie Mellon University.
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How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth:
NIST's imaging studies with diaper
'phantoms' show that measuring
volume, not length, may estimate
tumor masses more accurately --
ScienceDaily

Catching cancer early can make all the difference for
successful treatment. A common screening practice
measures tumor growth with X-ray computed
tomography (CT), which takes a series of cross-section
images of the body.

Before they are used in clinics, researchers test
multiple CT imaging techniques with standard objects
called "phantoms," designed to mimic real tumors.
Phantoms allow researchers to simulate a typical
cancer screening in the lab, and predict how accurately
real tumors will be measured by a particular technique.

However, the complex shapes and fuzzy boundaries of



real tumors have been difficult to capture in a tumor
phantom, typically made of 3-D printed plastic. In
pursuit of a better phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) hit upon an
effective but unconventional solution: injecting water
into disposable diapers.

"It may sound strange, but it turns out that water in a
disposable diaper closely resembles the structure of a
tumor in tissue," explained NIST physicist Zachary
Levine, the lead author of a new report published in the
NIST Journal of Research. "Moreover, we can grow
these tumors just like real ones, by simply adding more
water."

These ordinary ingredients could help resolve a
decade-long question about the best way of interpreting
CT images: When tracking tumor growth, is it better to
measure length or volume?

The length approach is part of a widely used standard
called RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid
Tumors), originally proposed in 2000. Using RECIST,
a tumor's size is determined by its largest measured
length in any CT slice. A change in size is simply a



change in this length. This method comes from early
X-ray CT, when two-dimensional images were
rendered onto film and various features measured by
hand.

Volumetric measurement, on the other hand, combines
all the two-dimensional slices to form a three-
dimensional volume. Hidden structures can be revealed
by looking for boundaries within this volume. This
approach is relatively new, and researchers are still
figuring out how accurate it is at measuring tumor
mass compared to other techniques.

To compare the two methods, the NIST team loaded
multiple diapers with a small initial volume of water
and imaged each diaper with X-ray CT. They then
repeatedly injected more water and re-scanned each
diaper, weighing them before and after to precisely
determine the amount of water added. Then they
estimated the water mass at each step using both
volumetric measurements and RECIST.

With the improved diaper phantoms, the volumetric
approach came out on top, outperforming RECIST by
at least a factor of five in estimating the mass for each
phantom. These experimental results suggest that for



real tumors, measuring the volume could be a more
reliable predictor of mass than the RECIST length.

"The hope is that in the next review of RECIST, this
body of work will help to show that volumetric
measurements are convincingly better," said Levine.
Adopting more accurate methods could enable
physicians to screen for tumors even earlier, and
quickly determine if a particular treatment is working.
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Turtles and technology advance
understanding of lung abnormality --
ScienceDaily

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung
found shared characteristics with humans born with
one lung who survive beyond infancy. Digital 3D
anatomical models created by Emma Schachner, PhD,
Assistant Professor of Cell Biology & Anatomy at LSU
Health New Orleans School of Medicine, made the
detailed research possible. The work is published in the
December 2017 issue of The Journal of Anatomy, the
cover of which features an image of the study's 3D
models.

"These shared traits include an enlarged single lung
with a more homogenous distribution of respiratory
parenchyma (the gas exchanging tissues), an opposing
bronchus that ends where the opposite lung should be
and malformations of the spine (such as scoliosis),"
notes Dr. Schachner. "It is possible that similar genetic
mutations are at play in both this turtle and in humans
with this condition."



The turtle was found in Minnesota and brought to the
Wildlife Rehabilitation Center of Minnesota because of
a bizarre shell deformity. When the single lung was
discovered, Senior Veterinarian Renee Schott, DVM,
contacted Schachner and co-author Dr. Tyler Lyson
through their previous work on turtle lungs. Although
the common snapping turtle has been well-studied,
very little is known about developmental abnormalities
and soft tissue pathologies of turtles and other reptiles.

Using computed tomography (CT) and microCT
imaging data and a pen tablet with special software,
Schachner manually created 3D digital models of the
areas of interest in both the live turtle and normal turtle
specimens for comparison. She created solid 3D
representations of the negative spaces within the lungs
-- the bronchial tree, the lung surface and the skeleton.

"This allowed us to compare the architecture of the
branching patterns inside the lung and the position of
the lungs relative to the shell in the pathological turtle
with those of the normal turtles," Schachner explains.
"These types of models facilitate visualization of
specific anatomical structures that are extremely
difficult to see in living animals, like blood vessels and
air spaces, and allow us to make qualitative and



quantitative comparisons between animals without
hurting or destroying the specimens."

Findings include that the primary difference between
the internal pulmonary structure of the pathological
individual and that of a normal adult is a marked
increase in the surface area and density of the gas-
exchanging tissue originating from the secondary
airways, a 14.3% increase in the surface area to volume
ratio. The researchers report that the abnormality has
not had an impact upon the ability of the turtle to
survive; however, it did interfere with aquatic
locomotion and buoyancy control under water.

This turtle represents a striking example of a non-fatal
congenital defect and compensation for it. The
increased understanding of the relevant soft tissue
structures revealed by the use of the model Schachner
created for this study and others like it may one day
translate to improved diagnoses in both animals and
humans.

The research team was composed of Drs. Emma R.
Schachner and Jayc C. Sedlmayr at LSU Health New
Orleans; Renee Schott at the Wildlife Rehabilitation
Center of Minnesota; Tyler R. Lyson at the Denver



Museum of Nature and Science; R. Kent Sanders at the
North Canyon Medical Center; and Markus Lambertz
at Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität and
Zoologisches Forschungsmuseum Alexander Koenig in
Bonn, Germany.
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Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost,
low-emissions technology that can
convert methane without forming
carbon dioxide -- ScienceDaily

As we work to toward more sustainable ways of
powering our lifestyles, there is a quest to bridge the
gap between the carbon dioxide-emitting fossil fuels
we rely on for our most basic needs, and the cleaner,
but not yet economically feasible alternative
technologies.

To that end, a group at UC Santa Barbara has explored
methods by which currently cheap and abundant
methane (CH4) can be reduced to clean-burning
hydrogen (H2) while also preventing the formation of
carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas. Its report,
"Catalytic molten metals for the direct conversion of
methane to hydrogen and separable carbon," appears in
the journal Science.

"In the U.S., methane will be the heart of our economy
for four or five decades, and figuring out ways to use it



more sustainably is what motivates us," said UCSB
chemical engineering professor Eric McFarland. "This
paper was an interesting angle on something we've
been looking at for a long time."

A product of both natural and human-made processes,
methane -- the primary component of natural gas -- is
an important source of fuel for cooking, heating and
powering our homes and is used in manufacturing and
transportation. As a waste product that is a more potent
greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide, it is the target of
many efforts to capture and reduce such emissions.

Steam methane reforming (SMR) has been
commercialized for decades and is the most common
process for producing commercial hydrogen. However,
the researchers point out, SMR consumes significant
amounts of energy and necessarily produces carbon
dioxide, which is usually released into the atmosphere.
When the process was introduced, CO2 was not
considered a problem. But as we became more
greenhouse gas-conscious, it has grown into a global
concern. The cost of operating the SMR process, and
the potential additional costs of carbon taxes and
carbon sequestration, puts hydrogen production by
SMR at risk for significant cost increases -- especially



in smaller scale operations that might provide the
hydrogen needed for fuel cell vehicles.

The UCSB team includes a longstanding collaboration
on catalytic approaches to natural gas conversion
between theoretical chemist and professor Horia Metiu
and McFarland. Together with chemical engineering
professor Michael Gordon, they began investigating
the use of molten metals and molten salts as interesting
and unexplored catalytic systems. Metiu's theoretical
work suggested that different combinations of metals
in molten alloys might provide increased catalytic
activity for converting methane into hydrogen and
solid carbon. The researchers have developed a single-
step method by which methane can be converted into
hydrogen, which is not only simpler and potentially
less expensive than conventional SMR methods, and
results in a solid form of carbon that can be readily
transported and stored indefinitely.

"You introduce a bubble of methane gas into the
bottom of a reactor filled with this catalytically active
molten metal," McFarland explained. "As the bubble
rises, the methane molecules hit the wall of the bubble
and they react to form carbon and hydrogen."



Eventually, he continued, by the time the methane
bubble reaches the surface, it has broken down into
hydrogen gas, which is released at the top of the
reactor; carbon solids that float to the top of the liquid
metal can then be skimmed off. Compared to
conventional methods that rely on reactions that occur
on solid surfaces, the molten metal alloy surfaces are
not deactivated by the accumulation of carbon and can
be reused indefinitely. The combination of an active
liquid metal and its solubility to hydrogen allows the
melt to take up relatively more hydrogen and carbon
than may be present in the gas bubbles. This allows the
process to be efficient with very high-pressure methane
to produce high-pressure hydrogen.

"You're really allowing yourself to pull all the products
away from the reactants and that causes the equilibrium
to be shifted toward the products. The process in
principle can operate at high pressure and still get very
high methane conversion," McFarland said.

The ecosystem for deploying this type of technology
already exists, given existing infrastructure for
processing hydrocarbons such as coal and natural gas,
the current abundance of methane, and legislative and
industry efforts to tighten up the capture of fugitive



emissions, according to McFarland. The research has
captured the attention and support of Royal Dutch
Shell, he added. The electricity produced from
hydrogen derived by this zero-carbon dioxide process
would be cheaper than current rates for solar energy,
which, while ultimately more sustainable, is not cost
competitive with fossil fuels today.

"If the entire world is wealthy, then wind and solar
would be sufficiently low cost to be widely deployed,
but it's not cheap enough for the world that we have
today," McFarland said. From an emissions standpoint,
he continued, it is particularly important to deploy low-
cost, low-emissions technologies in places such as
China, currently the world's largest emitter of
greenhouse gases. India and Africa, which have
enormous and growing hydrocarbon consumptions,
would benefit from such technology also; they are not
rich enough yet to have the luxury of solar panels.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names



and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new



article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the



seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.



Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.



Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to



grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living



in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to



various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.



Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve



measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,



called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

3-D folding of DNA provides important
epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.



Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and
test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at
different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist



circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.

For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings
suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.



Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice
consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

New details on aged brain, Alzheimer's and
dementia [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

In a comprehensive analysis of samples from 107 aged human brains,
researchers have discovered details that will help researchers better
understand the biological bases for Alzheimer's disease and dementia in
older populations.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.



Decongestant revealed as 'highly effective' in
starving cancer cells [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Cancer researchers seeking non-toxic alternatives to harmful
chemotherapy are reporting a highly significant result for a humble cold
remedy.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.



Brain stimulation can change how much we
enjoy and value music [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Researchers have proven it is possible to increase or decrease our
enjoyment of music, and our craving for more of it, by enhancement or
disruption of certain brain circuits.

Patient-centered medical home model improves
chronic disease management [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

Data from more than 800 Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
primary care clinics revealed that national implementation of a patient-
centered medical home model was effective at improving several
chronic disease outcomes over time.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Smoking study personalizes treatment [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

A simple blood test is allowing researchers to determine which patients
should be prescribed varenicline (Chantix) to stop smoking and which
patients could do just as well, and avoid side effects, by using a nicotine



patch.

Key signaling protein for muscle growth [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Researchers have discovered the importance of a well-known protein,
myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 (MyD88), in the
development and regeneration of muscles. Researchers have described
the protein's critical role in the growth and repair of skeletal muscles,
both in post-natal development and in the regeneration of injured adult
muscles.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Zika-related nerve damage caused by immune
response to the virus [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

The immune system's response to the Zika virus, rather than the virus
itself, may be responsible for nerve-related complications of infection,
according to a Yale study. This insight could lead to new ways of
treating patients with Zika-related complications, such as Guillain-Barré
syndrome, the researchers said.

New biology of Alzheimer's disease described by
researchers [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A unique model for the biology of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is now
being described by researchers, which may lead to an entirely novel
approach for treating the disease.

New cell therapy for relapsed leukemia patients,



suggested by clinical trial [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A significant proportion of children and young adults with treatment-
resistant B-cell leukemia who participated in a small study achieved
remission with the help of a new form of gene therapy, according to
researchers.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Blueprint to reduce wasteful blood transfusions
[周二, 21 11月 00:13]

By analyzing data from randomized clinical trials comparing blood
transfusion approaches, experts endorse recommendations for blood
transfusions that reduce blood use to improve patient safety and
outcomes. The report also provides a how-to guide for launching a
patient blood management program.

Brain cell advance brings fresh hope for
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease therapies [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have developed a new system to study Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease in the laboratory, paving the way for research to find treatments
for the fatal brain disorder.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane



without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]



The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.



Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.



New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]



For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.



Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be



one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the



physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

'Magic' sinus paths could mean new instructions
for nasal sprays [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Sinus infections, inflammation and nasal congestion constantly plague
Americans, often leading to unpleasant symptoms and even missed days
of work. Traditional nasal spray anti-inflammatory medications attempt
to treat the symptoms noninvasively, but are not very efficient in
transmitting the active drug ingredients directly into the sinus cavities.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous



nano/micro-structure.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

'Explosive' hot oil droplets could hurt your skin
-- and air quality [周一, 20 11月 00:18]

Cooking in a frying pan with oil can quickly become dangerous if
“explosive” hot oil droplets jump out of the pan, leading to painful
burns. But these droplets may be doing something even more damaging:
contributing to indoor air pollution.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic



devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in



crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of



relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for



biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Arctic shorebird decline noted by study [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new study addresses concerns over the many Arctic shorebird
populations in precipitous decline. Evident from the study is that
monitoring and protection of habitat where the birds breed, winter, and
stopover is critical to their survival and to that of a global migration
spectacle.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]



Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.



Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting
plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to



increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,



thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Protein 'intentionally' terminates own synthesis
by destabilizing synthesis machinery -- the
ribosome [周一, 20 11月 23:13]

Cell biologists have discovered that a protein, during its synthesis, may
destabilize the structure of the ribosome and end its own synthesis
prematurely, and found that this phenomenon is used for adapting the
cell to its environment.

Thinking big by burning small [周一, 20 11月 23:12]

Creative fire management can increase habitat for wildebeest and other
grazing animals in national parks, research indicates. The work shows
that small, repeated fires can have a concentrating effect on animals, and
create 'grazing-lawn ecosystems' where food quality is higher and
herbivores can see predators from further away.

Uncovering essential enzymes for plant growth
during nitrogen starvation [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A study has found that two key enzymes in plants called PAH1 and
PAH2 are critical for survival and growth under nitrogen-depleted
conditions. The study sheds new light on how plants could be modified
in future to boost tolerance to nutrient-poor environments.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be



one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Raindrops splash pathogens onto crops [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Pathogens, such as bacteria, viruses or fungi, cause harmful plant
disease and often lead to the destruction of agricultural fields. With



many possible dispersal methods, it can often be difficult to assess the
damage of a pathogen’s impact before it’s too late.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers



scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to



reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.



Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may



improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among



male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]



Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents



bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy



drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.



But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it



transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have



issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and



increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Why do more women have asthma than men?
Blame hormones [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Women are twice as likely as men to have asthma, and this gender
difference may be caused by the effects of sex hormones on lung cells.
Researchers have found that testosterone hindered an immune cell
linked to asthma symptoms, such as inflammation and mucus production
in the lungs.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.



Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of



nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.



Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects
associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an



important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]

Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair
writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Quantum-emitting answer might lie in the
solution [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Lead trihalide perovskite nanocrystals are promising candidates as light
sources. Coupling quantum emitters with nanophotonic cavities can
significantly boost efficiency, but this approach hasn't been explored
with these nanocrystals. Now, researchers have demonstrated a simple
approach for coupling solution-synthesized cesium lead tribromide
perovskite nanocrystals to silicon nitride photonic cavities. The resulting
room temperature light emission is enhanced by an order of magnitude
above what …



In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.

A fear of getting dumped kills romance and
commitment [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

Can the fear of a relationship ending actually lessen love and cause a
break-up? If yes, how does it happen? These were the questions that
researchers set out to answer. Their research complements what is
already known about how obstacles to a romantic relationship affect
attraction and commitment towards a partner.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron



incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Expression of certain genes may be key to more
youthful looking skin [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Some individuals' skin appears more youthful than their chronologic
age. Although many people try to achieve this with creams, lotions,
injections, and surgeries, new research indicates that increased
expression of certain genes may be the key to intrinsically younger
looking -- and younger behaving -- skin.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by



Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

EEG and MRI combined help shed light on ALS
[周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Researchers have been studying brain wave patterns in the
neurodegenerative condition amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They
have made the surprising discovery that some specific parts of the brain
are 'over-connected' in ALS, while other parts show reduced activity as
the brain networks disintegrate.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]

Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the
formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Incidence of brain injury in babies estimated for
first time using routine NHS data [周二, 28 11月 22:24]

New research has estimated that each year five babies in every 1,000
born in England suffer a condition or sign linked to brain injury.

6% of cancers are attributable to diabetes and
high BMI [周二, 28 11月 22:23]



Diabetes and high BMI (a BMI over 25 kg/m2) were the cause of 5.6%
of new cancer cases worldwide in 2012 - equivalent to 792600 cases,
according to the first study to quantify the proportion of cancers
attributable to diabetes and high BMI. When considered individually,
544300 cases of cases were attributable to high BMI (equivalent to 3.9%
of all cancers), and 280100 were attributable to diabetes (2%).

UK obesity levels among the worst in Europe:
Heart disease statistics from more than 45
countries [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

A decline in deaths from heart attack and stroke in high income
countries could be threatened by rising rates of obesity and diabetes,
according to a new study.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Digital scan of the eye provides accurate picture
of a person’s general health [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

Looking into the eye -- using digital techniques and analysing Big Data -
- can provide an accurate picture of a person's general medical
condition, facilitate early diagnosis and treatment, and make for
transparent patients, research shows.

Molecular profiling of melanoma tumors
explains differences in survival after T cell
therapy [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

The more times metastasized melanoma has mutated and the patient’s
immune system has been activated against the tumor – the better the
chances of survival after immunotherapy.

Not blinded by the light: Rods in the retina



contribute to daylight vision [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

International research team may be beneficial for new treatments for
patients suffering from loss of vision in bright light, report investigators.
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There's a deeper fish in the sea --
ScienceDaily

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could
survive in harsh conditions thousands of feet below the
surface. Instead of giant teeth and a menacing frame,
the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly
adept at living where few other organisms can.

Meet the deepest fish in the ocean, a new species
named the Mariana snailfish by an international team
of researchers that discovered it. The Mariana snailfish
(Pseudoliparis swirei) thrives at depths of up to about
8,000 meters (26,200 feet) along the Mariana Trench
near Guam. The team published a paper describing the
new species this week in the journal Zootaxa.

"This is the deepest fish that's been collected from the
ocean floor, and we're very excited to have an official
name," said lead author Mackenzie Gerringer, a
postdoctoral researcher at the University of
Washington's Friday Harbor Laboratories. "They don't
look very robust or strong for living in such an extreme



environment, but they are extremely successful."

Snailfish are found at many different depths in marine
waters around the world, including off the coast of San
Juan Island, where Gerringer is continuing research on
the family of fish. In deep water, they cluster together
in groups and feed on tiny crustaceans and shrimp
using suction from their mouths to gulp prey. Little is
known about how these fish can live under intense
water pressure; the pressure at those depths is similar
to an elephant standing on your thumb.

This new species appears to dominate parts of the
Mariana Trench, the deepest stretch of ocean in the
world that is located in the western Pacific Ocean.
During research trips in 2014 and 2017, scientists
collected 37 specimens of the new species from depths
of about 6,900 meters (22,600 feet) to 8,000 meters
(26,200 feet) along the trench. DNA analysis and 3-D
scanning to analyze skeletal and tissue structures
helped researchers determine they had found a new
species.

Since then, a research team from Japan has recorded
footage of the fish swimming at depths of 8,134 meters
(26,686 feet), the deepest sighting so far.



"Snailfishes have adapted to go deeper than other fish
and can live in the deep trenches. Here they are free of
predators, and the funnel shape of the trench means
there's much more food," said co-author Thomas
Linley of Newcastle University. "There are lots of
invertebrate prey and the snailfish are the top predator.
They are active and look very well-fed."

A handful of researchers have explored the Mariana
Trench, but few comprehensive surveys of the trench
and its inhabitants have been completed because of its
depth and location, Gerringer explained. These
research trips, conducted while Gerringer completed
her doctorate at University of Hawai'i at M?noa,
involved dropping traps with cameras down to the
bottom of the trench. It can take four hours for a trap to
sink to the bottom.

After waiting an additional 12 to 24 hours, the
researchers sent an acoustic signal to the trap, which
then released weights and rose to the surface with the
help of flotation. That allowed scientists to catch fish
specimens and take video footage of life at the bottom
of the ocean.

"There are a lot of surprises waiting," Gerringer said.



"It's amazing to see what lives there. We think of it as a
harsh environment because it's extreme for us, but
there's a whole group of organisms that are very happy
down there."

Footage from the 2014 research cruise on R/V Falkor
will also run in the BBC's "Blue Planet II" series,
which is now airing in the U.K. The research team also
filmed another new species on this cruise, the ethereal
snailfish, living at great depths in the Mariana Trench.
The Mariana snailfish's location was its most
distinguishing characteristic, but researchers also saw a
number of differences in physiology and body structure
that made it clear they had found a new species. With
the help of a CT scanner at the UW's Friday Harbor
Laboratories, the researchers could look in close digital
detail to study elements of the fish.

The authors acknowledge the broad collaboration
needed for deep-sea science, particularly in this
discovery, and decided the new fish's scientific name
should reflect that collaborative effort. The fish is
named after a sailor, Herbert Swire, an officer on the
HMS Challenger expedition in the late 1800s that first
discovered the Mariana Trench.



Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Washington.
Original written by Michelle Ma. Note: Content may
be edited for style and length.
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New computer model sheds light on
biological events leading to sudden
cardiac death -- ScienceDaily

Some heart disease patients face a higher risk of
sudden cardiac death, which can happen when an
arrhythmia -- an irregular heartbeat -- disrupts the
normal electrical activity in the heart and causes the
organ to stop pumping. Arrhythmias linked to sudden
cardiac death are very rare, however, making it
difficult to study how they occur -- and how they might
be prevented.

To make it much easier to discover what triggers this
deadly disorder, a team led by Johns Hopkins
researchers constructed a powerful new computer
model that replicates the biological activity within the
heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

In a study published recently in PLOS Computational
Biology, the team reported that the digital model has
yielded important clues that could provide treatment
targets for drug makers.



"For the first time, we have come up with a method for
relating how distressed molecular mechanisms in heart
disease determine the probability of arrhythmias in
cardiac tissue," said Raimond L. Winslow, the Raj and
Neera Singh Professor of Biomedical Engineering at
Johns Hopkins and senior author of the study.

"The importance of this," said Winslow, who also is
director of the university's Institute for Computational
Medicine, "is that we can now quantify precisely how
these dysfunctions drive and influence the likelihood of
arrhythmias. That is to say, we now have a way of
identifying the most important controlling molecular
factors associated with these arrhythmias."

With this knowledge, Winslow said, researchers will
be better able to develop treatments to keep some
deadly heart rhythms from forming. "It could lead to
better drugs that target the right mechanisms,"
Winslow said. "If you can find a molecule that blocks
this particular action, then doing so will significantly
reduce the probability of an arrhythmia, whereas other
manipulations will have comparatively negligible
effects."

The lead author of the study was Mark A. Walker, who



worked on the problem while earning his Johns
Hopkins doctoral degree under Winslow's supervision.
Walker said he and his colleagues used computer
models to determine what activity was linked to
arrhythmia at three biological levels: in the heart tissue
as a whole, within individual heart cells, and within the
molecules that make up the cells, including small
proteins called ion channels that control the movement
of calcium in the heart.

"Calcium is an important player in the functioning of a
heart cell," said Walker, who now works as a
computational biologist at the Broad Institute, a
research center affiliated with Harvard University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "There are a
lot of interesting questions about how the handling of
calcium in heart cells can sort-of go haywire."

Walker and his colleagues chose to focus on one
intriguing question about this process: when heart cells
possess too much calcium, which can happen in heart
disease patients, how does this overload of calcium
trigger an arrhythmia?

The team discovered that heart cells respond by
expelling excess calcium, and in doing so, they



generate an electrical signal. If by chance, a large
enough number of these signals are generated at the
same time, it can trigger an arrhythmia.

"Imagine if you have a bunch of people in a room, and
you want to test the strength of the floor they are all
standing on," Walker said. "It's not a very strong floor,
so if there's enough force on it, it will break. You tell
everyone that on the count of three, jump in the air.
They all land on the floor, and you try to figure out
what's the probability that the floor will break, given
that everyone is going to jump at a slightly different
time, people will weigh different amounts, and they
might jump to different heights. These are all random
variables."

Similarly, Walker said, random variables also exist in
trying to determine the probability that enough
calcium-related electrical signals will simultaneously
discharge in the heart to set off a lethal arrhythmia.
Because the circumstances that cause sudden cardiac
death are so rare, it makes them very tough to predict.

"You're trying to figure out what the probability is,"
Walker said. "The difficulty of doing that is if the
probability is one in a million, then you have to do tens



of millions of trials to estimate that probability. One of
the advances that we made in this work was that we
were able to figure out how to do this with really just a
handful of trials."

Walker and Winslow both cautioned that, at present,
the new computer model cannot predict which heart
patients face a higher risk of sudden cardiac death. But
they said the model should speed up the pace of heart
research and the development of related medicines or
treatments such as gene therapy. They said the model
will be shared as free open-source software.
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Researchers trained neural networks
to be fashion designers (sort of) --
ScienceDaily

Researchers from the University of California San
Diego and Adobe Research have demonstrated how
artificial intelligence and neural networks could one
day create custom apparel designs to help retailers and
apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on
what they learned from a buyer's preferences.

"We show that our model can be used generatively,
i.e., given a user and a product category, we can
generate new images (in this case clothing items) that
are most consistent with the user's personal taste," said
first-author and computer science Ph.D. student Wang-
Cheng Kang. "This represents a first step toward
building systems that go beyond recommending
existing items from a product corpus, to suggesting
styles and helping to design new products."

Their findings were published in early November on
ArXiv in a paper titled "Visually-Aware Fashion



Recommendation and Design with Generative Image
Models." Computer Science and Engineering professor
Julian McAuley and his second-year Ph.D. student,
Wang-Cheng Kang, teamed on the research with
industry experts Chen Fang and Zhaowen Wang from
Adobe Research.

"This suggests a new type of recommendation
approach that can be used for recommendation,
production and design," McAuley and his colleagues
write. "These frameworks can lead to richer forms of
recommendation, where content recommendation and
content generation are more closely linked."

The project aimed to test how well tools from artificial
intelligence and machine learning can help the fashion
industry and consumers -- particularly those among the
growing cohort of shoppers eager to buy clothing on
the Internet.

While there are many algorithms and tools to help
online retailers recommend designs to potential buyers,
the UC San Diego-Adobe Research team went a giant
step further. They wanted to see if it would be possible
to crunch preference and other data not only to make
recommendations, but potentially to enable computers



to produce new clothing designs that would have an
edge because they reflect a consumer's individual
preferences.

Initially, the researchers focused on devising a system
to create better recommendations, particularly in the
case of 'visual' recommendations, where consumers can
be swayed by how the product looks, as in the case of
fashion apparel or artworks).

"Building effective recommender systems for domains
like fashion is challenging due to the high level of
subjectivity and the semantic complexity of the
features involved," according to the new paper.
Researchers went on to note that visual
recommendation can be made more accurate by
incorporating visual signals directly into the
recommendation objective, using off-the-shelf feature
representations derived from deep networks.

The team demonstrated that recommendation
performance can be significantly improved by learning
'fashion aware' image representations directly, by
training the image representation (from the pixel level)
and the recommender system jointly. The paper grew
out of recent work using Siamese Convolutional



Neural Networks (Siamese-CNNs), so-called because
they are a class of neural network architectures
containing two or more identical subnetworks.
(Siamese-CNNs are popularly used to find similarity or
relationships between two comparable items.)

For the fashion project, the researchers trained the
Siamese-CNN to learn and classify a user's preferences
for certain items.

From there, they used a neural networking framework
called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to learn
the distribution of fashion images and generate novel
fashion items that maximize users' preferences. GANs
train two networks on one set of data, and they have
been particularly well-suited to generate realistic
images. The resulting system can suggest items to buy
from existing designs, but it can also be used to modify
existing items, or to generate new designs tailored to a
specific individual's preferences (based on 'big data '
about prior purchases, surveys, etc.).

The use of AI in the fashion industry is still in its
infancy, but two of the world's largest online retailers --
Amazon and China's Alibaba -- are already working
with AI tools, including GANs. As for the UC San



Diego-Adobe Research project, the quality of the
algorithmically-designed new clothes remains
rudimentary at best. As CSE's McAuley told a writer
from MIT Technology Review, "you'd have to read the
tea leaves a little bit if you want to call that style or
not." But, he warned, bringing neural networking to the
fashion world is in its infancy.
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Making a case for health literacy:
Report highlights benefits of
understanding, using health
information -- ScienceDaily

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
estimates half of the adult population in the United
States may have inadequate health literacy skills. The
inability to understand and effectively use health
information is linked to higher rates of hospitalization,
reduced preventive care and increased health costs. A
new report by researchers at the University of Missouri
School of Medicine's Center for Health Policy
highlighted the benefits of health literacy for both
patients and providers.

"Health literacy can improve the value of care for
everyone," said Karen Edison, M.D., director of the
MU Center for Health Policy and contributing author
of the report. "When patients are given health
information in a way they can understand, they tend to
make better health decisions."



Authors of the report used previous evidence-based
research to show how health literacy can achieve four
main goals, also known as the "Quadruple Aim." The
Quadruple Aim is based on enhancing quality of care,
improving community health, reducing health costs,
and improving patient and provider experiences.

"The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
estimates health expenditures will cost the U.S. $3.5
trillion in 2017," said Stan Hudson, M.A., associate
director of the MU Center for Health Policy and lead
author of the report. "We know from previous research
that limited health literacy increases costs not only for
the U.S. health system, but also for patients and
providers. Based on cost analysis of that research, we
estimate sufficient health literacy could save $105 to
$175 billion each year."

Hudson and his colleagues interviewed health literacy
professionals and conducted a survey to learn about
existing educational programs. The interviews and
survey focused on community health, and how patient
and provider experiences were affected by improved
health literacy.

"The relationship between health literacy and health



outcomes is very important," Hudson said. "We found
that low health literacy is a contributing factor for
readmission for chronic conditions such as diabetes,
heart disease and cancer. From an ethical standpoint, it
also plays a vital role in equitable care. Health literacy
helps ensure the best quality of care for everyone."

Although the MU report identifies the important role of
health literacy, Hudson suggests that more research is
needed to show long-term benefits.

"Evidence of short-term outcomes support the
effectiveness of many health literacy interventions,"
Hudson said. "However, there are no studies that
examine long-term outcomes, especially as they relate
to public health and prevention. This is an area we
need to study more."

"Improving health literacy will involve working with
providers to communicate more effectively," said
Edison, who also serves as the Philip C. Anderson
Professor of Dermatology and chair of the Department
of Dermatology at the MU School of Medicine. "We
also need to empower patients and their families
through educational and outreach strategies.
Ultimately, we need to create opportunities for patients



to understand their care as they navigate the health care
system."

The report, "Improving Health and the Bottom Line:
The Case for Health Literacy," recently was presented
to the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine at the Roundtable on Health Literacy
workshop in Washington, D.C. Funding for the report
was provided by the Health and Medicine Division of
the National Academies.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Missouri-
Columbia. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Geophysicists uncover new evidence
for an alternative style of plate
tectonics: Canadian-Turkish
collaboration reveals an event of active
'drip' tectonics -- ScienceDaily

When renowned University of Toronto (U of T)
geophysicist J. Tuzo Wilson cemented concepts in the
emerging field of plate tectonics in the 1960s, he
revolutionized the study of Earth's physical
characteristics and behaviours. Decades later, successor
researchers at U of T and Istanbul Technical University
have determined that a series of volcanoes and a
mountain plateau across central Turkey formed not
solely by the collision of tectonic plates, but instead by
a massive drip and then detachment of the lower
tectonic plate beneath Earth's surface.

The researchers propose that the reason the Central
Anatolian (Turkish) Plateau has risen by as much as
one kilometre over the past 10 million years is because
the planet's crust and upper mantle -- the lithosphere --



has thickened and dripped below the region. As the
lithosphere sank into the lower mantle, it first formed a
basin at the surface, which later sprang up when the
weight below broke off and sank further into the
deeper depths of the mantle.

"It seems the heavy base of the tectonic plate has
'dripped' off into the mantle, leaving a massive gap in
the plate beneath Central Anatolia. Essentially, by
dropping this dense lithospheric anchor, there has been
an upward bobbing of the entire land mass across
hundreds of kilometres," said Professor Oğuz H. Göğüş
of the Eurasia Institute of Earth Sciences at Istanbul
Technical University (ITU), lead author of a study
reporting the findings published in Nature
Communications this month.

It's a new idea where plate shortening initially
squeezed and folded a mountain belt, triggering the
thickening and dripping of the deep lithosphere, and
then increasing the elevation of most of central Turkey.
Puzzled by the presence of such a process at a
significant distance away from regular plate tectonic
boundaries, the research team set about identifying
why, in an area of high heating and high elevation, is
the lithosphere below completely gone -- something



that was recently discovered from seismology.

They tested high-performance computational models
against known geological and geophysical observations
of the Central Anatolian Plateau, and demonstrated that
a drip of lithospheric material below the surface can
account for the measured elevation changes across the
region.

"It's a new variation on the fundamental concepts of
plate tectonics," said Professor Russell Pysklywec,
chair of the Department of Earth Sciences at U of T
and one of the study's coauthors. "It gives us some
insight into the connection between the slow
circulation of near-solid rock in Earth's mantle caused
by convection currents carrying heat upwards from the
planet's interior, and observed active plate tectonics at
the surface.

"This is part of the holy grail of plate tectonics --
linking the two processes to understand how the crust
responds to the mantle thermal engine of the planet."

Pysklywec carried out the study with Göğüş, who
received his PhD from U of T in 2010, and fellow
researchers at ITU including Professor A. M. C.



Şengör, and Erkan Gün of the Eurasia Institute of Earth
Sciences at Istanbul Technical Institute. Gün is also
now a current graduate student at U of T, supervised by
Pysklywec. The research adds to decades of
groundbreaking work in plate tectonics at U of T, and
builds on Wilson's seminal work.

"Tuzo Wilson is a towering figure in geophysics
internationally and the person most responsible for
pioneering the ideas of plate tectonics in the 1960s,"
said Pysklywec. "I am pleased that we are continuing
his legacy in geophysics with our work."

While Pysklywec notes there are many locations on
Earth missing its lithosphere below, he is quick to
reassure that no place is in imminent danger of sinking
into the mantle or boosting upwards overnight. "Our
results show that the Central Anatolian Plateau rose
over a period of millions of years. We're talking about
mantle fluid motions and uplift at the pace at which
fingernails grow."

Göğüş highlights the links of the tectonics with human
history saying, "The findings are exciting also because
of the link with the remarkable historical human
activity of Central Anatolia where some of the earliest



known civilizations have existed. For example, Central
Anatolia is described as an elevated, dry, cold plain of
Lycaonia in Strabo's Geographika in 7 BC, and even
cave paintings in the region dating to approximately
7000 BC record active volcanic eruptions on the
plateau."
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Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's



supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth - have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as



Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]



The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies



might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil



simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]



Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature



explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.



Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of



electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Why do more women have asthma than men?
Blame hormones [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Women are twice as likely as men to have asthma, and this gender
difference may be caused by the effects of sex hormones on lung cells.
Researchers have found that testosterone hindered an immune cell
linked to asthma symptoms, such as inflammation and mucus production
in the lungs.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.



How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects



associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair
writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

A fear of getting dumped kills romance and
commitment [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

Can the fear of a relationship ending actually lessen love and cause a
break-up? If yes, how does it happen? These were the questions that
researchers set out to answer. Their research complements what is
already known about how obstacles to a romantic relationship affect
attraction and commitment towards a partner.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]



The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Expression of certain genes may be key to more
youthful looking skin [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Some individuals' skin appears more youthful than their chronologic
age. Although many people try to achieve this with creams, lotions,
injections, and surgeries, new research indicates that increased
expression of certain genes may be the key to intrinsically younger
looking -- and younger behaving -- skin.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

EEG and MRI combined help shed light on ALS
[周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Researchers have been studying brain wave patterns in the
neurodegenerative condition amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They
have made the surprising discovery that some specific parts of the brain
are 'over-connected' in ALS, while other parts show reduced activity as
the brain networks disintegrate.



New way to do metabolic engineering [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

A novel metabolic engineering method has been created that combines
transcriptional activation, transcriptional interference, and gene deletion,
and executes them simultaneously, making the process faster and easier.

Incidence of brain injury in babies estimated for
first time using routine NHS data [周二, 28 11月 22:24]

New research has estimated that each year five babies in every 1,000
born in England suffer a condition or sign linked to brain injury.

6% of cancers are attributable to diabetes and
high BMI [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

Diabetes and high BMI (a BMI over 25 kg/m2) were the cause of 5.6%
of new cancer cases worldwide in 2012 - equivalent to 792600 cases,
according to the first study to quantify the proportion of cancers
attributable to diabetes and high BMI. When considered individually,
544300 cases of cases were attributable to high BMI (equivalent to 3.9%
of all cancers), and 280100 were attributable to diabetes (2%).

UK obesity levels among the worst in Europe:
Heart disease statistics from more than 45
countries [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

A decline in deaths from heart attack and stroke in high income
countries could be threatened by rising rates of obesity and diabetes,
according to a new study.

Digital scan of the eye provides accurate picture
of a person’s general health [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

Looking into the eye -- using digital techniques and analysing Big Data -
- can provide an accurate picture of a person's general medical
condition, facilitate early diagnosis and treatment, and make for
transparent patients, research shows.

Molecular profiling of melanoma tumors
explains differences in survival after T cell



therapy [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

The more times metastasized melanoma has mutated and the patient’s
immune system has been activated against the tumor – the better the
chances of survival after immunotherapy.

Not blinded by the light: Rods in the retina
contribute to daylight vision [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

International research team may be beneficial for new treatments for
patients suffering from loss of vision in bright light, report investigators.

Trisomy 21: Research breaks new ground [周二, 28 11月

22:14]

Down's syndrome, also known as trisomy 21, is one of the most
common genetic diseases. Researchers have recently analyzed the
proteins of individuals with trisomy 21 for the first time: the goal was to
improve our understanding of how a supernumerary copy of
chromosome 21 could affect human development. The research shows
that trisomy 21, far from only affecting the proteins encoded by the
chromosome 21 genes, also impacts on the proteins encoded by the
genes located on the other chromosomes.

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Fat distribution in women and men provides
clues to heart attack risk [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

It's not the amount of fat in your body but where it's stored that may
increase your risk for heart attack, stroke and diabetes, according to a
new study. The study looked at the differences in fat distribution
patterns among overweight and obese men and women and their
associated cardiometabolic risk.

Weight loss through exercise alone does not
protect knees [周二, 28 11月 22:10]



Obese people who lose a substantial amount of weight can significantly
slow down the degeneration of their knee cartilage, but only if they lose
weight through diet and exercise or diet alone, according to a new MRI
study.

Migraines linked to high sodium levels in
cerebrospinal fluid [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

Migraine sufferers have significantly higher sodium concentrations in
their cerebrospinal fluid than people without the condition, according to
the first study to use a technique called sodium MRI to look at migraine
patients.

Largest study of opioid deaths reveals who is at
most risk [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new study of 13,000 people who died of an opioid overdose found
that more than half had been diagnosed with chronic pain; many had
psychiatric disorders.

This 'sweet spot' could improve Melanoma
diagnosis [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

Too much, too little, just right. It might seem like a line from
'Goldilocks and the Three Bears,' but actually describes an important
finding that will enhance computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) of
melanoma. Thanks to a new algorithm -- which can be used in mobile
apps that are being developed to diagnose suspicious moles --
researchers were able to determine the 'sweet spot' in classifying images
of skin lesions.

Low frequency brain stimulation improves
cognition in Parkinson's disease [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

A multidisciplinary neuroscience study using rare, intraoperative brain
recordings suggests that low frequency stimulation of a deep brain
region may be able to improve cognitive function in patients with
Parkinson's disease (PD). The study also hints at the broader potential of
brain stimulation for treating other cognitive diseases.



Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth - have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

Scientists identify the segmentation and
consolidation mechanism of long-term memories
[周二, 28 11月 22:09]

A study has identified a neural mechanism in humans that allows us to
segment our experience in discrete memory units. According to the
research, the brain identifies context changes as 'frontiers' in the flow of
our experience and uses them to fragment the course of events into small
units of memory that can be stored long-term.

Biology, chemistry combine to generate new
antibiotics [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Combining the innovations of synthetic biology with biology and
chemistry, a team of scientists has generated a brand-new platform that
will allow the production of desperately needed brand-new antibiotics.

Severity of post-operative delirium relates to
severity of cognitive decline [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

There is increasing evidence that the level of delirium in post-surgical
patients is associated with the level of later cognitive decline in those
same patients.

Denying patient requests lowers physician
ratings [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Patients who ask for specialist referrals, laboratory tests or certain
medications and don't get them tend to be less satisfied with their
doctors than those whose requests are fulfilled, new research shows.
Based on the results, the study authors recommend communications
training for physicians that fosters positive experiences for patients
without agreeing to all requests for particular diagnostics or treatments.



Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

Abbreviated breast MRI may be additional
screening option for dense breasts [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Among women with dense breast tissue, for whom traditional
mammograms are less effective at detecting cancer, who request
additional screening after a negative mammogram, abbreviated breast
MRI (AB-MR) may be a valuable cancer detection tool.

Type 2 diabetes: It all starts in the liver [周二, 28 11月 22:08]

Among the detrimental effects of obesity is the risk of developing type 2
diabetes. If the strong links between obesity and type 2 diabetes are well
known, the cellular and molecular mechanisms were so far poorly
understood. Scientists unravel the factors linking obesity and insulin
resistance. By deciphering how the protein PTPR-? inhibits insulin
receptors located at the surface of liver cells, they open door to potential
news therapeutic strategies.

Reimagining autonomy in reproductive
medicine [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

A new report examines what 'just reproduction' looks like in light of
increasingly complex and costly reproductive technologies and other
factors.

BRCA cancer cells' last defense discovered [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

Researchers hope their findings may lead to improved chemotherapy
drugs and shed light on why some cells develop chemotherapy
resistance.



In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

Mycobacteria can sense presence of proteins
that cause disease, new study finds [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

A new study could help researchers identify how to tone down the
ability of mycobacteria to cause disease and help them in treating
infection.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias
when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Flip side of innovation: What causes doctors to
scale back on the use of medical practices [周二, 28 11月

04:20]

To better understand the process of 'exnovation,' or the scaling-back of
expensive medical treatments for certain medical practices, researchers
studied nearly 10,000 physicians who performed carotid
revascularization -- a surgical procedure used to reduce the risk of stroke
by correcting narrowing in the carotid artery -- on elderly Medicare



patients between 2006-2013.

Mothers of teens with autism report higher
levels of stress, but optimism can be a buffer [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

Researchers found that mothers of teenagers with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) or intellectual disability (ID) reported higher levels of
stress and other negative psychological symptoms -- think depression or
anxiety -- than mothers of teenagers with typical development (TD).
Those levels climbed even higher when teenagers with ASD or ID also
showed signs of clinical-level disruptive behavior disorders.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's



supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of
nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.

Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote



brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Quantum-emitting answer might lie in the
solution [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Lead trihalide perovskite nanocrystals are promising candidates as light
sources. Coupling quantum emitters with nanophotonic cavities can
significantly boost efficiency, but this approach hasn't been explored
with these nanocrystals. Now, researchers have demonstrated a simple
approach for coupling solution-synthesized cesium lead tribromide
perovskite nanocrystals to silicon nitride photonic cavities. The resulting
room temperature light emission is enhanced by an order of magnitude



above what …

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron
incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]



Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the
formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study



contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells



stemlike properties.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

When physics gives evolution a leg up by
breaking one [周二, 28 11月 02:05]

With no biological program to drive it, nascent multicellular clusters
adopt a lifecycle thanks to the physics of their stresses. The accidental
reproduction drives them to evolve as multicellular life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to



concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.

Studying heat transfer with computers is easier
now [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

New research will enable heat transfer to be studied more accurately and
efficiently using powerful super computers, thereby opening up
interesting application and research perspectives.

All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better
part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

The electronic origins of fluorescence in carbon
nanotubes [周二, 28 11月 00:00]

Scientists have studied the infrared fluorescence of carbon nanotubes
(rolled-up sheets of graphene). The frequency of infrared emission
depended on the molecules bonded to the tube walls. By applying
electrical potentials, they found that changes in the electron energy
levels of carbon, induced by the attached molecules, were consistent
with the frequency shifts. This allows the design of carbon nanotubes for
bio-imaging, with tunable fluorescence by chemical modification.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say



with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.

Removing chemical used to make teflon-like
coatings has led to fewer low birth weights and
less brain damage, study suggests [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Government and industry efforts since 2003 to phase out chemicals used
to make non-stick coatings, such as Teflon, have prevented more than
118,000 low-weight births and related brain damage in the United
States, researchers say.

Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.



Airbag to prevent tanker trucks from tipping
over: New design [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

Researchers have designed a system that can secure liquid loads, making
the transport of bulk liquids much safer. The inflatable components
prevent tanker trucks from tipping over, and they reduce fuel
consumption as well.

A revolutionary invention detects black ice in
traffic [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

A new invention revolutionizes the way black ice is detected and
provides several other improvements in traffic safety as well. The
software installed in vehicles can also guide drivers to drive more
economically. Software-based, the invention can be installed into a
majority of heavy vehicles in particular with no additional equipment.
The new invention allows slippery road conditions to be detected
accurately.

New microscope sets a record for visualizing
surface wetting properties [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

Wetting is an everyday phenomenon that represents how well liquid
spreads on a surface. When water comes into contact with an extremely
water-repellent, or ‘superhydrophobic’ surface, droplets bead up and roll
off easily. Researchers have developed a measurement technique called
Scanning Droplet Adhesion Microscopy (SDAM) to understand and
characterize the wetting properties of superhydrophobic materials.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.



New computational method introduced for
lighting in computer graphics [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Computing lighting that looks real remains complex and inefficient, as
the necessary consideration of all possible paths light can take remains
too costly to be performed for every pixel in real-time. A pair of
computer scientists, with expertise in video game development and
lighting simulation algorithms, has developed a new computational
method to address this key challenge.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]



New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]

Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.



Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]



Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how



these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

Mycobacteria can sense presence of proteins
that cause disease, new study finds [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

A new study could help researchers identify how to tone down the
ability of mycobacteria to cause disease and help them in treating
infection.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.



Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Maize pest exploits plant defense compounds to
protect itself [周二, 28 11月 03:08]

The western corn rootworm continues to be on the rise in Europe. Why
attempts to biologically target this crop pest by applying
entomopathogenic nematodes have failed, can be explained by the
amazing defense strategy of this insect. A new study shows that the
rootworm larvae are able to sequester plant defense compounds from
maize roots in a non-toxic form and can activate the toxins whenever
they need them to protect themselves against their own enemies.

Increased oral pathogens, decreased bacterial
diversity predict precancerous stomach cancer
lesions [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Elevated pathogen colonization and a lack of bacterial diversity in the
mouth were identified in people with precancerous lesions that could
precede stomach cancer, finds a new study.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in



plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists
understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed



from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

When physics gives evolution a leg up by
breaking one [周二, 28 11月 02:05]

With no biological program to drive it, nascent multicellular clusters
adopt a lifecycle thanks to the physics of their stresses. The accidental
reproduction drives them to evolve as multicellular life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,
with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-



analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

'Dark matter' discoveries could shine light on
new treatments for diseases [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A microbial 'seed bank' discovered in the Atacama desert offers new
hope in the search for antibiotics.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether



ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Long-term logging study demonstrates impacts
on chimpanzees and gorillas (Republic of
Congo) [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Research has shown human disturbance can have detrimental effects on
great ape populations but now there is new evidence showing how
selective logging impacts chimpanzees and gorilla populations
differently.

Common cold viruses reveal one of their
strengths [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Why don't we ever develop immunity against the common cold? The
incredible variability of coronaviruses is better understood with this
study about the ways in which coronaviruses adapt and evolve,
becoming ever more effective at infecting hosts without being defeated
by the immune system. The receptor binding domain (RBD) of
coronavirus S-protein displays three highly variable extended loops that
modulate the affinity to both the receptor on a target cell and the
neutralizing antibodies.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]



Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Worried about holiday weight gain? Your scale
isn't giving you the whole picture [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

A new, long-term diet study used MRI imaging technology for the first
time to plot the diverse changes in an array of body organ fat storage
pools during 18 months of Mediterranean/low-carb (Med/LC) and low-
fat diets, with and without moderate physical exercise.

Novel wheat microbiome analysis conducted
under four management strategies [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

A novel study has been conducted on the microbial composition of
wheat leaves, stems, and roots under four management strategies:
conventional, no-till, organic, and reduced chemical inputs. They took
200-plus samples from each of 24 test plots, using DNA sequencing and
culture collections to identify microbial communities, isolate potential
strains of pathogen-resistant fungi, and ascertain the influence of
management strategies on these communities. Learn more about their
findings.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair



writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally



reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

In the Grand Canyon, people consistently value
their recreational time [周二, 28 11月 04:59]

The economic value that private boaters of the Grand Canyon assigned
to their recreational experience remained relatively stable between 1985
and 2015 when adjusted for inflation.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias



when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Mothers of teens with autism report higher
levels of stress, but optimism can be a buffer [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

Researchers found that mothers of teenagers with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) or intellectual disability (ID) reported higher levels of
stress and other negative psychological symptoms -- think depression or
anxiety -- than mothers of teenagers with typical development (TD).
Those levels climbed even higher when teenagers with ASD or ID also
showed signs of clinical-level disruptive behavior disorders.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]



In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.

New analysis links proposed changes in U.S. tax
laws to rich-poor gap and deaths among
Americans [周二, 28 11月 01:49]

The potential health impacts of Republican and Democratic tax
proposals are explored in a new article.

US companies are investing less in science [周二, 28 11月

01:49]

A new article reveals that large corporations are investing less in
science. From 1980 to 2006, publications by company scientists have
declined in a range of industries.  The result holds across a range of
industries.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

How displaying real-time sales and stock levels



online affects shoppers [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have shown that providing real-time cues about the number
of items sold and current levels of stock - easily presentable in the
digital age - can be a viable retailing strategy, even for offline
merchants.

Assaying the impact of in-store product
sampling [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

New research has led to a model that assesses the short- and long-term
effects of in-store product sampling on sales of both the products offered
on sample and competitive products.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

Xenophobia strongly linked to Brexit, regardless
of voter age, gender or education [周一, 27 11月 22:09]

New research provides evidence that British citizens who agreed that
immigrants threaten their values and way of life were more likely to
have voted for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union,
regardless of their age, gender or education. People who just thought it



was great to be British or just valued their British identity were not more
likely to reject immigrants or vote for Brexit.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.



Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting



patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse



antibiotic resistance.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.



Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]



A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and



increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Why do more women have asthma than men?
Blame hormones [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Women are twice as likely as men to have asthma, and this gender
difference may be caused by the effects of sex hormones on lung cells.
Researchers have found that testosterone hindered an immune cell
linked to asthma symptoms, such as inflammation and mucus production
in the lungs.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.



Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of



nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.



Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects
associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an



important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]

Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair
writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Quantum-emitting answer might lie in the
solution [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Lead trihalide perovskite nanocrystals are promising candidates as light
sources. Coupling quantum emitters with nanophotonic cavities can
significantly boost efficiency, but this approach hasn't been explored
with these nanocrystals. Now, researchers have demonstrated a simple
approach for coupling solution-synthesized cesium lead tribromide
perovskite nanocrystals to silicon nitride photonic cavities. The resulting
room temperature light emission is enhanced by an order of magnitude
above what …



In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.

A fear of getting dumped kills romance and
commitment [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

Can the fear of a relationship ending actually lessen love and cause a
break-up? If yes, how does it happen? These were the questions that
researchers set out to answer. Their research complements what is
already known about how obstacles to a romantic relationship affect
attraction and commitment towards a partner.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron



incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Expression of certain genes may be key to more
youthful looking skin [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Some individuals' skin appears more youthful than their chronologic
age. Although many people try to achieve this with creams, lotions,
injections, and surgeries, new research indicates that increased
expression of certain genes may be the key to intrinsically younger
looking -- and younger behaving -- skin.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by



Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

EEG and MRI combined help shed light on ALS
[周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Researchers have been studying brain wave patterns in the
neurodegenerative condition amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They
have made the surprising discovery that some specific parts of the brain
are 'over-connected' in ALS, while other parts show reduced activity as
the brain networks disintegrate.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]

Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the
formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Incidence of brain injury in babies estimated for
first time using routine NHS data [周二, 28 11月 22:24]

New research has estimated that each year five babies in every 1,000
born in England suffer a condition or sign linked to brain injury.

6% of cancers are attributable to diabetes and
high BMI [周二, 28 11月 22:23]



Diabetes and high BMI (a BMI over 25 kg/m2) were the cause of 5.6%
of new cancer cases worldwide in 2012 - equivalent to 792600 cases,
according to the first study to quantify the proportion of cancers
attributable to diabetes and high BMI. When considered individually,
544300 cases of cases were attributable to high BMI (equivalent to 3.9%
of all cancers), and 280100 were attributable to diabetes (2%).

UK obesity levels among the worst in Europe:
Heart disease statistics from more than 45
countries [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

A decline in deaths from heart attack and stroke in high income
countries could be threatened by rising rates of obesity and diabetes,
according to a new study.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Digital scan of the eye provides accurate picture
of a person’s general health [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

Looking into the eye -- using digital techniques and analysing Big Data -
- can provide an accurate picture of a person's general medical
condition, facilitate early diagnosis and treatment, and make for
transparent patients, research shows.

Molecular profiling of melanoma tumors
explains differences in survival after T cell
therapy [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

The more times metastasized melanoma has mutated and the patient’s
immune system has been activated against the tumor – the better the
chances of survival after immunotherapy.

Not blinded by the light: Rods in the retina



contribute to daylight vision [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

International research team may be beneficial for new treatments for
patients suffering from loss of vision in bright light, report investigators.
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There's a deeper fish in the sea --
ScienceDaily

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could
survive in harsh conditions thousands of feet below the
surface. Instead of giant teeth and a menacing frame,
the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly
adept at living where few other organisms can.

Meet the deepest fish in the ocean, a new species
named the Mariana snailfish by an international team
of researchers that discovered it. The Mariana snailfish
(Pseudoliparis swirei) thrives at depths of up to about
8,000 meters (26,200 feet) along the Mariana Trench
near Guam. The team published a paper describing the
new species this week in the journal Zootaxa.

"This is the deepest fish that's been collected from the
ocean floor, and we're very excited to have an official
name," said lead author Mackenzie Gerringer, a
postdoctoral researcher at the University of
Washington's Friday Harbor Laboratories. "They don't
look very robust or strong for living in such an extreme



environment, but they are extremely successful."

Snailfish are found at many different depths in marine
waters around the world, including off the coast of San
Juan Island, where Gerringer is continuing research on
the family of fish. In deep water, they cluster together
in groups and feed on tiny crustaceans and shrimp
using suction from their mouths to gulp prey. Little is
known about how these fish can live under intense
water pressure; the pressure at those depths is similar
to an elephant standing on your thumb.

This new species appears to dominate parts of the
Mariana Trench, the deepest stretch of ocean in the
world that is located in the western Pacific Ocean.
During research trips in 2014 and 2017, scientists
collected 37 specimens of the new species from depths
of about 6,900 meters (22,600 feet) to 8,000 meters
(26,200 feet) along the trench. DNA analysis and 3-D
scanning to analyze skeletal and tissue structures
helped researchers determine they had found a new
species.

Since then, a research team from Japan has recorded
footage of the fish swimming at depths of 8,134 meters
(26,686 feet), the deepest sighting so far.



"Snailfishes have adapted to go deeper than other fish
and can live in the deep trenches. Here they are free of
predators, and the funnel shape of the trench means
there's much more food," said co-author Thomas
Linley of Newcastle University. "There are lots of
invertebrate prey and the snailfish are the top predator.
They are active and look very well-fed."

A handful of researchers have explored the Mariana
Trench, but few comprehensive surveys of the trench
and its inhabitants have been completed because of its
depth and location, Gerringer explained. These
research trips, conducted while Gerringer completed
her doctorate at University of Hawai'i at M?noa,
involved dropping traps with cameras down to the
bottom of the trench. It can take four hours for a trap to
sink to the bottom.

After waiting an additional 12 to 24 hours, the
researchers sent an acoustic signal to the trap, which
then released weights and rose to the surface with the
help of flotation. That allowed scientists to catch fish
specimens and take video footage of life at the bottom
of the ocean.

"There are a lot of surprises waiting," Gerringer said.



"It's amazing to see what lives there. We think of it as a
harsh environment because it's extreme for us, but
there's a whole group of organisms that are very happy
down there."

Footage from the 2014 research cruise on R/V Falkor
will also run in the BBC's "Blue Planet II" series,
which is now airing in the U.K. The research team also
filmed another new species on this cruise, the ethereal
snailfish, living at great depths in the Mariana Trench.
The Mariana snailfish's location was its most
distinguishing characteristic, but researchers also saw a
number of differences in physiology and body structure
that made it clear they had found a new species. With
the help of a CT scanner at the UW's Friday Harbor
Laboratories, the researchers could look in close digital
detail to study elements of the fish.

The authors acknowledge the broad collaboration
needed for deep-sea science, particularly in this
discovery, and decided the new fish's scientific name
should reflect that collaborative effort. The fish is
named after a sailor, Herbert Swire, an officer on the
HMS Challenger expedition in the late 1800s that first
discovered the Mariana Trench.



Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Washington.
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New computer model sheds light on
biological events leading to sudden
cardiac death -- ScienceDaily

Some heart disease patients face a higher risk of
sudden cardiac death, which can happen when an
arrhythmia -- an irregular heartbeat -- disrupts the
normal electrical activity in the heart and causes the
organ to stop pumping. Arrhythmias linked to sudden
cardiac death are very rare, however, making it
difficult to study how they occur -- and how they might
be prevented.

To make it much easier to discover what triggers this
deadly disorder, a team led by Johns Hopkins
researchers constructed a powerful new computer
model that replicates the biological activity within the
heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

In a study published recently in PLOS Computational
Biology, the team reported that the digital model has
yielded important clues that could provide treatment
targets for drug makers.



"For the first time, we have come up with a method for
relating how distressed molecular mechanisms in heart
disease determine the probability of arrhythmias in
cardiac tissue," said Raimond L. Winslow, the Raj and
Neera Singh Professor of Biomedical Engineering at
Johns Hopkins and senior author of the study.

"The importance of this," said Winslow, who also is
director of the university's Institute for Computational
Medicine, "is that we can now quantify precisely how
these dysfunctions drive and influence the likelihood of
arrhythmias. That is to say, we now have a way of
identifying the most important controlling molecular
factors associated with these arrhythmias."

With this knowledge, Winslow said, researchers will
be better able to develop treatments to keep some
deadly heart rhythms from forming. "It could lead to
better drugs that target the right mechanisms,"
Winslow said. "If you can find a molecule that blocks
this particular action, then doing so will significantly
reduce the probability of an arrhythmia, whereas other
manipulations will have comparatively negligible
effects."

The lead author of the study was Mark A. Walker, who



worked on the problem while earning his Johns
Hopkins doctoral degree under Winslow's supervision.
Walker said he and his colleagues used computer
models to determine what activity was linked to
arrhythmia at three biological levels: in the heart tissue
as a whole, within individual heart cells, and within the
molecules that make up the cells, including small
proteins called ion channels that control the movement
of calcium in the heart.

"Calcium is an important player in the functioning of a
heart cell," said Walker, who now works as a
computational biologist at the Broad Institute, a
research center affiliated with Harvard University and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "There are a
lot of interesting questions about how the handling of
calcium in heart cells can sort-of go haywire."

Walker and his colleagues chose to focus on one
intriguing question about this process: when heart cells
possess too much calcium, which can happen in heart
disease patients, how does this overload of calcium
trigger an arrhythmia?

The team discovered that heart cells respond by
expelling excess calcium, and in doing so, they



generate an electrical signal. If by chance, a large
enough number of these signals are generated at the
same time, it can trigger an arrhythmia.

"Imagine if you have a bunch of people in a room, and
you want to test the strength of the floor they are all
standing on," Walker said. "It's not a very strong floor,
so if there's enough force on it, it will break. You tell
everyone that on the count of three, jump in the air.
They all land on the floor, and you try to figure out
what's the probability that the floor will break, given
that everyone is going to jump at a slightly different
time, people will weigh different amounts, and they
might jump to different heights. These are all random
variables."

Similarly, Walker said, random variables also exist in
trying to determine the probability that enough
calcium-related electrical signals will simultaneously
discharge in the heart to set off a lethal arrhythmia.
Because the circumstances that cause sudden cardiac
death are so rare, it makes them very tough to predict.

"You're trying to figure out what the probability is,"
Walker said. "The difficulty of doing that is if the
probability is one in a million, then you have to do tens



of millions of trials to estimate that probability. One of
the advances that we made in this work was that we
were able to figure out how to do this with really just a
handful of trials."

Walker and Winslow both cautioned that, at present,
the new computer model cannot predict which heart
patients face a higher risk of sudden cardiac death. But
they said the model should speed up the pace of heart
research and the development of related medicines or
treatments such as gene therapy. They said the model
will be shared as free open-source software.
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Researchers trained neural networks
to be fashion designers (sort of) --
ScienceDaily

Researchers from the University of California San
Diego and Adobe Research have demonstrated how
artificial intelligence and neural networks could one
day create custom apparel designs to help retailers and
apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on
what they learned from a buyer's preferences.

"We show that our model can be used generatively,
i.e., given a user and a product category, we can
generate new images (in this case clothing items) that
are most consistent with the user's personal taste," said
first-author and computer science Ph.D. student Wang-
Cheng Kang. "This represents a first step toward
building systems that go beyond recommending
existing items from a product corpus, to suggesting
styles and helping to design new products."

Their findings were published in early November on
ArXiv in a paper titled "Visually-Aware Fashion



Recommendation and Design with Generative Image
Models." Computer Science and Engineering professor
Julian McAuley and his second-year Ph.D. student,
Wang-Cheng Kang, teamed on the research with
industry experts Chen Fang and Zhaowen Wang from
Adobe Research.

"This suggests a new type of recommendation
approach that can be used for recommendation,
production and design," McAuley and his colleagues
write. "These frameworks can lead to richer forms of
recommendation, where content recommendation and
content generation are more closely linked."

The project aimed to test how well tools from artificial
intelligence and machine learning can help the fashion
industry and consumers -- particularly those among the
growing cohort of shoppers eager to buy clothing on
the Internet.

While there are many algorithms and tools to help
online retailers recommend designs to potential buyers,
the UC San Diego-Adobe Research team went a giant
step further. They wanted to see if it would be possible
to crunch preference and other data not only to make
recommendations, but potentially to enable computers



to produce new clothing designs that would have an
edge because they reflect a consumer's individual
preferences.

Initially, the researchers focused on devising a system
to create better recommendations, particularly in the
case of 'visual' recommendations, where consumers can
be swayed by how the product looks, as in the case of
fashion apparel or artworks).

"Building effective recommender systems for domains
like fashion is challenging due to the high level of
subjectivity and the semantic complexity of the
features involved," according to the new paper.
Researchers went on to note that visual
recommendation can be made more accurate by
incorporating visual signals directly into the
recommendation objective, using off-the-shelf feature
representations derived from deep networks.

The team demonstrated that recommendation
performance can be significantly improved by learning
'fashion aware' image representations directly, by
training the image representation (from the pixel level)
and the recommender system jointly. The paper grew
out of recent work using Siamese Convolutional



Neural Networks (Siamese-CNNs), so-called because
they are a class of neural network architectures
containing two or more identical subnetworks.
(Siamese-CNNs are popularly used to find similarity or
relationships between two comparable items.)

For the fashion project, the researchers trained the
Siamese-CNN to learn and classify a user's preferences
for certain items.

From there, they used a neural networking framework
called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to learn
the distribution of fashion images and generate novel
fashion items that maximize users' preferences. GANs
train two networks on one set of data, and they have
been particularly well-suited to generate realistic
images. The resulting system can suggest items to buy
from existing designs, but it can also be used to modify
existing items, or to generate new designs tailored to a
specific individual's preferences (based on 'big data '
about prior purchases, surveys, etc.).

The use of AI in the fashion industry is still in its
infancy, but two of the world's largest online retailers --
Amazon and China's Alibaba -- are already working
with AI tools, including GANs. As for the UC San



Diego-Adobe Research project, the quality of the
algorithmically-designed new clothes remains
rudimentary at best. As CSE's McAuley told a writer
from MIT Technology Review, "you'd have to read the
tea leaves a little bit if you want to call that style or
not." But, he warned, bringing neural networking to the
fashion world is in its infancy.
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Making a case for health literacy:
Report highlights benefits of
understanding, using health
information -- ScienceDaily

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
estimates half of the adult population in the United
States may have inadequate health literacy skills. The
inability to understand and effectively use health
information is linked to higher rates of hospitalization,
reduced preventive care and increased health costs. A
new report by researchers at the University of Missouri
School of Medicine's Center for Health Policy
highlighted the benefits of health literacy for both
patients and providers.

"Health literacy can improve the value of care for
everyone," said Karen Edison, M.D., director of the
MU Center for Health Policy and contributing author
of the report. "When patients are given health
information in a way they can understand, they tend to
make better health decisions."



Authors of the report used previous evidence-based
research to show how health literacy can achieve four
main goals, also known as the "Quadruple Aim." The
Quadruple Aim is based on enhancing quality of care,
improving community health, reducing health costs,
and improving patient and provider experiences.

"The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
estimates health expenditures will cost the U.S. $3.5
trillion in 2017," said Stan Hudson, M.A., associate
director of the MU Center for Health Policy and lead
author of the report. "We know from previous research
that limited health literacy increases costs not only for
the U.S. health system, but also for patients and
providers. Based on cost analysis of that research, we
estimate sufficient health literacy could save $105 to
$175 billion each year."

Hudson and his colleagues interviewed health literacy
professionals and conducted a survey to learn about
existing educational programs. The interviews and
survey focused on community health, and how patient
and provider experiences were affected by improved
health literacy.

"The relationship between health literacy and health



outcomes is very important," Hudson said. "We found
that low health literacy is a contributing factor for
readmission for chronic conditions such as diabetes,
heart disease and cancer. From an ethical standpoint, it
also plays a vital role in equitable care. Health literacy
helps ensure the best quality of care for everyone."

Although the MU report identifies the important role of
health literacy, Hudson suggests that more research is
needed to show long-term benefits.

"Evidence of short-term outcomes support the
effectiveness of many health literacy interventions,"
Hudson said. "However, there are no studies that
examine long-term outcomes, especially as they relate
to public health and prevention. This is an area we
need to study more."

"Improving health literacy will involve working with
providers to communicate more effectively," said
Edison, who also serves as the Philip C. Anderson
Professor of Dermatology and chair of the Department
of Dermatology at the MU School of Medicine. "We
also need to empower patients and their families
through educational and outreach strategies.
Ultimately, we need to create opportunities for patients



to understand their care as they navigate the health care
system."

The report, "Improving Health and the Bottom Line:
The Case for Health Literacy," recently was presented
to the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine at the Roundtable on Health Literacy
workshop in Washington, D.C. Funding for the report
was provided by the Health and Medicine Division of
the National Academies.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Missouri-
Columbia. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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Geophysicists uncover new evidence
for an alternative style of plate
tectonics: Canadian-Turkish
collaboration reveals an event of active
'drip' tectonics -- ScienceDaily

When renowned University of Toronto (U of T)
geophysicist J. Tuzo Wilson cemented concepts in the
emerging field of plate tectonics in the 1960s, he
revolutionized the study of Earth's physical
characteristics and behaviours. Decades later, successor
researchers at U of T and Istanbul Technical University
have determined that a series of volcanoes and a
mountain plateau across central Turkey formed not
solely by the collision of tectonic plates, but instead by
a massive drip and then detachment of the lower
tectonic plate beneath Earth's surface.

The researchers propose that the reason the Central
Anatolian (Turkish) Plateau has risen by as much as
one kilometre over the past 10 million years is because
the planet's crust and upper mantle -- the lithosphere --



has thickened and dripped below the region. As the
lithosphere sank into the lower mantle, it first formed a
basin at the surface, which later sprang up when the
weight below broke off and sank further into the
deeper depths of the mantle.

"It seems the heavy base of the tectonic plate has
'dripped' off into the mantle, leaving a massive gap in
the plate beneath Central Anatolia. Essentially, by
dropping this dense lithospheric anchor, there has been
an upward bobbing of the entire land mass across
hundreds of kilometres," said Professor Oğuz H. Göğüş
of the Eurasia Institute of Earth Sciences at Istanbul
Technical University (ITU), lead author of a study
reporting the findings published in Nature
Communications this month.

It's a new idea where plate shortening initially
squeezed and folded a mountain belt, triggering the
thickening and dripping of the deep lithosphere, and
then increasing the elevation of most of central Turkey.
Puzzled by the presence of such a process at a
significant distance away from regular plate tectonic
boundaries, the research team set about identifying
why, in an area of high heating and high elevation, is
the lithosphere below completely gone -- something



that was recently discovered from seismology.

They tested high-performance computational models
against known geological and geophysical observations
of the Central Anatolian Plateau, and demonstrated that
a drip of lithospheric material below the surface can
account for the measured elevation changes across the
region.

"It's a new variation on the fundamental concepts of
plate tectonics," said Professor Russell Pysklywec,
chair of the Department of Earth Sciences at U of T
and one of the study's coauthors. "It gives us some
insight into the connection between the slow
circulation of near-solid rock in Earth's mantle caused
by convection currents carrying heat upwards from the
planet's interior, and observed active plate tectonics at
the surface.

"This is part of the holy grail of plate tectonics --
linking the two processes to understand how the crust
responds to the mantle thermal engine of the planet."

Pysklywec carried out the study with Göğüş, who
received his PhD from U of T in 2010, and fellow
researchers at ITU including Professor A. M. C.



Şengör, and Erkan Gün of the Eurasia Institute of Earth
Sciences at Istanbul Technical Institute. Gün is also
now a current graduate student at U of T, supervised by
Pysklywec. The research adds to decades of
groundbreaking work in plate tectonics at U of T, and
builds on Wilson's seminal work.

"Tuzo Wilson is a towering figure in geophysics
internationally and the person most responsible for
pioneering the ideas of plate tectonics in the 1960s,"
said Pysklywec. "I am pleased that we are continuing
his legacy in geophysics with our work."

While Pysklywec notes there are many locations on
Earth missing its lithosphere below, he is quick to
reassure that no place is in imminent danger of sinking
into the mantle or boosting upwards overnight. "Our
results show that the Central Anatolian Plateau rose
over a period of millions of years. We're talking about
mantle fluid motions and uplift at the pace at which
fingernails grow."

Göğüş highlights the links of the tectonics with human
history saying, "The findings are exciting also because
of the link with the remarkable historical human
activity of Central Anatolia where some of the earliest



known civilizations have existed. For example, Central
Anatolia is described as an elevated, dry, cold plain of
Lycaonia in Strabo's Geographika in 7 BC, and even
cave paintings in the region dating to approximately
7000 BC record active volcanic eruptions on the
plateau."

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Toronto. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's



supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth - have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as



Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]



The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies



might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil



simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]



Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature



explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.



Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of



electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Why do more women have asthma than men?
Blame hormones [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Women are twice as likely as men to have asthma, and this gender
difference may be caused by the effects of sex hormones on lung cells.
Researchers have found that testosterone hindered an immune cell
linked to asthma symptoms, such as inflammation and mucus production
in the lungs.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.



How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects



associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair
writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

A fear of getting dumped kills romance and
commitment [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

Can the fear of a relationship ending actually lessen love and cause a
break-up? If yes, how does it happen? These were the questions that
researchers set out to answer. Their research complements what is
already known about how obstacles to a romantic relationship affect
attraction and commitment towards a partner.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]



The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Expression of certain genes may be key to more
youthful looking skin [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Some individuals' skin appears more youthful than their chronologic
age. Although many people try to achieve this with creams, lotions,
injections, and surgeries, new research indicates that increased
expression of certain genes may be the key to intrinsically younger
looking -- and younger behaving -- skin.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

EEG and MRI combined help shed light on ALS
[周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Researchers have been studying brain wave patterns in the
neurodegenerative condition amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They
have made the surprising discovery that some specific parts of the brain
are 'over-connected' in ALS, while other parts show reduced activity as
the brain networks disintegrate.



New way to do metabolic engineering [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

A novel metabolic engineering method has been created that combines
transcriptional activation, transcriptional interference, and gene deletion,
and executes them simultaneously, making the process faster and easier.

Incidence of brain injury in babies estimated for
first time using routine NHS data [周二, 28 11月 22:24]

New research has estimated that each year five babies in every 1,000
born in England suffer a condition or sign linked to brain injury.

6% of cancers are attributable to diabetes and
high BMI [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

Diabetes and high BMI (a BMI over 25 kg/m2) were the cause of 5.6%
of new cancer cases worldwide in 2012 - equivalent to 792600 cases,
according to the first study to quantify the proportion of cancers
attributable to diabetes and high BMI. When considered individually,
544300 cases of cases were attributable to high BMI (equivalent to 3.9%
of all cancers), and 280100 were attributable to diabetes (2%).

UK obesity levels among the worst in Europe:
Heart disease statistics from more than 45
countries [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

A decline in deaths from heart attack and stroke in high income
countries could be threatened by rising rates of obesity and diabetes,
according to a new study.

Digital scan of the eye provides accurate picture
of a person’s general health [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

Looking into the eye -- using digital techniques and analysing Big Data -
- can provide an accurate picture of a person's general medical
condition, facilitate early diagnosis and treatment, and make for
transparent patients, research shows.

Molecular profiling of melanoma tumors
explains differences in survival after T cell



therapy [周二, 28 11月 22:18]

The more times metastasized melanoma has mutated and the patient’s
immune system has been activated against the tumor – the better the
chances of survival after immunotherapy.

Not blinded by the light: Rods in the retina
contribute to daylight vision [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

International research team may be beneficial for new treatments for
patients suffering from loss of vision in bright light, report investigators.

Trisomy 21: Research breaks new ground [周二, 28 11月

22:14]

Down's syndrome, also known as trisomy 21, is one of the most
common genetic diseases. Researchers have recently analyzed the
proteins of individuals with trisomy 21 for the first time: the goal was to
improve our understanding of how a supernumerary copy of
chromosome 21 could affect human development. The research shows
that trisomy 21, far from only affecting the proteins encoded by the
chromosome 21 genes, also impacts on the proteins encoded by the
genes located on the other chromosomes.

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Fat distribution in women and men provides
clues to heart attack risk [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

It's not the amount of fat in your body but where it's stored that may
increase your risk for heart attack, stroke and diabetes, according to a
new study. The study looked at the differences in fat distribution
patterns among overweight and obese men and women and their
associated cardiometabolic risk.

Weight loss through exercise alone does not
protect knees [周二, 28 11月 22:10]



Obese people who lose a substantial amount of weight can significantly
slow down the degeneration of their knee cartilage, but only if they lose
weight through diet and exercise or diet alone, according to a new MRI
study.

Migraines linked to high sodium levels in
cerebrospinal fluid [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

Migraine sufferers have significantly higher sodium concentrations in
their cerebrospinal fluid than people without the condition, according to
the first study to use a technique called sodium MRI to look at migraine
patients.

Largest study of opioid deaths reveals who is at
most risk [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new study of 13,000 people who died of an opioid overdose found
that more than half had been diagnosed with chronic pain; many had
psychiatric disorders.

This 'sweet spot' could improve Melanoma
diagnosis [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

Too much, too little, just right. It might seem like a line from
'Goldilocks and the Three Bears,' but actually describes an important
finding that will enhance computer-aided diagnosis (CADx) of
melanoma. Thanks to a new algorithm -- which can be used in mobile
apps that are being developed to diagnose suspicious moles --
researchers were able to determine the 'sweet spot' in classifying images
of skin lesions.

Low frequency brain stimulation improves
cognition in Parkinson's disease [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

A multidisciplinary neuroscience study using rare, intraoperative brain
recordings suggests that low frequency stimulation of a deep brain
region may be able to improve cognitive function in patients with
Parkinson's disease (PD). The study also hints at the broader potential of
brain stimulation for treating other cognitive diseases.



Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth - have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

Scientists identify the segmentation and
consolidation mechanism of long-term memories
[周二, 28 11月 22:09]

A study has identified a neural mechanism in humans that allows us to
segment our experience in discrete memory units. According to the
research, the brain identifies context changes as 'frontiers' in the flow of
our experience and uses them to fragment the course of events into small
units of memory that can be stored long-term.

Biology, chemistry combine to generate new
antibiotics [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Combining the innovations of synthetic biology with biology and
chemistry, a team of scientists has generated a brand-new platform that
will allow the production of desperately needed brand-new antibiotics.

Severity of post-operative delirium relates to
severity of cognitive decline [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

There is increasing evidence that the level of delirium in post-surgical
patients is associated with the level of later cognitive decline in those
same patients.

Denying patient requests lowers physician
ratings [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Patients who ask for specialist referrals, laboratory tests or certain
medications and don't get them tend to be less satisfied with their
doctors than those whose requests are fulfilled, new research shows.
Based on the results, the study authors recommend communications
training for physicians that fosters positive experiences for patients
without agreeing to all requests for particular diagnostics or treatments.



Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

Abbreviated breast MRI may be additional
screening option for dense breasts [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Among women with dense breast tissue, for whom traditional
mammograms are less effective at detecting cancer, who request
additional screening after a negative mammogram, abbreviated breast
MRI (AB-MR) may be a valuable cancer detection tool.

Type 2 diabetes: It all starts in the liver [周二, 28 11月 22:08]

Among the detrimental effects of obesity is the risk of developing type 2
diabetes. If the strong links between obesity and type 2 diabetes are well
known, the cellular and molecular mechanisms were so far poorly
understood. Scientists unravel the factors linking obesity and insulin
resistance. By deciphering how the protein PTPR-? inhibits insulin
receptors located at the surface of liver cells, they open door to potential
news therapeutic strategies.

Reimagining autonomy in reproductive
medicine [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

A new report examines what 'just reproduction' looks like in light of
increasingly complex and costly reproductive technologies and other
factors.

BRCA cancer cells' last defense discovered [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

Researchers hope their findings may lead to improved chemotherapy
drugs and shed light on why some cells develop chemotherapy
resistance.



In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

Mycobacteria can sense presence of proteins
that cause disease, new study finds [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

A new study could help researchers identify how to tone down the
ability of mycobacteria to cause disease and help them in treating
infection.

Brain cortex development: Ryk needs a
chaperone [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

Proteins named Ryk and Smek contribute to the development of the
brain's cortex, which is the gray matter responsible for consciousness,
report scientists.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias
when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Flip side of innovation: What causes doctors to
scale back on the use of medical practices [周二, 28 11月

04:20]

To better understand the process of 'exnovation,' or the scaling-back of
expensive medical treatments for certain medical practices, researchers
studied nearly 10,000 physicians who performed carotid
revascularization -- a surgical procedure used to reduce the risk of stroke
by correcting narrowing in the carotid artery -- on elderly Medicare



patients between 2006-2013.

Mothers of teens with autism report higher
levels of stress, but optimism can be a buffer [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

Researchers found that mothers of teenagers with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) or intellectual disability (ID) reported higher levels of
stress and other negative psychological symptoms -- think depression or
anxiety -- than mothers of teenagers with typical development (TD).
Those levels climbed even higher when teenagers with ASD or ID also
showed signs of clinical-level disruptive behavior disorders.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's



supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of
nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.

Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote



brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Quantum-emitting answer might lie in the
solution [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Lead trihalide perovskite nanocrystals are promising candidates as light
sources. Coupling quantum emitters with nanophotonic cavities can
significantly boost efficiency, but this approach hasn't been explored
with these nanocrystals. Now, researchers have demonstrated a simple
approach for coupling solution-synthesized cesium lead tribromide
perovskite nanocrystals to silicon nitride photonic cavities. The resulting
room temperature light emission is enhanced by an order of magnitude



above what …

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron
incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]



Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the
formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study



contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in
plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

New method benchmarks organic mixed
conductors [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

New materials were used by researchers in organic electrochemical
transistors to test and compare their performances for different
applications.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Drug-delivering nanoparticles seek and destroy
elusive cancer stem cells [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

Researchers are sending tiny drug-laden nanoparticles on a mission to
seek and destroy cancer stem cells, the elusive and rare cells that can
cause cancer to come back even when years have passed since the initial
tumor was treated. Encapsulated in the particles is the drug niclosamide
-- a drug commonly prescribed to treat tapeworm infections, but in
cancer stem cells it turns off key gene pathways that give the cells



stemlike properties.

Galactic microquasar provides explanation for
structure of faraway radio galaxies [周二, 28 11月 02:15]

New results will aid the study of the distribution of gravitational waves
from distant sources.

When physics gives evolution a leg up by
breaking one [周二, 28 11月 02:05]

With no biological program to drive it, nascent multicellular clusters
adopt a lifecycle thanks to the physics of their stresses. The accidental
reproduction drives them to evolve as multicellular life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Ultrathin and flat graphene metalenses gain
morace properties [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Lenses made of graphene and precisely pierced gold sheets are able to



concentrate terahertz beams to a spot, flip its polarization and modulate
its intensity.

Studying heat transfer with computers is easier
now [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

New research will enable heat transfer to be studied more accurately and
efficiently using powerful super computers, thereby opening up
interesting application and research perspectives.

All missions on board for NASA heliophysics
research [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Scientists have been studying the near-Earth environment for the better
part of a century, but many mysteries -- like where the energetic
particles that pervade the area originate and become energized -- still
remain. In a new type of collaborative study, scientists combined data
from 16 separate NASA and Los Alamos National Laboratory spacecraft
to understand how a particle phenomenon in the magnetic environment
around Earth occurs. These events, called substorms, can cause auroras,
disrupt GPS …

The electronic origins of fluorescence in carbon
nanotubes [周二, 28 11月 00:00]

Scientists have studied the infrared fluorescence of carbon nanotubes
(rolled-up sheets of graphene). The frequency of infrared emission
depended on the molecules bonded to the tube walls. By applying
electrical potentials, they found that changes in the electron energy
levels of carbon, induced by the attached molecules, were consistent
with the frequency shifts. This allows the design of carbon nanotubes for
bio-imaging, with tunable fluorescence by chemical modification.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether
ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say



with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Piezoelectric effect of lysozyme was
experimentally proved [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

Direct evidence of the piezoelectric effect of lysozyme in monoclinic
and tetragonal aggregate films of lysozyme has now been captured by
researchers. The sufficiently high piezoelectric coefficient is several
times higher than that of the classical quartz piezoelectricity, which
makes it possible to use this material for various biomedical purposes,
for example, to generate electric charges in cells.

Removing chemical used to make teflon-like
coatings has led to fewer low birth weights and
less brain damage, study suggests [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Government and industry efforts since 2003 to phase out chemicals used
to make non-stick coatings, such as Teflon, have prevented more than
118,000 low-weight births and related brain damage in the United
States, researchers say.

Leave your ego at the door: Researchers
uncover reality of wingsuit flying [周一, 27 11月 22:34]

Researchers are challenging the myth that extreme sports enthusiasts
push themselves to the max and take risks no matter what the
consequences.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.



Airbag to prevent tanker trucks from tipping
over: New design [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

Researchers have designed a system that can secure liquid loads, making
the transport of bulk liquids much safer. The inflatable components
prevent tanker trucks from tipping over, and they reduce fuel
consumption as well.

A revolutionary invention detects black ice in
traffic [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

A new invention revolutionizes the way black ice is detected and
provides several other improvements in traffic safety as well. The
software installed in vehicles can also guide drivers to drive more
economically. Software-based, the invention can be installed into a
majority of heavy vehicles in particular with no additional equipment.
The new invention allows slippery road conditions to be detected
accurately.

New microscope sets a record for visualizing
surface wetting properties [周一, 27 11月 22:31]

Wetting is an everyday phenomenon that represents how well liquid
spreads on a surface. When water comes into contact with an extremely
water-repellent, or ‘superhydrophobic’ surface, droplets bead up and roll
off easily. Researchers have developed a measurement technique called
Scanning Droplet Adhesion Microscopy (SDAM) to understand and
characterize the wetting properties of superhydrophobic materials.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from
NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.



New computational method introduced for
lighting in computer graphics [周一, 27 11月 22:11]

Computing lighting that looks real remains complex and inefficient, as
the necessary consideration of all possible paths light can take remains
too costly to be performed for every pixel in real-time. A pair of
computer scientists, with expertise in video game development and
lighting simulation algorithms, has developed a new computational
method to address this key challenge.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]



New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]

Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.



Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]



Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how



these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

Mycobacteria can sense presence of proteins
that cause disease, new study finds [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

A new study could help researchers identify how to tone down the
ability of mycobacteria to cause disease and help them in treating
infection.

Decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide key to
ancient climate transition [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

A decline in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels led to a
fundamental shift in the behavior of the Earth's climate system around
one million years ago, according to new research led by the University
of Southampton.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.



Sharks evolved aircraft-like attributes to suit
habitats [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Researchers report that shark species have evolved diverse physical
attributes to help them thrive in different ocean ecosystems.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according
to new research.

Maize pest exploits plant defense compounds to
protect itself [周二, 28 11月 03:08]

The western corn rootworm continues to be on the rise in Europe. Why
attempts to biologically target this crop pest by applying
entomopathogenic nematodes have failed, can be explained by the
amazing defense strategy of this insect. A new study shows that the
rootworm larvae are able to sequester plant defense compounds from
maize roots in a non-toxic form and can activate the toxins whenever
they need them to protect themselves against their own enemies.

Increased oral pathogens, decreased bacterial
diversity predict precancerous stomach cancer
lesions [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Elevated pathogen colonization and a lack of bacterial diversity in the
mouth were identified in people with precancerous lesions that could
precede stomach cancer, finds a new study.

Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

Large-scale approach reveals imperfect actor in



plant biotechnology [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Scientists have unraveled the molecular activities of a key protein that
can enable plants to withstand a common herbicide. Their findings
reveal how the protein can sometimes act imprecisely, and how it can be
successfully re-engineered to be more precise.

Fighting plant disease at warm temperatures
keeps food on the table [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

An issue of global concern is the anticipated shortage of agricultural
output to meet the steady rise in human population. Scientists
understand that overcoming crop loss due to disease and adverse
weather will be key in achieving this goal.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

Barley is flavor of the month as new study settles
centuries-old brewing debate [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A five-year study settles a debate among brewers -- does barley flavor
your pint?

Asthma in infant boys may eventually be
preventable [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

A new study shows that the family risk for asthma -- typically passed



from moms to babies -- may not be a result of genetics alone: it may also
involve the microbes found in a baby's digestive tract.

When physics gives evolution a leg up by
breaking one [周二, 28 11月 02:05]

With no biological program to drive it, nascent multicellular clusters
adopt a lifecycle thanks to the physics of their stresses. The accidental
reproduction drives them to evolve as multicellular life.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Breakthrough in tornado short-term forecasting
could mean earlier, more accurate warnings [周二, 28

11月 01:47]

Researchers have developed a tornado-prediction method they say could
buy as much as 20 minutes additional warning time. Using high-altitude
turbulence radar can help researchers detect specific tornado signatures,
with 90 percent accuracy within a 100-kilometer radius.

When magma prevents volcanic eruptions [周二, 28 11月

01:47]

Calderas are huge topographic depressions formed by large volcanic
eruptions. They sometimes experience an inflation of their floor of up to
a kilometer, caused by magma injection. This process, dubbed 'caldera
resurgence,' remains one of the least understood in volcanology.
Researchers now show that non-erupted magma left after the caldera-
forming eruption behaves as a 'rubber sheet' that inhibits the rise of the
newly injected magma.

Parental diet affects offspring immunity: Meta-



analysis [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A multidisciplinary wide-ranging study across the animal kingdom has
found a close relationship exists between parents' diets and the immunity
of offspring, with implications for wildlife conservation and animal
husbandry as well as human health.

Muscles can't get any faster than this ... a
fundamental muscle speed limit [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

When birds sing their elaborate songs, bats echolocate, rattlesnakes
rattle and toadfish hum they use so-called superfast muscles, the fastest
vertebrate muscles known. New research shows that these muscles have
reached a maximum speed attainable in any vertebrate muscle.

'Dark matter' discoveries could shine light on
new treatments for diseases [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

A microbial 'seed bank' discovered in the Atacama desert offers new
hope in the search for antibiotics.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

New technique can detect impurities in ground
beef within minutes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have found a better way to identify unwanted animal
products in ground beef. They used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99 per cent accuracy whether



ground beef samples included other animal parts. They were able to say
with 80 per cent accuracy which animal parts were used, and in what
concentration.

Long-term logging study demonstrates impacts
on chimpanzees and gorillas (Republic of
Congo) [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Research has shown human disturbance can have detrimental effects on
great ape populations but now there is new evidence showing how
selective logging impacts chimpanzees and gorilla populations
differently.

Common cold viruses reveal one of their
strengths [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Why don't we ever develop immunity against the common cold? The
incredible variability of coronaviruses is better understood with this
study about the ways in which coronaviruses adapt and evolve,
becoming ever more effective at infecting hosts without being defeated
by the immune system. The receptor binding domain (RBD) of
coronavirus S-protein displays three highly variable extended loops that
modulate the affinity to both the receptor on a target cell and the
neutralizing antibodies.

New butterfly species discovered in Russia with
an unusual set of 46 chromosomes [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Finding a new species is a rare event in easy-to-see and well-studied
organisms like butterflies, especially if they inhabit well-explored areas
such as Europe. Researchers have now discovered the previously
unknown South-Russian blue using an array of modern research
techniques. Furthermore, the new species was found to possess 46
chromosomes, just like a human, whereas its closest relative has 68
chromosomes.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]



Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Worried about holiday weight gain? Your scale
isn't giving you the whole picture [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

A new, long-term diet study used MRI imaging technology for the first
time to plot the diverse changes in an array of body organ fat storage
pools during 18 months of Mediterranean/low-carb (Med/LC) and low-
fat diets, with and without moderate physical exercise.

Novel wheat microbiome analysis conducted
under four management strategies [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

A novel study has been conducted on the microbial composition of
wheat leaves, stems, and roots under four management strategies:
conventional, no-till, organic, and reduced chemical inputs. They took
200-plus samples from each of 24 test plots, using DNA sequencing and
culture collections to identify microbial communities, isolate potential
strains of pathogen-resistant fungi, and ascertain the influence of
management strategies on these communities. Learn more about their
findings.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

Dyslexia: When spelling problems impair



writing acquisition [周三, 29 11月 00:26]

Dyslexia is a learning difficulty which affects the ability to adopt the
automatic reflexes needed to read and write. Several studies have sought
to identify the source of the problems encountered by individuals with
dyslexia when they read. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
mechanisms involved in writing. Researchers have recently looked at
the purely motor aspects of writing in children diagnosed with dyslexia.
Their results show that orthographic processing in children with dysle…

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally



reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

In the Grand Canyon, people consistently value
their recreational time [周二, 28 11月 04:59]

The economic value that private boaters of the Grand Canyon assigned
to their recreational experience remained relatively stable between 1985
and 2015 when adjusted for inflation.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias



when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Mothers of teens with autism report higher
levels of stress, but optimism can be a buffer [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

Researchers found that mothers of teenagers with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) or intellectual disability (ID) reported higher levels of
stress and other negative psychological symptoms -- think depression or
anxiety -- than mothers of teenagers with typical development (TD).
Those levels climbed even higher when teenagers with ASD or ID also
showed signs of clinical-level disruptive behavior disorders.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]



In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative
publicity and reputational damage.

New analysis links proposed changes in U.S. tax
laws to rich-poor gap and deaths among
Americans [周二, 28 11月 01:49]

The potential health impacts of Republican and Democratic tax
proposals are explored in a new article.

US companies are investing less in science [周二, 28 11月

01:49]

A new article reveals that large corporations are investing less in
science. From 1980 to 2006, publications by company scientists have
declined in a range of industries.  The result holds across a range of
industries.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

How displaying real-time sales and stock levels



online affects shoppers [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have shown that providing real-time cues about the number
of items sold and current levels of stock - easily presentable in the
digital age - can be a viable retailing strategy, even for offline
merchants.

Assaying the impact of in-store product
sampling [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

New research has led to a model that assesses the short- and long-term
effects of in-store product sampling on sales of both the products offered
on sample and competitive products.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

Xenophobia strongly linked to Brexit, regardless
of voter age, gender or education [周一, 27 11月 22:09]

New research provides evidence that British citizens who agreed that
immigrants threaten their values and way of life were more likely to
have voted for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union,
regardless of their age, gender or education. People who just thought it



was great to be British or just valued their British identity were not more
likely to reject immigrants or vote for Brexit.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.



Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting



patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse



antibiotic resistance.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.



Long-haired microbes named after Canadian
band Rush [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Three new species of microbe found in the guts of termites have been
named after members of the Canadian prog-rock band Rush, owing to
the microbes' long hair and rhythmic wriggling under the microscope.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]



A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how brain
encodes sounds [周四, 09 11月 04:18]

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking sound, your brain
needs to process quickly whether the sound is coming from, say, a bear
or a chipmunk. A biomedical engineer now has a new interpretation for
an old observation, debunking an established theory in the process.

Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …



Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface



shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]



A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.

How cells detect, mend DNA damage may
improve chemotherapy [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Human cells have a way of detecting and mending DNA damage caused
by some common chemotherapy drugs, according to a new study. The
findings could have important implications for treating cancer.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Dysfunction of intricate astrocyte cells may
underlie autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy [周四, 09 11

月 02:19]

The unique architecture of star-shaped brain cells called astrocytes plays
a key role in regulating the development and function of neural synapses



in the brain, says new research. The findings indicate that astrocyte
dysfunction may underlie neuronal problems observed in devastating
diseases like autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy.

How chronic inflammation tips the balance of
immune cells to promote liver cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Chronic inflammation is known to drive many cancers, especially liver
cancer. Researchers have long thought that's because inflammation
directly affects cancer cells, stimulating their division and protecting
them from death. But researchers have now found that chronic liver
inflammation also promotes cancer by suppressing immunosurveillance
-- a natural defense mechanism in which it's thought the immune system
suppresses cancer development.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

First draft cell atlas of the small intestine [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

Researchers have produced a first-draft atlas of the mammalian small
intestine's cellular composition. This atlas provides a high-resolution,
gene expression-based census of the cells constituting the lining of the
small intestine, using more than 53,000 individual cells from the mouse
gut or gut-organoid models

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be



better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Video of blood clot contraction reveals how
platelets naturally form unobtrusive clots [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

The first view of the physical mechanism of how a blood clot contracts
at the level of individual platelets is giving researchers a new look at a
natural process that is part of blood clotting. The team describes how
specialized proteins in platelets cause clots to shrink in size.

Neurodegenerative diseases: Transforming
fibrils into crystals [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers have discovered a new type of transition in protein folding:
amyloid crystals formed from amyloid fibrils by a decrease in energy.
The crystals are even more stable than the fibrils, which are responsible
for a number of serious neurodegenerative diseases in humans.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Bringing natural killer cells to the tumor
battlefield [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

By studying melanoma, a highly malignant form of skin cancer, medical
researchers have revealed a mechanism by which the
immunosuppressive environment can be switched to an



immunosupportive one. They found that if autophagy -- the intracellular
recycling process -- is blocked in tumor cells, they produce cytokines
that attract NK cells. The massive recruitment of NK cells allows killing
cancer cells and lets the tumors shrink.

Adolescents use dietary supplements to increase
sports performance and improve immunity [周四, 09 11月

01:42]

Adolescents in developed countries frequently use dietary supplements
despite a lack of knowledge about possible harmful effects or drug
interactions. Often males turn to dietary supplements in an attempt to
increase their performance for sports while females are more concerned
with preventing illness and disease. To understand the underlying
reasons and sources of recommendation for dietary supplement use
among adolescents, researchers studied both athletes and nonathletes.

When you're tired, your brain cells actually slow
down [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

A new study finds that individual neurons slow down when we are sleep
deprived, leading to delayed behavioral responses to events taking place
around us. The slowdown affects the brain's visual perception and
memory associations.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Risk of cardiac and stroke death increases after
discontinuing hormone therapy [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Hormone therapy (HT) continues to be a hotly debated topic. The
benefits of estrogen to the heart, however, appear to be universally
accepted. A new study demonstrates that the risk of cardiac and stroke
death actually increases in the first year after discontinuation of HT.

True impact of diabetic foot ulcers [周四, 09 11月 01:41]



The prognosis for people with an infected diabetic foot ulcer is worse
than was previously thought, according to new research. More than half
the patients in the research study did not see their ulcer heal over a year -
- and one in seven had to have part or all of their foot amputated.

Early breastfeeding success not affected by
epidural pain relief with fentanyl [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Including the opioid fentanyl in the solution used to maintain an epidural
during childbirth does not appear to affect the success of breastfeeding
six weeks after delivery, according to a study.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Endurance training helpful in recovery from
muscle inflammation, new study shows [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Endurance training can actually be helpful in dealing with muscle
inflammation, according to a new article.

Exposure to BPA during pregnancy may cause
health problems for offspring [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

A chemical called bisphenol A -- BPA -- used in plastic packaging and
in the linings of food and beverage cans, may be passed from a mother
to her offspring during pregnancy and cause changes in the gut bacteria
of the offspring, according to an international team of researchers.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Learning two languages does not limit academic



potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might



have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]

The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Tumor analysis post-surgery provides
breakthrough in how patients respond to
treatment [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a new platform for assessing anti-cancer
drug efficacy in lung cancer that is more reflective of patient response
than previously used model systems. The platform relies on the
derivation of 'explants' from tumor tissue obtained fresh from surgery
and treatment of these samples ex vivo with anti-cancer drugs. The
platform has the potential to significantly reduce drug attrition rates and
increase the success of anti-cancer drugs in the clinic, thus improving
patient ben…

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with



cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.
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Human-caused warming increasing
likelihood of record-breaking hot years
-- ScienceDaily

A new study finds human-caused global warming is
significantly increasing the rate at which hot
temperature records are being broken around the world.

Global annual temperature records show there were 17
record hot years from 1861 to 2005. The new study
examines whether these temperature records are being
broken more often and if so, whether human-caused
global warming is to blame.

The results show human influence has greatly
increased the likelihood of record-breaking hot years
occurring on a global scale. Without human-caused
climate change, there should only have been an
average of seven record hot years from 1861 to 2005,
not 17. Further, human-caused climate change at least
doubled the odds of having a record-breaking hot year
from 1926 to 1945 and from 1967 onwards, according
to the new study.



The study also projects that if greenhouse gas
emissions remain high, the chance of seeing new
global temperature records will continue to increase.
By 2100, every other year will be a record breaker, on
average, according to the new study accepted for
publication in Earth's Future, a journal of the
American Geophysical Union.

The new findings show how climate change is visibly
influencing Earth's temperature, said Andrew King, a
climate extremes research fellow at the University of
Melbourne in Australia and lead author of the new
study.

"We can now specifically say climate change is
increasing the chance of observing a new temperature
record each year," he said. "It's important to point out
we shouldn't be seeing these records if human activity
weren't contributing to global warming."

The study strengthens the link between human activity
and recent temperature trends, according to Michael
Mann, a climatologist and director of the Earth System
Science Center at Pennsylvania State University, who
was not involved with the new research.



"This work builds on previous research establishing
that, without a doubt, the record warmth we are seeing
cannot be explained without accounting for the impact
of human activity on the warming of the planet," Mann
said.

Record-breaking heat

Record hot years have been occurring more frequently
in recent decades. 2014 was the hottest year on record
since 1880, but that record was quickly broken in 2015
and again in 2016. Research published earlier this year
in Geophysical Research Letters found these three
consecutive records in global temperatures were very
likely due to anthropogenic warming.

Record-breaking temperatures tend to attract attention
because they are one of the most visible signs of global
warming. As a result, understanding how and why the
rate of record-breaking is changing is critical for
communicating the effects of climate change to the
public, King said.

Previous research examined changes in rates of record-
breaking temperatures in specific countries or regions.
However, these studies couldn't analyze global



temperature trends because they relied on gathering
large numbers of daily temperature records from
different sources, according to King. Additionally, they
didn't directly attribute changes in record-breaking to
human activity.

In the new study, King developed a method to isolate
the human role in changing rates of record-breaking
temperatures globally. Unlike previous studies, the
method uses a single source of temperature data, in this
case global annual temperatures, allowing King to
study temperature records on a global scale.

King first looked at global temperature data from 1861
to 2005 and identified which years were hot record
breakers. He then used a wide array of climate models
to simulate global temperatures in this period. Some of
the models included only natural influences on the
climate such as volcanic eruptions, while other models
featured both natural influences and human influences
such as greenhouse gas emissions and the release of
aerosols into the atmosphere.

King found only the climate models that included
human influences had the same number of record-
breaking hot years as historical temperature records --



15 to 21, on average. The models without human
influences only had an average of seven record-
breaking hot years from 1861 to 2005.

He also determined human-caused climate change at
least doubled the odds of having a record-breaking hot
year from 1926 to 1945 and from 1967 onwards. The
odds didn't increase from 1945 to 1967 because
human-made aerosol emissions generated a cooling
effect, which counteracted warming due to
anthropogenic greenhouse gases.

King's research can also be applied to quantify the
influence of human activities on a specific record-
setting event. He applied his method to record-setting
hot global temperatures in 2016 and record-setting hot
local temperatures in central England in 2014. He
found human influence led to a 29-fold increase in the
likelihood of seeing both new records compared to a
situation with no human influence on climate.
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Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how
brain encodes sounds -- ScienceDaily

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking
sound, your brain needs to process quickly whether the
sound is coming from, say, a bear or a chipmunk. In
new research published in PLoS Biology, a biomedical
engineer at Washington University in St. Louis has a
new interpretation for an old observation, debunking an
established theory in the process.

Dennis Barbour, MD, PhD, associate professor of
biomedical engineering in the School of Engineering &
Applied Science who studies neurophysiology, found
in an animal model that auditory cortex neurons may
be encoding sounds differently than previously
thought. Sensory neurons, such as those in auditory
cortex, on average respond relatively indiscriminately
at the beginning of a new stimulus, but rapidly become
much more selective. The few neurons responding for
the duration of a stimulus were generally thought to
encode the identity of a stimulus, while the many
neurons responding at the beginning were thought to



encode only its presence. This theory makes a
prediction that had never been tested -- that the
indiscriminate, initial responses would encode stimulus
identity less accurately than how the selective
responses register over the sound's duration.

"At the beginning of a sound transition, things are
diffusely encoded across the neuron population, but
sound identity turns out to be more accurately
encoded," Barbour said. "As a result, you can more
rapidly identify sounds and act on that information. If
you get about the same amount of information for each
action potential spike of neural activity, as we found,
then the more spikes you can put toward a problem, the
faster you can decide what to do. Neural populations
spike most and encode most accurately at the
beginning of stimuli."

Barbour's study involved recording individual neurons.
To make similar kinds of measurements of brain
activity in humans, researchers must use noninvasive
techniques that average many neurons together. Event-
related potential (ERP) techniques record brain signals
through electrodes on the scalp and reflect neural
activity synchronized to the onset of a stimulus.
Functional MRI (fMRI), on the other hand, reflects



activity averaged over several seconds. If the brain
were using fundamentally different encoding schemes
for onsets versus sustained stimulus presence, these
two methods might be expected to diverge in their
findings. Both reveal the neural encoding of stimulus
identity, however.

"There has been a lot of debate for a very long time,
but especially in the past couple of decades, about
whether information representation in the brain is
distributed or local," Barbour said.

"If function is localized, with small numbers of
neurons bunched together doing similar things, that's
consistent with sparse coding, high selectivity, and low
population spiking rates. But if you have distributed
activity, or lots of neurons contributing all over the
place, that's consistent with dense coding, low
selectivity and high population spiking rates.
Depending on how the experiment is conducted,
neuroscientists see both. Our evidence suggests that it
might just be both, depending on which data you look
at and how you analyze it."

Barbour said the research is the most fundamental
work to build a theory for how information might be



encoded for sound processing, yet it implies a novel
sensory encoding principle potentially applicable to
other sensory systems, such as how smells are
processed and encoded.

Earlier this year, Barbour worked with Barani Raman,
associate professor of biomedical engineering, to
investigate how the presence and absence of an odor or
a sound is processed. While the response times
between the olfactory and auditory systems are
different, the neurons are responding in the same ways.
The results of that research also gave strong evidence
that there may exist a stored set of signal processing
motifs that is potentially shared by different sensory
systems and even different species.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Washington University in St.
Louis. Original written by Beth Miller. Note: Content
may be edited for style and length.
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Cockatoo select the right key to insert
into a 'keyhole' -- ScienceDaily

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialised tool user in
the wild but has shown the capacity to invent and use
different types of tools in captivity. Now cognitive
biologists from the University of Vienna and the
University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna tested these
parrots in a tool use task, requiring the birds to move
objects in relation to a surface. The animals had to
choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a
box, aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout
inside the box during insertion. The parrots were not
only able to select the correct key but also required
fewer placement attempts to align simple shapes than
primates in a similar study.

Fitting an object into a matching outline such as
inserting a key into a keyhole or inserting the
appropriate screwdriver bit into a screw is a recurrent
part of many human technical procedures and starts to
develop in the first years of our life. In posting games
involving coins or letters, two-year-old children also



start rotating objects into the proper position before
bringing it into contact with a slot. This is largely
because, when moving objects in space, they start
using other objects in their environment rather than
only their own body as reference points: This is called
an allocentric frame of reference. It is therefore not
surprising that this is an important precondition for the
onset of tool use in young infants, such as using a
spoon or a rake.

Another important aspect of fitting tasks is geometry
and symmetry. For example, inserting a circle into a
matching cutout requires no particular orientation
while a non-symmetrical object has only one possible
correct orientation for insertion. Humans can insert a
ball at already one year of age, but require another year
before they can insert a cube. Older children (3-4) start
rotating and comparing the objects to the cutout while
holding them above before they try to insert them.
Interestingly, such visual alignment seems to be
missing in higher primates such as capuchin monkeys
and apes. Despite their considerable dexterity they can
only fit simple shapes into corresponding frames and
require many placement attempts.

Goffin's cockatoos are highly playful and inventive



parrots, renowned for their intelligence and their ability
to develop sophisticated forms of tool use in captivity.
Cornelia Habl and Alice Auersperg from the
University of Vienna and the University of Veterinary
Medicine Vienna now tested their shape matching
abilities in a setup that required the use of an object as
a tool to obtain a food reward.

The study

"We used a box with an exchangeable, transparent
front featuring a shaped hole at its centre. When an
object was successfully inserted through the hole, a
collapsible platform inside the box released a tasty nut
at the lower end" says Cornelia Habl who conducted
the study at the Goffin Lab in Vienna. "The birds
selected the correctly shaped objects from a selection
of up to five different shapes almost immediately
without requiring any training." She continues:
"Furthermore, they required fewer placement attempts
to align simple shapes (circle, square, triangle) than
non-human primates. Another interesting finding was
that they turned complex object shapes in a way that
would minimise their effort during insertion. For
example, a cross shaped object would be turned at 90°,
so only two protrusions would have to be inserted



instead of four, or an L-shaped object with one
protrusion facing forward and backward."

"This indicates that the animals do indeed possess an
allocentric frame of reference when moving objects in
space similar to two-year-old toddlers" says Alice
Auersperg, head of the Goffin Lab in Vienna: "Our
findings suggest that the ability to align objects to a
corresponding substrate groove is not limited to
animals with hand-like appendices. Birds rely more on
visual cues than primates." Follow up research on this
study will focus on fine details of object alignment and
beak-tongue actions on the object before and during
insertion, to evaluate the role of vision in their object
placement.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Vienna. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Microbial murder mystery solved:
Researchers have caught killer cells
red-handed, observing them as they
systematically killed three strains of
bacteria -- ScienceDaily

Immune cells called "killer cells" target bacteria
invading the body's cells, but how do they do this so
effectively? Bacteria can quickly evolve resistance
against antibiotics, yet it seems they have not so readily
been able to evade killer cells. This has caused
researchers to become interested in finding out the
exact mechanism that killer cells use to destroy
bacterial invaders.

Although one way that killer cells can trigger bacterial
death is by inflicting oxidative damage, it has not yet
been at all understood how killer cells destroy bacteria
in environments without oxygen.

Now, for the first time, researchers have caught killer
cells red-handed in the act of microbial murder,
observing them as they systematically killed three



strains of microbes: E. coli and the bacteria responsible
for causing Listeria infection and tuberculosis. The
process inflicts bacterial cell death regardless of
whether the environment contains oxygen or not.

Their findings, published in Cell, reveal that killer cells
act methodically, shooting deadly enzymes into
bacteria to "program" a complete internal breakdown
and cell death.

The researchers, from Boston Children's Hospital, the
Wistar Institute and the University of Michigan (U-M),
used an equally systematic approach to make the
discovery.

"We took three bacteria that are very different -- and to
see which proteins were destroyed by killer cells -- we
measured their protein levels before, during and after
they were attacked," says Judy Lieberman, MD, PhD,
of Boston Children's Program in Cellular and
Molecular Medicine (PCMM), who is co-senior author
on the study.

Proteins are critical to life because they direct the use
of nutrients and production of cellular machinery that
bacteria need to survive.



"Each strain of bacteria has about 3,000 proteins and
we saw that -- in all three bacterial species -- about five
to 10 percent of those proteins were slashed by the
killer cells' death-inducing enzyme, called granzyme
B," Lieberman says. "If you made a list of the proteins
that bacteria absolutely needed to survive, it would be a
small list -- interestingly, this seems to be identical to
granzyme B's hit list."

Deadlier than antibiotics

To deliver the fatal blow of granzyme B, killer cells
seek out surface markers on the body's cell surfaces
that might indicate a bacterial invader has taken up
residence inside the cell. Killer cells then latch onto the
infected cell and use an enzyme to create a small pore
in the cell's surface, through which they inject
granzyme B. Once granzyme B gets into the cell, it
passes into the invading bacterium and essentially
destroys critical proteins for cell survival as well as its
ribosomes, the pieces of bacteria's cellular machinery
that actually make proteins.

"The bacteria's ribosomes fall apart and stop
functioning," says Lieberman, also a professor of
pediatrics at Harvard Medical School.



It's as if the bacteria's internal factory of life not only
loses the blueprints for the parts it needs to make, but
also suffers a catastrophic mechanical failure of its
assembly line.

"By discovering the bacterial proteins that killer cells
'take out,' we have identified potential therapeutic
targets that could pave the way for a new class of
antimicrobial drugs," Lieberman suggests.

"We have a huge crisis of antibiotic resistance right
now in that most drugs that treat diseases like
tuberculosis or listeria, or pathogens like E.coli, are not
effective," said Sriram Chandrasekaran, PhD, co-senior
author of the study from U-M, in a press release. "So,
there is a huge need for figuring out how the immune
system does its work. We hope to design a drug that
goes after bacteria in a similar way."

Importantly, no matter how many times the researchers
exposed the bacteria to granzyme B, the bacteria did
not develop resistance to its fatal attack. It's possible
that the only way bacteria can survive is to camouflage
themselves so that killer cells cannot "see" them and
shoot granzyme B into them.



Lieberman is now searching for the specific
mechanisms by which bacteria might evade killer cells.
She's also investigating how similar "death pathways"
take effect in fungi and parasites, such as those that
cause malaria.

In addition to Lieberman and Chandrasekaran, other
authors on the paper are Farokh Dotiwala (Wistar
Institute), Sumit Sen Santara (PCMM), Andres Ariel
Binker-Cosen (Harvard University) and Bo Li
(Harvard University and Broad Institute).

This work was supported the National Institutes of
Health (RO1 AI23265, T32 HL066987) and the
Harvard Society of Fellows.
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Boy is given new skin thanks to gene
therapy -- ScienceDaily

A medical team at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum's burn
unit and the Center for Regenerative Medicine at the
University of Modena (Italy) were the first ever to
successfully treat a child suffering from extensive skin
damage using transplants derived from genetically
modified stem cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly
child: he suffers from epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic
skin disease that had destroyed approximately 80
percent of his epidermis. After all established therapies
had failed, the medical team from Bochum decided to
try an experimental approach: they transplanted skin
derived from genetically modified stem cells onto the
wound surfaces. Thanks to the successful therapy, the
boy is now -- two years after the treatment -- able to
participate in his family's life and social life. The
scientists published their report in Nature.

Life-threatening condition

Epidermolysis bullosa is the scientific name of a
congenital skin disease that is currently considered to



be incurable. Its underlying mechanism is a defect in
protein-forming genes that are essential for skin
regeneration. Even minor stress can result in blisters,
wounds, and skin loss with scar formation. Depending
on disease severity, internal organs may likewise be
affected, leading to critical dysfunctions.

The disease significantly reduces the patients' quality
of life; often it is also life-threatening, as in the case of
Hassan, the seven years old: by the time he was
admitted to the paediatric intensive care unit at
Katholisches Klinikum Bochum in June 2015, 60
percent of his epidermis was lost. "He suffered from
severe sepsis with high fever, and his body weight had
dropped to a mere 17 kilogrammes -- a life-threatening
condition," Dr Tobias Rothoeft, Consultant at the
University Children's Hospital at Katholisches
Klinikum Bochum, points out. All conservative and
surgical therapy approaches failed.

First in the world: New therapy concept for large
skin defects

Due to the poor prognosis, the Bochum-based team of
paediatricians and plastic surgeons, in collaboration
with Prof Dr Michele De Luca from the Center for



Regenerative Medicine at the University of Modena,
opted for an experimental therapy: the transplantation
of genetically modified epidermal stem cells. Obtained
from the patient via skin biopsy, these stem cells were
processed in Modena. The researchers transferred the
intact gene into acquired stem cells. During this
process, so-called retroviral vectors were deployed, i.e.
virus particles that had been specifically modified for
gene transfer.

The genetically modified stem cells had been cultivated
in a clean room laboratory and subsequently turned
into transgenic transplants. After obtaining the parents'
permission, authorities' approvals and certification of
the operating rooms at the Bergmannsheil as genetic
engineering facility, the transplantation went ahead.

Eighty percent of the body surface transplanted

At the Department of Plastic Surgery at the
Bergmannsheil, the transplants were applied to the
boy's arms and legs, entire back, flanks, and partially to
the stomach, neck and face as well. "Overall, 0.94
square meters of transgenic epidermis were
transplanted onto the young patient in order to cover all
defects, accounting for 80 percent of his entire body



surface," says Associate Professor Dr Tobias Hirsch,
head consultant at the department of plastic surgery.

Following the first transplantation in October 2015, the
patient's condition began to improve. The transgenic
stem cells formed a new epidermis with intact binding
proteins in all transplanted areas. The integration of the
intact gene through retroviral gene transfer into the
genome of the epidermal stem cells had been
successful and was proven to be stable.

Excellent treatment result

In February 2016, the patient was discharged. Today,
almost two years after the experimental therapy was
initiated, high-quality, stress-resistant skin with intact
hydrolipid film, as well as early formation of hair. No
scar contractures have appeared in transplanted areas.
Hassan is attending school again and is actively taking
part in his family's social life.

According to the international medical team, Hassan is
the first patient worldwide who has been treated with
skin transplants from transgenic epidermal stem cells
on a large body surface area. "This approach has
enormous potential for research into and development



of new therapies for the treatment of epidermolysis
bullosa as well as other diseases and trauma causing
large skin defects" says Tobias Hirsch.

Because of its large scale, the case is considered unique
on a worldwide level. "Transplanting 80 percent of the
skin and providing intensive medical care to the patient
over a period of eight months was extremely
challenging," Tobias Rothoeft and Tobias Hirsch point
out. "The close collaboration between the departments
in Bochum and the University of Modena's expertise
have been the key to success. This makes us very
proud."

Bochum-based doctors involved in the therapy

The doctors from Bochum who were involved in the
therapy are Associate Professor Dr Tobias Hirsch at the
Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Head Consultant of the
Department of Plastic Surgery and Burn Unit at the
Bergmannsheil (director: Prof Dr Marcus Lehnhardt);
as well as Dr Tobias Rothoeft and Dr Norbert Teig,
Consultants at the University Children's Hospital at
Katholisches Klinikum Bochum (director: Prof Dr
Thomas Lücke).
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Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.



Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals



more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show



waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]



Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient



mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of



the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing



distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.



Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how brain
encodes sounds [周四, 09 11月 04:18]

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking sound, your brain
needs to process quickly whether the sound is coming from, say, a bear
or a chipmunk. A biomedical engineer now has a new interpretation for
an old observation, debunking an established theory in the process.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.



How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.



How cells detect, mend DNA damage may
improve chemotherapy [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Human cells have a way of detecting and mending DNA damage caused
by some common chemotherapy drugs, according to a new study. The
findings could have important implications for treating cancer.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Dysfunction of intricate astrocyte cells may
underlie autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy [周四, 09 11

月 02:19]

The unique architecture of star-shaped brain cells called astrocytes plays
a key role in regulating the development and function of neural synapses
in the brain, says new research. The findings indicate that astrocyte
dysfunction may underlie neuronal problems observed in devastating
diseases like autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy.

How chronic inflammation tips the balance of
immune cells to promote liver cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Chronic inflammation is known to drive many cancers, especially liver
cancer. Researchers have long thought that's because inflammation
directly affects cancer cells, stimulating their division and protecting
them from death. But researchers have now found that chronic liver
inflammation also promotes cancer by suppressing immunosurveillance
-- a natural defense mechanism in which it's thought the immune system
suppresses cancer development.

First draft cell atlas of the small intestine [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

Researchers have produced a first-draft atlas of the mammalian small
intestine's cellular composition. This atlas provides a high-resolution,
gene expression-based census of the cells constituting the lining of the



small intestine, using more than 53,000 individual cells from the mouse
gut or gut-organoid models

Video of blood clot contraction reveals how
platelets naturally form unobtrusive clots [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

The first view of the physical mechanism of how a blood clot contracts
at the level of individual platelets is giving researchers a new look at a
natural process that is part of blood clotting. The team describes how
specialized proteins in platelets cause clots to shrink in size.

Neurodegenerative diseases: Transforming
fibrils into crystals [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers have discovered a new type of transition in protein folding:
amyloid crystals formed from amyloid fibrils by a decrease in energy.
The crystals are even more stable than the fibrils, which are responsible
for a number of serious neurodegenerative diseases in humans.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Bringing natural killer cells to the tumor
battlefield [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

By studying melanoma, a highly malignant form of skin cancer, medical
researchers have revealed a mechanism by which the
immunosuppressive environment can be switched to an
immunosupportive one. They found that if autophagy -- the intracellular
recycling process -- is blocked in tumor cells, they produce cytokines
that attract NK cells. The massive recruitment of NK cells allows killing
cancer cells and lets the tumors shrink.

Adolescents use dietary supplements to increase



sports performance and improve immunity [周四, 09 11月

01:42]

Adolescents in developed countries frequently use dietary supplements
despite a lack of knowledge about possible harmful effects or drug
interactions. Often males turn to dietary supplements in an attempt to
increase their performance for sports while females are more concerned
with preventing illness and disease. To understand the underlying
reasons and sources of recommendation for dietary supplement use
among adolescents, researchers studied both athletes and nonathletes.

When you're tired, your brain cells actually slow
down [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

A new study finds that individual neurons slow down when we are sleep
deprived, leading to delayed behavioral responses to events taking place
around us. The slowdown affects the brain's visual perception and
memory associations.

Risk of cardiac and stroke death increases after
discontinuing hormone therapy [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Hormone therapy (HT) continues to be a hotly debated topic. The
benefits of estrogen to the heart, however, appear to be universally
accepted. A new study demonstrates that the risk of cardiac and stroke
death actually increases in the first year after discontinuation of HT.

Protect the skin, build barriers: Old
acquaintance in a new role [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

To ensure the barrier function of the skin, mutual regulation of
connections between epidermal cells and a receptor for growth factors is
necessary. These findings can help to reduce the effects of inflammatory
skin diseases and the decreased barrier function of the aged skin.

True impact of diabetic foot ulcers [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

The prognosis for people with an infected diabetic foot ulcer is worse
than was previously thought, according to new research. More than half
the patients in the research study did not see their ulcer heal over a year -
- and one in seven had to have part or all of their foot amputated.



Early breastfeeding success not affected by
epidural pain relief with fentanyl [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Including the opioid fentanyl in the solution used to maintain an epidural
during childbirth does not appear to affect the success of breastfeeding
six weeks after delivery, according to a study.

Endurance training helpful in recovery from
muscle inflammation, new study shows [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Endurance training can actually be helpful in dealing with muscle
inflammation, according to a new article.

Exposure to BPA during pregnancy may cause
health problems for offspring [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

A chemical called bisphenol A -- BPA -- used in plastic packaging and
in the linings of food and beverage cans, may be passed from a mother
to her offspring during pregnancy and cause changes in the gut bacteria
of the offspring, according to an international team of researchers.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data



to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

Tumor analysis post-surgery provides
breakthrough in how patients respond to
treatment [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a new platform for assessing anti-cancer
drug efficacy in lung cancer that is more reflective of patient response
than previously used model systems. The platform relies on the
derivation of 'explants' from tumor tissue obtained fresh from surgery
and treatment of these samples ex vivo with anti-cancer drugs. The
platform has the potential to significantly reduce drug attrition rates and
increase the success of anti-cancer drugs in the clinic, thus improving
patient ben…

Research on reversing negative effects of
maternal obesity [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

A drug that increases energy metabolism may lead to a new approach to
prevent obesity in children born to overweight mothers, researchers have
found.

A focus on dental health can protect children
from becoming overweight [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Talking about dental health with children and parents - about what is
healthy and unhealthy for your teeth - can be one way to prevent
children from becoming overweight.

Early intervention may hold key to treatment of
Friedreich's ataxia [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Current treatments may be administered too late to target Friedreich's
ataxia effectively. New research using a slow-onset frataxin knock-
in/knockout mouse model showed significantly reduced levels of



mitochondrial biosynthesis proteins and early mitochondrial deficiency
in the cerebellar cortex, even at pre-symptomatic stages of development.
This suggests that the progressive degeneration in mitochondrial
function seen in individuals with Friedreich's ataxia is not only the
mechanism causing the…

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

'Bursts' of beta waves, not sustained rhythms,
filter sensory processing in brain [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Scientists have found that people and mice alike use brief bursts of beta
brainwaves, rather than sustained rhythms, to control attention and
perception.

After repeated C. diff infections, people change
their behaviors [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

After suffering repeated bouts of debilitating Clostridium difficile
infections, many patients significantly change their behaviors, but some
precautions may do little to prevent future infections, according to a
first-of-its-kind study.



Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

Fat cells may inactivate chemotherapeutic drug
[周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Adipocytes, or fat cells, can absorb and metabolize the
chemotherapeutic agent daunorubicin, reducing the effectiveness of the
drug and potentially contributing to poorer treatment outcomes.

Targets to lessen the effects of alcoholic liver
disease identified [周三, 08 11月 22:21]

Chronic alcohol consumption causes abnormal fat accumulation in liver
cells (steatosis) and liver fibrosis, which can lead to hepatitis, cirrhosis,
and sometimes liver cancer. A new study offers insights into the cellular
aging that may trigger excessive fibrosis formation in the liver as well as
possible means to inhibit these changes, which may lead to new
therapeutic approaches for patients with ALD.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Increasing rates of chronic conditions putting
more moms, babies at risk [周三, 08 11月 07:00]

Pregnant women today are more likely to have chronic conditions that
could cause life-threatening complications than at any other time in the
past decade -- particularly poor women and those living in rural
communities.

Targeting a microRNA shows potential to
enhance effectiveness of diabetes drugs [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have found a vital role for miR-204 in beta cells --



regulating the cell surface receptor that is the target of many of the
newer type 2 diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity, Januvia,
Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the glucagon-like peptide 1
receptor, or GLP1R. Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the
beta cell produce and secrete more insulin.

Stimulating formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Scientists have found a way to stimulate formation of new neural
connections in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other ailments in the
central nervous system.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

Science meets archaeology with discovery that
dental X-rays reveal Vitamin D deficiency [周三, 08 11月

04:13]

Human teeth hold vital information about Vitamin D deficiency, a
serious but often hidden condition that can now be identified by a simple
dental X-ray, anthropologists have found.

HIV patients at greater risk of both heart and
kidney disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

HIV patients and their doctors are urged to be more aware of the
additional health risks associated with treated HIV infection. This
follows new research that shows HIV patients at high risk for a heart
attack or stroke are also at substantially greater risk for chronic kidney
disease and vice versa.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may



increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

Neuroscientists find promise in intervention to
normalize biological functions in Fragile X mice
[周三, 08 11月 04:07]

A team of neuroscientists have developed an intervention that
normalizes multiple biological functions in mice afflicted with Fragile X
Syndrome.

Brain imaging reveals ADHD as a collection of
different disorders [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Researchers have found that patients with different types of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) have impairments in unique brain
systems, indicating that there may not be a one-size-fits-all explanation
for the cause of the disorder. Based on performance on behavioral tests,
adolescents with ADHD fit into one of three subgroups, where each
group demonstrated distinct impairments in the brain with no common
abnormalities between them.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a



way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from



genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.



Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing



sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the



procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.



The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving



simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Chemists unlock the potential of fluoroalkenes [周

二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers master chemical transformation of fluoroalkenes, paving the
way for new pharmaceuticals and advanced materials.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and



perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

'Smart' paper can conduct electricity, detect
water [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A research team wants to simplify the process for discovering
detrimental water leaks by developing “smart” paper that can sense the
presence of water.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]



U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more



disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence



of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]

The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Has protecting marine species become a job for
statisticians? [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Fishermen have no way of separating the fish they catch when they cast
their nets at sea. Protected species with no market value end up being



trapped and dying for no reason. In an attempt to minimize this
incidental fishing, statisticians have devised a new statistical method for
predicting bycatches more accurately in the future. The technique can
also be applied to other research fields.

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Easing the soil's temperature [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Many factors influence the ability of soil to buffer against temperature
changes. Recent research shows both perennial biofuel and cover crops
help soils shield against extreme temperatures.

Cooling in high and mid-latitudes led to
aridification in Northern Africa [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Analyses of ancient plant leaf wax found in the sediments of the Gulf of
Guinea told the researchers about rainfall in Cameroon and the central
Sahel-Sahara over the past several millennia and showed a rapid
aridification around 5500 years before now.

Tracking collars uncover the secrets of baboons'
raiding tactics [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

New research shows how canny baboons in Cape Town use a sit-and-
wait tactic before raiding people's homes in search of food.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect



public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Not so different after all: Human cells, hardy
microbes share common ancestor [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Researchers have found striking parallels between how archaeal cells
and more complex cells, including humans' and animals', package and
store their genetic material. The breakthrough study provided evidence
that archaea and eukaryotic cells share a common mechanism to



compact, organize and structure their genomes.

Cleaning up aquatic pollution with mussels [周三, 08 11月

22:23]

Scientists and activists alike have been looking for a solution to the
problem of aquatic nutrient pollution. Now one group reports that ribbed
mussels are up to the clean-up challenge.

Engineering microbial communities? Paradoxes
in microbial economies [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientist have described a trio of paradoxical dynamics that can arise in
simple microbial economies. The work could be important for
approaching engineered microbial communities and better
understanding microbiomes.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.



Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm
compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying
sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.



How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom
times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism
may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an



unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same
efficiency.

Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in



alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But



new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of



goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.



H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that



humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月



21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the



stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and



medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.



Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are



from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-



building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]



A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.



Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how brain
encodes sounds [周四, 09 11月 04:18]

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking sound, your brain
needs to process quickly whether the sound is coming from, say, a bear
or a chipmunk. A biomedical engineer now has a new interpretation for
an old observation, debunking an established theory in the process.

Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …



Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface



shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]



A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.

How cells detect, mend DNA damage may
improve chemotherapy [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Human cells have a way of detecting and mending DNA damage caused
by some common chemotherapy drugs, according to a new study. The
findings could have important implications for treating cancer.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Dysfunction of intricate astrocyte cells may
underlie autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy [周四, 09 11

月 02:19]

The unique architecture of star-shaped brain cells called astrocytes plays
a key role in regulating the development and function of neural synapses



in the brain, says new research. The findings indicate that astrocyte
dysfunction may underlie neuronal problems observed in devastating
diseases like autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy.

How chronic inflammation tips the balance of
immune cells to promote liver cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Chronic inflammation is known to drive many cancers, especially liver
cancer. Researchers have long thought that's because inflammation
directly affects cancer cells, stimulating their division and protecting
them from death. But researchers have now found that chronic liver
inflammation also promotes cancer by suppressing immunosurveillance
-- a natural defense mechanism in which it's thought the immune system
suppresses cancer development.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

First draft cell atlas of the small intestine [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

Researchers have produced a first-draft atlas of the mammalian small
intestine's cellular composition. This atlas provides a high-resolution,
gene expression-based census of the cells constituting the lining of the
small intestine, using more than 53,000 individual cells from the mouse
gut or gut-organoid models

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be



better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Video of blood clot contraction reveals how
platelets naturally form unobtrusive clots [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

The first view of the physical mechanism of how a blood clot contracts
at the level of individual platelets is giving researchers a new look at a
natural process that is part of blood clotting. The team describes how
specialized proteins in platelets cause clots to shrink in size.

Neurodegenerative diseases: Transforming
fibrils into crystals [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers have discovered a new type of transition in protein folding:
amyloid crystals formed from amyloid fibrils by a decrease in energy.
The crystals are even more stable than the fibrils, which are responsible
for a number of serious neurodegenerative diseases in humans.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Bringing natural killer cells to the tumor
battlefield [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

By studying melanoma, a highly malignant form of skin cancer, medical
researchers have revealed a mechanism by which the
immunosuppressive environment can be switched to an



immunosupportive one. They found that if autophagy -- the intracellular
recycling process -- is blocked in tumor cells, they produce cytokines
that attract NK cells. The massive recruitment of NK cells allows killing
cancer cells and lets the tumors shrink.

Adolescents use dietary supplements to increase
sports performance and improve immunity [周四, 09 11月

01:42]

Adolescents in developed countries frequently use dietary supplements
despite a lack of knowledge about possible harmful effects or drug
interactions. Often males turn to dietary supplements in an attempt to
increase their performance for sports while females are more concerned
with preventing illness and disease. To understand the underlying
reasons and sources of recommendation for dietary supplement use
among adolescents, researchers studied both athletes and nonathletes.

When you're tired, your brain cells actually slow
down [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

A new study finds that individual neurons slow down when we are sleep
deprived, leading to delayed behavioral responses to events taking place
around us. The slowdown affects the brain's visual perception and
memory associations.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Risk of cardiac and stroke death increases after
discontinuing hormone therapy [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Hormone therapy (HT) continues to be a hotly debated topic. The
benefits of estrogen to the heart, however, appear to be universally
accepted. A new study demonstrates that the risk of cardiac and stroke
death actually increases in the first year after discontinuation of HT.

True impact of diabetic foot ulcers [周四, 09 11月 01:41]



The prognosis for people with an infected diabetic foot ulcer is worse
than was previously thought, according to new research. More than half
the patients in the research study did not see their ulcer heal over a year -
- and one in seven had to have part or all of their foot amputated.

Early breastfeeding success not affected by
epidural pain relief with fentanyl [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Including the opioid fentanyl in the solution used to maintain an epidural
during childbirth does not appear to affect the success of breastfeeding
six weeks after delivery, according to a study.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Endurance training helpful in recovery from
muscle inflammation, new study shows [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Endurance training can actually be helpful in dealing with muscle
inflammation, according to a new article.

Exposure to BPA during pregnancy may cause
health problems for offspring [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

A chemical called bisphenol A -- BPA -- used in plastic packaging and
in the linings of food and beverage cans, may be passed from a mother
to her offspring during pregnancy and cause changes in the gut bacteria
of the offspring, according to an international team of researchers.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Learning two languages does not limit academic



potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might



have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]

The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Tumor analysis post-surgery provides
breakthrough in how patients respond to
treatment [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a new platform for assessing anti-cancer
drug efficacy in lung cancer that is more reflective of patient response
than previously used model systems. The platform relies on the
derivation of 'explants' from tumor tissue obtained fresh from surgery
and treatment of these samples ex vivo with anti-cancer drugs. The
platform has the potential to significantly reduce drug attrition rates and
increase the success of anti-cancer drugs in the clinic, thus improving
patient ben…

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with



cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.
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Human-caused warming increasing
likelihood of record-breaking hot years
-- ScienceDaily

A new study finds human-caused global warming is
significantly increasing the rate at which hot
temperature records are being broken around the world.

Global annual temperature records show there were 17
record hot years from 1861 to 2005. The new study
examines whether these temperature records are being
broken more often and if so, whether human-caused
global warming is to blame.

The results show human influence has greatly
increased the likelihood of record-breaking hot years
occurring on a global scale. Without human-caused
climate change, there should only have been an
average of seven record hot years from 1861 to 2005,
not 17. Further, human-caused climate change at least
doubled the odds of having a record-breaking hot year
from 1926 to 1945 and from 1967 onwards, according
to the new study.



The study also projects that if greenhouse gas
emissions remain high, the chance of seeing new
global temperature records will continue to increase.
By 2100, every other year will be a record breaker, on
average, according to the new study accepted for
publication in Earth's Future, a journal of the
American Geophysical Union.

The new findings show how climate change is visibly
influencing Earth's temperature, said Andrew King, a
climate extremes research fellow at the University of
Melbourne in Australia and lead author of the new
study.

"We can now specifically say climate change is
increasing the chance of observing a new temperature
record each year," he said. "It's important to point out
we shouldn't be seeing these records if human activity
weren't contributing to global warming."

The study strengthens the link between human activity
and recent temperature trends, according to Michael
Mann, a climatologist and director of the Earth System
Science Center at Pennsylvania State University, who
was not involved with the new research.



"This work builds on previous research establishing
that, without a doubt, the record warmth we are seeing
cannot be explained without accounting for the impact
of human activity on the warming of the planet," Mann
said.

Record-breaking heat

Record hot years have been occurring more frequently
in recent decades. 2014 was the hottest year on record
since 1880, but that record was quickly broken in 2015
and again in 2016. Research published earlier this year
in Geophysical Research Letters found these three
consecutive records in global temperatures were very
likely due to anthropogenic warming.

Record-breaking temperatures tend to attract attention
because they are one of the most visible signs of global
warming. As a result, understanding how and why the
rate of record-breaking is changing is critical for
communicating the effects of climate change to the
public, King said.

Previous research examined changes in rates of record-
breaking temperatures in specific countries or regions.
However, these studies couldn't analyze global



temperature trends because they relied on gathering
large numbers of daily temperature records from
different sources, according to King. Additionally, they
didn't directly attribute changes in record-breaking to
human activity.

In the new study, King developed a method to isolate
the human role in changing rates of record-breaking
temperatures globally. Unlike previous studies, the
method uses a single source of temperature data, in this
case global annual temperatures, allowing King to
study temperature records on a global scale.

King first looked at global temperature data from 1861
to 2005 and identified which years were hot record
breakers. He then used a wide array of climate models
to simulate global temperatures in this period. Some of
the models included only natural influences on the
climate such as volcanic eruptions, while other models
featured both natural influences and human influences
such as greenhouse gas emissions and the release of
aerosols into the atmosphere.

King found only the climate models that included
human influences had the same number of record-
breaking hot years as historical temperature records --



15 to 21, on average. The models without human
influences only had an average of seven record-
breaking hot years from 1861 to 2005.

He also determined human-caused climate change at
least doubled the odds of having a record-breaking hot
year from 1926 to 1945 and from 1967 onwards. The
odds didn't increase from 1945 to 1967 because
human-made aerosol emissions generated a cooling
effect, which counteracted warming due to
anthropogenic greenhouse gases.

King's research can also be applied to quantify the
influence of human activities on a specific record-
setting event. He applied his method to record-setting
hot global temperatures in 2016 and record-setting hot
local temperatures in central England in 2014. He
found human influence led to a 29-fold increase in the
likelihood of seeing both new records compared to a
situation with no human influence on climate.
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Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how
brain encodes sounds -- ScienceDaily

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking
sound, your brain needs to process quickly whether the
sound is coming from, say, a bear or a chipmunk. In
new research published in PLoS Biology, a biomedical
engineer at Washington University in St. Louis has a
new interpretation for an old observation, debunking an
established theory in the process.

Dennis Barbour, MD, PhD, associate professor of
biomedical engineering in the School of Engineering &
Applied Science who studies neurophysiology, found
in an animal model that auditory cortex neurons may
be encoding sounds differently than previously
thought. Sensory neurons, such as those in auditory
cortex, on average respond relatively indiscriminately
at the beginning of a new stimulus, but rapidly become
much more selective. The few neurons responding for
the duration of a stimulus were generally thought to
encode the identity of a stimulus, while the many
neurons responding at the beginning were thought to



encode only its presence. This theory makes a
prediction that had never been tested -- that the
indiscriminate, initial responses would encode stimulus
identity less accurately than how the selective
responses register over the sound's duration.

"At the beginning of a sound transition, things are
diffusely encoded across the neuron population, but
sound identity turns out to be more accurately
encoded," Barbour said. "As a result, you can more
rapidly identify sounds and act on that information. If
you get about the same amount of information for each
action potential spike of neural activity, as we found,
then the more spikes you can put toward a problem, the
faster you can decide what to do. Neural populations
spike most and encode most accurately at the
beginning of stimuli."

Barbour's study involved recording individual neurons.
To make similar kinds of measurements of brain
activity in humans, researchers must use noninvasive
techniques that average many neurons together. Event-
related potential (ERP) techniques record brain signals
through electrodes on the scalp and reflect neural
activity synchronized to the onset of a stimulus.
Functional MRI (fMRI), on the other hand, reflects



activity averaged over several seconds. If the brain
were using fundamentally different encoding schemes
for onsets versus sustained stimulus presence, these
two methods might be expected to diverge in their
findings. Both reveal the neural encoding of stimulus
identity, however.

"There has been a lot of debate for a very long time,
but especially in the past couple of decades, about
whether information representation in the brain is
distributed or local," Barbour said.

"If function is localized, with small numbers of
neurons bunched together doing similar things, that's
consistent with sparse coding, high selectivity, and low
population spiking rates. But if you have distributed
activity, or lots of neurons contributing all over the
place, that's consistent with dense coding, low
selectivity and high population spiking rates.
Depending on how the experiment is conducted,
neuroscientists see both. Our evidence suggests that it
might just be both, depending on which data you look
at and how you analyze it."

Barbour said the research is the most fundamental
work to build a theory for how information might be



encoded for sound processing, yet it implies a novel
sensory encoding principle potentially applicable to
other sensory systems, such as how smells are
processed and encoded.

Earlier this year, Barbour worked with Barani Raman,
associate professor of biomedical engineering, to
investigate how the presence and absence of an odor or
a sound is processed. While the response times
between the olfactory and auditory systems are
different, the neurons are responding in the same ways.
The results of that research also gave strong evidence
that there may exist a stored set of signal processing
motifs that is potentially shared by different sensory
systems and even different species.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Washington University in St.
Louis. Original written by Beth Miller. Note: Content
may be edited for style and length.
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Cockatoo select the right key to insert
into a 'keyhole' -- ScienceDaily

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialised tool user in
the wild but has shown the capacity to invent and use
different types of tools in captivity. Now cognitive
biologists from the University of Vienna and the
University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna tested these
parrots in a tool use task, requiring the birds to move
objects in relation to a surface. The animals had to
choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a
box, aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout
inside the box during insertion. The parrots were not
only able to select the correct key but also required
fewer placement attempts to align simple shapes than
primates in a similar study.

Fitting an object into a matching outline such as
inserting a key into a keyhole or inserting the
appropriate screwdriver bit into a screw is a recurrent
part of many human technical procedures and starts to
develop in the first years of our life. In posting games
involving coins or letters, two-year-old children also



start rotating objects into the proper position before
bringing it into contact with a slot. This is largely
because, when moving objects in space, they start
using other objects in their environment rather than
only their own body as reference points: This is called
an allocentric frame of reference. It is therefore not
surprising that this is an important precondition for the
onset of tool use in young infants, such as using a
spoon or a rake.

Another important aspect of fitting tasks is geometry
and symmetry. For example, inserting a circle into a
matching cutout requires no particular orientation
while a non-symmetrical object has only one possible
correct orientation for insertion. Humans can insert a
ball at already one year of age, but require another year
before they can insert a cube. Older children (3-4) start
rotating and comparing the objects to the cutout while
holding them above before they try to insert them.
Interestingly, such visual alignment seems to be
missing in higher primates such as capuchin monkeys
and apes. Despite their considerable dexterity they can
only fit simple shapes into corresponding frames and
require many placement attempts.

Goffin's cockatoos are highly playful and inventive



parrots, renowned for their intelligence and their ability
to develop sophisticated forms of tool use in captivity.
Cornelia Habl and Alice Auersperg from the
University of Vienna and the University of Veterinary
Medicine Vienna now tested their shape matching
abilities in a setup that required the use of an object as
a tool to obtain a food reward.

The study

"We used a box with an exchangeable, transparent
front featuring a shaped hole at its centre. When an
object was successfully inserted through the hole, a
collapsible platform inside the box released a tasty nut
at the lower end" says Cornelia Habl who conducted
the study at the Goffin Lab in Vienna. "The birds
selected the correctly shaped objects from a selection
of up to five different shapes almost immediately
without requiring any training." She continues:
"Furthermore, they required fewer placement attempts
to align simple shapes (circle, square, triangle) than
non-human primates. Another interesting finding was
that they turned complex object shapes in a way that
would minimise their effort during insertion. For
example, a cross shaped object would be turned at 90°,
so only two protrusions would have to be inserted



instead of four, or an L-shaped object with one
protrusion facing forward and backward."

"This indicates that the animals do indeed possess an
allocentric frame of reference when moving objects in
space similar to two-year-old toddlers" says Alice
Auersperg, head of the Goffin Lab in Vienna: "Our
findings suggest that the ability to align objects to a
corresponding substrate groove is not limited to
animals with hand-like appendices. Birds rely more on
visual cues than primates." Follow up research on this
study will focus on fine details of object alignment and
beak-tongue actions on the object before and during
insertion, to evaluate the role of vision in their object
placement.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Vienna. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Microbial murder mystery solved:
Researchers have caught killer cells
red-handed, observing them as they
systematically killed three strains of
bacteria -- ScienceDaily

Immune cells called "killer cells" target bacteria
invading the body's cells, but how do they do this so
effectively? Bacteria can quickly evolve resistance
against antibiotics, yet it seems they have not so readily
been able to evade killer cells. This has caused
researchers to become interested in finding out the
exact mechanism that killer cells use to destroy
bacterial invaders.

Although one way that killer cells can trigger bacterial
death is by inflicting oxidative damage, it has not yet
been at all understood how killer cells destroy bacteria
in environments without oxygen.

Now, for the first time, researchers have caught killer
cells red-handed in the act of microbial murder,
observing them as they systematically killed three



strains of microbes: E. coli and the bacteria responsible
for causing Listeria infection and tuberculosis. The
process inflicts bacterial cell death regardless of
whether the environment contains oxygen or not.

Their findings, published in Cell, reveal that killer cells
act methodically, shooting deadly enzymes into
bacteria to "program" a complete internal breakdown
and cell death.

The researchers, from Boston Children's Hospital, the
Wistar Institute and the University of Michigan (U-M),
used an equally systematic approach to make the
discovery.

"We took three bacteria that are very different -- and to
see which proteins were destroyed by killer cells -- we
measured their protein levels before, during and after
they were attacked," says Judy Lieberman, MD, PhD,
of Boston Children's Program in Cellular and
Molecular Medicine (PCMM), who is co-senior author
on the study.

Proteins are critical to life because they direct the use
of nutrients and production of cellular machinery that
bacteria need to survive.



"Each strain of bacteria has about 3,000 proteins and
we saw that -- in all three bacterial species -- about five
to 10 percent of those proteins were slashed by the
killer cells' death-inducing enzyme, called granzyme
B," Lieberman says. "If you made a list of the proteins
that bacteria absolutely needed to survive, it would be a
small list -- interestingly, this seems to be identical to
granzyme B's hit list."

Deadlier than antibiotics

To deliver the fatal blow of granzyme B, killer cells
seek out surface markers on the body's cell surfaces
that might indicate a bacterial invader has taken up
residence inside the cell. Killer cells then latch onto the
infected cell and use an enzyme to create a small pore
in the cell's surface, through which they inject
granzyme B. Once granzyme B gets into the cell, it
passes into the invading bacterium and essentially
destroys critical proteins for cell survival as well as its
ribosomes, the pieces of bacteria's cellular machinery
that actually make proteins.

"The bacteria's ribosomes fall apart and stop
functioning," says Lieberman, also a professor of
pediatrics at Harvard Medical School.



It's as if the bacteria's internal factory of life not only
loses the blueprints for the parts it needs to make, but
also suffers a catastrophic mechanical failure of its
assembly line.

"By discovering the bacterial proteins that killer cells
'take out,' we have identified potential therapeutic
targets that could pave the way for a new class of
antimicrobial drugs," Lieberman suggests.

"We have a huge crisis of antibiotic resistance right
now in that most drugs that treat diseases like
tuberculosis or listeria, or pathogens like E.coli, are not
effective," said Sriram Chandrasekaran, PhD, co-senior
author of the study from U-M, in a press release. "So,
there is a huge need for figuring out how the immune
system does its work. We hope to design a drug that
goes after bacteria in a similar way."

Importantly, no matter how many times the researchers
exposed the bacteria to granzyme B, the bacteria did
not develop resistance to its fatal attack. It's possible
that the only way bacteria can survive is to camouflage
themselves so that killer cells cannot "see" them and
shoot granzyme B into them.



Lieberman is now searching for the specific
mechanisms by which bacteria might evade killer cells.
She's also investigating how similar "death pathways"
take effect in fungi and parasites, such as those that
cause malaria.

In addition to Lieberman and Chandrasekaran, other
authors on the paper are Farokh Dotiwala (Wistar
Institute), Sumit Sen Santara (PCMM), Andres Ariel
Binker-Cosen (Harvard University) and Bo Li
(Harvard University and Broad Institute).

This work was supported the National Institutes of
Health (RO1 AI23265, T32 HL066987) and the
Harvard Society of Fellows.
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Boy is given new skin thanks to gene
therapy -- ScienceDaily

A medical team at the Ruhr-Universität Bochum's burn
unit and the Center for Regenerative Medicine at the
University of Modena (Italy) were the first ever to
successfully treat a child suffering from extensive skin
damage using transplants derived from genetically
modified stem cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly
child: he suffers from epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic
skin disease that had destroyed approximately 80
percent of his epidermis. After all established therapies
had failed, the medical team from Bochum decided to
try an experimental approach: they transplanted skin
derived from genetically modified stem cells onto the
wound surfaces. Thanks to the successful therapy, the
boy is now -- two years after the treatment -- able to
participate in his family's life and social life. The
scientists published their report in Nature.

Life-threatening condition

Epidermolysis bullosa is the scientific name of a
congenital skin disease that is currently considered to



be incurable. Its underlying mechanism is a defect in
protein-forming genes that are essential for skin
regeneration. Even minor stress can result in blisters,
wounds, and skin loss with scar formation. Depending
on disease severity, internal organs may likewise be
affected, leading to critical dysfunctions.

The disease significantly reduces the patients' quality
of life; often it is also life-threatening, as in the case of
Hassan, the seven years old: by the time he was
admitted to the paediatric intensive care unit at
Katholisches Klinikum Bochum in June 2015, 60
percent of his epidermis was lost. "He suffered from
severe sepsis with high fever, and his body weight had
dropped to a mere 17 kilogrammes -- a life-threatening
condition," Dr Tobias Rothoeft, Consultant at the
University Children's Hospital at Katholisches
Klinikum Bochum, points out. All conservative and
surgical therapy approaches failed.

First in the world: New therapy concept for large
skin defects

Due to the poor prognosis, the Bochum-based team of
paediatricians and plastic surgeons, in collaboration
with Prof Dr Michele De Luca from the Center for



Regenerative Medicine at the University of Modena,
opted for an experimental therapy: the transplantation
of genetically modified epidermal stem cells. Obtained
from the patient via skin biopsy, these stem cells were
processed in Modena. The researchers transferred the
intact gene into acquired stem cells. During this
process, so-called retroviral vectors were deployed, i.e.
virus particles that had been specifically modified for
gene transfer.

The genetically modified stem cells had been cultivated
in a clean room laboratory and subsequently turned
into transgenic transplants. After obtaining the parents'
permission, authorities' approvals and certification of
the operating rooms at the Bergmannsheil as genetic
engineering facility, the transplantation went ahead.

Eighty percent of the body surface transplanted

At the Department of Plastic Surgery at the
Bergmannsheil, the transplants were applied to the
boy's arms and legs, entire back, flanks, and partially to
the stomach, neck and face as well. "Overall, 0.94
square meters of transgenic epidermis were
transplanted onto the young patient in order to cover all
defects, accounting for 80 percent of his entire body



surface," says Associate Professor Dr Tobias Hirsch,
head consultant at the department of plastic surgery.

Following the first transplantation in October 2015, the
patient's condition began to improve. The transgenic
stem cells formed a new epidermis with intact binding
proteins in all transplanted areas. The integration of the
intact gene through retroviral gene transfer into the
genome of the epidermal stem cells had been
successful and was proven to be stable.

Excellent treatment result

In February 2016, the patient was discharged. Today,
almost two years after the experimental therapy was
initiated, high-quality, stress-resistant skin with intact
hydrolipid film, as well as early formation of hair. No
scar contractures have appeared in transplanted areas.
Hassan is attending school again and is actively taking
part in his family's social life.

According to the international medical team, Hassan is
the first patient worldwide who has been treated with
skin transplants from transgenic epidermal stem cells
on a large body surface area. "This approach has
enormous potential for research into and development



of new therapies for the treatment of epidermolysis
bullosa as well as other diseases and trauma causing
large skin defects" says Tobias Hirsch.

Because of its large scale, the case is considered unique
on a worldwide level. "Transplanting 80 percent of the
skin and providing intensive medical care to the patient
over a period of eight months was extremely
challenging," Tobias Rothoeft and Tobias Hirsch point
out. "The close collaboration between the departments
in Bochum and the University of Modena's expertise
have been the key to success. This makes us very
proud."

Bochum-based doctors involved in the therapy

The doctors from Bochum who were involved in the
therapy are Associate Professor Dr Tobias Hirsch at the
Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Head Consultant of the
Department of Plastic Surgery and Burn Unit at the
Bergmannsheil (director: Prof Dr Marcus Lehnhardt);
as well as Dr Tobias Rothoeft and Dr Norbert Teig,
Consultants at the University Children's Hospital at
Katholisches Klinikum Bochum (director: Prof Dr
Thomas Lücke).
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Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.



Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals



more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show



waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]



Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient



mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of



the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing



distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]



Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.



Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging



population.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Bear or chipmunk? Engineer finds how brain
encodes sounds [周四, 09 11月 04:18]

When you are out in the woods and hear a cracking sound, your brain
needs to process quickly whether the sound is coming from, say, a bear
or a chipmunk. A biomedical engineer now has a new interpretation for
an old observation, debunking an established theory in the process.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.



How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.



How cells detect, mend DNA damage may
improve chemotherapy [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Human cells have a way of detecting and mending DNA damage caused
by some common chemotherapy drugs, according to a new study. The
findings could have important implications for treating cancer.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Dysfunction of intricate astrocyte cells may
underlie autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy [周四, 09 11

月 02:19]

The unique architecture of star-shaped brain cells called astrocytes plays
a key role in regulating the development and function of neural synapses
in the brain, says new research. The findings indicate that astrocyte
dysfunction may underlie neuronal problems observed in devastating
diseases like autism, schizophrenia and epilepsy.

How chronic inflammation tips the balance of
immune cells to promote liver cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Chronic inflammation is known to drive many cancers, especially liver
cancer. Researchers have long thought that's because inflammation
directly affects cancer cells, stimulating their division and protecting
them from death. But researchers have now found that chronic liver
inflammation also promotes cancer by suppressing immunosurveillance
-- a natural defense mechanism in which it's thought the immune system
suppresses cancer development.

First draft cell atlas of the small intestine [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

Researchers have produced a first-draft atlas of the mammalian small
intestine's cellular composition. This atlas provides a high-resolution,
gene expression-based census of the cells constituting the lining of the



small intestine, using more than 53,000 individual cells from the mouse
gut or gut-organoid models

Video of blood clot contraction reveals how
platelets naturally form unobtrusive clots [周四, 09 11月

02:18]

The first view of the physical mechanism of how a blood clot contracts
at the level of individual platelets is giving researchers a new look at a
natural process that is part of blood clotting. The team describes how
specialized proteins in platelets cause clots to shrink in size.

Neurodegenerative diseases: Transforming
fibrils into crystals [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers have discovered a new type of transition in protein folding:
amyloid crystals formed from amyloid fibrils by a decrease in energy.
The crystals are even more stable than the fibrils, which are responsible
for a number of serious neurodegenerative diseases in humans.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Bringing natural killer cells to the tumor
battlefield [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

By studying melanoma, a highly malignant form of skin cancer, medical
researchers have revealed a mechanism by which the
immunosuppressive environment can be switched to an
immunosupportive one. They found that if autophagy -- the intracellular
recycling process -- is blocked in tumor cells, they produce cytokines
that attract NK cells. The massive recruitment of NK cells allows killing
cancer cells and lets the tumors shrink.

Adolescents use dietary supplements to increase



sports performance and improve immunity [周四, 09 11月

01:42]

Adolescents in developed countries frequently use dietary supplements
despite a lack of knowledge about possible harmful effects or drug
interactions. Often males turn to dietary supplements in an attempt to
increase their performance for sports while females are more concerned
with preventing illness and disease. To understand the underlying
reasons and sources of recommendation for dietary supplement use
among adolescents, researchers studied both athletes and nonathletes.

When you're tired, your brain cells actually slow
down [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

A new study finds that individual neurons slow down when we are sleep
deprived, leading to delayed behavioral responses to events taking place
around us. The slowdown affects the brain's visual perception and
memory associations.

Risk of cardiac and stroke death increases after
discontinuing hormone therapy [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Hormone therapy (HT) continues to be a hotly debated topic. The
benefits of estrogen to the heart, however, appear to be universally
accepted. A new study demonstrates that the risk of cardiac and stroke
death actually increases in the first year after discontinuation of HT.

Protect the skin, build barriers: Old
acquaintance in a new role [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

To ensure the barrier function of the skin, mutual regulation of
connections between epidermal cells and a receptor for growth factors is
necessary. These findings can help to reduce the effects of inflammatory
skin diseases and the decreased barrier function of the aged skin.

True impact of diabetic foot ulcers [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

The prognosis for people with an infected diabetic foot ulcer is worse
than was previously thought, according to new research. More than half
the patients in the research study did not see their ulcer heal over a year -
- and one in seven had to have part or all of their foot amputated.



Early breastfeeding success not affected by
epidural pain relief with fentanyl [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Including the opioid fentanyl in the solution used to maintain an epidural
during childbirth does not appear to affect the success of breastfeeding
six weeks after delivery, according to a study.

Endurance training helpful in recovery from
muscle inflammation, new study shows [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Endurance training can actually be helpful in dealing with muscle
inflammation, according to a new article.

Exposure to BPA during pregnancy may cause
health problems for offspring [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

A chemical called bisphenol A -- BPA -- used in plastic packaging and
in the linings of food and beverage cans, may be passed from a mother
to her offspring during pregnancy and cause changes in the gut bacteria
of the offspring, according to an international team of researchers.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data



to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

Tumor analysis post-surgery provides
breakthrough in how patients respond to
treatment [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a new platform for assessing anti-cancer
drug efficacy in lung cancer that is more reflective of patient response
than previously used model systems. The platform relies on the
derivation of 'explants' from tumor tissue obtained fresh from surgery
and treatment of these samples ex vivo with anti-cancer drugs. The
platform has the potential to significantly reduce drug attrition rates and
increase the success of anti-cancer drugs in the clinic, thus improving
patient ben…

Research on reversing negative effects of
maternal obesity [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

A drug that increases energy metabolism may lead to a new approach to
prevent obesity in children born to overweight mothers, researchers have
found.

A focus on dental health can protect children
from becoming overweight [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Talking about dental health with children and parents - about what is
healthy and unhealthy for your teeth - can be one way to prevent
children from becoming overweight.

Early intervention may hold key to treatment of
Friedreich's ataxia [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Current treatments may be administered too late to target Friedreich's
ataxia effectively. New research using a slow-onset frataxin knock-
in/knockout mouse model showed significantly reduced levels of



mitochondrial biosynthesis proteins and early mitochondrial deficiency
in the cerebellar cortex, even at pre-symptomatic stages of development.
This suggests that the progressive degeneration in mitochondrial
function seen in individuals with Friedreich's ataxia is not only the
mechanism causing the…

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

'Bursts' of beta waves, not sustained rhythms,
filter sensory processing in brain [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Scientists have found that people and mice alike use brief bursts of beta
brainwaves, rather than sustained rhythms, to control attention and
perception.

After repeated C. diff infections, people change
their behaviors [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

After suffering repeated bouts of debilitating Clostridium difficile
infections, many patients significantly change their behaviors, but some
precautions may do little to prevent future infections, according to a
first-of-its-kind study.



Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

Fat cells may inactivate chemotherapeutic drug
[周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Adipocytes, or fat cells, can absorb and metabolize the
chemotherapeutic agent daunorubicin, reducing the effectiveness of the
drug and potentially contributing to poorer treatment outcomes.

Targets to lessen the effects of alcoholic liver
disease identified [周三, 08 11月 22:21]

Chronic alcohol consumption causes abnormal fat accumulation in liver
cells (steatosis) and liver fibrosis, which can lead to hepatitis, cirrhosis,
and sometimes liver cancer. A new study offers insights into the cellular
aging that may trigger excessive fibrosis formation in the liver as well as
possible means to inhibit these changes, which may lead to new
therapeutic approaches for patients with ALD.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Increasing rates of chronic conditions putting
more moms, babies at risk [周三, 08 11月 07:00]

Pregnant women today are more likely to have chronic conditions that
could cause life-threatening complications than at any other time in the
past decade -- particularly poor women and those living in rural
communities.

Targeting a microRNA shows potential to
enhance effectiveness of diabetes drugs [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have found a vital role for miR-204 in beta cells --



regulating the cell surface receptor that is the target of many of the
newer type 2 diabetes drugs, such as Byetta, Victoza, Trulicity, Januvia,
Onglyza and Tradjenta. This drug target is the glucagon-like peptide 1
receptor, or GLP1R. Activation of GLP1R with these drugs helps the
beta cell produce and secrete more insulin.

Stimulating formation of new neural connections
in the adult brain [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Scientists have found a way to stimulate formation of new neural
connections in the adult brain in a study that could eventually help
humans fend off memory loss, brain trauma and other ailments in the
central nervous system.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

Science meets archaeology with discovery that
dental X-rays reveal Vitamin D deficiency [周三, 08 11月

04:13]

Human teeth hold vital information about Vitamin D deficiency, a
serious but often hidden condition that can now be identified by a simple
dental X-ray, anthropologists have found.

HIV patients at greater risk of both heart and
kidney disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

HIV patients and their doctors are urged to be more aware of the
additional health risks associated with treated HIV infection. This
follows new research that shows HIV patients at high risk for a heart
attack or stroke are also at substantially greater risk for chronic kidney
disease and vice versa.

Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may



increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

Neuroscientists find promise in intervention to
normalize biological functions in Fragile X mice
[周三, 08 11月 04:07]

A team of neuroscientists have developed an intervention that
normalizes multiple biological functions in mice afflicted with Fragile X
Syndrome.

Brain imaging reveals ADHD as a collection of
different disorders [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Researchers have found that patients with different types of attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) have impairments in unique brain
systems, indicating that there may not be a one-size-fits-all explanation
for the cause of the disorder. Based on performance on behavioral tests,
adolescents with ADHD fit into one of three subgroups, where each
group demonstrated distinct impairments in the brain with no common
abnormalities between them.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a



way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from



genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.



Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing



sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the



procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100
times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.



The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.

Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving



simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Chemists unlock the potential of fluoroalkenes [周

二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers master chemical transformation of fluoroalkenes, paving the
way for new pharmaceuticals and advanced materials.

Beyond good vibrations: New insights into
metamaterial magic [周二, 07 11月 03:56]

Metamaterials have amazing potential -- think invisibility cloaks and



perfect lenses -- but they are more likely to be found in a Harry Potter
novel than a lab. To help bring them closer to reality, scientists have
gone back to basics and demonstrated that the fundamental physics of
metamaterials is more complex than scientists once thought.

'Smart' paper can conduct electricity, detect
water [周二, 07 11月 03:07]

A research team wants to simplify the process for discovering
detrimental water leaks by developing “smart” paper that can sense the
presence of water.

Age-old malaria treatment found to improve
nanoparticle delivery to tumors [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

A new study shows that a 70-year-old malaria drug can block immune
cells in the liver so nanoparticles can arrive at their intended tumor site,
overcoming a significant hurdle of targeted drug delivery.

A quasiparticle quest [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Physicists have developed a device that could provide conclusive
evidence for the existence (or not) of non-Abelian anyons.

Computer system finds 'recipes' for producing
materials [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

System could pore through millions of research papers to extract
'recipes' for producing materials, explain investigators.

Subset of carbon nanotubes poses cancer risk
similar to asbestos in mice [周二, 07 11月 02:20]

Researchers have shown for the first time in mice that long and thin
nanomaterials called carbon nanotubes may have the same carcinogenic
effect as asbestos: they can induce the formation of mesothelioma. The
findings were observed in 10 percent -- 25 percent of the 32 animals
included in the study, which has not yet been replicated in humans.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]



U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Quantum computing on the move [周二, 07 11月 01:10]

New work marks a decisive milestone for bringing the idea for scaling
up quantum computers into the realm of feasibility.

Early bloomers: Statistical tool reveals climate
change impacts on plants [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Scientists announce statistical tool to extract information from current
and historical plant data.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more



disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence



of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]

The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Has protecting marine species become a job for
statisticians? [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Fishermen have no way of separating the fish they catch when they cast
their nets at sea. Protected species with no market value end up being



trapped and dying for no reason. In an attempt to minimize this
incidental fishing, statisticians have devised a new statistical method for
predicting bycatches more accurately in the future. The technique can
also be applied to other research fields.

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Easing the soil's temperature [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Many factors influence the ability of soil to buffer against temperature
changes. Recent research shows both perennial biofuel and cover crops
help soils shield against extreme temperatures.

Cooling in high and mid-latitudes led to
aridification in Northern Africa [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Analyses of ancient plant leaf wax found in the sediments of the Gulf of
Guinea told the researchers about rainfall in Cameroon and the central
Sahel-Sahara over the past several millennia and showed a rapid
aridification around 5500 years before now.

Tracking collars uncover the secrets of baboons'
raiding tactics [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

New research shows how canny baboons in Cape Town use a sit-and-
wait tactic before raiding people's homes in search of food.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect



public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Not so different after all: Human cells, hardy
microbes share common ancestor [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Researchers have found striking parallels between how archaeal cells
and more complex cells, including humans' and animals', package and
store their genetic material. The breakthrough study provided evidence
that archaea and eukaryotic cells share a common mechanism to



compact, organize and structure their genomes.

Cleaning up aquatic pollution with mussels [周三, 08 11月

22:23]

Scientists and activists alike have been looking for a solution to the
problem of aquatic nutrient pollution. Now one group reports that ribbed
mussels are up to the clean-up challenge.

Engineering microbial communities? Paradoxes
in microbial economies [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientist have described a trio of paradoxical dynamics that can arise in
simple microbial economies. The work could be important for
approaching engineered microbial communities and better
understanding microbiomes.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

New model reveals possibility of pumping
antibiotics into bacteria [周三, 08 11月 04:13]

Researchers have discovered that a cellular pump known to move drugs
like antibiotics out of E. coli bacteria has the potential to bring them in
as well, opening new lines of research into combating the bacteria.

It takes a microclimate to raise a pinyon tree [周三, 08

11月 04:13]

New research shows that the microclimate is an important factor in
regional pinyon pine tree recovery after drought.



Out of balance: Gut bacterial makeup may
exacerbate pain in sickle cell disease [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

An overabundance of the bacteria Veillonella in the digestive tract may
increase pain in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD).

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Rival sperm and choosy eggs: When sperm
compete , eggs have a choice [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

The delicately mannered dance between discerning eggs and vying
sperm is more complicated than scientists once believed, and it may
hold secrets about the evolution of new species.

Bringing back large herbivores to the steppes [周三,

08 11月 03:08]

On 24th October 2017, the first group of nine kulan (Asiatic wild ass)
was released into an acclimatization enclosure on the edge of the Altyn
Dala protected area in central Kazakhstan. The animals had been
transported 1200 km by helicopter from Altyn Emel National Park in the
southeast of the country. They will be released in early spring. This is
the first step in a multi-year project that aims to restore the full range of
large herbivores to this unique area of steppe habitat.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.



How climate change may reshape subalpine
wildflower communities [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

An unseasonably warm, dry summer in 2015 on Washington state's
Mount Rainier caused subalpine wildflowers to change their bloom
times and form 'reassembled' communities, with unknown consequences
for species interactions among wildflowers, pollinators and other
animals.

Hot news from the Antarctic underground [周三, 08 11月

02:17]

A new study adds evidence that a geothermal heat source called a
mantle plume lies deep below Antarctica's Marie Byrd Land, explaining
some of the melting that creates lakes and rivers under the ice sheet.

Tiny worms may offer new clues about why it's
so hard to quit smoking [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Researchers have found that a previously dismissed genetic mechanism
may contribute to nicotine dependence, and to the withdrawal effects
that can make quitting smoking so difficult.

A little stress is good for cellular health and
longevity [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Molecular bioscientists have discovered that a little stress can be good
for cellular health. The findings will help researchers better understand
the molecular mechanisms that drive aging and risk for age-associated
degenerative diseases.

First coast-to-coast land motion map of Scotland
derived from satellite radar images [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Using hundreds of satellite radar images a research team has created a
complete map of mainland Scotland.

Use of glow sticks in traps greatly increases
amphibian captures in study [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

With amphibian populations declining around the world and funds to
find the causes scarce, a team of researchers has shown that an



unorthodox tactic will make it easier and therefore less expensive to
capture adult salamanders and frogs.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Circadian clock discovery could help boost
water efficiency in food plants [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A discovery provides new insights about the biological or circadian
clock, how it regulates high water-use efficiency in some plants, and
how others, including food plants, might be improved for the same
efficiency.

Relocating bus stops would cut riders' pollution
exposure, study finds [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Moving bus stops away from intersections would substantially reduce
the amount of pollution bus riders breathe, report scientists.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

Yeast genes behind rose and honeyed flavors in
beer and wine [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

A flavor compound called phenylethyl acetate imparts a hint of rose or
honey to wherever it's found -- a dab of perfume, a sip of wine, a slug of
beer. Microbiologists have used genetic mapping to identify, for the first
time, specific yeast genes that produce higher levels of this aroma in



alcoholic beverages. The new finding joins other recent work connecting
genes to flavors in wines and beers, and may be used to grow yeasts that
produce new flavors.

How a 'flipped' gene helped butterflies evolve
mimicry [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Scientists analyzed genetic data from a group of swallowtail species to
find out when and how mimicry first evolved, and what has been driving
those changes since then.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

How far did you fall from the tree? [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Mutations generate genetic variation, and are a major driving force of
evolution. Therefore, examining mutation rates and modes are essential
to better understand the genetic basis for physiology and evolution.
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Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But



new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of



goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.



H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that



humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月



21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the



stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and



medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.

Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Cockatoo select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.



Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are



from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-



building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]



A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.



Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has



found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.



Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the



function of vital organs.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of
fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be
the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]



Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the



core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.



Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has
significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow
new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.



Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Manganese-based MRI contrast agent may be
safer alternative to gadolinium-based agents [周四, 16

11月 01:46]

Researchers have developed a manganese-based magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agent, a potential alternative to gadolinium-based
agents, which carry significant health risks for some patients.

Water baths as good as bleach baths for treating
eczema [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

For patients suffering from eczema (atopic dermatitis), dermatologists
will sometimes recommend bleach baths to decrease bacterial infection
and reduce symptoms. But a new study found no difference in the
effectiveness of a bleach bath compared to regular water baths. In



addition, bleach baths can cause stinging and burning of skin, and
occasionally even trigger asthma flare-ups in patients.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Head injury does not worsen drinking behavior
in heavy drinkers [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Head injury, which often damages brain regions overlapping with those
involved in addictive behaviors, does not worsen drinking behavior in
people with heavy alcohol use, according to a new study. The study also
found that combining head injury with heavy alcohol use did not further
alter the structure or function of the brain.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements



to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Developing a new vaccination strategy against
AIDS [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Infection researchers have tested a new vaccination strategy against the
HIV-related simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) in rhesus monkeys.
For this, the researchers used a vaccine that consisted of two
components.
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New dye gives scientists a clearer
insight into the brain -- ScienceDaily

Keele University researchers have designed a new dye
that can be used to observe the electrical activity of
neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological
diseases, as presented at the Society for Neuroscience
annual conference in Washington, D.C. this week.

As part of a two-year collaborative study between
neuroscientists at Keele University and chemists at
Newcastle University, funded by the Leverhulme
Trust, a new near-infrared voltage-sensitive dye has
been designed -- JULBD6 -- which offers comparable
signal quality and toxicity when compared to the
commonly used voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS.
These findings were recently published in Chemistry:
A European Journal.

To observe networks of neurons and their interactions,
neuroscientists most commonly use calcium imaging or
voltage-sensitive dyes. Voltage-sensitive dyes respond
to neuronal events faster than calcium dyes, allowing



single neuron spikes to be observed as a change in
fluorescence, but a major limitation of voltage-
sensitive dyes is that the observed fluorescent changes
are weaker than calcium dyes, which this research
project aimed to improve.

A clearer insight into neuronal networks could improve
treatment for neurological diseases, for example it may
help further uncover how neuromodulators, such as
dopamine, impact the functionality of neural circuits,
which could lead to finding a new and more efficient
way of treating people with Parkinson's disease.

Keele University Research Associate Dr John Butcher
commented: "This could have a large impact on
neuroscience as a field. The structure of the new dye,
JULBD6, is completely different from other dyes such
as the widely used di-4-ANEPPS, but offers the same
signal quality in terms of the change in fluorescence
during neuronal spiking and does not affect the health
of the neurons."

Professor Peter Andras, the Keele lead on the project,
said: "These results are very promising as we have
shown a completely new voltage-sensitive dye that
allows rational design of key molecular features and



offers similar performance to other dyes which are
widely used in neuroscience. This dye is also in the
near-infrared range, rather than some green dyes which
have higher toxicity, making it more suited to
longitudinal studies. Based on these findings we now
aim to design dyes based on the structure of JULBD6
in order to improve the fluorescence signal quality
whilst making them as less toxic as possible. This new
technology could really benefit neuron imaging
studies."

Story Source:

Materialsfswxwvzxydsvwzyvturzcycxyvaszvaxbryyxr
provided by Keele University. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Teenage depression linked to father's
depression -- ScienceDaily

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms
are more likely to experience symptoms of depression
themselves, finds a new study led by UCL researchers.

While the link between mothers' depression and
depression in their children is well-established, the new
Lancet Psychiatry study is the first to find an
association between depression in fathers and their
teenaged children, independent of whether the mother
has depression, in a large sample in the general
population. The effects of fathers' and mothers'
depression on their children's symptoms were similar
in magnitude.

"There's a common misconception that mothers are
more responsible for their children's mental health,
while fathers are less influential -- we found that the
link between parent and teen depression is not related
to gender," said the study's lead author, Dr Gemma
Lewis (UCL Psychiatry).



"Family-focused interventions to prevent depression
often focus more on mothers, but our findings suggest
we should be just as focused on fathers," she said.

The researchers drew on two large longitudinal studies
of children: Growing up in Ireland, and the Millennium
Cohort Study in England and Wales, using data from
6070 and 7768 families from the two studies,
respectively. Parental depressive symptoms were
assessed using a questionnaire when the children were
9 and 7 years old in the two cohorts, and then
adolescent depressive symptoms were assessed when
the children were 13 and 14 years old. The study
samples were population-based, meaning they included
people who experienced symptoms of depression but
had not sought treatment.

After adjusting for confounding factors such as
maternal depression, family income and parental
alcohol use, the researchers found that for every 3-
point (one standard deviation) increase on the Mood
and Feelings Questionnaire (MFQ; a commonly-used
measure of depressive symptoms) on the part of
fathers, there was an associated 0.2-point increase in
the adolescent's MFQ score. The findings were
replicated in both independent study samples.



Incidence of depression increases markedly at the
beginning of adolescence, so the researchers say that
understanding the risk factors at that age can be key to
preventing depression later in life.

"Men are less likely to seek treatment for depression. If
you're a father who hasn't sought treatment for your
depression, it could have an impact on your child. We
hope that our findings could encourage men who
experience depressive symptoms to speak to their
doctor about it," said Dr Lewis.

Previous studies have shown links between paternal
depression and poor behavioural and emotional
outcomes in their children, but no large study in the
general population (as opposed to a clinical population)
has looked at the link with adolescent depression while
taking into account maternal depression as well.

"The mental health of both parents should be a priority
for preventing depression among adolescents. There
has been far too much emphasis on mothers but fathers
are important as well," said the study's senior author,
Professor Glyn Lewis (UCL Psychiatry).
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Vaping 'no better' than smoking when
surgery is needed -- ScienceDaily

Despite being perceived as a 'healthier' alternative to
tobacco cigarettes, vaping liquid contains nicotine,
which may significantly increase the risk for
complications related to surgery and anesthesia,
according to the American Association of Nurse
Anesthetists (AANA). Every year, on the third
Thursday of November, vapers and smokers alike are
encouraged to take part in the American Cancer
Society's Great American Smokeout. The AANA is
supporting this effort by urging individuals not to vape
or smoke before surgery.

In a report from the U.S. Surgeon General, e-cigarette
use has risen to the level of a public health concern.
The report uses the term "e-cigarette" to refer to the
many different products that deliver nicotine
electronically. Consumers and marketers call them by
many names including "e-cigarettes," "e-cigs,"
"cigalikes," "e-hookahs," "mods," "vape pens,"
"vapes," and "tank systems." Most e-cigarettes contain



nicotine, which can cause addiction.

"It's the nicotine found in vapes and tobacco that
results in poor wound healing, increases anesthesia
risk, and may lead to a host of other potential
complications for surgery patients," said AANA
President Bruce Weiner, DNP, MSNA, CRNA.
"Despite being perceived as a better alternative to
tobacco cigarettes, vaping liquid contains nicotine,
which significantly increases the risk for complications
during and after surgery. It's common knowledge that
patients should quit smoking cigarettes at least a few
weeks before and after surgery, but is it safe to "vape"
before surgery? The answer is no," said Weiner.

Nicotine can lower the effectiveness of certain
medications or interfere with the way the way drugs
work; it can also impact healing and lead to infection
and greater discomfort after surgery. Though a longer
period of cessation around anesthesia and surgery is
most beneficial, even 12-24 hours can significantly
increase the body's ability to deliver oxygen to vital
organs and tissues.

"Regardless of whether you smoke or vape, be
completely honest with your Certified Registered



Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA), surgeon, or other
healthcare providers about your health history," said
Weiner. Patients should disclose all allergies,
medications, supplements, herbs and substances they
take, in addition to nicotine. "Letting your surgeon and
CRNA know your complete health history allows them
to work with you to develop the comprehensive plan of
care for your quick recovery," he said.

Quitting vaping and smoking has immediate and long-
term benefits at any age.
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Aging tests yield varying results:
Comparison of eleven tests shows they
don't agree on aging -- ScienceDaily

Whether it's an on-line quiz, a $300 chromosome test
or an $800 blood panel, a lot of people seem to be
interested in whether they're aging faster or slower than
their chronological age would suggest.

Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and
see.

A head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of
aging, including blood and chromosome tests like those
being sold commercially, has found that they don't
agree with one another on how fast a given person is
growing older.

This comparison is based on a life-long study of nearly
1,000 people in Dunedin, New Zealand who have been
studied extensively from birth to age 38.

Researchers working with this study cohort had earlier



reported that a panel of 18 biological measures might
be used to predict the pace of aging, based on how
these markers had changed from age 26 to 38 in a
given individual.

But when they expanded their analysis to look at
whether these measures and others all pointed in the
same direction at age 38, the picture was much less
clear. The findings appear Nov. 15 in the American
Journal of Epidemiology.

"People age at different rates and geriatric medicine
needs a way to measure that," said lead author Daniel
Belsky, an assistant professor of population health
sciences at Duke University who studies aging. But
when measuring all sorts of different aspects of a
person's physiology, from genes to blood markers to
balance and grip strength, "you see a lot of
disagreement."

"Based on these results, I'd say it's premature to market
aging tests to the public," Belsky said.

For comparisons, the researchers drew on physical
measures of aging collected from the Dunedin study
group, including balance, grip, motor coordination,



physical limitations, cognitive function and decline,
self-reported health and facial aging as judged by
others.

Measuring the length of telomeres, protective caps of
DNA at the end of chromosomes that unravel as we
age, turned up no evidence of the ability to predict
physical or cognitive changes, except possibly facial
aging, Belsky said. The discovery that telomere caps
protect the cell from aging was recognized by the 2009
Nobel Prize in Medicine and is now available as a $300
aging test.

"Telomeres are a fundamental mechanism of aging and
cancer prevention, that's true," said Stephen
Kritchevsky, director of the Sticht Center for Healthy
Aging at Wake Forest University, who was not
involved in this research. "But saying it's useful to
measure in a 50-year-old to see whether they're aging
is a different matter."

Belsky's research team also examined hundreds of
locations in the genome to see changes in the patterns
of DNA 'methylation,' molecular controls that govern
whether a gene is active or not. These "epigenetic"
patterns have been studied by other researchers as



clocks thought to measure the aging rate. The Dunedin
researchers measured the clocks when people were 26
and again when they were 38 and found the expected
12 years of progress.

The good news is that the three different epigenetic
clocks they tested seem to keep time pretty well,
Belsky said. "But the clocks were less clearly related to
changes in people's physiology or problems with
physical or cognitive performance," he said. "That
raises questions about whether they could be used to
survey patients or populations to predict health span."

The team also applied algorithms developed by other
teams to analyze a large collection of physiological
measures, including blood markers and tests of heart
and lung function, and found a somewhat stronger
signal.

When they statistically examined all of their tests
against each other to see whether biological aging
measures could predict physical changes or mental
changes, they found that the physiological measures
performed somewhat better than telomeres or
epigenetic clocks. But none of the measures performed
well enough to argue for including them in an annual



physical exam.

Aging happens at different rates in different tissues of
the body, Wake Forest's Kritchevsky said. "So if the
only tissue you get is the blood, you're probably
missing a lot." There are another seven or eight aspects
of physiology that are being pursued that might turn up
a more reliable measure of aging, he added.

Kritchevsky said all gerontologists would like to have a
test to help them anticipate a given patient's aging
trajectory, but he's not disappointed in the Dunedin
findings. "Even the answer No is important, and it was
a very important question to ask. I'm glad to know."

Belsky said the search will continue. As scientists
investigate therapies to slow aging, "we'd like to know
in less than 30 years whether the treatment works."
Ideally, such a measure would be related to
chronological age and would be inexpensive and non-
invasive so it could be given to people before and after
testing an anti-aging therapy to see whether it's
working.
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Potential cell receptors to reduce
antibiotic resistance identified --
ScienceDaily

A new study from UT has identified certain chemical
receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and
improve patient response to drugs.

The study was published this week in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences.

Igor Jouline, the study's lead author, is a joint faculty
professor at the UT-Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Joint Institute for Computational Sciences. He is based
in the UT Department of Microbiology. Co-authors
include Davi Ortega and Aaron Fleetwood, former UT
graduate students who now are at the California
Institute of Technology and the UT Health Sciences
Center in Memphis, respectively.

A grant from the National Institutes of Health
supported the study.



Antibiotic resistance occurs when bacteria change in
ways that reduce or eliminate the effectiveness of
drugs, helping the bacteria survive, continue to
multiply, and cause more harm.

Researchers have been seeking to develop drugs that
will, in effect, trick the bacteria rather than kill them,
because bacteria often become resistant to antibiotics
that kill, Jouline said.

He and his research group study bacterial receptors and
signaling pathways -- the communication process that
governs cell activities and coordinates cell actions. The
pathways receive information from receptors and
adjust cell functions accordingly.

In the Pseudomonas aeruginosa cell, there are 26
chemoreceptors -- sensory units that respond to
chemical stimuli by collecting information about the
environment and feeding it to four signaling pathways,
which then control cellular responses.

Jouline and his group discovered that by comparing the
protein sequences of different bacterial receptors and
looking for specific patterns using computers, they
could identify how 23 of those receptors shared the



same unique amino acid patterns. The three other
receptors had individually different patterns.

They concluded that to deceive the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa cell, one strategy would be to feed
misinformation to its chemoreceptors.

The work is one step toward helping scientists adapt
antibiotics to better attack infections.

"This study will help in choosing novel targets and
designing strategies for potential new antibiotics
design," Jouline said.

He added that if a future drug aims at preventing the
pathogen from moving across surfaces of a cell as part
of the infection process, then a single protein -- the
chemoreceptor feeding information into the pathway
controlling surface movement -- can be targeted.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.



Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star



discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical



and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200



percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years



ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals



have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this



picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of



life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the



insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has
found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]



The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by



infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the
function of vital organs.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.



Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has



significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Manganese-based MRI contrast agent may be
safer alternative to gadolinium-based agents [周四, 16

11月 01:46]

Researchers have developed a manganese-based magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agent, a potential alternative to gadolinium-based
agents, which carry significant health risks for some patients.

Water baths as good as bleach baths for treating
eczema [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

For patients suffering from eczema (atopic dermatitis), dermatologists
will sometimes recommend bleach baths to decrease bacterial infection
and reduce symptoms. But a new study found no difference in the
effectiveness of a bleach bath compared to regular water baths. In
addition, bleach baths can cause stinging and burning of skin, and
occasionally even trigger asthma flare-ups in patients.

Head injury does not worsen drinking behavior
in heavy drinkers [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Head injury, which often damages brain regions overlapping with those
involved in addictive behaviors, does not worsen drinking behavior in
people with heavy alcohol use, according to a new study. The study also
found that combining head injury with heavy alcohol use did not further
alter the structure or function of the brain.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]



A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Developing a new vaccination strategy against
AIDS [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Infection researchers have tested a new vaccination strategy against the
HIV-related simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) in rhesus monkeys.
For this, the researchers used a vaccine that consisted of two
components.

Two-thirds of children with concussions not



receiving medical follow-ups [周四, 16 11月 00:49]

More than two-thirds of youth and children with an acute concussion do
not seek medical follow-up or clearance as recommended by current
international concussion guidelines, a study that looked at data over a
10-year period has concluded.

Children's exposure to secondhand smoke may
be vastly underestimated by parents [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study suggests that parents who smoke mistakenly rely on their
own physical senses to gauge the presence of tobacco smoke in the air.

Key to unlock blocked differentiation in
microRNA-deficient embryonic stem cells [周三, 15 11月

23:48]

Scientists have partly solved a long-unanswered basic question about
stem cells -- why are pluripotent stem cells that have mutations to block
the production of microRNAs unable to differentiate?

Disparities in exposure to toxins may drive
higher diabetes rates in minorities [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

Unequal exposure to environmental pollutants acting as endocrine-
disrupting chemicals is an under-recognized risk factor that may play a
key role in driving the higher rates of diabetes among minority and low-
income populations, according to a new article.

Study asks neurosurgeons: How old is too old to
perform brain surgery? [周三, 15 11月 22:25]

People sometimes joke that easy tasks are “not brain surgery.” But what
happens when it actually is brain surgery? How old is too old to be a
neurosurgeon? Most neurosurgeons disagreed with an absolute age
cutoff, but half favored additional testing for neurosurgeons 65 and
older.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development



of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

'Left-handed' fish and asymmetrical brains [周三, 15 11

月 22:20]

Biologists have discovered the relationship between “handedness”, brain
structure and genes in extremely specialized cichlid fish.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

Take a fantastic 3-D voyage through the brain
with new immersive virtual reality system [周三, 15 11月

22:17]

A new immersive virtual reality (VR) experience now offers a unique
way to visualize and interact with large volumes of 3-D anatomical brain
data. The system has applications in neurotechnology development,
research and surgeon training.

Generous people give in a heartbeat [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

Altruistic people are said to be 'kind hearted' -- and new research shows
that generous people really are more in touch with their own hearts. The
study has found a possible physiological reason why some people are



more charitable than others.

Asthma and food allergies predictable at age 1,
study finds [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

Using data from more than 2,300 children from across Canada
participating in the CHILD Study, the researchers evaluated the presence
of AD and allergic sensitization at age one. When the children were
three years of age, the researchers performed a clinical assessment to
determine the presence of asthma, allergic rhinitis, food allergy and AD.

Gobbling your food may harm your waistline
and heart [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

People who eat slowly are less likely to become obese or develop
metabolic syndrome, a cluster of heart disease, diabetes and stroke risk
factors, according to preliminary research.

Vitamin D linked with better live birth rates in
women undergoing assisted reproduction [周三, 15 11月

08:50]

Researchers are calling for a randomized clinical trial to be carried out to
investigate the potential role of vitamin D supplementation in improving
live birth rates following assisted reproduction treatment (ART). This
follows a review and meta-analysis that shows a strong link between low
vitamin D concentrations in women and lower live birth rates after ART
compared to women who have the right amount of vitamin D in their
bodies.

Aggressive testing provides no benefit to patients
in ER with chest pain [周三, 15 11月 05:38]

Patients who go to the ER with chest pain often receive unnecessary
tests to evaluate whether they are having a heart attack, a practice that
provides no clinical benefit and adds hundreds of dollars in health-care
costs, according to new research. CT scans and cardiac stress tests are
overused in the ER for patients with chest pain and provide no
information to determine whether a patient is in the midst of a heart
attack.



E-cigarettes are more likely to be used by
alcohol drinkers and former cigarette smokers [周

三, 15 11月 05:38]

Electronic cigarettes are more frequently used by people who recently
quit smoking and alcohol drinkers.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Heat-not-burn tobacco products may be 'not so
hot' at protecting blood vessel function [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Heat-not-burn devices may eliminate users' exposure to tobacco smoke,
but the vapor they produce has the same negative impact on blood vessel
function as smoking, according to a preliminary animal study.

People with certain blood types are at increased
risk of heart attack during periods of pollution [周

三, 15 11月 04:55]

Individuals who have A, B, or AB blood types have an elevated risk of
having a heart attack during periods of significant air pollution,
compared to those with the O blood type, according to new research.

Critical Care Recovery Center concept could
benefit adult ICU survivors of all ages [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

A Critical Care Recovery Center could benefit ICU survivors of all ages,
suggests new research. The model is America's first collaborative care
concept focusing on the extensive cognitive, physical, and psychological
recovery needs of ICU survivors and decreasing the likelihood of
serious illness after discharge from an ICU.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers



be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to



open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven



water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Listening for gravitational waves using pulsars [周

三, 15 11月 22:25]

When galaxies collide, their central black holes tend to spiral toward
each other, releasing gravitational waves in their cosmic dance. To
explore this uncharted area of gravitational wave science, researchers
look a natural experiment in the sky called a pulsar timing array. Pulsars
are dense remnants of dead stars that regularly emit beams of radio
waves, which is why some call them "cosmic lighthouses."

3D microprinting counterfeit protection for
products, passports, and money [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Losses caused by product forgery and
counterfeiting may be enormous. Researchers now propose to use
printed 3D microstructures instead of 2D structures, such as holograms,
to improve counterfeit protection.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Public – and researchers – skeptical about



climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]



An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Carmakers: Simple, rapid determination of
cable properties [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

Trying to fit all the necessary cables into a car is anything but an easy
task. Simulations can be helpful, but the properties of each cable need to
be precisely defined up front. The automated MeSOMICS measurement
system enables carmakers, for the first time, to define these parameters
simply and rapidly, without having to call on outside experts: a solution
that saves time and money.

Soft magnetic material characterizations get a
harder look [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

In motors, generators and similar electric machines, the electrical current
that powers them generates magnetic fields that magnetize some of the
metallic components.

Are multiple H-coils needed to accurately
measure magnetic field strengths? [周三, 15 11月 05:29]

Is more always better? Researchers sought to find out if that was the
case for measuring magnetic field strengths. A new article examines
whether a double H-coil method or a single H-coil method is a more
accurate way to measure magnetic field strength.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The



environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security



concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the
fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.

Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and



successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.



To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

A fast reactor system to shorten the lifetime of
long-lived fission products [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

Researchers have proposed a more efficient method to reduce
radioactive waste. The study involves converting radioactive material
into short-lived nuclides by absorbing surplus neutrons in the core
peripheral portion of a small fast reactor faster than they are generated in
the core, thus providing an effective way to lessen the burden of nuclear
waste on future generations.

Investment portfolio theory helps scientists
predict animal population growth [周二, 14 11月 08:52]

A new "landscape portfolio" theory is based on Markowitz's "portfolio
theory" in economics, melded with ecological landscape theory to
predict population growth of living things.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study



chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

Molecular magnetism packs power with
'messenger electron' [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A UW-Madison lab has made a molecule that gains magnetic strength
through an unusual way of controlling those spins, which could lead to a
breakthrough in quantam computing.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]

A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

How extreme shocks deform a metal’s atomic
structure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

When hit by a powerful shock wave, materials can change their shape –
a property known as plasticity – yet keep their lattice-like atomic
structure. Now scientists have used an X-ray laser to see, for the first
time, how a material’s atomic structure deforms when shocked by
pressures nearly as extreme as the ones at the center of the Earth.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut



microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of
fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be



the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow
new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]



A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Filling intercropping info gap [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

In some parts of Africa, farmers intercrop sorghum -- a grain -- and
peanuts. But they face a major information gap. There hasn't been much
research on optimal levels of fertilizer use for intercropping sorghum
and peanuts in these areas. A new study has filled this information gap.
Researchers have developed a method to help farmers determine how
much fertilizer to apply when intercropping.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]



A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

How to keep cows happy [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

New research now shows that removing splashes of colors, shadows or
water puddles from corrals, keeping noise levels down and not using
dogs and electric prods can dramatically reduce the stress cattle
experience.

Amazonian streams found teeming with fish
species are lacking protection [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Hundreds of thousands of Amazonian streams are teeming with highly
diverse populations of fish species, a new study reveals.

How cells filter status updates [周三, 15 11月 22:23]

Social media have become an indispensable part of our everyday life.
We use them constantly to screen the latest news and share pre-selected
information. The cells in our body do a similar thing. Information is pre-
selected and transmitted to the immune system in order to fight against
unwelcome invaders, such as viruses, bacteria, parasites or cancer. This
pre-selection occurs by means of a highly complex molecular machine.
Biochemists have now unveiled the inner workings of this complex
molecul…

Public – and researchers – skeptical about
climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

'Left-handed' fish and asymmetrical brains [周三, 15 11

月 22:20]

Biologists have discovered the relationship between “handedness”, brain
structure and genes in extremely specialized cichlid fish.



Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

Saving cavendish: Panama disease-resistant
bananas [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

Researchers have developed and grown modified Cavendish bananas
resistant to the devastating soil-borne fungus Fusarium wilt tropical race
4 (TR4), also known as Panama disease.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

People with certain blood types are at increased
risk of heart attack during periods of pollution [周

三, 15 11月 04:55]



Individuals who have A, B, or AB blood types have an elevated risk of
having a heart attack during periods of significant air pollution,
compared to those with the O blood type, according to new research.

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The
environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Microbiome transplants provide disease
resistance in critically-endangered Hawaiian
plant [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

A team of researchers transplanted microbes to restore the health of a
critically endangered Hawaiian plant that, until now, had been driven to
extinction in the wild and only survived in managed greenhouses under
heavy doses of fungicide.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic



eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Shape-shifting agent targets harmful bacteria in
the stomach [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A new shape-shifting polymer can target and kill Helicobacter pylori
bacteria in the stomach without killing helpful bacteria in the gut. Such a
treatment could improve the digestive health of billions of people
worldwide who contract H. pylori infections. The antimicrobial agent
morphs into a bacterial hole-puncher in the stomach's acidic
environment and reverts to an amorphous, inactive structure when it
reaches the higher pH environment of the small intestine.

Killer superbugs: Is the answer within our
bodies' natural defenses? [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have discovered that treatment for the antibiotic resistant
bacteria Klebsiella pneumoniae could lie within our bodies' natural
defenses.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.



Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Risk perception of genome editing: Reservations
and a great demand for information [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

For decades now, humans have been altering the genetic information of
plants and animals in order to produce new varieties or strains. Some
more recent molecular biological methods known under the generic term
'genome editing' enable targeted intervention into the genetic material.
The CRISPR/Cas9 method, which could be used in agriculture and
medicine, for example, promises to be particularly successful.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive



network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.
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Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]



The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can



experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new



study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this



century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,



experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.



Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of



Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]



Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]



The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing



collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.



Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote



Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new



approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has



found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.



Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.



Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the



function of vital organs.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of
fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be
the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]



Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the



core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.



Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has
significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow
new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.



Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Manganese-based MRI contrast agent may be
safer alternative to gadolinium-based agents [周四, 16

11月 01:46]

Researchers have developed a manganese-based magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agent, a potential alternative to gadolinium-based
agents, which carry significant health risks for some patients.

Water baths as good as bleach baths for treating
eczema [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

For patients suffering from eczema (atopic dermatitis), dermatologists
will sometimes recommend bleach baths to decrease bacterial infection
and reduce symptoms. But a new study found no difference in the
effectiveness of a bleach bath compared to regular water baths. In



addition, bleach baths can cause stinging and burning of skin, and
occasionally even trigger asthma flare-ups in patients.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Head injury does not worsen drinking behavior
in heavy drinkers [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Head injury, which often damages brain regions overlapping with those
involved in addictive behaviors, does not worsen drinking behavior in
people with heavy alcohol use, according to a new study. The study also
found that combining head injury with heavy alcohol use did not further
alter the structure or function of the brain.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements



to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Developing a new vaccination strategy against
AIDS [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Infection researchers have tested a new vaccination strategy against the
HIV-related simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) in rhesus monkeys.
For this, the researchers used a vaccine that consisted of two
components.
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New dye gives scientists a clearer
insight into the brain -- ScienceDaily

Keele University researchers have designed a new dye
that can be used to observe the electrical activity of
neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological
diseases, as presented at the Society for Neuroscience
annual conference in Washington, D.C. this week.

As part of a two-year collaborative study between
neuroscientists at Keele University and chemists at
Newcastle University, funded by the Leverhulme
Trust, a new near-infrared voltage-sensitive dye has
been designed -- JULBD6 -- which offers comparable
signal quality and toxicity when compared to the
commonly used voltage-sensitive dye di-4-ANEPPS.
These findings were recently published in Chemistry:
A European Journal.

To observe networks of neurons and their interactions,
neuroscientists most commonly use calcium imaging or
voltage-sensitive dyes. Voltage-sensitive dyes respond
to neuronal events faster than calcium dyes, allowing



single neuron spikes to be observed as a change in
fluorescence, but a major limitation of voltage-
sensitive dyes is that the observed fluorescent changes
are weaker than calcium dyes, which this research
project aimed to improve.

A clearer insight into neuronal networks could improve
treatment for neurological diseases, for example it may
help further uncover how neuromodulators, such as
dopamine, impact the functionality of neural circuits,
which could lead to finding a new and more efficient
way of treating people with Parkinson's disease.

Keele University Research Associate Dr John Butcher
commented: "This could have a large impact on
neuroscience as a field. The structure of the new dye,
JULBD6, is completely different from other dyes such
as the widely used di-4-ANEPPS, but offers the same
signal quality in terms of the change in fluorescence
during neuronal spiking and does not affect the health
of the neurons."

Professor Peter Andras, the Keele lead on the project,
said: "These results are very promising as we have
shown a completely new voltage-sensitive dye that
allows rational design of key molecular features and



offers similar performance to other dyes which are
widely used in neuroscience. This dye is also in the
near-infrared range, rather than some green dyes which
have higher toxicity, making it more suited to
longitudinal studies. Based on these findings we now
aim to design dyes based on the structure of JULBD6
in order to improve the fluorescence signal quality
whilst making them as less toxic as possible. This new
technology could really benefit neuron imaging
studies."

Story Source:

Materialsfswxwvzxydsvwzyvturzcycxyvaszvaxbryyxr
provided by Keele University. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Teenage depression linked to father's
depression -- ScienceDaily

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms
are more likely to experience symptoms of depression
themselves, finds a new study led by UCL researchers.

While the link between mothers' depression and
depression in their children is well-established, the new
Lancet Psychiatry study is the first to find an
association between depression in fathers and their
teenaged children, independent of whether the mother
has depression, in a large sample in the general
population. The effects of fathers' and mothers'
depression on their children's symptoms were similar
in magnitude.

"There's a common misconception that mothers are
more responsible for their children's mental health,
while fathers are less influential -- we found that the
link between parent and teen depression is not related
to gender," said the study's lead author, Dr Gemma
Lewis (UCL Psychiatry).



"Family-focused interventions to prevent depression
often focus more on mothers, but our findings suggest
we should be just as focused on fathers," she said.

The researchers drew on two large longitudinal studies
of children: Growing up in Ireland, and the Millennium
Cohort Study in England and Wales, using data from
6070 and 7768 families from the two studies,
respectively. Parental depressive symptoms were
assessed using a questionnaire when the children were
9 and 7 years old in the two cohorts, and then
adolescent depressive symptoms were assessed when
the children were 13 and 14 years old. The study
samples were population-based, meaning they included
people who experienced symptoms of depression but
had not sought treatment.

After adjusting for confounding factors such as
maternal depression, family income and parental
alcohol use, the researchers found that for every 3-
point (one standard deviation) increase on the Mood
and Feelings Questionnaire (MFQ; a commonly-used
measure of depressive symptoms) on the part of
fathers, there was an associated 0.2-point increase in
the adolescent's MFQ score. The findings were
replicated in both independent study samples.



Incidence of depression increases markedly at the
beginning of adolescence, so the researchers say that
understanding the risk factors at that age can be key to
preventing depression later in life.

"Men are less likely to seek treatment for depression. If
you're a father who hasn't sought treatment for your
depression, it could have an impact on your child. We
hope that our findings could encourage men who
experience depressive symptoms to speak to their
doctor about it," said Dr Lewis.

Previous studies have shown links between paternal
depression and poor behavioural and emotional
outcomes in their children, but no large study in the
general population (as opposed to a clinical population)
has looked at the link with adolescent depression while
taking into account maternal depression as well.

"The mental health of both parents should be a priority
for preventing depression among adolescents. There
has been far too much emphasis on mothers but fathers
are important as well," said the study's senior author,
Professor Glyn Lewis (UCL Psychiatry).

Story Source:



Materials provided by University College London.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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Vaping 'no better' than smoking when
surgery is needed -- ScienceDaily

Despite being perceived as a 'healthier' alternative to
tobacco cigarettes, vaping liquid contains nicotine,
which may significantly increase the risk for
complications related to surgery and anesthesia,
according to the American Association of Nurse
Anesthetists (AANA). Every year, on the third
Thursday of November, vapers and smokers alike are
encouraged to take part in the American Cancer
Society's Great American Smokeout. The AANA is
supporting this effort by urging individuals not to vape
or smoke before surgery.

In a report from the U.S. Surgeon General, e-cigarette
use has risen to the level of a public health concern.
The report uses the term "e-cigarette" to refer to the
many different products that deliver nicotine
electronically. Consumers and marketers call them by
many names including "e-cigarettes," "e-cigs,"
"cigalikes," "e-hookahs," "mods," "vape pens,"
"vapes," and "tank systems." Most e-cigarettes contain



nicotine, which can cause addiction.

"It's the nicotine found in vapes and tobacco that
results in poor wound healing, increases anesthesia
risk, and may lead to a host of other potential
complications for surgery patients," said AANA
President Bruce Weiner, DNP, MSNA, CRNA.
"Despite being perceived as a better alternative to
tobacco cigarettes, vaping liquid contains nicotine,
which significantly increases the risk for complications
during and after surgery. It's common knowledge that
patients should quit smoking cigarettes at least a few
weeks before and after surgery, but is it safe to "vape"
before surgery? The answer is no," said Weiner.

Nicotine can lower the effectiveness of certain
medications or interfere with the way the way drugs
work; it can also impact healing and lead to infection
and greater discomfort after surgery. Though a longer
period of cessation around anesthesia and surgery is
most beneficial, even 12-24 hours can significantly
increase the body's ability to deliver oxygen to vital
organs and tissues.

"Regardless of whether you smoke or vape, be
completely honest with your Certified Registered



Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA), surgeon, or other
healthcare providers about your health history," said
Weiner. Patients should disclose all allergies,
medications, supplements, herbs and substances they
take, in addition to nicotine. "Letting your surgeon and
CRNA know your complete health history allows them
to work with you to develop the comprehensive plan of
care for your quick recovery," he said.

Quitting vaping and smoking has immediate and long-
term benefits at any age.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Association of
Nurse Anesthetists (AANA). Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Aging tests yield varying results:
Comparison of eleven tests shows they
don't agree on aging -- ScienceDaily

Whether it's an on-line quiz, a $300 chromosome test
or an $800 blood panel, a lot of people seem to be
interested in whether they're aging faster or slower than
their chronological age would suggest.

Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and
see.

A head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of
aging, including blood and chromosome tests like those
being sold commercially, has found that they don't
agree with one another on how fast a given person is
growing older.

This comparison is based on a life-long study of nearly
1,000 people in Dunedin, New Zealand who have been
studied extensively from birth to age 38.

Researchers working with this study cohort had earlier



reported that a panel of 18 biological measures might
be used to predict the pace of aging, based on how
these markers had changed from age 26 to 38 in a
given individual.

But when they expanded their analysis to look at
whether these measures and others all pointed in the
same direction at age 38, the picture was much less
clear. The findings appear Nov. 15 in the American
Journal of Epidemiology.

"People age at different rates and geriatric medicine
needs a way to measure that," said lead author Daniel
Belsky, an assistant professor of population health
sciences at Duke University who studies aging. But
when measuring all sorts of different aspects of a
person's physiology, from genes to blood markers to
balance and grip strength, "you see a lot of
disagreement."

"Based on these results, I'd say it's premature to market
aging tests to the public," Belsky said.

For comparisons, the researchers drew on physical
measures of aging collected from the Dunedin study
group, including balance, grip, motor coordination,



physical limitations, cognitive function and decline,
self-reported health and facial aging as judged by
others.

Measuring the length of telomeres, protective caps of
DNA at the end of chromosomes that unravel as we
age, turned up no evidence of the ability to predict
physical or cognitive changes, except possibly facial
aging, Belsky said. The discovery that telomere caps
protect the cell from aging was recognized by the 2009
Nobel Prize in Medicine and is now available as a $300
aging test.

"Telomeres are a fundamental mechanism of aging and
cancer prevention, that's true," said Stephen
Kritchevsky, director of the Sticht Center for Healthy
Aging at Wake Forest University, who was not
involved in this research. "But saying it's useful to
measure in a 50-year-old to see whether they're aging
is a different matter."

Belsky's research team also examined hundreds of
locations in the genome to see changes in the patterns
of DNA 'methylation,' molecular controls that govern
whether a gene is active or not. These "epigenetic"
patterns have been studied by other researchers as



clocks thought to measure the aging rate. The Dunedin
researchers measured the clocks when people were 26
and again when they were 38 and found the expected
12 years of progress.

The good news is that the three different epigenetic
clocks they tested seem to keep time pretty well,
Belsky said. "But the clocks were less clearly related to
changes in people's physiology or problems with
physical or cognitive performance," he said. "That
raises questions about whether they could be used to
survey patients or populations to predict health span."

The team also applied algorithms developed by other
teams to analyze a large collection of physiological
measures, including blood markers and tests of heart
and lung function, and found a somewhat stronger
signal.

When they statistically examined all of their tests
against each other to see whether biological aging
measures could predict physical changes or mental
changes, they found that the physiological measures
performed somewhat better than telomeres or
epigenetic clocks. But none of the measures performed
well enough to argue for including them in an annual



physical exam.

Aging happens at different rates in different tissues of
the body, Wake Forest's Kritchevsky said. "So if the
only tissue you get is the blood, you're probably
missing a lot." There are another seven or eight aspects
of physiology that are being pursued that might turn up
a more reliable measure of aging, he added.

Kritchevsky said all gerontologists would like to have a
test to help them anticipate a given patient's aging
trajectory, but he's not disappointed in the Dunedin
findings. "Even the answer No is important, and it was
a very important question to ask. I'm glad to know."

Belsky said the search will continue. As scientists
investigate therapies to slow aging, "we'd like to know
in less than 30 years whether the treatment works."
Ideally, such a measure would be related to
chronological age and would be inexpensive and non-
invasive so it could be given to people before and after
testing an anti-aging therapy to see whether it's
working.
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Potential cell receptors to reduce
antibiotic resistance identified --
ScienceDaily

A new study from UT has identified certain chemical
receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and
improve patient response to drugs.

The study was published this week in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences.

Igor Jouline, the study's lead author, is a joint faculty
professor at the UT-Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Joint Institute for Computational Sciences. He is based
in the UT Department of Microbiology. Co-authors
include Davi Ortega and Aaron Fleetwood, former UT
graduate students who now are at the California
Institute of Technology and the UT Health Sciences
Center in Memphis, respectively.

A grant from the National Institutes of Health
supported the study.



Antibiotic resistance occurs when bacteria change in
ways that reduce or eliminate the effectiveness of
drugs, helping the bacteria survive, continue to
multiply, and cause more harm.

Researchers have been seeking to develop drugs that
will, in effect, trick the bacteria rather than kill them,
because bacteria often become resistant to antibiotics
that kill, Jouline said.

He and his research group study bacterial receptors and
signaling pathways -- the communication process that
governs cell activities and coordinates cell actions. The
pathways receive information from receptors and
adjust cell functions accordingly.

In the Pseudomonas aeruginosa cell, there are 26
chemoreceptors -- sensory units that respond to
chemical stimuli by collecting information about the
environment and feeding it to four signaling pathways,
which then control cellular responses.

Jouline and his group discovered that by comparing the
protein sequences of different bacterial receptors and
looking for specific patterns using computers, they
could identify how 23 of those receptors shared the



same unique amino acid patterns. The three other
receptors had individually different patterns.

They concluded that to deceive the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa cell, one strategy would be to feed
misinformation to its chemoreceptors.

The work is one step toward helping scientists adapt
antibiotics to better attack infections.

"This study will help in choosing novel targets and
designing strategies for potential new antibiotics
design," Jouline said.

He added that if a future drug aims at preventing the
pathogen from moving across surfaces of a cell as part
of the infection process, then a single protein -- the
chemoreceptor feeding information into the pathway
controlling surface movement -- can be targeted.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Tennessee at
Knoxville. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.



Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star



discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical



and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200



percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.

Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years



ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at
frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals



have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this



picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

Bad news: Global emissions rising again [周一, 13 11月 22:55]

Global carbon emissions are on the rise again in 2017 after three years
of little to no growth. Global emissions from all human activities will
reach 41 billion tons in 2017, following a projected 2 percent rise in
burning fossil fuels. It was hoped that emissions might soon reach their
peak after three stable years, so this is unwelcome news.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of



life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the



insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has
found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]



The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by



infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the
function of vital organs.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.



Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has



significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Manganese-based MRI contrast agent may be
safer alternative to gadolinium-based agents [周四, 16

11月 01:46]

Researchers have developed a manganese-based magnetic resonance
imaging contrast agent, a potential alternative to gadolinium-based
agents, which carry significant health risks for some patients.

Water baths as good as bleach baths for treating
eczema [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

For patients suffering from eczema (atopic dermatitis), dermatologists
will sometimes recommend bleach baths to decrease bacterial infection
and reduce symptoms. But a new study found no difference in the
effectiveness of a bleach bath compared to regular water baths. In
addition, bleach baths can cause stinging and burning of skin, and
occasionally even trigger asthma flare-ups in patients.

Head injury does not worsen drinking behavior
in heavy drinkers [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Head injury, which often damages brain regions overlapping with those
involved in addictive behaviors, does not worsen drinking behavior in
people with heavy alcohol use, according to a new study. The study also
found that combining head injury with heavy alcohol use did not further
alter the structure or function of the brain.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]



A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Developing a new vaccination strategy against
AIDS [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Infection researchers have tested a new vaccination strategy against the
HIV-related simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) in rhesus monkeys.
For this, the researchers used a vaccine that consisted of two
components.

Two-thirds of children with concussions not



receiving medical follow-ups [周四, 16 11月 00:49]

More than two-thirds of youth and children with an acute concussion do
not seek medical follow-up or clearance as recommended by current
international concussion guidelines, a study that looked at data over a
10-year period has concluded.

Children's exposure to secondhand smoke may
be vastly underestimated by parents [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study suggests that parents who smoke mistakenly rely on their
own physical senses to gauge the presence of tobacco smoke in the air.

Key to unlock blocked differentiation in
microRNA-deficient embryonic stem cells [周三, 15 11月

23:48]

Scientists have partly solved a long-unanswered basic question about
stem cells -- why are pluripotent stem cells that have mutations to block
the production of microRNAs unable to differentiate?

Disparities in exposure to toxins may drive
higher diabetes rates in minorities [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

Unequal exposure to environmental pollutants acting as endocrine-
disrupting chemicals is an under-recognized risk factor that may play a
key role in driving the higher rates of diabetes among minority and low-
income populations, according to a new article.

Study asks neurosurgeons: How old is too old to
perform brain surgery? [周三, 15 11月 22:25]

People sometimes joke that easy tasks are “not brain surgery.” But what
happens when it actually is brain surgery? How old is too old to be a
neurosurgeon? Most neurosurgeons disagreed with an absolute age
cutoff, but half favored additional testing for neurosurgeons 65 and
older.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development



of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

'Left-handed' fish and asymmetrical brains [周三, 15 11

月 22:20]

Biologists have discovered the relationship between “handedness”, brain
structure and genes in extremely specialized cichlid fish.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

Take a fantastic 3-D voyage through the brain
with new immersive virtual reality system [周三, 15 11月

22:17]

A new immersive virtual reality (VR) experience now offers a unique
way to visualize and interact with large volumes of 3-D anatomical brain
data. The system has applications in neurotechnology development,
research and surgeon training.

Generous people give in a heartbeat [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

Altruistic people are said to be 'kind hearted' -- and new research shows
that generous people really are more in touch with their own hearts. The
study has found a possible physiological reason why some people are



more charitable than others.

Asthma and food allergies predictable at age 1,
study finds [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

Using data from more than 2,300 children from across Canada
participating in the CHILD Study, the researchers evaluated the presence
of AD and allergic sensitization at age one. When the children were
three years of age, the researchers performed a clinical assessment to
determine the presence of asthma, allergic rhinitis, food allergy and AD.

Gobbling your food may harm your waistline
and heart [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

People who eat slowly are less likely to become obese or develop
metabolic syndrome, a cluster of heart disease, diabetes and stroke risk
factors, according to preliminary research.

Vitamin D linked with better live birth rates in
women undergoing assisted reproduction [周三, 15 11月

08:50]

Researchers are calling for a randomized clinical trial to be carried out to
investigate the potential role of vitamin D supplementation in improving
live birth rates following assisted reproduction treatment (ART). This
follows a review and meta-analysis that shows a strong link between low
vitamin D concentrations in women and lower live birth rates after ART
compared to women who have the right amount of vitamin D in their
bodies.

Aggressive testing provides no benefit to patients
in ER with chest pain [周三, 15 11月 05:38]

Patients who go to the ER with chest pain often receive unnecessary
tests to evaluate whether they are having a heart attack, a practice that
provides no clinical benefit and adds hundreds of dollars in health-care
costs, according to new research. CT scans and cardiac stress tests are
overused in the ER for patients with chest pain and provide no
information to determine whether a patient is in the midst of a heart
attack.



E-cigarettes are more likely to be used by
alcohol drinkers and former cigarette smokers [周

三, 15 11月 05:38]

Electronic cigarettes are more frequently used by people who recently
quit smoking and alcohol drinkers.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Heat-not-burn tobacco products may be 'not so
hot' at protecting blood vessel function [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Heat-not-burn devices may eliminate users' exposure to tobacco smoke,
but the vapor they produce has the same negative impact on blood vessel
function as smoking, according to a preliminary animal study.

People with certain blood types are at increased
risk of heart attack during periods of pollution [周

三, 15 11月 04:55]

Individuals who have A, B, or AB blood types have an elevated risk of
having a heart attack during periods of significant air pollution,
compared to those with the O blood type, according to new research.

Critical Care Recovery Center concept could
benefit adult ICU survivors of all ages [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

A Critical Care Recovery Center could benefit ICU survivors of all ages,
suggests new research. The model is America's first collaborative care
concept focusing on the extensive cognitive, physical, and psychological
recovery needs of ICU survivors and decreasing the likelihood of
serious illness after discharge from an ICU.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers



be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to



open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to
make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven



water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.

Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Listening for gravitational waves using pulsars [周

三, 15 11月 22:25]

When galaxies collide, their central black holes tend to spiral toward
each other, releasing gravitational waves in their cosmic dance. To
explore this uncharted area of gravitational wave science, researchers
look a natural experiment in the sky called a pulsar timing array. Pulsars
are dense remnants of dead stars that regularly emit beams of radio
waves, which is why some call them "cosmic lighthouses."

3D microprinting counterfeit protection for
products, passports, and money [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Losses caused by product forgery and
counterfeiting may be enormous. Researchers now propose to use
printed 3D microstructures instead of 2D structures, such as holograms,
to improve counterfeit protection.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Public – and researchers – skeptical about



climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]



An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Carmakers: Simple, rapid determination of
cable properties [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

Trying to fit all the necessary cables into a car is anything but an easy
task. Simulations can be helpful, but the properties of each cable need to
be precisely defined up front. The automated MeSOMICS measurement
system enables carmakers, for the first time, to define these parameters
simply and rapidly, without having to call on outside experts: a solution
that saves time and money.

Soft magnetic material characterizations get a
harder look [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

In motors, generators and similar electric machines, the electrical current
that powers them generates magnetic fields that magnetize some of the
metallic components.

Are multiple H-coils needed to accurately
measure magnetic field strengths? [周三, 15 11月 05:29]

Is more always better? Researchers sought to find out if that was the
case for measuring magnetic field strengths. A new article examines
whether a double H-coil method or a single H-coil method is a more
accurate way to measure magnetic field strength.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月

04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The



environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security



concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Innovative, ideal liquid-repellent surfaces
developed by scientists [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scientists have developed a robust liquid-repellent structure and the
fabrication of porous surfaces by an innovative microfluidic-droplet-
based technique. Materials such as textiles, metals, and glasses covered
by a layer of this robust porous surface can then become liquid-
repellent.

Manganese dioxide shows potential in
micromotors [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Manganese dioxide could make the preparation of micromotors
increasingly cost-effective, opening up new avenues for their use.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and



successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Sensor for the most important human cancer
gene [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The molecular smoke detector works like a TP53 sensor, which
monitors the correct function of the gene. A non-functional TP53 gene is
going to activate the sensor, which initiates cell death.

Bioengineered robotic hand with its own
nervous system will sense touch [周二, 14 11月 22:20]

Researchers are developing a first-of-its-kind bioengineered robotic
hand that will actually feel and adapt to its environment. This “living”
robot will have its own peripheral nervous system directly linking
robotic sensors and actuators.

Grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells in a
transparent bag [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Human stem cells are considered a major new hope in the field of
medicine. In the future, it is expected that they will make it possible to
treat a wide range of ailments such as neurodegenerative diseases. With
LabBag®, researchers have developed an all-in-one system in the form
of a transparent bag that provides a cheap, fast and sterile way for
scientists to grow, differentiate and freeze stem cells. The cell models
produced can be used for toxicity tests and drug development.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.



To find new biofuel enzymes, it can take a
microbial village [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

In search of new plant enzymes? Try looking in compost. Researchers
have demonstrated the importance of microbial communities as a source
of stable enzymes that could be used to convert plants to biofuels. This
approach yields robust enzymes that researchers can't easily obtain from
isolates.

A fast reactor system to shorten the lifetime of
long-lived fission products [周二, 14 11月 22:12]

Researchers have proposed a more efficient method to reduce
radioactive waste. The study involves converting radioactive material
into short-lived nuclides by absorbing surplus neutrons in the core
peripheral portion of a small fast reactor faster than they are generated in
the core, thus providing an effective way to lessen the burden of nuclear
waste on future generations.

Investment portfolio theory helps scientists
predict animal population growth [周二, 14 11月 08:52]

A new "landscape portfolio" theory is based on Markowitz's "portfolio
theory" in economics, melded with ecological landscape theory to
predict population growth of living things.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Neutrons probe oxygen-generating enzyme for a
greener approach to clean water [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A new study sheds light on a unique enzyme that could provide an eco-
friendly treatment for chlorite-contaminated water supplies and improve
water quality worldwide. An international team of researchers used
neutron analysis, X-ray crystallography and other techniques to study



chlorite dismutase, an enzyme that breaks down the environmental
pollutant chlorite into harmless byproducts. Their results advance
understanding of the catalytic process involved to support future
applications in bioremedi…

Molecular magnetism packs power with
'messenger electron' [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

A UW-Madison lab has made a molecule that gains magnetic strength
through an unusual way of controlling those spins, which could lead to a
breakthrough in quantam computing.

Using a mathematical lens to look at disease as a
whole body problem [周二, 14 11月 05:29]

A novel computational method allows researchers to parse how multiple
organs contribute to a disease over time, giving a more holistic view of
disease and potentially revealing new avenues for intervention.

How extreme shocks deform a metal’s atomic
structure [周二, 14 11月 05:27]

When hit by a powerful shock wave, materials can change their shape –
a property known as plasticity – yet keep their lattice-like atomic
structure. Now scientists have used an X-ray laser to see, for the first
time, how a material’s atomic structure deforms when shocked by
pressures nearly as extreme as the ones at the center of the Earth.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut



microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of
fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be



the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.



Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow
new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]



A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can
'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Filling intercropping info gap [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

In some parts of Africa, farmers intercrop sorghum -- a grain -- and
peanuts. But they face a major information gap. There hasn't been much
research on optimal levels of fertilizer use for intercropping sorghum
and peanuts in these areas. A new study has filled this information gap.
Researchers have developed a method to help farmers determine how
much fertilizer to apply when intercropping.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]



A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

How to keep cows happy [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

New research now shows that removing splashes of colors, shadows or
water puddles from corrals, keeping noise levels down and not using
dogs and electric prods can dramatically reduce the stress cattle
experience.

Amazonian streams found teeming with fish
species are lacking protection [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Hundreds of thousands of Amazonian streams are teeming with highly
diverse populations of fish species, a new study reveals.

How cells filter status updates [周三, 15 11月 22:23]

Social media have become an indispensable part of our everyday life.
We use them constantly to screen the latest news and share pre-selected
information. The cells in our body do a similar thing. Information is pre-
selected and transmitted to the immune system in order to fight against
unwelcome invaders, such as viruses, bacteria, parasites or cancer. This
pre-selection occurs by means of a highly complex molecular machine.
Biochemists have now unveiled the inner workings of this complex
molecul…

Public – and researchers – skeptical about
climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

'Left-handed' fish and asymmetrical brains [周三, 15 11

月 22:20]

Biologists have discovered the relationship between “handedness”, brain
structure and genes in extremely specialized cichlid fish.



Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

Saving cavendish: Panama disease-resistant
bananas [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

Researchers have developed and grown modified Cavendish bananas
resistant to the devastating soil-borne fungus Fusarium wilt tropical race
4 (TR4), also known as Panama disease.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

People with certain blood types are at increased
risk of heart attack during periods of pollution [周

三, 15 11月 04:55]



Individuals who have A, B, or AB blood types have an elevated risk of
having a heart attack during periods of significant air pollution,
compared to those with the O blood type, according to new research.

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The
environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Microbiome transplants provide disease
resistance in critically-endangered Hawaiian
plant [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

A team of researchers transplanted microbes to restore the health of a
critically endangered Hawaiian plant that, until now, had been driven to
extinction in the wild and only survived in managed greenhouses under
heavy doses of fungicide.

Disease-resistant apples perform better than old
favorites [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

You may not find them in the produce aisle yet, but it's only a matter of
time before new disease-resistant apple cultivars overtake favorites like
Honeycrisp in popularity.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic



eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Shape-shifting agent targets harmful bacteria in
the stomach [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A new shape-shifting polymer can target and kill Helicobacter pylori
bacteria in the stomach without killing helpful bacteria in the gut. Such a
treatment could improve the digestive health of billions of people
worldwide who contract H. pylori infections. The antimicrobial agent
morphs into a bacterial hole-puncher in the stomach's acidic
environment and reverts to an amorphous, inactive structure when it
reaches the higher pH environment of the small intestine.

Killer superbugs: Is the answer within our
bodies' natural defenses? [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have discovered that treatment for the antibiotic resistant
bacteria Klebsiella pneumoniae could lie within our bodies' natural
defenses.

Pesticides may cause bumblebees to lose their
buzz, study finds [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Pesticides significantly reduce the number of pollen grains a bumblebee
is able to collect, a new study has found.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

'Black box' methods used by biologists probably
overestimate number of new species [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

New research demonstrates the misuse and abuse of methods scientists
commonly use to place boundaries between different species.



Sun's role in mitigating fungal disease of mango
fruit [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

The occurrence of stem end rot (SER) during storage means major
losses for mango fruit growers and suppliers. Promising new research
explores sunlight's role in cultivating a beneficial mix of
microorganisms that help mitigate SER.

Combating devastating amphibian disease [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Amphibian chytridiomycosis, caused by infection with the
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis fungus, is the most devastating
vertebrate disease on record.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Risk perception of genome editing: Reservations
and a great demand for information [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

For decades now, humans have been altering the genetic information of
plants and animals in order to produce new varieties or strains. Some
more recent molecular biological methods known under the generic term
'genome editing' enable targeted intervention into the genetic material.
The CRISPR/Cas9 method, which could be used in agriculture and
medicine, for example, promises to be particularly successful.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive



network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Oral bacteria in the gut could drive immune cell
induction and inflammatory bowel disease [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

Investigators have investigated the relationship between salivary
microbes and IBD, and they found that when the bacterium Klebsiella
pneumoniae colonizes in an intestine out of microbial balance, immune
cells called T helper 1 (TH1) become overactive in the gut, resulting in
intestinal inflammation leading to the onset of IBD.
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Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]



The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can



experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new



study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this



century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,



experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.



Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of



Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]



Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]



The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing



collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]



Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.



Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote



Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new



approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may



be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.



Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the



less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.



MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.



Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and



started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.



Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic



imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures



the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.
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How the Earth stops high-energy
neutrinos in their tracks --
ScienceDaily

For the first time, a science experiment has measured
Earth's ability to absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-
an-atom particles that zoom throughout space and
through us by the trillions every second at nearly the
speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the
IceCube detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized
sensors frozen deep within a cubic kilometer of very
clear ice near the South Pole. The results of this
experiment by the IceCube collaboration, which
includes Penn State physicists, will be published in the
online edition of the journal Nature on November 22,
2017.

"This achievement is important because it shows, for
the first time, that very-high-energy neutrinos can be
absorbed by something -- in this case, the Earth," said
Doug Cowen, professor of physics and astronomy &
astrophysics at Penn State. The first detections of
extremely-high-energy neutrinos were made by



IceCube in 2013, but a mystery remained about
whether any kind of matter could truly stop a neutrino's
journey through space. "We knew that lower-energy
neutrinos pass through just about anything," Cowen
said, "but although we had expected higher-energy
neutrinos to be different, no previous experiments had
been able to demonstrate convincingly that higher-
energy neutrinos could be stopped by anything."

The results in the Nature paper are based on one year
of data from about 10,800 neutrino-related interactions.
Cowen and Tyler Anderson, an assistant research
professor of physics at Penn State, are members of the
IceCube collaboration. They are coauthors of the
Nature paper who helped to build the IceCube detector
and are contributing to its maintenance and
management.

This new discovery with IceCube is an exciting
addition to our deepening understanding of how the
universe works. It also is a little bit of a disappointment
for those who hope for an experiment that will reveal
something that cannot be explained by the current
Standard Model of Particle Physics. "The results of this
Ice Cube study are fully consistent with the Standard
Model of Particle Physics -- the reigning theory that for



the past half century has described all the physical
forces in the universe except gravity," Cowen said.

Neutrinos first were formed at the beginning of the
universe, and they continue to be produced by stars
throughout space and by nuclear reactors on Earth.
"Understanding how neutrinos interact is key to the
operation of IceCube," explained Francis Halzen,
principal investigator for the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory and a University of Wisconsin-Madison
professor of physics. "We were of course hoping for
some new physics to appear, but we unfortunately find
that the Standard Model, as usual, withstands the test,"
Halzen said.

IceCube's sensors do not directly observe neutrinos, but
instead measure flashes of blue light, known as
Cherenkov radiation, emitted after a series of
interactions involving fast-moving charged particles
that are created when neutrinos interact with the ice.
By measuring the light patterns from these interactions
in or near the detector array, IceCube can estimate the
neutrinos' energies and directions of travel. The
scientists found that the neutrinos that had to travel the
farthest through Earth were less likely to reach the
detector.



Most of the neutrinos selected for this study were more
than a million times more energetic than the neutrinos
produced by more familiar sources, like the Sun or
nuclear power plants. The analysis also included a
small number of astrophysical neutrinos, which are
produced outside the Earth's atmosphere, from cosmic
accelerators unidentified to date, perhaps associated
with supermassive black holes.

"Neutrinos have quite a well-earned reputation of
surprising us with their behavior," says Darren Grant,
spokesperson for the IceCube Collaboration, a
professor of physics at the University of Alberta in
Canada, and a former postdoctoral scholar at Penn
State. "It is incredibly exciting to see this first
measurement and the potential it holds for future
precision tests."

In addition to providing the first measurement of the
Earth's absorption of neutrinos, the analysis shows that
IceCube's scientific reach extends beyond its core
focus on particle physics discoveries and the emerging
field of neutrino astronomy into the fields of planetary
science and nuclear physics. This analysis also is of
interest to geophysicists who would like to use
neutrinos to image the Earth's interior in order to



explore the boundary between the Earth's inner solid
core and its liquid outer core.

"IceCube was built to both explore the frontiers of
physics and, in doing so, possibly challenge existing
perceptions of the nature of universe. This new finding
and others yet to come are in that spirt of scientific
discovery," said James Whitmore, program director in
the National Science Foundation's physics division.
Physicists now hope to repeat the study using an
expanded, multiyear analysis of data from the full 86-
string IceCube array, and to look at higher ranges of
neutrino energies for any hints of new physics beyond
the Standard Model.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Penn State. Note: Content may
be edited for style and length.
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Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds: Researchers
pinpoint distinct muscle subsets that
orchestrate and pattern regrowth --
ScienceDaily

A team of researchers at Whitehead has illuminated an
important role for different subtypes of muscle cells in
orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. In a
paper published in the November 22 issue of Nature,
they reveal that a subtype of muscle fibers in flatworms
is required for triggering the activity of genes that
initiate the regeneration program. Notably, in the
absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.
Another type of muscle, they report, is required for
giving regenerated tissue the proper pattern -- for
example, forming one head instead of two.

"One of the central mysteries in organ and tissue
regeneration is, how do animals initiate all of the
cellular and molecular steps that lead to regeneration?"
says senior author Peter Reddien, a member of



Whitehead Institute, professor of biology at MIT, and
investigator with the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute. "We've helped answer this question by
revealing a surprising molecular program that operates
within a subgroup of muscle cells that helps establish
the molecular information required for proper tissue
regeneration after injury."

For more than a decade, Reddien and his laboratory
have studied the biological mechanisms that underlie
regeneration in a tiny flatworm called planarians.
These worms possess some impressive regenerative
capabilities: When sliced in two, each piece of the
worm can regrow the body parts needed to form two
complete organisms. In previous studies, Reddien's
team identified a set of always-on genes, known as
position control genes (or PCGs), that provide cells
with region-specific instructions -- like a set of GPS
coordinates -- that tell cells where they are in the body,
and thus, what body part to regenerate. Interestingly,
PGCs are active in planarian muscle cells, suggesting
muscle may play a major role in the regeneration
process.

"This discovery raised a lot of questions about how
muscle participates in this process," Reddien says.



In planarians, there are a handful of muscle cell types.
For example, if you imagine the worms as simple
cylindrical tubes, there are longitudinal muscle fibers,
which run head-to-tail along the tubes' long axis. There
are also circular fibers, which are perpendicular to the
longitudinal fibers and hug the tubes' outer
circumference.

To assess the roles of these different muscle cell types
in regeneration, first author Lucila Scimone and her
colleagues needed a method to selectively remove
them. myoD is a gene found specifically in the
longitudinal fibers; when inhibited, those fibers fail to
form. Similarly, nkx1-1 marks the circular fibers, and
when its function is reduced, they do not develop.
Using these genes as molecular scalpels, Scimone and
her co-authors could test the effects of ablating these
distinct muscle groups on regeneration.

Surprisingly, when the longitudinal fibers were
removed, the results were dramatic: the worms can live
quite normally, but when injured -- the head removed,
for example -- they cannot regenerate the missing parts.

"This is an amazing result -- it tells us that these
longitudinal fibers are essential for orchestrating the



regeneration program from the very beginning," says
Scimone, who is a scientist in Reddien's lab.

As the researchers dug deeper into the finding, they
learned that the functions of two critical genes are
disrupted when longitudinal fibers are missing. These
genes, called notum and follistatin, are known for their
fundamental roles in regeneration, controlling head-
versus-tail decisions and sustained cell proliferation,
respectively, following tissue injury.

In addition to this essential role for longitudinal fibers,
the research team also uncovered a key role for circular
fibers. When these muscles are missing, planarians are
able to regenerate missing body parts, but what
regrows is abnormally patterned -- for example, two
heads are regenerated within a single outgrowth,
instead of one.

These results underscore an important and previously
unappreciated role for muscle -- widely known for its
contractile properties -- in instructing the tissue
regeneration program. The Whitehead researchers will
continue to probe the role of different muscle cell types
in planarian regeneration and also explore whether
other animals with regenerative capabilities possess a



similar muscle-localized program for conferring
positional information.

"It's hard to understand what limits humans' abilities to
regenerate and repair wounds without first knowing
what mechanisms are enabling some animals, like
planarians, to do it so amazingly well," Reddien says.
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Lightning, with a chance of antimatter:
Netizens help scan lightning for gamma
rays -- ScienceDaily

A storm system approaches: the sky darkens, and the
low rumble of thunder echoes from the horizon. Then
without warning... Flash! Crash! -- lightning has
struck.

This scene, while familiar to anyone and repeated
constantly across the planet, is not without a feeling of
mystery. But now that mystery has deepened, with the
discovery that lightning can result in matter-antimatter
annihilation.

In a collaborative study appearing in Nature,
researchers from Japan describe how gamma rays from
lightning react with the air to produce radioisotopes
and even positrons -- the antimatter equivalent of
electrons.

"We already knew that thunderclouds and lightning
emit gamma rays, and hypothesized that they would



react in some way with the nuclei of environmental
elements in the atmosphere," explains Teruaki Enoto
from Kyoto University, who leads the project.

"In winter, Japan's western coastal area is ideal for
observing powerful lightning and thunderstorms. So, in
2015 we started building a series of small gamma-ray
detectors, and placed them in various locations along
the coast."

But then the team ran into funding problems. To
continue their work, and in part to reach out to a wide
audience of potentially interested members of the
public as quickly as possible, they turned to the
internet.

"We set up a crowdfunding campaign through the
'academist' site," continues Enoto, "in which we
explained our scientific method and aims for the
project. Thanks to everybody's support, we were able
to make far more than our original funding goal."

Spurred by their success, the team built more detectors
and installed them across the northwest coast of
Honshu. And then in February 2017, four detectors
installed in Kashiwazaki city, Niigata recorded a large



gamma-ray spike immediately after a lightning strike a
few hundred meters away.

It was the moment the team realized they were seeing a
new, hidden face of lightning.

When they analyzed the data, the scientists found three
distinct gamma-ray bursts. The first was less than one
millisecond in duration; the second was a gamma-ray
afterglow that decayed over several dozens of
milliseconds; and finally there was a prolonged
emission lasting about one minute.

Enoto explains, "We could tell that the first burst was
from the lightning strike. Through our analysis and
calculations, we eventually determined the origins of
the second and third emissions as well."

The second afterglow, for example, was caused by
lightning reacting with nitrogen in the atmosphere. The
gamma rays emitted in lightning have enough energy
to knock a neutron out of atmospheric nitrogen, and it
was the reabsorption of this neutron by particles in the
atmosphere that produced the gamma-ray afterglow.

The final, prolonged emission was from the breakdown



of now neutron-poor and unstable nitrogen atoms.
These released positrons, which subsequently collided
with electrons in annihilation events releasing gamma
rays.

"We have this idea that antimatter is something that
only exists in science fiction. Who knew that it could
be passing right above our heads on a stormy day?"
says Enoto.

"And we know all this thanks to our supporters who
joined us through 'academist'. We are truly grateful to
all."

The team still maintains over ten detectors on the coast
of Japan, and are continually collecting data. They look
forward to new discoveries that may await them, and
Enoto hopes to continue seeing the participation of
ordinary citizens in research, expanding the bounds of
scientific discovery.

Story Source:
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How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers
-- ScienceDaily

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of
fixed area. If it then jumps a certain distance in a
random direction, what shape should the lawn be to
maximise the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

One could be forgiven for wondering what the point of
such a question might be. But the solution, proposed by
theoretical physicists in the UK and the US, has some
intriguing connections to quantum theory, which
describes the behaviour of particles at the atomic and
sub-atomic scales. Systems based on the principles of
quantum theory could lead to a revolution in
computing, financial trading, and many other fields.

The researchers, from the University of Cambridge and
the University of Massachusetts Amherst, used
computational methods inspired by the way metals are
strengthened by heating and cooling to solve the
problem and find the 'optimal' lawn shape for different
grasshopper jump distances. Their results are reported



in the journal Proceedings of the Royal Society A.

For the mathematically-inclined gardeners out there,
the optimal lawn shape changes depending on the
distance of the jump. Counter-intuitively, a circular
lawn is never optimal, and instead, more complex
shapes, from cogwheels to fans to stripes, are best at
retaining hypothetical grasshoppers. Interestingly, the
shapes bear a resemblance to shapes seen in nature,
including the contours of flowers, the patterns in
seashells and the stripes on some animals.

"The grasshopper problem is a rather nice one, as it
helps us try out techniques for the physics problems we
really want to get to," said paper co-author Professor
Adrian Kent, of Cambridge's Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics. Kent's primary
area of research is quantum physics, and his co-author
Dr Olga Goulko works in computational physics.

To find the best lawn, Goulko and Kent had to convert
the grasshopper problem from a mathematical problem
to a physics one, by mapping it to a system of atoms on
a grid. They used a technique called simulated
annealing, which is inspired by a process of heating
and slowly cooling metal to make it less brittle. "The



process of annealing essentially forces the metal into a
low-energy state, and that's what makes it less brittle,"
said Kent. "The analogue in a theoretical model is you
start in a random high-energy state and let the atoms
move around until they settle into a low-energy state.
We designed a model so that the lower its energy, the
greater the chance the grasshopper stays on the lawn. If
you get the same answer -- in our case, the same shape
-- consistently, then you've probably found the lowest-
energy state, which is the optimal lawn shape."

For different jump distances, the simulated annealing
process turned up a variety of shapes, from cogwheels
for short jump distances, through to fan shapes for
medium jumps, and stripes for longer jumps. "If you
asked a pure mathematician, their first guess might be
that the optimal shape for a short jump is a disc, but
we've shown that's never the case," said Kent. "Instead
we got some weird and wonderful shapes -- our
simulations gave us a complicated and rich array of
structures."

Goulko and Kent began studying the grasshopper
problem to try to better understand the difference
between quantum theory and classical physics. When
measuring the spin -- the intrinsic angular momentum -



- of two particles on two random axes for particular
states, quantum theory predicts you will get opposite
answers more often than any classical model allows,
but we don't yet know how big the gap between
classical and quantum is in general. "To understand
precisely what classical models do allow, and see how
much stronger quantum theory is, you need to solve
another version of the grasshopper problem, for lawns
on a sphere," said Kent. Having developed and tested
their techniques for grasshoppers on a two-dimensional
lawn, the authors plan to look at grasshoppers on a
sphere in order to better understand the so-called Bell
inequalities, which describe the classical-quantum gap.

The lawn shapes which Goulko and Kent found also
echo some shapes found in nature. The famous
mathematician and code-breaker Alan Turing came up
with a theory in 1952 on the origin of patterns in
nature, such as spots, stripes and spirals, and the
researchers say their work may also help explain the
origin of some patterns. "Turing's theory involves the
idea that these patterns arise as solutions to reaction-
diffusion equations," said Kent. "Our results suggest
that a rich variety of pattern formation can also arise in
systems with essentially fixed-range interactions. It
may be worth looking for explanations of this type in



contexts where highly regular patterns naturally arise
and are not otherwise easily explained."
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How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').



Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in



crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.



Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic



maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial



photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.



What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.



First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light



on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the



insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.



Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient



care, suggests a new English study.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to



memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.



Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared



characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

3-D folding of DNA provides important
epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.

Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and



test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at
different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist
circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.

For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings



suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice
consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR



to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

New details on aged brain, Alzheimer's and
dementia [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

In a comprehensive analysis of samples from 107 aged human brains,
researchers have discovered details that will help researchers better
understand the biological bases for Alzheimer's disease and dementia in
older populations.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Decongestant revealed as 'highly effective' in
starving cancer cells [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Cancer researchers seeking non-toxic alternatives to harmful
chemotherapy are reporting a highly significant result for a humble cold
remedy.



Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists



have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.



How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of



battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new



article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]



Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to



reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color



shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]



Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]



Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common



insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,



pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]



Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for
biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Arctic shorebird decline noted by study [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new study addresses concerns over the many Arctic shorebird
populations in precipitous decline. Evident from the study is that
monitoring and protection of habitat where the birds breed, winter, and
stopover is critical to their survival and to that of a global migration



spectacle.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]



New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting



plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.
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Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish



'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]



Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]



The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of



entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists



studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's



behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face



“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of



Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic



maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]



If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.



Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may



be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.



Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the



less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.



MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.



Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and



started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.



Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic



imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures



the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.
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How the Earth stops high-energy
neutrinos in their tracks --
ScienceDaily

For the first time, a science experiment has measured
Earth's ability to absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-
an-atom particles that zoom throughout space and
through us by the trillions every second at nearly the
speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the
IceCube detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized
sensors frozen deep within a cubic kilometer of very
clear ice near the South Pole. The results of this
experiment by the IceCube collaboration, which
includes Penn State physicists, will be published in the
online edition of the journal Nature on November 22,
2017.

"This achievement is important because it shows, for
the first time, that very-high-energy neutrinos can be
absorbed by something -- in this case, the Earth," said
Doug Cowen, professor of physics and astronomy &
astrophysics at Penn State. The first detections of
extremely-high-energy neutrinos were made by



IceCube in 2013, but a mystery remained about
whether any kind of matter could truly stop a neutrino's
journey through space. "We knew that lower-energy
neutrinos pass through just about anything," Cowen
said, "but although we had expected higher-energy
neutrinos to be different, no previous experiments had
been able to demonstrate convincingly that higher-
energy neutrinos could be stopped by anything."

The results in the Nature paper are based on one year
of data from about 10,800 neutrino-related interactions.
Cowen and Tyler Anderson, an assistant research
professor of physics at Penn State, are members of the
IceCube collaboration. They are coauthors of the
Nature paper who helped to build the IceCube detector
and are contributing to its maintenance and
management.

This new discovery with IceCube is an exciting
addition to our deepening understanding of how the
universe works. It also is a little bit of a disappointment
for those who hope for an experiment that will reveal
something that cannot be explained by the current
Standard Model of Particle Physics. "The results of this
Ice Cube study are fully consistent with the Standard
Model of Particle Physics -- the reigning theory that for



the past half century has described all the physical
forces in the universe except gravity," Cowen said.

Neutrinos first were formed at the beginning of the
universe, and they continue to be produced by stars
throughout space and by nuclear reactors on Earth.
"Understanding how neutrinos interact is key to the
operation of IceCube," explained Francis Halzen,
principal investigator for the IceCube Neutrino
Observatory and a University of Wisconsin-Madison
professor of physics. "We were of course hoping for
some new physics to appear, but we unfortunately find
that the Standard Model, as usual, withstands the test,"
Halzen said.

IceCube's sensors do not directly observe neutrinos, but
instead measure flashes of blue light, known as
Cherenkov radiation, emitted after a series of
interactions involving fast-moving charged particles
that are created when neutrinos interact with the ice.
By measuring the light patterns from these interactions
in or near the detector array, IceCube can estimate the
neutrinos' energies and directions of travel. The
scientists found that the neutrinos that had to travel the
farthest through Earth were less likely to reach the
detector.



Most of the neutrinos selected for this study were more
than a million times more energetic than the neutrinos
produced by more familiar sources, like the Sun or
nuclear power plants. The analysis also included a
small number of astrophysical neutrinos, which are
produced outside the Earth's atmosphere, from cosmic
accelerators unidentified to date, perhaps associated
with supermassive black holes.

"Neutrinos have quite a well-earned reputation of
surprising us with their behavior," says Darren Grant,
spokesperson for the IceCube Collaboration, a
professor of physics at the University of Alberta in
Canada, and a former postdoctoral scholar at Penn
State. "It is incredibly exciting to see this first
measurement and the potential it holds for future
precision tests."

In addition to providing the first measurement of the
Earth's absorption of neutrinos, the analysis shows that
IceCube's scientific reach extends beyond its core
focus on particle physics discoveries and the emerging
field of neutrino astronomy into the fields of planetary
science and nuclear physics. This analysis also is of
interest to geophysicists who would like to use
neutrinos to image the Earth's interior in order to



explore the boundary between the Earth's inner solid
core and its liquid outer core.

"IceCube was built to both explore the frontiers of
physics and, in doing so, possibly challenge existing
perceptions of the nature of universe. This new finding
and others yet to come are in that spirt of scientific
discovery," said James Whitmore, program director in
the National Science Foundation's physics division.
Physicists now hope to repeat the study using an
expanded, multiyear analysis of data from the full 86-
string IceCube array, and to look at higher ranges of
neutrino energies for any hints of new physics beyond
the Standard Model.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Penn State. Note: Content may
be edited for style and length.
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Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds: Researchers
pinpoint distinct muscle subsets that
orchestrate and pattern regrowth --
ScienceDaily

A team of researchers at Whitehead has illuminated an
important role for different subtypes of muscle cells in
orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. In a
paper published in the November 22 issue of Nature,
they reveal that a subtype of muscle fibers in flatworms
is required for triggering the activity of genes that
initiate the regeneration program. Notably, in the
absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.
Another type of muscle, they report, is required for
giving regenerated tissue the proper pattern -- for
example, forming one head instead of two.

"One of the central mysteries in organ and tissue
regeneration is, how do animals initiate all of the
cellular and molecular steps that lead to regeneration?"
says senior author Peter Reddien, a member of



Whitehead Institute, professor of biology at MIT, and
investigator with the Howard Hughes Medical
Institute. "We've helped answer this question by
revealing a surprising molecular program that operates
within a subgroup of muscle cells that helps establish
the molecular information required for proper tissue
regeneration after injury."

For more than a decade, Reddien and his laboratory
have studied the biological mechanisms that underlie
regeneration in a tiny flatworm called planarians.
These worms possess some impressive regenerative
capabilities: When sliced in two, each piece of the
worm can regrow the body parts needed to form two
complete organisms. In previous studies, Reddien's
team identified a set of always-on genes, known as
position control genes (or PCGs), that provide cells
with region-specific instructions -- like a set of GPS
coordinates -- that tell cells where they are in the body,
and thus, what body part to regenerate. Interestingly,
PGCs are active in planarian muscle cells, suggesting
muscle may play a major role in the regeneration
process.

"This discovery raised a lot of questions about how
muscle participates in this process," Reddien says.



In planarians, there are a handful of muscle cell types.
For example, if you imagine the worms as simple
cylindrical tubes, there are longitudinal muscle fibers,
which run head-to-tail along the tubes' long axis. There
are also circular fibers, which are perpendicular to the
longitudinal fibers and hug the tubes' outer
circumference.

To assess the roles of these different muscle cell types
in regeneration, first author Lucila Scimone and her
colleagues needed a method to selectively remove
them. myoD is a gene found specifically in the
longitudinal fibers; when inhibited, those fibers fail to
form. Similarly, nkx1-1 marks the circular fibers, and
when its function is reduced, they do not develop.
Using these genes as molecular scalpels, Scimone and
her co-authors could test the effects of ablating these
distinct muscle groups on regeneration.

Surprisingly, when the longitudinal fibers were
removed, the results were dramatic: the worms can live
quite normally, but when injured -- the head removed,
for example -- they cannot regenerate the missing parts.

"This is an amazing result -- it tells us that these
longitudinal fibers are essential for orchestrating the



regeneration program from the very beginning," says
Scimone, who is a scientist in Reddien's lab.

As the researchers dug deeper into the finding, they
learned that the functions of two critical genes are
disrupted when longitudinal fibers are missing. These
genes, called notum and follistatin, are known for their
fundamental roles in regeneration, controlling head-
versus-tail decisions and sustained cell proliferation,
respectively, following tissue injury.

In addition to this essential role for longitudinal fibers,
the research team also uncovered a key role for circular
fibers. When these muscles are missing, planarians are
able to regenerate missing body parts, but what
regrows is abnormally patterned -- for example, two
heads are regenerated within a single outgrowth,
instead of one.

These results underscore an important and previously
unappreciated role for muscle -- widely known for its
contractile properties -- in instructing the tissue
regeneration program. The Whitehead researchers will
continue to probe the role of different muscle cell types
in planarian regeneration and also explore whether
other animals with regenerative capabilities possess a



similar muscle-localized program for conferring
positional information.

"It's hard to understand what limits humans' abilities to
regenerate and repair wounds without first knowing
what mechanisms are enabling some animals, like
planarians, to do it so amazingly well," Reddien says.
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Lightning, with a chance of antimatter:
Netizens help scan lightning for gamma
rays -- ScienceDaily

A storm system approaches: the sky darkens, and the
low rumble of thunder echoes from the horizon. Then
without warning... Flash! Crash! -- lightning has
struck.

This scene, while familiar to anyone and repeated
constantly across the planet, is not without a feeling of
mystery. But now that mystery has deepened, with the
discovery that lightning can result in matter-antimatter
annihilation.

In a collaborative study appearing in Nature,
researchers from Japan describe how gamma rays from
lightning react with the air to produce radioisotopes
and even positrons -- the antimatter equivalent of
electrons.

"We already knew that thunderclouds and lightning
emit gamma rays, and hypothesized that they would



react in some way with the nuclei of environmental
elements in the atmosphere," explains Teruaki Enoto
from Kyoto University, who leads the project.

"In winter, Japan's western coastal area is ideal for
observing powerful lightning and thunderstorms. So, in
2015 we started building a series of small gamma-ray
detectors, and placed them in various locations along
the coast."

But then the team ran into funding problems. To
continue their work, and in part to reach out to a wide
audience of potentially interested members of the
public as quickly as possible, they turned to the
internet.

"We set up a crowdfunding campaign through the
'academist' site," continues Enoto, "in which we
explained our scientific method and aims for the
project. Thanks to everybody's support, we were able
to make far more than our original funding goal."

Spurred by their success, the team built more detectors
and installed them across the northwest coast of
Honshu. And then in February 2017, four detectors
installed in Kashiwazaki city, Niigata recorded a large



gamma-ray spike immediately after a lightning strike a
few hundred meters away.

It was the moment the team realized they were seeing a
new, hidden face of lightning.

When they analyzed the data, the scientists found three
distinct gamma-ray bursts. The first was less than one
millisecond in duration; the second was a gamma-ray
afterglow that decayed over several dozens of
milliseconds; and finally there was a prolonged
emission lasting about one minute.

Enoto explains, "We could tell that the first burst was
from the lightning strike. Through our analysis and
calculations, we eventually determined the origins of
the second and third emissions as well."

The second afterglow, for example, was caused by
lightning reacting with nitrogen in the atmosphere. The
gamma rays emitted in lightning have enough energy
to knock a neutron out of atmospheric nitrogen, and it
was the reabsorption of this neutron by particles in the
atmosphere that produced the gamma-ray afterglow.

The final, prolonged emission was from the breakdown



of now neutron-poor and unstable nitrogen atoms.
These released positrons, which subsequently collided
with electrons in annihilation events releasing gamma
rays.

"We have this idea that antimatter is something that
only exists in science fiction. Who knew that it could
be passing right above our heads on a stormy day?"
says Enoto.

"And we know all this thanks to our supporters who
joined us through 'academist'. We are truly grateful to
all."

The team still maintains over ten detectors on the coast
of Japan, and are continually collecting data. They look
forward to new discoveries that may await them, and
Enoto hopes to continue seeing the participation of
ordinary citizens in research, expanding the bounds of
scientific discovery.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Kyoto University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.

http://www.kyoto-u.ac.jp/en
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How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers
-- ScienceDaily

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of
fixed area. If it then jumps a certain distance in a
random direction, what shape should the lawn be to
maximise the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

One could be forgiven for wondering what the point of
such a question might be. But the solution, proposed by
theoretical physicists in the UK and the US, has some
intriguing connections to quantum theory, which
describes the behaviour of particles at the atomic and
sub-atomic scales. Systems based on the principles of
quantum theory could lead to a revolution in
computing, financial trading, and many other fields.

The researchers, from the University of Cambridge and
the University of Massachusetts Amherst, used
computational methods inspired by the way metals are
strengthened by heating and cooling to solve the
problem and find the 'optimal' lawn shape for different
grasshopper jump distances. Their results are reported



in the journal Proceedings of the Royal Society A.

For the mathematically-inclined gardeners out there,
the optimal lawn shape changes depending on the
distance of the jump. Counter-intuitively, a circular
lawn is never optimal, and instead, more complex
shapes, from cogwheels to fans to stripes, are best at
retaining hypothetical grasshoppers. Interestingly, the
shapes bear a resemblance to shapes seen in nature,
including the contours of flowers, the patterns in
seashells and the stripes on some animals.

"The grasshopper problem is a rather nice one, as it
helps us try out techniques for the physics problems we
really want to get to," said paper co-author Professor
Adrian Kent, of Cambridge's Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical Physics. Kent's primary
area of research is quantum physics, and his co-author
Dr Olga Goulko works in computational physics.

To find the best lawn, Goulko and Kent had to convert
the grasshopper problem from a mathematical problem
to a physics one, by mapping it to a system of atoms on
a grid. They used a technique called simulated
annealing, which is inspired by a process of heating
and slowly cooling metal to make it less brittle. "The



process of annealing essentially forces the metal into a
low-energy state, and that's what makes it less brittle,"
said Kent. "The analogue in a theoretical model is you
start in a random high-energy state and let the atoms
move around until they settle into a low-energy state.
We designed a model so that the lower its energy, the
greater the chance the grasshopper stays on the lawn. If
you get the same answer -- in our case, the same shape
-- consistently, then you've probably found the lowest-
energy state, which is the optimal lawn shape."

For different jump distances, the simulated annealing
process turned up a variety of shapes, from cogwheels
for short jump distances, through to fan shapes for
medium jumps, and stripes for longer jumps. "If you
asked a pure mathematician, their first guess might be
that the optimal shape for a short jump is a disc, but
we've shown that's never the case," said Kent. "Instead
we got some weird and wonderful shapes -- our
simulations gave us a complicated and rich array of
structures."

Goulko and Kent began studying the grasshopper
problem to try to better understand the difference
between quantum theory and classical physics. When
measuring the spin -- the intrinsic angular momentum -



- of two particles on two random axes for particular
states, quantum theory predicts you will get opposite
answers more often than any classical model allows,
but we don't yet know how big the gap between
classical and quantum is in general. "To understand
precisely what classical models do allow, and see how
much stronger quantum theory is, you need to solve
another version of the grasshopper problem, for lawns
on a sphere," said Kent. Having developed and tested
their techniques for grasshoppers on a two-dimensional
lawn, the authors plan to look at grasshoppers on a
sphere in order to better understand the so-called Bell
inequalities, which describe the classical-quantum gap.

The lawn shapes which Goulko and Kent found also
echo some shapes found in nature. The famous
mathematician and code-breaker Alan Turing came up
with a theory in 1952 on the origin of patterns in
nature, such as spots, stripes and spirals, and the
researchers say their work may also help explain the
origin of some patterns. "Turing's theory involves the
idea that these patterns arise as solutions to reaction-
diffusion equations," said Kent. "Our results suggest
that a rich variety of pattern formation can also arise in
systems with essentially fixed-range interactions. It
may be worth looking for explanations of this type in



contexts where highly regular patterns naturally arise
and are not otherwise easily explained."
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How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').



Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in



crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.



Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic



maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial



photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.



What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.



First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing, not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light



on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the



insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Secrets of Ebola unlocked in the heart of
devastating outbreak [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

In a comprehensive and complex molecular study of blood samples from
Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, a scientific team has identified signatures
of Ebola virus disease that may aid in future treatment efforts.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.



Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Climate change impacts already locked in, but
the worst can still be avoided [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Some impacts of global warming -- such as sea level rise and coastal
flooding -- are already locked in and unavoidable, according to a major
research project.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient



care, suggests a new English study.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to



memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.



Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in
cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared



characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

3-D folding of DNA provides important
epigenetic mechanisms in the formation of
cardiac muscle cells [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

The three-dimensional folding of DNA provides important epigenetic
mechanisms in the formation of cardiac muscle cells.

New simple test could help cystic fibrosis
patients find best treatment [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

While new CF drugs are life-changing for some patients, they don't
work for everyone. Now, researchers present a simple test that aims to
predict which treatment is most likely to work for each patient, an
approach known as personalized or precision medicine.

Children with Alagille Syndrome have
malformed bile ducts [周三, 22 11月 01:10]

Serious liver and heart problems can affect children with Alagille
Syndrome early in life. While there is as yet no cure, researchers have
discovered that the liver disease part of the syndrome is caused by
specific malformations of the bile ducts. The results were discovered
with the aid of a new mouse model that can now be used to develop and



test new therapies.

Atopic eczema: One size does not fit all [周二, 21 11月 23:12]

Five distinct subgroups of eczema have been identified by researchers, a
finding that helps explain how the condition can affect people at
different stages of their lives.

Simple electrocardiogram can determine
whether a patient has major depression or
bipolar disorder, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:54]

A simple 15-minute electrocardiogram could help a physician determine
whether a patient has major depression or bipolar disorder, a
groundbreaking new study reports.

Sensors could identify biomarkers, improve
early-stage detection, treatment of diseases [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

Researchers have found a method of identifying biological markers in
small amounts of blood that they believe could be used to detect a
myriad of diseases, infections and different medical conditions at early
stages. The researchers have created microelectromechanical resonators,
or small vibrating sensors, that can detect these biomarkers using just a
drop or two of blood.

Disordered eating among young adults found to
have long-term negative health effects [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

According to a recent study, disordered eating among young adults has
long-term effects on their health. Disordered eating among 24-year-old
women and men was an indicator of higher body weight, larger waist
circumference and lower psychological well-being as well as a lower
self-evaluation of general health both at age 24 and ten years later.

For adults younger than 78, risk for heart
disease linked to risk for problems walking [周二, 21 11月

22:52]

A team of researchers examined the factors that put older adults at
higher risk for developing physical limitations as they age. Findings



suggest that reducing heart disease risk factors with appropriate
treatments might help 'younger' older adults maintain their physical
function.

Anticholinergic cognitive burden scale helps
identify risk of adverse outcomes [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Anticholinergic burden assessed with the Anticholinergic Cognitive
Burden Scale consistently shows dose-response relationships with a
variety of adverse outcomes.

Autoimmune disease discovery could spark new
treatments [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Researchers have discovered a potent, drug-like compound that could
someday revolutionize treatment of rheumatoid arthritis and other
autoimmune diseases.

Male triathletes may be putting their heart
health at risk [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Competitive male triathletes face a higher risk of a potentially harmful
heart condition called myocardial fibrosis, according to new research.
The increased risk, which was not evident in female triathletes, was
directly associated with the athletes' amount of exercise.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Tempting your taste buds: Food cues entice
consumers to overeat [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The mouth-watering aroma of juicy burgers and crispy fries, and the
eye-catching menu signs with delicious food pictures can tempt many
hungry patrons to stop at fast-food restaurants.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR



to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

New details on aged brain, Alzheimer's and
dementia [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

In a comprehensive analysis of samples from 107 aged human brains,
researchers have discovered details that will help researchers better
understand the biological bases for Alzheimer's disease and dementia in
older populations.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

Non-fearful social withdrawal linked positively
to creativity [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Spending too much time alone can be unhealthy and there is growing
evidence that the psychosocial effects of too much solitude can last a
lifetime. But newly published research suggests that not all forms of
social withdrawal are detrimental. In fact, the research findings suggest
that one form of social withdrawal, referred to as unsociability, is not
only unrelated to negative outcomes, but linked positively to creativity.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Decongestant revealed as 'highly effective' in
starving cancer cells [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Cancer researchers seeking non-toxic alternatives to harmful
chemotherapy are reporting a highly significant result for a humble cold
remedy.



Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Preclinical study demonstrates promising
treatment for rare bone disease [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have led a preclinical study demonstrating that the drug
palovarotene suppresses the formation of bony tumors
(osteochondromas) in models of multiple hereditary exostoses (MHE).
The research is an important step toward an effective pharmacological
treatment for MHE, a rare genetic condition that affects about 1 in
50,000 people worldwide.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Sleeve gastrectomy, common weight-loss
surgery, lowers women's tolerance to alcohol [周二, 21

11月 02:39]

Women who have had gastric sleeve surgery to lose weight may want to
consider limiting the number of alcoholic drinks they consume post-
surgery. A new study found that after undergoing sleeve gastrectomy,
women could be legally intoxicated after drinking half the number of
drinks than women who did not have this surgery.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists



have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.



How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of



battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.



The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new



article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]



Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to
waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to



reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Jellyfish: Stinging cells pack a powerful pressure
[周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The stinging cells of jellyfish, called nematocytes, have evolved to be
one of the world's most efficient predation tools. The nematocysts
consist of a capsule and folded tubule, and use high pressure and
acceleration for defense and locomotion and, more importantly, to
capture prey. Inconsistencies in a previous conceptual explanation of the
stinging cell mechanism were identified using a microfluidic system and
mathematical models.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color



shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The physics behind dandelion seed plume
dispersal revealed [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The fluffy dandelion seed head infuriates gardeners, but delights
physicists. That’s because those seeds may lend key insights into the
physics of parachutes, useful for designing small drones, or micro air
vehicles. Investigators reveal why, at low Reynolds numbers, the rules
for big parachutes don’t apply to small dandelions.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Social mobile gaming boosts rehabilitation for
physically impaired patients [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Researchers have designed a video game called Balloon Buddies, which
is a tool that enables those recovering from conditions such as a stroke
to engage and play together with healthy volunteers such as therapists
and family members as a form of rehabilitation. Balloon Buddies is
designed to level the playing field by allowing healthy participants to
support the less abled player.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

How the Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in
their tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]



Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes
back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]



Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.

Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common



insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,



pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism
behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]



Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

New malaria parasites identified in wild bonobos
[周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Malaria parasites, although widespread among wild chimpanzees and
gorillas, have not been detected in bonobos, a chimp cousin. Although
the researchers saw evidence of a new malaria species in bonobos, it was
limited to one small area of their range. This work helps the hunt for
biological loopholes to potentially exploit the life history of ape
pathogens to better understand how they cross over to humans.

Cinnamon turns up the heat on fat cells [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

New research has determined how a common holiday spice -- cinnamon
-- might be enlisted in the fight against obesity.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

Slight climate shifts can affect optimum water
use in plant communities [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new discovery is providing scientists a better understanding of how
rainfall is shared beneficially by the plant community and the human
population, in addition to the effects of climate change.

Arctic shorebird decline noted by study [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

A new study addresses concerns over the many Arctic shorebird
populations in precipitous decline. Evident from the study is that
monitoring and protection of habitat where the birds breed, winter, and
stopover is critical to their survival and to that of a global migration



spectacle.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Genome sequencing reveals extensive inbreeding
in Scandinavian wolves [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Researchers have for the first time determined the full genetic
consequences of intense inbreeding in a threatened species.

Seafloor sediments appear to enhance
Earthquake and Tsunami danger in Pacific
Northwest [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

The Cascadia Subduction Zone off the coast of the Pacific Northwest
has all the ingredients for making powerful earthquakes -- and according
to the geological record, the region is due for its next 'big one.' A new
study has found that the occurrence of these big, destructive quakes and
associated devastating tsunamis may be linked to compact sediments
along large portions of the subduction zone.

Cell cycle proteins help immune cells trap
microbes with nets made of DNA [周二, 21 11月 01:45]

In your bloodstream, there are immune cells called neutrophils that,
when faced with a pathogenic threat, will expel their DNA like a net to
contain it. These DNA snares are called neutrophil extracellular traps or
NETs. Researchers describe an important step in how these NETs are
released and how they stop a fungus from establishing an infection in
mice and human cells.

Antarctic landscape insights keep ice loss
forecasts on the radar [周二, 21 11月 01:09]



New maps of a mountainous landscape under a key glacier in West
Antarctica will be a valuable aid in forecasting sea level changes.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Light green plants save nitrogen without
sacrificing photosynthetic efficiency [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Scientists designed plants with light green leaves with hopes of allowing
more light to penetrate the crop canopy and increase overall light use
efficiency and yield. This strategy was tested in a recent modeling study
that found leaves with reduced chlorophyll content do not actually
improve canopy-level photosynthesis, but instead, conserve a significant
amount of nitrogen that the plant could reinvest to improve light use
efficiency and increase yield.

One source of potent greenhouse gas pinned
down [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

Researchers have discovered the first known methane-producing
microbe that is active in an oxygen-rich environment -- a finding that
suggests today's global climate models may be misjudging the amount
of methane being released into the atmosphere.

Clay mineral waters Earth's mantle from the
inside [周二, 21 11月 00:36]

The first observation of a super-hydrated phase of the clay mineral
kaolinite could improve our understanding of processes leading to
volcanism and affecting earthquakes. In the lab, scientists created
conditions similar to those in subduction zones where an oceanic plate
dives under the continental crust. Transport of water with subducting



plates causes volcanic activity, according to new research.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrological implications of rapid global
warming [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Researchers studying a rapid global warming event, around 56 million
years ago, have shown evidence of major changes in the intensity of
rainfall and flood events. The findings indicate some of the likely
implications should current trends of rising carbon dioxide and global
warming continue.

What makes soil, soil? Researchers find hidden
clues in DNA [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Ever wondered what makes a soil, soil? And could soil from the
Amazon rainforest really be the same as soil from your garden?

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish



'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]



Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]



The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of



entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Homeowners shouldn't count on property
appreciation creating wealth, study says [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

The American Dream of homeownership as the path to creating wealth
may be due for a revision. A new study finds that the property
appreciation most homeowners expect when buying a home may be
relatively meaningless in terms of building wealth.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists



studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will
dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's



behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face



“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of



Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic



maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that
plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]



If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.



Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

How does chemotherapy among men affect the
health of subsequent generations? [周四, 30 11月 04:09]

How do cancer and cancer treatments affect the reproductive function of
men? Can this affect the health of their direct descendants and
subsequent generations?

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a



'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Stem cell-derived intestine model mimics innate
immune responses [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small intestine
characteristics including innate immune responses, according to a new
study.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Why are there no sea snakes in the Atlantic? [周四, 30

11月 03:33]

There is a glaring gap in sea snakes' near-global distribution: the
Atlantic Ocean. Biologists chalk up the absence of sea snakes in the
Atlantic to geography, climate and timing.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working



to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared
1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common
enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --
RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision



medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Paired mutations: A new approach to
discovering the shape of proteins [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

It is a bit like business partners: if one of the two parties changes
strategy to keep the business going, the other has to adapt in turn. The
leap from business ventures to the structure of proteins might seem a
little bold. Yet, this concept of 'balanced changes' is precisely the
guiding principle of a new study. The study represents a significant
advancement in the fascinating problem of how the sequence, structure
and function of proteins are tied together.

New interpretation of the Red Queen's
Hypothesis: It's about expansion [周四, 30 11月 02:14]



Evolutionary scientists have developed a new interpretation of one of
the classic theories of evolutionary theory, the Red Queen's Hypothesis,
proposed by Leigh Van Valen in 1973.

Robust Bain distortion in the premartensite
phase of a platinum-substituted Ni2MnGa [周四, 30 11月

02:13]

The premartensite phase of shape memory and magnetic shape memory
alloys is believed to be a precursor state of the martensite phase with
preserved austenite phase symmetry. The thermodynamic stability of the
premartensite phase and its relation to the martensitic phase is still an
unresolved issue, even though it is critical to the understanding of the
functional properties of magnetic shape memory alloys.

Scaling deep learning for science [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Using the Titan supercomputer, a research team has developed an
evolutionary algorithm capable of generating custom neural networks
that match or exceed the performance of handcrafted artificial
intelligence systems. The research team's algorithm, called MENNDL
(Multinode Evolutionary Neural Networks for Deep Learning), is
designed to evaluate, evolve, and optimize neural networks for unique
datasets in a matter of hours.

Fast flowing heat in graphene heterostructures [周

四, 30 11月 02:13]

Scientists have recently succeeded in observing and following, in real-
time, the way in which heat transport occurs in van der Waals stacks,
which consist of graphene encapsulated by the dielectric two-
dimensional material hexagonal BN (hBN).

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Protecting pigs from PRRS during reproduction
[周四, 30 11月 02:13]



New research is helping to eradicate a devastating swine disease.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Low vitamin D levels at birth linked to higher
autism risk [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

Low vitamin D levels at birth are associated with an increased risk of
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) at the age of 3 years.

Universal signature fundamental to how glassy
materials fail [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

To find a link between seemingly disparate disordered materials and
their behavior under stress, scientists studied an unprecedented range of
disordered solids with constituent particles ranging from individual
atoms to river rocks. Understanding materials failure on this
fundamental level could be key for designing more shatter-resistant
glasses or predicting geological phenomena like landslides.

Employee-job personality match linked with
higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

A transistor of graphene nanoribbons [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Transistors based on carbon nanostructures: what sounds like a futuristic
dream could be reality in just a few years' time. Scientists have now
produced nanotransistors from graphene ribbons that are only a few
atoms wide.

Parkfield segment of San Andreas fault may
host occasional large earthquakes [周四, 30 11月 01:02]



Although magnitude 6 earthquakes occur about every 25 years along the
Parkfield Segment of the San Andreas Fault, geophysical data suggest
that the seismic slip induced by those magnitude 6 earthquakes alone
does not match the long-term slip rates on this part of the San Andreas
fault.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to
prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Getting a better handle on methane emissions
from livestock [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Cattle, swine and poultry contribute a hefty portion to the average
American's diet, but raising all this livestock comes at a cost to the



environment: The industry produces a lot of methane, a potent
greenhouse gas. Just how much gas the animals release, however, is the
subject of debate. Now, one group reports that a new approach could
shed light on how accurate current data are.

To improve dipstick diagnostic and
environmental tests, just add tape [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Simple paper-strip testing has the potential to tell us quickly what's in
water, and other liquid samples from food, the environment and bodies -
- but current tests don't handle solid samples well. Now researchers have
developed a way to make these low-cost devices more versatile and
reliable for analyzing both liquid and solid samples using adhesive tape.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Thinner photodiode with higher stability and
performance [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A research team has increased the stability and performance of
photodiodes using cubic perovskite nanocrystals. The result expected to
be used for autonomous vehicles, military, space exploration and
ubiquitous fields.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.



Watching a quantum material lose its stripes [周四, 30

11月 01:02]

In quantum materials, periodic stripe patterns can be formed by
electrons coupled with lattice distortions. To capture the extremely fast
dynamics of how such atomic-scale stripes melt and form, scientists
used femtosecond-scale laser pulses at terahertz frequencies. Along the
way, they found some unexpected behavior.

Lichen that changes its reproductive strategy
according to the climate [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Symbiosis between fungi and microalgae gives rise to lichen. Some
lichen, however, such as Lobaria scrobiculata, have a unique feature: the
fungus establishes a symbiosis with a cyanobacteria, thus requiring
water in liquid form to activate photosynthesis. According to a new
study, this forces the lichen to concentrate its resources on reproduction
in places where water is scarce. For the first time, this study
demonstrates the theory of life strategies in fungi.

Nerve cell findings may aid understanding of
movement disorders [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Fresh insights into the links between nerve and muscle cells could
transform our understanding of the human nervous system and
conditions relating to impaired movement.

Empowering workers can cause uncertainty and
resentment [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Attempts by managers to empower staff by delegating different work to
them or asking for their opinions can be detrimental for employee
productivity, research shows.

Traces of life on nearest exoplanets may be
hidden in equatorial trap [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

New simulations show that the search for life on other planets may well
be more difficult than previously assumed. The study indicates that
unusual air flow patterns could hide atmospheric components from
telescopic observations, with direct consequences for formulating the



optimal strategy for searching for (oxygen-producing) life such as
bacteria or plants on exoplanets.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.

Neurotoxin discovered in Lake Winnipeg [周三, 29 11月

23:42]

BMAA -- a toxin linked to several neurodegenerative diseases -- is
present in high concentrations during cyanobacteria blooms in Lake
Winnipeg, report scienitsts.

New synthethic protocol to form 3-D porous
organic network [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A team of researchers has presented a new synthetic protocol to produce
three-dimensional porous organic materials in the blink of an eye, like
firing bullets.

Soccer success is all about skill [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A new study used analytic techniques developed in evolutionary biology
to determine the impact of a player's skill, athletic ability, and balance
on their success during a game.

Theory of the evolution of sexes tested with algae
[周三, 29 11月 23:42]

The varied sex lives of a type of green algae have enabled a researcher
to test a theory of why there are males and females.

New technique to model transplantation of the
human liver [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A novel technology enables the modeling of human liver transplantation
in an experimental setting.

New insights into control of cellular scaffold [周三, 29

11月 23:42]

Microtubule cytoskeleton is a major cellular scaffold that is required for



dynamic organization of the cytoplasm, and the cytoskeleton plays a key
role in a variety of cellular events, ranging from cell proliferation to
morphogenesis. How the organization of microtubule cytoskeleton is
controlled in our cells, however, has remained unclear.
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How does chemotherapy among men
affect the health of subsequent
generations? Update on the state of
knowledge -- ScienceDaily
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Nature's blueprint for fracture-
resistant cement: Based on the
nanostructure of the sea urchin spines,
scientists develop fracture-resistant
cement -- ScienceDaily

The sea urchin spines are mostly made of calcite,
usually a very brittle and fragile material. In the case of
the sea urchin, however, the spines are much more
durable than the raw material alone. The reason for its
strength is the way that nature optimises materials
using a brick wall-style architecture. The research team
Physical Chemistry, headed by Professor Helmut
Cölfen, successfully synthesised cement at the nano-
level according to this "brick and mortar principle."
During this process, macro-molecules were identified
that take on the function of mortar, affixing the
crystalline blocks to each other on the nano-scale, with
the blocks assembling themselves in an ordered
manner. The aim is to make cement more durable. The
study's results are published in the 1 December 2017
issue of Science Advances.



"Our cement, which is significantly more fracture-
resistant than anything that has been developed thus
far, provides us with completely new construction
possibilities," Cölfen adds. A pillar made of this
cement could be built 8,000 metres high, or ten times
as high as the current tallest building in the world,
before the material at its base would be destroyed by its
weight. Normal steel, which has a value of 250
megapascals, could only reach 3,000 metres in height.

In nanoscience, brick wall-style architecture can be
compared to the work of a mason: each layer of brick
that is laid is held in place by mortar. The guiding
principle is to layer hard, then soft, hard, then soft
materials. This is exactly the principle nature uses to
make sea urchin spines so resilient. When force is
applied to the brittle calcite, its crystalline block does
crack, however, the energy is then transferred to a soft
disordered layer. Since this material has no cleavage
planes to tear, it prevents further cracking. A thin
section of sea urchin spine reveals this structural
principle: crystalline blocks in an orderly structure are
surrounded by a softer amorphous area. In the sea
urchin's case, this material is calcium carbonate.

Mussel shells or bones are constructed in much the



same way. "Our goal is to learn from nature," says
Helmut Cölfen. Bionics or biomimetics is the term
used for employing natural phenomena to inspire
technical developments.

Cement itself has a disordered structure -- each
component sticks to all the others. This means: in order
for cement to truly profit from the increased stability
provided by brick and mortar construction, its structure
will have to be reorganised at the nano-level. Helmut
Cölfen describes the process as "encoding fracture-
resistance at the nano-level." In this case, it means
identifying a material that bonds only with cement
nanoparticles and nothing else in the cement. About ten
negatively charged peptide combinations were
identified that both adhere to and bond materials well.

In collaboration with the University of Stuttgart, the
team was able to use an ion beam under an electron
microscope to cut a bar-shaped micro-structure out of
the nanostructured cement that was three micrometers
in size. This micro-structure was then bent using a
micro-manipulator. As soon as it was released, the
micro-structure returned to its original position.
Mechanical values could be calculated based on the
elastic deformation of the micro-structure. Based on



these calculations, the optimised cement achieved a
value of 200 megapascals. By comparison: Mussel
shells, which are the gold standard in fracture-
resistance, reach a value of 210 megapascals, which is
only slightly higher. The concrete commonly used
today has a value of two to five megapascals.

See urchin spines and mussel shells are made of
calcite, because large quantities of calcium are
available in water. Helmut Cölfen explains: "People
have much better construction materials than calcite. If
we succeed in designing the structures of materials and
reproduce nature's blueprints, we will also be able to
produce much more fracture-resistant materials -- high-
performance materials inspired by nature."

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Konstanz. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Sea-level rise predicted to threaten
more than 13,000 archaeological sites
in southeastern US: Researchers
analyzed heritage data integrated in
the Digital Index of North American
Archaeology -- ScienceDaily

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of
archaeological and historic sites, cemeteries, and
landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a study
published November 29, 2017 in the open-access
journal PLOS ONE by David Anderson from the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA, and
colleagues.

To estimate the impact of sea-level rise on
archaeological sites, the authors of the present study
analyzed data from the Digital Index of North
American Archaeology (DINAA). DINAA aggregates
archaeological and historical data sets developed over
the past century from numerous sources, providing the



public and research communities with a uniquely
comprehensive window into human settlement.

Just in the remainder of this century, if projected trends
in sea-level rise continue, the researchers predict that
over 13,000 recorded archaeological sites in the
southeast alone may be submerged with a 1 m rise in
sea-level, including over 1,000 listed on the National
Register of Historic Places as important cultural
properties. Many more sites and structures that have
not yet been recorded will also be lost.

Large linked data sets, such as DINAA, that show what
may be impacted and what could be lost across entire
regions, are essential to developing procedures for
sampling, triage, and mitigation efforts. Such research
is essential to making accurate forecasts and public
policy decisions about the consequences of rapid
climate change, extreme weather events, and displaced
populations. These are factors that could shape our
civilization profoundly in the years to come.

Anderson notes: "Sea-level rise in the coming years
will destroy vast numbers of archaeological sites,
buildings, cemeteries, and cultural landscapes.
Developing informatics capabilities at regional and



continental scales like DINAA (Digital Index of North
American Archaeology) is essential if we are to
effectively plan for, and help mitigate, this loss of
human history."

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Prehistoric women had stronger arms
than today's elite rowing crews --
ScienceDaily

A new study comparing the bones of Central European
women that lived during the first 6,000 years of
farming with those of modern athletes has shown that
the average prehistoric agricultural woman had
stronger upper arms than living female rowing
champions.

Researchers from the University of Cambridge's
Department of Archaeology say this physical prowess
was likely obtained through tilling soil and harvesting
crops by hand, as well as the grinding of grain for as
much as five hours a day to make flour.

Until now, bioarchaeological investigations of past
behaviour have interpreted women's bones solely
through direct comparison to those of men. However,
male bones respond to strain in a more visibly dramatic
way than female bones.



The Cambridge scientists say this has resulted in the
systematic underestimation of the nature and scale of
the physical demands borne by women in prehistory.

"This is the first study to actually compare prehistoric
female bones to those of living women," said Dr Alison
Macintosh, lead author of the study published today in
the journal Science Advances.

"By interpreting women's bones in a female-specific
context we can start to see how intensive, variable and
laborious their behaviours were, hinting at a hidden
history of women's work over thousands of years."

The study, part of the European Research Council-
funded ADaPt (Adaption, Dispersals and Phenotype)
Project, used a small CT scanner in Cambridge's PAVE
laboratory to analyse the arm (humerus) and leg (tibia)
bones of living women who engage in a range of
physical activity: from runners, rowers and footballers
to those with more sedentary lifestyles.

The bones strengths of modern women were compared
to those of women from early Neolithic agricultural
eras through to farming communities of the Middle
Ages.



"It can be easy to forget that bone is a living tissue, one
that responds to the rigours we put our bodies through.
Physical impact and muscle activity both put strain on
bone, called loading. The bone reacts by changing in
shape, curvature, thickness and density over time to
accommodate repeated strain," said Macintosh.

"By analysing the bone characteristics of living people
whose regular physical exertion is known, and
comparing them to the characteristics of ancient bones,
we can start to interpret the kinds of labour our
ancestors were performing in prehistory."

Over three weeks during trial season, Macintosh
scanned the limb bones of the Open- and Lightweight
squads of the Cambridge University Women's Boat
Club, who ended up winning this year's Boat Race and
breaking the course record. These women, most in their
early twenties, were training twice a day and rowing an
average of 120km a week at the time.

The Neolithic women analysed in the study (from
7400-7000 years ago) had similar leg bone strength to
modern rowers, but their arm bones were 11-16%
stronger for their size than the rowers, and almost 30%
stronger than typical Cambridge students.



The loading of the upper limbs was even more
dominant in the study's Bronze Age women (from
4300-3500 years ago), who had 9-13% stronger arm
bones than the rowers but 12% weaker leg bones.

A possible explanation for this fierce arm strength is
the grinding of grain. "We can't say specifically what
behaviours were causing the bone loading we found.
However, a major activity in early agriculture was
converting grain into flour, and this was likely
performed by women," said Macintosh.

"For millennia, grain would have been ground by hand
between two large stones called a saddle quern. In the
few remaining societies that still use saddle querns,
women grind grain for up to five hours a day.

"The repetitive arm action of grinding these stones
together for hours may have loaded women's arm
bones in a similar way to the laborious back-and-forth
motion of rowing."

However, Macintosh suspects that women's labour was
hardly likely to have been limited to this one
behaviour.



"Prior to the invention of the plough, subsistence
farming involved manually planting, tilling and
harvesting all crops," said Macintosh. "Women were
also likely to have been fetching food and water for
domestic livestock, processing milk and meat, and
converting hides and wool into textiles.

"The variation in bone loading found in prehistoric
women suggests that a wide range of behaviours were
occurring during early agriculture. In fact, we believe it
may be the wide variety of women's work that in part
makes it so difficult to identify signatures of any one
specific behaviour from their bones."

Dr Jay Stock, senior study author and head of the
ADaPt Project, added: "Our findings suggest that for
thousands of years, the rigorous manual labour of
women was a crucial driver of early farming
economies. The research demonstrates what we can
learn about the human past through better
understanding of human variation today."
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Stem cell-derived intestine model
mimics innate immune responses: 3-D
model could enable in vitro study of
IBD, host-microbe-pathogen
interactions -- ScienceDaily

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small
intestine characteristics including innate immune
responses, according to a study published November
29, 2017 in the open-access journal PLOS ONE by
Ying Chen and David Kaplan from Tufts University,
US, and colleagues.

In vitro 3D cell systems, so-called 'organ-on-a-chip',
are the focus of intense study, with the hope that they
may one day replace animal models in bridging the gap
between conventional cell cultures and clinical trials.
To be successful, such systems must be engineered to
mimic vital organ functions and environment. The
authors of the present study used a 3D silk scaffold to
cultivate human stem cell-derived small intestine-like
'enteroids', and analyzed the resulting system to



determine how closely its appearance and function
mimicked the small intestine environment in the body.

The researchers found that the cells in the model had
successfully differentiated into a mature epithelium
layer with all four of the major intestinal cell types and
displayed important small intestine characteristics such
as tight junctions, polarized microvilli, and secretion of
digestive enzymes. When the system was challenged
with E. coli infection, the authors observed significant
antibacterial response and upregulation of genes
involved in the innate immune response.

The authors believe that their 3D cell system closely
mimics the natural human response to gut infection.
While the model is greatly simplified compared to the
complex small intestine environment, the authors hope
that it could be used to study the pathogenesis of
inflammatory bowel disease, as well as to examine
interactions between commensal and pathogenic
microbes.

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common
enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --



RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to



prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.

Traces of life on nearest exoplanets may be
hidden in equatorial trap [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

New simulations show that the search for life on other planets may well
be more difficult than previously assumed. The study indicates that
unusual air flow patterns could hide atmospheric components from
telescopic observations, with direct consequences for formulating the
optimal strategy for searching for (oxygen-producing) life such as
bacteria or plants on exoplanets.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.

Minimally invasive treatment provides relief
from back pain [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The majority of patients were pain free after receiving a new image-
guided pulsed radiofrequency treatment for low back pain and sciatica,
according to a new study.

Time between world-changing volcanic super-



eruptions less than previously thought [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

After analyzing a database of geological records dated within the last
100,000 years, a team of scientists has discovered the average time
between so-called volcanic super-eruptions is actually much less than
previously thought.

MUSE probes uncharted depths of Hubble Ultra
Deep Field [周三, 29 11月 22:02]

Astronomers using the MUSE instrument on ESO's Very Large
Telescope in Chile have conducted the deepest spectroscopic survey
ever. They focused on the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, measuring distances
and properties of 1600 very faint galaxies including 72 galaxies that
have never been detected before. This wealth of new information is
giving astronomers insight into star formation in the early Universe.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

First evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of
Britain discovered [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The first evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of Britain has been
discovered by archaeologists.

Resilience of Great Barrier Reef offers
opportunities for regeneration [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

New research has found that, despite the extensive damage to coral in
recent events, there are still 100 reefs on the Great Barrier Reef that are
well suited to promoting the regional recovery of the ecosystem after
major disturbances.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]



The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight
into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's



supermassive black hole.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth -- have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.



Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according



to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]



Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from



NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating



information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.
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How does chemotherapy among men affect the
health of subsequent generations? [周四, 30 11月 04:09]

How do cancer and cancer treatments affect the reproductive function of
men? Can this affect the health of their direct descendants and
subsequent generations?

Stem cell-derived intestine model mimics innate
immune responses [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small intestine
characteristics including innate immune responses, according to a new
study.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common



enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --
RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision
medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Low vitamin D levels at birth linked to higher
autism risk [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

Low vitamin D levels at birth are associated with an increased risk of
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) at the age of 3 years.

Employee-job personality match linked with



higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Nerve cell findings may aid understanding of
movement disorders [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Fresh insights into the links between nerve and muscle cells could
transform our understanding of the human nervous system and
conditions relating to impaired movement.

Empowering workers can cause uncertainty and
resentment [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Attempts by managers to empower staff by delegating different work to
them or asking for their opinions can be detrimental for employee
productivity, research shows.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.



Soccer success is all about skill [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A new study used analytic techniques developed in evolutionary biology
to determine the impact of a player's skill, athletic ability, and balance
on their success during a game.

New technique to model transplantation of the
human liver [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A novel technology enables the modeling of human liver transplantation
in an experimental setting.

Hip steroid injections associated with risky bone
changes [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Osteoarthritis patients who received a steroid injection in the hip had a
significantly greater incidence of bone death and collapse compared
with control groups, according to new research.

CT shows enlarged aortas in former pro football
players [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Former National Football League (NFL) players are more likely to have
enlarged aortas, a condition that may put them at higher risk of
aneurysms, according to a new study.

No evidence that gadolinium causes neurologic
harm [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

There is no evidence that accumulation in the brain of the element
gadolinium speeds cognitive decline, according to a new study.

Minimally invasive treatment provides relief
from back pain [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The majority of patients were pain free after receiving a new image-
guided pulsed radiofrequency treatment for low back pain and sciatica,
according to a new study.

Lack of communication puts older adults at risk
of clashes between their medicines [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Most older Americans take multiple medicines every day. But a new



poll suggests they don't get -- or seek -- enough help to make sure those
medicines actually mix safely. That lack of communication could be
putting older adults at risk of health problems from interactions between
their drugs, and between their prescription drugs and other substances
such as over-the-counter medicines, supplements, food and alcohol.

New method maps chemicals in the skin [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

A new method of examining the skin can reduce the number of animal
experiments while providing new opportunities to develop
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Chemical imaging allows all layers of
the skin to be seen and the presence of virtually any substance in any
part of the skin to be measured with a very high degree of precision.

Broader gun restrictions lead to fewer intimate
partner homicides [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

State laws that restrict gun ownership among domestic abusers and
others with violent histories appear to significantly reduce intimate
partner homicides, indicates a groundbreaking American study.

90 percent of senior drivers don't make vehicle
adjustments that can improve safety [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

More than 70 percent of senior drivers experience muscle and bone
conditions that impact their driving. Inexpensive features like steering
wheel covers help lessen the impact of these conditions, yet 90 percent
of senior drivers do not make simple adjustments to their vehicle that
can reduce crash risk. Crash prevention is critical since drivers 65+ are
more than twice as likely as younger drivers to be killed when involved
in a crash due to fragility.

Catastrophic failures in the NHS can be caused
by basic communication breakdowns [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The NHS sometimes struggles to manage basic communication systems
that are often critical to the safety of patients. A new article reports that
many communication processes in the NHS are still commonly viewed
as mundane administrative tasks, instead of safety-critical processes that
are essential to safe care.



Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Is breakfast the most important meal of the day
-- for your fat cells? [周三, 29 11月 12:02]

Regularly eating breakfast affects our body fat cells by decreasing the
activity of genes involved in fat metabolism and increasing how much
sugar they take up, according to new research. This may lower diabetes
and cardiovascular risk.

Sometimes, it pays for the boss to be humble [周三, 29

11月 12:02]

It’s good to be humble when you’re the boss – as long as that’s what
your employees expect. Researchers studying workplaces in China
found that some real-life teams showed more creativity if the employees
rated their bosses as showing more humility.

Living in a 'war zone' linked to delivery of low
birthweight babies [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Moms-to-be living in war zones/areas of armed conflict are at
heightened risk of giving birth to low birthweight babies, finds a review
of the available evidence.

Marriage may help stave off dementia [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Marriage may lower the risk of developing dementia, concludes a
synthesis of the available evidence.

Defending the science of infant imitation [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

An expert argues that a recent study failed to use appropriate methods,
and is highly flawed, and argues that there is overwhelming evidence
that infant imitation is real.

Stress during pregnancy affects the size of the
baby [周三, 29 11月 07:59]

Babies are physically affected by the stress level of their mother during



pregnancy, new research indicates.

Alzheimer's: Second phase 3 study results for
tau aggregation inhibitor [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Full results from a second Phase 3 clinical study of LMTX®, the first
tau aggregation inhibitor in Alzheimer's disease, has been released by
researchers.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Regulators should not consider 'lost pleasure' of
quitting smoking [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Federal officials considering new regulations on tobacco products
should give more weight to the fact that a majority of smokers are
unhappy about feeling addicted to cigarettes, and should put less
emphasis on the theory that smokers who quit are losing 'pleasure' in
their lives, according to a recent study.

Antibiotics administered during labor delay
healthy gut bacteria in babies [周三, 29 11月 05:03]

Antibiotics administered during labour for Group B Streptococcus
(GBS) affect the development of gut bacteria in babies, according to a
study. The gut bacteria development of the infants was tested by
researchers at four points over the first 12 weeks of life, including at
three days, 10 days, six weeks and 12 weeks.

New technique reduces side-effects, improves
delivery of chemotherapy nanodrugs [周三, 29 11月 05:03]

A new method for delivering chemotherapy nanodrugs has been created
that increases the drugs' bioavailability and reduces side-effects. Their
study shows that administering an FDA-approved nutrition source prior
to chemotherapy can reduce the amount of the toxic drugs that settle in
the spleen, liver and kidneys.



Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Understanding a therapeutic paradox for
treating thrombo-vascular complications in
kidney disease [周三, 29 11月 01:50]

A potential treatment target has been discovered to prevent chronic
kidney disease patients from developing blood clots without causing
bleeding complications - an unwanted and perplexing side effect. They
say the strategy offers a much-needed therapeutic alternative to
standard-of-care heparin, which throws off the finely-tuned balance
between pro-clotting and anticoagulant factors in blood vessels that
work to keep fluid flowing while protecting against excessive bleeding
after injuries.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Decoding the molecular mechanisms of ovarian
cancer progression [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Researchers identify several lncRNAs that are linked to the ovarian
cancer in a cohort of patients. These lncRNAs were reproducibly altered
and are responsible for a shift in cellular function that contributes to the
metastatic properties of the cancer cells.

How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]



Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects
associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.



How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic



screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Robust Bain distortion in the premartensite
phase of a platinum-substituted Ni2MnGa [周四, 30 11月

02:13]

The premartensite phase of shape memory and magnetic shape memory
alloys is believed to be a precursor state of the martensite phase with
preserved austenite phase symmetry. The thermodynamic stability of the
premartensite phase and its relation to the martensitic phase is still an
unresolved issue, even though it is critical to the understanding of the
functional properties of magnetic shape memory alloys.

Scaling deep learning for science [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Using the Titan supercomputer, a research team has developed an
evolutionary algorithm capable of generating custom neural networks
that match or exceed the performance of handcrafted artificial
intelligence systems. The research team's algorithm, called MENNDL
(Multinode Evolutionary Neural Networks for Deep Learning), is
designed to evaluate, evolve, and optimize neural networks for unique
datasets in a matter of hours.



Fast flowing heat in graphene heterostructures [周

四, 30 11月 02:13]

Scientists have recently succeeded in observing and following, in real-
time, the way in which heat transport occurs in van der Waals stacks,
which consist of graphene encapsulated by the dielectric two-
dimensional material hexagonal BN (hBN).

Universal signature fundamental to how glassy
materials fail [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

To find a link between seemingly disparate disordered materials and
their behavior under stress, scientists studied an unprecedented range of
disordered solids with constituent particles ranging from individual
atoms to river rocks. Understanding materials failure on this
fundamental level could be key for designing more shatter-resistant
glasses or predicting geological phenomena like landslides.

A transistor of graphene nanoribbons [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Transistors based on carbon nanostructures: what sounds like a futuristic
dream could be reality in just a few years' time. Scientists have now
produced nanotransistors from graphene ribbons that are only a few
atoms wide.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

To improve dipstick diagnostic and
environmental tests, just add tape [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Simple paper-strip testing has the potential to tell us quickly what's in
water, and other liquid samples from food, the environment and bodies -



- but current tests don't handle solid samples well. Now researchers have
developed a way to make these low-cost devices more versatile and
reliable for analyzing both liquid and solid samples using adhesive tape.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Thinner photodiode with higher stability and
performance [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A research team has increased the stability and performance of
photodiodes using cubic perovskite nanocrystals. The result expected to
be used for autonomous vehicles, military, space exploration and
ubiquitous fields.

Watching a quantum material lose its stripes [周四, 30

11月 01:02]

In quantum materials, periodic stripe patterns can be formed by
electrons coupled with lattice distortions. To capture the extremely fast
dynamics of how such atomic-scale stripes melt and form, scientists
used femtosecond-scale laser pulses at terahertz frequencies. Along the
way, they found some unexpected behavior.

New synthethic protocol to form 3-D porous
organic network [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A team of researchers has presented a new synthetic protocol to produce
three-dimensional porous organic materials in the blink of an eye, like
firing bullets.

The ultimate defense against hackers may be
just a few atoms thick [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The next generation of electronic hardware security may be at hand as
researchers introduce a new class of unclonable cybersecurity security
primitives made of a low-cost nanomaterial with the highest possible
level of structural randomness. Randomness is highly desirable for



constructing the security primitives that encrypt and thereby secure
computer hardware and data physically, rather than by programming.

MUSE probes uncharted depths of Hubble Ultra
Deep Field [周三, 29 11月 22:02]

Astronomers using the MUSE instrument on ESO's Very Large
Telescope in Chile have conducted the deepest spectroscopic survey
ever. They focused on the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, measuring distances
and properties of 1600 very faint galaxies including 72 galaxies that
have never been detected before. This wealth of new information is
giving astronomers insight into star formation in the early Universe.

Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Harnessing the rattling motion of oxygen ions to
convert T-rays to visible light [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have shown that terahertz rays can be converted to light
visible to the human eye. The finding is a breakthrough for functional
materials research and could lead to the development of a new kind of
terahertz detector.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Addition of tin boosts nanoparticle's
photoluminescence [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

Researchers have developed germanium nanoparticles with improved
photoluminescence, making them potentially better materials for solar
cells and imaging probes. The research team found that by adding tin to



the nanoparticle’s germanium core, its lattice structure better matched
the lattice structure of the cadmium-sulfide coating which allows the
particles to absorb more light.

Dogs get the Hollywood treatment to make
animal animations more realistic [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Researchers are creating a library of movement data from different dog
breeds, to make animal animations in films and video games more
realistic.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

New 3-D printer is 10 times faster than
commercial counterparts [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A new desktop 3-D printer has been created that performs up to 10 times
faster than existing commercial counterparts. Whereas the most common
printers may fabricate a few Lego-sized bricks in one hour, the new
design can print similarly sized objects in just a few minutes.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.



Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of
nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.



Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]



Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron
incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]

Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the



formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Why are there no sea snakes in the Atlantic? [周四, 30

11月 03:33]

There is a glaring gap in sea snakes' near-global distribution: the
Atlantic Ocean. Biologists chalk up the absence of sea snakes in the
Atlantic to geography, climate and timing.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-



cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working
to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared
1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision
medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.



Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Paired mutations: A new approach to
discovering the shape of proteins [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

It is a bit like business partners: if one of the two parties changes
strategy to keep the business going, the other has to adapt in turn. The
leap from business ventures to the structure of proteins might seem a
little bold. Yet, this concept of 'balanced changes' is precisely the
guiding principle of a new study. The study represents a significant
advancement in the fascinating problem of how the sequence, structure
and function of proteins are tied together.

New interpretation of the Red Queen's
Hypothesis: It's about expansion [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Evolutionary scientists have developed a new interpretation of one of
the classic theories of evolutionary theory, the Red Queen's Hypothesis,
proposed by Leigh Van Valen in 1973.

Protecting pigs from PRRS during reproduction
[周四, 30 11月 02:13]

New research is helping to eradicate a devastating swine disease.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Parkfield segment of San Andreas fault may
host occasional large earthquakes [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Although magnitude 6 earthquakes occur about every 25 years along the



Parkfield Segment of the San Andreas Fault, geophysical data suggest
that the seismic slip induced by those magnitude 6 earthquakes alone
does not match the long-term slip rates on this part of the San Andreas
fault.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to
prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Getting a better handle on methane emissions
from livestock [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Cattle, swine and poultry contribute a hefty portion to the average
American's diet, but raising all this livestock comes at a cost to the
environment: The industry produces a lot of methane, a potent



greenhouse gas. Just how much gas the animals release, however, is the
subject of debate. Now, one group reports that a new approach could
shed light on how accurate current data are.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.

Lichen that changes its reproductive strategy
according to the climate [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Symbiosis between fungi and microalgae gives rise to lichen. Some
lichen, however, such as Lobaria scrobiculata, have a unique feature: the
fungus establishes a symbiosis with a cyanobacteria, thus requiring
water in liquid form to activate photosynthesis. According to a new
study, this forces the lichen to concentrate its resources on reproduction
in places where water is scarce. For the first time, this study
demonstrates the theory of life strategies in fungi.

Neurotoxin discovered in Lake Winnipeg [周三, 29 11月

23:42]

BMAA -- a toxin linked to several neurodegenerative diseases -- is
present in high concentrations during cyanobacteria blooms in Lake
Winnipeg, report scienitsts.

Theory of the evolution of sexes tested with algae
[周三, 29 11月 23:42]

The varied sex lives of a type of green algae have enabled a researcher
to test a theory of why there are males and females.

New insights into control of cellular scaffold [周三, 29

11月 23:42]

Microtubule cytoskeleton is a major cellular scaffold that is required for
dynamic organization of the cytoplasm, and the cytoskeleton plays a key



role in a variety of cellular events, ranging from cell proliferation to
morphogenesis. How the organization of microtubule cytoskeleton is
controlled in our cells, however, has remained unclear.

Time between world-changing volcanic super-
eruptions less than previously thought [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

After analyzing a database of geological records dated within the last
100,000 years, a team of scientists has discovered the average time
between so-called volcanic super-eruptions is actually much less than
previously thought.

Invasive frogs give invasive birds a boost in
Hawaii [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Puerto Rican coqui frogs were accidentally introduced to Hawaii in the
1980s, and today there are as many as 91,000 frogs per hectare in some
locations. What does that mean for native wildlife? Concerns that
ravenous coquis could reduce the food available for the islands' native
insect-eating birds, many of which are already declining, spurred
researchers to examine the relationship between frog and bird
populations -- but their results weren't what they expected.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

First evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of
Britain discovered [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The first evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of Britain has been
discovered by archaeologists.

Resilience of Great Barrier Reef offers
opportunities for regeneration [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

New research has found that, despite the extensive damage to coral in
recent events, there are still 100 reefs on the Great Barrier Reef that are



well suited to promoting the regional recovery of the ecosystem after
major disturbances.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]

The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight
into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Dogs get the Hollywood treatment to make
animal animations more realistic [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Researchers are creating a library of movement data from different dog
breeds, to make animal animations in films and video games more
realistic.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive



detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]



Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.

Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation



of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.
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Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Employee-job personality match linked with
higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

Broader gun restrictions lead to fewer intimate
partner homicides [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

State laws that restrict gun ownership among domestic abusers and
others with violent histories appear to significantly reduce intimate
partner homicides, indicates a groundbreaking American study.

Catastrophic failures in the NHS can be caused
by basic communication breakdowns [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The NHS sometimes struggles to manage basic communication systems
that are often critical to the safety of patients. A new article reports that
many communication processes in the NHS are still commonly viewed
as mundane administrative tasks, instead of safety-critical processes that
are essential to safe care.



Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Sometimes, it pays for the boss to be humble [周三, 29

11月 12:02]

It’s good to be humble when you’re the boss – as long as that’s what
your employees expect. Researchers studying workplaces in China
found that some real-life teams showed more creativity if the employees
rated their bosses as showing more humility.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Regulators should not consider 'lost pleasure' of
quitting smoking [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Federal officials considering new regulations on tobacco products
should give more weight to the fact that a majority of smokers are
unhappy about feeling addicted to cigarettes, and should put less
emphasis on the theory that smokers who quit are losing 'pleasure' in
their lives, according to a recent study.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and



increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.



Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

In the Grand Canyon, people consistently value
their recreational time [周二, 28 11月 04:59]

The economic value that private boaters of the Grand Canyon assigned



to their recreational experience remained relatively stable between 1985
and 2015 when adjusted for inflation.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias
when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative



publicity and reputational damage.

New analysis links proposed changes in U.S. tax
laws to rich-poor gap and deaths among
Americans [周二, 28 11月 01:49]

The potential health impacts of Republican and Democratic tax
proposals are explored in a new article.

US companies are investing less in science [周二, 28 11月

01:49]

A new article reveals that large corporations are investing less in
science. From 1980 to 2006, publications by company scientists have
declined in a range of industries.  The result holds across a range of
industries.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

How displaying real-time sales and stock levels
online affects shoppers [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have shown that providing real-time cues about the number
of items sold and current levels of stock - easily presentable in the



digital age - can be a viable retailing strategy, even for offline
merchants.

Assaying the impact of in-store product
sampling [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

New research has led to a model that assesses the short- and long-term
effects of in-store product sampling on sales of both the products offered
on sample and competitive products.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

Xenophobia strongly linked to Brexit, regardless
of voter age, gender or education [周一, 27 11月 22:09]

New research provides evidence that British citizens who agreed that
immigrants threaten their values and way of life were more likely to
have voted for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union,
regardless of their age, gender or education. People who just thought it
was great to be British or just valued their British identity were not more
likely to reject immigrants or vote for Brexit.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]



New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working
to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared



1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Invasive frogs give invasive birds a boost in
Hawaii [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Puerto Rican coqui frogs were accidentally introduced to Hawaii in the
1980s, and today there are as many as 91,000 frogs per hectare in some
locations. What does that mean for native wildlife? Concerns that
ravenous coquis could reduce the food available for the islands' native
insect-eating birds, many of which are already declining, spurred
researchers to examine the relationship between frog and bird
populations -- but their results weren't what they expected.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]

The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight



into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both



areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Turning photos into an interactive experience [周一,

27 11月 22:49]

Computer scientists have developed a new computational technique that
makes it possible for users to animate still images in a highly realistic
way.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by



bacteria and algae.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

How does chemotherapy among men affect the
health of subsequent generations? [周四, 30 11月 04:09]

How do cancer and cancer treatments affect the reproductive function of
men? Can this affect the health of their direct descendants and
subsequent generations?

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a



'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Stem cell-derived intestine model mimics innate
immune responses [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small intestine
characteristics including innate immune responses, according to a new
study.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Why are there no sea snakes in the Atlantic? [周四, 30

11月 03:33]

There is a glaring gap in sea snakes' near-global distribution: the
Atlantic Ocean. Biologists chalk up the absence of sea snakes in the
Atlantic to geography, climate and timing.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working



to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared
1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common
enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --
RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision



medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Paired mutations: A new approach to
discovering the shape of proteins [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

It is a bit like business partners: if one of the two parties changes
strategy to keep the business going, the other has to adapt in turn. The
leap from business ventures to the structure of proteins might seem a
little bold. Yet, this concept of 'balanced changes' is precisely the
guiding principle of a new study. The study represents a significant
advancement in the fascinating problem of how the sequence, structure
and function of proteins are tied together.

New interpretation of the Red Queen's
Hypothesis: It's about expansion [周四, 30 11月 02:14]



Evolutionary scientists have developed a new interpretation of one of
the classic theories of evolutionary theory, the Red Queen's Hypothesis,
proposed by Leigh Van Valen in 1973.

Robust Bain distortion in the premartensite
phase of a platinum-substituted Ni2MnGa [周四, 30 11月

02:13]

The premartensite phase of shape memory and magnetic shape memory
alloys is believed to be a precursor state of the martensite phase with
preserved austenite phase symmetry. The thermodynamic stability of the
premartensite phase and its relation to the martensitic phase is still an
unresolved issue, even though it is critical to the understanding of the
functional properties of magnetic shape memory alloys.

Scaling deep learning for science [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Using the Titan supercomputer, a research team has developed an
evolutionary algorithm capable of generating custom neural networks
that match or exceed the performance of handcrafted artificial
intelligence systems. The research team's algorithm, called MENNDL
(Multinode Evolutionary Neural Networks for Deep Learning), is
designed to evaluate, evolve, and optimize neural networks for unique
datasets in a matter of hours.

Fast flowing heat in graphene heterostructures [周

四, 30 11月 02:13]

Scientists have recently succeeded in observing and following, in real-
time, the way in which heat transport occurs in van der Waals stacks,
which consist of graphene encapsulated by the dielectric two-
dimensional material hexagonal BN (hBN).

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Protecting pigs from PRRS during reproduction
[周四, 30 11月 02:13]



New research is helping to eradicate a devastating swine disease.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Low vitamin D levels at birth linked to higher
autism risk [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

Low vitamin D levels at birth are associated with an increased risk of
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) at the age of 3 years.

Universal signature fundamental to how glassy
materials fail [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

To find a link between seemingly disparate disordered materials and
their behavior under stress, scientists studied an unprecedented range of
disordered solids with constituent particles ranging from individual
atoms to river rocks. Understanding materials failure on this
fundamental level could be key for designing more shatter-resistant
glasses or predicting geological phenomena like landslides.

Employee-job personality match linked with
higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

A transistor of graphene nanoribbons [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Transistors based on carbon nanostructures: what sounds like a futuristic
dream could be reality in just a few years' time. Scientists have now
produced nanotransistors from graphene ribbons that are only a few
atoms wide.

Parkfield segment of San Andreas fault may
host occasional large earthquakes [周四, 30 11月 01:02]



Although magnitude 6 earthquakes occur about every 25 years along the
Parkfield Segment of the San Andreas Fault, geophysical data suggest
that the seismic slip induced by those magnitude 6 earthquakes alone
does not match the long-term slip rates on this part of the San Andreas
fault.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to
prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Getting a better handle on methane emissions
from livestock [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Cattle, swine and poultry contribute a hefty portion to the average
American's diet, but raising all this livestock comes at a cost to the



environment: The industry produces a lot of methane, a potent
greenhouse gas. Just how much gas the animals release, however, is the
subject of debate. Now, one group reports that a new approach could
shed light on how accurate current data are.

To improve dipstick diagnostic and
environmental tests, just add tape [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Simple paper-strip testing has the potential to tell us quickly what's in
water, and other liquid samples from food, the environment and bodies -
- but current tests don't handle solid samples well. Now researchers have
developed a way to make these low-cost devices more versatile and
reliable for analyzing both liquid and solid samples using adhesive tape.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Thinner photodiode with higher stability and
performance [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A research team has increased the stability and performance of
photodiodes using cubic perovskite nanocrystals. The result expected to
be used for autonomous vehicles, military, space exploration and
ubiquitous fields.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.



Watching a quantum material lose its stripes [周四, 30

11月 01:02]

In quantum materials, periodic stripe patterns can be formed by
electrons coupled with lattice distortions. To capture the extremely fast
dynamics of how such atomic-scale stripes melt and form, scientists
used femtosecond-scale laser pulses at terahertz frequencies. Along the
way, they found some unexpected behavior.

Lichen that changes its reproductive strategy
according to the climate [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Symbiosis between fungi and microalgae gives rise to lichen. Some
lichen, however, such as Lobaria scrobiculata, have a unique feature: the
fungus establishes a symbiosis with a cyanobacteria, thus requiring
water in liquid form to activate photosynthesis. According to a new
study, this forces the lichen to concentrate its resources on reproduction
in places where water is scarce. For the first time, this study
demonstrates the theory of life strategies in fungi.

Nerve cell findings may aid understanding of
movement disorders [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Fresh insights into the links between nerve and muscle cells could
transform our understanding of the human nervous system and
conditions relating to impaired movement.

Empowering workers can cause uncertainty and
resentment [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Attempts by managers to empower staff by delegating different work to
them or asking for their opinions can be detrimental for employee
productivity, research shows.

Traces of life on nearest exoplanets may be
hidden in equatorial trap [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

New simulations show that the search for life on other planets may well
be more difficult than previously assumed. The study indicates that
unusual air flow patterns could hide atmospheric components from
telescopic observations, with direct consequences for formulating the



optimal strategy for searching for (oxygen-producing) life such as
bacteria or plants on exoplanets.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.

Neurotoxin discovered in Lake Winnipeg [周三, 29 11月

23:42]

BMAA -- a toxin linked to several neurodegenerative diseases -- is
present in high concentrations during cyanobacteria blooms in Lake
Winnipeg, report scienitsts.

New synthethic protocol to form 3-D porous
organic network [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A team of researchers has presented a new synthetic protocol to produce
three-dimensional porous organic materials in the blink of an eye, like
firing bullets.

Soccer success is all about skill [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A new study used analytic techniques developed in evolutionary biology
to determine the impact of a player's skill, athletic ability, and balance
on their success during a game.

Theory of the evolution of sexes tested with algae
[周三, 29 11月 23:42]

The varied sex lives of a type of green algae have enabled a researcher
to test a theory of why there are males and females.

New technique to model transplantation of the
human liver [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A novel technology enables the modeling of human liver transplantation
in an experimental setting.

New insights into control of cellular scaffold [周三, 29

11月 23:42]

Microtubule cytoskeleton is a major cellular scaffold that is required for



dynamic organization of the cytoplasm, and the cytoskeleton plays a key
role in a variety of cellular events, ranging from cell proliferation to
morphogenesis. How the organization of microtubule cytoskeleton is
controlled in our cells, however, has remained unclear.
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How does chemotherapy among men
affect the health of subsequent
generations? Update on the state of
knowledge -- ScienceDaily
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Nature's blueprint for fracture-
resistant cement: Based on the
nanostructure of the sea urchin spines,
scientists develop fracture-resistant
cement -- ScienceDaily

The sea urchin spines are mostly made of calcite,
usually a very brittle and fragile material. In the case of
the sea urchin, however, the spines are much more
durable than the raw material alone. The reason for its
strength is the way that nature optimises materials
using a brick wall-style architecture. The research team
Physical Chemistry, headed by Professor Helmut
Cölfen, successfully synthesised cement at the nano-
level according to this "brick and mortar principle."
During this process, macro-molecules were identified
that take on the function of mortar, affixing the
crystalline blocks to each other on the nano-scale, with
the blocks assembling themselves in an ordered
manner. The aim is to make cement more durable. The
study's results are published in the 1 December 2017
issue of Science Advances.



"Our cement, which is significantly more fracture-
resistant than anything that has been developed thus
far, provides us with completely new construction
possibilities," Cölfen adds. A pillar made of this
cement could be built 8,000 metres high, or ten times
as high as the current tallest building in the world,
before the material at its base would be destroyed by its
weight. Normal steel, which has a value of 250
megapascals, could only reach 3,000 metres in height.

In nanoscience, brick wall-style architecture can be
compared to the work of a mason: each layer of brick
that is laid is held in place by mortar. The guiding
principle is to layer hard, then soft, hard, then soft
materials. This is exactly the principle nature uses to
make sea urchin spines so resilient. When force is
applied to the brittle calcite, its crystalline block does
crack, however, the energy is then transferred to a soft
disordered layer. Since this material has no cleavage
planes to tear, it prevents further cracking. A thin
section of sea urchin spine reveals this structural
principle: crystalline blocks in an orderly structure are
surrounded by a softer amorphous area. In the sea
urchin's case, this material is calcium carbonate.

Mussel shells or bones are constructed in much the



same way. "Our goal is to learn from nature," says
Helmut Cölfen. Bionics or biomimetics is the term
used for employing natural phenomena to inspire
technical developments.

Cement itself has a disordered structure -- each
component sticks to all the others. This means: in order
for cement to truly profit from the increased stability
provided by brick and mortar construction, its structure
will have to be reorganised at the nano-level. Helmut
Cölfen describes the process as "encoding fracture-
resistance at the nano-level." In this case, it means
identifying a material that bonds only with cement
nanoparticles and nothing else in the cement. About ten
negatively charged peptide combinations were
identified that both adhere to and bond materials well.

In collaboration with the University of Stuttgart, the
team was able to use an ion beam under an electron
microscope to cut a bar-shaped micro-structure out of
the nanostructured cement that was three micrometers
in size. This micro-structure was then bent using a
micro-manipulator. As soon as it was released, the
micro-structure returned to its original position.
Mechanical values could be calculated based on the
elastic deformation of the micro-structure. Based on



these calculations, the optimised cement achieved a
value of 200 megapascals. By comparison: Mussel
shells, which are the gold standard in fracture-
resistance, reach a value of 210 megapascals, which is
only slightly higher. The concrete commonly used
today has a value of two to five megapascals.

See urchin spines and mussel shells are made of
calcite, because large quantities of calcium are
available in water. Helmut Cölfen explains: "People
have much better construction materials than calcite. If
we succeed in designing the structures of materials and
reproduce nature's blueprints, we will also be able to
produce much more fracture-resistant materials -- high-
performance materials inspired by nature."
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Sea-level rise predicted to threaten
more than 13,000 archaeological sites
in southeastern US: Researchers
analyzed heritage data integrated in
the Digital Index of North American
Archaeology -- ScienceDaily

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of
archaeological and historic sites, cemeteries, and
landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a study
published November 29, 2017 in the open-access
journal PLOS ONE by David Anderson from the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA, and
colleagues.

To estimate the impact of sea-level rise on
archaeological sites, the authors of the present study
analyzed data from the Digital Index of North
American Archaeology (DINAA). DINAA aggregates
archaeological and historical data sets developed over
the past century from numerous sources, providing the



public and research communities with a uniquely
comprehensive window into human settlement.

Just in the remainder of this century, if projected trends
in sea-level rise continue, the researchers predict that
over 13,000 recorded archaeological sites in the
southeast alone may be submerged with a 1 m rise in
sea-level, including over 1,000 listed on the National
Register of Historic Places as important cultural
properties. Many more sites and structures that have
not yet been recorded will also be lost.

Large linked data sets, such as DINAA, that show what
may be impacted and what could be lost across entire
regions, are essential to developing procedures for
sampling, triage, and mitigation efforts. Such research
is essential to making accurate forecasts and public
policy decisions about the consequences of rapid
climate change, extreme weather events, and displaced
populations. These are factors that could shape our
civilization profoundly in the years to come.

Anderson notes: "Sea-level rise in the coming years
will destroy vast numbers of archaeological sites,
buildings, cemeteries, and cultural landscapes.
Developing informatics capabilities at regional and



continental scales like DINAA (Digital Index of North
American Archaeology) is essential if we are to
effectively plan for, and help mitigate, this loss of
human history."
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Prehistoric women had stronger arms
than today's elite rowing crews --
ScienceDaily

A new study comparing the bones of Central European
women that lived during the first 6,000 years of
farming with those of modern athletes has shown that
the average prehistoric agricultural woman had
stronger upper arms than living female rowing
champions.

Researchers from the University of Cambridge's
Department of Archaeology say this physical prowess
was likely obtained through tilling soil and harvesting
crops by hand, as well as the grinding of grain for as
much as five hours a day to make flour.

Until now, bioarchaeological investigations of past
behaviour have interpreted women's bones solely
through direct comparison to those of men. However,
male bones respond to strain in a more visibly dramatic
way than female bones.



The Cambridge scientists say this has resulted in the
systematic underestimation of the nature and scale of
the physical demands borne by women in prehistory.

"This is the first study to actually compare prehistoric
female bones to those of living women," said Dr Alison
Macintosh, lead author of the study published today in
the journal Science Advances.

"By interpreting women's bones in a female-specific
context we can start to see how intensive, variable and
laborious their behaviours were, hinting at a hidden
history of women's work over thousands of years."

The study, part of the European Research Council-
funded ADaPt (Adaption, Dispersals and Phenotype)
Project, used a small CT scanner in Cambridge's PAVE
laboratory to analyse the arm (humerus) and leg (tibia)
bones of living women who engage in a range of
physical activity: from runners, rowers and footballers
to those with more sedentary lifestyles.

The bones strengths of modern women were compared
to those of women from early Neolithic agricultural
eras through to farming communities of the Middle
Ages.



"It can be easy to forget that bone is a living tissue, one
that responds to the rigours we put our bodies through.
Physical impact and muscle activity both put strain on
bone, called loading. The bone reacts by changing in
shape, curvature, thickness and density over time to
accommodate repeated strain," said Macintosh.

"By analysing the bone characteristics of living people
whose regular physical exertion is known, and
comparing them to the characteristics of ancient bones,
we can start to interpret the kinds of labour our
ancestors were performing in prehistory."

Over three weeks during trial season, Macintosh
scanned the limb bones of the Open- and Lightweight
squads of the Cambridge University Women's Boat
Club, who ended up winning this year's Boat Race and
breaking the course record. These women, most in their
early twenties, were training twice a day and rowing an
average of 120km a week at the time.

The Neolithic women analysed in the study (from
7400-7000 years ago) had similar leg bone strength to
modern rowers, but their arm bones were 11-16%
stronger for their size than the rowers, and almost 30%
stronger than typical Cambridge students.



The loading of the upper limbs was even more
dominant in the study's Bronze Age women (from
4300-3500 years ago), who had 9-13% stronger arm
bones than the rowers but 12% weaker leg bones.

A possible explanation for this fierce arm strength is
the grinding of grain. "We can't say specifically what
behaviours were causing the bone loading we found.
However, a major activity in early agriculture was
converting grain into flour, and this was likely
performed by women," said Macintosh.

"For millennia, grain would have been ground by hand
between two large stones called a saddle quern. In the
few remaining societies that still use saddle querns,
women grind grain for up to five hours a day.

"The repetitive arm action of grinding these stones
together for hours may have loaded women's arm
bones in a similar way to the laborious back-and-forth
motion of rowing."

However, Macintosh suspects that women's labour was
hardly likely to have been limited to this one
behaviour.



"Prior to the invention of the plough, subsistence
farming involved manually planting, tilling and
harvesting all crops," said Macintosh. "Women were
also likely to have been fetching food and water for
domestic livestock, processing milk and meat, and
converting hides and wool into textiles.

"The variation in bone loading found in prehistoric
women suggests that a wide range of behaviours were
occurring during early agriculture. In fact, we believe it
may be the wide variety of women's work that in part
makes it so difficult to identify signatures of any one
specific behaviour from their bones."

Dr Jay Stock, senior study author and head of the
ADaPt Project, added: "Our findings suggest that for
thousands of years, the rigorous manual labour of
women was a crucial driver of early farming
economies. The research demonstrates what we can
learn about the human past through better
understanding of human variation today."
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Stem cell-derived intestine model
mimics innate immune responses: 3-D
model could enable in vitro study of
IBD, host-microbe-pathogen
interactions -- ScienceDaily

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small
intestine characteristics including innate immune
responses, according to a study published November
29, 2017 in the open-access journal PLOS ONE by
Ying Chen and David Kaplan from Tufts University,
US, and colleagues.

In vitro 3D cell systems, so-called 'organ-on-a-chip',
are the focus of intense study, with the hope that they
may one day replace animal models in bridging the gap
between conventional cell cultures and clinical trials.
To be successful, such systems must be engineered to
mimic vital organ functions and environment. The
authors of the present study used a 3D silk scaffold to
cultivate human stem cell-derived small intestine-like
'enteroids', and analyzed the resulting system to



determine how closely its appearance and function
mimicked the small intestine environment in the body.

The researchers found that the cells in the model had
successfully differentiated into a mature epithelium
layer with all four of the major intestinal cell types and
displayed important small intestine characteristics such
as tight junctions, polarized microvilli, and secretion of
digestive enzymes. When the system was challenged
with E. coli infection, the authors observed significant
antibacterial response and upregulation of genes
involved in the innate immune response.

The authors believe that their 3D cell system closely
mimics the natural human response to gut infection.
While the model is greatly simplified compared to the
complex small intestine environment, the authors hope
that it could be used to study the pathogenesis of
inflammatory bowel disease, as well as to examine
interactions between commensal and pathogenic
microbes.

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common
enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --



RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to



prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.

Traces of life on nearest exoplanets may be
hidden in equatorial trap [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

New simulations show that the search for life on other planets may well
be more difficult than previously assumed. The study indicates that
unusual air flow patterns could hide atmospheric components from
telescopic observations, with direct consequences for formulating the
optimal strategy for searching for (oxygen-producing) life such as
bacteria or plants on exoplanets.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.

Minimally invasive treatment provides relief
from back pain [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The majority of patients were pain free after receiving a new image-
guided pulsed radiofrequency treatment for low back pain and sciatica,
according to a new study.

Time between world-changing volcanic super-



eruptions less than previously thought [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

After analyzing a database of geological records dated within the last
100,000 years, a team of scientists has discovered the average time
between so-called volcanic super-eruptions is actually much less than
previously thought.

MUSE probes uncharted depths of Hubble Ultra
Deep Field [周三, 29 11月 22:02]

Astronomers using the MUSE instrument on ESO's Very Large
Telescope in Chile have conducted the deepest spectroscopic survey
ever. They focused on the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, measuring distances
and properties of 1600 very faint galaxies including 72 galaxies that
have never been detected before. This wealth of new information is
giving astronomers insight into star formation in the early Universe.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

First evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of
Britain discovered [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The first evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of Britain has been
discovered by archaeologists.

Resilience of Great Barrier Reef offers
opportunities for regeneration [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

New research has found that, despite the extensive damage to coral in
recent events, there are still 100 reefs on the Great Barrier Reef that are
well suited to promoting the regional recovery of the ecosystem after
major disturbances.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]



The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight
into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive
detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's



supermassive black hole.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]

Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Complications at birth associated with lasting
chemical changes in the brain [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

New research shows that adults born prematurely -- who also suffered
small brain injuries around the time of birth -- have lower levels of
dopamine in the brain.

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.



Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Laws of attraction: Pollinators use multiple cues
to identify flowers across continents [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

Although at least 75 percent of our crop species depend on animal
pollinators, little is known about their flower preferences. As global
insect populations decline, it is of utmost importance for us to
understand what factors attract wild pollinators to flowers, and how
these preferences differ in the face of environmental change. Now, an
international team of scientists have discovered that a group of
generalist pollinators use a multiple cues to identify flowers on different
continents.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Archaeologist says fire, not corn, key to
prehistoric survival in arid Southwest [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Archaeologists have found scant evidence that people grew corn around
the Grand Canyon 1,200 years ago. Instead, he said they used fire to
prepare land for the cultivation of wild foods.

Less life: Limited phosphorus recycling
suppressed early Earth's biosphere [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

The amount of biomass -- life -- in Earth's ancient oceans may have been
limited due to low recycling of the key nutrient phosphorus, according



to new research.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both
areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

Fear of sharks influences seaweed growth on
Fijian coral reefs [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Fishes' fear of sharks helps shape shallow reef habitats in the Pacific,
according to new research. The study is the first clear case of sharks
altering a coral reef ecosystem through an indirect effect - creating an
atmosphere of fear that shifts where herbivores feed and seaweeds grow.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Autism and the smell of fear [周二, 28 11月 01:47]



Autism typically involves the inability to read social cues. We most
often associate this with visual difficulty in interpreting facial
expression, but new research suggests that the sense of smell may also
play a central role in autism.

Deep ocean bacteria discovered to play large
role in carbon capture [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Marine bacteria that live in the dark depths of the ocean play a newly
discovered and significant role in the global carbon cycle, according to a
new study.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Holding infants -- or not -- can leave traces on
their genes [周一, 27 11月 22:49]

The amount of physical contact between infants and their caregivers can
affect children at the molecular level. The study of DNA methylation
patterns showed that children who had been more distressed as infants
and had received less physical contact had a molecular profile that was
underdeveloped for their age. This is the first study to show in humans
that the simple act of touching, early in life, has deeply-rooted and
potentially lifelong consequences on genetic expression.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

Earthworms can reproduce in Mars soil
simulant [周一, 27 11月 22:15]

Two young worms are the first offspring in a Mars soil experiment. A
biologist found them in a Mars soil simulant that he obtained from



NASA. At the start he only added adult worms. The experiments are
crucial in the study that aims to determine whether people can keep
themselves alive at the red planet by growing their own crops on Mars
soils.

Soil researchers quantify an underappreciated
factor in carbon release to the atmosphere [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

Soil plays a critical role in global carbon cycling, in part because soil
organic matter stores three times more carbon than the atmosphere. Now
scientists have, for the first time, provided evidence that anaerobic
microsites play a much larger role in stabilizing carbon in soils than
previously thought.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating



information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

How does chemotherapy among men affect the
health of subsequent generations? [周四, 30 11月 04:09]

How do cancer and cancer treatments affect the reproductive function of
men? Can this affect the health of their direct descendants and
subsequent generations?

Stem cell-derived intestine model mimics innate
immune responses [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

A stem cell-derived in vitro model displays key small intestine
characteristics including innate immune responses, according to a new
study.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Lifespan prolonged by inhibiting common



enzyme [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

The lifespans of flies and worms are prolonged by limiting the activity
of an enzyme common to all animals, finds a new study. The enzyme --
RNA polymerase III (Pol III) -- is present in most cells across all animal
species, including humans. While it is known to be essential for making
proteins and for cell growth, its involvement in ageing was unexplored
until now.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision
medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.

Injectable gel helps heart muscle regenerate
after heart attack [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Researchers have used mouse models to demonstrate a new approach to
restart cardiomyocyte replication after a heart attack: an injectable gel
that slowly releases short gene sequences known as microRNAs into the
heart muscle.

Low vitamin D levels at birth linked to higher
autism risk [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

Low vitamin D levels at birth are associated with an increased risk of
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) at the age of 3 years.

Employee-job personality match linked with



higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Nerve cell findings may aid understanding of
movement disorders [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Fresh insights into the links between nerve and muscle cells could
transform our understanding of the human nervous system and
conditions relating to impaired movement.

Empowering workers can cause uncertainty and
resentment [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Attempts by managers to empower staff by delegating different work to
them or asking for their opinions can be detrimental for employee
productivity, research shows.

Eye contact with your baby helps synchronize
your brainwaves [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

Making eye contact with an infant makes adults' and babies' brainwaves
'get in sync' with each other -- which is likely to support communication
and learning.



Soccer success is all about skill [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A new study used analytic techniques developed in evolutionary biology
to determine the impact of a player's skill, athletic ability, and balance
on their success during a game.

New technique to model transplantation of the
human liver [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A novel technology enables the modeling of human liver transplantation
in an experimental setting.

Hip steroid injections associated with risky bone
changes [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Osteoarthritis patients who received a steroid injection in the hip had a
significantly greater incidence of bone death and collapse compared
with control groups, according to new research.

CT shows enlarged aortas in former pro football
players [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Former National Football League (NFL) players are more likely to have
enlarged aortas, a condition that may put them at higher risk of
aneurysms, according to a new study.

No evidence that gadolinium causes neurologic
harm [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

There is no evidence that accumulation in the brain of the element
gadolinium speeds cognitive decline, according to a new study.

Minimally invasive treatment provides relief
from back pain [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The majority of patients were pain free after receiving a new image-
guided pulsed radiofrequency treatment for low back pain and sciatica,
according to a new study.

Lack of communication puts older adults at risk
of clashes between their medicines [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Most older Americans take multiple medicines every day. But a new



poll suggests they don't get -- or seek -- enough help to make sure those
medicines actually mix safely. That lack of communication could be
putting older adults at risk of health problems from interactions between
their drugs, and between their prescription drugs and other substances
such as over-the-counter medicines, supplements, food and alcohol.

New method maps chemicals in the skin [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

A new method of examining the skin can reduce the number of animal
experiments while providing new opportunities to develop
pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Chemical imaging allows all layers of
the skin to be seen and the presence of virtually any substance in any
part of the skin to be measured with a very high degree of precision.

Broader gun restrictions lead to fewer intimate
partner homicides [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

State laws that restrict gun ownership among domestic abusers and
others with violent histories appear to significantly reduce intimate
partner homicides, indicates a groundbreaking American study.

90 percent of senior drivers don't make vehicle
adjustments that can improve safety [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

More than 70 percent of senior drivers experience muscle and bone
conditions that impact their driving. Inexpensive features like steering
wheel covers help lessen the impact of these conditions, yet 90 percent
of senior drivers do not make simple adjustments to their vehicle that
can reduce crash risk. Crash prevention is critical since drivers 65+ are
more than twice as likely as younger drivers to be killed when involved
in a crash due to fragility.

Catastrophic failures in the NHS can be caused
by basic communication breakdowns [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The NHS sometimes struggles to manage basic communication systems
that are often critical to the safety of patients. A new article reports that
many communication processes in the NHS are still commonly viewed
as mundane administrative tasks, instead of safety-critical processes that
are essential to safe care.



Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Is breakfast the most important meal of the day
-- for your fat cells? [周三, 29 11月 12:02]

Regularly eating breakfast affects our body fat cells by decreasing the
activity of genes involved in fat metabolism and increasing how much
sugar they take up, according to new research. This may lower diabetes
and cardiovascular risk.

Sometimes, it pays for the boss to be humble [周三, 29

11月 12:02]

It’s good to be humble when you’re the boss – as long as that’s what
your employees expect. Researchers studying workplaces in China
found that some real-life teams showed more creativity if the employees
rated their bosses as showing more humility.

Living in a 'war zone' linked to delivery of low
birthweight babies [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Moms-to-be living in war zones/areas of armed conflict are at
heightened risk of giving birth to low birthweight babies, finds a review
of the available evidence.

Marriage may help stave off dementia [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Marriage may lower the risk of developing dementia, concludes a
synthesis of the available evidence.

Defending the science of infant imitation [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

An expert argues that a recent study failed to use appropriate methods,
and is highly flawed, and argues that there is overwhelming evidence
that infant imitation is real.

Stress during pregnancy affects the size of the
baby [周三, 29 11月 07:59]

Babies are physically affected by the stress level of their mother during



pregnancy, new research indicates.

Alzheimer's: Second phase 3 study results for
tau aggregation inhibitor [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Full results from a second Phase 3 clinical study of LMTX®, the first
tau aggregation inhibitor in Alzheimer's disease, has been released by
researchers.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

Regulators should not consider 'lost pleasure' of
quitting smoking [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Federal officials considering new regulations on tobacco products
should give more weight to the fact that a majority of smokers are
unhappy about feeling addicted to cigarettes, and should put less
emphasis on the theory that smokers who quit are losing 'pleasure' in
their lives, according to a recent study.

Antibiotics administered during labor delay
healthy gut bacteria in babies [周三, 29 11月 05:03]

Antibiotics administered during labour for Group B Streptococcus
(GBS) affect the development of gut bacteria in babies, according to a
study. The gut bacteria development of the infants was tested by
researchers at four points over the first 12 weeks of life, including at
three days, 10 days, six weeks and 12 weeks.

New technique reduces side-effects, improves
delivery of chemotherapy nanodrugs [周三, 29 11月 05:03]

A new method for delivering chemotherapy nanodrugs has been created
that increases the drugs' bioavailability and reduces side-effects. Their
study shows that administering an FDA-approved nutrition source prior
to chemotherapy can reduce the amount of the toxic drugs that settle in
the spleen, liver and kidneys.



Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and
increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

Understanding a therapeutic paradox for
treating thrombo-vascular complications in
kidney disease [周三, 29 11月 01:50]

A potential treatment target has been discovered to prevent chronic
kidney disease patients from developing blood clots without causing
bleeding complications - an unwanted and perplexing side effect. They
say the strategy offers a much-needed therapeutic alternative to
standard-of-care heparin, which throws off the finely-tuned balance
between pro-clotting and anticoagulant factors in blood vessels that
work to keep fluid flowing while protecting against excessive bleeding
after injuries.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Decoding the molecular mechanisms of ovarian
cancer progression [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Researchers identify several lncRNAs that are linked to the ovarian
cancer in a cohort of patients. These lncRNAs were reproducibly altered
and are responsible for a shift in cellular function that contributes to the
metastatic properties of the cancer cells.

How having too much or too little of CHRNA7
can lead to neuropsychiatric disorders [周三, 29 11月 01:32]



Using new pluripotent stem cell technology, researchers have discovered
unexpected effects on calcium flux on neurons from patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders carrying either fewer or extra copies of the
CHRNA7 gene.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

Cardiovascular disease: The immune response
to heart attacks [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

The damage caused by a heart attack triggers an inflammatory reaction
which degrades the affected tissue. This response is orchestrated by
immune cells that reside in the nearby pericardial adipose tissue, as a
new study shows.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Exercise may help protect smokers from
inflammation, muscle damage [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Regular exercise may protect smokers from some of the negative effects
associated with smoking, such as muscle loss and inflammation,
according to a new study.



How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-
cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic



screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Quantum simulators wield control over more
than 50 qubits, setting new record [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Scientists have used more than 50 interacting atomic qubits to mimic
magnetic quantum matter, blowing past the complexity of previous
demonstrations.

Big step forward for quantum computing [周四, 30 11月

02:14]

Researchers have developed a specialized quantum computer, known as
a quantum simulator, which could be used to shed new light on a host of
complex quantum processes, from the connection between quantum
mechanics and material properties to investigating new phases of matter
and solving complex real-world optimization problems.

Robust Bain distortion in the premartensite
phase of a platinum-substituted Ni2MnGa [周四, 30 11月

02:13]

The premartensite phase of shape memory and magnetic shape memory
alloys is believed to be a precursor state of the martensite phase with
preserved austenite phase symmetry. The thermodynamic stability of the
premartensite phase and its relation to the martensitic phase is still an
unresolved issue, even though it is critical to the understanding of the
functional properties of magnetic shape memory alloys.

Scaling deep learning for science [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

Using the Titan supercomputer, a research team has developed an
evolutionary algorithm capable of generating custom neural networks
that match or exceed the performance of handcrafted artificial
intelligence systems. The research team's algorithm, called MENNDL
(Multinode Evolutionary Neural Networks for Deep Learning), is
designed to evaluate, evolve, and optimize neural networks for unique
datasets in a matter of hours.



Fast flowing heat in graphene heterostructures [周

四, 30 11月 02:13]

Scientists have recently succeeded in observing and following, in real-
time, the way in which heat transport occurs in van der Waals stacks,
which consist of graphene encapsulated by the dielectric two-
dimensional material hexagonal BN (hBN).

Universal signature fundamental to how glassy
materials fail [周四, 30 11月 01:03]

To find a link between seemingly disparate disordered materials and
their behavior under stress, scientists studied an unprecedented range of
disordered solids with constituent particles ranging from individual
atoms to river rocks. Understanding materials failure on this
fundamental level could be key for designing more shatter-resistant
glasses or predicting geological phenomena like landslides.

A transistor of graphene nanoribbons [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Transistors based on carbon nanostructures: what sounds like a futuristic
dream could be reality in just a few years' time. Scientists have now
produced nanotransistors from graphene ribbons that are only a few
atoms wide.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

To improve dipstick diagnostic and
environmental tests, just add tape [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Simple paper-strip testing has the potential to tell us quickly what's in
water, and other liquid samples from food, the environment and bodies -



- but current tests don't handle solid samples well. Now researchers have
developed a way to make these low-cost devices more versatile and
reliable for analyzing both liquid and solid samples using adhesive tape.

Innovative microscope poised to propel
optogenetics studies [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A newly developed microscope is providing scientists with a greatly
enhanced tool to study how neurological disorders such as epilepsy and
Alzheimer's disease affect neuron communication.

Thinner photodiode with higher stability and
performance [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

A research team has increased the stability and performance of
photodiodes using cubic perovskite nanocrystals. The result expected to
be used for autonomous vehicles, military, space exploration and
ubiquitous fields.

Watching a quantum material lose its stripes [周四, 30

11月 01:02]

In quantum materials, periodic stripe patterns can be formed by
electrons coupled with lattice distortions. To capture the extremely fast
dynamics of how such atomic-scale stripes melt and form, scientists
used femtosecond-scale laser pulses at terahertz frequencies. Along the
way, they found some unexpected behavior.

New synthethic protocol to form 3-D porous
organic network [周三, 29 11月 23:42]

A team of researchers has presented a new synthetic protocol to produce
three-dimensional porous organic materials in the blink of an eye, like
firing bullets.

The ultimate defense against hackers may be
just a few atoms thick [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

The next generation of electronic hardware security may be at hand as
researchers introduce a new class of unclonable cybersecurity security
primitives made of a low-cost nanomaterial with the highest possible
level of structural randomness. Randomness is highly desirable for



constructing the security primitives that encrypt and thereby secure
computer hardware and data physically, rather than by programming.

MUSE probes uncharted depths of Hubble Ultra
Deep Field [周三, 29 11月 22:02]

Astronomers using the MUSE instrument on ESO's Very Large
Telescope in Chile have conducted the deepest spectroscopic survey
ever. They focused on the Hubble Ultra Deep Field, measuring distances
and properties of 1600 very faint galaxies including 72 galaxies that
have never been detected before. This wealth of new information is
giving astronomers insight into star formation in the early Universe.

Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Harnessing the rattling motion of oxygen ions to
convert T-rays to visible light [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have shown that terahertz rays can be converted to light
visible to the human eye. The finding is a breakthrough for functional
materials research and could lead to the development of a new kind of
terahertz detector.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Addition of tin boosts nanoparticle's
photoluminescence [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

Researchers have developed germanium nanoparticles with improved
photoluminescence, making them potentially better materials for solar
cells and imaging probes. The research team found that by adding tin to



the nanoparticle’s germanium core, its lattice structure better matched
the lattice structure of the cadmium-sulfide coating which allows the
particles to absorb more light.

Dogs get the Hollywood treatment to make
animal animations more realistic [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Researchers are creating a library of movement data from different dog
breeds, to make animal animations in films and video games more
realistic.

New computer model sheds light on biological
events leading to sudden cardiac death [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A powerful new computer model replicates the biological activity within
the heart that precedes sudden cardiac death.

New 3-D printer is 10 times faster than
commercial counterparts [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

A new desktop 3-D printer has been created that performs up to 10 times
faster than existing commercial counterparts. Whereas the most common
printers may fabricate a few Lego-sized bricks in one hour, the new
design can print similarly sized objects in just a few minutes.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.



Why is massive star formation quenched in
galaxy centers? [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

A new study proposes that one of the reasons that slows down the rate at
which massive stars form in galaxies is the existence of relatively large
magnetic fields. Research has revealed that this process occurs around
the center of the galaxy NGC 1097.

Infant stars found surprisingly near galaxy's
supermassive black hole [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

ALMA has revealed the telltale signs of eleven low-mass stars forming
perilously close -- within three light-years -- to the Milky Way's
supermassive black hole.

Microwave-based test method can help keep 3-D
chip designers' eyes open [周三, 29 11月 01:32]

Scientists have invented a new approach to testing the multilayered,
three-dimensional computer chips that now appear in some of the latest
consumer devices. The novel method may be the answer the
semiconductor industry needs to quickly assess the reliability of this
relatively new chip construction model.

Freezing electrons makes them get in line [周三, 29 11月

01:26]

New research suggests that electrons in a two-dimensional gas can
undergo a semi-ordered (nematic) to mostly-ordered (smectic) phase
transition, which has been discussed in physics theory but never seen in
practice before.

Researchers inadvertently boost surface area of
nickel nanoparticles for catalysis [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

Researchers have discovered that a technique designed to coat nickel
nanoparticles with silica shells actually fragments the material --
creating a small core of oxidized nickel surrounded by smaller satellites
embedded in a silica shell. The surprising result may prove useful by
increasing the surface area of nickel available for catalyzing chemical
reactions.



Switchable solar window developed [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Thermochromic windows capable of converting sunlight into electricity
at a high efficiency have been developed. Relying on such advanced
materials as perovskites and single-walled carbon nanotubes, the new
technology responds to heat by transforming from transparent to tinted.
As the window darkens, it generates electricity.

Dual virtual reality/treadmill exercises promote
brain plasticity in Parkinson's patients [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

A new study suggests that a therapy that combines virtual reality and
treadmill exercise dramatically lowers the incidence of falling among
Parkinson's patients by changing the brain's behavior and promoting
beneficial brain plasticity, even in patients with neurodegenerative
disease.

DIY: Scientists release a how-to for building a
smartphone microscope [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

Add one more thing to the list of tasks your smartphone can perform.
Researchers have released an open-source dataset offering instructions
to people interested in building their own smartphone microscope.

'Holy Grail' for batteries: Solid-state magnesium
battery a big step closer [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

Scientists have discovered the fastest magnesium-ion solid-state
conductor, a major step towards making solid-state magnesium-ion
batteries that are both energy dense and safe.

How social media can help people lose weight [周三,

29 11月 00:35]

Sharing the triumphs and tribulations of your weight loss journey with
other members of an online virtual support community plays an
important role in achieving success, according to a new study. The study
examines the role of virtual communities and public commitment in
setting and reaching weight loss goals.

Beating heart patch is large enough to repair the
human heart [周三, 29 11月 00:20]



Engineers have developed a 'heart patch' that is just as strong and
electrically active as healthy adult cardiac tissue and large enough to
cover the damage caused by most heart attacks.

Atomistic calculations predict that boron
incorporation increases the efficiency of LEDs [周二,

28 11月 23:29]

Recent computational work on BInGaN alloys for efficient LEDs in the
visible range has brought about some new discoveries, report
researchers.

Key component for quantum computing
invented [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

In a critical step towards scaling up quantum computers, physicists have
invented a microcircuit based on topological insulators, a new phase of
matter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Physics. The circuit will be a
vital component in the scaling up of quantum information systems.

Significant breakthrough in topological
insulator based devices [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

The realization of room temperature spin-orbit torque driven
magnetization switching in topological insulator-ferromagnet
heterostructures has promising applications in low power consumption
and high integration density memories and logic devices.

Quantum systems that correct themselves [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Quantum devices allow us to accomplish computing and sensing tasks
that go beyond the capabilities of their classical counterparts. However,
protecting quantum information from being corrupted by errors is
difficult. Now researchers have put forward a new method to protect
quantum information stored in trapped ions.

Controlling a vortex using polymers [周二, 28 11月 23:28]

Although ubiquitous in the environment, vortices have proven difficult
to capture and study in the laboratory. Recently, researchers created a
way to examine these small-scale whirlpools with the aid of a device
specially developed for this purpose. Their recent paper examines the



formation of vortices in fluids with and without added polymers.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.

Identifying optimal adaptation of buildings
threatened by hurricanes, climate change [周二, 28 11月

06:32]

The need for adaptation strategies to reduce the threat of hurricanes to
society is of critical importance, as evidenced by the recent damage to
coastal regions in the U.S. and the Caribbean this past year. The fact that
the number of residential buildings in coastal areas has increased
significantly combined with the increasing risks of impacts of due
climate change means that the cost of damage to coastal developments
are likely to continue to rise.

Artificial muscles give soft robots superpowers [周

二, 28 11月 04:21]

Researchers have created origami-inspired artificial muscles that add
strength to soft robots, allowing them to lift objects that are up to 1,000
times their own weight using only air or water pressure. Consisting of an
inner 'skeleton' folded into a specific pattern and enclosed within a
plastic or fabric 'skin' bag, these muscles can perform a greater variety of
tasks and are safer than other models.

Novice pilots improve visual responses to
simulation by watching experts' eye movements
[周二, 28 11月 04:20]

Novice military pilots can improve their visual responses to a simulated
emergency procedure by observing the eye movements of expert pilots.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Nature's blueprint for fracture-resistant cement
[周四, 30 11月 04:09]

Based on the nanostructure of the sea urchin spines, scientists develop
fracture-resistant cement.

Sea-level rise predicted to threaten more than
13,000 archaeological sites in southeastern US [周四,

30 11月 03:34]

Sea-level rise may impact vast numbers of archaeological and historic
sites, cemeteries, and landscapes on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the
southeastern United States, according to a new study.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

Why are there no sea snakes in the Atlantic? [周四, 30

11月 03:33]

There is a glaring gap in sea snakes' near-global distribution: the
Atlantic Ocean. Biologists chalk up the absence of sea snakes in the
Atlantic to geography, climate and timing.

Research could strip wine of sulfites — and
health worries — for pennies per bottle [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

A research drive is working toward the design and marketing of a low-



cost, easy-to-use device that would filter up to 99 percent of sulfites
from wine when it’s poured from the bottle.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working
to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared
1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Single-molecule DNA sequencing advances could
enable faster, more cost-effective genetic
screening [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Researchers are developing new techniques for faster, more cost-
effective single-molecule DNA sequencing that could have
transformative impacts on genetic screening.

Big data tool begins new era for biology and
personalized medicine [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Researchers have developed a novel series of systems genetics tools to
identify new links between genes and phenotypes. The work brings
biology to the cloud and sets the stage for the development of precision
medicine.

Largest genetic study of mosquitoes reveals
spread of insecticide resistance across Africa [周四, 30

11月 02:14]

The largest ever genetic study of mosquitoes reveals the movement of
insecticide resistance between different regions of Africa and finds
several rapidly evolving insecticide resistance genes. Malaria is
transmitted by mosquitoes and rising resistance to insecticides is
hampering efforts to control the disease.



Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Paired mutations: A new approach to
discovering the shape of proteins [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

It is a bit like business partners: if one of the two parties changes
strategy to keep the business going, the other has to adapt in turn. The
leap from business ventures to the structure of proteins might seem a
little bold. Yet, this concept of 'balanced changes' is precisely the
guiding principle of a new study. The study represents a significant
advancement in the fascinating problem of how the sequence, structure
and function of proteins are tied together.

New interpretation of the Red Queen's
Hypothesis: It's about expansion [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Evolutionary scientists have developed a new interpretation of one of
the classic theories of evolutionary theory, the Red Queen's Hypothesis,
proposed by Leigh Van Valen in 1973.

Protecting pigs from PRRS during reproduction
[周四, 30 11月 02:13]

New research is helping to eradicate a devastating swine disease.

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Parkfield segment of San Andreas fault may
host occasional large earthquakes [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Although magnitude 6 earthquakes occur about every 25 years along the



Parkfield Segment of the San Andreas Fault, geophysical data suggest
that the seismic slip induced by those magnitude 6 earthquakes alone
does not match the long-term slip rates on this part of the San Andreas
fault.

Wound healing or regeneration -- the
environment decides? [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

For humans, the loss of limbs is almost always an irreversible
catastrophe. Many animals, however, are not only able to heal wounds
but even to replace whole body parts. Biologists have now been able to
prove for the first time that comb jellyfish can switch between two
completely different self-healing processes depending on the
environmental conditions.

A model explains effects like the formation of
clouds from the sea [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

All liquids always contain gases in a greater or lesser concentration,
depending on the pressure and temperature to which it is subjected.
Almost always, these gases end up as more or less small bubbles on the
surface of the liquid. When these bubbles explode, especially if they are
microscopic, minuscule drops are expelled at great velocity, and these
drops almost instantly travel notable distances from the surface of the
liquid that they came from.

Preventing psoriasis with vanillia extract [周四, 30 11月

01:02]

Small amounts of artificial vanilla extract, also known as vanillin, are in
a wide range of products, from baked goods to perfumes. But vanillin's
versatility doesn't stop there. In a recent mouse study researchers report
that this compound could also prevent or reduce psoriatic skin
inflammation.

Getting a better handle on methane emissions
from livestock [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

Cattle, swine and poultry contribute a hefty portion to the average
American's diet, but raising all this livestock comes at a cost to the
environment: The industry produces a lot of methane, a potent



greenhouse gas. Just how much gas the animals release, however, is the
subject of debate. Now, one group reports that a new approach could
shed light on how accurate current data are.

Jena Experiment: Loss of species destroys
ecosystems [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

How serious is the loss of species globally? Are material cycles in an
ecosystem with few species changed? In order to find this out, the 'Jena
Experiment' was established in 2002, one of the largest biodiversity
experiments worldwide. Ecologists now report on two unexpected
findings of the long-term study: Biodiversity influences almost half the
processes in the ecosystem, and intensive grassland management does
not result in higher yields than high biodiversity.

Lichen that changes its reproductive strategy
according to the climate [周四, 30 11月 00:00]

Symbiosis between fungi and microalgae gives rise to lichen. Some
lichen, however, such as Lobaria scrobiculata, have a unique feature: the
fungus establishes a symbiosis with a cyanobacteria, thus requiring
water in liquid form to activate photosynthesis. According to a new
study, this forces the lichen to concentrate its resources on reproduction
in places where water is scarce. For the first time, this study
demonstrates the theory of life strategies in fungi.

Neurotoxin discovered in Lake Winnipeg [周三, 29 11月

23:42]

BMAA -- a toxin linked to several neurodegenerative diseases -- is
present in high concentrations during cyanobacteria blooms in Lake
Winnipeg, report scienitsts.

Theory of the evolution of sexes tested with algae
[周三, 29 11月 23:42]

The varied sex lives of a type of green algae have enabled a researcher
to test a theory of why there are males and females.

New insights into control of cellular scaffold [周三, 29

11月 23:42]

Microtubule cytoskeleton is a major cellular scaffold that is required for
dynamic organization of the cytoplasm, and the cytoskeleton plays a key



role in a variety of cellular events, ranging from cell proliferation to
morphogenesis. How the organization of microtubule cytoskeleton is
controlled in our cells, however, has remained unclear.

Time between world-changing volcanic super-
eruptions less than previously thought [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

After analyzing a database of geological records dated within the last
100,000 years, a team of scientists has discovered the average time
between so-called volcanic super-eruptions is actually much less than
previously thought.

Invasive frogs give invasive birds a boost in
Hawaii [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Puerto Rican coqui frogs were accidentally introduced to Hawaii in the
1980s, and today there are as many as 91,000 frogs per hectare in some
locations. What does that mean for native wildlife? Concerns that
ravenous coquis could reduce the food available for the islands' native
insect-eating birds, many of which are already declining, spurred
researchers to examine the relationship between frog and bird
populations -- but their results weren't what they expected.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

First evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of
Britain discovered [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The first evidence for Julius Caesar's invasion of Britain has been
discovered by archaeologists.

Resilience of Great Barrier Reef offers
opportunities for regeneration [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

New research has found that, despite the extensive damage to coral in
recent events, there are still 100 reefs on the Great Barrier Reef that are



well suited to promoting the regional recovery of the ecosystem after
major disturbances.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]

The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight
into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Dogs get the Hollywood treatment to make
animal animations more realistic [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

Researchers are creating a library of movement data from different dog
breeds, to make animal animations in films and video games more
realistic.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Geophysicists uncover new evidence for an
alternative style of plate tectonics [周三, 29 11月 02:56]

Scientists have determined that a volcano and mountain plateau across
Turkey formed not by the collision of tectonic plates, but by a massive



detachment of plate material beneath Earth's surface. They propose that
uplift of the Central Anatolian Plateau over 10 million years was caused
by a dripping of the deep lithosphere. It first formed an above-ground
basin which sprang up when the weight below broke off and sank into
the depths of the mantle.

Brazilian ethanol can replace 13.7 percent of
world's crude oil consumption [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Expansion of sugarcane cultivation for biofuel in areas not under
environmental protection or reserved for food production could also
reduce global emissions of carbon dioxide by up to 5.6%, according to a
study by researchers in Brazil, the US and Europe.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

Cases of unexplained anaphylaxis linked to red
meat allergy [周三, 29 11月 01:01]

While rare, some people experience recurrent episodes of anaphylaxis --
a life-threatening allergic reaction -- for which the triggers are never
identified. Recently, researchers found that some patients' seemingly
inexplicable anaphylaxis was actually caused by an uncommon allergy
to a molecule found naturally in red meat. They note that the allergy,
which is linked to a history of a specific type of tick bite, may be
difficult for patients and health care teams to identify.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

If termites eat bait for one day, they die within
90, study finds [周三, 29 11月 00:27]



Termites that feed on a well-known bait for one day are eventually
doomed, which is good news for those who want to protect their
property from the destructive pest, an entomologist says.

How Himalayan rivers influenced ancient Indus
civilization settlements [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Much of the Indus civilization developed around an extinct river,
challenging ideas about how urbanization in ancient cultures developed,
scientists have discovered.

In populations of microbes, bioengineers find a
balance of opposing genomic forces [周三, 29 11月 00:22]

Recent study examines the dynamics that govern the genomic diversity
of microbes by modeling the effects of several different factors on
evolution of the genome sequence.

Winter wheat feasible cover crop for Rolling
Plains cotton [周二, 28 11月 23:29]

Interest in using cover crops to improve soil health continues to grow in
the Texas Rolling Plains region, but the nagging concern of reductions
in soil moisture and effects on yields of subsequent cash crops still
exists. A research team is releasing the results of a recent simulation
study that builds on field research.

Gastric cancer: A new strategy used by
Helicobacter pylori to target mitochondria [周二, 28 11月

23:29]

Scientists have recently identified new strategies used by Helicobacter
pylori bacteria to infect cells. By specifically targeting mitochondria
these bacteria, despite being extracellular, can optimize infection in the
host. These findings pave the way for new strategies to combat H. pylori
infection, which is associated with most cases of gastric cancer and
several other gastric disorders.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation



of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.

Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

A horse is a horse, of course, of course -- except
when it isn't [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

Scientists have discovered a previously unrecognized genus of extinct
horses that roamed North America during the last ice age. The new
findings are based on an analysis of ancient DNA from fossils of the
enigmatic 'New World stilt-legged horse' excavated from sites such as
Natural Trap Cave in Wyoming, Gypsum Cave in Nevada, and the
Klondike goldfields of Canada's Yukon Territory.

Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula reveals a cryptic
methane-fueled ecosystem in flooded caves [周二, 28 11月

22:09]

In the underground rivers and flooded caves of Mexico's Yucatan
Peninsula, where Mayan lore described a fantastical underworld,
scientists have found a cryptic world in its own right.

Turning carbon dioxide into fuel and useful
chemicals [周二, 28 11月 06:32]

Turning pollution into fuel: A new method could be used to transform
greenhouse gases into useful fuels and chemicals, right at the power
plant.
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Polar bear blogs reveal dangerous gap between
climate-change facts and opinions [周四, 30 11月 02:14]

Climate-change discussions on social media are very influential. A new
study shows that when it comes to iconic topics such as polar bears and
retreating sea ice, climate blogs fall into two distinct camps. With little
or no overlap between deniers and the available scientific facts.

Employee-job personality match linked with
higher income [周四, 30 11月 01:02]

An employee whose personality traits closely match the traits that are
ideal for her job is likely to earn more than an employee whose traits are
less aligned, according to new research.

Broader gun restrictions lead to fewer intimate
partner homicides [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

State laws that restrict gun ownership among domestic abusers and
others with violent histories appear to significantly reduce intimate
partner homicides, indicates a groundbreaking American study.

Catastrophic failures in the NHS can be caused
by basic communication breakdowns [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

The NHS sometimes struggles to manage basic communication systems
that are often critical to the safety of patients. A new article reports that
many communication processes in the NHS are still commonly viewed
as mundane administrative tasks, instead of safety-critical processes that
are essential to safe care.



Child-proofing the Internet of Things [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

As many other current, and potentially future, devices can connect to the
Internet researchers are keen to learn more about how so called IoT
devices could affect the privacy and security of young people.

Sometimes, it pays for the boss to be humble [周三, 29

11月 12:02]

It’s good to be humble when you’re the boss – as long as that’s what
your employees expect. Researchers studying workplaces in China
found that some real-life teams showed more creativity if the employees
rated their bosses as showing more humility.

Why the future of clean energy storage lies in
hydrogen [周三, 29 11月 12:01]

As renewable sources of energy like wind and solar gain traction,
scientists and engineers are eyeing new ways to store that energy in a
cost-efficient manner — laying the groundwork for a future in which
renewables rival fossil fuels in powering our homes and vehicles.

Regulators should not consider 'lost pleasure' of
quitting smoking [周三, 29 11月 05:04]

Federal officials considering new regulations on tobacco products
should give more weight to the fact that a majority of smokers are
unhappy about feeling addicted to cigarettes, and should put less
emphasis on the theory that smokers who quit are losing 'pleasure' in
their lives, according to a recent study.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Making a case for health literacy [周三, 29 11月 02:57]

The inability to understand and effectively use health information is
linked to higher rates of hospitalization, reduced preventive care and



increased health costs. A new report highlights the benefits of health
literacy for both patients and providers.

New genetic variations linked to educational
attainment: Genetic overlap between cognitive
ability and longevity [周三, 29 11月 01:33]

Investigators have discovered dozens of new genetic variations
associated with a person's general cognitive ability. While profiling
cognitive ability, researchers also discovered a genetic overlap with
longevity.

Is Agung going to blow? [周三, 29 11月 00:35]

With Mount Agung on eruption watch in Bali, a researcher notes that
monitoring emissions from the volcano may aid volcanologists in
determining whether or not an Agung eruption is imminent.

Genetic mutation could, if altered, boost flumist
vaccine effectiveness, research suggests [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

A genetic mutation has been discovered in the FluMist intranasal flu
vaccine that has the potential to be altered to enhance the vaccine's
protective effect.

Mixing cultures and nationalities in rugby teams
changes the way they play [周三, 29 11月 00:21]

The cultural identity of rugby players in a team changes the way the
team plays, according to a new study. The research shows that a team of
players who share the same cultural heritage are more playful and
spontaneous and take more risks than a team which has a mix of
nationalities.

Improving urban green spaces increase thermal
comfort of citizens [周二, 28 11月 22:23]

The link between urban green spaces and the thermal comfort sensation
of people has been the focus of new research. The results provide
significant suggestions to improve thermal comfort of citizens.



Upscaling is a catalyst for inequality,
researchers argue [周二, 28 11月 22:14]

The laws of nature are what drive wealth inequality within a given
society -- unless society takes action to counteract their effect, such as
by adopting laws on taxation. The larger the scale, the greater the
inequality. Today's globalization trend is thus a process that naturally
reinforces inequality. At the same time, globalization also makes it more
difficult to provide societal counterbalance. This conclusion is drawn by
researchers in a publication on inequality that combines insights glea…

Six in 10 food ads during family TV shows push
junk food, UK study reveals [周二, 28 11月 22:10]

A new report shows that almost six in ten food and drink advertisements
shown during family programs in the UK popular with children are for
'junk food' such as fast food, takeaways and confectionery.

Pay-for-performance fails to perform [周二, 28 11月 22:09]

The first large Medicare pay-for-performance program for doctors and
medical practices, which ran between 2013 and 2016, failed to deliver
on its central promise to increase value of care for patients. The program
may have also exacerbated health disparities by inadvertently shifting
payments from physicians caring for sicker, poorer patients to those
caring for healthier, richer ones. Important similarities between the
failed pay-for-performance prototype and its successor suggest the latter
may…

In harm's way: About half of hydraulically
fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers of
domestic groundwater systems [周二, 28 11月 05:00]

About half of hydraulically fractured wells exist within 2 to 3 kilometers
of domestic groundwater systems, warn researchers.

In the Grand Canyon, people consistently value
their recreational time [周二, 28 11月 04:59]

The economic value that private boaters of the Grand Canyon assigned



to their recreational experience remained relatively stable between 1985
and 2015 when adjusted for inflation.

Children show implicit racial bias from a young
age, research finds [周二, 28 11月 04:21]

In three separate studies with over 350 five- to 12-year-old white
children, researchers found that children show an implicit pro-white bias
when exposed to images of both white and black children. But the type
of bias depended on what children were asked to do. The goal of the
research was to gain a better understanding of children's automatic racial
attitudes.

Bridging the 'practice science gap' to optimize
restoration projects [周二, 28 11月 04:20]

As restoration projects throughout the country focus on restoring natural
ecosystems, researchers are looking for ways to better bridge the
'practice science gap' between practitioners and biodiversity research in
an effort optimize these types of projects.

Leave a buffer for your bumper: Study
contradicts practice of traffic light tailgating [周二, 28

11月 04:20]

The practice of packing tightly at traffic lights is widely accepted.
Thanks to new research, drivers now have a good reason to dismiss this
faulty line of roadway intuition.

'Mind's eye blink' proves 'paying attention' is
not just a figure of speech [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Psychologists have discovered that when you shift your attention from
one place to another, your brain 'blinks'--experiences momentary gaps in
perception.

Fake news can backfire for companies caught in
the act [周二, 28 11月 02:57]

In the era of fake news, less scrupulous businesses are using deceptive
tactics to smear their rivals. But companies that spread fake news
against their competitors ultimately experience the brunt of negative



publicity and reputational damage.

New analysis links proposed changes in U.S. tax
laws to rich-poor gap and deaths among
Americans [周二, 28 11月 01:49]

The potential health impacts of Republican and Democratic tax
proposals are explored in a new article.

US companies are investing less in science [周二, 28 11月

01:49]

A new article reveals that large corporations are investing less in
science. From 1980 to 2006, publications by company scientists have
declined in a range of industries.  The result holds across a range of
industries.

Harvesting the sun for power and produce:
Agrophotovoltaics increases the land use
efficiency by over 60 percent [周二, 28 11月 01:48]

Until now, acreage was designated for either photovoltaics or
photosynthesis, that is, to generate electricity or grow crops. An
agrophotovoltaics (APV) pilot project, however, has now demonstrated
that both uses are compatible. Dual use of land is resource efficient,
reduces competition for land and additionally opens up a new source of
income for farmers, say researchers.

Price changes for seven foods could save
thousands of lives per year, study says [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

Changing the prices of seven foods, including fruits, vegetables and
sugar-sweetened beverages, could reduce annual deaths from stroke,
diabetes and cardiovascular disease by 3-9 percent and address
disparities in the United States.

How displaying real-time sales and stock levels
online affects shoppers [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Researchers have shown that providing real-time cues about the number
of items sold and current levels of stock - easily presentable in the



digital age - can be a viable retailing strategy, even for offline
merchants.

Assaying the impact of in-store product
sampling [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

New research has led to a model that assesses the short- and long-term
effects of in-store product sampling on sales of both the products offered
on sample and competitive products.

Carbon capture is helped by oil revenue, but it
may not be enough [周一, 27 11月 22:32]

The oil industry incentivises the development of carbon-capturing tech,
but researchers say this will not reduce emissions to low enough levels.

Nodding raises likability and approachability [周一,

27 11月 22:16]

The act of nodding positively affects the subjective likability of people
by about 30 percent and their approachability by 40 percent, according
to a study.

White male gun owners with money stress more
likely to be morally attached to their guns [周一, 27 11月

22:11]

White male gun owners who have lost, or fear losing, their economic
footing tend to feel morally and emotionally attached to their guns,
according to a study. They are also more likely to say the violence
against the government is sometimes justified.

Xenophobia strongly linked to Brexit, regardless
of voter age, gender or education [周一, 27 11月 22:09]

New research provides evidence that British citizens who agreed that
immigrants threaten their values and way of life were more likely to
have voted for the United Kingdom to leave the European Union,
regardless of their age, gender or education. People who just thought it
was great to be British or just valued their British identity were not more
likely to reject immigrants or vote for Brexit.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]



New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Prehistoric women had stronger arms than
today's elite rowing crews [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

The first study to compare ancient and living female bones shows the
routine manual labor of women during early agricultural eras was more
grueling than the physical demands of rowing in Cambridge University's
famously competitive boat clubs. Researchers say the findings suggest a
'hidden history' of women's work stretching across millennia.

With 'material robotics,' intelligent products
won't even look like robots [周四, 30 11月 03:33]

Robots as inconspicuous as they are ubiquitous represent the vision of
researchers in the new and burgeoning field of material robotics.

Wearable computing ring allows users to write
words and numbers with thumb [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

With the whirl of a thumb, researchers have created technology that
allows people to trace letters and numbers on their fingers and see the
figures appear on a nearby computer screen. The system is triggered by
a thumb ring outfitted with a gyroscope and tiny microphone. As
wearers strum their thumb across the fingers, the hardware detects the
movement.

First-of-its-kind mummy study reveals clues to
girl’s story [周四, 30 11月 02:35]

Who is she, this little mummy girl? Scientists and students are working
to unravel some of her mysteries, including how her body was prepared



1,900 years ago in Egypt, what items she may have been buried with,
the quality of her bones and what material is present in her brain
cavity. As part of a comprehensive scientific investigation, the mummy
traveled from Evanston to Argonne National Laboratory on Nov. 27 for
an all-day X-ray scattering experiment. It was the first study of its kind
performed…

Sorry, Grumpy Cat: Study finds dogs are
brainier than cats [周四, 30 11月 02:13]

The first study to actually count the number of cortical neurons in the
brains of a number of carnivores, including cats and dogs, has found that
dogs possess significantly more of them than cats.

Invasive frogs give invasive birds a boost in
Hawaii [周三, 29 11月 22:04]

Puerto Rican coqui frogs were accidentally introduced to Hawaii in the
1980s, and today there are as many as 91,000 frogs per hectare in some
locations. What does that mean for native wildlife? Concerns that
ravenous coquis could reduce the food available for the islands' native
insect-eating birds, many of which are already declining, spurred
researchers to examine the relationship between frog and bird
populations -- but their results weren't what they expected.

Feathered dinosaurs were even fluffier than we
thought [周三, 29 11月 12:04]

Scientists have revealed new details about dinosaur feathers and enabled
scientists to further refine what is potentially the most accurate depiction
of any dinosaur species to date.

Abominable Snowman? Nope: Study ties DNA
samples from purported Yetis to Asian bears [周三, 29

11月 12:04]

The Yeti or Abominable Snowman -- a mysterious, ape-like creature
said to inhabit the high mountains of Asia -- looms large in the
mythology of Nepal and Tibet. Now, a new DNA study of purported
Yeti samples from museums and private collections is providing insight



into the origins of this Himalayan legend.

There's a deeper fish in the sea [周三, 29 11月 08:00]

The ocean's deepest fish doesn't look like it could survive in harsh
conditions thousands of feet below the surface. Instead of giant teeth and
a menacing frame, the fishes that roam in the deepest parts of the ocean
are small, translucent, bereft of scales -- and highly adept at living where
few other organisms can. A new fish species, the deepest in the ocean,
was just discovered.

Researchers trained neural networks to be
fashion designers (sort of) [周三, 29 11月 05:02]

Researchers have demonstrated how artificial intelligence and neural
networks could one day create custom apparel designs to help retailers
and apparel makers sell clothing to consumers based on what they
learned from a buyer's preferences.

Dogs mouth-lick to communicate with angry
humans [周三, 29 11月 01:02]

New research has found that dogs lick their mouths as a response to
looking at angry human faces, suggesting that domestic canines may
have a functional understanding of emotional information.

As climate warms, mice morph [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Milder winters have led to physical alterations in two species of mice in
southern Quebec in the past 50 years -- providing a textbook example of
the consequences of climate change for small mammals. These findings
also reveal a stark reversal in the proportions of the two mice
populations present in the area, adding to evidence that warming
temperatures are driving wildlife north.

Amputees can learn to control a robotic arm
with their minds [周二, 28 11月 02:58]

Neuroscientists have shown how amputees can learn to control a robotic
arm through electrodes implanted in the brain. The research details
changes that take place in both sides of the brain used to control the
amputated limb and the remaining, intact limb. The results show both



areas can create new connections to learn how to control the device,
even several years after an amputation.

First proper motions measured of stars in a
small galaxy outside the Milky Way [周二, 28 11月 01:47]

By combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope and the Gaia
mission, astronomers have been able to measure the proper motion of 15
stars in the Sculptor Galaxy, the first such measurement outside the
Milky Way. Analysis shows an unexpected preference in the direction of
movement, which suggests that the standard theoretical models used to
describe the motion of stars and dark matter halos in other galaxies
might be invalid.

Possible vestiges of a universe previous to the
Big Bang [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

A researcher proposes to eliminate the need for cosmological space-time
singularity and argues that the current expansion phase was preceded by
contraction.

Unique metal artifacts from Iron Age settlement
shed new light on prehistoric feasting [周一, 27 11月 23:59]

Prehistoric cauldrons, ancient sword and assorted metalwork among
nationally significant findings just discovered by archaeologists at
Glenfield Park, Leicestershire.

Turning photos into an interactive experience [周一,

27 11月 22:49]

Computer scientists have developed a new computational technique that
makes it possible for users to animate still images in a highly realistic
way.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by



bacteria and algae.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.



Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest



improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are



so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.



How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities



in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]



Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung
cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,



which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Significant financial stress associated with 13-
fold higher odds of having a heart attack [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

Significant financial stress is associated with a 13-fold higher odds of
having a heart attack, according to research.

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as



long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Majority of hospice workers don't have end-of-
life wishes themselves [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

One might assume that health care providers, especially those dealing
with terminally ill patients, such as hospice workers would have a living
will or advance directive. Surprisingly, researchers found that the
majority of hospice workers did not have an advance directive.
Procrastination, fear of the subject and costs were reported as the most
common barriers.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as



the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Standards to iron out 'weekend effect' in English
hospitals don't make any difference [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

The introduction of four priority standards for emergency care in
hospitals in England has not made any difference to curbing excess
deaths on Saturdays and Sundays, known as the 'weekend effect,' reveals
the first study of its kind.

Primary care consultations last less than 5



minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.
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Ice sheets as large as Greenland's
melted fast in a warming climate --
ScienceDaily

The Cordilleran Ice Sheet covered large parts of North
America during the Pleistocene -- or Last Ice Age --
and was similar in mass to the Greenland Ice Sheet.
Previous research estimated that it covered much of
western Canada as late as 12,500 years ago, but new
data shows that large areas in the region were ice-free
as early as 1,500 years earlier. This confirms that once
ice sheets start to melt, they can do so very quickly.

The melting of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet likely caused
about 20 feet of sea level rise and big changes in ocean
temperature and circulation. Because cold water is
denser than warm water, the water contained by ice
sheets sinks when it melts, disrupting the "global
conveyor belt" of ocean circulation and changing
climate.

Researchers used geologic evidence and ice sheet
models to construct a timeline of the Cordilleran's



advance and retreat. They mapped and dated moraines
throughout western Canada using beryllium-10, a rare
isotope of beryllium that is often used as a proxy for
solar intensity. Measurements were made in Purdue
University's PRIME Lab, a research facility dedicated
to accelerator mass spectrometry.

"We have one group of beryllium-10 measurements,
which is 14,000 years old, and another group, which is
11,500 years old, and the difference in these ages is
statistically significant," said Marc Caffee, a professor
of physics in Purdue's College of Science and director
of PRIME Lab. "The only way this would happen is if
the ice in that area had completely gone away and then
advanced."

Around 14,000 years ago the Earth started warming,
and the effects were significant -- ice completely left
the tops of the mountains in western Canada, and
where there were ice sheets, they probably thinned a
lot. About a thousand years later, the climate cooled
again, and glaciers started to advance, then retreated as
conditions warmed at the onset of the Holocene. If the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet had still been there when the
climate started cooling during a period known as the
Younger Dryas, cirque and valley glaciers wouldn't



have advanced during that time. This indicates a rapid
disappearance rather than a gradual melting of the ice
sheet.

Reconstructing precise chronologies of past climate
helps researchers establish cause and effect. Some have
wondered whether the melting of the Cordilleran Ice
Sheet caused the Younger Dryras cooling, but it's
unlikely; the cooling started too early for that to be
true, according to the study. What caused the cooling is
still up for debate.

Creating a timeline of glacial retreat also provides
insight into how the first people got to North America.
Current estimates place human migration to the south
of the Cordilleran and Laurentide Ice Sheets between
14,600 and 18,000 years ago, but how they got there
isn't clear. Some say humans could have crossed
through an opening between the ice sheets, but these
new findings show that passage was likely closed until
13,400 years ago.

This paper should serve as motivation for further
studies, said Caffee. Continental ice sheets don't
disappear in a simple, monolithic way -- it's an
extremely complicated process. The more we know



about the retreat of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet, the better
we'll be able to predict what's to come for the
Greenland Ice Sheet.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Purdue University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Expanding light echo spotted around
supernova -- ScienceDaily

Light from a supernova explosion in the nearby
starburst galaxy M82 is reverberating off a huge dust
cloud in interstellar space.

The supernova, called SN 2014J, occurred at the upper
right of M82, and is marked by an "X." The supernova
was discovered on Jan. 21, 2014.

The inset images at top reveal an expanding shell of
light from the stellar explosion sweeping through
interstellar space, called a "light echo." The images
were taken 10 months to nearly two years after the
violent event (Nov. 6, 2014 to Oct. 12, 2016). The light
is bouncing off a giant dust cloud that extends 300 to
1,600 light-years from the supernova and is being
reflected toward Earth.

SN 2014J is classified as a Type Ia supernova and is
the closest such blast in at least four decades. A Type
Ia supernova occurs in a binary star system consisting
of a burned-out white dwarf and a companion star. The



white dwarf explodes after the companion dumps too
much material onto it.

The image of M82 reveals a bright blue disk, webs of
shredded clouds, and fiery-looking plumes of glowing
hydrogen blasting out of its central regions.

Close encounters with its larger neighbor, the spiral
galaxy M81, is compressing gas in M82 and stoking
the birth of multiple star clusters. Some of these stars
live for only a short time and die in cataclysmic
supernova blasts, as shown by SN 2014J.

Located 11.4 million light-years away, M82 appears
high in the northern spring sky in the direction of the
constellation Ursa Major, the Great Bear. It is also
called the "Cigar Galaxy" because of the elliptical
shape produced by the oblique tilt of its starry disk
relative to our line of sight.

The M82 image was taken in 2006 by the Hubble
Space Telescope's Advanced Camera for Surveys. The
inset images of the light echo also were taken by the
Advanced Camera for Surveys.

The science team members are Y. Yang of Texas



A&M; University, College Station, and the Weizmann
Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel; P.J. Brown of
Texas A&M; University, College Station; L. Wang of
Texas A&M; University, College Station, and Purple
Mountain Observatory, China; D. Baade, A. Cikota, F.
Patat, and J. Spyromilio of the European Organization
for Astronomical Research in the Southern
Hemisphere, Garching, Germany; M. Cracraft and
W.B. Sparks of the Space Telescope Science Institute,
Baltimore, Maryland; P.A. Hoflich of Florida State
University, Tallahassee; J. Maund and H.F. Stevance
of the University of Sheffield, U.K.; X. Wang of
Tsinghua University, Beijing Shi; and J.C. Wheeler of
the University of Texas at Austin.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Space Telescope Science
Institute (STScI). Note: Content may be edited for
style and length.
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Risk of cholera epidemics estimated
with new rule-book: Cholera
repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause
epidemics in Africa and Latin America
-- ScienceDaily

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause
epidemics in Africa and Latin America, an
international research team has found. Researchers at
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Institut Pasteur in
France, and collaborators from across the world,
studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years.

The results of two studies, published in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of
different cholera strains causing an epidemic.

Despite being thought of as an ancient disease, cholera
still affects 47 countries world-wide and claims the
lives of nearly 100 thousand people a year. Since the
1800s, there have been seven cholera pandemics
around the globe, resulting in millions of deaths. The



current and ongoing pandemic, which began in the
1960s, is caused by a single lineage of Vibrio cholerae,
called 7PET.

The largest epidemic in history is ongoing in Yemen,
with the total number of cases quickly approaching 1
million, and the WHO recently announcing a campaign
to stop cholera by 2030.

In two new studies, scientists analysed historical
cholera samples from across the globe. The team
studied genetic data from over 1200 cholera samples,
some dating back to the 1950s.

The researchers focused on Africa and Latin America,
due to the large epidemics that have occurred in those
regions. The seventh pandemic of cholera first came to
Africa in 1970, and Africa has since become the
continent most affected by the disease. Cholera
appeared in Latin America in 1991, after an absence of
100 years.

The team found that 7PET strains from Asia were
repeatedly introduced into two main regions of Africa:
West Africa and East/Southern Africa.



François-Xavier Weill, first author on the African
study and principal investigator from the Institut
Pasteur, said: "Our results show that multiple new
versions of 7PET bacteria have entered Africa since the
1970s. Once introduced, cholera outbreaks follow
similar paths when spreading across that continent. The
results give us a sense of where we can target specific
regions of Africa for improved surveillance and
control."

Scientists also investigated the evolution of antibiotic
resistance in cholera. The team found that all recent
introductions of cholera bacteria into Africa were
already resistant to antibiotics. Using the genomic data
they were able to track the source of the antibiotic
resistance back to South Asia.

In Latin America, the team not only focused on the
7PET strains that cause epidemics, but other strains of
Vibrio cholerae that cause sporadic low level disease.
This allowed the researchers to uncover that different
strains of Vibrio cholerae can be assigned different
risks for causing large outbreaks. This has significant
implications for cholera control efforts world-wide.

Daryl Domman, first author on the Latin American



study from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, said:
"Our data show that when a 7PET pandemic strain
enters into Latin America from elsewhere, it can cause
massive epidemics, like those seen in Peru in the 1990s
and Haiti in 2010. However, we now know that other
strains already in this region can still make people sick,
but seem to not have this epidemic potential. Knowing
which strain is which allows for an appropriate public
health response from regional or national
governments."

Professor Nick Thomson, senior author from the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, said: "These
findings have implications for the control of cholera
pandemics. We are now getting a real sense of how
cholera is moving across the globe, and with that
information we can inform improved control strategies
as well as basic science to better understand how a
simple bacterium continues to pose such a threat to
human health."

Story Source:

Materials provided by Wellcome Trust Sanger
Institute. Note: Content may be edited for style and
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Reducing the burden of neglected
tropical diseases requires investments
in basic research -- ScienceDaily

International support for measures to prevent neglected
tropical diseases has resulted in public health gains, but
eliminating these debilitating conditions will require
significant investments in basic research, argues Dr.
Peter Hotez in a new article publishing 9 November in
the open access journal PLOS Biology.

Targeted investments in five areas of research are
needed to create a pipeline for innovative disease-
control tools, argues Hotez of the National School of
Tropical Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine, and
Texas Children's Hospital, in order to help the world's
poorest people.

Neglected tropical diseases and malaria kill more than
800,000 people annually and create long-term
disability in millions more. Support for translational
research has helped with the development of new
drugs, diagnostics and vaccines, Hotez says, but



funding for basic research has lagged behind.

Hotez outlines five key areas of basic research that
urgently require investments. Strategic investments in
these areas could accelerate new innovations for the
poverty-related neglected diseases:

Whole organism biology and life histories
Model organisms and sci-RNA-seq
Functional and comparative OMICs and gene
editing
Ecology and evolution and mathematical biology
Systems biology and immunology

"In many instances, our current technologies are not
adequate to sustain a pipeline of new drugs, diagnostics
and vaccines," said Hotez. "Along with implementation
science and translational research and development, we
need co-investments in basic research for neglected
disease pathogens and parasites, as well as host-
parasite interactions."

If the research areas critical to understanding and
treating neglected tropical diseases received adequate
support, it could jumpstart a new generation of
translational medicine and control tools, Hotez said.



That would help to ensure that a robust pipeline of
neglected diseases interventions can continue. "Just as
the world's poor deserve access to food, water, shelter
and essential medicines," he said, "they also deserve
access to innovation."

The article is part of the PLOS Biology "Research
Matters" series.

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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Scientists unravel likely causes of blood
vessel leakage in severe dengue:
Dengue virus protein may disrupt
protective lining of vessels, suggesting
potential new treatment targets --
ScienceDaily

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus
can cause dangerous leakage of fluid from blood
vessels, and new research published in PLOS
Pathogens supports a primary underlying mechanism:
disruption of a molecular barrier that lines the vessels.

Infection with the mosquito-borne dengue virus can be
mild, but it sometimes results in shock or death due to
leaky blood vessels. Prior research has shown that the
dengue virus (DENV) protein NS1, which is secreted
by infected human cells, is a likely culprit behind such
leaks. However, the details of its mechanism have been
unclear.

In previous research, Dustin Glasner and his colleagues



at the University of California, Berkeley, used human
cell lines to show that DENV NS1 can disrupt the
endothelial glycocalyx-like layer, a protective barrier
that lines blood vessels. Other recent evidence suggests
that DENV NS1 can also trigger release of proteins
called inflammatory cytokines from immune cells,
which could contribute to blood vessel leakage.

To determine the relative impact of these two
mechanisms, Glasner and colleagues performed several
experiments. They exposed uninfected human cells
derived from blood vessels in the skin to DENV NS1
and found evidence suggesting that the cells did not
produce inflammatory cytokines in response. In
another experiment, blocking the activity of
inflammatory cytokines in the presence of DENV NS1
did not prevent disruption of human cell layers similar
to those found in the lining of blood vessels.

The researchers also showed that DENV NS1 caused
similar levels of blood vessel leak in normal mice as in
mice bred to have inhibited cytokine activity,
suggesting that cytokines were not necessary for this
effect. However, in a final experiment, inhibiting
molecules involved in the disruption of glycocalyx
components prevented blood vessel leakage in both



mice and human cells exposed to DENV NS1.

These results suggest that response to inflammatory
cytokines by endothelial cells is not required for NS1
to cause blood vessel leakage. Instead, the underlying
mechanism appears to be disruption of glycocalyx
components lining blood vessels. With further
research, inhibiting molecules involved in this
disruption could serve as the foundation of new
potential treatments for severe dengue disease.

"Following the exciting discovery that dengue virus
NS1 protein can directly cause vascular leak, the
hallmark of severe dengue disease, we have now
succeeded in disentangling the mechanisms
responsible, suggesting new drug targets for inhibiting
severe dengue," says Dr. Eva Harris, the senior
investigator.

Story Source:

Materials provided by PLOS. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.



Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5



minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type



in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.



Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a



stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an



intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.



One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very



complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a



patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]



Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs



from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung



cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the



order in which things happened.

Significant financial stress associated with 13-
fold higher odds of having a heart attack [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

Significant financial stress is associated with a 13-fold higher odds of
having a heart attack, according to research.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Majority of hospice workers don't have end-of-
life wishes themselves [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

One might assume that health care providers, especially those dealing
with terminally ill patients, such as hospice workers would have a living
will or advance directive. Surprisingly, researchers found that the
majority of hospice workers did not have an advance directive.



Procrastination, fear of the subject and costs were reported as the most
common barriers.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Standards to iron out 'weekend effect' in English
hospitals don't make any difference [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

The introduction of four priority standards for emergency care in
hospitals in England has not made any difference to curbing excess
deaths on Saturdays and Sundays, known as the 'weekend effect,' reveals
the first study of its kind.

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an



injury site.

Fighting cancer with cancer: 3-D cultured cells
could drive precision therapy [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Honeycomb-like arrays of tiny, lab-grown cancers could one day help
doctors zero in on individualized treatments for ovarian cancer, an
unpredictable disease that kills more than 14,000 women each year in
the United States alone.

Scientists find missing clue to how HIV hacks
cells to propagate itself [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Computer modeling has helped a team of scientists to decode previously
unknown details about the 'budding' process by which HIV forces cells
to spread the virus to other cells. The findings may offer a new avenue
for drugs to combat the virus.

Autoimmunity may underlie newly discovered
painful nerve-damage disorder [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An analysis of the medical records of patients treated at Massachusetts
General Hospital for an often-mysterious condition involving damage to
small nerve fibers supports the hypothesis that some cases are caused by
autoimmune disease and also identifies the first effective treatment
option.

Scientists create a recipe to make human blood-
brain-barrier [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

A defined, step-by-step process to make a more exact mimic of the
human blood-brain-barrier in the laboratory dish has now been detailed
by researchers in a new report. The new model will permit more robust
exploration of the cells, their properties and how scientists might
circumvent the barrier for therapeutic purposes.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.



New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.

How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing



drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible



polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by



distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts



immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor



containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]



Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.



Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100



times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.



Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Highly flexible organic flash memory for
foldable and disposable electronics [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers have developed ultra-flexible organic flash memory that is
bendable down to a radius of 300 micrometers. The memory exhibits a
significantly-long projected retention rate with a programming voltage
on par with the present industrial standards.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the



technology is perfected, according to a new report.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism



identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.



A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is



highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.

Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the



starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]



A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]



Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]



The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Has protecting marine species become a job for
statisticians? [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Fishermen have no way of separating the fish they catch when they cast
their nets at sea. Protected species with no market value end up being
trapped and dying for no reason. In an attempt to minimize this
incidental fishing, statisticians have devised a new statistical method for
predicting bycatches more accurately in the future. The technique can
also be applied to other research fields.

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Easing the soil's temperature [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Many factors influence the ability of soil to buffer against temperature
changes. Recent research shows both perennial biofuel and cover crops
help soils shield against extreme temperatures.

Cooling in high and mid-latitudes led to
aridification in Northern Africa [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Analyses of ancient plant leaf wax found in the sediments of the Gulf of
Guinea told the researchers about rainfall in Cameroon and the central
Sahel-Sahara over the past several millennia and showed a rapid
aridification around 5500 years before now.

Tracking collars uncover the secrets of baboons'



raiding tactics [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

New research shows how canny baboons in Cape Town use a sit-and-
wait tactic before raiding people's homes in search of food.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male



traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Not so different after all: Human cells, hardy
microbes share common ancestor [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Researchers have found striking parallels between how archaeal cells
and more complex cells, including humans' and animals', package and
store their genetic material. The breakthrough study provided evidence
that archaea and eukaryotic cells share a common mechanism to
compact, organize and structure their genomes.

Study lists foods for fighting rheumatoid
arthritis symptoms and progression [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientists propose a list of foods that can help patients manage
rheumatoid arthritis, based on a new comprehensive review of foods
with proven long-term beneficial effects on inflammation, joint stiffness
and pain, joint destruction and oxidative stress.

Cleaning up aquatic pollution with mussels [周三, 08 11月

22:23]

Scientists and activists alike have been looking for a solution to the
problem of aquatic nutrient pollution. Now one group reports that ribbed
mussels are up to the clean-up challenge.

Engineering microbial communities? Paradoxes
in microbial economies [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientist have described a trio of paradoxical dynamics that can arise in
simple microbial economies. The work could be important for
approaching engineered microbial communities and better
understanding microbiomes.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.



Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

We should use central pressure deficit, not wind
speed, to predict hurricane damage [周三, 08 11月 22:20]

New research provides a physical understanding for why central
pressure deficit is a better indicator of economic damage from
hurricanes than peak wind speed.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.



Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system



tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer



knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate



change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the



H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an



extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS



cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one



nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong



bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.



Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional



electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.



One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.



Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest



improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are



so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.



How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities



in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]



Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung
cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,



which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Significant financial stress associated with 13-
fold higher odds of having a heart attack [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

Significant financial stress is associated with a 13-fold higher odds of
having a heart attack, according to research.

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as



long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Majority of hospice workers don't have end-of-
life wishes themselves [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

One might assume that health care providers, especially those dealing
with terminally ill patients, such as hospice workers would have a living
will or advance directive. Surprisingly, researchers found that the
majority of hospice workers did not have an advance directive.
Procrastination, fear of the subject and costs were reported as the most
common barriers.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as



the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Standards to iron out 'weekend effect' in English
hospitals don't make any difference [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

The introduction of four priority standards for emergency care in
hospitals in England has not made any difference to curbing excess
deaths on Saturdays and Sundays, known as the 'weekend effect,' reveals
the first study of its kind.

Primary care consultations last less than 5



minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.
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Ice sheets as large as Greenland's
melted fast in a warming climate --
ScienceDaily

The Cordilleran Ice Sheet covered large parts of North
America during the Pleistocene -- or Last Ice Age --
and was similar in mass to the Greenland Ice Sheet.
Previous research estimated that it covered much of
western Canada as late as 12,500 years ago, but new
data shows that large areas in the region were ice-free
as early as 1,500 years earlier. This confirms that once
ice sheets start to melt, they can do so very quickly.

The melting of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet likely caused
about 20 feet of sea level rise and big changes in ocean
temperature and circulation. Because cold water is
denser than warm water, the water contained by ice
sheets sinks when it melts, disrupting the "global
conveyor belt" of ocean circulation and changing
climate.

Researchers used geologic evidence and ice sheet
models to construct a timeline of the Cordilleran's



advance and retreat. They mapped and dated moraines
throughout western Canada using beryllium-10, a rare
isotope of beryllium that is often used as a proxy for
solar intensity. Measurements were made in Purdue
University's PRIME Lab, a research facility dedicated
to accelerator mass spectrometry.

"We have one group of beryllium-10 measurements,
which is 14,000 years old, and another group, which is
11,500 years old, and the difference in these ages is
statistically significant," said Marc Caffee, a professor
of physics in Purdue's College of Science and director
of PRIME Lab. "The only way this would happen is if
the ice in that area had completely gone away and then
advanced."

Around 14,000 years ago the Earth started warming,
and the effects were significant -- ice completely left
the tops of the mountains in western Canada, and
where there were ice sheets, they probably thinned a
lot. About a thousand years later, the climate cooled
again, and glaciers started to advance, then retreated as
conditions warmed at the onset of the Holocene. If the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet had still been there when the
climate started cooling during a period known as the
Younger Dryas, cirque and valley glaciers wouldn't



have advanced during that time. This indicates a rapid
disappearance rather than a gradual melting of the ice
sheet.

Reconstructing precise chronologies of past climate
helps researchers establish cause and effect. Some have
wondered whether the melting of the Cordilleran Ice
Sheet caused the Younger Dryras cooling, but it's
unlikely; the cooling started too early for that to be
true, according to the study. What caused the cooling is
still up for debate.

Creating a timeline of glacial retreat also provides
insight into how the first people got to North America.
Current estimates place human migration to the south
of the Cordilleran and Laurentide Ice Sheets between
14,600 and 18,000 years ago, but how they got there
isn't clear. Some say humans could have crossed
through an opening between the ice sheets, but these
new findings show that passage was likely closed until
13,400 years ago.

This paper should serve as motivation for further
studies, said Caffee. Continental ice sheets don't
disappear in a simple, monolithic way -- it's an
extremely complicated process. The more we know



about the retreat of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet, the better
we'll be able to predict what's to come for the
Greenland Ice Sheet.
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Expanding light echo spotted around
supernova -- ScienceDaily

Light from a supernova explosion in the nearby
starburst galaxy M82 is reverberating off a huge dust
cloud in interstellar space.

The supernova, called SN 2014J, occurred at the upper
right of M82, and is marked by an "X." The supernova
was discovered on Jan. 21, 2014.

The inset images at top reveal an expanding shell of
light from the stellar explosion sweeping through
interstellar space, called a "light echo." The images
were taken 10 months to nearly two years after the
violent event (Nov. 6, 2014 to Oct. 12, 2016). The light
is bouncing off a giant dust cloud that extends 300 to
1,600 light-years from the supernova and is being
reflected toward Earth.

SN 2014J is classified as a Type Ia supernova and is
the closest such blast in at least four decades. A Type
Ia supernova occurs in a binary star system consisting
of a burned-out white dwarf and a companion star. The



white dwarf explodes after the companion dumps too
much material onto it.

The image of M82 reveals a bright blue disk, webs of
shredded clouds, and fiery-looking plumes of glowing
hydrogen blasting out of its central regions.

Close encounters with its larger neighbor, the spiral
galaxy M81, is compressing gas in M82 and stoking
the birth of multiple star clusters. Some of these stars
live for only a short time and die in cataclysmic
supernova blasts, as shown by SN 2014J.

Located 11.4 million light-years away, M82 appears
high in the northern spring sky in the direction of the
constellation Ursa Major, the Great Bear. It is also
called the "Cigar Galaxy" because of the elliptical
shape produced by the oblique tilt of its starry disk
relative to our line of sight.

The M82 image was taken in 2006 by the Hubble
Space Telescope's Advanced Camera for Surveys. The
inset images of the light echo also were taken by the
Advanced Camera for Surveys.

The science team members are Y. Yang of Texas



A&M; University, College Station, and the Weizmann
Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel; P.J. Brown of
Texas A&M; University, College Station; L. Wang of
Texas A&M; University, College Station, and Purple
Mountain Observatory, China; D. Baade, A. Cikota, F.
Patat, and J. Spyromilio of the European Organization
for Astronomical Research in the Southern
Hemisphere, Garching, Germany; M. Cracraft and
W.B. Sparks of the Space Telescope Science Institute,
Baltimore, Maryland; P.A. Hoflich of Florida State
University, Tallahassee; J. Maund and H.F. Stevance
of the University of Sheffield, U.K.; X. Wang of
Tsinghua University, Beijing Shi; and J.C. Wheeler of
the University of Texas at Austin.
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Risk of cholera epidemics estimated
with new rule-book: Cholera
repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause
epidemics in Africa and Latin America
-- ScienceDaily

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause
epidemics in Africa and Latin America, an
international research team has found. Researchers at
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Institut Pasteur in
France, and collaborators from across the world,
studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years.

The results of two studies, published in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of
different cholera strains causing an epidemic.

Despite being thought of as an ancient disease, cholera
still affects 47 countries world-wide and claims the
lives of nearly 100 thousand people a year. Since the
1800s, there have been seven cholera pandemics
around the globe, resulting in millions of deaths. The



current and ongoing pandemic, which began in the
1960s, is caused by a single lineage of Vibrio cholerae,
called 7PET.

The largest epidemic in history is ongoing in Yemen,
with the total number of cases quickly approaching 1
million, and the WHO recently announcing a campaign
to stop cholera by 2030.

In two new studies, scientists analysed historical
cholera samples from across the globe. The team
studied genetic data from over 1200 cholera samples,
some dating back to the 1950s.

The researchers focused on Africa and Latin America,
due to the large epidemics that have occurred in those
regions. The seventh pandemic of cholera first came to
Africa in 1970, and Africa has since become the
continent most affected by the disease. Cholera
appeared in Latin America in 1991, after an absence of
100 years.

The team found that 7PET strains from Asia were
repeatedly introduced into two main regions of Africa:
West Africa and East/Southern Africa.



François-Xavier Weill, first author on the African
study and principal investigator from the Institut
Pasteur, said: "Our results show that multiple new
versions of 7PET bacteria have entered Africa since the
1970s. Once introduced, cholera outbreaks follow
similar paths when spreading across that continent. The
results give us a sense of where we can target specific
regions of Africa for improved surveillance and
control."

Scientists also investigated the evolution of antibiotic
resistance in cholera. The team found that all recent
introductions of cholera bacteria into Africa were
already resistant to antibiotics. Using the genomic data
they were able to track the source of the antibiotic
resistance back to South Asia.

In Latin America, the team not only focused on the
7PET strains that cause epidemics, but other strains of
Vibrio cholerae that cause sporadic low level disease.
This allowed the researchers to uncover that different
strains of Vibrio cholerae can be assigned different
risks for causing large outbreaks. This has significant
implications for cholera control efforts world-wide.

Daryl Domman, first author on the Latin American



study from the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, said:
"Our data show that when a 7PET pandemic strain
enters into Latin America from elsewhere, it can cause
massive epidemics, like those seen in Peru in the 1990s
and Haiti in 2010. However, we now know that other
strains already in this region can still make people sick,
but seem to not have this epidemic potential. Knowing
which strain is which allows for an appropriate public
health response from regional or national
governments."

Professor Nick Thomson, senior author from the
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute and the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, said: "These
findings have implications for the control of cholera
pandemics. We are now getting a real sense of how
cholera is moving across the globe, and with that
information we can inform improved control strategies
as well as basic science to better understand how a
simple bacterium continues to pose such a threat to
human health."
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Reducing the burden of neglected
tropical diseases requires investments
in basic research -- ScienceDaily

International support for measures to prevent neglected
tropical diseases has resulted in public health gains, but
eliminating these debilitating conditions will require
significant investments in basic research, argues Dr.
Peter Hotez in a new article publishing 9 November in
the open access journal PLOS Biology.

Targeted investments in five areas of research are
needed to create a pipeline for innovative disease-
control tools, argues Hotez of the National School of
Tropical Medicine at Baylor College of Medicine, and
Texas Children's Hospital, in order to help the world's
poorest people.

Neglected tropical diseases and malaria kill more than
800,000 people annually and create long-term
disability in millions more. Support for translational
research has helped with the development of new
drugs, diagnostics and vaccines, Hotez says, but



funding for basic research has lagged behind.

Hotez outlines five key areas of basic research that
urgently require investments. Strategic investments in
these areas could accelerate new innovations for the
poverty-related neglected diseases:

Whole organism biology and life histories
Model organisms and sci-RNA-seq
Functional and comparative OMICs and gene
editing
Ecology and evolution and mathematical biology
Systems biology and immunology

"In many instances, our current technologies are not
adequate to sustain a pipeline of new drugs, diagnostics
and vaccines," said Hotez. "Along with implementation
science and translational research and development, we
need co-investments in basic research for neglected
disease pathogens and parasites, as well as host-
parasite interactions."

If the research areas critical to understanding and
treating neglected tropical diseases received adequate
support, it could jumpstart a new generation of
translational medicine and control tools, Hotez said.



That would help to ensure that a robust pipeline of
neglected diseases interventions can continue. "Just as
the world's poor deserve access to food, water, shelter
and essential medicines," he said, "they also deserve
access to innovation."

The article is part of the PLOS Biology "Research
Matters" series.
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Scientists unravel likely causes of blood
vessel leakage in severe dengue:
Dengue virus protein may disrupt
protective lining of vessels, suggesting
potential new treatment targets --
ScienceDaily

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus
can cause dangerous leakage of fluid from blood
vessels, and new research published in PLOS
Pathogens supports a primary underlying mechanism:
disruption of a molecular barrier that lines the vessels.

Infection with the mosquito-borne dengue virus can be
mild, but it sometimes results in shock or death due to
leaky blood vessels. Prior research has shown that the
dengue virus (DENV) protein NS1, which is secreted
by infected human cells, is a likely culprit behind such
leaks. However, the details of its mechanism have been
unclear.

In previous research, Dustin Glasner and his colleagues



at the University of California, Berkeley, used human
cell lines to show that DENV NS1 can disrupt the
endothelial glycocalyx-like layer, a protective barrier
that lines blood vessels. Other recent evidence suggests
that DENV NS1 can also trigger release of proteins
called inflammatory cytokines from immune cells,
which could contribute to blood vessel leakage.

To determine the relative impact of these two
mechanisms, Glasner and colleagues performed several
experiments. They exposed uninfected human cells
derived from blood vessels in the skin to DENV NS1
and found evidence suggesting that the cells did not
produce inflammatory cytokines in response. In
another experiment, blocking the activity of
inflammatory cytokines in the presence of DENV NS1
did not prevent disruption of human cell layers similar
to those found in the lining of blood vessels.

The researchers also showed that DENV NS1 caused
similar levels of blood vessel leak in normal mice as in
mice bred to have inhibited cytokine activity,
suggesting that cytokines were not necessary for this
effect. However, in a final experiment, inhibiting
molecules involved in the disruption of glycocalyx
components prevented blood vessel leakage in both



mice and human cells exposed to DENV NS1.

These results suggest that response to inflammatory
cytokines by endothelial cells is not required for NS1
to cause blood vessel leakage. Instead, the underlying
mechanism appears to be disruption of glycocalyx
components lining blood vessels. With further
research, inhibiting molecules involved in this
disruption could serve as the foundation of new
potential treatments for severe dengue disease.

"Following the exciting discovery that dengue virus
NS1 protein can directly cause vascular leak, the
hallmark of severe dengue disease, we have now
succeeded in disentangling the mechanisms
responsible, suggesting new drug targets for inhibiting
severe dengue," says Dr. Eva Harris, the senior
investigator.
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Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.



Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5



minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type



in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.



Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a



stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an



intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an
aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.



One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very



complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable
anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a



patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]



Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for
transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs



from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Cell signaling interaction may prevent key step
in lung cancer progression, study shows [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

A novel cell signaling interaction that may prevent a key step in lung



cancer progression, new findings reveals.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Heart attacks more likely in those with low
blood phosphate levels [周四, 09 11月 22:38]

Low phosphate in the blood is linked to the risk of heart attack and
coronary artery disease, a new study reports.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the



order in which things happened.

Significant financial stress associated with 13-
fold higher odds of having a heart attack [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

Significant financial stress is associated with a 13-fold higher odds of
having a heart attack, according to research.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Majority of hospice workers don't have end-of-
life wishes themselves [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

One might assume that health care providers, especially those dealing
with terminally ill patients, such as hospice workers would have a living
will or advance directive. Surprisingly, researchers found that the
majority of hospice workers did not have an advance directive.



Procrastination, fear of the subject and costs were reported as the most
common barriers.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Standards to iron out 'weekend effect' in English
hospitals don't make any difference [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

The introduction of four priority standards for emergency care in
hospitals in England has not made any difference to curbing excess
deaths on Saturdays and Sundays, known as the 'weekend effect,' reveals
the first study of its kind.

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.

New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by
distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an



injury site.

Fighting cancer with cancer: 3-D cultured cells
could drive precision therapy [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Honeycomb-like arrays of tiny, lab-grown cancers could one day help
doctors zero in on individualized treatments for ovarian cancer, an
unpredictable disease that kills more than 14,000 women each year in
the United States alone.

Scientists find missing clue to how HIV hacks
cells to propagate itself [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Computer modeling has helped a team of scientists to decode previously
unknown details about the 'budding' process by which HIV forces cells
to spread the virus to other cells. The findings may offer a new avenue
for drugs to combat the virus.

Autoimmunity may underlie newly discovered
painful nerve-damage disorder [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An analysis of the medical records of patients treated at Massachusetts
General Hospital for an often-mysterious condition involving damage to
small nerve fibers supports the hypothesis that some cases are caused by
autoimmune disease and also identifies the first effective treatment
option.

Scientists create a recipe to make human blood-
brain-barrier [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

A defined, step-by-step process to make a more exact mimic of the
human blood-brain-barrier in the laboratory dish has now been detailed
by researchers in a new report. The new model will permit more robust
exploration of the cells, their properties and how scientists might
circumvent the barrier for therapeutic purposes.

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.



New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Should exercise be what the doctor orders for
depression? [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

More mental health providers may want to take a closer look at
including exercise in their patients' treatment plans, a new study
suggests. Researchers asked 295 patients receiving treatment at a mental
health clinic whether they wanted to be more physically active and if
exercise helped improve their mood and anxiety. They also asked if
patients wanted their therapist to help them become more active.

How human cognition can affect the spreading
of diseases like Ebola [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Psychologists have applied science to health communication and found
that the way the message is conveyed can have a significant impact on
awareness about diseases, like Ebola, that jump from animals to people.
The researchers found that the more animals that are known to carry a
virus, the more people will perceive a risk from any animal.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing



drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

New care model closes significant gap in
addiction treatment [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

A new program is showing that connecting patients to addiction
treatment when they are hospitalized for other conditions can be a
powerful tool in closing a gap in addiction treatment.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Misregulated protein breakdown promotes
leukemias and brain cancer [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

An enzyme that is responsible for the breakdown of specific amino acids
in food plays a key role in the development of leukemias and brain
cancer, scientists have now reported. The researchers have hence
discovered a surprising link between energy metabolism and the so-
called epigenetic code. The authors think that blocking this enzyme is a
promising possibility to combat cancer.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible



polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]

Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Nanoparticles can limit inflammation by



distracting the immune system [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

An injection of nanoparticles may be able to help fight the immune
system when it goes haywire, a new surprise finding suggests. The
nanoparticles divert immune cells that cause inflammation away from an
injury site.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts



immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Probe thinner than a human hair provides high
definition recording of brain activity [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Scientists have developed a new device that could revolutionize our
understanding of the brain by allowing researchers to map the activity of
complex neural networks that control behavior and decision making, in a
way never before possible.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and
stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor



containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Infrared imaging better than touch at detecting
defects in protective lead aprons [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Infrared thermal imaging is a much better detective, with 50 percent of
study participants picking out all holes intentionally drilled into a test
apron compared with just 6 percent of participants who detected the
same defects using the tactile method, according to research.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]



Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular
structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.



Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,
which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.

Need entangled atoms? Get 'Em FAST! with
NIST's new patent-pending method [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Physicists have come up with a way to link a group of atoms' quantum
mechanical properties among themselves far more quickly than is
currently possible, potentially providing a tool for highly precise sensing
and quantum computer applications.

Shocking results of galaxy-cluster collisions [周三, 08 11

月 01:28]

Combining new images from the Very Large Array with X-Ray and
visible-light images reveals the spectacular, energetic outcome when
clusters of hundreds of galaxies each collide with each other.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Can virtual reality be used to manage pain at a
pediatric hospital? [周三, 08 11月 01:28]

In a study conducted to determine if virtual reality (VR) can be
effectively used for pain management during medical procedures such as
blood draw, findings showed that VR significantly reduced patients' and
parents' perception of acute pain, anxiety and general distress during the
procedure.

Measuring atoms for better navigation and
mineral detection [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Better navigation systems and tracking of minerals and water may be the
result of a new discovery by physicists studying atom measurement
devices.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Reformulation of Markowitz theorem [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

By combining concepts from landscape ecology and Markowitz's
portfolio theory, researchers have developed a unified 'landscape
portfolio platform' to quantify and predict the behavior of multiple
stochastic populations across spatial scales. The landscape portfolio
platform, however, is applicable to any situation where subsystems
fluctuate with a certain level of synchrony, from trade analysis in stock
market to sudden outbreaks of pathogens and invasive species.

Tech increases microfluidic research data output
100-fold [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have developed a technique that allows users to collect 100



times more spectrographic information per day from microfluidic
devices, as compared to the previous industry standard. The novel
technology has already led to a new discovery: the speed of mixing
ingredients for quantum dots used in LEDs changes the color of light
they emit -- even when all other variables are identical.

Improving sensor accuracy to prevent electrical
grid overload [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Electrical physicists have provided additional evidence that new current
sensors introduce errors when assessing current through iron conductors.
The researchers show how a difference in a conductor's magnetic
permeability, the degree of material's magnetization response in a
magnetic field, affects the precision of new sensors. They also provide
recommendations for improving sensor accuracy.

Muscles out of the spray can put us one step
closer to an artificial heart [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

An artificial heart would be an absolute lifesaver for people with cardiac
failure. However, to recreate the complex organ in the laboratory, one
would first need to work out how to grow multi-layered, living tissues.
Researchers have now come one step closer to this goal: by means of a
spraying process, they have created functioning muscle fibers.

Using light instead of robots to assemble
electronic components [周三, 08 11月 00:30]

An international team of researchers has developed a new light-based
manipulation method that could one day be used to mass produce
electronic components for smartphones, computers and other devices.

Modeling coulomb crystals to understand star
evolution [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

Matter in the cores of old white dwarfs and the crusts of neutron stars is
compressed to unimaginable densities by intense gravitational forces.
The scientific community believes this matter is composed of Coulomb
crystals that form at temperatures potentially as high as 100 million
Kelvin.



Two-dimensional materials unlock the path to
ultra-low-power transistors [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

An international team of scientists has discovered a new route to ultra-
low-power transistors using a graphene-based composite material.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Where did those electrons go? X-ray
measurements solve decades-old mystery [周二, 07 11月

22:29]

There's been an unsolved mystery associated with mixed valence
compounds: when the valence state of an element in these compounds
changes with increased temperature, the number of electrons associated
with that element decreases, as well. But just where do those electrons
go? Using a combination of state-of-the-art tools, including X-ray
measurements, researchers have come up with the answer.

Highly flexible organic flash memory for
foldable and disposable electronics [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Researchers have developed ultra-flexible organic flash memory that is
bendable down to a radius of 300 micrometers. The memory exhibits a
significantly-long projected retention rate with a programming voltage
on par with the present industrial standards.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the



technology is perfected, according to a new report.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism



identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Not all milkweed is equal for egg-laying
monarchs, study reveals [周五, 10 11月 02:08]

Milkweed plants in agricultural areas have 3 1/2 times more monarch
butterfly eggs than milkweed growing in urban gardens, natural areas
and roadsides, according to a new study. The researchers also found
monarchs prefer small patches of the plant to larger ones. These findings
have implications for current initiatives underway that involve planting
milkweed to help the survival of this endangered butterfly.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.



A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is



highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.

Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and
bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the



starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate
for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]



A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-
producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]



Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Dozens of new wildlife corridors identified for
African mammals [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have identified 52 potential wildlife corridors linking
protected areas across Tanzania. Using a combination of interviews with
local residents and a land conversion data set for East Africa, they found
an additional 23 corridors over those previously identified by Tanzanian
government reports.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.

Size matters: How thrips choose their partners [周

三, 08 11月 23:22]



The bigger the male, the higher his chances to successfully mate -- this
applies, at least, to thrips, insects that are hard to recognize with the
naked eye. The larger males not only drive off their smaller rivals, they
also have better immune systems and produce more sperm.

Has protecting marine species become a job for
statisticians? [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

Fishermen have no way of separating the fish they catch when they cast
their nets at sea. Protected species with no market value end up being
trapped and dying for no reason. In an attempt to minimize this
incidental fishing, statisticians have devised a new statistical method for
predicting bycatches more accurately in the future. The technique can
also be applied to other research fields.

New 'sugar-glass' film uses viruses to kill
harmful bacteria in food [周三, 08 11月 23:21]

With antibiotic resistance on the rise, bacterial contamination of food is
becoming more problematic. Now in a study, scientists report that they
have developed an antibacterial 'sugar-glass' coating in which viruses
that destroy bacteria are embedded and are kept stable for up to three
months. The coating could someday be used in the food packaging and
processing industries to help prevent food-borne illnesses and deaths.

Easing the soil's temperature [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Many factors influence the ability of soil to buffer against temperature
changes. Recent research shows both perennial biofuel and cover crops
help soils shield against extreme temperatures.

Cooling in high and mid-latitudes led to
aridification in Northern Africa [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Analyses of ancient plant leaf wax found in the sediments of the Gulf of
Guinea told the researchers about rainfall in Cameroon and the central
Sahel-Sahara over the past several millennia and showed a rapid
aridification around 5500 years before now.

Tracking collars uncover the secrets of baboons'



raiding tactics [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

New research shows how canny baboons in Cape Town use a sit-and-
wait tactic before raiding people's homes in search of food.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has
discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in
the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male



traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Not so different after all: Human cells, hardy
microbes share common ancestor [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Researchers have found striking parallels between how archaeal cells
and more complex cells, including humans' and animals', package and
store their genetic material. The breakthrough study provided evidence
that archaea and eukaryotic cells share a common mechanism to
compact, organize and structure their genomes.

Study lists foods for fighting rheumatoid
arthritis symptoms and progression [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientists propose a list of foods that can help patients manage
rheumatoid arthritis, based on a new comprehensive review of foods
with proven long-term beneficial effects on inflammation, joint stiffness
and pain, joint destruction and oxidative stress.

Cleaning up aquatic pollution with mussels [周三, 08 11月

22:23]

Scientists and activists alike have been looking for a solution to the
problem of aquatic nutrient pollution. Now one group reports that ribbed
mussels are up to the clean-up challenge.

Engineering microbial communities? Paradoxes
in microbial economies [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Scientist have described a trio of paradoxical dynamics that can arise in
simple microbial economies. The work could be important for
approaching engineered microbial communities and better
understanding microbiomes.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.



Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

We should use central pressure deficit, not wind
speed, to predict hurricane damage [周三, 08 11月 22:20]

New research provides a physical understanding for why central
pressure deficit is a better indicator of economic damage from
hurricanes than peak wind speed.
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Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.



Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system



tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer



knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate



change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]

Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the



H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an



extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide
lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS



cases.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Science can align common interests among the
world's superpowers, experts argue [周六, 04 11月 03:06]

International scientific collaboration in the Arctic can help align
common interests among countries experiencing geopolitical conflict,
including the United States and Russia, according to a team of scientists
and educators.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one



nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]



Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong



bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.



Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with
compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional



electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.



One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-



borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-



energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,



improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to



various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have



atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

New procedures for DNA stability [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

In eukaryotic cells the proximity of the genes to the nuclear pores, which
are found in the nuclear membrane, contributes to maintaining the
integrity of the genome. This is due to the fact that the anchoring of
DNA to the pore during transcription avoids the formation of DNA-
RNA hybrids, which are a natural source of DNA breaks and genome
instability.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

More than a numbers game: New technique
gauges microbial communities by biomass [周四, 16 11月

23:50]

New technique provides deeper look at microbial communities by
assessing their biomass.



Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Some sugars are good for you, engineers
discover [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

A new use for sugar has been uncovered, which can aid healing and
encourage blood vessel formation, say scientists. This would help tackle
the increasing number of non-healing skin wounds associated with age,
poor blood supply and diabetes. The breakthrough research could save
money for health service providers in the UK and overseas, say the
authors.

Species in the north are more vulnerable to
climate change [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

For the first time, researchers have proposed the hypothesis that animals



that live in climate zones at a safe distance from both the poles as well
as the tropics have the most to gain from acclimating to changes in
climate. The findings contradict previous research in the field.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Lower cost, higher quality primary care
practices are distinguished by six attributes [周四, 16 11

月 22:01]

Six attributes of primary care delivery are associated with high value,
according to a new study: decision support for evidence-based medicine,
risk-stratified care management, careful selection of specialists,
coordination of care, standing orders and protocols, and balanced
physician compensation.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.



Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

One in ten historic coastal landfill sites in
England are at risk of erosion [周四, 16 11月 08:52]

There are at least 1,215 historic coastal landfill sites in England, mostly
clustered around estuaries with major cities, including Liverpool,
London, and Newcastle on Tyne. An investigation by researchers finds
that 122 sites are at risk of starting to erode into coastal waters by 2055
if not adequately protected.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting



with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Screening programs unlikely to prevent sudden
cardiac arrest in competitive athletes [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Screening programs for cardiac conditions are not an effective way to
prevent sudden cardiac arrest in competitive sport, and may prevent
healthy athletes from participating, a new study suggests.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has
found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.



Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.
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Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing
evolutionary link -- ScienceDaily

Lurking in oceans, rivers and lakes around the world
are tiny, ancient animals known to few people.
Bryozoans, tiny marine creatures that live in colonies,
are "living fossils" -- their lineage goes back to the
time when multi-celled life was a newfangled concept.
But until now, scientists were missing evidence of one
important breakthrough that helped the bryozoans
survive 500 million years as the world changed around
them.

Today, the diverse group of bryozoans that dominate
modern seas build a great range of structures, from fans
to sheets to weird, brain-like blobs. But for the first 50
or 60 million years of their existence, they could only
grow like blankets over whatever surface they
happened upon.

Scientists recently announced the discovery of that
missing evolutionary link -- the first known member of
the modern bryozoans to grow up into a structure.
Called Jablonskipora kidwellae, it is named after



UChicago geophysical scientists David Jablonski and
Susan Kidwell.

Both are prominent scholars in their fields: Jablonski in
origins, extinctions and other forces shaping
biodiversity across time and space in marine
invertebrates; Kidwell in the study of how fossils are
preserved and the reliability of paleobiologic data,
especially for detecting recent, human-driven changes
to ecosystems. They also happen to be married.

"We were absolutely thrilled. What a treat and an
honor, to have this little guy named after us," said
Jablonski, the William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished
Service Professor of Geophysical Sciences.

"I never expected to have a fossil named after me," said
Kidwell, the William Rainey Harper Professor in
Geophysical Sciences, "and here it's one that is an
evolutionary breakthrough. We're still smiling about
it."

Jablonskipora kidwellae lived about 105 million years
ago, latching on to rocks and other hard surfaces in
shallow seas -- a bit like corals, though they're not
related. The fossils came from southwest England,



along cliffs near Devon, originally collected in 1903
and analyzed by co-discoverers Paul Taylor and Silviu
Martha from London's Natural History Museum.

Bryozoans never figured out a symbiotic partnership
with photosynthetic bacteria, as coral did, so their
evolution took a different turn. Each one in a colony is
genetically identical, but they have specialized roles,
like ants or bees. Their shelly apartment complexes
house thousands of the creatures, which have soft
bodies with tiny tentacles to catch nutrients.

Growing upright was an evolutionary hack for
Jablonskipora kidwellae, the two professors said:
building bigger colonies extending upward from just a
tiny attachment site was a good evolutionary move,
allowing it to tap the water flowing above the sea floor
-- both for food and to scatter its offspring further.
"This is a huge competitive advantage for them,"
Jablonski said, "but it required some evolutionary
organization to create a vertical structure." Kidwell
added: "This is the next level of cooperation among
these individuals within the colony."

They expressed a fondness for the creature, which they
said was, like other bryozoans, "small and slow, but



fierce." Bryozoan fossils are sometimes found having
bulldozed right over neighboring colonies in an intense
battle for growing space. In a manner of speaking: this
all would have taken place in extremely slow motion.

"They're pretty fabulous little animals," Kidwell said.

Jablonski and Kidwell have been friends with Taylor,
one of the discoverers, since they spent summers on
various research at the London Natural History
Museum in the 1980s, but they said his news took them
both completely by surprise. Jablonski had previously
co-authored one paper with Taylor; Kidwell is
currently collaborating with him on a study of
bryozoan skeletal debris in modern sediments from the
Channel Islands off Los Angeles.

It is the second honor of the year for both Kidwell and
Jablonski: In April she received the Moore Medal from
the Society for Sedimentary Geology, and in October
he received the Paleontological Society Medal, that
society's highest honor.

Jablonski had one previous species named after him --
a tiny clam -- but Jablonskiporawill now be a genus in
addition to a species.
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Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows
all daily activity can prolong life: For
women over age 65, adding 30 minutes
per day of light physical activity may
lower mortality risk -- ScienceDaily

That "to do" list of chores and errands could actually
provide a variety of health benefits, according to
researchers at the University of California San Diego
School of Medicine. The study, published in the
Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, found
women over age 65 who engaged in regular light
physical activity had a reduction in the risk of
mortality.

"Every movement counts," said Andrea LaCroix, PhD,
senior author of the study and professor in the
Department of Family Medicine and Public Health at
UC San Diego. "A lot of what we do on a daily basis is
improving our health, such as walking to the mail box,
strolling around the neighborhood, folding clothes and
straightening up the house. Activities like these



account for more than 55 percent of how older
individuals get their daily activity."

The 6,000 women in the study, ages 65 to 99, were
followed for up to four and a half years. They wore a
measuring device called an accelerometer on their hip
around-the-clock for seven days while going about
their daily activities. The study found that 30 minutes
of light physical activity per day lowered mortality risk
by 12 percent while an additional 30 minutes of
moderate activity, such as bicycling at a leisurely pace
or brisk walking, exhibited a 39 percent lower risk.

"Improving levels of physical activity both light and
moderate could be almost as effective as rigorous
regular exercise at preventing a major chronic disease,"
said LaCroix, chief of the Division of Epidemiology at
UC San Diego School of Medicine. "We don't have to
be running marathons to stay healthy. The paradigm
needs to shift when we think about being active."

The study also found that the benefit of light physical
activity extended to all subgroups examined, including
different racial/ethnic backgrounds, obese and non-
obese women, women with high and low functional
ability and women older and younger than age 80.



"Older people expend more energy doing the same
kinds of activities they did when younger, so their daily
movement has to accommodate for this," said LaCroix.
"Think of it as taking a pill (activity level) at different
doses (amounts of time) depending on the age of the
patient. It's not one size fits all."

Current national public health guidelines recommend
150 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity a
week for adults. The guidelines recommend persons 65
and older follow the adult guidelines to the degree their
abilities and conditions allow.

"Our study shows, for the first time using device-
measured light physical activity in older women, that
there are health benefits at activity levels below the
guideline recommendations. With the increasing baby
boomer population in the United States, it is imperative
that future health guidelines recommend light physical
activity in addition to more strenuous activity," said
LaCroix. "When we get up from the couch and chair
and move around, we are making good choices and
contributing to our health."

Story Source:



Materials provided by University of California - San
Diego. Original written by Michelle Brubaker. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in
Mongolia -- ScienceDaily

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia,
transmission of tick-borne diseases can have very real
health and economic implications for livestock and the
herders that tend to them. Dr. Michael von Fricken
explored this association using a multidisciplinary One
Health research approach, which focused on the
interaction between nomadic herders, the livestock
they own, and the tick-borne diseases they are exposed
to. von Fricken spent a year living in Ulaanbataar as a
postdoc with Duke University, under Dr. Greg Gray,
working alongside veterinarians from the Institute of
Veterinary Medicine and the National Center for
Zoonotic Diseases.

Now an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Global and Community Health, which is part of
George Mason University's College of Health and
Human Services, von Fricken and his colleagues
recently published their findings on two tick-borne
diseases in Acta Tropica, "Estimated seroprevalence of



Anaplasma spp. and spotted fever group Rickettsia
exposure among herders and livestock in Mongolia."

This study is unique given the under-studied target
population of Mongolian herders, and the diverse
landscapes covered, ranging from the arid Gobi region
to the south to the Central Steppe and Altai Mountains
to the north. In this study, von Fricken and his team
(Dr. Boldbaatar Bazartseren and Dr. Lkhagvatseren
Sukhbaatar) tested serum for antibodies indicative of
previous exposure to Anaplasma and spotted fever
group (SFG) Rickettsia, two tick-borne diseases in the
region that can have very serious effects on humans.
SFG Rickettsia infections typically cause fever, rash,
abdominal pain, and may even cause death due to heart
and kidney failure in more severe infections. While
SFG Rickettsia species are non-pathogenic in livestock,
Anaplasma spp. can cause weight loss, fever,
spontaneous abortion, and even death in infected
livestock. One species in particular, Anaplasma
phagocytophilum, the causative agent of Human
Granulocytic Anaplasmosis, can result in kidney
failure if left untreated.

"By relying on One Health methodologies, we are
investigating the broader implications for risk of



disease transmission. That includes not just human
health, but that of livestock and the environments they
live in," von Fricken explained. "This makes for much
richer datasets that can be used to identify key factors
driving disease exposures that may be missed using
siloed research approaches."

The research team detected high rates of previous
Anaplasma spp. and SFG Rickettsia in their human and
livestock samples. Humans were significantly more
likely to have been exposed to a tick-borne disease in
the northern provinces of Mongolia compared to
samples collected from the Gobi Desert region.

"Seroprevalence studies -- those that test the presence
of a disease in blood serum -- are great tools to identify
populations or locations of interest. Findings from this
study make a case for expanded tick-borne disease
research in northern Mongolia, as it appears to be a hot
spot for pathogen exposure, which is something we
plan to investigate with partners in Mongolia."

While the prevalence of exposure to these diseases in
some regions has been documented, the presence in
Terelj National Park (in Tov province) is of particular
concern, as it is a common international destination for



hiking and tourism.

"The Mongolian country side is profoundly beautiful
and holds a special place in my heart. If you ever get a
chance to visit Mongolia, I highly recommend you take
it, just take precautions to avoid tick bites and be sure
to check for ticks after any outdoor activities," von
Fricken recommends.

Story Source:
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Biological mechanism of a leading
cause of childhood blindness revealed
in new research -- ScienceDaily

Scientists at the Virginia Tech Carilion Research
Institute (VTCRI) have revealed the pathology of cells
and structures stricken by optic nerve hypoplasia, a
leading cause of childhood blindness in developed
nations.

The discovery in a rodent model may provide insight
into what happens in the visual systems of children
born with a condition that prevents the optic nerve
from fully developing. The condition is also associated
with autism spectrum disorder.

"Although clinicians have known about optic nerve
hypoplasia for some time, the nature of the pathology
was not clearly understood," said Konark Mukherjee,
an assistant professor at the Virginia Tech Carilion
Research Institute. "In people, the disorder is
diagnosed using visualization of the retina within the
patient's eye with ophthalmoscopy or imaging with a



MRI scan. Those tests don't give us the details we need
to understand the nature of the pathology at the cellular
level, so we modeled the disease to perform a
systematic analysis of the optic nerve, from its origin in
the eyes to termination in the brain."

The researchers published their results in Investigative
Ophthalmology and Visual Science, a journal of the
Association for Research in Vision and
Ophthalmology.

Optic nerve hypoplasia is closely related to optic nerve
atrophy, in which the optic nerve develops normally
initially, but later degenerates as its cells die off. The
two disorders can be difficult to differentiate since the
diagnosis is made after the onset of disease.

"The name of the disease depends on the time of
diagnosis," said Mukherjee, who is also an assistant
professor of biological sciences in Virginia Tech's
College of Science. "There has always been this
question of whether optic nerve hypoplasia occurred
during development or if the visual system degenerated
after the normal course of development. We can see the
optic nerve is smaller than it should be, but did it start
out normally and degrade or did it never develop



properly in the first place? We had to develop a model
to examine the optic nerve at different points in time."

In the clinic, a test is conducted to see a patient's entire
retina, including the optic nerve. It appears as a small,
lightly colored spot from which blood vessels spread
around the eye's retina. The spot is called the optic
disc, and the size of it indicates health or disease --
either optic nerve hypoplasia or atrophy.

Mukherjee, along with Michael Fox, an associate
professor at the VTCRI and director of the VTCRI
Developmental and Translational Neurobiology
Center, engineered a mouse model missing a gene
called CASK.

Relatively little is known about CASK, which is
critical for brain growth during development and
especially in early infancy. Children without the CASK
gene develop microcephaly and intellectual disabilities.
They also have severe visual impairment -- the result
of an underdeveloped optic nerve.

CASK helps provide architectural support and bridge
the synapses that neurons need to communicate within
the retina and brain. A healthy optic nerve has axons



transmitting information from the eye to the brain
along the nerve after considerable information
processing and synaptic transmission between various
cell types within the retina. An abnormal optic nerve is
much smaller, limiting and sometimes completely
eliminating the connections -- and the transmission of
information -- between the eye and the brain.

"In a mouse, the optic nerve looks normal at birth,
which is the equivalent of the third trimester of
neonatal human development," said Fox. "The optic
nerve starts to show a reduced diameter right before
eye opening, which is right before birth in humans."

While the researchers caution that mice and humans
are different, the mouse model indicates that optic
nerve hypoplasia is related to the CASK molecule.

"We looked at the optic nerve and saw normal
myelination," Mukherjee said, referring to the fatty
white sheathing wrapped around axons, the nerve
fibers that allow information transmission over
distances to proceed efficiently and rapidly.

If the axons had died off, there'd be decreased myelin,
as well as lesions marking where axons had been.



There weren't any lesions.

"That means something happens during development,"
Fox said. "We might be able to deliver CASK back
into cells to prevent axonal loss, or maybe rescue what
was already lost."

This research was funded by a National Institutes of
Health grant awarded to Mukherjee.

Chen Liang, a doctoral student in the Department of
Biological Sciences in Virginia Tech's College of
Science, and Alicia Kerr, a doctoral student in Virginia
Tech's translational biology, medicine, and health
graduate program are co-first authors on the paper.

Other contributors include Yangfengzhong Qiu, a
current first-year student at Virginia Tech who attended
Cave Spring High School in Roanoke while studying in
Mukherjee's lab; Francesca Cristofoli, a doctoral
student in the Center for Human Genetics at the
University Hospital Leuven in Belgium; and Hilde Van
Esch, a pediatrician at the Center for Human Genetics
at the University Hospital Leuven in Belgium.
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Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]



Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Discovery of a promising medication for



amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An



internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a



thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]



The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could



potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk



for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.



Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at



frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.



More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in



developed nations.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,



improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.



Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Some sugars are good for you, engineers
discover [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

A new use for sugar has been uncovered, which can aid healing and
encourage blood vessel formation, say scientists. This would help tackle
the increasing number of non-healing skin wounds associated with age,
poor blood supply and diabetes. The breakthrough research could save
money for health service providers in the UK and overseas, say the
authors.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.



It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Lower cost, higher quality primary care
practices are distinguished by six attributes [周四, 16 11

月 22:01]

Six attributes of primary care delivery are associated with high value,
according to a new study: decision support for evidence-based medicine,
risk-stratified care management, careful selection of specialists,
coordination of care, standing orders and protocols, and balanced
physician compensation.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents



bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Screening programs unlikely to prevent sudden
cardiac arrest in competitive athletes [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Screening programs for cardiac conditions are not an effective way to
prevent sudden cardiac arrest in competitive sport, and may prevent
healthy athletes from participating, a new study suggests.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has



found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut



microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the
function of vital organs.

Discontinuity of care puts older patients at
higher risk of emergency hospitalization [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Discontinuity of care puts older patients at higher risk of emergency



hospitalization.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.

Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a



shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has
significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Diagnostic test helps primary care docs rule out
pathologic heart murmur in kids [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Although heart murmur in children is usually harmless (referred to as



innocent murmur), in a small number of cases it is symptomatic of
cardiac disease (referred to as pathologic murmur). A new study finds
that disappearance of heart murmur while standing reliably rules out
pathologic heart murmurs.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't



quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]



Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and



intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to



make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.



Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Parent-supplied photos allow pediatric
dermatology diagnoses with no office visit in
most cases [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Using smartphone cameras, parents can reliably take high-quality
photographs of their child's skin condition to send to a dermatologist for
diagnosis. This finding suggests that direct-to-patient dermatology can
accurately provide pediatric dermatology care.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Pulling iron out of waste printer toner [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Someday, left-over toner in discarded printer cartridges could have a
second life as bridge or building components instead of as trash, wasting
away in landfills and potentially harming the environment. A research
group reports that they have devised a method to recycle the residual
powder in 'empty' cartridges into iron using temperatures that are
compatible with existing industrial processes.

Space missions locate whistling space electrons'



origins [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Plasma waves in space are likely responsible for accelerating high-
energy particles into Earth's atmosphere, new research shows.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Counterfeits, product piracy can be prevented
by security features, such as printed 3-D
microstructures [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Now researchers propose to use printed
3-D microstructures instead of 2-D structures, such as holograms, to
improve counterfeit protection.

Listening for gravitational waves using pulsars [周

三, 15 11月 22:25]

When galaxies collide, their central black holes tend to spiral toward
each other, releasing gravitational waves in their cosmic dance. To
explore this uncharted area of gravitational wave science, researchers
look a natural experiment in the sky called a pulsar timing array. Pulsars
are dense remnants of dead stars that regularly emit beams of radio
waves, which is why some call them "cosmic lighthouses."

3D microprinting counterfeit protection for
products, passports, and money [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Losses caused by product forgery and
counterfeiting may be enormous. Researchers now propose to use
printed 3D microstructures instead of 2D structures, such as holograms,
to improve counterfeit protection.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen



through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Public – and researchers – skeptical about
climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.



Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Carmakers: Simple, rapid determination of
cable properties [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

Trying to fit all the necessary cables into a car is anything but an easy
task. Simulations can be helpful, but the properties of each cable need to
be precisely defined up front. The automated MeSOMICS measurement
system enables carmakers, for the first time, to define these parameters
simply and rapidly, without having to call on outside experts: a solution
that saves time and money.

Soft magnetic material characterizations get a
harder look [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

In motors, generators and similar electric machines, the electrical current
that powers them generates magnetic fields that magnetize some of the
metallic components.

Are multiple H-coils needed to accurately
measure magnetic field strengths? [周三, 15 11月 05:29]

Is more always better? Researchers sought to find out if that was the
case for measuring magnetic field strengths. A new article examines
whether a double H-coil method or a single H-coil method is a more
accurate way to measure magnetic field strength.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月



04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The
environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker



recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of



natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in



bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

New procedures for DNA stability [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

In eukaryotic cells the proximity of the genes to the nuclear pores, which
are found in the nuclear membrane, contributes to maintaining the



integrity of the genome. This is due to the fact that the anchoring of
DNA to the pore during transcription avoids the formation of DNA-
RNA hybrids, which are a natural source of DNA breaks and genome
instability.

More than a numbers game: New technique
gauges microbial communities by biomass [周四, 16 11月

23:50]

New technique provides deeper look at microbial communities by
assessing their biomass.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Species in the north are more vulnerable to
climate change [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

For the first time, researchers have proposed the hypothesis that animals
that live in climate zones at a safe distance from both the poles as well
as the tropics have the most to gain from acclimating to changes in
climate. The findings contradict previous research in the field.

One in ten historic coastal landfill sites in
England are at risk of erosion [周四, 16 11月 08:52]

There are at least 1,215 historic coastal landfill sites in England, mostly
clustered around estuaries with major cities, including Liverpool,
London, and Newcastle on Tyne. An investigation by researchers finds
that 122 sites are at risk of starting to erode into coastal waters by 2055
if not adequately protected.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]



LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'



bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of



fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be
the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]



Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

How a tiny sea animal feeds itself, and the ocean
[周四, 16 11月 02:02]

Dime-sized ocean organisms thought to graze on any particles in their
path are actually picky eaters, and their food-filtering process may be
vital to how organic materials are distributed from surface waters to the
ocean floor, report investigators.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow



new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

Pulling iron out of waste printer toner [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Someday, left-over toner in discarded printer cartridges could have a
second life as bridge or building components instead of as trash, wasting
away in landfills and potentially harming the environment. A research
group reports that they have devised a method to recycle the residual
powder in 'empty' cartridges into iron using temperatures that are
compatible with existing industrial processes.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can



'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Filling intercropping info gap [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

In some parts of Africa, farmers intercrop sorghum -- a grain -- and
peanuts. But they face a major information gap. There hasn't been much
research on optimal levels of fertilizer use for intercropping sorghum
and peanuts in these areas. A new study has filled this information gap.
Researchers have developed a method to help farmers determine how
much fertilizer to apply when intercropping.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

How to keep cows happy [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

New research now shows that removing splashes of colors, shadows or
water puddles from corrals, keeping noise levels down and not using
dogs and electric prods can dramatically reduce the stress cattle
experience.

Amazonian streams found teeming with fish
species are lacking protection [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Hundreds of thousands of Amazonian streams are teeming with highly
diverse populations of fish species, a new study reveals.



How cells filter status updates [周三, 15 11月 22:23]

Social media have become an indispensable part of our everyday life.
We use them constantly to screen the latest news and share pre-selected
information. The cells in our body do a similar thing. Information is pre-
selected and transmitted to the immune system in order to fight against
unwelcome invaders, such as viruses, bacteria, parasites or cancer. This
pre-selection occurs by means of a highly complex molecular machine.
Biochemists have now unveiled the inner workings of this complex
molecul…
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second



year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.



U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.



Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?



Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining



but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.



Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.



Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.



Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials



for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its



atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the



use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal



phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this



picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will



provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is



always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-



borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-



energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,



improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to



various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have



atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

New procedures for DNA stability [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

In eukaryotic cells the proximity of the genes to the nuclear pores, which
are found in the nuclear membrane, contributes to maintaining the
integrity of the genome. This is due to the fact that the anchoring of
DNA to the pore during transcription avoids the formation of DNA-
RNA hybrids, which are a natural source of DNA breaks and genome
instability.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

More than a numbers game: New technique
gauges microbial communities by biomass [周四, 16 11月

23:50]

New technique provides deeper look at microbial communities by
assessing their biomass.



Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Some sugars are good for you, engineers
discover [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

A new use for sugar has been uncovered, which can aid healing and
encourage blood vessel formation, say scientists. This would help tackle
the increasing number of non-healing skin wounds associated with age,
poor blood supply and diabetes. The breakthrough research could save
money for health service providers in the UK and overseas, say the
authors.

Species in the north are more vulnerable to
climate change [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

For the first time, researchers have proposed the hypothesis that animals



that live in climate zones at a safe distance from both the poles as well
as the tropics have the most to gain from acclimating to changes in
climate. The findings contradict previous research in the field.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Lower cost, higher quality primary care
practices are distinguished by six attributes [周四, 16 11

月 22:01]

Six attributes of primary care delivery are associated with high value,
according to a new study: decision support for evidence-based medicine,
risk-stratified care management, careful selection of specialists,
coordination of care, standing orders and protocols, and balanced
physician compensation.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.



Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

One in ten historic coastal landfill sites in
England are at risk of erosion [周四, 16 11月 08:52]

There are at least 1,215 historic coastal landfill sites in England, mostly
clustered around estuaries with major cities, including Liverpool,
London, and Newcastle on Tyne. An investigation by researchers finds
that 122 sites are at risk of starting to erode into coastal waters by 2055
if not adequately protected.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting



with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Screening programs unlikely to prevent sudden
cardiac arrest in competitive athletes [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Screening programs for cardiac conditions are not an effective way to
prevent sudden cardiac arrest in competitive sport, and may prevent
healthy athletes from participating, a new study suggests.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has
found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.



Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.
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Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing
evolutionary link -- ScienceDaily

Lurking in oceans, rivers and lakes around the world
are tiny, ancient animals known to few people.
Bryozoans, tiny marine creatures that live in colonies,
are "living fossils" -- their lineage goes back to the
time when multi-celled life was a newfangled concept.
But until now, scientists were missing evidence of one
important breakthrough that helped the bryozoans
survive 500 million years as the world changed around
them.

Today, the diverse group of bryozoans that dominate
modern seas build a great range of structures, from fans
to sheets to weird, brain-like blobs. But for the first 50
or 60 million years of their existence, they could only
grow like blankets over whatever surface they
happened upon.

Scientists recently announced the discovery of that
missing evolutionary link -- the first known member of
the modern bryozoans to grow up into a structure.
Called Jablonskipora kidwellae, it is named after



UChicago geophysical scientists David Jablonski and
Susan Kidwell.

Both are prominent scholars in their fields: Jablonski in
origins, extinctions and other forces shaping
biodiversity across time and space in marine
invertebrates; Kidwell in the study of how fossils are
preserved and the reliability of paleobiologic data,
especially for detecting recent, human-driven changes
to ecosystems. They also happen to be married.

"We were absolutely thrilled. What a treat and an
honor, to have this little guy named after us," said
Jablonski, the William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished
Service Professor of Geophysical Sciences.

"I never expected to have a fossil named after me," said
Kidwell, the William Rainey Harper Professor in
Geophysical Sciences, "and here it's one that is an
evolutionary breakthrough. We're still smiling about
it."

Jablonskipora kidwellae lived about 105 million years
ago, latching on to rocks and other hard surfaces in
shallow seas -- a bit like corals, though they're not
related. The fossils came from southwest England,



along cliffs near Devon, originally collected in 1903
and analyzed by co-discoverers Paul Taylor and Silviu
Martha from London's Natural History Museum.

Bryozoans never figured out a symbiotic partnership
with photosynthetic bacteria, as coral did, so their
evolution took a different turn. Each one in a colony is
genetically identical, but they have specialized roles,
like ants or bees. Their shelly apartment complexes
house thousands of the creatures, which have soft
bodies with tiny tentacles to catch nutrients.

Growing upright was an evolutionary hack for
Jablonskipora kidwellae, the two professors said:
building bigger colonies extending upward from just a
tiny attachment site was a good evolutionary move,
allowing it to tap the water flowing above the sea floor
-- both for food and to scatter its offspring further.
"This is a huge competitive advantage for them,"
Jablonski said, "but it required some evolutionary
organization to create a vertical structure." Kidwell
added: "This is the next level of cooperation among
these individuals within the colony."

They expressed a fondness for the creature, which they
said was, like other bryozoans, "small and slow, but



fierce." Bryozoan fossils are sometimes found having
bulldozed right over neighboring colonies in an intense
battle for growing space. In a manner of speaking: this
all would have taken place in extremely slow motion.

"They're pretty fabulous little animals," Kidwell said.

Jablonski and Kidwell have been friends with Taylor,
one of the discoverers, since they spent summers on
various research at the London Natural History
Museum in the 1980s, but they said his news took them
both completely by surprise. Jablonski had previously
co-authored one paper with Taylor; Kidwell is
currently collaborating with him on a study of
bryozoan skeletal debris in modern sediments from the
Channel Islands off Los Angeles.

It is the second honor of the year for both Kidwell and
Jablonski: In April she received the Moore Medal from
the Society for Sedimentary Geology, and in October
he received the Paleontological Society Medal, that
society's highest honor.

Jablonski had one previous species named after him --
a tiny clam -- but Jablonskiporawill now be a genus in
addition to a species.
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Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows
all daily activity can prolong life: For
women over age 65, adding 30 minutes
per day of light physical activity may
lower mortality risk -- ScienceDaily

That "to do" list of chores and errands could actually
provide a variety of health benefits, according to
researchers at the University of California San Diego
School of Medicine. The study, published in the
Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, found
women over age 65 who engaged in regular light
physical activity had a reduction in the risk of
mortality.

"Every movement counts," said Andrea LaCroix, PhD,
senior author of the study and professor in the
Department of Family Medicine and Public Health at
UC San Diego. "A lot of what we do on a daily basis is
improving our health, such as walking to the mail box,
strolling around the neighborhood, folding clothes and
straightening up the house. Activities like these



account for more than 55 percent of how older
individuals get their daily activity."

The 6,000 women in the study, ages 65 to 99, were
followed for up to four and a half years. They wore a
measuring device called an accelerometer on their hip
around-the-clock for seven days while going about
their daily activities. The study found that 30 minutes
of light physical activity per day lowered mortality risk
by 12 percent while an additional 30 minutes of
moderate activity, such as bicycling at a leisurely pace
or brisk walking, exhibited a 39 percent lower risk.

"Improving levels of physical activity both light and
moderate could be almost as effective as rigorous
regular exercise at preventing a major chronic disease,"
said LaCroix, chief of the Division of Epidemiology at
UC San Diego School of Medicine. "We don't have to
be running marathons to stay healthy. The paradigm
needs to shift when we think about being active."

The study also found that the benefit of light physical
activity extended to all subgroups examined, including
different racial/ethnic backgrounds, obese and non-
obese women, women with high and low functional
ability and women older and younger than age 80.



"Older people expend more energy doing the same
kinds of activities they did when younger, so their daily
movement has to accommodate for this," said LaCroix.
"Think of it as taking a pill (activity level) at different
doses (amounts of time) depending on the age of the
patient. It's not one size fits all."

Current national public health guidelines recommend
150 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity a
week for adults. The guidelines recommend persons 65
and older follow the adult guidelines to the degree their
abilities and conditions allow.

"Our study shows, for the first time using device-
measured light physical activity in older women, that
there are health benefits at activity levels below the
guideline recommendations. With the increasing baby
boomer population in the United States, it is imperative
that future health guidelines recommend light physical
activity in addition to more strenuous activity," said
LaCroix. "When we get up from the couch and chair
and move around, we are making good choices and
contributing to our health."

Story Source:



Materials provided by University of California - San
Diego. Original written by Michelle Brubaker. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in
Mongolia -- ScienceDaily

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia,
transmission of tick-borne diseases can have very real
health and economic implications for livestock and the
herders that tend to them. Dr. Michael von Fricken
explored this association using a multidisciplinary One
Health research approach, which focused on the
interaction between nomadic herders, the livestock
they own, and the tick-borne diseases they are exposed
to. von Fricken spent a year living in Ulaanbataar as a
postdoc with Duke University, under Dr. Greg Gray,
working alongside veterinarians from the Institute of
Veterinary Medicine and the National Center for
Zoonotic Diseases.

Now an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Global and Community Health, which is part of
George Mason University's College of Health and
Human Services, von Fricken and his colleagues
recently published their findings on two tick-borne
diseases in Acta Tropica, "Estimated seroprevalence of



Anaplasma spp. and spotted fever group Rickettsia
exposure among herders and livestock in Mongolia."

This study is unique given the under-studied target
population of Mongolian herders, and the diverse
landscapes covered, ranging from the arid Gobi region
to the south to the Central Steppe and Altai Mountains
to the north. In this study, von Fricken and his team
(Dr. Boldbaatar Bazartseren and Dr. Lkhagvatseren
Sukhbaatar) tested serum for antibodies indicative of
previous exposure to Anaplasma and spotted fever
group (SFG) Rickettsia, two tick-borne diseases in the
region that can have very serious effects on humans.
SFG Rickettsia infections typically cause fever, rash,
abdominal pain, and may even cause death due to heart
and kidney failure in more severe infections. While
SFG Rickettsia species are non-pathogenic in livestock,
Anaplasma spp. can cause weight loss, fever,
spontaneous abortion, and even death in infected
livestock. One species in particular, Anaplasma
phagocytophilum, the causative agent of Human
Granulocytic Anaplasmosis, can result in kidney
failure if left untreated.

"By relying on One Health methodologies, we are
investigating the broader implications for risk of



disease transmission. That includes not just human
health, but that of livestock and the environments they
live in," von Fricken explained. "This makes for much
richer datasets that can be used to identify key factors
driving disease exposures that may be missed using
siloed research approaches."

The research team detected high rates of previous
Anaplasma spp. and SFG Rickettsia in their human and
livestock samples. Humans were significantly more
likely to have been exposed to a tick-borne disease in
the northern provinces of Mongolia compared to
samples collected from the Gobi Desert region.

"Seroprevalence studies -- those that test the presence
of a disease in blood serum -- are great tools to identify
populations or locations of interest. Findings from this
study make a case for expanded tick-borne disease
research in northern Mongolia, as it appears to be a hot
spot for pathogen exposure, which is something we
plan to investigate with partners in Mongolia."

While the prevalence of exposure to these diseases in
some regions has been documented, the presence in
Terelj National Park (in Tov province) is of particular
concern, as it is a common international destination for



hiking and tourism.

"The Mongolian country side is profoundly beautiful
and holds a special place in my heart. If you ever get a
chance to visit Mongolia, I highly recommend you take
it, just take precautions to avoid tick bites and be sure
to check for ticks after any outdoor activities," von
Fricken recommends.

Story Source:

Materials provided by George Mason University.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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Biological mechanism of a leading
cause of childhood blindness revealed
in new research -- ScienceDaily

Scientists at the Virginia Tech Carilion Research
Institute (VTCRI) have revealed the pathology of cells
and structures stricken by optic nerve hypoplasia, a
leading cause of childhood blindness in developed
nations.

The discovery in a rodent model may provide insight
into what happens in the visual systems of children
born with a condition that prevents the optic nerve
from fully developing. The condition is also associated
with autism spectrum disorder.

"Although clinicians have known about optic nerve
hypoplasia for some time, the nature of the pathology
was not clearly understood," said Konark Mukherjee,
an assistant professor at the Virginia Tech Carilion
Research Institute. "In people, the disorder is
diagnosed using visualization of the retina within the
patient's eye with ophthalmoscopy or imaging with a



MRI scan. Those tests don't give us the details we need
to understand the nature of the pathology at the cellular
level, so we modeled the disease to perform a
systematic analysis of the optic nerve, from its origin in
the eyes to termination in the brain."

The researchers published their results in Investigative
Ophthalmology and Visual Science, a journal of the
Association for Research in Vision and
Ophthalmology.

Optic nerve hypoplasia is closely related to optic nerve
atrophy, in which the optic nerve develops normally
initially, but later degenerates as its cells die off. The
two disorders can be difficult to differentiate since the
diagnosis is made after the onset of disease.

"The name of the disease depends on the time of
diagnosis," said Mukherjee, who is also an assistant
professor of biological sciences in Virginia Tech's
College of Science. "There has always been this
question of whether optic nerve hypoplasia occurred
during development or if the visual system degenerated
after the normal course of development. We can see the
optic nerve is smaller than it should be, but did it start
out normally and degrade or did it never develop



properly in the first place? We had to develop a model
to examine the optic nerve at different points in time."

In the clinic, a test is conducted to see a patient's entire
retina, including the optic nerve. It appears as a small,
lightly colored spot from which blood vessels spread
around the eye's retina. The spot is called the optic
disc, and the size of it indicates health or disease --
either optic nerve hypoplasia or atrophy.

Mukherjee, along with Michael Fox, an associate
professor at the VTCRI and director of the VTCRI
Developmental and Translational Neurobiology
Center, engineered a mouse model missing a gene
called CASK.

Relatively little is known about CASK, which is
critical for brain growth during development and
especially in early infancy. Children without the CASK
gene develop microcephaly and intellectual disabilities.
They also have severe visual impairment -- the result
of an underdeveloped optic nerve.

CASK helps provide architectural support and bridge
the synapses that neurons need to communicate within
the retina and brain. A healthy optic nerve has axons



transmitting information from the eye to the brain
along the nerve after considerable information
processing and synaptic transmission between various
cell types within the retina. An abnormal optic nerve is
much smaller, limiting and sometimes completely
eliminating the connections -- and the transmission of
information -- between the eye and the brain.

"In a mouse, the optic nerve looks normal at birth,
which is the equivalent of the third trimester of
neonatal human development," said Fox. "The optic
nerve starts to show a reduced diameter right before
eye opening, which is right before birth in humans."

While the researchers caution that mice and humans
are different, the mouse model indicates that optic
nerve hypoplasia is related to the CASK molecule.

"We looked at the optic nerve and saw normal
myelination," Mukherjee said, referring to the fatty
white sheathing wrapped around axons, the nerve
fibers that allow information transmission over
distances to proceed efficiently and rapidly.

If the axons had died off, there'd be decreased myelin,
as well as lesions marking where axons had been.



There weren't any lesions.

"That means something happens during development,"
Fox said. "We might be able to deliver CASK back
into cells to prevent axonal loss, or maybe rescue what
was already lost."

This research was funded by a National Institutes of
Health grant awarded to Mukherjee.

Chen Liang, a doctoral student in the Department of
Biological Sciences in Virginia Tech's College of
Science, and Alicia Kerr, a doctoral student in Virginia
Tech's translational biology, medicine, and health
graduate program are co-first authors on the paper.

Other contributors include Yangfengzhong Qiu, a
current first-year student at Virginia Tech who attended
Cave Spring High School in Roanoke while studying in
Mukherjee's lab; Francesca Cristofoli, a doctoral
student in the Center for Human Genetics at the
University Hospital Leuven in Belgium; and Hilde Van
Esch, a pediatrician at the Center for Human Genetics
at the University Hospital Leuven in Belgium.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]



Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Discovery of a promising medication for



amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An



internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a



thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]



The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could



potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical
and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk



for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200
percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.



Archaeology: Medieval treasure unearthed at
the Abbey of Cluny [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

In mid-September, a large treasure was unearthed during a dig at the
Abbey of Cluny, in the French department of Saône-et-Loire: 2,200
silver deniers and oboles, 21 Islamic gold dinars, a signet ring, and other
objects made of gold. Never before has such a large cache of silver
deniers been discovered. Nor have gold coins from Arab lands, silver
deniers, and a signet ring ever been found hoarded together within a
single, enclosed complex.

Early-life behavior of grey seal pups at sea [周二, 14 11月

22:12]

Male and female grey seal pups show distinct behavioral differences as
they learn to forage effectively in the early stages of their independence.

Potential new autism drug shows promise in
mice [周二, 14 11月 22:11]

NitroSynapsin is intended to restore an electrical signaling imbalance in
the brain found in virtually all forms of autism spectrum disorder
(ASD).

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

Eating regular variety of nuts associated with
lower risk of heart disease [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

People who regularly eat nuts, including peanuts, walnuts and tree nuts,
have a lower risk of developing cardiovascular disease or coronary heart
disease compared to people who never or almost never eat nuts,
according to a new study. The study is the largest to date looking at



frequency of nut consumption in relation to incident cardiovascular
disease.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

Gene prompts cells to store fat, fueling obesity [周二,

14 11月 04:38]

Obesity is often attributed to a simple equation: people are eating too
much and exercising too little. But evidence is growing that at least
some weight gain is predetermined. New research suggests variants in a
gene called ankyrin-B could be causing millions of Americans to put on
pounds through no fault of their own. The study shows that the gene
causes fat cells to suck up glucose faster than normal, more than
doubling their size.

Archaeologists find earliest evidence of
winemaking [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Excavations in the Republic of Georgia have uncovered evidence of the
earliest winemaking anywhere in the world. The discovery dates the
origin of the practice to the Neolithic period around 6000 BC, pushing it
back 600-1,000 years from the previously accepted date.

CRISPR-carrying nanoparticles edit the genome
[周二, 14 11月 01:37]

Nanoparticles that allow for CRISPR genome-editing in adult animals
have now been developed by researchers. Using a new nanoparticle-
based, nonviral delivery technique, the researchers were able to cut out a
disease-causing gene in about 80 percent of liver cells, and permanently
lower cholesterol in mice.



More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Stellar explosions and cosmic 'recipe' for nearby
universe [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Thanks to an in-depth look into the composition of gas in the Perseus
galaxy cluster, Japan's Hitomi mission has given scientists new insights
into the stellar explosions that formed its chemical elements.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in



developed nations.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Ancient enzyme could boost power of liquid
biopsies to detect and profile cancers [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers are developing a new tool for liquid biopsy that can detect
RNA biomarkers from cancer cells in a patient's blood much more
accurately and completely than other existing methods. This could soon
provide doctors with a more complete picture of an individual's disease,



improving their chances of finding the best treatment, while also sparing
patients the pain, inconvenience and long wait times associated with
surgical biopsies.

Stress can lead to risky decisions [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Making decisions that require weighing pros and cons of two choices is
dramatically affected by chronic stress, neuroscientists have discovered.
In a study of rats and mice, they found stressed animals were far likelier
to choose high-risk, high-payoff options. They also found that
impairments of a specific brain circuit underlie this abnormal decision
making.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.



Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Some sugars are good for you, engineers
discover [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

A new use for sugar has been uncovered, which can aid healing and
encourage blood vessel formation, say scientists. This would help tackle
the increasing number of non-healing skin wounds associated with age,
poor blood supply and diabetes. The breakthrough research could save
money for health service providers in the UK and overseas, say the
authors.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.



It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Lower cost, higher quality primary care
practices are distinguished by six attributes [周四, 16 11

月 22:01]

Six attributes of primary care delivery are associated with high value,
according to a new study: decision support for evidence-based medicine,
risk-stratified care management, careful selection of specialists,
coordination of care, standing orders and protocols, and balanced
physician compensation.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Teenage depression linked to father's depression
[周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Adolescents whose fathers have depressive symptoms are more likely to
experience symptoms of depression themselves, finds a new study.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents



bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

Vaping 'no better' than smoking when surgery is
needed [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Many proponents of vaping argue that it's a healthy alternative to
tobacco cigarettes; however, when it coming to surgery and interacting
with anesthesia, neither is safe.

Screening programs unlikely to prevent sudden
cardiac arrest in competitive athletes [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Screening programs for cardiac conditions are not an effective way to
prevent sudden cardiac arrest in competitive sport, and may prevent
healthy athletes from participating, a new study suggests.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Aging tests yield varying results [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A lot of people seem willing to spend hundreds to find out whether
they're aging faster or slower than their chronological age would
suggest. Unfortunately, they're just going to have to wait and see. A
head-to-head comparison of 11 different measures of aging, including
blood and chromosome tests like those being sold commercially, has



found that they don't agree with one another on how fast a given person
is growing older.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut



microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Molecular pathway offers treatment targets for
pulmonary fibrosis, related conditions [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Scientists have identified a molecular pathway that appears to be critical
to the development of fibrosis -- scarring and excessive tissue deposition
that result from abnormal healing responses and can compromise the
function of vital organs.

Discontinuity of care puts older patients at
higher risk of emergency hospitalization [周四, 16 11月 02:39]

Discontinuity of care puts older patients at higher risk of emergency



hospitalization.

Wider sampling of tumor tissues may guide drug
choice, improve outcomes [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

By focusing on genetic variations within a primary tumor, differences
between the primary and a metastatic tumor, and additional diversity
from tumor DNA in the blood stream, physicians can make better
treatment choices for patients with gastric and esophageal
adenocarcinoma. This study challenges current guidelines and supports
evaluation of metastatic lesions and circulating tumor DNA.

Linking heart attack damage to the spleen and
kidney, an integrated study of heart failure [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Researchers have published a functional and structural compendium of
the simultaneous changes taking place in the heart, spleen and kidneys
in mice during the period of acute heart failure immediately following a
heart attack and during the longer period of chronic heart failure that
comes next.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a



shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

New study underpins the future of Person
Centred Care [周四, 16 11月 02:10]

As health delivery moves away from disease-based models to person
centered delivery, a new study addresses the development of a new
practical tool to support organizations and practitioners in delivering this
new approach

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Potential mediator for social memory formation
[周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The ability to form long-term social memories is essential for
remembering faces and developing social bonds. Scientists have now
discovered that the tiny CA2 region in the hippocampus is involved in
the linking up of memory fragments (consolidation) to form long-term
memories, and that a neuropeptide, substance P, is involved in this
process. Since CA2 is responsible for social memory, this finding has
significant implications for how long-term social memories are formed.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

Diagnostic test helps primary care docs rule out
pathologic heart murmur in kids [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Although heart murmur in children is usually harmless (referred to as



innocent murmur), in a small number of cases it is symptomatic of
cardiac disease (referred to as pathologic murmur). A new study finds
that disappearance of heart murmur while standing reliably rules out
pathologic heart murmurs.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't



quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]



Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic
materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and



intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

A delicate crossing: Controller developed to
open the blood-brain barrier with precision [周四, 16 11

月 02:52]

Researchers are investigating a way to temporarily loosen the blood-
brain barrier to deliver drugs with the assistance of microbubbles. In a
new advancement, they have developed a system in preclinical models
that offers a finer degree of control - and, therefore, safety -- in opening
the barrier.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Next step toward fusion energy [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Fusion is the process that powers the sun, and harnessing it on Earth
would provide unlimited clean energy. Researchers say that constructing
a fusion power plant has proven to be a daunting task because there have
been no materials that could survive the grueling conditions found in the
core of a fusion reactor. Now, researchers have discovered a way to



make materials that may be suitable for use in future fusion reactors.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Pine and poplar wood improve sunlight-driven
water purification [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Engineers have found that porous types of wood from trees like poplar
and pine can greatly increase the efficiency of water-to-steam
conversion under sunlight. The findings could be used in a simple and
inexpensive biodegradable device for water purification.

Volatility surprises arise in removing excess
hydrogen [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Sometimes during catalytic hydrogenation, the partially hydrogenated
products become volatile, melting and evaporating away before they can
bind to more hydrogen atoms. Now, researchers have explored how and
why this volatility varies during hydrogenation, suggesting that a
previously underappreciated effect from carbon-hydrogen bonds is the
main culprit. The new analysis can help chemists identify the ideal
conditions needed for catalytic hydrogenation so they can better remove
excess hydrogen.

Tuning the optical, photocatalytic properties of
so-called carbon dots [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

The optical and photocatalytic properties of so-called carbon dots can be
precisely tuned by controlling the positions of nitrogen atoms introduced
into their structure, physicists have demonstrated in a new study.



Hunt for dark matter is narrowed [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Scientists have disproved the existence of a specific type of axion -- an
important candidate 'dark matter' particle -- across a wide range of its
possible masses.

Three-dimensional nanomagnets for the
computer of tomorrow [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

Since the late 60's electronic devices have stored and transmitted
information (bits) in two-dimensional circuits. Now, researchers have
been able to break this barrier by creating a nanoscale magnetic circuit
capable of moving information along the three dimensions of space.
This breakthrough could lead to an important increase in storage and
processing capacities of electronic devices over those used today.

Parent-supplied photos allow pediatric
dermatology diagnoses with no office visit in
most cases [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

Using smartphone cameras, parents can reliably take high-quality
photographs of their child's skin condition to send to a dermatologist for
diagnosis. This finding suggests that direct-to-patient dermatology can
accurately provide pediatric dermatology care.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Pulling iron out of waste printer toner [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Someday, left-over toner in discarded printer cartridges could have a
second life as bridge or building components instead of as trash, wasting
away in landfills and potentially harming the environment. A research
group reports that they have devised a method to recycle the residual
powder in 'empty' cartridges into iron using temperatures that are
compatible with existing industrial processes.

Space missions locate whistling space electrons'



origins [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Plasma waves in space are likely responsible for accelerating high-
energy particles into Earth's atmosphere, new research shows.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Counterfeits, product piracy can be prevented
by security features, such as printed 3-D
microstructures [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Now researchers propose to use printed
3-D microstructures instead of 2-D structures, such as holograms, to
improve counterfeit protection.

Listening for gravitational waves using pulsars [周

三, 15 11月 22:25]

When galaxies collide, their central black holes tend to spiral toward
each other, releasing gravitational waves in their cosmic dance. To
explore this uncharted area of gravitational wave science, researchers
look a natural experiment in the sky called a pulsar timing array. Pulsars
are dense remnants of dead stars that regularly emit beams of radio
waves, which is why some call them "cosmic lighthouses."

3D microprinting counterfeit protection for
products, passports, and money [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Security features are to protect bank notes, documents, and branded
products against counterfeiting. Losses caused by product forgery and
counterfeiting may be enormous. Researchers now propose to use
printed 3D microstructures instead of 2D structures, such as holograms,
to improve counterfeit protection.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen



through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Public – and researchers – skeptical about
climate engineering [周三, 15 11月 22:22]

What does the general public know about climate engineering, and what
do they think about what they know? These were questions asked by
researchers.

Improving clinical trials with machine learning [周

三, 15 11月 22:18]

Machine learning could improve our ability to determine whether a new
drug works in the brain, potentially enabling researchers to detect drug
effects that would be missed entirely by conventional statistical tests,
finds a new study.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star
discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.



Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

How active drug ingredients cross-react with
endogenous molecules [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

An important aspect of pharmacology is understanding how active drug
ingredients cross-react with endogenous molecules. But until now, such
reactions could only be determined after the event. The precise details of
the interacting factors remained unclear. Researchers have now
developed a new technology that enables biochemical reactions to be
monitored from start to finish at the single-molecule level.

Carmakers: Simple, rapid determination of
cable properties [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

Trying to fit all the necessary cables into a car is anything but an easy
task. Simulations can be helpful, but the properties of each cable need to
be precisely defined up front. The automated MeSOMICS measurement
system enables carmakers, for the first time, to define these parameters
simply and rapidly, without having to call on outside experts: a solution
that saves time and money.

Soft magnetic material characterizations get a
harder look [周三, 15 11月 05:30]

In motors, generators and similar electric machines, the electrical current
that powers them generates magnetic fields that magnetize some of the
metallic components.

Are multiple H-coils needed to accurately
measure magnetic field strengths? [周三, 15 11月 05:29]

Is more always better? Researchers sought to find out if that was the
case for measuring magnetic field strengths. A new article examines
whether a double H-coil method or a single H-coil method is a more
accurate way to measure magnetic field strength.

Zwicky Transient Facility sees 'first light' [周三, 15 11月



04:55]

A new robotic camera that can capture hundreds of thousands of stars
and galaxies in a single shot has taken its first image -- an event
astronomers refer to as 'first light.' The camera is the centerpiece of a
new automated sky survey called the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF).

Additive manufacturing and sustainability: The
environmental implications of 3-D printing [周三, 15 11月

03:23]

Cutting-edge research on the emerging field of 3D printing provides
important insights into its environmental, energy, and health impacts.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Electron backscatter diffraction yields
microstructure insights [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

Soft magnetic core engineering plays a key role in high-efficiency
electric motors, but for higher-frequency applications, soft magnetic
composites are also promising. Each stage of motor construction affects
the material's microstructure, and understanding the details of the
microstructure is paramount to reaching higher efficiency for electrical
motors. Researchers have now created an advanced characterization
method to closely examine microscale structural characteristics and
changes during ma…

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker



recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

Essential quantum computer component
downsized by two orders of magnitude [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Qubits, the key building blocks at the heart of every quantum computer,
are extremely sensitive to interference and need to be shielded from
unwanted signals, for example by using so-called nonreciprocal devices.
But until now these devices were huge and produced unwanted magnetic
fields themselves. Now, scientists have developed a new nonreciprocal
device that is only a tenth of a millimeter wide, and -- maybe even more
importantly -- is not magnetic.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of



natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormity of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in



bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body
temperature) while…

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit
from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Neurobiology: Fixated on food? [周四, 16 11月 23:51]

Contrast has an impact on the optokinetic reflex, which enables us to
clearly perceive the landscape from a moving train. Researchers have
now shown that visual features that modulate this ability are encoded in
the retina.

New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

New procedures for DNA stability [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

In eukaryotic cells the proximity of the genes to the nuclear pores, which
are found in the nuclear membrane, contributes to maintaining the



integrity of the genome. This is due to the fact that the anchoring of
DNA to the pore during transcription avoids the formation of DNA-
RNA hybrids, which are a natural source of DNA breaks and genome
instability.

More than a numbers game: New technique
gauges microbial communities by biomass [周四, 16 11月

23:50]

New technique provides deeper look at microbial communities by
assessing their biomass.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Species in the north are more vulnerable to
climate change [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

For the first time, researchers have proposed the hypothesis that animals
that live in climate zones at a safe distance from both the poles as well
as the tropics have the most to gain from acclimating to changes in
climate. The findings contradict previous research in the field.

One in ten historic coastal landfill sites in
England are at risk of erosion [周四, 16 11月 08:52]

There are at least 1,215 historic coastal landfill sites in England, mostly
clustered around estuaries with major cities, including Liverpool,
London, and Newcastle on Tyne. An investigation by researchers finds
that 122 sites are at risk of starting to erode into coastal waters by 2055
if not adequately protected.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]



LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.

Potential cell receptors to reduce antibiotic
resistance identified [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the leading cause of hospital-
acquired infections. The pathogen is resistant to many antibiotics so
treating those infections, particularly in patients with compromised
immune systems, is difficult. A new study has identified certain
chemical receptors in cells that could deceive the bacteria and improve
patient response to drugs.

Study urges global-change researchers to
embrace variability [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A new review article presents evidence that argues for a more nuanced
approach to the design of global-change experiments -- one that
acknowledges and purposefully incorporates the variability inherent in
nature.

Where a leaf lands and lies influences carbon
levels in soil for years to come [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Whether carbon comes from leaves or needles affects how fast it
decomposes, but where it ends up determines how long it's available.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'



bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Microbial ecosystem at Laguna La Brava may
contain novel microorganisms [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

An investigation of the microbial environment at Laguna La Brava in
Chile may suggest that novel microorganisms might be at work in the
absence of cyanobacteria, according to a new study.

Are petite poplars the future of biofuels? Studies
say yes [周四, 16 11月 03:15]

Scientists are trying to make poplar a viable competitor in the biofuels
market by testing the production of younger poplar trees that could be
harvested more frequently — after only two or three years — instead of
the usual 10- to 20-year cycle.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.

Genome of wheat ancestor sequenced [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

Sequencing the bread wheat genome has long been considered an almost
insurmountable task, due to its enormous size and complexity. Now,
scientists have come a step closer to solving the puzzle by sequencing
the genome of a wild ancestor of bread wheat known as Aegilops
tauschii, a type of goatgrass.

Pacific Island countries could lose 50 -- 80% of



fish in local waters under climate change [周四, 16 11月

02:38]

Many Pacific Island nations will lose 50 to 80 percent of marine species
in their waters by the end of the 21st century if climate change continues
unchecked, finds a new study. This area of the ocean is projected to be
the most severely impacted by aspects of climate change.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on
Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Count your blessings: Quantitative microbiome
profiling [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Until now, sequencing-based gut microbiota research has been
describing such dysbiotic states in terms of proportional shifts in
microbiome composition. However, when it comes to the bacterial
content of your bowels and how it relates to your health, not only
percentages matter, but also numbers count, report investigators.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]



Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

After cooking, biofortified corn and eggs retain
nutrient needed to prevent blindness [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Fortified and biofortified foods are at the forefront of efforts to combat
vitamin A deficiency worldwide. But little is known about what
influence processing may have on the retention of vitamin A precursors
in these foods. Now scientists report that a high percentage of these
healthful substances -- in some cases, almost all -- can survive cooking,
depending on the preparation method.

How a tiny sea animal feeds itself, and the ocean
[周四, 16 11月 02:02]

Dime-sized ocean organisms thought to graze on any particles in their
path are actually picky eaters, and their food-filtering process may be
vital to how organic materials are distributed from surface waters to the
ocean floor, report investigators.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Amazon's recovery from forest losses limited by
climate change [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

Deforested areas of the Amazon Basin have a limited ability to grow



new trees because of changes in climate, according to a study.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

What counts as 'nature'? It all depends [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A psychology professor describes 'environmental generational amnesia'
as the idea that each generation perceives the environment into which it's
born, no matter how developed, urbanized or polluted, as the norm. And
so what each generation comes to think of as 'nature' is relative, based
on what it's exposed to. He argues that more frequent and meaningful
interactions with nature can enhance our connection to -- and definition
of -- the natural world.

Chimp study reveals how brain's structure
shaped our evolution [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Chimpanzee brains may be more different from those of humans than
was previously thought, according to new research that sheds light on
our evolution.

Pulling iron out of waste printer toner [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

Someday, left-over toner in discarded printer cartridges could have a
second life as bridge or building components instead of as trash, wasting
away in landfills and potentially harming the environment. A research
group reports that they have devised a method to recycle the residual
powder in 'empty' cartridges into iron using temperatures that are
compatible with existing industrial processes.

New light on pathogen cooperation [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

New approaches are needed to control the spread of epidemic diseases,
according to the developers of a new model of the way pathogens can



'cooperate'. Their study examined the ways two pathogens work
together, finding that cooperativity between contagion processes is
likely to make the spread of contagious infections more severe.

Filling intercropping info gap [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

In some parts of Africa, farmers intercrop sorghum -- a grain -- and
peanuts. But they face a major information gap. There hasn't been much
research on optimal levels of fertilizer use for intercropping sorghum
and peanuts in these areas. A new study has filled this information gap.
Researchers have developed a method to help farmers determine how
much fertilizer to apply when intercropping.

Photomosaic technology finds order in chaos of
coral reefs [周三, 15 11月 23:49]

Scientists have created and analyzed detailed photomosaics of the coral
reef at Palmyra Atoll using advanced imaging and digitization
technology.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

How to keep cows happy [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

New research now shows that removing splashes of colors, shadows or
water puddles from corrals, keeping noise levels down and not using
dogs and electric prods can dramatically reduce the stress cattle
experience.

Amazonian streams found teeming with fish
species are lacking protection [周三, 15 11月 22:24]

Hundreds of thousands of Amazonian streams are teeming with highly
diverse populations of fish species, a new study reveals.



How cells filter status updates [周三, 15 11月 22:23]

Social media have become an indispensable part of our everyday life.
We use them constantly to screen the latest news and share pre-selected
information. The cells in our body do a similar thing. Information is pre-
selected and transmitted to the immune system in order to fight against
unwelcome invaders, such as viruses, bacteria, parasites or cancer. This
pre-selection occurs by means of a highly complex molecular machine.
Biochemists have now unveiled the inner workings of this complex
molecul…
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Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second



year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.

Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.



U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.



Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new
study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?



Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining



but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.

Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.



Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.
The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.



Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and
human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.



Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials



for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its



atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the



use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal



phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this



picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will



provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]

Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is



always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new



method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of



abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a



flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly



'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.



Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.



Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into



Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects



than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter



behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.
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New discovery to accelerate
development of salt-tolerant grapevines
-- ScienceDaily

A recent discovery by Australian scientists is likely to
improve the sustainability of the Australian wine sector
and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust
salt-tolerant grapevines.

With funding from Wine Australia, a team of scientists
from the ARC Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy
Biology at the University of Adelaide and CSIRO
Agriculture and Food identified genes expressed in
grapevine roots that limit the amount of sodium -- a
key component of salt -- that reaches berries and
leaves. The research has been published in the journal
New Phytologist.

'Berries that contain too much sodium may be
unsuitable for wine production and this can lead to
vineyards remaining unpicked, resulting in financial
losses for vineyard owners,' says Dr Sam Henderson,
co-first author of the study, from the University of



Adelaide.

'We set out to determine why some grapevines
accumulate salt and others don't, and found a specific
mutation in a sodium transport protein found in
grapevine roots, which prevents it from working
effectively. This leads to more salt leaking into the
shoots of vines from the soil,' Dr Henderson says.

While low levels of salt can improve the flavour of
wine, in excess it can lead to unpalatable tastes, reduce
fruit yield and damage the long-term health of
grapevines -- it is a problem experienced in premium
wine regions around the world. In Australia's broader
agriculture, food and wine sectors, issues caused by
salinity have been estimated to cost in excess of $1
billion each year.

'By comparing the DNA of different grapevines we
identified a specific gene that is associated with sodium
exclusion from shoots,' says co-first author Dr Jake
Dunlevy from CSIRO.

'This discovery has allowed us to develop genetic
markers that are being used to breed more salt-tolerant
grapevine rootstocks, allowing new genotypes to be



screened at the seedling stage rather than through
lengthy and expensive field-based vineyard trials.'

'Traditionally, winegrape rootstocks have been
developed in wine producing regions in the United
States and Europe. This new research supports a
breeding program to combine multiple beneficial traits
in grapevines using conventional breeding, to develop
robust rootstocks specifically for Australian conditions
and support the local wine sector's sustainability well
into the future,' says Dr Liz Waters, Wine Australia's
General Manager Research, Development and
Extension.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Adelaide. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Imaging technique shows progress
Alzheimer's disease -- ScienceDaily

Using 'Raman' optical technology, scientists of the
University of Twente in The Netherlands, can now
produce images of brain tissue that is affected by
Alzheimer's disease. The images include the
surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Alzheimer's disease is associated with areas of high
protein concentration in brain tissue: plaques and
tangles. Raman imaging is now used to get sharp
images of these affected areas. It is an attractive
technique, because it shows more than the specific
proteins involved. The presence of water and lipids,
influenced by protein presence, can also be detected.
Using this technique, the researchers have studied brain
tissue of four brain donors, three of them with
Alzheimer's disease.

Transition

The affected area can, in this way, be shown in a sharp
and clear way. After image processing, even an area



appears that is in transition between healthy and
affected tissue: this may give an indication how the
disease is spreading in the brain. Even in the brain
tissue of the healthy person, a small area is detected
with protein activity. This can be a first sign of a
neurodegenerative disease.

Raman microscopy uses a laser beam for the detection
of chemical substances. The energy of the reflected and
scattered light gives an indication of the substances
present in a sample. In each of the four brain samples,
4096 spectra were examined in this way. A major
advantage of Raman is that the chemicals don't need a
pretreatment, it is 'label free'. In chemical analysis,
Raman has proven to be a powerful technique.

Cell level and smaller

In this case, Raman was used to examine brain tissue
outside the body, but it could even be used 'in vivo' for
detecting specific areas during surgery. Compared to
MRI, PET and CT imaging, Raman is able to detect
areas, smaller than cells, with very high precision. In
this way, it can be a very valuable extra technique. The
Raman images now show protein activity at neural cell
level, but the sensitivity is high enough for detecting



areas that are even smaller -- as is the case with the
brain sample of the healthy person.

Cees Otto, of the Medical Cell Biophysics group of
UT, published his work in Scientific Reports, together
with colleagues from Leiden University and from
Spain and Austria.
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Neurobiology: The chemistry of
memory -- ScienceDaily

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual
synapses. Researchers have now revealed the impact of
an RNA-binding protein that is intimately involved in
this process on learning and memory formation and
learning processes.

The formation of memories requires subtle changes in
brain structures. This is because learning and memory
are the result of the incessant modification of synapses
-- which provide the functional connections that enable
nerve cells to communicate with one another. The
long-term molecular alterations involved in this
process are encoded by so-called messenger RNAs,
which are produced in the nucleus of the neuron and
must be transported to the appropriate synapses in
order to program the synthesis of specific proteins "on-
site." In previous studies, LMU scientist Michael
Kiebler has shown that the RNA-binding protein
Staufen2 plays an essential role in conveying these
mRNAs to their destinations. But exactly how this



molecular process actually affects learning and
behavior was not well understood. Now, a study
carried out by the Kiebler group, in collaboration with
Dusan Bartsch (Mannheim University) and Spanish
colleagues (Seville University), has shed new light on
this issue. The new work shows, for the first time, that
reduced levels of Staufen2 are associated with a
specific impairment of memory. The findings appear in
the journal Genome Biology.

The researchers made use of a genetic rat model that
has been developed and refined over the past decade, in
which the synthesis of Staufen2 can be conditionally
and selectively suppressed in nerve cells in the
forebrain. They then characterized the effects of
reduced levels of Staufen2 protein on memory using
behavioral tests that measure the efficacy of spatial,
temporal and associative memory. These tasks are
known to depend on synaptic plasticity, i.e. the ability
to actively adjust the efficiency of communication
between specific synaptic networks, in the
hippocampus. The results clearly show that the
reduction of Staufen2 in the forebrain has a negative
impact on several aspects of memory. "Overall, long-
term memory continues to function, and the rats remain
capable of learning how to find a food source, for



instance" -- Kiebler says -- "but when the mutants are
asked to recall what they have learned after longer
periods of time, their performance is significantly
worse than wild-type animals."

Depletion of Staufen2 also has a marked effect on
nerve-cell morphology and synapse function. With the
aid of electrophysiological measurements, the authors
analyzed the efficiency of signal transmission across
synapses in the hippocampus, and found that both
long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression
(LTD) are affected. LTP is a mechanism that results in
a long-lasting increase in the efficiency of synaptic
transmission, and thus strengthens the functional
connections between them. LTD, on the other hand,
diminishes transmission efficacies, and effectively
disconnects previously established connections.
Strikingly, reduced levels of Staufen2 enhance LTP,
while they impair LTD. These findings suggest that
deficiency of Staufen2 makes synapses more
responsive than they would otherwise be. "LTP is
regarded as a model of learning at the cellular level.
However, our results indicate that it is actually the
balance of LTP to LTD that is important. This is
clearly perturbed in the absence of Staufen2," Kiebler
points out. The researchers therefore assume that,



under these circumstances, synapses become highly
responsive, and not enough are repressed. This could
imply that information which is normally consolidated
in long-term memory is prematurely destabilized or
perhaps even wiped out. "This work has enabled us, for
the first time, to link a specific molecular factor -- the
RNA-binding protein Staufen2 -- with synaptic
plasticity and learning," Kiebler says. "Furthermore,
our approach promises to yield completely new
insights into the molecular mechanisms that mediate
learning."
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'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? -- ScienceDaily

The smallest microplastics in our oceans -- which go
largely undetected and are potentially harmful -- could
be more effectively identified using an innovative and
inexpensive new method, developed by researchers at
the University of Warwick.

New research, led by Gabriel Erni-Cassola and Dr.
Joseph A. Christie-Oleza from Warwick's School of
Life Sciences, has established a pioneering way to
detect the smaller fraction of microplastics -- many as
small as 20 micrometres (comparable to the width of a
human hair or wool fibre) -- using a fluorescent dye.

The dye specifically binds to plastic particles, and
renders them easily visible under a fluorescence
microscope. This allows scientists to distinguish
microplastics amongst other natural materials and
makes it easy to accurately quantify them.

To test their new method, the researchers took samples
from surface sea water and beach sand from the



English coast around Plymouth -- and, after extracting
the microplastics from these environmental samples,
they applied their method and were able to quantify the
smaller fraction of microplastics effectively.

The researchers detected a much larger amount of
small microplastics (smaller than 1 mm) than was
previously estimated -- and significantly more than
would have been identified previously with traditional
methods.

These results challenge the current belief of the
apparent loss of the smallest microplastics from surface
seawater, and highlights the need of further research to
understand the real fate of plastic waste in the oceans.

Interestingly, the researchers also discovered that the
greatest abundance of microplastics of this small size
was polypropylene, a common polymer which is used
in packaging and food containers -- demonstrating that
our consumer habits are directly affecting the oceans.

Large plastic objects are known to fragment over time
due to weathering processes, breaking down into
smaller and smaller particles termed 'microplastics'.
Microplastics are the most prevalent type of marine



debris in our oceans, and their impact or potential harm
to aquatic life is not yet fully understood.

Previous reports suggest that the amount of plastic
waste found in the oceans only amounts to 1% of what
was estimated, so new methods like this are
desperately needed to find and identify the missing
99% of 'lost' plastic waste in our oceans.

Author Gabriel Erni-Cassola commented, "Using this
method, a huge series of samples can be viewed and
analysed very quickly, to obtain large amounts of data
on the quantities of small microplastics in seawater or,
effectively, in any environmental sample.

"Current methods used to assess the amount of
microplastics mostly consist in manually picking the
microplastics out of samples one by one --
demonstrating the great improvement of our method."

Co-author Dr Joseph A. Christie-Oleza commented,
"Have we found the lost 99% of missing plastic in
surface oceans? Obviously this method needs to be
implemented in future scientific surveys to confirm our
preliminary findings. It is important to understand how
plastic waste behaves in the environment to correctly



assess future policies."

The research, 'Lost, but found with Nile red; a novel
method to detect and quantify small microplastics (20
μm-1 mm) in environmental samples', is published in
Environmental Science & Technology.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]



For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.



Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.



Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for



landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and



intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]



A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.
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Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by



research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.



That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as



drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological



roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer



survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.



HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key



to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in



cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]



Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a



flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their



tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter



inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a



thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]



New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon



in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for



landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to



waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Reusing waste energy with 2-D electron gas [周一, 20 11

月 23:13]

Novel approach utilizes high mobility two-dimensional electron gas,
boosting thermoelectric conversion efficiency.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or



for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne



epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.



Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism



behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading



worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.



Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his



wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend



more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of



animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications



for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner



doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new



method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of



abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a



flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly



'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.



Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.



Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into



Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects



than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter



behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.
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New discovery to accelerate
development of salt-tolerant grapevines
-- ScienceDaily

A recent discovery by Australian scientists is likely to
improve the sustainability of the Australian wine sector
and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust
salt-tolerant grapevines.

With funding from Wine Australia, a team of scientists
from the ARC Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy
Biology at the University of Adelaide and CSIRO
Agriculture and Food identified genes expressed in
grapevine roots that limit the amount of sodium -- a
key component of salt -- that reaches berries and
leaves. The research has been published in the journal
New Phytologist.

'Berries that contain too much sodium may be
unsuitable for wine production and this can lead to
vineyards remaining unpicked, resulting in financial
losses for vineyard owners,' says Dr Sam Henderson,
co-first author of the study, from the University of



Adelaide.

'We set out to determine why some grapevines
accumulate salt and others don't, and found a specific
mutation in a sodium transport protein found in
grapevine roots, which prevents it from working
effectively. This leads to more salt leaking into the
shoots of vines from the soil,' Dr Henderson says.

While low levels of salt can improve the flavour of
wine, in excess it can lead to unpalatable tastes, reduce
fruit yield and damage the long-term health of
grapevines -- it is a problem experienced in premium
wine regions around the world. In Australia's broader
agriculture, food and wine sectors, issues caused by
salinity have been estimated to cost in excess of $1
billion each year.

'By comparing the DNA of different grapevines we
identified a specific gene that is associated with sodium
exclusion from shoots,' says co-first author Dr Jake
Dunlevy from CSIRO.

'This discovery has allowed us to develop genetic
markers that are being used to breed more salt-tolerant
grapevine rootstocks, allowing new genotypes to be



screened at the seedling stage rather than through
lengthy and expensive field-based vineyard trials.'

'Traditionally, winegrape rootstocks have been
developed in wine producing regions in the United
States and Europe. This new research supports a
breeding program to combine multiple beneficial traits
in grapevines using conventional breeding, to develop
robust rootstocks specifically for Australian conditions
and support the local wine sector's sustainability well
into the future,' says Dr Liz Waters, Wine Australia's
General Manager Research, Development and
Extension.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Adelaide. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.

This article was downloaded by calibre from

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171123131202.htm
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Imaging technique shows progress
Alzheimer's disease -- ScienceDaily

Using 'Raman' optical technology, scientists of the
University of Twente in The Netherlands, can now
produce images of brain tissue that is affected by
Alzheimer's disease. The images include the
surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Alzheimer's disease is associated with areas of high
protein concentration in brain tissue: plaques and
tangles. Raman imaging is now used to get sharp
images of these affected areas. It is an attractive
technique, because it shows more than the specific
proteins involved. The presence of water and lipids,
influenced by protein presence, can also be detected.
Using this technique, the researchers have studied brain
tissue of four brain donors, three of them with
Alzheimer's disease.

Transition

The affected area can, in this way, be shown in a sharp
and clear way. After image processing, even an area



appears that is in transition between healthy and
affected tissue: this may give an indication how the
disease is spreading in the brain. Even in the brain
tissue of the healthy person, a small area is detected
with protein activity. This can be a first sign of a
neurodegenerative disease.

Raman microscopy uses a laser beam for the detection
of chemical substances. The energy of the reflected and
scattered light gives an indication of the substances
present in a sample. In each of the four brain samples,
4096 spectra were examined in this way. A major
advantage of Raman is that the chemicals don't need a
pretreatment, it is 'label free'. In chemical analysis,
Raman has proven to be a powerful technique.

Cell level and smaller

In this case, Raman was used to examine brain tissue
outside the body, but it could even be used 'in vivo' for
detecting specific areas during surgery. Compared to
MRI, PET and CT imaging, Raman is able to detect
areas, smaller than cells, with very high precision. In
this way, it can be a very valuable extra technique. The
Raman images now show protein activity at neural cell
level, but the sensitivity is high enough for detecting



areas that are even smaller -- as is the case with the
brain sample of the healthy person.

Cees Otto, of the Medical Cell Biophysics group of
UT, published his work in Scientific Reports, together
with colleagues from Leiden University and from
Spain and Austria.

Story Source:
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Neurobiology: The chemistry of
memory -- ScienceDaily

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual
synapses. Researchers have now revealed the impact of
an RNA-binding protein that is intimately involved in
this process on learning and memory formation and
learning processes.

The formation of memories requires subtle changes in
brain structures. This is because learning and memory
are the result of the incessant modification of synapses
-- which provide the functional connections that enable
nerve cells to communicate with one another. The
long-term molecular alterations involved in this
process are encoded by so-called messenger RNAs,
which are produced in the nucleus of the neuron and
must be transported to the appropriate synapses in
order to program the synthesis of specific proteins "on-
site." In previous studies, LMU scientist Michael
Kiebler has shown that the RNA-binding protein
Staufen2 plays an essential role in conveying these
mRNAs to their destinations. But exactly how this



molecular process actually affects learning and
behavior was not well understood. Now, a study
carried out by the Kiebler group, in collaboration with
Dusan Bartsch (Mannheim University) and Spanish
colleagues (Seville University), has shed new light on
this issue. The new work shows, for the first time, that
reduced levels of Staufen2 are associated with a
specific impairment of memory. The findings appear in
the journal Genome Biology.

The researchers made use of a genetic rat model that
has been developed and refined over the past decade, in
which the synthesis of Staufen2 can be conditionally
and selectively suppressed in nerve cells in the
forebrain. They then characterized the effects of
reduced levels of Staufen2 protein on memory using
behavioral tests that measure the efficacy of spatial,
temporal and associative memory. These tasks are
known to depend on synaptic plasticity, i.e. the ability
to actively adjust the efficiency of communication
between specific synaptic networks, in the
hippocampus. The results clearly show that the
reduction of Staufen2 in the forebrain has a negative
impact on several aspects of memory. "Overall, long-
term memory continues to function, and the rats remain
capable of learning how to find a food source, for



instance" -- Kiebler says -- "but when the mutants are
asked to recall what they have learned after longer
periods of time, their performance is significantly
worse than wild-type animals."

Depletion of Staufen2 also has a marked effect on
nerve-cell morphology and synapse function. With the
aid of electrophysiological measurements, the authors
analyzed the efficiency of signal transmission across
synapses in the hippocampus, and found that both
long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression
(LTD) are affected. LTP is a mechanism that results in
a long-lasting increase in the efficiency of synaptic
transmission, and thus strengthens the functional
connections between them. LTD, on the other hand,
diminishes transmission efficacies, and effectively
disconnects previously established connections.
Strikingly, reduced levels of Staufen2 enhance LTP,
while they impair LTD. These findings suggest that
deficiency of Staufen2 makes synapses more
responsive than they would otherwise be. "LTP is
regarded as a model of learning at the cellular level.
However, our results indicate that it is actually the
balance of LTP to LTD that is important. This is
clearly perturbed in the absence of Staufen2," Kiebler
points out. The researchers therefore assume that,



under these circumstances, synapses become highly
responsive, and not enough are repressed. This could
imply that information which is normally consolidated
in long-term memory is prematurely destabilized or
perhaps even wiped out. "This work has enabled us, for
the first time, to link a specific molecular factor -- the
RNA-binding protein Staufen2 -- with synaptic
plasticity and learning," Kiebler says. "Furthermore,
our approach promises to yield completely new
insights into the molecular mechanisms that mediate
learning."
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'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? -- ScienceDaily

The smallest microplastics in our oceans -- which go
largely undetected and are potentially harmful -- could
be more effectively identified using an innovative and
inexpensive new method, developed by researchers at
the University of Warwick.

New research, led by Gabriel Erni-Cassola and Dr.
Joseph A. Christie-Oleza from Warwick's School of
Life Sciences, has established a pioneering way to
detect the smaller fraction of microplastics -- many as
small as 20 micrometres (comparable to the width of a
human hair or wool fibre) -- using a fluorescent dye.

The dye specifically binds to plastic particles, and
renders them easily visible under a fluorescence
microscope. This allows scientists to distinguish
microplastics amongst other natural materials and
makes it easy to accurately quantify them.

To test their new method, the researchers took samples
from surface sea water and beach sand from the



English coast around Plymouth -- and, after extracting
the microplastics from these environmental samples,
they applied their method and were able to quantify the
smaller fraction of microplastics effectively.

The researchers detected a much larger amount of
small microplastics (smaller than 1 mm) than was
previously estimated -- and significantly more than
would have been identified previously with traditional
methods.

These results challenge the current belief of the
apparent loss of the smallest microplastics from surface
seawater, and highlights the need of further research to
understand the real fate of plastic waste in the oceans.

Interestingly, the researchers also discovered that the
greatest abundance of microplastics of this small size
was polypropylene, a common polymer which is used
in packaging and food containers -- demonstrating that
our consumer habits are directly affecting the oceans.

Large plastic objects are known to fragment over time
due to weathering processes, breaking down into
smaller and smaller particles termed 'microplastics'.
Microplastics are the most prevalent type of marine



debris in our oceans, and their impact or potential harm
to aquatic life is not yet fully understood.

Previous reports suggest that the amount of plastic
waste found in the oceans only amounts to 1% of what
was estimated, so new methods like this are
desperately needed to find and identify the missing
99% of 'lost' plastic waste in our oceans.

Author Gabriel Erni-Cassola commented, "Using this
method, a huge series of samples can be viewed and
analysed very quickly, to obtain large amounts of data
on the quantities of small microplastics in seawater or,
effectively, in any environmental sample.

"Current methods used to assess the amount of
microplastics mostly consist in manually picking the
microplastics out of samples one by one --
demonstrating the great improvement of our method."

Co-author Dr Joseph A. Christie-Oleza commented,
"Have we found the lost 99% of missing plastic in
surface oceans? Obviously this method needs to be
implemented in future scientific surveys to confirm our
preliminary findings. It is important to understand how
plastic waste behaves in the environment to correctly



assess future policies."

The research, 'Lost, but found with Nile red; a novel
method to detect and quantify small microplastics (20
μm-1 mm) in environmental samples', is published in
Environmental Science & Technology.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]



For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.



Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.



Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for



landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and



intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of
life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from
highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]



A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.
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Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by



research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.



That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as



drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]

A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological



roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in
children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer



survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.



HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have
found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key



to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Brains of children with a better physical fitness
possess a greater volume of gray matter [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Physical fitness in children may affect their brain structure, which in
turn may have an influence on their academic performance, new
research indicates.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Second HIV test helps prevent incorrect HIV
diagnosis in infants [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Confirmatory HIV testing can substantially reduce the number of infants
in South Africa who may be falsely diagnosed as HIV-infected and
started on unneeded treatment, according to a new study.

Specific tumor environment found that triggers
cells to metastasize [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

The environment surrounding a tumor can trigger metastatic behavior in



cancer cells, a team of bioengineers and bioinformaticians has
discovered. Specifically, when tumor cells are confined in a dense
environment, the researchers found that they turn on a specific set of
genes and begin to form structures that resemble blood vessels.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

New study points the way to therapy for rare
cancer that targets the young [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Scientists have engineered a mouse model to study a rare and often-fatal
form of liver cancer. They've used it to clarify what drives these tumors
at the molecular level, and discover new drug concepts.

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help
to prevent rheumatoid arthritis [周三, 22 11月 01:33]

Maintaining sufficient vitamin D levels may help to prevent the onset of
inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis, research has discovered.

Function of an enigmatic synaptic protein
defined [周三, 22 11月 01:15]



Communication is often mired in contradiction -- also in the brain.
Neuroscientists have now resolved one such contradiction. The role of
Synaptotagmin 7 has been controversial: There was a contradiction
between the function it seemed to have, and the characteristics of signal
transmission observed. Now, for the first time, scientists defined its
functional contribution at an inhibitory GABAergic synapse: it ensures
the efficiency of high-frequency inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Good cells gone bad: Scientists discover PINK-
SNO[W] [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

A new study is the first to show precisely how a process in nerve cells,
called the S-nitrosylation (SNO) reaction, may contribute to Parkinson's
disease.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a



flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their



tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter



inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a



thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]



New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,
specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon



in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for



landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Quantum dots amplify light with electrical
pumping [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

In a breakthrough development, scientists have shown that they can
successfully amplify light using electrically excited films of the
chemically synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals known as quantum
dots.

The evolution of climate change activism studied
by researcher [周二, 21 11月 06:44]

Climate change is a topic that is debated, doubted and covered by news
outlets across the world. Now an academic is researching the evolution
of climate change activism and how advocacy groups use digital
platforms to mobilize.

New catalyst controls activation of a carbon-
hydrogen bond [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Chemists have developed another catalyst that can selectively activate a
carbon-hydrogen bond, part of an ongoing strategy to revolutionize the
field of organic synthesis and open up new chemical space.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.



New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Nanoparticles could allow for faster, better
medicine [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

Gold nanoparticles could help make drugs act more quickly and
effectively, according to new research.



Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

A curious quirk brings organic diode lasers one
step closer [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Since their invention in 1962, semiconductor diode lasers have
revolutionized communications and made possible information storage
and retrieval in CDs, DVDs and Blu-ray devices. These diode lasers use
inorganic semiconductors grown in elaborate high vacuum systems.
Now, a team of researchers has taken a big step toward creating a diode
laser from a hybrid organic-inorganic material that can be deposited
from solution on a laboratory benchtop.

Disposable optical test substrate for detecting
harmful microbes [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Harmful microbes and toxic micromolecules in food and drinking water
can cause serious health problems around the world. Now a researcher
has developed a disposable optical test substrate for use in microbial
detection. The aim is to enable cost-effective detection of harmful
microbes and toxins.

Spin current from heat: New material increases
efficiency [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Electronic devices such as computers generate heat that mostly goes to



waste. Physicists have found a way to use this energy: They apply the
heat to generate magnetic signals known as 'spin currents'. In future,
these signals could replace some of the electrical current in electronic
components.

Reusing waste energy with 2-D electron gas [周一, 20 11

月 23:13]

Novel approach utilizes high mobility two-dimensional electron gas,
boosting thermoelectric conversion efficiency.

Photocrosslinkable, thermoreversible, type-I
collagen bioink for photolithographic printing [周一,

20 11月 23:13]

Biomedical engineers have leveraged a unique combination of
properties of methacrylated collagen to demonstrate its potential as a
bioink capable of simple, photolithographic printing of 3D scaffolds for
tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Type-I collagen is the
most ubiquitous protein in the human body. Chief among the fibril
forming collagens, type-I collagen gives many soft tissues strength and
structure. Type-I collagen is also easily extracted from tissues, and it is
frequently use…
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or



for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne



epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Species may appear deceptively resilient to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Natural habitats play a vital role in helping other plants and animals
resist heat stresses ramping up with climate change -- at least until the
species they depend on to form those habitats become imperiled.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two
neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Proposed cuts to US Malaria Initiative could
mean millions more malaria cases [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

Cutting the budget of the President's Malaria Initiative (PMI) by 44
percent, as the US Congress has proposed, would lead to an estimated
67 million additional cases of malaria over the next four years,
according to a mathematical model.



Correctly used neonics do not adversely affect
honeybee colonies, new research finds [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

Amid mounting controversy over use of neonicotinoids and declining
bee population, a new analysis of previously unpublished studies and
reports commissioned by agri-chemical companies Bayer and Syngenta
-- as well as published papers from the scientific literature -- shows no
significant ill effects on honeybee colonies from three common
insecticides made by the companies.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications
for the classification of other snails.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine



mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Effects of feeding populations of the green turtle
in the Canary Islands: High consumption of fat,
pollutants and behaviour changes [周三, 22 11月 01:24]

Feeding the animals is altering the behavior and eating habits of the
green turtle in the Canary Islands (Spain), concludes new research.

Model by which plants adapt their
photosynthetic metabolism to light intensity [周三, 22 11

月 01:14]

A new model explains the molecular mechanism used by plants to adapt
their photosynthetic mechanism to light intensity.

New database catalogues plants that soak up
contamination [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Hyperaccumulators are unusual plants that can absorb much larger
amounts of metal compounds in their leaves and stems than normal
plants, and they are very useful for cleaning up contaminated land.

Water cooling for the Earth's crust [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

How deep can seawater penetrate through cracks and fissures into the
seafloor? By applying a new analysis method, an international team of
researchers has now discovered that the water can penetrate to depths of
more than 10 kilometers below the seafloor. This result suggests a
stronger cooling effect on the hot mantle.

Refining pesticides to kill pests, not bees [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

Scientists have unlocked a key to maintain the insecticide's effectiveness
in eliminating pests without killing beneficial bugs, such as bees. The
study shows that molecular tweaks can make the difference.

Corn genetics research exposes mechanism



behind traits becoming silent [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

For more than a century, plant geneticists have been studying maize as a
model system to understand the rules governing the inheritance of traits,
and a team of researchers recently unveiled a previously unknown
mechanism that triggers gene silencing in corn.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

'Brazil nut effect' helps explain how rivers resist
erosion [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

Geophysicists have found that granular segregation helps explain the
tendency of riverbeds to be lined by, or 'armored' with, a layer of
relatively larger particles.

Ancient barley took high road to China [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

First domesticated 10,000 years ago in the Fertile Crescent of the
Middle East, wheat and barley took vastly different routes to China, with
barley switching from a winter to both a winter and summer crop during
a thousand-year detour along the southern Tibetan Plateau, suggests new
research.

A chicken-flavored electrolyte drink could help
sniffer dogs stay hydrated [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

The first comparison of plain water, electrolyte injections and a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink as techniques for keeping sniffer dogs
hydrated when working in hot weather finds that while all are safe and
effective, dogs drink more and are more hydrated when given a chicken-
flavored electrolyte drink.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading



worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.



Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his



wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend



more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,
has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.



Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value
autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of



animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Twisted sex allows mirror-image snails to mate
face-to-face, research finds [周三, 22 11月 01:35]

A new study has found that differently-coiled types of Japanese land
snails should in fact be considered a single species, because -- against all
odds -- they are sometimes able to mate, a result which has implications



for the classification of other snails.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner



doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell



types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when



they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.



Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.



Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.



First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to



behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.



Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.



Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first



study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.



Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.
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Booze and pot use in teens lessens life
success: Teens who drank or smoked
marijuana heavily are less likely to
marry, go to college, or work full time -
- ScienceDaily

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are
less likely to achieve adult life goals, according to new
research by UConn Health scientists presented
November 5 at the American Public Health
Association 2017 Annual Meeting & Expo.

UConn Health researchers examined data from the
Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism
(COGA) to track the effect teenage alcohol and
marijuana use has on the achievement of life goals,
defined as educational achievement, full time
employment, marriage and social economic potential.
The study includes 1,165 young adults from across the
United States whose habits were first assessed at age
12 and then at two-year intervals until they were
between 25 and 34 years old. Most of the study



participants had an alcoholic grandparent, parent, aunt
or uncle.

Overall, individuals who were dependent on either
marijuana or alcohol during their teen years achieved
lower levels of education, were less likely to be
employed full time, were less likely to get married and
had lower social economic potential.

"This study found that chronic marijuana use in
adolescence was negatively associated with achieving
important developmental milestones in young
adulthood. Awareness of marijuana's potentially
deleterious effects will be important moving forward,
given the current move in the US toward marijuana
legalization for medicinal and possibly recreational
use," said study author Elizabeth Harari.

The researchers also found that dependence may have a
more severe effect on young men. Dependent young
men achieved less across all four measures, while
dependent women were less likely than non-dependent
women to obtain a college degree and had lower social
economic potential, but were equally likely to get
married or obtain full time employment.



Previous research had shown that heavy use of alcohol
or marijuana in adolescence affects people
developmentally. This study followed up on that, to
look at what happens after age 18. The life outcomes
seem to show the differences are meaningful into
adulthood.

The study is ongoing.

"COGA investigators are following many subjects over
the years and are using this extensive and growing
database to examine several significant research
topics," says Dr. Grace Chan, a statistician in the
UConn Health department of psychiatry. Chan, Harari
and UConn Health Alcohol Research Center Director
Victor Hesselbrock are currently looking at whether
there are different outcomes between young people
dependent on alcohol versus marijuana, as well as why
there were marked differences in outcomes between the
sexes.

Harari's research was supported by Hesselbrock and
Chan. The Collaborative Study on the Genetics of
Alcoholism is funded by the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
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New method to preserve tissue yields
more viable cells for rheumatoid
arthritis research -- ScienceDaily

A new method for acquiring viable cells from
cryopreserved tissue samples could provide researchers
with a model for collecting and analyzing samples
from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research, according to new research findings presented
this week at the 2017 ACR/ARHP Annual Meeting in
San Diego.

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic disease that
causes pain, stiffness, swelling, and limitation in the
motion and function of multiple joints. Though joints
are the principal body parts affected by RA,
inflammation can develop in other organs as well. An
estimated 1.3 million Americans have RA, and the
disease typically affects women twice as often as men.

The Accelerating Medicines Partnership (AMP)
program's RA/SLE Network aims to discover new,
more effective ways to treat the inflammatory response



that causes these chronic diseases by identifying the
cell types and signals central to driving inflammation
in RA patients. Before the program's researchers could
conduct the analysis required to identify new
therapeutic strategies, they first needed a standardized
method to gather viable cells from tissues samples
gathered at different study sites in the network.

"Performing studies like these on a large scale requires
the participation of many different institutions. A major
challenge the investigators faced is how to analyze
samples collected at different sites across the United
States and United Kingdom in a uniform, reproducible
way and still be able to use the specialized
technologies that are only available at a few research
institutions," said Deepak Rao, MD, PhD, Co-Director
of the Human Immunology Center at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston, and a lead author of the
study.

The researchers devised a method to freeze intact
synovial tissue samples soon after acquisition so that
they could be stored, transported and then analyzed at a
single technology site. The pipeline was designed to
generate three detailed datasets on each synovial
sample in a uniform way such that all of the samples



could be compared.

The cryopreserved tissue dissociated by these new
methods could be analyzed by multiple, high-
dimensional analyses. Mass cytometry revealed diverse
fibroblast phenotypes, clear separation of memory B
cells from antibody-secreting cells, and multiple
phenotypes of activated CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. To
complement the mass cytometry analysis, the
researchers developed a flow cytometric sorting
strategy to collect fibroblasts, macrophages, T cells and
B cells for bulk and single cell RNA-sequencing
transcriptomics.

The researchers believe this new method to acquire
viable cells from cryopreserved synovial tissue
provides a powerful method to analyze joints samples
from a large number of RA patients using multiple,
robust, high-dimensional analyses.

"When applied to large numbers of patients, these
analyses have the potential to identify specific
inflammatory pathways that define subsets of RA
patients, which may eventually help guide treatment
decisions," said Dr. Rao. "We also hope that this
approach of cryopreserving viable, intact tissue can be



used as a model for centralized analysis of samples
from multiple study sites in other rheumatic and
inflammatory conditions."

This research was supported by funding from the
National Institutes of Health.
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Brain's alertness circuitry conserved
through evolution: Molecular method
reveals neuronal basis of brain states --
NIH-funded animal study --
ScienceDaily

Using a molecular method likely to become widely
adopted by the field, researchers supported by the
National Institutes of Health have discovered brain
circuitry essential for alertness, or vigilance -- and for
brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra
fish and mice, species whose evolutionary forebears
parted ways hundreads of millions of years ago. This
suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

"Vigilance gone awry marks states such as mania and
those seen in post-traumatic stress disorder and
depression," explained Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of the NIH's National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), which along with the National



Institute on Drug Abuse, co-funded the study. "Gaining
familiarity with the molecular players in a behavior --
as this new tool promises -- may someday lead to
clinical interventions targeting dysfunctional brain
states."

Karl Deisseroth, M.D., Ph.D., Matthew Lovett-Barron,
Ph.D., and Stanford University, Palo Alto, California,
colleagues, report on findings using a neural activity
screening technology they call Multi-MAP
(Multiplexed-alignment of Molecular and Activity
Phenotypes) online Nov. 2, 2017 in the journal Cell.

For the first time, Multi-MAP makes it possible to see
which neurons are activated in a behaving animal
during a particular brain state -- and subsequently
molecularly analyze just those neurons to identify the
subtypes and circuits involved.

In this case, the researchers used the technique to
screen activity of neurons visible through the
transparent heads of genetically-engineered larval
zebra fish. They gauged vigilance by measuring how
long it took the animals to swish their tails in response
to a threatening stimulus.



A molecular analysis revealing subtypes led to
identification of six suspect circuits composed of
distinct populations of neurons that modulate neuronal
activity, only one of which had previously been linked
to vigilance. Virtually the same players were operative
in follow-up experiments examining such reaction
time-related circuitry in mouse brain. Using
optogenetics -- another breakthrough exploratory tool
developed by Deisseroth and colleagues -- the
researchers narrowed the field to three circuits that
definitively boost alertness in mice, including the one
previously known. The other three are thought to play a
reportorial rather than regulatory role.

Story Source:

Materials provided by NIH/National Institute of
Mental Health. Note: Content may be edited for style
and length.
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Solar greenhouses generate electricity
and grow healthy crops: Magenta
panes also help plants save water --
ScienceDaily

The first crops of tomatoes and cucumbers grown
inside electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as
healthy as those raised in conventional greenhouses,
signaling that "smart" greenhouses hold great promise
for dual-use farming and renewable electricity
production.

"We have demonstrated that 'smart greenhouses' can
capture solar energy for electricity without reducing
plant growth, which is pretty exciting," said Michael
Loik, professor of environmental studies at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, and lead author
on a paper that appears in the current issue of the
American Geophysical Union's journal Earth's Future.

Electricity-generating solar greenhouses utilize
Wavelength-Selective Photovoltaic Systems (WSPVs),
a novel technology that generates electricity more



efficiently and at less cost than traditional photovoltaic
systems. These greenhouses are outfitted with
transparent roof panels embedded with a bright
magenta luminescent dye that absorbs light and
transfers energy to narrow photovoltaic strips, where
electricity is produced. WSPVs absorb some of the
blue and green wavelengths of light but let the rest
through, allowing the plants to grow. WSPV
technology was developed by coauthors Sue Carter and
Glenn Alers, both professors of physics at UC Santa
Cruz, who founded Soliculture in 2012 to bring the
technology to market.

Loik's team monitored photosynthesis and fruit
production across 20 varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers,
lemons, limes, peppers, strawberries, and basil grown
in magenta glasshouses at two locations on campus and
one in Watsonville, California.

"Eighty percent of the plants weren't affected, while 20
percent actually grew better under the magenta
windows," said Loik. Tomatoes and cucumbers are
among the top greenhouse-produced crops worldwide,
he said.

In additional experiments, small water savings were



associated with tomato photosynthesis inside the
magenta glasshouses. "Plants required 5 percent less
water to grow the same amount as in more
conventional glasshouses," he said.

"I thought the plants would grow more slowly, because
it's darker under these pink panels. The color of the
light makes it like being on the Red Planet," said Loik.
"Plants are sensitive not just to the intensity of light but
also to color. But it turns out the plants grow just as
well."

Reducing the energy consumed by greenhouses has
become a priority as the global use of greenhouses for
food production has increased six-fold over the past 20
years to more than 9 million acres today -- roughly
twice the size of New Jersey, according to Loik. "It's
big and getting bigger," he said. "Canada relies heavily
on greenhouses for vegetable production, and their use
is growing in China, too." Plastic greenhouses are
becoming popular for small-scale commercial farming,
as well as for household food production, he added.

Greenhouses use electricity to control temperature and
power fans, lights, and other monitoring systems. "This
technology has the potential to take greenhouses



offline," said Loik, who specializes in climate change,
plant physiology, water resources, and sustainable
technologies. Cost per panel of WSPV technology is
65 cents per watt -- about 40 percent less than the per-
watt cost of traditional silicon-based photovoltaic cells.

"If greenhouses generate electricity on site, that
reduces the need for an outside source, which helps
lower greenhouse gas emissions even more," said Loik.
"We're moving toward self-sustaining greenhouses."
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.



New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption



and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]



Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of



knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]



Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.



RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Fantastic journey: How newborn neurons to
find their proper place in the adult brain [周五, 03 11月

03:10]

For the first time (in mice), a new article explains how baby neurons --
precursors called neuroblasts, generated from a permanent pocket of
stem cells in a brain area called the V-SVZ -- make an incredible
journey from their place of birth through a special tunnel called the



RMS to their target destination in the olfactory bulb.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to
immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.



Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on



the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few



thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.



A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature
Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]



Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]



Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a



chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.

Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological



'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize



recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking



device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks



throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected



from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with



pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to



treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.



Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to



diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such



cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.

Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.



Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --
but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who



typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell



types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.

New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Horses can read our body language even when



they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.



Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.



Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.



First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to



behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure
determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.



Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.



Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first



study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.



Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.
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Booze and pot use in teens lessens life
success: Teens who drank or smoked
marijuana heavily are less likely to
marry, go to college, or work full time -
- ScienceDaily

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are
less likely to achieve adult life goals, according to new
research by UConn Health scientists presented
November 5 at the American Public Health
Association 2017 Annual Meeting & Expo.

UConn Health researchers examined data from the
Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism
(COGA) to track the effect teenage alcohol and
marijuana use has on the achievement of life goals,
defined as educational achievement, full time
employment, marriage and social economic potential.
The study includes 1,165 young adults from across the
United States whose habits were first assessed at age
12 and then at two-year intervals until they were
between 25 and 34 years old. Most of the study



participants had an alcoholic grandparent, parent, aunt
or uncle.

Overall, individuals who were dependent on either
marijuana or alcohol during their teen years achieved
lower levels of education, were less likely to be
employed full time, were less likely to get married and
had lower social economic potential.

"This study found that chronic marijuana use in
adolescence was negatively associated with achieving
important developmental milestones in young
adulthood. Awareness of marijuana's potentially
deleterious effects will be important moving forward,
given the current move in the US toward marijuana
legalization for medicinal and possibly recreational
use," said study author Elizabeth Harari.

The researchers also found that dependence may have a
more severe effect on young men. Dependent young
men achieved less across all four measures, while
dependent women were less likely than non-dependent
women to obtain a college degree and had lower social
economic potential, but were equally likely to get
married or obtain full time employment.



Previous research had shown that heavy use of alcohol
or marijuana in adolescence affects people
developmentally. This study followed up on that, to
look at what happens after age 18. The life outcomes
seem to show the differences are meaningful into
adulthood.

The study is ongoing.

"COGA investigators are following many subjects over
the years and are using this extensive and growing
database to examine several significant research
topics," says Dr. Grace Chan, a statistician in the
UConn Health department of psychiatry. Chan, Harari
and UConn Health Alcohol Research Center Director
Victor Hesselbrock are currently looking at whether
there are different outcomes between young people
dependent on alcohol versus marijuana, as well as why
there were marked differences in outcomes between the
sexes.

Harari's research was supported by Hesselbrock and
Chan. The Collaborative Study on the Genetics of
Alcoholism is funded by the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
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New method to preserve tissue yields
more viable cells for rheumatoid
arthritis research -- ScienceDaily

A new method for acquiring viable cells from
cryopreserved tissue samples could provide researchers
with a model for collecting and analyzing samples
from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research, according to new research findings presented
this week at the 2017 ACR/ARHP Annual Meeting in
San Diego.

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic disease that
causes pain, stiffness, swelling, and limitation in the
motion and function of multiple joints. Though joints
are the principal body parts affected by RA,
inflammation can develop in other organs as well. An
estimated 1.3 million Americans have RA, and the
disease typically affects women twice as often as men.

The Accelerating Medicines Partnership (AMP)
program's RA/SLE Network aims to discover new,
more effective ways to treat the inflammatory response



that causes these chronic diseases by identifying the
cell types and signals central to driving inflammation
in RA patients. Before the program's researchers could
conduct the analysis required to identify new
therapeutic strategies, they first needed a standardized
method to gather viable cells from tissues samples
gathered at different study sites in the network.

"Performing studies like these on a large scale requires
the participation of many different institutions. A major
challenge the investigators faced is how to analyze
samples collected at different sites across the United
States and United Kingdom in a uniform, reproducible
way and still be able to use the specialized
technologies that are only available at a few research
institutions," said Deepak Rao, MD, PhD, Co-Director
of the Human Immunology Center at Brigham and
Women's Hospital in Boston, and a lead author of the
study.

The researchers devised a method to freeze intact
synovial tissue samples soon after acquisition so that
they could be stored, transported and then analyzed at a
single technology site. The pipeline was designed to
generate three detailed datasets on each synovial
sample in a uniform way such that all of the samples



could be compared.

The cryopreserved tissue dissociated by these new
methods could be analyzed by multiple, high-
dimensional analyses. Mass cytometry revealed diverse
fibroblast phenotypes, clear separation of memory B
cells from antibody-secreting cells, and multiple
phenotypes of activated CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. To
complement the mass cytometry analysis, the
researchers developed a flow cytometric sorting
strategy to collect fibroblasts, macrophages, T cells and
B cells for bulk and single cell RNA-sequencing
transcriptomics.

The researchers believe this new method to acquire
viable cells from cryopreserved synovial tissue
provides a powerful method to analyze joints samples
from a large number of RA patients using multiple,
robust, high-dimensional analyses.

"When applied to large numbers of patients, these
analyses have the potential to identify specific
inflammatory pathways that define subsets of RA
patients, which may eventually help guide treatment
decisions," said Dr. Rao. "We also hope that this
approach of cryopreserving viable, intact tissue can be



used as a model for centralized analysis of samples
from multiple study sites in other rheumatic and
inflammatory conditions."

This research was supported by funding from the
National Institutes of Health.
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Materials provided by American College of
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Brain's alertness circuitry conserved
through evolution: Molecular method
reveals neuronal basis of brain states --
NIH-funded animal study --
ScienceDaily

Using a molecular method likely to become widely
adopted by the field, researchers supported by the
National Institutes of Health have discovered brain
circuitry essential for alertness, or vigilance -- and for
brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra
fish and mice, species whose evolutionary forebears
parted ways hundreads of millions of years ago. This
suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

"Vigilance gone awry marks states such as mania and
those seen in post-traumatic stress disorder and
depression," explained Joshua Gordon, M.D., Ph.D.,
director of the NIH's National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH), which along with the National



Institute on Drug Abuse, co-funded the study. "Gaining
familiarity with the molecular players in a behavior --
as this new tool promises -- may someday lead to
clinical interventions targeting dysfunctional brain
states."

Karl Deisseroth, M.D., Ph.D., Matthew Lovett-Barron,
Ph.D., and Stanford University, Palo Alto, California,
colleagues, report on findings using a neural activity
screening technology they call Multi-MAP
(Multiplexed-alignment of Molecular and Activity
Phenotypes) online Nov. 2, 2017 in the journal Cell.

For the first time, Multi-MAP makes it possible to see
which neurons are activated in a behaving animal
during a particular brain state -- and subsequently
molecularly analyze just those neurons to identify the
subtypes and circuits involved.

In this case, the researchers used the technique to
screen activity of neurons visible through the
transparent heads of genetically-engineered larval
zebra fish. They gauged vigilance by measuring how
long it took the animals to swish their tails in response
to a threatening stimulus.



A molecular analysis revealing subtypes led to
identification of six suspect circuits composed of
distinct populations of neurons that modulate neuronal
activity, only one of which had previously been linked
to vigilance. Virtually the same players were operative
in follow-up experiments examining such reaction
time-related circuitry in mouse brain. Using
optogenetics -- another breakthrough exploratory tool
developed by Deisseroth and colleagues -- the
researchers narrowed the field to three circuits that
definitively boost alertness in mice, including the one
previously known. The other three are thought to play a
reportorial rather than regulatory role.

Story Source:

Materials provided by NIH/National Institute of
Mental Health. Note: Content may be edited for style
and length.
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Solar greenhouses generate electricity
and grow healthy crops: Magenta
panes also help plants save water --
ScienceDaily

The first crops of tomatoes and cucumbers grown
inside electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as
healthy as those raised in conventional greenhouses,
signaling that "smart" greenhouses hold great promise
for dual-use farming and renewable electricity
production.

"We have demonstrated that 'smart greenhouses' can
capture solar energy for electricity without reducing
plant growth, which is pretty exciting," said Michael
Loik, professor of environmental studies at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, and lead author
on a paper that appears in the current issue of the
American Geophysical Union's journal Earth's Future.

Electricity-generating solar greenhouses utilize
Wavelength-Selective Photovoltaic Systems (WSPVs),
a novel technology that generates electricity more



efficiently and at less cost than traditional photovoltaic
systems. These greenhouses are outfitted with
transparent roof panels embedded with a bright
magenta luminescent dye that absorbs light and
transfers energy to narrow photovoltaic strips, where
electricity is produced. WSPVs absorb some of the
blue and green wavelengths of light but let the rest
through, allowing the plants to grow. WSPV
technology was developed by coauthors Sue Carter and
Glenn Alers, both professors of physics at UC Santa
Cruz, who founded Soliculture in 2012 to bring the
technology to market.

Loik's team monitored photosynthesis and fruit
production across 20 varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers,
lemons, limes, peppers, strawberries, and basil grown
in magenta glasshouses at two locations on campus and
one in Watsonville, California.

"Eighty percent of the plants weren't affected, while 20
percent actually grew better under the magenta
windows," said Loik. Tomatoes and cucumbers are
among the top greenhouse-produced crops worldwide,
he said.

In additional experiments, small water savings were



associated with tomato photosynthesis inside the
magenta glasshouses. "Plants required 5 percent less
water to grow the same amount as in more
conventional glasshouses," he said.

"I thought the plants would grow more slowly, because
it's darker under these pink panels. The color of the
light makes it like being on the Red Planet," said Loik.
"Plants are sensitive not just to the intensity of light but
also to color. But it turns out the plants grow just as
well."

Reducing the energy consumed by greenhouses has
become a priority as the global use of greenhouses for
food production has increased six-fold over the past 20
years to more than 9 million acres today -- roughly
twice the size of New Jersey, according to Loik. "It's
big and getting bigger," he said. "Canada relies heavily
on greenhouses for vegetable production, and their use
is growing in China, too." Plastic greenhouses are
becoming popular for small-scale commercial farming,
as well as for household food production, he added.

Greenhouses use electricity to control temperature and
power fans, lights, and other monitoring systems. "This
technology has the potential to take greenhouses



offline," said Loik, who specializes in climate change,
plant physiology, water resources, and sustainable
technologies. Cost per panel of WSPV technology is
65 cents per watt -- about 40 percent less than the per-
watt cost of traditional silicon-based photovoltaic cells.

"If greenhouses generate electricity on site, that
reduces the need for an outside source, which helps
lower greenhouse gas emissions even more," said Loik.
"We're moving toward self-sustaining greenhouses."
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Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]



Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected
from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate



that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat



humans with spinal cord injuries.

Scientists decipher mechanisms underlying the
biology of aging [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Scientists have helped decipher the dynamics that control how our cells
age, and with it implications for extending human longevity. The group
employed a combination of technologies to analyze molecular processes
that influence aging. Using cutting-edge computational and
experimental approaches the scientists discovered that a complete loss of
chromatin silencing leads to accelerated cell aging and death. However,
the researchers similarly found that continuous chromatin silencing also
leads cell…

Childhood spankings can lead to adult mental
health problems [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Getting spanked as a child can lead to a host of mental health problems
in adulthood, say researchers.

Navigating the genome to cure deafness [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

A new study solves a critical piece of the puzzle of human deafness by
identifying the first group of long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in the
auditory system.

New system for treating colorectal cancer can
lead to complete cure [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have developed a new, three-step system that uses nuclear
medicine to target and eliminate colorectal cancer. In this study with a
mouse model, researchers achieved a 100-percent cure rate -- without
any treatment-related toxic effects.

Four-in-one flu shot may mean lifelong
protection against the flu [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Scientists have found that a vaccine combining centralized ancestral
genes from four major influenza strains could be a path toward a
universal flu shot.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]



Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to
diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.

How life arose from primordial muck:
Experimental evidence overturns accepted
theory [周四, 02 11月 04:07]

Life on Earth originated in an intimate partnership between the nucleic
acids (genetic instructions for all organisms) and small proteins called
peptides, according to two new articles from biochemists and biologists.
Their 'peptide-RNA' hypothesis contradicts the widely-held 'RNA-world'
hypothesis, which states that life originated from nucleic acids and only
later evolved to include proteins.

New Greenland maps show more glaciers at risk
[周四, 02 11月 03:12]

New maps of Greenland's coastal seafloor and bedrock beneath its
massive ice sheet show that two to four times as many coastal glaciers
are at risk of accelerated melting as had previously been thought.

Winners and losers of forest fragmentation [周四, 02 11月

02:17]

Breaking up the rainforest into small, isolated patches is forcing more



species to live at the forest edge and putting those that are dependent on
the forest core at risk. Eighty-five percent of species are now being
impacted by this forest fragmentation.

Time to rewrite the dinosaur textbooks? Not
quite yet! [周四, 02 11月 02:17]

The classification of the dinosaurs might seem to be too obscure to
excite anyone but the specialists.

Mapping the microbiome of ... everything [周四, 02 11月

02:16]

In the Earth Microbiome Project, an extensive global team has collected
more than 27,000 samples from numerous, diverse environments around
the globe. They analyzed the unique collections of microbes -- the
microbiomes -- living in each sample to generate the first reference
database of bacteria colonizing the planet.

Children uniquely vulnerable to sleep disruption
from electronic screens [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

A new article spells out why children and teens are particularly sensitive
to the sleep-disrupting impact of electronics.

Why do some obese people have 'healthier' fat
tissue than others? [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

One little understood paradox in the study of obesity is that overweight
people who break down fat at a high rate are less healthy than peers who
store their fat more effectively.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Strength exercise as vital as aerobic new
research finds [周三, 01 11月 22:28]

Push ups and sit ups could add years to your life according to a new



study of over 80,000 adults.

Chimpanzees shown spontaneously 'taking
turns' to solve number puzzle [周三, 01 11月 22:26]

A new study has shown chimpanzees spontaneously taking turns to
complete a number sequencing task.

Early humans and dawn of human information
sharing [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Researchers are challenging a widely accepted notion, first advanced by
paleoanthropologist Louis Leakey, that a 2-million-year-old rock
represents the dawn of human ancestors sharing information with each
other.

How songbirds learn a new song [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

As scientists have now shown, songbirds are minimalists when it comes
to learning a new song. The birds' learning strategy resembles the
methods used by computer scientists for document comparison.

Humans don't use as much brainpower as we
like to think [周三, 01 11月 02:37]

When it comes to brainpower, humans aren't as exceptional as we like to
think. For years, scientists assumed that humans devote a larger share of
calories to their brains than other animals. Although the human brain
makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it consumes more than 25
percent of the body's energy budget. But a comparison of the relative
brain costs of 22 species found that other animals have hungry brains
too.

Uncomfortable sight from an ancient reflex of
the eye [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

The eyes are for seeing, but they have other important biological
functions, including automatic visual reflexes that go on without
awareness. The reflexive system of the human eye also produces a
conscious, visual experience, according to a new study.

How to store information in your clothes



invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Scientists elevate quantum dot solar cell world
record [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

Researchers have established a new world efficiency record for quantum
dot solar cells, at 13.4 percent.

How a $10 microchip turns 2-D ultrasound
machines into 3-D imaging devices [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Technology that keeps track of how your smartphone is oriented can
now give $50,000 ultrasound machines many of the 3-D imaging
abilities of their $250,000 counterparts -- for the cost of a $10
microchip.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray
laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Medical-like tools for NASA to study samples of
the solar system [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

A diagnostic tool, similar in theory to those used by the medical
profession to noninvasively image internal organs, bones, soft tissue,
and blood vessels, could be equally effective at 'triaging' extraterrestrial
rocks and other samples before they are shipped to Earth for further
analysis.

Dinosaur-killing asteroid impact cooled Earth's
climate more than previously thought [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

The Chicxulub asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs likely
released far more climate-altering sulfur gas into the atmosphere than



originally thought, according to new research.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Minor merger kicks supermassive black hole
into high gear [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

Astronomers are studying the galaxy M77, which is famous for its
super-active nucleus that releases enormous energy. The unprecedented
deep image of the galaxy reveals evidence of a hidden minor merger
billions of years ago. The discovery gives crucial evidence for the minor
merger origin of active galactic nuclei.

Genetic study uncovers evolutionary history of
dingoes [周二, 31 10月 22:18]

A major study of dingo DNA has revealed dingoes most likely migrated
to Australia in two separate waves via a former land bridge with Papua
New Guinea. The find has significant implications for conservation,
with researchers recommending the two genetically distinct populations
of dingoes be treated as different groups for management and
conservation purposes.

How memories ripple through the brain [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Using an innovative "NeuroGrid" technology, scientists showed that
sleep boosts communication between two brain regions whose
connection is critical for the formation of memories. The work is
devoted to accelerating the development of new approaches to probing
the workings of the brain.

Monster colliding black holes might lurk on the
edge of spiral galaxies [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

The outskirts of spiral galaxies like our own could be crowded with
colliding black holes of massive proportions and a prime location for
scientists hunting the sources of gravitational waves, said researchers.



Their study identifies an overlooked region potentially rife with orbiting
black holes. Identifying host galaxies of merging massive black holes
could help explain how orbiting pairs of black holes form.

Right whales, already an endangered species,
may face a dim future [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Researchers show that right whales, already an endangered species, may
face a dim future.

Greenhouse gas concentrations surge to new
record [周二, 31 10月 02:19]

Concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere surged at a record-
breaking speed in 2016 to the highest level in 800,000 years, according
to a new report. The abrupt changes in the atmosphere witnessed in the
past 70 years are without precedent.

Virtual reality reduces phantom pain in
paraplegics [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Virtual reality reduces phantom body pain in paraplegics and creates the
illusion that they can feel their paralyzed legs being touched again. The
results could one day translate into therapies to reduce chronic pain in
paraplegics.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Booze and pot use in teens lessens life success [周一, 06

11月 08:30]

Young adults dependent on marijuana and alcohol are less likely to
achieve adult life goals, according to new research.

New method to preserve tissue yields more
viable cells for rheumatoid arthritis research [周一, 06

11月 04:27]

A new method for acquiring viable cells from cryopreserved tissue
samples could provide researchers with a model for collecting and
analyzing samples from different study sites to conduct more centralized
research.

Brain's alertness circuitry conserved through
evolution [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Using a molecular method likely to become widely adopted by the field,
researchers have discovered brain circuitry essential for alertness, or
vigilance -- and for brain states more generally. Strikingly, the same cell
types and circuits are engaged during alertness in zebra fish and mice,
species whose evolutionary forebears parted ways hundreds of millions
of years ago. This suggests that the human brain is likely similarly wired
for this state critical to survival.

Solar greenhouses generate electricity and grow
healthy crops [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Crops grown in electricity-generating solar greenhouses were as healthy
as those raised in conventional ones, signaling the promise of this 'smart'
technology.



New findings on tolvaptan as autosomal
dominant polycystic kidney disease treatment [周日,

05 11月 01:44]

A phase 3 trial studying the effects of tolvaptan has found that the drug
slowed the rate of decline in kidney function in patients with the most
common form of polycystic kidney disease, a condition with no cure.

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated
with early coronary artery disease [周日, 05 11月 01:44]

Anabolic androgenic steroids may be associated with early coronary
artery disease, according to new research.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

How convincing is a Y-chromosome profile
match between suspect and crime scene? [周六, 04 11月

02:27]

Scientists have developed new, open-source software that can help
understand how many people in a population will match a single Y-
chromosome profile detected at a crime scene.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological
'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption



and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Potential new treatment for Fragile X targets
one gene to affect many [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Scientists found that inhibiting a regulatory protein alters the intricate
signaling chemistry that is responsible for many of the disease's
symptoms. The findings provide a path to possible therapeutics for
disorders associated with Fragile X.

Study refutes using anti-malaria drug to treat
diabetes [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A drug used to treat malaria does not, after all, create new insulin-
producing cells, according to a new article.

Scratching the surface of mature
monocytes...and coming up with CXCR7 [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

New research has shown for the first time that mature monocytes (a
specific type of white blood cell) express the CXCR7 receptor on their
surface. This receptor may be a therapeutic target for controlling
inflammation in the brain associated with diseases like multiple
sclerosis, Parkinson's and AIDS.

Colon cancer breakthrough could lead to
prevention -- and the foods that can help [周六, 04 11月

01:46]

Colon cancer, Crohn's, and other diseases of the gut could be better
treated -- or even prevented -- thanks to a new link between
inflammation and a common cellular process.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Inexplicable spasms can now be explained with
hormones [周五, 03 11月 22:58]



Too low a level of a hormone in the blood which protects against stress
may be the cause of epilepsy-like seizures which doctors had otherwise
believed had solely psychological causes. New research results may help
to improve the diagnosis and treatment of an otherwise mystifying
disorder.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Obesity increases incidence, severity, costs of
knee dislocations [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

The obesity epidemic is resulting in a higher risk of knee dislocations as
well as serious vascular injuries and higher treatment costs, a new
national study finds.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

10-year fall in blood cholesterol of Malaysia
heart attack patients suggests statin impact [周五, 03 11月

20:58]

A ten-year decline in the blood cholesterol of heart attack patients in
Malaysia suggests that statins are having a positive impact, according to
an observational study in nearly 49,000 patients.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of



knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Combined therapies increase adverse side effects
for patients with advanced hormone receptor-
positive breast cancer [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Patients with advanced breast cancer who are treated with a combination
of drugs that target specific molecules important for cancer development
and also the hormones that are driving it are at increased risk of
suffering adverse side effects.

Trust in healthcare undermined by 'bad apples,'
new research reveals [周五, 03 11月 20:57]

Research based on analysis of 6,714 cases of professional misconduct by
health and care professionals has identified three different types of
perpetrators.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]



Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Scientists identify mechanism that helps us
inhibit unwanted thoughts [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Scientists have identified a key chemical within the 'memory' region of
the brain that allows us to suppress unwanted thoughts, helping explain
why people who suffer from disorders such as anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and schizophrenia often experience
persistent intrusive thoughts when these circuits go awry.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.



RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is
accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Lack of oxygen, not blood flow, delays brain
maturation in preterm infants [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Previously, it was believed that lack of blood flow was causing preterm
brain cells to die. Instead, these critically important cells simply fail to
develop normally, report investigators. This finding creates an
opportunity to determine ways to restore oxygen loss and potentially
reduce life-long impacts of preterm survivors.

Pancreatic cancer survival linked to four genes [周

五, 03 11月 06:01]

Alterations in four main genes are responsible for how long patients
survive with pancreatic cancer, according to a new study.

Fantastic journey: How newborn neurons to
find their proper place in the adult brain [周五, 03 11月

03:10]

For the first time (in mice), a new article explains how baby neurons --
precursors called neuroblasts, generated from a permanent pocket of
stem cells in a brain area called the V-SVZ -- make an incredible
journey from their place of birth through a special tunnel called the



RMS to their target destination in the olfactory bulb.

Brain activity is inherited, may inform
treatment for ADHD, autism [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A new study concludes that while individually unique, each
connectotype demonstrates both familial and heritable relationships.

Bacteria in the gut modulates response to
immunotherapy in melanoma [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Bacteria that live in the human digestive tract can influence how cancer
responds to immunotherapy, opening a new avenue for research to
improve treatment, medical researchers report.

Mexican doctors safely reuse donated
pacemakers after sterilization [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Mexican doctors have safely reused donated pacemakers after
sterilization, shows a new study. The findings create the possibility for
patients to receive a pacemaker who otherwise could not afford one.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Hormone replacement therapy may be beneficial
for women's memory [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

A new study indicates a potential benefit of the menopausal therapy for
a certain type of memory.



Sugar-sweetened drinks raise risk of diabetes,
metabolic syndrome [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Regularly drinking sugar-sweetened beverages such as soda and juice
contributes to the development of diabetes, high blood pressure and
other endemic health problems, according to a new review.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few
thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

In autism, too many brain connections may be at
root of condition [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

Mutations in a gene linked to autism in people causes neurons to form
too many connections in rodents, according to a new study. The findings
suggest that malfunctions in communication between brain cells could
be at the root of autism.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Chemists develop method to quickly screen,
accurately identify fentanyl [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Researchers have developed a new drug screening technique that could
lead to the rapid and accurate identification of fentanyl, as well as a vast
number of other drugs of abuse, which up until now have been difficult
to detect by traditional urine tests.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Next Mars rover will have 23 'eyes' [周六, 04 11月 00:30]

NASA's Mars 2020 mission will have more "eyes" than any rover before
it: a grand total of 23, to create sweeping panoramas, reveal obstacles,
study the atmosphere, and assist science instruments. They will provide
dramatic views during the rover's descent to the Red Planet.

Kicking the habit, online [周五, 03 11月 22:59]

Online social networks designed to help smokers kick the tobacco habit
are effective, especially if users are active participants, according to a
new study.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals



similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.

First direct measurements of high energy
electrons in space [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The CALET Cosmic Ray experiment has successfully carried out the
high-precision measurement of cosmic-ray electron spectrum up to 3
tera electron volts (TeV) by using the CALorimetric Electron Telescope
(CALET) on the Japanese Experimental Module, the Exposed Facility
on the International Space Station.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Nano-sized gold particles have been shaped to
behave as clones in biomedicine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

A special laser system is able to induce billions of gold nanoparticles to
behave as one. The research exploits this unique feature for applications
in biomedicine and photonics, from tumor treatments to energy
production, thanks to the ability of these particles to absorb or reflect
light of a certain color, depending on their geometry.

Crystals in a pink X-ray beam [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

A newly developed experimental set-up allows the structure



determination of biomolecules such as proteins with far smaller samples
and shorter exposure times than before at synchrotron X-ray sources.
The set-up greatly reduces unwanted scattered radiation, enabling the
use of serial crystallography with the so-called 'pink beam' of
synchrotrons.

Return of the comet: 96P spotted by ESA, NASA
satellites [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Sun-gazing missions SOHO and STEREO watched the return of comet
96P/Machholz when it entered their fields of view between Oct. 25-30.
It is extremely rare for comets to be seen simultaneously from two
different locations in space, and these are the most comprehensive
parallel observations ever taken of this comet.

Probability calculations: Even babies can master
it [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

One important feature of the brain is its ability to make generalizations
based on sparse data. By learning regularities in our environment it can
manage to guide our actions. As adults, we have therefore a vague
understanding of which events are likely to happen. So far, it was
unclear when we begin to estimate likelihood. Scientists have now
shown that even six-month-old babies can probability.

Adaptive powered knee prosthesis needed to
assist amputees [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Research into wearable robotics shows how amputees wearing these
devices adapted when presented with a real-world challenge: carrying a
weighted backpack. The results could assist device manufacturers and
clinicians expand the utility of these important devices, and could help
researchers develop smarter controllers that adapt to real-world
demands.

RefEx, a web tool for a comfortable search of
reference data for gene expression analysis [周五, 03 11月

20:52]

A large variety of data of life science (such as gene expression) is



accumulated in the public database, but it is difficult to use. A web tool
RefEx can easily search gene expression data available in public
databases to obtain reference data for genetic analysis without bench-top
experiments. RefEx is expected to contribute widely and greatly to life
science and medical research as a powerful tool for gene expression
research.

Another close-by planetary system? [周五, 03 11月 20:18]

The ALMA Observatory in Chile has detected dust around the closest
star to the Solar System, Proxima Centauri. These new observations
reveal the glow coming from cold dust in a region between one to four
times as far from Proxima Centauri as the Earth is from the Sun. The
data also hint at the presence of an even cooler outer dust belt and may
indicate the presence of an elaborate planetary system.

Modeling surface chemistry, predicting new
materials [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

The ruddy flakes of a rusted nail are a sure sign that an undesirable
chemical reaction has occurred at the surface. Understanding how
molecules and atoms behave with each other, especially at surfaces, is
central to managing both desirable chemical reactions, such as catalysis,
and undesirable reactions, like a nail’s corrosion. Yet the field of surface
chemistry has been challenged for nearly 100 years to develop
predictive theories for these reactions. Now there’s progress, thanks to
some new …

Nanosensors demystify brain chemistry [周五, 03 11月 06:11]

Nanosensors are incredible information-gathering tools for myriad
applications, including molecular targets such as the brain.
Neurotransmitter molecules govern brain function through chemistry
found deep within the brain, so researchers are developing nanosensors
to gain a better understanding of exactly how this all plays out.

Shedding light on the mystery of matter
accretion in young stars [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Astronomers are shedding light on the mystery of matter accretion in
young stars. Their discovery helps explain how matter accumulates on



the surface of a young star and reconciles the theory behind and
observations on the accretion process -- a matter of debate among
astrophysicists because of the limited number of theoretical models and
actual observations.

Wrinkles give heat a jolt in pillared graphene [周五,

03 11月 06:01]

Heat transport through pillared graphene could be made faster by
manipulating the junctions between sheets of graphene and the
nanotubes that connect them, according to researchers.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

A strange new world of light [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Structured beams of light, which exhibit strange behavior such as
bending in a spiral, corkscrewing and dividing like a fork, not only can
tell scientists a lot about the physics of light but also have a wide range
of applications from super-resolution imaging to molecular manipulation
and communications. Now, researchers have developed a tool to
generate more complex structured light in a completely different way.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies
scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Penny-wise, pound-foolish decisions explained
by neurons' firing [周五, 03 11月 01:13]

People sometimes spend as much time deciding whether to spend a few
cents more on groceries as they do deciding whether to spend a few



thousand dollars extra when buying a car. A new study shows that these
spending habits may reflect how our brains tally differences in value
among objects that vary greatly in worth.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

New, simplified technique makes light metallic
nanofoam: Potential use in hydrogen storage [周五, 03

11月 00:49]

A simple method for manufacturing extremely low-density palladium
nanofoams could help advance hydrogen storage technologies, reports a
new study.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Chip-based sensors with incredible sensitivity [周五,

03 11月 00:10]

In London's St. Paul's Cathedral, a whisper can be heard far across the
circular whispering gallery as the sound curves around the walls. Now,
an optical whispering gallery mode resonator can spin light around the
circumference of a tiny sphere millions of times, creating an
ultrasensitive microchip-based sensor for multiple applications.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.



A bit of a 'quantum magic trick': Experiment
shows how to speed up frequency measurement [周

四, 02 11月 23:00]

Is there a faster way to determine a frequency? It turns out there is.

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.

Cancer cells destroyed with dense metal found in
asteroids [周四, 02 11月 22:58]

Cancer cells can be targeted and destroyed with the metal from the
asteroid that caused the extinction of the dinosaurs, according to new
research.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

Ions in the spotlight [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

New scientific results have been given a special place in the Nature
Photonics journal. They focus on the effective isolation of ions in optical
and electrostatic traps.

Loose-fill asbestos insulation and health [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

A landmark study into the health impacts of living in a house with loose-
fill asbestos insulation.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]



Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Artificial neural networks could power up
curation of natural history collections [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Fed with new knowledge for centuries, natural history collections
contain critical data for many scientific endeavors. While recent efforts
in mass digitization have already provided unprecedented insight by
generating large datasets from these collections, a new pilot project --
one of the first of its kind -- suggests that the key to efficiently studying
these data might lie in the new-age deep learning techniques.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Study unveils changes in the brain during
extended missions in space [周四, 02 11月 07:18]

A neuroradiologist conducted a study titled 'Effects of Spaceflight on
Astronaut Brain Structure as Indicated on MRI,' the results of which will
be featured in the Nov. 2 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our
galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

A new advanced forensics tool: Recovering
erased serial numbers in polymers [周四, 02 11月 04:08]



Polymers are highly prized by industry and increasingly used as
replacements for metals in the manufacture of e.g. automobile parts and
firearms. Such parts are marked with serial numbers, for security and
traceability purposes. The numbers may however be partially or
completely erased, and although there are techniques for recovering
them from metal parts, this is not the case for polymers.

Jellyfish-inspired electronic skin glows when it
gets hurt [周四, 02 11月 04:08]

Electronic-skin technologies for prosthetics and robots can detect the
slightest touch or breeze. But oddly, the sensors that make this possible
do not respond effectively to a harmful blow. Now researchers report the
development of a jellyfish-inspired electronic skin that glows when the
pressure against it is high enough to potentially cause an injury.

Researchers demonstrate how to control liquid
crystal patterns [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Researchers have demonstrated that not only could patterns on liquid
crystals be controlled at nanoscales, but the changes could be visible
without microscopes. The work could potentially pave the way to new
biosensors and energy-efficient harvesting devices.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

One-step 3-D printing of catalysts [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Scientists have developed a 3-D printing process that creates a



chemically active catalytic object in a single step, opening the door to
more efficient ways to produce catalysts for complex chemical reactions
in a wide scope of industries.

One step closer to defining dark matter, GPS
satellite atomic clocks on the hunt [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

One professor who studies the earth and one who studies space came
together in the pursuit to detect and define dark matter. They are one
step closer. Using 16 years of archival data from GPS satellites that that
orbit the earth, the team looked for dark matter clumps in the shape of
walls or bubbles and which would extend far out beyond the GPS orbits,
the solar system and beyond.

Physicists describe new dark matter detection
strategy [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Physicists propose a dark matter detector that would use superfluid
helium to explore mass ranges for dark matter particles thousands of
times smaller than current large-scale experiments.

Metal-silicone microstructures could enable new
flexible optical and electrical devices [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

For the first time, researchers have used a single-step, laser-based
method to produce small, precise hybrid microstructures of silver and
flexible silicone. This innovative laser processing technology could one
day enable smart factories that use one production line to mass-produce
customized devices.

New mathematical models could help solve few-
body problems in physics [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

In physics, the conundrum known as the 'few-body problem,' how three
or more interacting particles behave, has bedeviled scientists for
centuries. Equations that describe the physics of few-body systems are
usually unsolvable and the methods used to find solutions are unstable.
There aren't many equations that can probe the wide spectrum of
possible few-particle dynamics. A new family of mathematical models
for mixtures of quantum particles could help light the way.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Périgord black truffle cultivated in the UK for
the first time [周一, 06 11月 08:30]

The Mediterranean black truffle, one of the world's most expensive
ingredients, has been successfully cultivated in the UK, as climate
change threatens its native habitat.

Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Horses can read our body language even when
they don't know us [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

Horses can tell the difference between dominant and submissive body
postures in humans, even when the humans are not familiar to them,
according to a new study.

Clues to body's defense against common oral
ailment [周六, 04 11月 02:27]

Study shows how the body recognizes when a harmless fungus in the
mouth becomes a disease-causing infection.

Can environmental toxins disrupt the biological
'clock'? [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

Can environmental toxins disrupt circadian rhythms -- the biological



'clock' whose disturbance is linked to chronic inflammation and a host of
human disorders? Research showing a link between circadian disruption
and plankton that have adapted to road salt pollution puts the question
squarely on the table.

Optical diagnostic to help improve fuel economy
while reducing emissions [周六, 04 11月 01:46]

A new optical device that helps researchers image pollutants in
combusting fuel sprays might lead to clearer skies in the future. An
optical setup can now quantify the formation of soot -- particulate matter
consisting primarily of carbon -- as a function of time and space for a
variety of combustion processes.

Agricultural productivity drove Euro-American
settlement of Utah [周五, 03 11月 23:06]

Anthropologists adapted a well-known ecological model, and tested its
predictions by combining satellite-derived measures of agricultural
suitability with historical census data. They found that the model
accurately predicted the patterns in which settlement occurred in Utah,
as well as the present-day distribution of people.

Livestock-associated MRSA found among
MRSA from humans [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

New survey results show more frequent detections and geographical
dispersion of LA-MRSA in humans in the EU/EEA since 2007, and
highlight the public health and veterinary importance of LA-MRSA as a
'One Health' issue. The ECDC advocates for periodic systematic surveys
or integrated multi-sectorial surveillance to facilitate control measures.

Zooming-in on protein teamwork [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

The surface of every cell contains receptors that react to external signals
similar to a 'gate'. In this way, the cells of the innate immune system can
differentiate between friend and foe partly through their 'toll-like
receptors' (TLRs). Two parts of this gate often work together here, as
researchers have now found out with the help of a new super-resolution
optical microscopy technique.



Electron microscopy uncovers unexpected
connections in fruit fly brain [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Scientists have used a powerful microscopy technique to discover new
connections in the memory and learning center of the Drosophila brain.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a
unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

What do piranhas and goldfish have in
common? [周五, 03 11月 22:56]

Researchers including some of the biggest names in ichthyology from
universities and museums across the US and Mexico used highly
conserved regions of animal genomes, called ultraconserved elements
(UCEs), to compile one of the most data-rich phylogenies of fishes to
date. Here's what they found.

Wild grape yeast could be more effective than
pesticides in preventing grape molds [周五, 03 11月 21:07]

Researchers have identified a wild yeast that is more effective at
preventing common grape molds than a pesticide, suggesting that it
could be an eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. The
researchers discovered that wild grapes host a huge array of yeasts that
can inhibit common grape molds, while they found a smaller number of
effective yeasts on farmed grapes.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize



recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Identifying pathogens that cause soybean stem
canker [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Soybean diseases caused by various species of Diaporthe pathogens are
on the rise and scientists are identifying the pathogens behind this
increase.

Astonishing evolution: Digger wasps and their
chemistry [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Because digger wasps switched prey, the chemical protective layer of
their skin changed, too, explain researchers in a new report.

'Morning larks' have weaker sleep spindles
during night than 'night owls' [周五, 03 11月 20:56]

Individual circadian preference is associated with brain activity patterns
during the night, shows new research.

Elucidation of bone regeneration mechanism [周五, 03

11月 20:53]

Fish have the extraordinary ability to regenerate lost fins and other
appendages containing cartilage and bone. The cells responsible for the
regeneration offer new clues on how to regenerate tissues in humans.
Researchers have found a dormant progenitor cell population in
zebrafish that regenerates bone cells, or osteoblasts.

Science confirms you should stop and smell the
roses [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

There's truth to the idea that spending time outdoors is a direct line to
happiness, say researchers. In fact, if people simply take time to notice
the nature around them, it will increase their general happiness and well-
being, suggests the new research.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking



device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Resisting alien invasions [周五, 03 11月 06:04]

Invasive species are can be hugely detrimental to marine ecosystems.
Take Caulerpa taxifolia as an example, suggest investigators.

Newly discovered volcanic rock minerals may
offer new insights into earth's evolution [周五, 03 11月 06:03]

Scientists have found evidence showing that komatiites, or three-billion-
year old volcanic rock found within the Earth's mantle, had a different
composition than modern ones. Their discovery may offer new
information about the first one billion years of Earth's development and
early origins of life.

Additional hurdle to widespread planting of
bioenergy crops identified [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

A study examining how certain decisions impact what farmers plant and
harvest identified one crucial factor that researchers believe needs to be
added to the list of decision variables when considering bioenergy crops:
the option value.

Scientists identify hotspots of coastal risks in
Latin America and the Caribbean [周五, 03 11月 03:10]

The catastrophic 2017 hurricane season provided ample demonstrations
of the vulnerability of populations and infrastructure in coastal areas to
natural disasters. A new study identifies hotspots of coastal risks



throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.

Geometry plays an important role in how cells
behave [周五, 03 11月 02:29]

Inspired by how geometry influences physical systems such as soft
matter, researchers have revealed surprising insights into how the
physics of molecules within a cell affect how the cell behaves.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Genomic study reveals clues to wild past of
grapes [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

About 22,000 years ago, as the ice sheets that consumed much of North
America and Europe began retreating, humans started to consume a fruit
that today brings joy to millions of wine drinkers around the world:
grapes.

Shifting bacterial communities in the stomach
may influence cancer risk [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Different changes to the microbial community of the stomach may
explain why related conditions are associated with different risk levels
and types of gastric tumor, according to a new study.

Male mammoths more often fell into 'natural
traps' and died, DNA evidence suggests [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Researchers who have sexed 98 woolly mammoth specimens collected



from various parts of Siberia have discovered that the fossilized remains
more often came from males of the species than females. They speculate
that this skewed sex ratio exists in the fossil record because
inexperienced male mammoths more often traveled alone and got
themselves killed by falling into natural traps that made their
preservation more likely.

Animals' mitochondria defenses discovered in
plants [周五, 03 11月 00:48]

Scientists have discovered that the mechanism that mitochondria use to
defend mammalian cells against protein-damaging stress also exists in
plants.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Newly discovered orangutan species is 'among
the most threatened great apes in the world' [周五, 03

11月 00:11]

Scientists have long recognized six living species of great ape aside
from humans: Sumatran and Bornean orangutans, eastern and western
gorillas, chimpanzees, and bonobos. But researchers have now made it
seven, based on a collection of evidence showing that an isolated
population of orangutans living in Sumatra is actually its own unique
species. They've named the new species the Tapanuli orangutan (Pongo
tapanuliensis).

How toxic air clouds mental health [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Researchers have found a link between air pollution and psychological
distress. The higher the level of particulates in the air, the study showed,
the greater the impact on mental health. The study is believed to be the
first to use a nationally representative survey pool, cross-referenced with



pollution data at the census block level, to evaluate the connection
between toxic air and mental health.

Warm air helped make 2017 ozone hole smallest
since 1988 [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Measurements from satellites this year showed the hole in Earth's ozone
layer that forms over Antarctica each September was the smallest
observed since 1988, scientists have announced.

Mimicking giant clams to enhance the
production of biofuel [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers are working together to create an artificial system that
mimics the process by which giant clams convert sunlight into energy.
The research may allow them to enhance the efficiency of biofuel
production.

New broadly protective vaccines for H3N2
influenza [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Researchers have developed a vaccine candidate that protects against
multiple co-circulating strains of H3N2 influenza isolated over five
seasons following testing in mouse and ferret models.

Cells driving gecko's ability to re-grow its tail
identified [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

A researcher has discovered the spinal cord of the gecko's tail houses a
special type of stem cell known as the radial glia. When the tail
detaches, these cells jump into action by proliferating and making
different proteins in response to the injury. The result is a brand new
spinal cord. This finding has implications for developing a way to treat
humans with spinal cord injuries.

Help for contaminated groundwater: Dioxane-
chomping microbe [周五, 03 11月 00:09]

Researchers have discovered a bacteria-borne gene that triggers the
degradation of dioxane, a groundwater contaminant and suspected
carcinogen. The discovery could lead to a tool that helps decide how to



treat contaminated sites.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Fifty-years of data from a 'living' oxygen
minimum lab could help predict the oceans'
future [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have released 50 years' worth of data chronicling the
deoxygenating cycles of a fjord off Canada's west coast, and detailing
the response of the microbial communities inhabiting the fjord. The
mass of data, collected in two related articles, could help scientists better
predict the impact of human activities and ocean deoxygenation on
marine environments.

Foraminifer shells much more susceptible to
ocean acidification than previously thought [周四, 02 11月

23:00]

The carbonate shells of tiny marine plankton, foraminifers, are important
archives of geochemical records of past climates. Now researchers have
discovered that, contrary to long-standing textbook knowledge, these
shells do not form as calcite, but instead, are originally formed as the
metastable carbonate vaterite and only later transform into calcite. The
presence of vaterite instead of calcite in these abundant organisms also
means that foraminifer shells are much more susceptible to ocean aci…

Electrostatic force takes charge in bioinspired
polymers [周四, 02 11月 23:00]

Researchers have taken the first steps toward gaining control over the
self-assembly of synthetic materials in the same way that biology forms
natural polymers. This advance could prove useful in designing new
bioinspired, smart materials for applications ranging from drug delivery
to sensing to remediation of environmental contaminants.



Several reasons why whole grains are healthy [周四,

02 11月 21:59]

When overweight adults exchange refined grain products -- such as
white bread and pasta -- with whole grain varieties, they eat less, they
lose weight and the amount of inflammation in their bodies decreases.

Transformation of graphite into hexagonal
diamond documented [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

A team of researchers has for the first time observed and recorded the
creation of hexagonal diamond under shock compression, revealing
crucial details about how it is formed. The discovery could help
planetary scientists use the presence of hexagonal diamond at meteorite
craters to estimate the severity of impacts.

The secret lives of ancient land plants [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

Researchers have unraveled the genome of the common liverwort --
Marchantia polymorpha -- gaining new insight into how the modest land
plants evolved.

Physics explains protein unpredictability [周四, 02 11月

21:11]

Scientists theorized that they could manipulate a protein one mutation at
a time and predict its evolution. They sought to prove it. And failed.
They do think, however, that they've found a fundamental truth
underlying unpredictability in a biological system.

Key to better asparagus identified in evolution of
sex chromosomes [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Working with an international team of breeders and genome scientists,
plant biologists have sequenced the genome of garden asparagus as a
model for sex chromosome evolution.

Gut bacteria linked to age-related conditions [周四, 02

11月 21:11]

New research shows for the first time that an imbalance in the good and
bad bacteria in the gut of old mice causes inflammatory responses in
young mice -- responses that are linked to age-related conditions such as
stroke, dementia and cardiovascular disease. Therapies that target the
bacterial composition of the gut in elderly people, through changes to



diet and pre- and probiotic supplements, may lead to a healthier aging
population.
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Rise of populism affects wildlife management in
US [周六, 04 11月 03:52]

A cultural backlash stemming from the rise of populism may limit
opportunities for state fish and wildlife agencies to adapt to changing
social values in the United States.

Getting the world to listen: Improving the
impact of research through storytelling [周五, 03 11月 22:58]

Scientists and researchers often find it challenging to get people
interested in their work. It is possible to be a leading expert in a field
and still be unfamiliar outside the modest circle of colleagues in the
same field.

In pursuit of a universal flu vaccine [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Developing a universal flu vaccine that would protect against all
seasonal and pandemic strains of the virus is no easy task, and new
research suggests that one of the most promising strategies -- creating a
vaccine that targets the 'stalk' of a protein that covers the flu virus -- is a
strong one, but isn't completely bulletproof. Researchers found that the
stalk of the hemagglutinin protein can vary in response to pressure from
the immune system.

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica: All-in-one
nanomaterial for energy, environment and
health [周五, 03 11月 22:57]

Dendritic fibrous nanosilica (DFNS), also known as KCC-1, has a



unique fibrous morphology and a high surface area with improved
accessibility to the internal surface, tunable pore size and volume,
controllable particle size, which made it useful in the fields of energy,
environment, and health. DFNS showed interesting applications in solar
energy harvesting (water splitting for hydrogen), energy storage
(battery), CO2 capture, drug delivery, sensing etc. It is truly an all-in-
one nanomaterial.

Protecting the wild: Professor helps to minimize
recreation disturbance to wildlife [周五, 03 11月 20:59]

Investigators have harnessed existing technology to help recreation
ecologists and managers better understand and minimize those
recreation disturbances to wildlife.

Retired professional footballers at higher risk of
knee osteoarthritis [周五, 03 11月 20:58]

Retired professional footballers are far more prone to develop knee pain
and osteoarthritis and face problems with their knees earlier in life than
the average person, a study has revealed.

Unemployment triggers increase in child neglect,
according to new research [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

The number of reported cases of child neglect in the United States of
America increased as a result of the spike in unemployment following
the financial crisis of 2007-08, according to new research. The first
study of its kind, suggests that unemployment can cause an increase in
child neglect because parents have more limited access to the resources
required to provide for a child's basic needs, such as clothing, food and
medical care.

Biomarkers may provide early warning of lung
problems in 9/11 firefighters [周五, 03 11月 20:53]

Blood biomarkers appear to be an early-warning signal for the
accelerated loss of lung function and airway obstruction in firefighters
who responded to the World Trade Center disaster, according to new
research.



Are cities affecting evolution? [周五, 03 11月 06:05]

In the first study to take a comprehensive look at the way urbanization is
affecting evolution, researchers say they've found a 'wake-up call for the
public, governments and other scientists.'

Is gun violence contagious? [周五, 03 11月 02:05]

Gun violence is mostly not contagious but rather an endemic issue for
particular neighborhoods, according to researchers. That means place-
based interventions like hotspot policing or greening vacant lots have
the best chance to improve this problem.

Genetic history: Searching for the African roots
of Noir Marron communities [周五, 03 11月 00:11]

Scientists have shown that members of Maroon communities in South
America -- formed over four centuries ago by Africans who escaped
slavery -- have remarkably preserved their African genetic heritage (98
percent). In contrast, the same cannot be said for African descendants
from Brazil and Colombia.

Innovative statistical methods shed light on
extent of modern slavery in US, world [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

Policymakers, law enforcement and advocates can now better identify
and target modern slavery thanks to the work of human rights experts
and researchers whose application of unique statistical methods yields
more precise figures on its existence and extent.

Risk of oversharing in conversation increases
with age, study says [周四, 02 11月 21:59]

The risk of oversharing in conversation -- or providing a listener with
too much irrelevant detail -- increases as we age, research suggests.
Tests carried out on a group of 100 people show the thinking skills that
influence how we respond to people's points of view deteriorate with
age. Linguists used a series of computerised listening and visual tests to
assess thinking skills in the group, whose ages ranged from 17 to 84
years old.



Learning a mother tongue: A universal process?
[周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Specialists in language development in children have studied a
traditional population in the Bolivian Amazon, the Tsimane. They show
that, on average, less than one minute per hour is spent talking to
children under the age of four. This is up to ten times less than for
children of the same age in industrialized countries. This observation
should prompt us to conduct more studies of this kind in various
cultures.

New analysis shows Brazil slows deforestation
with land registration program [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Brazil's environmental land registration program has been successful in
slowing down the rate of deforestation on private land, according to a
new study.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

One factor that may help schools close racial
achievement gap [周四, 02 11月 03:10]

A study of one Texas school district reveals one of the best evidence-
based ways ever found to close the educational achievement gap
between black and white students. The research found that teachers'
sense of collective efficacy in any one school -- the belief that they had
the capability and support necessary to educate their students -- was
closely connected to the achievement gap.

Citizen science may boost engagement and
understanding in undergraduate biology classes
[周四, 02 11月 02:17]

Citizen science projects, such as ClimateWatch, can boost engagement



in undergraduate courses, according to a new study.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

A third of the Internet is under attack [周四, 02 11月 01:05]

Spanning two years, from March 2015 to February 2017, researchers
found that about one-third of the IPv4 address space was subject to some
kind of DoS attacks, where a perpetrator maliciously disrupts services of
a host connected to the Internet.

Four in ten healthcare professionals work while
sick [周四, 02 11月 01:04]

A new study suggests that healthcare professionals (HCPs) should heed
to their own advice: stay home when sick. Some four in 10 HCPs work
while experiencing influenza-like illness.

Improving public safety in face of extreme
weather and disasters [周四, 02 11月 01:03]

Our ability to observe and predict severe weather events and other
disasters has improved markedly over recent decades, yet this progress
does not always translate into similar advances in the systems used in
such circumstances to protect lives. A more cohesive alert and warning
system that integrates public and private communications mechanisms
and adopts new technologies quickly is needed to deliver critical
information during emergency situations.

Fisheries given a solution to overharvesting [周四, 02 11

月 00:24]

Many commercial fisheries are threatened by overharvesting. However,
they can't address the problem because of inadequate scientific



information, from overall population numbers to data on how fast fish
grow and reproduce. Researchers have developed a model using
information about landed fish catches and prices for any species. This
model allows fisheries to net enough to meet rising demand while
ensuring adequate income and replenishment of natural stocks.

Dissecting effects of 1960s anti-poverty
programs on present US [周三, 01 11月 22:27]

Researchers trace the history and effects of New Careers, a 1960s
federal anti-poverty program. While it helped expand the nonprofit
sector, it also perpetuated inequality in urban areas.

Empowered employees are more proactive ...
even when they don't trust their leader [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

New research confirms that employees with empowering leaders are
more proactive -- and, for the first time, shows that this effect occurs by
increasing employee confidence to undertake tasks beyond the job
description. The researchers elaborate a model that explains why, and
when, empowering leadership can promote proactivity in the workplace,
and provide suggestions for managers and organizations.

Ensuring the survival of elephants in Laos: A
matter of economics [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

Asian elephant populations in Laos, which are under a process of
commodification, have dropped by half in the last 30 years. According
to researchers, the dynamics of elephant populations depend heavily on
the socioeconomic practices of the country and elephant owners. The
setting-up of a 'maternity leave' system to compensate owners for their
losses of income during breeding period would contribute to the species'
long-term survival.

Could the Neolithic Revolution offer evidence of
best ways to adapt to climate change? [周三, 01 11月 21:20]

The behavior of the human population during the last intense period of
global warming might offer an insight into how best to adapt to the
current challenges posed by climate change, a study suggests.



Babies can use context to look for things [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

In a new study, infants as young as 6 months old demonstrated that they
can rapidly integrate learning, memory and attention to improve their
search for faces in a simple scene.

US at 'lowest point we can remember,' survey
finds [周三, 01 11月 21:19]

Nearly two-thirds of Americans (63 percent) say the future of the nation
is a very or somewhat significant source of stress, slightly more than
perennial stressors like money (62 percent) and work (61 percent),
according to a new report by the American Psychological Association.

Marijuana farming hurts environment, new
study finds [周三, 01 11月 08:27]

Planting cannabis for commercial production in remote locations is
creating forest fragmentation, stream modification, soil erosion and
landslides. Without land-use policies to limit its environmental footprint,
the impacts of cannabis farming could get worse, according to a new
study.

Spooky conservation: Saving endangered species
over our dead bodies [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

The secret to the survival of critically endangered wildlife could lie
beyond the grave. A reseacher suggests revenue from human burials
could fund nature reserves and parks for threatened species, effectively
amounting to dead humans protecting living creatures.

How to detect the risk of dyslexia before
learning to read [周三, 01 11月 01:03]

Almost 10 percent of the world population suffers dyslexia. Establishing
an early diagnosis would allow the development of training programs to
palliate this disorder. We now may be nearer to reaching this goal thanks
to a study associating auditory processing in children to their reading
skills. The results offer a new approach for detecting the risk before the
children learn to read.



Workplace incivility: The silent epidemic [周三, 01 11月

00:06]

Workplace incivility is taking over our organizations, professional
relationships and everyday interactions. According to researchers,
understanding why incivility happens and how to address it starts with
awareness.

Bilingual preschoolers show stronger inhibitory
control [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

For students in preschool, speaking two languages may be better than
one, especially for developing inhibitory control. That idea isn't new, but
a new study took a longitudinal approach to examine the bilingual
advantage hypothesis, which suggests that the demands associated with
managing two languages confer cognitive advantages that extend
beyond the language domain.

Stable, affordable homes don't just help
patients, they save taxpayer dollars [周三, 01 11月 00:03]

By investing in housing, hospitals can help build healthier communities
and save money by stemming the tide of emergency room visits and
costly health interventions, research shows.

Voting does not reduce crime, study shows [周三, 01 11月

00:03]

Voting does not make people less likely to subsequently commit a
crime, a randomized controlled experiment of 550,000 potential voters
in the United States shows.

Political views have limited impact on how we
perceive climate anomalies [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

Individual perceptions of climate anomalies are largely immune to
political bias, especially when people observe large and persistent
departures from average conditions.

Long-term states of mind can affect short-term
financial decisions [周二, 31 10月 20:48]

A new study sheds more light on the quirks of people's actions in such



cases and suggests that, in addition to immediate financial needs,
persistent behavioral characteristics play a key role in even short-term
pocketbook decisions.

Financial ties of medical journal editors should
be disclosed [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Approximately half of the editors of 52 prestigious medical journals
received payments from the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
in 2014. And only a fraction of these journals publish conflict-of-interest
policies for editors that address these payments, according to research.

Are the grandkids worth it? Climate change
policy depends on how we value human
population [周二, 31 10月 03:44]

Protecting future generations from environmental destruction depends
on how society values human population. Looking at two ethical
approaches, a research team finds a smaller population could save tens
of billions of dollars or more annually on climate change prevention
policies, especially in wealthier countries.

Study may add to resource managers' toolbox [周二,

31 10月 02:13]

Fish 'condition' can help guide management efforts for Chesapeake Bay,
suggests a new research study.

Effects of Medicaid expansion focus of new
study [周二, 31 10月 01:56]

A new article examines the effects of Medicaid expansion on low-
income individuals' access to health care.

Social media data use needs tighter research
controls, experts say [周二, 31 10月 01:46]

Information shared on social media is being regularly used in research
projects without users' consent, a study suggests. Experts have called for
tighter control of the practice, with fresh guidelines needed to ensure
personal data is being used appropriately.



Robotics principles help wave energy converters
better absorb power of ocean waves [周二, 31 10月 01:15]

Compared to wind and solar energy, wave energy has remained
relatively expensive and hard to capture, but engineers are working to
change that by drawing inspiration from other industries. The
engineering team has designed, modeled and tested a control system that
doubles the amount of power a wave energy converter can absorb from
ocean waves, making electricity produced from wave energy less
expensive.

Immigrants living in the country without
authorization at risk for anxiety and depression
[周二, 31 10月 00:33]

Nearly a quarter of Mexican immigrants who live near the California-
Mexico border without legal authorization have a mental disorder,
particularly depression or anxiety.

Building a sustainable future: Urgent action
needed [周一, 30 10月 23:24]

We need to act urgently to increase the energy efficiency of our
buildings as the world's emerging middle classes put increasing demands
on our planet's energy resources.

'Combosquatting' attack hides in plain sight to
trick computer users [周一, 30 10月 21:29]

To guard against unknowingly visiting malicious websites, computer
users have been taught to double-check website URLs before they click
on a link. But attackers are now taking advantage of that practice to trick
users into visiting website domains that contain familiar trademarks --
but with additional words that change the destination to an attack site.

Montessori preschool boosts academic results
and reduces income-based inequality [周一, 30 10月 20:48]

Researchers find that children in Montessori preschools show improved
academic performance and social understanding, while enjoying their
school work more. Strikingly, children from low-income families, who



typically don't perform as well at school, show similar academic
performance as children from high-income families. Children with low
executive function also benefit from Montessori preschools.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Synthetic material acts like an insect cloaking
device [周五, 03 11月 20:52]

Synthetic microspheres with nanoscale holes can absorb light from all
directions across a wide range of frequencies, making them a candidate
for antireflective coatings, according to a team of engineers. The
synthetic spheres also explain how the leaf hopper insect uses similar
particles to hide from predators in its environment.

Left or right? Like humans, bees have a
preference [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

A discovery that bees have individual flying direction preferences could
lead to strategies for steering drone aircraft fleets.

How chromosomes 'cheat' for the chance to get
into an egg [周五, 03 11月 02:18]

Chromosomes can 'cheat,' biasing the chance that they will make it into
a sex cell. Biologists show how this bias arises in female cells, detecting
molecular signals that create an asymmetry in the machinery that drives
meiosis, the cell-division process that gives rise to gametes.

Hubble sees nearby asteroids photobombing
distant galaxies [周五, 03 11月 01:17]

Photobombing asteroids from our solar system have snuck their way
into this deep image of the universe taken by NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope. These asteroids reside roughly 160 million miles from Earth,
yet they've horned their way into this picture of thousands of galaxies



scattered across space and time at inconceivably farther distances.

Physicists show how lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by switching behaviors [周五, 03 11月 00:49]

Physicists have shown how a system of lifeless particles can become
'life-like' by collectively switching back and forth between crystalline
and fluid states -- even when the environment remains stable.

Atmospheric beacons guide NASA scientists in
search for life [周五, 03 11月 00:10]

New NASA research proposes a novel approach to sniffing out
exoplanet atmospheres. It takes advantage of frequent stellar storms
from cool, young dwarf stars to highlight signs of possible life.

Aussie snakes and lizards trace back to Asia 30
million years ago [周四, 02 11月 23:02]

Deadly snakes are among Australia's most iconic animals. Now a new
study helps explain how they descended from creatures that have come
from Asia over the past 30 million years.

Should patients be asleep or awake during brain
surgery? [周四, 02 11月 21:11]

Deep brain stimulation eases the effects of Parkinson's disease and
tremor. A new study indicates no demonstrable difference in clinical
outcomes between patients who underwent the implantation under
general anesthesia versus those who went through it while awake.

Nanoscale 'abacus' uses pulses of light instead of
wooden beads to perform calculations [周四, 02 11月 21:10]

The quest to develop ever-faster and more powerful computers has led
to one of the most rudimentary methods of counting being given a 21st
century make-over.

Overlooked Treasure: The First Evidence of
Exoplanets [周四, 02 11月 05:54]

Mount Wilson is the site where some of the key discoveries about our



galaxy and universe were made in the early 20th century. But there is a
far lesser known, 100-year-old discovery from Mount Wilson -- one that
was unidentified and unappreciated until recently: the first evidence of
exoplanets.

Bacterial fats, not dietary ones, may deserve the
blame for heart disease [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Heart disease and fatty clogs in the arteries go hand in hand. But new
evidence suggests the fatty molecules might come not only from what
you eat, but from the bacteria in your mouth, scientists report. The
research may explain why gum disease is associated with heart trouble.

Do animals think rationally? [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Previous studies have shown that animals can remember specific events,
use tools and solve problems. But exactly what that means remains a
matter of scientific dispute. Now one researcher suggests the evidence
shows a wide range of animal species exhibit so-called 'executive
control' when it comes to making decisions, consciously considering
their goals and ways to satisfy those goals before acting.

NASA investigates invisible magnetic bubbles in
outer solar system [周四, 02 11月 03:12]

Forty years ago, the twin Voyagers spacecraft were launched to explore
the frontiers of our solar system, and have since made countless
discoveries, including finding magnetic bubbles around two of the outer
planets.

Luck plays a role in how language evolves, team
finds [周四, 02 11月 02:16]

Read a few lines of Chaucer or Shakespeare and you'll get a sense of
how the English language has changed during the past millennium.
Examining collections of annotated texts dating from the 12th to the 21st
centuries, researchers found that certain linguistic changes were guided
by pressures analogous to natural selection -- social, cognitive and other
factors -- while others seem to have occurred purely by happenstance.

Hacking evolution, screening technique may



improve most widespread enzyme [周四, 02 11月 00:24]

Plants evolved over millions of years into an environment that has
dramatically changed in the last 150 years since the Industrial
Revolution began. While natural adaptation has been unable to keep up,
scientists have developed tools to simulate millions of years of evolution
in days to help plants adapt.

Aliens may be more like us than we think [周三, 01 11月

08:21]

For the first time, researchers show how evolutionary theory can be used
to support alien predictions and better understand their behavior. They
show that aliens are potentially shaped by the same processes and
mechanisms that shaped humans, such as natural selection. The theory
supports the argument that foreign life forms undergo natural selection,
and are like us, evolving to be fitter and stronger over time.

Tracking mosquitoes with your cellphone [周三, 01 11月

02:37]

A simple recording of a mosquito's buzz on a cellphone could contribute
to a global-scale mosquito tracking map of unprecedented detail, say
experts.

How to store information in your clothes
invisibly, without electronics [周三, 01 11月 01:57]

Computer scientists have created fabrics and fashion accessories that can
store data -- from security codes to identification tags -- without needing
any on-board electronics or sensors.

Spider silk could be used to power microphones
in hearing aids, cell phones [周三, 01 11月 01:02]

Would you want a spider web inside your ear? Probably not. But if
you're able to put aside the creepy factor, new research shows that fine
fibers like spider silk actually improve the quality of microphones for
hearing aids.

The world's shortest laser pulse: Seeing electron
movement during chemical reactions [周二, 31 10月 23:15]

Researchers have succeeded in shortening the pulse duration of an X-ray



laser to only 43 attoseconds. With a time resolution in the range of a few
quintillionths of a second, they are now able for the first time to observe
the movement of electrons during chemical reactions in slow motion.

Intricate beauty of a cracked glass [周二, 31 10月 23:14]

Typical crack speeds in glass easily surpass a kilometer per second, and
broken surface features may be well smaller than a millimeter, so the
processes that generate these patterns have been largely a mystery. Now,
by replacing hard glass with soft but brittle gels, researchers have
slowed down the cracks that precipitate fracture to mere meters per
second, and unraveled the complex physical processes that take place
during fracture in microscopic detail and in real time.

'Monster' planet discovery challenges formation
theory [周二, 31 10月 22:51]

A giant planet, which should not exist according to planet formation
theory, has been discovered around a distant star.

Mystery of raging black hole beams penetrated [周

二, 31 10月 01:12]

They are nature's very own Death Star beams - ultra-powerful jets of
energy that shoot out from the vicinity of black holes like deadly rays
from the Star Wars super-weapon.

Both the aggressor and the victim: Alarming
number of teens cyberbully themselves [周一, 30 10月 23:22]

A new form of self-harm in youth has emerged and is cause for concern.
The behavior: 'digital self-harm' or 'self-trolling,' where adolescents post,
send or share mean things about themselves anonymously online. The
concern: it is happening at alarming rates and could be a cry for help. A
new study is the first to examine the extent of this behavior and is the
most comprehensive investigation of this understudied problem.

Good vibrations: Smart access to homes and
cars using fingers [周一, 30 10月 20:47]

Engineers have created VibWrite, a smart access system that senses
finger vibrations to verify users. The low-cost security system could



eventually be used to gain access to homes, apartment buildings, cars,
appliances -- anything with a solid surface.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of



the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of



outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion



of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or



multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin



patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.
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Sixth-graders can learn, perform
hands-only CPR -- ScienceDaily

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and
perform CPR effectively and should be targeted for
training, according to preliminary research presented at
the American Heart Association's Scientific Sessions
2017, a premier global exchange of the latest advances
in cardiovascular science for researchers and clinicians.

Researchers assessed the ability of 160 sixth-graders
(average age 12) to perform Hands-Only CPR for
adults, using music and a video game to help the
students attain the correct compression rate.

The students were divided into three groups. One
group (the control) watched the American Heart
Association's video CPR in Schools Training Kit to
learn how to perform 100 to 120 compressions per
minute (CPM) on the adult CPR manikins. The second
group watched the video and listened to music with a
tempo matching the goal compression rate. The third
group watched the video and played a video game to
reinforce the goal compression rate. Each child then



tested their new skills on the manikins.

Across the groups, most students remembered to call
911, performed CPR in the correct location and
provided high-quality compressions. However,
attainment of goal compression rate for effective CPR
was higher among the music and video game groups
than the control group.

Based on these findings, researchers suggest that
tempo-reinforcing tools like music and video games
may help children attain goal compression rate to
perform effective Hands-Only CPR.

Some states already require Hands-Only CPR training
for high school graduation, but researchers say there
has been little focus on younger children.

"We were wondering why they need to wait until 12th
grade when sixth graders have learned the circulation
system and seem mature enough and are interested in
learning Hands-Only CPR," said author Mimi Biswas,
M.D., a cardiologist at University of California
Riverside School of Medicine and Riverside
Community Hospital.



Sixth-graders were the focus of this study because it
began as a science project for one of the researcher's
sixth-grade son.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Heart Association.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
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New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants -- ScienceDaily

New national research led by Jonathan Lass, MD of
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
and University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center has
found that corneal donor tissue can be safely stored for
11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye
problems in people with diseases of the cornea. This is
four days longer than the current conventional
maximum of seven days in the United States.

The findings are published in today's issue of JAMA
Ophthalmology.

"Over the past 20 years, corneal transplant specialists
have gotten comfortable only using corneas up to one
week after they are stored. But our findings show they
can safely use them up to 11 days after first being
stored," said Lass, Charles I Thomas Professor in the
Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences at
Case Western Reserve School of Medicine, member of
the University Hospitals Eye Institute, and lead
investigator of the national Cornea Preservation Time



Study, which produced the results. "This will help to
meet the expected future demand for corneas in this
country as well as in patients overseas today, who now
receive as many as thirty percent of corneas donated by
U.S. citizens."

Patients who need corneal transplants are typically age
50 and older. According to projections by the U.S.
Census Bureau, that population will grow from about
109 million currently to about 133 million by 2030 in
this country.

The cornea, the eye's clear outer covering, helps focus
light so people can see clearly. When it is damaged,
incoming light can become distorted, harming quality
of vision and often resulting in blindness. Damage can
arise from scarring due to previous surgery, injury or
infection; corneal ulcers; swelling or thinning of the
cornea; and inherited diseases and conditions of the
eye, such as Fuchs' Dystrophy. When the blurred vision
and/or pain are serious enough, transplantation of a
new cornea may be necessary. Transplanted corneas
come from people who chose to donate them when
they died.

In the study, 70 eye surgeons at 40 surgical sites



nationwide performed a corneal transplant called a
Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty
(DSAEK) on 1,090 people (1,330 eyes). In this
procedure, doctors or the eye bank take a slice from the
back of a healthy donated cornea, open a small slit in
the patient's eye, scrape out the diseased endothelial
cells and replace them with the donor cells. The
majority of the patients underwent transplantation for
Fuchs' dystrophy, which causes a gradual decline in
vision due to corneal swelling and clouding. Patients
were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
groups: those who received corneas preserved for up to
seven days and those who received corneas preserved
for eight-14 days.

Lass and the surgeons found that three-year graft
success rates were 92.1 percent for corneas preserved
for eight-14 days and 95.3 percent for corneas
preserved up to seven days. Probing further, they
discovered that there was no statistically significant
difference between patients who received corneas
preserved up to seven days and those who received
ones preserved eight-11 days. Rather, much of the
difference between the groups was attributed to those
who received corneas preserved 12-14 days.



"It's important to note that patients who received
corneas preserved 12-14 days still had high success
rates of 89.3 percent," said Lass. "This means that if
individual circumstances require it, these longer-
preserved corneas may be used with a high degree of
success."

Currently, the supply of donated corneas is sufficient to
meet the demand in the U.S. In fact, more than a third
of donated U.S. corneas are sent to patients in need
internationally. But while U.S. eye banks provided
about 28,000 corneas for use by patients in other
countries in 2015, there are 10 million cornea-blind
individuals worldwide.

Although results of the study directly apply only to the
use of donor corneas used for this specific operation
and these conditions, researchers hope that results
could be extended to donor corneas used for other
types of transplants and other eye diseases.

Separately, the investigators assessed the degree of
corneal endothelial cell loss, which typically occurs
after transplantation. The endothelium is a single layer
of cells lining the inner surface of the cornea; among
its functions, it helps keep the cornea clear and from



not swelling. The surgeons found that in corneas
preserved up to seven days, there was a 37 percent loss
of cells versus a 40 percent loss in corneas preserved
eight-14 days. Again probing further, they discovered a
comparable rate of loss in corneas preserved four-13
days. "This finding also supports the use of corneas
stored up to and including 11 days," said Lass.
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Genetic treatment for blindness may
soon be reality -- ScienceDaily

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal
disease could see well enough to navigate a maze after
being treated with a new gene therapy, according to
research presented today at AAO 2017, the 121st

Annual Meeting of the American Academy of
Ophthalmology.

Patients in the study had a condition called Leber
congenital amaurosis (LCA), which begins in infancy
and progresses slowly, eventually causing complete
blindness. This new, first-of-its-kind gene therapy is
currently under review by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for potential approval this year. There
are currently no treatments available for inherited
retinal diseases.

Ophthalmologist Stephen R. Russell, M.D., of the
University of Iowa, is one of the lead researchers for
this pioneering treatment. Data from the first
randomized, controlled, phase 3 study showed that 27



of 29 treated patients (93 percent) experienced
meaningful improvements in their vision, enough that
they could navigate a maze in low to moderate light.
They also showed improvement in light sensitivity and
peripheral vision, which are two visual deficits these
patients experience.

Approval could open the door for other gene therapies
that could eventually treat the more than 225 genetic
mutations known to cause blindness. It could be
applied to retinitis pigmentosa, another inherited retinal
disease caused by a defective gene. Or in the future,
gene therapy could possibly provide key proteins
needed to restore vision in more common diseases such
as age-related macular degeneration.

LCA is rare, affecting about 1 in 80,000 individuals. It
can be caused by one or more of 19 different genes.
The treatment, called voretigene neparvovec (Luxturna,
Spark Therapeutics), involves a genetically modified
version of a harmless virus. The virus is modified to
carry a healthy version of the gene into the retina.
Doctors inject billions of modified viruses into both of
a patient's eyes.

Treatment doesn't restore normal vision. It does,



however, allow patients to see shapes and light,
allowing them to get around without a cane or a guide
dog. It is unclear how long the treatment will last, but
so far, most patients have maintained their vision for
two years.

More than 200 patients with LCA have participated in
gene therapy trials since 2007.

However, no gene therapy has gotten this close to FDA
approval for retinal disease or any other eye disease. In
October, an advisory committee to the FDA
unanimously endorsed the treatment. The FDA isn't
obligated to follow the recommendations of its
advisory committees, but it usually does. The agency is
expected to make its decision no later than January
2018.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
Ophthalmology (AAO). Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Smell test challenge suggests clinical
benefit for some before development of
Alzheimer's -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC) and the New York State Psychiatric Institute
(NYSPI) may have discovered a way to use a patient's
sense of smell to treat Alzheimer's disease before it
ever develops. Having an impaired sense of smell is
recognized as one of the early signs of cognitive
decline, before the clinical onset of Alzheimer's
disease. The researchers at CUMC and NYSPI have
found a way to use that effect to determine if patients
with mild cognitive impairment may respond to
cholinesterase inhibitor drugs to treat Alzheimer's
disease.

The findings were published online this week in the
Journal of Alzheimer's Disease.

Cholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, enhance
cholinergic function by increasing the transmission of
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the brain.



Cholinergic function is impaired in individuals with
Alzheimer's disease. Cholinesterase inhibitors, which
block an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine, have
shown some effectiveness in improving the cognitive
symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. However, they have
not been proven effective as a treatment for individuals
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a condition that
markedly increases the risk of Alzheimer's disease.

"We know that cholinesterase inhibitors can make a
difference for Alzheimer's patients, so we wanted to
find out if we could identify patients at risk for
Alzheimer's who might also benefit from this
treatment," said D.P. Devanand, MBBS, MD, professor
of psychiatry, scientist in the Gertrude H. Sergievsky
Center at CUMC, and co-director of the Memory
Disorders Clinic and the Late Life Depression Clinic at
NYSPI. "Since odor identification tests have been
shown to predict progression to Alzheimer's, we
hypothesized that these tests would also allow us to
discover which patients with MCI would be more
likely to improve with donepezil treatment."

In this year-long study, 37 participants with MCI
underwent odor identification testing with the
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test



(UPSIT). The test was administered before and after
using an atropine nasal spray that blocks cholinergic
transmission.

The patients were then treated with donepezil for 52
weeks, and were periodically reevaluated with the
UPSIT and with memory and cognitive function tests.
Those who had a greater decline in UPSIT scores,
indicating greater cholinergic deficits in the brain, after
using the anticholinergic nasal spray test saw greater
cognitive improvement with donepezil.

In addition, short-term improvement in odor
identification from baseline to eight weeks tended to
predict longer-term cognitive improvement with
donepezil treatment over one year.

"These results, particularly if replicated in larger
populations, suggest that these simple inexpensive
strategies have the potential to improve the selection of
patients with mild cognitive impairment who are likely
to benefit from treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors
like donepezil," said Dr. Devanand.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Columbia University Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an



aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.



Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]



In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain



type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer



with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable



anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.



Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for



transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate



for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and



stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in



the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security
and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular



structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,



which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.



A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is



highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.

Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and



bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate



for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-



producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the



production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周



五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur



dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in



Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide



lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,



safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with



compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could



save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of



the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]

In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of



outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain
type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion



of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or



multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer
with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin



patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.
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Sixth-graders can learn, perform
hands-only CPR -- ScienceDaily

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and
perform CPR effectively and should be targeted for
training, according to preliminary research presented at
the American Heart Association's Scientific Sessions
2017, a premier global exchange of the latest advances
in cardiovascular science for researchers and clinicians.

Researchers assessed the ability of 160 sixth-graders
(average age 12) to perform Hands-Only CPR for
adults, using music and a video game to help the
students attain the correct compression rate.

The students were divided into three groups. One
group (the control) watched the American Heart
Association's video CPR in Schools Training Kit to
learn how to perform 100 to 120 compressions per
minute (CPM) on the adult CPR manikins. The second
group watched the video and listened to music with a
tempo matching the goal compression rate. The third
group watched the video and played a video game to
reinforce the goal compression rate. Each child then



tested their new skills on the manikins.

Across the groups, most students remembered to call
911, performed CPR in the correct location and
provided high-quality compressions. However,
attainment of goal compression rate for effective CPR
was higher among the music and video game groups
than the control group.

Based on these findings, researchers suggest that
tempo-reinforcing tools like music and video games
may help children attain goal compression rate to
perform effective Hands-Only CPR.

Some states already require Hands-Only CPR training
for high school graduation, but researchers say there
has been little focus on younger children.

"We were wondering why they need to wait until 12th
grade when sixth graders have learned the circulation
system and seem mature enough and are interested in
learning Hands-Only CPR," said author Mimi Biswas,
M.D., a cardiologist at University of California
Riverside School of Medicine and Riverside
Community Hospital.



Sixth-graders were the focus of this study because it
began as a science project for one of the researcher's
sixth-grade son.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Heart Association.
Note: Content may be edited for style and length.

This article was downloaded by calibre from

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/11/171111162443.htm
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New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants -- ScienceDaily

New national research led by Jonathan Lass, MD of
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
and University Hospitals Cleveland Medical Center has
found that corneal donor tissue can be safely stored for
11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye
problems in people with diseases of the cornea. This is
four days longer than the current conventional
maximum of seven days in the United States.

The findings are published in today's issue of JAMA
Ophthalmology.

"Over the past 20 years, corneal transplant specialists
have gotten comfortable only using corneas up to one
week after they are stored. But our findings show they
can safely use them up to 11 days after first being
stored," said Lass, Charles I Thomas Professor in the
Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences at
Case Western Reserve School of Medicine, member of
the University Hospitals Eye Institute, and lead
investigator of the national Cornea Preservation Time



Study, which produced the results. "This will help to
meet the expected future demand for corneas in this
country as well as in patients overseas today, who now
receive as many as thirty percent of corneas donated by
U.S. citizens."

Patients who need corneal transplants are typically age
50 and older. According to projections by the U.S.
Census Bureau, that population will grow from about
109 million currently to about 133 million by 2030 in
this country.

The cornea, the eye's clear outer covering, helps focus
light so people can see clearly. When it is damaged,
incoming light can become distorted, harming quality
of vision and often resulting in blindness. Damage can
arise from scarring due to previous surgery, injury or
infection; corneal ulcers; swelling or thinning of the
cornea; and inherited diseases and conditions of the
eye, such as Fuchs' Dystrophy. When the blurred vision
and/or pain are serious enough, transplantation of a
new cornea may be necessary. Transplanted corneas
come from people who chose to donate them when
they died.

In the study, 70 eye surgeons at 40 surgical sites



nationwide performed a corneal transplant called a
Descemet stripping automated endothelial keratoplasty
(DSAEK) on 1,090 people (1,330 eyes). In this
procedure, doctors or the eye bank take a slice from the
back of a healthy donated cornea, open a small slit in
the patient's eye, scrape out the diseased endothelial
cells and replace them with the donor cells. The
majority of the patients underwent transplantation for
Fuchs' dystrophy, which causes a gradual decline in
vision due to corneal swelling and clouding. Patients
were randomly assigned to one of two treatment
groups: those who received corneas preserved for up to
seven days and those who received corneas preserved
for eight-14 days.

Lass and the surgeons found that three-year graft
success rates were 92.1 percent for corneas preserved
for eight-14 days and 95.3 percent for corneas
preserved up to seven days. Probing further, they
discovered that there was no statistically significant
difference between patients who received corneas
preserved up to seven days and those who received
ones preserved eight-11 days. Rather, much of the
difference between the groups was attributed to those
who received corneas preserved 12-14 days.



"It's important to note that patients who received
corneas preserved 12-14 days still had high success
rates of 89.3 percent," said Lass. "This means that if
individual circumstances require it, these longer-
preserved corneas may be used with a high degree of
success."

Currently, the supply of donated corneas is sufficient to
meet the demand in the U.S. In fact, more than a third
of donated U.S. corneas are sent to patients in need
internationally. But while U.S. eye banks provided
about 28,000 corneas for use by patients in other
countries in 2015, there are 10 million cornea-blind
individuals worldwide.

Although results of the study directly apply only to the
use of donor corneas used for this specific operation
and these conditions, researchers hope that results
could be extended to donor corneas used for other
types of transplants and other eye diseases.

Separately, the investigators assessed the degree of
corneal endothelial cell loss, which typically occurs
after transplantation. The endothelium is a single layer
of cells lining the inner surface of the cornea; among
its functions, it helps keep the cornea clear and from



not swelling. The surgeons found that in corneas
preserved up to seven days, there was a 37 percent loss
of cells versus a 40 percent loss in corneas preserved
eight-14 days. Again probing further, they discovered a
comparable rate of loss in corneas preserved four-13
days. "This finding also supports the use of corneas
stored up to and including 11 days," said Lass.

This article was downloaded by calibre from
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Genetic treatment for blindness may
soon be reality -- ScienceDaily

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal
disease could see well enough to navigate a maze after
being treated with a new gene therapy, according to
research presented today at AAO 2017, the 121st

Annual Meeting of the American Academy of
Ophthalmology.

Patients in the study had a condition called Leber
congenital amaurosis (LCA), which begins in infancy
and progresses slowly, eventually causing complete
blindness. This new, first-of-its-kind gene therapy is
currently under review by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration for potential approval this year. There
are currently no treatments available for inherited
retinal diseases.

Ophthalmologist Stephen R. Russell, M.D., of the
University of Iowa, is one of the lead researchers for
this pioneering treatment. Data from the first
randomized, controlled, phase 3 study showed that 27



of 29 treated patients (93 percent) experienced
meaningful improvements in their vision, enough that
they could navigate a maze in low to moderate light.
They also showed improvement in light sensitivity and
peripheral vision, which are two visual deficits these
patients experience.

Approval could open the door for other gene therapies
that could eventually treat the more than 225 genetic
mutations known to cause blindness. It could be
applied to retinitis pigmentosa, another inherited retinal
disease caused by a defective gene. Or in the future,
gene therapy could possibly provide key proteins
needed to restore vision in more common diseases such
as age-related macular degeneration.

LCA is rare, affecting about 1 in 80,000 individuals. It
can be caused by one or more of 19 different genes.
The treatment, called voretigene neparvovec (Luxturna,
Spark Therapeutics), involves a genetically modified
version of a harmless virus. The virus is modified to
carry a healthy version of the gene into the retina.
Doctors inject billions of modified viruses into both of
a patient's eyes.

Treatment doesn't restore normal vision. It does,



however, allow patients to see shapes and light,
allowing them to get around without a cane or a guide
dog. It is unclear how long the treatment will last, but
so far, most patients have maintained their vision for
two years.

More than 200 patients with LCA have participated in
gene therapy trials since 2007.

However, no gene therapy has gotten this close to FDA
approval for retinal disease or any other eye disease. In
October, an advisory committee to the FDA
unanimously endorsed the treatment. The FDA isn't
obligated to follow the recommendations of its
advisory committees, but it usually does. The agency is
expected to make its decision no later than January
2018.

Story Source:

Materials provided by American Academy of
Ophthalmology (AAO). Note: Content may be edited
for style and length.
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Both obese and anorexic women have
low levels of 'feel good' neurosteroid --
ScienceDaily

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum
have low levels of the neuroactive steroid
allopregnanolone, according to new research published
in the journal Neuropsychopharmacology.

Previous research has linked low levels of
allopregnanolone -- known to scientists as "allo" -- to
depression and anxiety, which are common mood
disorders associated with anorexia nervosa and obesity.

Allo is a metabolite of the hormone progesterone, one
of the two major female hormones (the other being
estrogen). Allo binds to receptors for the
neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in
the brain. These receptors are also the targets of anti-
anxiety drugs such as benzodiazepines. Allo works by
enhancing the signal produced when GABA binds to
its receptor, generally producing a positive mood and
feelings of well-being.



More than 50 percent of women with anorexia nervosa
have depression or anxiety, and 43 percent of adults
who are obese have depression.

Low levels of allo have been linked to depression and
anxiety in numerous previous studies, including people
with depression and post-traumatic stress disorder. But
the chemical -- and its impact on mood -- has not been
measured in anorexic or obese women.

"We are beginning to see more and more evidence that
low allo levels are tightly linked to depression, anxiety,
post-traumatic stress disorder and other mood
disorders," said Graziano Pinna, associate professor of
psychiatry in the University of Illinois at Chicago
College of Medicine and an author on the paper. "To
see that women with anorexia nervosa and obesity have
low levels adds to the picture that the role of allo is
under-recognized in mood disorders."

Pinna's colleagues, led by Dr. Karen Miller, professor
of medicine at Harvard Medical School, recruited 12
women with anorexia nervosa and amenorrhea
(stopped having their menstrual periods) whose body
mass indices were less than 18.5; 12 normal-weight
women with BMIs between 19 and 24; and 12 obese



women with BMIs at 25 or higher. None of the women
had received a diagnosis of depression or ever took
antidepressants. The average age of the participants
was 26 years old.

Participants completed questionnaires to assess for
depression and anxiety and had blood drawn. Blood
measurements of allo and other hormones were
performed by Pinna's lab at the UIC. The lab had
previously developed a novel, highly sensitive method
technology to detect sex hormones and their
metabolites. Pinna's lab is one of only three in the
United States performing these measurements, which
use gas chromatography and mass spectrometry to pick
up extremely small levels of these chemicals in blood
serum, saliva and brain tissue.

The researchers found that in women with anorexia
nervosa and in obese women, blood levels of allo were
50 percent lower than they were in women with normal
BMIs, and women who were clinically obese had allo
levels approximately 60 percent lower than women
with normal weights.

The researchers also found that levels of allo in all
participants correlated with the severity of their



depression and anxiety symptoms as measured by the
questionnaires. Participants with lower levels of allo
had greater severity of depression symptoms.

Progesterone levels were similarly low across all
groups, suggesting that the decrease in allo in
participants with anorexia nervosa and obesity may
have been caused by improper functioning of enzymes
responsible for the metabolism of progesterone into
allo.

"Women with anorexia nervosa had low progesterone
because they were amenorrheic, and the other two
groups also had low progesterone levels because their
blood was taken in the follicular phase when
progesterone is naturally low," said Pinna. "That we
found that obese women had lower allo levels than
normal weight participants adds to growing evidence
that this steroid is involved in depression and anxiety
regardless of how much progesterone is available to
begin with."

Pinna believes that the enzymes that convert
progesterone into allo may not be working properly,
causing decreases in allo that lead to mood disorders.
"Drugs that increase the efficacy of these enzymes may



be useful in helping to boost allo levels," he said. "But
more research is needed to figure out exactly the deficit
in the metabolism of progesterone into allo so that
precision medicines using allo as a biomarker can be
developed."

"Depression is an incredibly prevalent problem,
especially in women, and also particularly at the
extremes of the weight spectrum," said Miller. "The
hope is that a greater understanding of mechanisms
contributing to these disorders -- including
abnormalities in the regulation of hormones and their
neuroactive metabolites -- may lead to new targeted
therapies in the future."

Pinna is leading preclinical studies of drugs designed to
boost allo levels using several pharmacological
strategies. These drugs have had promising effects in
mouse models of PTSD and depression.
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Smell test challenge suggests clinical
benefit for some before development of
Alzheimer's -- ScienceDaily

Researchers at Columbia University Medical Center
(CUMC) and the New York State Psychiatric Institute
(NYSPI) may have discovered a way to use a patient's
sense of smell to treat Alzheimer's disease before it
ever develops. Having an impaired sense of smell is
recognized as one of the early signs of cognitive
decline, before the clinical onset of Alzheimer's
disease. The researchers at CUMC and NYSPI have
found a way to use that effect to determine if patients
with mild cognitive impairment may respond to
cholinesterase inhibitor drugs to treat Alzheimer's
disease.

The findings were published online this week in the
Journal of Alzheimer's Disease.

Cholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, enhance
cholinergic function by increasing the transmission of
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine in the brain.



Cholinergic function is impaired in individuals with
Alzheimer's disease. Cholinesterase inhibitors, which
block an enzyme that breaks down acetylcholine, have
shown some effectiveness in improving the cognitive
symptoms of Alzheimer's disease. However, they have
not been proven effective as a treatment for individuals
with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a condition that
markedly increases the risk of Alzheimer's disease.

"We know that cholinesterase inhibitors can make a
difference for Alzheimer's patients, so we wanted to
find out if we could identify patients at risk for
Alzheimer's who might also benefit from this
treatment," said D.P. Devanand, MBBS, MD, professor
of psychiatry, scientist in the Gertrude H. Sergievsky
Center at CUMC, and co-director of the Memory
Disorders Clinic and the Late Life Depression Clinic at
NYSPI. "Since odor identification tests have been
shown to predict progression to Alzheimer's, we
hypothesized that these tests would also allow us to
discover which patients with MCI would be more
likely to improve with donepezil treatment."

In this year-long study, 37 participants with MCI
underwent odor identification testing with the
University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test



(UPSIT). The test was administered before and after
using an atropine nasal spray that blocks cholinergic
transmission.

The patients were then treated with donepezil for 52
weeks, and were periodically reevaluated with the
UPSIT and with memory and cognitive function tests.
Those who had a greater decline in UPSIT scores,
indicating greater cholinergic deficits in the brain, after
using the anticholinergic nasal spray test saw greater
cognitive improvement with donepezil.

In addition, short-term improvement in odor
identification from baseline to eight weeks tended to
predict longer-term cognitive improvement with
donepezil treatment over one year.

"These results, particularly if replicated in larger
populations, suggest that these simple inexpensive
strategies have the potential to improve the selection of
patients with mild cognitive impairment who are likely
to benefit from treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors
like donepezil," said Dr. Devanand.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Columbia University Medical
Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and
length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began



building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]



A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers



produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Traditional Amazonian drug linked to improved
sense of wellbeing, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

A psychedelic drug traditionally used in South America improves
people's general sense of wellbeing and may offer a treatment for
alcoholism and depression, new research suggests.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Primary care consultations last less than 5
minutes for half the world's population [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Primary care consultations last less than 5 minutes for half the world's
population, but range from 48 seconds in Bangladesh to 22.5 minutes in
Sweden, reveals the largest international study of its kind.



New DNA antenatal screening for Down's
syndrome shown to be a 'transformational
advance' [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Medical scientists have demonstrated for the first time that it is possible
to incorporate DNA analysis into antenatal screening for three serious
chromosome disorders, including Down's syndrome, in a way that is far
more accurate than existing methods, and safer and less stressful for
mothers.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Boy is given new skin thanks to gene therapy [周四, 09

11月 04:16]

A medical team has successfully treated a child suffering from extensive
skin damage using transplants derived from genetically modified stem
cells. The boy is a so-called butterfly child: he suffers from
epidermolysis bullosa, a genetic skin disease that had destroyed
approximately 80 percent of his epidermis.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop



shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Huge carbon sink in soil minerals: New avenue
for offsetting rising greenhouse gases [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Soil holds more than three times the carbon found in the atmosphere, yet
its potential in reducing atmospheric carbon-dioxide levels and
mitigating global warming is barely understood. A researcher has



discovered that vast amounts of carbon can be stored by soil minerals
more than a foot below the surface. The finding could help offset the
rising greenhouse-gas emissions helping warm the Earth's climate.

Why male and female bodies of the same species
differ [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Two new studies provide insights on why male and female bodies of the
same species differ. The studies show factors that regulate the
expression of doublesex1, a gene responsible for the growth of male
traits in the ancient crustacean Daphnia magna and the subsequent
spatial expression of doublesex1 in embryo development. The studies
shed light on the evolution of sexual dimorphism.

Height and weight evolved at different speeds in
the bodies of our ancestors [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

The largest study to date of body sizes over millions of years finds a
'pulse and stasis' pattern to hominin evolution, with surges of growth in
stature and bulk occurring at different times. At one stage, our ancestors
got taller around a million years before body mass caught up.

IUDs may have a surprising benefit: Protection
against cervical cancer [周三, 08 11月 07:01]

IUD use is associated with a dramatic decrease in the incidence of
cervical cancer, a new study has found.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover



something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

Old human cells rejuvenated in breakthrough
discovery on aging [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

A new way to rejuvenate old cells in the laboratory, making them not
only look younger, but start to behave more like young cells, has now
been discovered.

Nearly 70 percent of cannabidiol extracts sold
online are mislabeled, study shows [周三, 08 11月 00:22]

The market for cannabidiol products will grow to more than $2 billion in
consumer sales within the next three years, business experts estimate.
While interest in this area continues to grow, little has been done to
ensure regulation and oversight of the sale of products containing CBD.

Archaeologists unearth 'masterpiece' sealstone
in Greek tomb [周二, 07 11月 22:29]

Archaeologists are documenting artifacts contained within their amazing
2015 find, the tomb of the Griffin Warrior in Greece. But the 3,500-
year-old treasures include their most stunning historical offering yet: an
intricately carved gem, or sealstone, that represents one of the finest
works of prehistoric Greek art ever found.

Red giant star gives a surprising glimpse of the
sun's future [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Astronomers have for the first time observed details on the surface of an



aging star with the same mass as the sun. ALMA's images show that the
star is a giant, its diameter twice the size of Earth's orbit around the sun,
but also that the star's atmosphere is affected by powerful, unexpected
shock waves.

Cool idea: Magma held in 'cold storage' before
giant volcano eruption [周二, 07 11月 04:22]

Long Valley, California, has long defined the 'super-eruption.' About
765,000 years ago, a pool of molten rock exploded into the sky. Within
one nightmarish week, 760 cubic kilometers of lava and ash spewed out
in the kind of volcanic cataclysm we hope never to witness. A new study
shows that the giant body of magma -- molten rock -- at Long Valley
was much cooler before the eruption than previously thought.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe
observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.



Potential 'missing link' in chemistry that led to
life on Earth discovered [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Chemists have found a compound that may have been a crucial factor in
the origins of life on Earth, explains a new report.

Caribbean islands reveal a 'lost world' of ancient
mammals [周一, 06 11月 23:07]

An analysis of the incredibly diverse "lost world" of Caribbean fossils
includes dozens of ancient mammals, a new study reports. The study
reveals that the arrival of humans throughout the islands was likely the
primary cause of the extinction of native mammal species there.

Fish provide insight into the evolution of the
immune system [周一, 06 11月 23:01]

New research reveals how immune systems can evolve resistance to
parasites. The study solves the enigma of how species can adapt and
change their immune system to cope with new parasitic threats -- whilst
at the same time showing little or no evolutionary change in critical
immune function over millions of years. It help to explain why we
humans have some immune genes that are almost identical to those of
chimpanzees.

Forest of molecular signals in star forming
galaxy [周一, 06 11月 22:00]

Astronomers have found a rich molecular reservoir in the heart of an
active star-forming galaxy with the Atacama Large
Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA). Among eight clouds
identified at the center of the galaxy NGC 253, one exhibits very
complex chemical composition, while in the other clouds many signals
are missing. This chemical richness and diversity shed light on the
nature of the baby boom galaxy.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Sixth-graders can learn, perform hands-only
CPR [周日, 12 11月 05:24]

Students as young as sixth-graders can learn and perform CPR
effectively and should be targeted for training, according to preliminary
research.

New hope for patients awaiting corneal
transplants [周六, 11 11月 22:53]

New national research has found that corneal donor tissue can be safely
stored for 11 days before transplantation surgery to correct eye problems
in people with diseases of the cornea. This is four days longer than the
current conventional maximum of seven days in the United States.

Genetic treatment for blindness may soon be
reality [周六, 11 11月 22:52]

Patients who had lost their sight to an inherited retinal disease could see
well enough to navigate a maze after being treated with a new gene
therapy.

Both obese and anorexic women have low levels
of 'feel good' neurosteroid [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Women at opposite extremes of the weight spectrum have low levels of
the neuroactive steroid allopregnanolone, according to new research.

Smell test challenge suggests clinical benefit for
some before development of Alzheimer's [周六, 11 11月

05:40]



In a new study, researchers have determined that a declining sense of
smell may be able to identify patients with mild cognitive impairment
that could respond to certain drugs used to treat Alzheimer's disease.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Mutant gene network in colon cancer identified [周

六, 11 11月 02:55]

The principles of the gene network for colon tumorigenesis have been
identified. The principles will be used to find the molecular target for
effective anti-cancer drugs in the future. Further, this research gained
attention for using a systems biology approach, which is an integrated
research area of IT and BT.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

Novel mechanism by which tumors evade cancer
immunotherapies [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

A new study has identified a novel mechanism by which tumors of the
aggressive skin cancer melanoma can resist cancer immunotherapy.

Breakthrough research suggests potential
treatment for autism, intellectual disability [周六, 11 11月

01:36]

A research team has identified the pathological mechanism for a certain



type of autism and intellectual disability by creating a genetically
modified mouse. They are hopeful it could eventually lead to a
therapeutic fix.

Chinese medicine scholars develop novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 [周六, 11 11月

00:40]

Chinese Medicine scholars have succeeded in developing a novel
targeted delivery system for CRISPR/Cas9 to achieve therapeutic
genome editing of VEGFA in osteosarcoma (OS).

Rhythm of DNA replication exploited to kill
cancer cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Human cells divide and create new cells throughout life. In this process,
a steady -- even rhythmic -- supply of DNA building blocks is needed to
create new DNA. Now researchers have shown exactly how human cells
regulate this process so it does not fail and cause illness. The researchers
also show how they can manipulate the rhythm and suggest how this can
be used in the future to kill cancer cells.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial
to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Blue lighting is scientifically proven to help us
relax faster than white lighting after an
argument [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers say that blue light accelerates the relaxation process after
acute psychosocial stress such as arguing with a friend or when someone
pressures you to quickly finish some task.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,



as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Sleep Apnea may increase risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) may put elderly people at greater risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to new research.

Biomarker may predict early Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have identified a peptide that could lead to the early
detection of Alzheimer's disease (AD). The discovery may also provide
a means of homing drugs to diseased areas of the brain to treat AD,
Parkinson's disease, as well as glioblastoma, brain injuries and stroke.

Common genetic fusion event may be associated
with low-risk prostate cancer [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Establishing the way in which a genetic alteration called a TMPRSS2-
ERG gene fusion forms in a prostate cancer, rather than the presence of
the gene fusion itself, could help identify patients with prostate cancer



with a low risk of spreading, which might determine the best course of
treatment for the patient.

Understanding the Berlin patient's unexpected
cure of HIV [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have a new way to understand the much-studied Berlin
patient's unexpected cure from HIV and improve outcomes of stem cell
transplants for patients with other blood-related diseases such as
leukemia and sickle-cell disease. A team has shown a species of monkey
called Mauritian cynomolgus macaques can successfully receive stem
cell transplants.

Chronic fatigue syndrome, Gulf War illness as
unique disorders, brain chemistry study shows [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Researchers have found distinct molecular signatures in two brain
disorders long thought to be psychological in origin -- chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) and Gulf War Illness (GWI). In addition, the work
supports a previous observation of two variants of GWI.

Dementia treatment research: Exit through the
lymphatic system [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Scientists have disproved a decades-old orthodoxy: cerebrospinal fluid
does not leave the cranial cavity via blood vessels, but instead through
the lymphatic system. This finding has far-reaching implications in new
treatments for dementia.

Nitric oxide: Experimental analysis of its role in
brain tissue in simulated ischemia [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

A new study looks at the role of nitric oxide (NO) in brain tissue in
simulated ischemia in rats. The study seeks to cast light on NO as a
signalling molecule in a modeled ischemic and hemorrhagic insult.

New wake-promoting node pinpointed in brain [周

五, 10 11月 21:43]

Neurologists had suspected that a component of the 'ascending arousal
system' could be found supramammillary nucleus, part of the caudal
hypothalamus in the brain for more than 100 years. In mice, activating



this region using targeted chemical genetic techniques resulted in
prolonged wakefulness during the animals' normal sleep periods.

Report from groundbreaking 'EndoVators
Summit' offers guidance for obesity treatment [周五,

10 11月 21:42]

Research breaks new ground in defining the role and value of the latest
approaches for obesity management. The paper reports on the scope and
impact of the obesity problem as well as the multiple factors and players
involved in treating this chronic condition.

Consumption of antioxidant-rich foods is
associated with a lower risk of type 2 diabetes,
study shows [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

A lower risk of type 2 diabetes has been observed among individuals
consuming food rich in antioxidants. This effect is largely contributed
by fruit, vegetables, tea and other hot beverages, as well as moderate
consumption of alcohol, as shown in a recent study.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

HPV jab means women only need 3 cervical
screens in a lifetime, research suggests [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Women may only need three cervical screens in their lifetime if they
have been given the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine, according to
a new study.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better



tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

MS: Ozanimod successful in clinical trials [周五, 10 11月

11:40]

Results from two phase 3 trials evaluating the efficacy and safety of the
drug ozanimod have now been released.

Risk of cholera epidemics estimated with new
rule-book [周五, 10 11月 03:08]

Cholera has repeatedly traveled out of Asia to cause epidemics in Africa
and Latin America, an international research team has found.
Researchers studied outbreaks in Africa, Latin America and the
Caribbean from the last 60 years. The results of two studies in Science,
present a new 'rule-book' to estimate the risk of different cholera strains
causing an epidemic.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new
photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周

五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Scientists unravel likely causes of blood vessel
leakage in severe dengue [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

A protein secreted by cells infected with dengue virus can cause
dangerous leakage of fluid from blood vessels, and new research
supports a primary underlying mechanism: disruption of a molecular
barrier that lines the vessels.

Th1/17 hybrid T cells offer potent and durable



anti-tumor response in preclinical model [周五, 10 11月

03:07]

Adoptive cell therapy for cancer involves harvesting T cells from a
patient and expanding and sometimes modifying them in the laboratory
before reinfusion. It has been challenging to create T cells that are both
potent and durable. In a new study, researchers report the potent anti-
tumor properties of hybrid Th1/Th17 cells that combine the cancer-
fighting properties of Th1 cells and the ability of Th17 cells to self-
renew and regenerate.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Study reveals how a very low calorie diet can
reverse type 2 diabetes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A research team has uncovered how a very low calorie diet can rapidly
reverse type 2 diabetes in animal models. If confirmed in people, the
insight provides potential new drug targets for treating this common
chronic disease, said the researchers.

Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Cognitive behavioral therapy for chronic pain [周五,

10 11月 02:12]

By teaching patients better strategies for coping with chronic pain,
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is a valuable treatment alternative
for the millions of Americans taking opioids for noncancer pain,
according to an article.



Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa
and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

How and why blood clots shrink [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Researchers have used high-powered microscopy and rheometry -- the
measurement of how materials become deformed in response to applied
force -- to view the blood clotting process in real time and at the cellular
level. The findings will be useful in the development of new therapies
for clotting disorders.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Induced pluripotent stem cells show astrocyte-
neuron impact on brain pathology in autism [周五, 10

11月 02:07]

Using human induced pluripotent stem cells to model autism spectrum
disorder, researchers have revealed for the first time that abnormalities
in the supporting cells of the brain, called astrocytes, may contribute to
the cause of the disorder.

Older donor lungs should be considered for



transplantation [周五, 10 11月 02:07]

With a scarcity of lungs available for transplantation, the use of lungs
from donors older than age 60 has been shown to achieve reasonable
outcomes and should be considered as a viable option, according to new
research.

HPV vaccine also prevents uncommon childhood
respiratory disease, study suggests [周五, 10 11月 02:06]

The vaccine that protects against cancer-causing types of human
papillomavirus (HPV) also prevents an uncommon but incurable
childhood respiratory disease, according to a new study.

Eating at night could increase risk of heart
disease and diabetes [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Eating during the night is associated with higher risk of heart disease
and diabetes, and the body's 24-hour cycle is to blame, according to
recent research.

Telling teeth: More accurate aging of teeth could
hold the key to identifying health-compromised
children in Africa [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Researchers have investigated dental development for better estimations
of chronological age in African populations.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]



It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

New facades enhance energy efficiency of
buildings [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers have designed a new system that reduces the energy gains-
losses of buildings through their façade, managing to reduce the energy
consumption due to air flow.

When electronics, photonics meet on a standard
chip [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Electronics and light don't go well together on a standard 'CMOS' chip.
Researchers have succeeded in introducing a light connection into the
heart of a semiconductor chip. In this way, two circuits can
communicate. Or: the worlds of electronics and photonics are connected.

Oxygen: Innovative ventilation system created
by researchers [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Researchers are developing a silent and energetically efficient
ventilation device (recuperator), which retains up to 89 percent of heat.

New nano-sized hexameric molecular capsule [周五,

10 11月 21:45]

Halonium ions used in a new study are well-known reaction
intermediates and halogenating reagents in synthesis, but now they have
been used as robust and stable structural units in molecular
nanotechnology, report scientists.



Winds blowing off a dying star [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Stars like our Sun eject large amounts of gas and dust into space,
containing various elements and compounds. Asymptotic giant branch --
AGB -- phase stars, near their end of life, are particularly significant
sources of such substances in our galaxy.

'Perfectly frustrated' metal provides possible
path to superconductivity [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

The US Department of Energy's Ames Laboratory has discovered and
described the existence of a unique disordered electron spin state in a
metal that may provide a unique pathway to finding and studying
frustrated magnets. Their unique properties are of interest in the
development of quantum computing and high-temperature
superconductivity.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Expanding light echo spotted around supernova
[周五, 10 11月 03:10]

Hubble images reveal an expanding shell of light from a supernova
explosion sweeping through interstellar space three years after the stellar
blast was discovered. The "echoing" light looks like a ripple expanding
on a pond. The supernova, called SN 2014J, was discovered on Jan. 21,
2014.

LEDs light the way for better drug therapies [周五, 10

11月 03:08]

A revolutionary new technique to create radioactive molecules has the
potential to bring new medicines to patients much faster than before --
using light. While the previous approach took months, the new



photocatalytic process replaces hydrogen with tritium in just hours.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Dawn spacecraft explores dwarf planet Ceres'
interior evolution [周五, 10 11月 02:57]

Surface features on Ceres -- the largest world between Mars and Jupiter
-- and its interior evolution have a closer relationship than one might
think. A recent study analyzed Ceres' surface features to reveal clues
about the dwarf planet's interior evolution.

The next generation of power electronics?
Gallium nitride doped with beryllium [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Physicists have made a breakthrough in revising methods largely
discarded 15 years ago. They have discovered a microscopic mechanism
that will allow gallium nitride semiconductors to be used in electronic
devices that distribute large amounts of electric power.

Transfer technique produces wearable gallium
nitride gas sensors [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A transfer technique based on thin sacrificial layers of boron nitride
could allow high-performance gallium nitride gas sensors to be grown
on sapphire substrates and then transferred to metallic or flexible
polymer support materials. The technique could facilitate the production
of low-cost wearable, mobile and disposable sensing devices for a wide
range of environmental applications.

E-cigarette online vendors triple, concerns
raised about marketing, delivery [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Two studies reveal trends in the marketing practices, pricing, delivery
methods of online e-cigarette vendors.

Mending hearts in three dimensions [周四, 09 11月 22:37]



Researchers have made biodegradable aligned nanofibers as a scaffold
for culturing cardiomyocytes (CMs) derived from human induced
pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs).

Walk this way: A better way to identify gait
differences [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Human traits such as the face, voice, and gait are commonly used for
biometric-based person recognition. Although gait is one of the most
practical traits for video-based surveillance and forensics, this approach
is susceptible to intra-subject variations. Researchers have proposed a
new convolutional neural network-based approach to gait recognition,
which exhibits robustness (insensitiveness) to spatial displacement.
Their approach outperformed current benchmarks in terms of
verification/identi…

Building better silk [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Engineers can make a material that is stiffer than the real thing. Starting
with silk produced by silkworms, breaking it down chemically, and then
reassembling it, the new material can be shaped into complex structures
such as meshes and lattices.

Scientists create 'tracking' nanoagents to
illuminate very small diseased tissues [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

Polymer nanoagents can 'light up' tiny areas of diseased tissues that
conventional methods fail to detect.

New method developed to 3-D print fully
functional electronic circuits [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Researchers have pioneered a breakthrough method to rapidly 3-D print
fully functional electronic circuits.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate



for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Liquid shock absorbers [周四, 09 11月 03:39]

Remarkable liquid materials called colloids stiffen under impact.
Researchers have studied the effect of powerful impacts such as those
produced by firearms or micrometeorites. At first glance, colloids
resemble homogeneous liquids such as milk or blood plasma. But in fact
they consist of particles in suspension. Some colloids have remarkable
properties: they may stiffen following an impact and absorb surface
shocks. This property is of interest for many applications, from
bulletproof vests to pr…

Flexible, stretchable photonic devices [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Researchers have developed a way to make optically based microchips
that can flex and bend like rubber and could be used for skin-mounted
diagnostics or flexible strain sensors.

Nanoshells could deliver more chemo with fewer
side effects [周四, 09 11月 03:36]

Researchers investigating ways to deliver high doses of cancer-killing
drugs inside tumors have shown they can use a laser and light-activated
gold nanoparticles to remotely trigger the release of FDA-approved
cancer drugs inside cancer cells in laboratory cultures.

First mathematical model that predicts
immunotherapy success [周四, 09 11月 02:20]

Researchers have created the first mathematical model that can predict
how a cancer patient will benefit from certain immunotherapies,
according to a study.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

A new way to mix oil and water [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

MIT researchers discovered a new way to get oil and water to mix, and



stay mixed, by harnessing the condensation of water onto an oil-
surfactant mixture. The process creates a nanoscale emulsion that
remains stable for months.

Wireless handheld spectrometer transmits data
to smartphone [周四, 09 11月 01:40]

A new smartphone-compatible device that is held like a pencil could
make it practical to acquire spectral images of everyday objects and may
eventually be used for point-of-care medical diagnosis in remote
locations.

A gel that does not break or dry out [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have developed a highly robust gel that includes large
amounts of ionic liquid.

Novel layered superconductor based on tin and
arsenic [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have recently discovered a novel layered superconductor
containing tin (Sn) and arsenic (As) as its major components.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

New technique to mine genetic information from
genome-skimming data sets [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Next-generation DNA sequencing technologies have flooded databases
and hard drives worldwide with large data sets, but are researchers
getting the most they can out of this deluge of data? A new study
demonstrates a data mining technique that can be used to glean valuable
information from existing data sets, and proves the concept by retrieving
sequence from genes influencing the peculiar floral structures seen in



the plant family Goodeniaceae.

Better, bolder printing with silicon
nanostructures [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

From textbooks to artwork to newspapers, printed items are a part of our
everyday life. But the ink used in today's printers are limited in colors
and resolution. Now in a new study, scientists have found a way to
expand the printable color spectrum with a novel nanostructure system.

Sensors applied to plant leaves warn of water
shortage [周三, 08 11月 22:22]

Engineers have created sensors that can be printed onto plant leaves and
reveal when the plants are experiencing a water shortage, which could
give farmers an early warning when their crops are in danger.

A 'virtual wall' that improves wireless security
and performance [周三, 08 11月 22:13]

An inexpensive device could finally solve the problem of improving
wireless signal strength and security for indoor spaces with multiple
rooms.

Lessons from marine sponges could lead to novel
glass technology [周三, 08 11月 05:14]

Scientists have uncovered some clues about the abilities of some marine
creatures to form glass structures in cold water. The findings could lead
to nature-inspired recipes for creating novel glass technologies at room
temperature.

Common 'oxygen sponge' catalyst soaks up
hydrogen too, neutron spectroscopy reveals [周三, 08 11

月 05:14]

A workhorse catalyst of vehicle exhaust systems — an “oxygen sponge”
that can soak up oxygen from air and store it for later use in oxidation
reactions — may also be a “hydrogen sponge,” scientists have
discovered.

SMART: Facial recognition for molecular



structures [周三, 08 11月 05:12]

Researchers have developed a method to identify the molecular
structures of natural products that is significantly faster and more
accurate than existing methods. The method works like facial
recognition for molecular structures -- it uses a piece of spectral data
unique to each molecule and then runs it through a deep learning neural
network to place the unknown molecule in a cluster of molecules with
similar structures.

New approach to geoengineering simulations is
significant step forward [周三, 08 11月 04:07]

Using a sophisticated computer model, scientists have demonstrated for
the first time that a new research approach to geoengineering could
potentially be used to limit Earth's warming to a specific target while
reducing some of the risks and concerns identified in past studies,
including uneven cooling of the globe.

Color me purple, or red, or green, or ... [周三, 08 11月 03:01]

Scientists have, for the first time, developed nanoscale devices that
divide incident white light into its component colors based on the
direction of illumination, or directs these colors to a predetermined set
of output angles.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]

The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Cosmos code helps probe space oddities [周三, 08 11月 01:29]

Cosmos code testbed helps develop new techniques for computational
astrophysics. CosmosDG utilizes discontinuous Gelarkin methods,



which improved accuracy over previous versions by several orders of
magnitude.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Plasma from lasers can shed light on cosmic
rays, solar eruptions [周六, 11 11月 01:37]

Lasers have been used by researchers to create conditions that mimic
astrophysical behavior. The laboratory technique enables the study of
outer-space-like plasma in a controlled and reproducible environment.

Tomatoes with enhanced antioxidant properties
created with genetic engineering [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has identified a new strategy to simultaneously enhance
health-promoting vitamin E by ~6-fold and double both provitamin A
and lycopene contents in tomatoes, to significantly boost antioxidant
properties.

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

Site of asteroid impact changed the history of
life [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An asteroid, also known as the Chicxulub Impactor, hit Earth some 66
million years ago, causing a crater 180 km wide. The impact of the
asteroid heated organic matter in rocks and ejected it into the
atmosphere, forming soot in the stratosphere.

Understanding biomolecular mechanism crucial



to life: Calcium pumps in our cells [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Our cells move energy and matter to the places it is needed. But how do
they do this in real time, and seen from the perspective of a single
molecule? Scientists have successfully uncovered new basic insights
into this invisible world, by doing experiments that track how a single
molecule of the protein 'engine' known as the calcium pump works.

Green roofs to reduce the effects of climate
change [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

It would be necessary to have between 207 and 740 hectares of green
roofs in a city like Seville (Spain), depending on the scenario that is
contemplated, to reduce the effects of climate change in relation to the
maximum temperature rises of between 1.5 and 6 ºC that are estimated
by the end of the century. This would require between 11 and 40 percent
of the buildings in the city.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the
production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Ink from ancient Egyptian papyri contains
copper [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Until recently, it was assumed that the ink used for writing was
primarily carbon-based at least until the fourth and fifth centuries AD.
But in a new study, analyses of 2,000-year-old papyri fragments with X-
ray microscopy show that black ink used by Egyptian scribes also
contained copper -- an element previously not identified in ancient ink.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,
safely and sustainably.

The pros and cons of large ears [周五, 10 11月 21:46]



Researchers have compared how much energy bats use when flying,
depending on whether they have large or small ears.

Scientists investigate how different houses and
lifestyles affect which bugs live with us [周五, 10 11月 21:43]

Humans have lived under the same roof with bugs since we first began
building shelters 20,000 years ago. Now, scientists are studying how
physical factors of our homes -- from the floor plan and the number of
windows to even how tidy we are -- may play a role in the diversity of
the multi-legged communities populating the indoor environment.

Bad break: Osteoporosis-related bone fractures
linked to air pollution [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Exposure to air pollution is associated with osteoporosis-related loss of
bone mineral density and risk of bone fractures, according to a new
study.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Ice sheets as large as Greenland's melted fast in
a warming climate [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research shows that climate warming reduced the mass of the
Cordilleran Ice Sheet by half in as little as 500 years, indicating the
Greenland Ice Sheet could have a similar fate.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.



Fatty molecule in human blood controls malaria
parasites' decision to leap to mosquitoes [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Depletion of a fatty molecule in human blood propels malaria parasites
to stop replicating and causing illness in people and instead to jump ship
to mosquitoes to continue the transmission cycle, according to a new
study.

Breeding highly productive corn has reduced its
ability to adapt [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Researchers wanted to know whether the last 100 years of selecting for
corn that is acclimated to particular locations has changed its ability to
adapt to new or stressful environments. By measuring populations of
corn plants planted across North America, they could test how the corn
genomes responded to different growing conditions.

Cell biology: How to control traffic on cellular
highways [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

Inside cells, protein 'motors' act like trucks on tiny cellular highways to
deliver life-sustaining cargoes. Now a team of researchers has
discovered how cells deploy enzymes to place traffic control and
'roadway under construction' signs along cellular highways.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

Rift Valley fever virus: An infection mechanism
identified [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

Rift Valley fever virus is responsible for outbreaks in livestock in Africa



and can also be fatal in humans. Scientists have characterized the
mechanism used by the virus to insert one of its envelope proteins into
the host cell membrane, thereby enabling it to infect the cell.
Understanding these interactions should pave the way for the
identification of new therapeutic strategies.

Crested pigeons use feathers to sound the alarm
[周五, 10 11月 02:10]

Many animals will sound an alarm to alert other members of their group
of impending danger. Now, researchers have shown that crested pigeons
do this in a surprisingly non-vocal way. One of their main flight feathers
produces a critical high-pitched sound as the birds fly away. As they flap
faster to escape a predator, that alarm signal automatically increases in
tempo.

Mushrooms are full of antioxidants that may
have antiaging potential [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

Mushrooms may contain unusually high amounts of two antioxidants
that some scientists suggest could help fight aging and bolster health,
according to a team of researchers.

Why did the Earth's ancient oceans disappear? [周

四, 09 11月 22:38]

We think of oceans as being stable and permanent. However, they move
at about the same speed as your fingernails grow. Geoscientists have
now found a novel way of mapping the Earth’s ancient oceans.

New bioresources for plant peptide hormones
using gene editing technology [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

Peptide hormones are important growth regulators that play various
roles in many organisms. Although the importance of genes that encode
peptide hormones is broadly recognized, most peptides have yet to be
functionally characterized. Using genome editing technology,
researchers generated a new, comprehensive genetic resource collection
of plants with knocked out CLE peptide-encoding genes. This open
collection is expected to contribute to future studies on how peptide
hormones work in plants.



A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Low protein diet in early life increases lifespan
in fruit flies [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Fruit flies raised on a low protein diet early in life can live over twice as
long as their peers.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur
dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Brace yourself for coming heatwaves, there are
at least 27 ways they can kill you [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

A new systematic synthesis shows that there are at least 27 different
physiological pathways in which a heatwave can kill a human being, and
everyone is at risk.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is



highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

Neolithic farmers coexisted with hunter-
gatherers for centuries in Europe [周四, 09 11月 22:31]

New research answers a long-debated question among anthropologists,
archaeologists and geneticists: when farmers first arrived in Europe,
how did they interact with existing hunter-gatherer groups? Did the
farmers wipe out the hunter-gatherers, through warfare or disease,
shortly after arriving? Or did they slowly out-compete them over time?
The current study suggests that these groups likely coexisted side-by-
side for some time before the farming populations slowly integrated
local hunter-gather…

Ghana's pineapple farmers need more intensive
training [周四, 09 11月 22:30]

Simple technologies can be learned effectively through imitation, while
complex methods require professional training. If Ghanaian pineapple
farmers are to achieve higher yields through more sustainable
agriculture, they will need to be trained in exactly these types of
complex applications.

Genetic discovery another tool in battle against
wheat pests [周四, 09 11月 10:57]

Greenbug and Hessian fly infestations can significantly reduce wheat
yield and quality in Texas and worldwide. Breeding for resistance to
these two pests using marker-assisted selection just got a new tool from
a new study.

Climate-influenced changes in flowering,
fruiting also affect bird abundance, activities [周四, 09

11月 10:56]

A new study has documented shifts in Hawaiian bird abundance,
breeding and molting based on climate-related changes to native
vegetation. Researchers with the US Forest Service's Pacific Southwest
Research Station recently reviewed extensive climate, vegetation and



bird data collected between 1976 and 1982 at a 40-acre monitoring site
about 5 miles outside Hawai'i Volcanoes National Park on Hawai'i
Island. The study is featured in this month's issue of Ecology.

'Golden' potato delivers bounty of vitamins A
and E [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

An experimental 'golden' potato could hold the power to prevent disease
and death in developing countries where residents rely heavily upon the
starchy food for sustenance, new research suggests.

Human-caused warming increasing likelihood of
record-breaking hot years [周四, 09 11月 04:55]

A new study finds human-caused global warming is significantly
increasing the rate at which hot temperature records are being broken
around the world.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a
'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Microbial murder mystery solved [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Their findings reveal that killer cells act methodically, shooting deadly
enzymes into bacteria to 'program' a complete internal breakdown and
cell death.

Manta ray robot swims faster and operates up to
10 hours [周四, 09 11月 03:41]

Researchers have created MantaDroid, an aquatic robot that emulates the
swimming locomotion of manta rays. The robotic manta ray, which
swims at the speed of twice its body length per second and can operate



for up to 10 hours, could potentially be employed for underwater
surveillance in future.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

How ice in clouds is born: More disordered [周四, 09 11

月 02:18]

When water droplets freeze in clouds, the structure of the ice crystal isn't
necessarily the classic hexagonal snowflake structure. Rather, a more
disordered ice structure forms more easily than hexagonal ice under
certain cloud conditions, allowing the water droplets in clouds to turn to
ice more rapidly than previously predicted. The work reconciles
theoretical models of clouds with observations of freezing rates.

Seagrass biodiversity is both a goal and a means
for restoration [周四, 09 11月 02:18]

Planting multiple seagrass species, rather than a single species, could be
better for restoring damaged coastal ecosystems in Indonesia's Coral
Triangle.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

How the skin becomes inflamed: Toxin-



producing bacteria [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Researchers report the discovery of a key underlying immune
mechanism that explains why to how our skin becomes inflamed from
conditions such as atopic dermatitis, more commonly known as eczema.
Toxin-producing bacteria on the surface of our skin induces a protein
that causes our own cells to react and cause inflammation.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in
Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Survival of the least-fit: Antiviral drug
selectively targets the nastiest viruses [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

An antiviral drug that inhibits a virus' replication machinery selectively
targets the most aggressive viruses, according to new research that
looked at the infection of individual cells by a virus and the consequence
of antiviral intervention.

Impact of coral bleaching on Western
Australia's coastline [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

The 2016 mass bleaching event on Western Australia's coastline is the
most severe global bleaching event to ever be recorded. New research
records the impact of this event to the rugged reefs of Western Australia.

A warbler's flashy yellow throat? There are
genes for that [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Birds get their bright red, orange and yellow plumage from carotenoid
pigments -- responsible for many of the same bright colors in plants. But
how songbirds turn carotenoids into the spectacular variety of feathered
patches found in nature has remained a mystery. Now research might
have pinpointed some of the genetic machinery responsible for the
plumage coloration in Audubon's and myrtle warblers, related but
distinctly feathered North American songbirds.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Engaging children in math at home equals a
boost in more than just math skills [周六, 11 11月 05:40]

Preschool children who engage in math activities at home with their
parents not only improve their math skills, but also their general
vocabulary, according to research from Purdue University.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

No-growth economy could mean fewer crashes
and higher wages, study shows [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

An economy based on zero growth could be more stable -- experiencing
fewer crashes -- and bring higher wages, suggests a new study.

Research highlights ethical sourcing of materials
for modern technology [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Researchers have identified methods to predict the environmental and
social cost of resourcing new deposits of rare earth minerals used in the



production of mobile phones, wind turbines and electric vehicles.

Boys could benefit from greater numbers of girls
in schools [周五, 10 11月 21:46]

Boys are more likely to perform well in schools with a higher proportion
of girls, shedding new light on why girls continue to outperform boys in
many educational subjects.

Customers who pay for their purchases by card
are less likely to remember the precise amount
paid [周五, 10 11月 21:45]

The transparency of spending money depends on the mode of payment
used: cash, single-function cards that offer only a payment function, or
multifunctional cards which may also include bonus programs, user
identification or other functions. A recent study has shown that the recall
accuracy associated with the act of paying is lower for both card formats
than it is for cash transactions.

Student self-reporting can help educators catch
academic, mental health problems early [周五, 10 11月 11:40]

New research is analyzing how a new screening tool, which is
completed by students, can help teachers identify potential academic,
social and emotional problems. The data might help give teachers better
tools to improve children's lives in the classroom and beyond.

Some Chinese coal ash too radioactive for reuse
[周五, 10 11月 11:40]

Many manufacturers use coal ash from power plants as a low-cost
binding agent in concrete and other building materials. But a new study
finds that coal ash from high-uranium deposits in China is too
radioactive for this use. Some coal ash analyzed in the study contained
radiation 43 times higher than the maximum safe limit set for residential
building materials by the U.N. Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Reducing the burden of neglected tropical
diseases requires investments in basic research [周



五, 10 11月 03:07]

International support for measures to prevent neglected tropical diseases
has resulted in public health gains, but eliminating these debilitating
conditions will require significant investments in basic research, a new
article argues.

Cancer drug parity laws lower costs for many,
but not everyone [周五, 10 11月 02:14]

In an analysis of the impact of parity laws, researchers report modest
improvements in costs for many patients. However, patients who were
already paying the most for their medications, saw their monthly costs
go up.

Twin study finds genetics affects where children
look, shaping mental development [周五, 10 11月 02:11]

A study that tracked the eye movement of twins has found that genetics
plays a strong role in how people attend to their environment.

New strategies for reducing achievement gap [周五, 10

11月 02:11]

Successful implementation of preschool to third grade programs yields
benefits in increasing school readiness, improving attendance, and
strengthening parental involvement in school education -- strategies that
can close the achievement gap for children at risk, according to a new
study.

Neighborhood's quality influences children's
behaviors through teens, study suggests [周四, 09 11月 23:04]

The quality of the neighborhood where a child grows up has a
significant impact on the number of problem behaviors they display
during elementary and teenage years, a study suggests.

China's sulfur dioxide emissions fell significantly
while India's grew over last decade [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Sulfur dioxide is an air pollutant that causes acid rain, haze and many
health-related problems. It is produced predominantly when coal is
burned to generate electricity. Although China and India remain the
world's largest consumers of coal, a new study found that China's sulfur



dioxide emissions fell by 75 percent since 2007, while India's emissions
increased by 50 percent.

Racial profiling by retailers creates an
unwelcome climate for black shoppers, study
shows [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Discrimination endured by black shoppers forces them to downplay their
race or shy away from an activity among the most common and
celebrated in American culture, according to new research.

Changing climate to bring more landslides on
logged land, say researchers [周四, 09 11月 22:32]

Researchers say landslides on logged forests will be more widespread as
the Northwest climate changes. In a study modelled on clear-cut lands
on the Olympic Peninsula, they anticipate the climate of 2045 and
conclude that there will be a 7 -11 percent increase in the land that is
highly vulnerable to landslides. The researchers say their findings are
applicable to the Cascade Mountain Range area as well.

New mechanism for battling influenza
discovered [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

Just as flu season swings into full gear, researchers have uncovered a
previously unknown mechanism by which the human immune system
tries to battle the influenza A virus. The discovery sheds new light on
how the virus -- which kills 12,000 to 56,000 people in the United States
annually -- often wins, and it could ultimately lead to new treatments.

Great Barrier Reef protected zones help fish in
even lightly exploited areas [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

Protected zones of the Great Barrier Reef benefit fish even at the
relatively lightly-fished northern reefs, according to a new study.

Extensive loss of trees in African savannas:
Blame human-started fires not elephants [周四, 09 11月

01:41]

Elephants are often blamed for extensive loss of woody vegetation in



Northern Botswana, but study results suggest that this may not be the
case.

Learning two languages does not limit academic
potential for Head Start students [周四, 09 11月 01:41]

Not all dual-language learners are at risk academically, but as a group,
these students are often labeled as such, despite differences in their
English skills. A new study found as dual-language learners gained
English proficiency, they had significant growth in cognitive and
academic development, eventually outperforming students who only
spoke English.

Why do we believe in gods? Religious belief 'not
linked to intuition or rational thinking' [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

Religious beliefs are not linked to intuition or rational thinking,
according to a new study. Previous studies have suggested people who
hold strong religious beliefs are more intuitive and less analytical, and
when they think more analytically their religious beliefs decrease. But
new research suggests that is not the case, and that people are not 'born
believers'.

Improving climate observations offers major
return on investment [周三, 08 11月 22:24]

A well-designed climate observing system could help scientists answer
knotty questions about climate while delivering trillions of dollars in
benefits by providing decision makers information they need to protect
public health and the economy in the coming decades.

Academic performance predicts risk of suicide
attempt in adults [周三, 08 11月 22:23]

Poor academic performance, measured as grade point average (GPA) at
age 16, was a robust and strong predictor of suicide attempt up to middle
age.

First large-scale doxing study reveals
motivations and targets for cyber bullying [周三, 08 11月

01:29]



The first large-scale study of a low-tech, high-harm form of online
harassment known as doxing, which involves collecting and publishing
sensitive personal information to exact revenge, seek justice, or
intimidate victims, revealed the primary motivations are revenge and
justice. Researchers created a custom text classifier to sort through 1.7
million files. They found new abuse filters on Facebook and Instagram
appear to be effective in making victims feel safer.

Factors associated with increases in US health
care spending [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Health care spending increased by more than $900 billion from 1996 to
2013. More than half of the spending increase was attributed to
increased prices for health care services, with lesser contributions from
growth and aging of the US population.

Cities can cut greenhouse gas emissions far
beyond their urban borders [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Greenhouse gas emissions caused by urban households' purchases of
goods and services from beyond city limits are much bigger than
previously thought. These upstream emissions may occur anywhere in
the world and are roughly equal in size to the total emissions originating
from a city's own territory, a new study shows. This is not bad news but
in fact offers local policy-makers more leverage to tackle climate
change, the authors argue in view of the UN climate summit COP23 that
just started.

Serving water with school lunches could prevent
child, adult obesity [周三, 08 11月 00:24]

A kinesiology and community health professor's analysis suggests that
nationwide expansion of a program in New York City schools that
encouraged children to consume water with their lunches could reduce
child and adult obesity rates in the US significantly, saving billions in
medical costs and other expenses over children's lifetimes.

Virtual driving instructor and close-to-reality
driving simulator [周二, 07 11月 22:35]



Chinese driving schools are currently experiencing a strong demand, the
number of learner drivers is growing constantly. A new type of driving
simulator based on a car modified for virtual training of learner drivers
in advance and an automatic feedback is to help meet this demand. For
the close-to-reality driving exercises, complex projection technology
and virtual-reality hardware and software are applied.

Signs may help history buffs get more buff [周二, 07 11月

22:28]

Visitors to the country's national parks and historic sites may be just a
sign -- and a few steps -- away from improving their health and fitness
while enjoying their park trips, according to a team of researchers.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could
save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

H3N2 mutation in last year's flu vaccine
responsible for lowered efficacy [周二, 07 11月 04:23]

The below average efficacy of last year's influenza vaccine (which was
only 20 to 30 percent effective) can be attributed to a mutation in the
H3N2 strain, a new study reports. With the mutation, most people
receiving the egg-grown vaccine did not have immunity against H3N2
viruses that circulated last year.

Mandatory state policies work best to curb
power plant emissions, study finds [周二, 07 11月 01:13]

U.S. state policies aimed at mitigating power plant emissions vary
widely in effectiveness, finds a new study. The analysis shows that
policies with mandatory compliance are associated with the largest
reductions in power plant emissions.

Nuclear energy programs do not increase
likelihood of proliferation, study finds [周二, 07 11月 00:22]



Contrary to popular thought, nuclear proliferation is not more likely to
occur among countries with nuclear energy programs, according to
research. In a historical analysis of the relationship between nuclear
energy programs and proliferation from 1954 to 2000, the study finds
that the link between the two has been overstated.

Afterschool program environments linked to
academic confidence and skills [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

Afterschool programs with positive, responsive, and organized
environments can have academic benefits for students, finds a new
American study.

Hearing an opinion spoken aloud humanizes the
person behind it [周二, 07 11月 00:22]

People attribute more humanlike qualities to those expressing opinions
they disagree with when the opinions are spoken as opposed to written,
according to new research. The findings explore how specific aspects of
speech, such as intonation and frequent pauses, may serve as cues that
humanize the people who are speaking, making them seem more
intellectual and emotionally warm than those whose opinions are
written.

Swapping where crops are grown could feed an
extra 825 million people [周二, 07 11月 00:19]

Redrawing the global map of crop distribution on existing farmland
could help meet growing demand for food and biofuels in coming
decades, while significantly reducing water stress in agricultural areas.

Firearm Injuries Becoming More Severe [周一, 06 11月

23:06]

New research has revealed that the severity of firearm injuries has
increased over the past 20 years.

Calorie counts on menus make a difference [周一, 06 11月

23:05]

One the most comprehensive pieces of research into the impact of
displaying calories on menus reveals it not only influences consumers to
make lower calorie choices but also encourages retailers to provide



lower calorie options.

Web-based social media intervention can
positively influence parental vaccine behaviors [周

一, 06 11月 23:01]

Pregnant women who received vaccine information through an
interactive website monitored by a clinical expert were more likely to
vaccinate their children than those who did not use the web resource,
according to a new study.

Love actually: Americans agree on what makes
people 'feel the love' [周一, 06 11月 22:01]

Americans may disagree on many things, but love might not be one of
them. According to researchers, people in the US largely agree about
what makes them feel loved, coming to a general consensus that it may
be small gestures that matter most.

Group B Streptococcus infection causes
estimated 150,000 stillbirth, infant death [周一, 06 11月

21:57]

21.7 million pregnant women carry the Group B Streptococcus bacteria,
according to the first global study of Group B Strep -- most of them are
currently unidentified and untreated. A new study shows for first time
that a maternal vaccine may prevent 231,000 infant and maternal GBS
cases.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Memory: Recognizing images seen briefly ten
years previously [周六, 11 11月 02:31]

Recalling the names of old classmates 50 years after graduation or of
favorite childhood television series illustrates the amazing abilities of
human memory. Emotion and repeated exposure are both known to play
a role in long-term memorization, but why do we remember things that
are not emotionally charged and have only been seen or experienced a
few times in the past? To answer this question, scientists decided to
challenge the memory of individuals they had tested in the laboratory a
decade pre…

How a 'shadow zone' traps the world's oldest
ocean water [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

New research has revealed why the oldest water in the ocean in the
North Pacific has remained trapped in a shadow zone around 2km below
the sea surface for over 1000 years.

The path length of light in opaque media [周六, 11 11月

00:39]

A transparent substance will allow light to travel through on a straight
line, in a turbid substance the light will be scattered numerous times,
traveling on more complicated zig-zag trajectories. But astonishingly,
the average total distance covered by the light inside the substance is
always the same.

Crunch time for food security [周六, 11 11月 00:39]

Insects have been a valuable source of nutritional protein for centuries,
as both food and feed. The challenge now is to broaden their appeal,



safely and sustainably.

Fruit fly brains inform search engines of the
future [周五, 10 11月 03:07]

The way fruit flies identify similarities between odors offers a new
approach for search algorithms.

Finger and toe fossils belonged to tiny primates
45 million years ago [周五, 10 11月 02:12]

A new study identifies nearly 500 minuscule finger and toe bones as
belonging to 45-million-year-old tiny primates. Many of the fossils are
so small they rival the diminutive size of a mustard seed. Representing
nine different taxonomic families of primates and as many as 25 species,
the specimens from China include numerous fossils attributed to
Eosimias, the very first anthropoid known to date, and three fossils
attributed to a new and more advanced anthropoid.

How challenges change the way you think [周四, 09 11月

22:33]

New research shows that challenging situations make it harder to
understand where you are and what's happening around you.
Researchers showed participants three clips from feature films -- one
neutral, two challenging. After watching the challenging scenes, the
participants were less able to acquire spatial and sequential context --
that is, they became worse at mapping out where objects were and the
order in which things happened.

A giant, prehistoric otter's surprisingly powerful
bite [周四, 09 11月 22:33]

A massive, wolf-sized otter that lived about 6 million years ago may
have been a dominant predator in its time, according to a new analysis
of the animal's jaws. When scientists used computers to simulate how
biting would strain S. melilutra's jaws, they concluded that the animal
had much firmer jaw bones than expected, giving it a surprisingly strong
bite.

Cockatoos select the right key to insert into a



'keyhole' [周四, 09 11月 04:16]

The Goffin's cockatoo is not a specialized tool user in the wild but has
shown the capacity to invent and use different types of tools in captivity.
Now cognitive biologists have tested these parrots in a tool use task,
requiring the birds to move objects in relation to a surface. The animals
had to choose the correct "key" to insert into a "keyhole" in a box,
aligning its shape to the shape of a surface cutout inside the box during
insertion. The parrots were not only able to select the correct …

Deep-sea fish reveals twilight trick [周四, 09 11月 03:37]

A new type of cell has been found in the eye of a deep-sea fish, and
scientists say the discovery opens a new world of understanding about
vision in a variety of light conditions. Scientists found the new cell type
in the deep-sea pearlside fish (Maurolicus spp.), which have an unusual
visual system adapted for twilight conditions.

Astronomers discover a star that would not die [周

四, 09 11月 02:18]

Astronomers have made a bizarre discovery; a star that refuses to stop
shining.

Sheep are able to recognize human faces from
photographs [周四, 09 11月 01:42]

Sheep can be trained to recognise human faces from photographic
portraits -- and can even identify the picture of their handler without
prior training -- according to new research.

Fully integrated circuits printed directly onto
fabric [周三, 08 11月 23:22]

Researchers have successfully incorporated washable, stretchable and
breathable electronic circuits into fabric, opening up new possibilities
for smart textiles and wearable electronics. The circuits were made with
cheap, safe and environmentally friendly inks, and printed using
conventional inkjet printing techniques.

Mice prefer rules over fights [周三, 08 11月 03:08]

Humans have learned to live together by solving most conflicts with



compromises and rules, rather than aggression, but how did this evolve
in the first place? And, is it true for animals as well? Can animals learn
to set up new social rules? A new study shows that laboratory mice
establish rules that provide equal long-term rewards, even if this requires
a certain degree of tolerance and patience.

Bonobos help strangers without being asked [周三, 08

11月 01:29]

The impulse to be kind to strangers was long thought to be unique to
humans, but research on bonobos suggests our species is not as
exceptional in this regard as we like to think. Famously friendly apes
from Africa's Congo Basin, bonobos will go out of their way to help a
stranger get food even when there is no immediate payback, researchers
show. What's more, they help spontaneously, without having to be asked
first.

Fireworks from atoms at ultra-low temperatures
[周三, 08 11月 01:28]

Scientists aren't normally treated to fireworks when they discover
something about the universe. But a team of researchers found a show
waiting for them at the atomic level -- along with a new form of
quantum behavior.

Humankind's earliest ancestors discovered in
southern England [周三, 08 11月 00:32]

Fossils of the oldest mammals related to humankind have been
discovered on the Jurassic Coast of Dorset in the UK. The two teeth are
from small, rat-like creatures that lived 145 million years ago in the
shadow of the dinosaurs. They are the earliest undisputed fossils of
mammals belonging to the line that led to human beings.

New quantum materials offer novel route to 3-D
electronic devices [周三, 08 11月 00:31]

Researchers have shown how the principles of general relativity open
the door to novel electronic applications such as a three-dimensional
electron lens and electronic invisibility devices.

Introducing autonomous vehicles sooner could



save hundreds of thousands of lives [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

Autonomous vehicles should only have to be moderately better than
human drivers before being widely used in the United States, an
approach that could save thousands of lives annually even before the
technology is perfected, according to a new report.

Artificial sweeteners in groundwater indicate
contamination from septic systems [周二, 07 11月 22:28]

The presence of artificial sweeteners in rural groundwater shows
evidence for contamination by local septic system wastewater,
researchers have found.

Biological clock found in fungal parasite sheds
more light on 'zombie ants' phenomenon [周二, 07 11月

03:56]

A working biological clock has been found in a fungal parasite that
infects ants to control their behavior and lead them away from their
nests in an effort to spread their fungal spores more effectively.

Autonomously growing synthetic DNA strands [周

二, 07 11月 01:13]

Engineers have developed a method that allows pre-designed sequences
of DNA to autonomously grow and concatenate along specific assembly
routes, hence providing the basis for a new generation of programmable
molecular devices. Putting their new concept of so-called 'Primer
Exchange Reaction' (PER) cascades to the test, they successfully
engineered a first set of devices with diverse functions, such as self-
building DNA-origami and DNA nanostructures that sense, amplify,
record or logically evalua…

Mammals switched to daytime activity after
dinosaur extinction [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Mammals only started being active in the daytime after non-avian
dinosaurs were wiped out about 66 million years ago (mya), finds a new
study.

One of the oldest objects in the universe



observed [周二, 07 11月 00:23]

Astronomers report that they have detected the second most distant
dusty, star-forming galaxy ever found in the universe -- born in the first
one billion years after the Big Bang. It is the oldest object ever detected
by the LMT.

Milestone for ultra-fast communications and
computing [周一, 06 11月 21:59]

Researchers have discovered that a special kind of perovskite, a
combination of an organic and inorganic compound that has the same
structure as the original mineral, can be layered on a silicon wafer to
create a vital component for the communications system of the future.
That system would use the terahertz spectrum, the next generation of
communications bandwidth that uses light instead of electricity to
shuttle data.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.



Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood



obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Brain activity buffers against worsening anxiety
[周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Boosting activity in brain areas related to thinking and problem-solving
may also protect against worsening anxiety, suggests a new study. Using
noninvasive brain imaging, the researchers found that at-risk people
were less likely to develop anxiety if they had higher activity in a region
of the brain responsible for complex mental operations. The results may
be a step towards tailoring psychological therapies to the specific brain
functioning of individual patients.

Inner clock: Biologists research the mechanism
of an auxiliary clock [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

In December, the Nobel Prize for Medicine and Physiology will be
awarded for the identification of genes that control the inner clock. The
honored academics examined fruit flies to determine the biorhythm.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with



NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.



Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood



problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical
polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds



large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]

A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]



A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light



to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Solar minimum surprisingly constant [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Using more than half a century of observations, astronomers have
discovered that the microwaves coming from the Sun at the minimums
of the past five solar cycles have been the same each time, despite large
differences in the maximums of the cycles.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile



antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications
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New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe --
ScienceDaily

A randomised trial in 650 patients has confirmed the
safety and efficacy of a new second line treatment for
metastatic colorectal cancer, researchers report at the
ESMO Asia 2017 Congress.

Oral fluorinated pyrimidines have been investigated to
replace intravenous 5FU in colorectal cancer (CRC).
Capecitabine combined with oxaliplatin (XELOX) has
demonstrated comparable efficacy and safety to
FOLFOX for the management of metastatic and
adjuvant CRC. However, the combined capecitabine
and irinotecan (XELIRI) regimen failed to replace
FOLFIRI due to concerns over safety and efficacy.

A modified XELIRI (mXELIRI) regimen was
subsequently developed with reduced doses of
irinotecan (200 mg/m2 on day 1) and capecitabine
(1600 mg/m2 on days 1-14). In combination with
bevacizumab it has shown favourable tolerability and



efficacy comparable to XELOX plus bevacizumab in
the first and second line settings.

Following these two trials, the Asian XELIRI ProjecT
(AXEPT) was designed. This multicentre, open-label,
randomised phase 3 trial assessed the efficacy and
safety of mXELIRI versus FOLFIRI, with or without
bevacizimab, as second line treatment for patients with
metastatic CRC. It was designed to demonstrate non-
inferiority of the capecitabine containing regimen in
terms of overall survival, with 95% confidence interval
(CI) upper limit of the hazard ratio (HR) pre-specified
as less than 1.3.

The trial enrolled 650 patients aged 20 years or older
with histologically confirmed unresectable colorectal
adenocarcinoma. Patients had been withdrawn from
first line chemotherapy for mCRC due to intolerable
toxicity, disease progression or relapse fewer than 180
days after the final dose of adjuvant chemotherapy.
Patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to
receive either mXELIRI with or without bevacizumab
every three weeks or FOLFIRI with or without
bevacizumab every two weeks.

Patients were stratified according to the following



factors:

(1) country (Japan versus South Korea versus China),

(2) Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
performance status (0-1 versus 2),

(3) number of metastatic sites (one versus more than
one),

(4) prior oxaliplatin treatment (yes versus no), and

(5) concurrent bevacizumab treatment (with versus
without).

After a median follow-up of 15.8 months, the median
overall survival was 16.8 and 15.4 months in the
mXELIRI and FOLFIRI arms, respectively (HR 0.85,
95% CI 0.71-1.02, non-inferiority test p<0.0001).
Similarly, there was no statistical difference in terms of
median progression-free survival between the two
arms: 8.4 months (95% CI, 7.1−9.1) for patients treated
with mXELIRI compared with 7.2 months (95% CI,
6.6−8.5) for those treated with FOLFIRI (HR=0.95;
95% CI, 0.81−1.11; p=0.5078).

The incidence of grade 3/4 adverse events was



significantly lower in the mXELIRI arm than the
FOLFIRI arm (167 [53.9%] versus 224 [72.3%] of 310
patients; p<0.0001). The most common grade 3/4
adverse event was neutropaenia (52 [16.8%] and 133
[42.9%] patients in the mXELIRI and FOLFIRI arms,
respectively; p<0.0001). The incidences of grade 3/4
diarrhoea were low in both arms (7.1% and 3.2%,
respectively; p=0.0443). The efficacy and safety results
were similar across all prespecified subgroups.

Lead author Tae Won Kim, Professor of the
Department of Oncology, Asan Medical Centre, Seoul,
Korea, said: "The AXEPT trial demonstrates that
modified XELIRI with or without bevacizumab has a
non-inferior efficacy to FOLFIRI with or without
bevacizumab and is well tolerated. The modified
XELIRI regimen could be an alternative to the standard
FOLFIRI regimen as a second line backbone therapy
for metastatic colorectal cancer."

Commenting on the study, Dr Rodrigo Dienstmann,
principal investigator of the Oncology Data Science
(ODysSey) Group, Vall d'Hebron Institute of
Oncology, Barcelona, Spain, and research scientist at
the Computational Oncology Group, Sage
Bionetworks, Seattle, US, said: "Capecitabine is given



orally and is more convenient for patients compared to
infusional 5FU. However, at the maximum doses the
combination of capecitabine and irinotecan (XELIRI)
can be quite toxic."

"The main objective of AXEPT was to assess whether
a reduced dose-intensity of the chemotherapy (the
modified XELIRI regimen) would not negatively
impact overall survival," he continued. "As the trial
met the primary endpoint, we can say that mXELIRI is
non-inferior to standard FOLFIRI (with or without
bevacizumab). The toxicity profile was quite
favourable for the modified regimen, with less
neutropaenia. The investigators observed slightly more
diarrhea, as expected, but still acceptable. This study
supports the use of mXELIRI in the second line setting,
with the potential to increase patient convenience."

Regarding the need for further research, Dienstmann
said: "Quality of life data will be critical to
understanding the value of this regimen. We also need
biomarker analysis, such as the impact of RAS status
and emerging biomarkers on response to chemotherapy
with or without bevacizumab and prognosis. This
would help clinicians who have to optimise the
sequence of chemotherapy/targeted therapy in



metastatic CRC. Pharmacogenetic studies can also be
insightful. There are known genetic variations within
the UGT1A1 gene across Asian and non-Asian
populations, which may impact on irinotecan toxicity
profile. In addition, some early studies have found a
favourable safety profile with modified XELIRI given
every two weeks and this deserves further study."
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Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes
traumatic brain injury recovery in
mice -- ScienceDaily

UT Southwestern molecular biologists today report the
unexpected finding that selectively deleting a stem cell
transcription factor in adult mice promotes recovery
after traumatic brain injury (TBI).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
defines TBI as a bump, blow, or jolt to the head that
disrupts normal brain function, ranging from mild --
brief changes in mental status -- to severe, marked by
an extended period of unconsciousness or memory
loss. In humans, most TBIs are mild and are called
concussions.

"Our results reveal that SOX2-dependent signaling
pathways in reactive astrocytes are targets for brain
recovery after traumatic injury," said Dr. Chun-Li
Zhang, Associate Professor of Molecular Biology and
in the Hamon Center for Regenerative Science and
Medicine. Dr. Zhang is co-corresponding author of the



study published today in the journal Cerebral Cortex.

Star-shaped astrocytes are the most abundant subgroup
of glial cells, which support and insulate neurons in the
brain and spinal cord. The stem cell transcription factor
SOX2, which is critical for stem cells, cell
reprogramming, and brain development, also is
activated in astrocytes in the adult brain. Its expression
in these cells increases in response to TBI, the
researchers said.

Some earlier studies had indicated that reactive
astrocytes are necessary for recovery following brain or
spinal cord injury despite astrocytes' association with
the formation of glial scars.

In this study, the researchers found that conditional
deletion of Sox2 -- the gene encoding the SOX2 stem
cell transcription factor -- and the associated
dampening of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote
functional recovery, including behavioral recovery,
after traumatic brain injury, said Dr. Zhang, a W.W.
Caruth, Jr. Scholar in Biomedical Research.

"Our finding runs counter to the belief that increasing
the reactivity of astrocytes and other glial cells in the



brain helps maintain tissue integrity following TBI.
That's why the accelerated recovery from injury after
deletion of the transcription factor in reactive
astrocytes was unexpected," he said.

A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms
controlling reactive astrocyte function is fundamental
to therapeutic interventions for brain trauma. Because
SOX2 functions in several signaling pathways, the
study opens up new areas for investigation, Dr. Zhang
said.

The mice in the study were engineered so that the Sox2
gene could be conditionally deleted during adulthood.
All of the mice produced normal amounts of SOX2
during development, when the transcription factor
plays a critical role in the genesis of embryonic and
neural stem cells.

The scientists conditionally deleted the Sox2 gene in
some adult mice, left the gene intact in others, and then
compared the two groups under normal conditions and
in response to TBI. Under normal conditions, the
researchers detected no differences in astrocyte
survival or animal behavior in the presence or absence
of the Sox2 gene.



However, in response to TBI, the knockout mice
showed greatly reduced astrocyte reactivity compared
with controls. Unexpectedly, those mice recovered
from injury significantly better than the controls -- both
physically and behaviorally -- the scientists report. The
knockout mice also did better on tests of behaviors
associated with the brain's prefrontal cortex, the area
that regulates complex thinking, emotions, and
behavior in humans. Sox2 deletion had no significant
effect on learning and memory associated with the
brain's hippocampus region, said Dr. Xiaoling Zhong,
the co-lead author and a postdoctoral researcher in the
laboratory.

"Our results reveal that SOX2 plays an important role
in TBI-induced reactive astrocytes and behavioral
deficits. We look forward to exploring how SOX2-
dependent pathways could be targeted for recovery
after TBI," Dr. Zhang said.

UTSW co-authors include co-lead author Dr. Chunhai
Chen and co-corresponding author Dr. Song Qin, both
former postdoctoral researchers in Molecular Biology
and the Hamon Center who are now working in China.
Additional co-authors, all in Molecular Biology and the
Hamon Center, include postdoctoral researchers Drs.



Wenjiao Tai and Lei-Lei Wang; research scientist
Yuhua Zou; and Dr. Jianjing Yang, a visiting
researcher.

The study received support from The Welch
Foundation, the Texas Institute for Brain Injury and
Repair, the Decherd Foundation, the Mobility
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the
Kent Waldrep Foundation Center for Basic Research
on Nerve Growth and Regeneration, which is
connected to the Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at
UT Southwestern.
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Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to
reduce risk of coronary heart disease --
ScienceDaily

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of
death for men in the U.S. Both cardiorespiratory fitness
(CRF) and the blood triglyceride/high-density
lipoprotein ratio (TG:HDL ratio) are strong predictors
of death from CHD. In the current issue of Mayo Clinic
Proceedings, two new studies highlight the importance
of CRF on subsequent CVD and mortality risk. These
articles contribute substantive evidence on the
importance of achieving moderate to high levels of
CRF in both adults and children.

In an investigation led by Stephen W. Farrell, PhD, of
The Cooper Institute, Dallas, TX, researchers found
strong evidence that moderate-to-high level of fitness
counteracted some of the negative effects of a high
TG:HDL ratio.

"While it is still extremely important to measure
traditional risk factors such as resting blood pressure,



blood cholesterol, triglyceride, and glucose levels,
having a measure or estimate of the patient's
cardiorespiratory fitness level gives us additional
information regarding cardiovascular disease risk,"
explained Dr. Farrell. "The results of this study support
this recommendation. Regardless of whether the blood
TG:HDL ratio was low or high, having at least a
moderate level of fitness provided some protection
from CHD death when compared to having a low level
of fitness."

A total of 40,269 men received a comprehensive
physical examination between January 1, 1978 and
December 31, 2010. The exam included a maximal
treadmill exercise test to measure cardiorespiratory
fitness level, and also included measurement of the
blood TG:HDL ratio. This ratio is easily calculated by
taking the fasting blood triglyceride level and dividing
it by the blood HDL cholesterol level. A lower ratio is
an indicator that insulin is working well, while a higher
ratio indicates resistance to insulin. Higher ratios also
indicate an increased risk of future prediabetes, type 2
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

The participants, categorized into low, moderate, and
high CRF groups, were followed for an average period



of 16.6 years, during which time 556 deaths due to
coronary heart disease (CHD) occurred. Moderate to
high levels of fitness provided significant protection
from CHD death. Lower values for the TG:HDL ratio
also provided significant protection. The lowest risk of
CHD death was seen among high fit men in the lowest
category of TG:HDL ratio, while the highest risk of
CHD death was seen among low fit men in the highest
category of TG:HDL ratio. Within each of the four
categories of TG:HDL ratio, having a moderate to high
level of fitness provided significant protection against
CHD death when compared to having a low level of
fitness. Therefore, knowing the patient's fitness level as
well as their TG:HDL ratio provides much more
information about CHD risk status than just knowing
one or the other. When used in combination with other
risk factors, such as the patient's blood pressure,
bloodwork, family history, etc., measuring or
estimating the patient's level of CRF can result in a
much more accurate determination of their
cardiovascular disease risk status.

There are also some studies that indicate that the
TG:HDL ratio can be a proxy for LDL particle size,
whereby small dense LDL particles are more likely to
form plaques in blood vessels than large, less-dense



particles.

It has often been said that "Exercise is Medicine."
Many risk factors for chronic disease can be prevented
or treated with sufficient amounts of exercise, weight
loss, and healthy diet. Avoiding tobacco in all forms is
also a must.

In another study researchers from several universities
and institutes in Spain highlight the importance of
monitoring CRF for early detection of present and
future cardiovascular risk in youth. They describe how
measuring CRF in 6- to 10-year-olds and later in 8- to
12-year-olds can reveal indicators of increased
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk later in life.

Lead investigator José Castro-Piñero, PhD, from the
Department of Physical Education, School of
Education, University of Cádiz, Puerto Real, Spain,
noted, "Although CVD events occur most frequently
during or after the fifth decade of life, there is evidence
indicating that CVD precursors have their origin in
childhood and adolescence. Moreover, adverse CVD
risk factors during childhood have been found to track
into adulthood. Consequently, early detection and
diagnosis of CVD risk factors in children and



adolescents will contribute to the development of
effective prevention programs, counseling, school-
based strategies, and public health policies."

Participants were part of the UP&DOWN; study of
2225 youths between 6 and 18 years of age, and for
this study, 213 primary schoolchildren were tested.
CRF was expressed as an oxygen consumption value
(units of mL/kg per minute) calculated from a shuttle-
run test. Other data collected included skinfold
thickness, blood pressure, serum triglyceride (TG)
levels, total cholesterol (TC) level, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) level, glucose level,
insulin level, and CRF. From these data, single CVD
risk factors were determined as well as an overall CVD
risk score.

Researchers determined that several single CVD
factors increased during the two-year follow-up period
for both boys and girls, while overall CVD risk score
increased significantly only for boys. Maximum
oxygen consumption decreased for both boys and girls.
Boys were about seven times more likely to have a
favorable CVD risk score at follow-up if their CRF
level was at least 39.0 mL/kg per minute at the
beginning of the study. Girls were more than four times



as likely to have favorable CVD risk with CRF of at
least 37.5 mL/kg per minute at the beginning of the
study.

In an accompanying editorial, Carl J. Lavie, MD, of the
John Ochsner Heart and Vascular Institute, Ochsner
Clinical School-The University of Queensland School
of Medicine, New Orleans, LA, observed that
collectively the data presented in the study by Farrell et
al support significant public health messages. First,
CRF significantly modulates CVD risk associated with
dyslipidemia. Second, accumulating 7 to 14 miles per
week of moderate-intensity exercise, such as running,
can potentially lower the risk associated with increased
TG:HDL-C levels as reported by the current study.
Finally, CRF must be considered by health care
professionals when CVD risk is assigned to patients.

Dr. Lavie further stated that by focusing on young
children and adding an important longitudinal analysis
of how CRF changes relate to changes in CVD risk,
Castro-Piñero et al have added two significant
dimensions to the existing literature.
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Small changes to organ procurement
system could lead to more life-saving
transplants -- ScienceDaily

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-
donor kidneys could result in higher rates of organ
procurement and lead to more kidney transplants
across the country, according to new research co-
authored by an Indiana University Kelley School of
Business professor.

"Any increase in supply will result in saved lives," said
Rodney P. Parker, an associate professor of operations
management at Kelley. "The lists of patients awaiting a
kidney transplantation are lengthy and growing. Many
of these patients undergo expensive and inconvenient
dialysis treatment while waiting."

Parker and three other researchers studied three risk
factors that explain the geographic differences in
procuring deceased-donor kidneys across the United
States: organ quality, the median wait time for
donation and the degree of competition between



transplantation centers in the area.

They found an expected annual increase in procured
organs ranges from 58 (an increase of 0.5 percent of all
procured kidneys) to 174 (an increase of 1.2 percent),
depending on regional or national sharing.

In 2015, 87,538 patients with end-stage renal disease
died while on dialysis (16.3 percent of all dialysis
patients are awaiting kidney transplants), and 18,805
kidney transplantations were performed that same year.
The majority, 13,132, came from cadaveric donors.

More than 100,000 people are waiting for a kidney
transplant in the U.S, with more than 3,000 patients
added to the list each month, according to the National
Kidney Foundation.

This study, which appears in the journal Production
and Operations Management, is among the first to
consider how to increase the supply of procured
kidneys, rather than changing demand or considering
different ways of allocating a fixed supply.

The researchers analyzed the effects of a 2014 policy
change that allows lower-quality kidneys -- considered



the bottom 15 percent of available organs -- to be
immediately offered more widely in a region without
seeking patients only in the local area.

They found that expanding the geographic range also
could save lives of many who currently are less likely
to receive a kidney based on where they live.

"The increase in supply is induced by the disparity in
patient waiting times across different geographies,"
Parker said. "Thus, patients in areas with longer
waiting times will benefit from this increase without
adversely affecting the waiting times in the source
areas. Overall, the gap in median waiting times
between areas will narrow."

Parker and his colleagues concluded that transplant
candidates living in less-populated areas may be more
selective about the organ quality because waiting times
are relatively short.

"When some cadaveric kidneys of lower quality
become available, these kidneys may not be procured
since the local patients can simply wait a short period
for a superior quality kidney," he said. "However, those
lower-quality kidneys would be highly sought in other



areas where the waiting times are much longer, such as
in California and New York.

"Patients already at the top of the list in the more
congested areas (which have longer median waiting
times) will already likely have a short time for the next
available kidney, so they will likely not accept a poorer
quality kidney," he added. "However, someone who is
further down the list in these areas may recognize that
they face a lengthy wait and be willing to accept such a
kidney rather than face the grim prospect of a four-
hour dialysis treatment three times per week, not to
mention the expense and diminished health."

Cadaveric kidneys are initially made available to those
living in one of 58 donor service areas around the
country, before being then offered to those in a broader
region of several donor service areas and, finally,
nationally. Competition among 272 transplant
programs across the country also contributes to
outcomes.

Fourteen of the 58 donor service areas offered 129 or
fewer kidneys in 2009, so if some organs are shared
more broadly, then the expected increase in transplants
could represent the addition of a small- to medium-



sized donor service area.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Indiana University. Original
written by George Vlahakis. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4



million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light



on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the



insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.



New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.



Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on



Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards



economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star



discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical



and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200



percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have



turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood
obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for



developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Brain activity buffers against worsening anxiety
[周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Boosting activity in brain areas related to thinking and problem-solving
may also protect against worsening anxiety, suggests a new study. Using
noninvasive brain imaging, the researchers found that at-risk people
were less likely to develop anxiety if they had higher activity in a region
of the brain responsible for complex mental operations. The results may
be a step towards tailoring psychological therapies to the specific brain
functioning of individual patients.

Inner clock: Biologists research the mechanism
of an auxiliary clock [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

In December, the Nobel Prize for Medicine and Physiology will be
awarded for the identification of genes that control the inner clock. The
honored academics examined fruit flies to determine the biorhythm.

Investigating patterns of degeneration in
Alzheimer's disease [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is known to cause memory loss and cognitive
decline, but other functions of the brain can remain intact. The reasons



cells in some brain regions degenerate while others are protected is
largely unknown. Researchers have found that factors encoded in the
DNA of brain cells contribute to the patterns of degeneration, or
vulnerability, in AD.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban



neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between



obesity and cancer.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male



voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while
older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]

An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing



new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

New test to measure the effectiveness of CF
drugs [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new laboratory model has been created to measure and compare the
responses of CF and normal airway cells to CF-related
infectious/inflammatory factors.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Dieting combined with high-intensity exercise
helpful in reducing risk of weight regain, study
finds [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Combining a calorie-restricted diet with high-intensity interval training
could be a solution for reducing weight regain after weight loss,
researchers report.



Brain is strobing not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]



Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

Redefining obesity in postmenopausal women [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

There is no doubt the prevalence of obesity has increased significantly
across all age groups, creating greater health risks. What exactly
constitutes obesity, however, is subject to debate, especially for
postmenopausal women who have a different body composition than
younger women. A study now demonstrates that the long-accepted BMI
definition for obesity may no longer be accurate.

A new way to reduce surgery complications
stemming from high blood sugar [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Using a different marker to track a patient's glycemic levels could help
improve outcomes after surgery for diabetic and non-diabetic patients
alike.

Study raises possibility of naturally acquired
immunity against Zika virus [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Birth defects in babies born infected with Zika virus remain a major
health concern. Now, scientists suggest the possibility that some women
in high-risk Zika regions may already be protected and not know it. New
research performed in mice, shows women who develop symptom-free
Zika infections may be able to acquire immunity that would protect
them from future infections and their offspring in a future pregnancy.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,



powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

Separating side effects could hold key for safer
opioids [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Opioid pain relievers can be extremely effective in relieving pain, but
can carry a high risk of addiction and ultimately overdose when
breathing is suppressed and stops. Scientists have discovered a way to
separate these two effects -- pain relief and breathing -- opening a
window of opportunity to make effective pain medications without the
risk of respiratory failure.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.



Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical



polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Solar minimum surprisingly constant [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Using more than half a century of observations, astronomers have
discovered that the microwaves coming from the Sun at the minimums
of the past five solar cycles have been the same each time, despite large



differences in the maximums of the cycles.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]



An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing
new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

New window into electron behavior [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

For the first time, physicists have developed a technique to visualize the
behavior of electrons beneath a material's surface.

Finding Majoranas [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Nano-'hashtags' could be the key to generating the highly sought
Majorana quasiparticle, report scientists.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs



[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]

Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

GPs trained in compression ultrasonography
accurately diagnose deep vein thrombosis [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

General practitioners trained in compression ultrasonography accurately
diagnose deep vein thrombosis, a new study concludes.



How to switch liver cancer cell growth from 2-D
to 3-D structures [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

A discovery might help designers of miniature 'lab-on-a-chip'
technologies to grow three-dimensional colonies of cancer cells inside a
chip's tiny chambers, rather than the merely two-dimensional colonies
that they generally can culture now. Chips with 3-D cell arrays could
furnish more realistic biological environments for drug testing.

Math gets real in strong, lightweight structures [周

五, 17 11月 02:21]

Materials scientists lead a project to turn strong, light and compressible
schwarzites from theory to reality with three-dimensional printers. The
resulting materials share their properties from the nano- to the
macroscale.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Next-generation atomic clocks may support
official timekeeping [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

For more than a decade, a research team has been unveiling
experimental next-generation atomic clocks. New simulations suggest
these clocks may now be reliable and practical enough to start
contributing to calibrations that support official US civilian time.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit



from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Intervention becomes first to successfully reduce
risk of dementia [周四, 16 11月 23:49]

A computerized brain training program reduces risk of dementia 29
percent, a 10-year study concludes.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Spinning cylinders to recreate nature's patterns
[周四, 16 11月 22:01]

A new method to create dynamic tubular structures is inspired by leaves
around a stem, scales on pine cone, and viruses' tails, explain scientists.

Filtration of nanoparticles from traffic should



become a key criterion of building ventilation [周四,

16 11月 22:01]

A good air filter can prevent health-endangering nanoparticle emissions
from entering the indoor air of buildings. Air filters that efficiently expel
nanoparticles should be adopted in buildings. Now researchers have
developed a comparison technique which has detected marked
differences between the nanoparticle-capturing performance of air
filters.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic



materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Salt pond in Antarctica, among the saltiest
waters on Earth, is fed from beneath [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

One of the saltiest bodies on Earth, an analog for what water might look
like on Mars, is just one piece of a larger aquifer.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale



tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.



When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds
large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]



A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.



European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…



Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Aquatic plant may help remove contaminants
from lakes [周五, 17 11月 07:39]

A tiny aquatic plant called duckweed might be a viable option for
remove phosphorus, nitrates, nitrites and even heavy metals from lakes,
ponds and slow-moving waterbodies.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will



dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

How Snapdragons keep their color: Signposting
trick reveals evolutionary mechanism [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A study of the colour patterns among wild flowers in a mountain valley
has yielded a clue about how nature controls fundamental evolutionary
change in all species.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by



humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body



temperature) while…

Diffusion plays unusual signaling role in
drosophila embryos, researchers find [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Diffusion plays an unexpected role in cell differentiation during the
early stages of development in the embryos of Drosophila, or fruit flies,
researchers have found. Instead of spreading a molecular signal out, it
was found that diffusion, facilitated through a carrier molecule, actually
concentrates the signal in one place.

Secrets of succulents' water-wise ways revealed [周

五, 17 11月 02:27]

Plant scientists have revealed new insights into the mechanisms that
allow certain plants to conserve water and tolerate drought. The research
could be used to help produce new crops that can thrive in previously
inhospitable, hot and dry regions across the world.

How to destroy any protein in any cell [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Scientists present a novel method to directly and rapidly destroy any
protein in any kind of cell, explains a new report.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater depletion could be significant
source of atmospheric carbon dioxide [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Humans may be adding large amounts of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere by using groundwater faster than it is replenished, according
to new research. This process, known as groundwater depletion, releases
a significant amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere that has until
now been overlooked by scientists in calculating carbon sources,
according to the new study.

Wooden shoes: Long-lasting issues from
inflexible clogs [周五, 17 11月 02:26]



Bio-archeologists have discovered a pattern of unusual bone chips in the
feet of clog-wearing 19th-Century Dutch farmers -- injuries that offer
clues to the damage we may unwittingly be causing to our own feet.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will



dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.



Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.



Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw



disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new



study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]



The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.



Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.



The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and



human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]



Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-



term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]



Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.



Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.



Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have
turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood



obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for
developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.



A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Brain activity buffers against worsening anxiety
[周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Boosting activity in brain areas related to thinking and problem-solving
may also protect against worsening anxiety, suggests a new study. Using
noninvasive brain imaging, the researchers found that at-risk people
were less likely to develop anxiety if they had higher activity in a region
of the brain responsible for complex mental operations. The results may
be a step towards tailoring psychological therapies to the specific brain
functioning of individual patients.

Inner clock: Biologists research the mechanism
of an auxiliary clock [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

In December, the Nobel Prize for Medicine and Physiology will be
awarded for the identification of genes that control the inner clock. The
honored academics examined fruit flies to determine the biorhythm.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with



NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.



Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.

When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood



problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical
polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds



large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]

A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]



A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between
obesity and cancer.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light



to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Solar minimum surprisingly constant [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Using more than half a century of observations, astronomers have
discovered that the microwaves coming from the Sun at the minimums
of the past five solar cycles have been the same each time, despite large
differences in the maximums of the cycles.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile



antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications
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New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe --
ScienceDaily

A randomised trial in 650 patients has confirmed the
safety and efficacy of a new second line treatment for
metastatic colorectal cancer, researchers report at the
ESMO Asia 2017 Congress.

Oral fluorinated pyrimidines have been investigated to
replace intravenous 5FU in colorectal cancer (CRC).
Capecitabine combined with oxaliplatin (XELOX) has
demonstrated comparable efficacy and safety to
FOLFOX for the management of metastatic and
adjuvant CRC. However, the combined capecitabine
and irinotecan (XELIRI) regimen failed to replace
FOLFIRI due to concerns over safety and efficacy.

A modified XELIRI (mXELIRI) regimen was
subsequently developed with reduced doses of
irinotecan (200 mg/m2 on day 1) and capecitabine
(1600 mg/m2 on days 1-14). In combination with
bevacizumab it has shown favourable tolerability and



efficacy comparable to XELOX plus bevacizumab in
the first and second line settings.

Following these two trials, the Asian XELIRI ProjecT
(AXEPT) was designed. This multicentre, open-label,
randomised phase 3 trial assessed the efficacy and
safety of mXELIRI versus FOLFIRI, with or without
bevacizimab, as second line treatment for patients with
metastatic CRC. It was designed to demonstrate non-
inferiority of the capecitabine containing regimen in
terms of overall survival, with 95% confidence interval
(CI) upper limit of the hazard ratio (HR) pre-specified
as less than 1.3.

The trial enrolled 650 patients aged 20 years or older
with histologically confirmed unresectable colorectal
adenocarcinoma. Patients had been withdrawn from
first line chemotherapy for mCRC due to intolerable
toxicity, disease progression or relapse fewer than 180
days after the final dose of adjuvant chemotherapy.
Patients were randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to
receive either mXELIRI with or without bevacizumab
every three weeks or FOLFIRI with or without
bevacizumab every two weeks.

Patients were stratified according to the following



factors:

(1) country (Japan versus South Korea versus China),

(2) Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
performance status (0-1 versus 2),

(3) number of metastatic sites (one versus more than
one),

(4) prior oxaliplatin treatment (yes versus no), and

(5) concurrent bevacizumab treatment (with versus
without).

After a median follow-up of 15.8 months, the median
overall survival was 16.8 and 15.4 months in the
mXELIRI and FOLFIRI arms, respectively (HR 0.85,
95% CI 0.71-1.02, non-inferiority test p<0.0001).
Similarly, there was no statistical difference in terms of
median progression-free survival between the two
arms: 8.4 months (95% CI, 7.1−9.1) for patients treated
with mXELIRI compared with 7.2 months (95% CI,
6.6−8.5) for those treated with FOLFIRI (HR=0.95;
95% CI, 0.81−1.11; p=0.5078).

The incidence of grade 3/4 adverse events was



significantly lower in the mXELIRI arm than the
FOLFIRI arm (167 [53.9%] versus 224 [72.3%] of 310
patients; p<0.0001). The most common grade 3/4
adverse event was neutropaenia (52 [16.8%] and 133
[42.9%] patients in the mXELIRI and FOLFIRI arms,
respectively; p<0.0001). The incidences of grade 3/4
diarrhoea were low in both arms (7.1% and 3.2%,
respectively; p=0.0443). The efficacy and safety results
were similar across all prespecified subgroups.

Lead author Tae Won Kim, Professor of the
Department of Oncology, Asan Medical Centre, Seoul,
Korea, said: "The AXEPT trial demonstrates that
modified XELIRI with or without bevacizumab has a
non-inferior efficacy to FOLFIRI with or without
bevacizumab and is well tolerated. The modified
XELIRI regimen could be an alternative to the standard
FOLFIRI regimen as a second line backbone therapy
for metastatic colorectal cancer."

Commenting on the study, Dr Rodrigo Dienstmann,
principal investigator of the Oncology Data Science
(ODysSey) Group, Vall d'Hebron Institute of
Oncology, Barcelona, Spain, and research scientist at
the Computational Oncology Group, Sage
Bionetworks, Seattle, US, said: "Capecitabine is given



orally and is more convenient for patients compared to
infusional 5FU. However, at the maximum doses the
combination of capecitabine and irinotecan (XELIRI)
can be quite toxic."

"The main objective of AXEPT was to assess whether
a reduced dose-intensity of the chemotherapy (the
modified XELIRI regimen) would not negatively
impact overall survival," he continued. "As the trial
met the primary endpoint, we can say that mXELIRI is
non-inferior to standard FOLFIRI (with or without
bevacizumab). The toxicity profile was quite
favourable for the modified regimen, with less
neutropaenia. The investigators observed slightly more
diarrhea, as expected, but still acceptable. This study
supports the use of mXELIRI in the second line setting,
with the potential to increase patient convenience."

Regarding the need for further research, Dienstmann
said: "Quality of life data will be critical to
understanding the value of this regimen. We also need
biomarker analysis, such as the impact of RAS status
and emerging biomarkers on response to chemotherapy
with or without bevacizumab and prognosis. This
would help clinicians who have to optimise the
sequence of chemotherapy/targeted therapy in



metastatic CRC. Pharmacogenetic studies can also be
insightful. There are known genetic variations within
the UGT1A1 gene across Asian and non-Asian
populations, which may impact on irinotecan toxicity
profile. In addition, some early studies have found a
favourable safety profile with modified XELIRI given
every two weeks and this deserves further study."
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Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes
traumatic brain injury recovery in
mice -- ScienceDaily

UT Southwestern molecular biologists today report the
unexpected finding that selectively deleting a stem cell
transcription factor in adult mice promotes recovery
after traumatic brain injury (TBI).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
defines TBI as a bump, blow, or jolt to the head that
disrupts normal brain function, ranging from mild --
brief changes in mental status -- to severe, marked by
an extended period of unconsciousness or memory
loss. In humans, most TBIs are mild and are called
concussions.

"Our results reveal that SOX2-dependent signaling
pathways in reactive astrocytes are targets for brain
recovery after traumatic injury," said Dr. Chun-Li
Zhang, Associate Professor of Molecular Biology and
in the Hamon Center for Regenerative Science and
Medicine. Dr. Zhang is co-corresponding author of the



study published today in the journal Cerebral Cortex.

Star-shaped astrocytes are the most abundant subgroup
of glial cells, which support and insulate neurons in the
brain and spinal cord. The stem cell transcription factor
SOX2, which is critical for stem cells, cell
reprogramming, and brain development, also is
activated in astrocytes in the adult brain. Its expression
in these cells increases in response to TBI, the
researchers said.

Some earlier studies had indicated that reactive
astrocytes are necessary for recovery following brain or
spinal cord injury despite astrocytes' association with
the formation of glial scars.

In this study, the researchers found that conditional
deletion of Sox2 -- the gene encoding the SOX2 stem
cell transcription factor -- and the associated
dampening of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote
functional recovery, including behavioral recovery,
after traumatic brain injury, said Dr. Zhang, a W.W.
Caruth, Jr. Scholar in Biomedical Research.

"Our finding runs counter to the belief that increasing
the reactivity of astrocytes and other glial cells in the



brain helps maintain tissue integrity following TBI.
That's why the accelerated recovery from injury after
deletion of the transcription factor in reactive
astrocytes was unexpected," he said.

A better understanding of the molecular mechanisms
controlling reactive astrocyte function is fundamental
to therapeutic interventions for brain trauma. Because
SOX2 functions in several signaling pathways, the
study opens up new areas for investigation, Dr. Zhang
said.

The mice in the study were engineered so that the Sox2
gene could be conditionally deleted during adulthood.
All of the mice produced normal amounts of SOX2
during development, when the transcription factor
plays a critical role in the genesis of embryonic and
neural stem cells.

The scientists conditionally deleted the Sox2 gene in
some adult mice, left the gene intact in others, and then
compared the two groups under normal conditions and
in response to TBI. Under normal conditions, the
researchers detected no differences in astrocyte
survival or animal behavior in the presence or absence
of the Sox2 gene.



However, in response to TBI, the knockout mice
showed greatly reduced astrocyte reactivity compared
with controls. Unexpectedly, those mice recovered
from injury significantly better than the controls -- both
physically and behaviorally -- the scientists report. The
knockout mice also did better on tests of behaviors
associated with the brain's prefrontal cortex, the area
that regulates complex thinking, emotions, and
behavior in humans. Sox2 deletion had no significant
effect on learning and memory associated with the
brain's hippocampus region, said Dr. Xiaoling Zhong,
the co-lead author and a postdoctoral researcher in the
laboratory.

"Our results reveal that SOX2 plays an important role
in TBI-induced reactive astrocytes and behavioral
deficits. We look forward to exploring how SOX2-
dependent pathways could be targeted for recovery
after TBI," Dr. Zhang said.

UTSW co-authors include co-lead author Dr. Chunhai
Chen and co-corresponding author Dr. Song Qin, both
former postdoctoral researchers in Molecular Biology
and the Hamon Center who are now working in China.
Additional co-authors, all in Molecular Biology and the
Hamon Center, include postdoctoral researchers Drs.



Wenjiao Tai and Lei-Lei Wang; research scientist
Yuhua Zou; and Dr. Jianjing Yang, a visiting
researcher.

The study received support from The Welch
Foundation, the Texas Institute for Brain Injury and
Repair, the Decherd Foundation, the Mobility
Foundation, the National Institutes of Health, the
National Natural Science Foundation of China, and the
Kent Waldrep Foundation Center for Basic Research
on Nerve Growth and Regeneration, which is
connected to the Peter O'Donnell Jr. Brain Institute at
UT Southwestern.
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Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to
reduce risk of coronary heart disease --
ScienceDaily

Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of
death for men in the U.S. Both cardiorespiratory fitness
(CRF) and the blood triglyceride/high-density
lipoprotein ratio (TG:HDL ratio) are strong predictors
of death from CHD. In the current issue of Mayo Clinic
Proceedings, two new studies highlight the importance
of CRF on subsequent CVD and mortality risk. These
articles contribute substantive evidence on the
importance of achieving moderate to high levels of
CRF in both adults and children.

In an investigation led by Stephen W. Farrell, PhD, of
The Cooper Institute, Dallas, TX, researchers found
strong evidence that moderate-to-high level of fitness
counteracted some of the negative effects of a high
TG:HDL ratio.

"While it is still extremely important to measure
traditional risk factors such as resting blood pressure,



blood cholesterol, triglyceride, and glucose levels,
having a measure or estimate of the patient's
cardiorespiratory fitness level gives us additional
information regarding cardiovascular disease risk,"
explained Dr. Farrell. "The results of this study support
this recommendation. Regardless of whether the blood
TG:HDL ratio was low or high, having at least a
moderate level of fitness provided some protection
from CHD death when compared to having a low level
of fitness."

A total of 40,269 men received a comprehensive
physical examination between January 1, 1978 and
December 31, 2010. The exam included a maximal
treadmill exercise test to measure cardiorespiratory
fitness level, and also included measurement of the
blood TG:HDL ratio. This ratio is easily calculated by
taking the fasting blood triglyceride level and dividing
it by the blood HDL cholesterol level. A lower ratio is
an indicator that insulin is working well, while a higher
ratio indicates resistance to insulin. Higher ratios also
indicate an increased risk of future prediabetes, type 2
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.

The participants, categorized into low, moderate, and
high CRF groups, were followed for an average period



of 16.6 years, during which time 556 deaths due to
coronary heart disease (CHD) occurred. Moderate to
high levels of fitness provided significant protection
from CHD death. Lower values for the TG:HDL ratio
also provided significant protection. The lowest risk of
CHD death was seen among high fit men in the lowest
category of TG:HDL ratio, while the highest risk of
CHD death was seen among low fit men in the highest
category of TG:HDL ratio. Within each of the four
categories of TG:HDL ratio, having a moderate to high
level of fitness provided significant protection against
CHD death when compared to having a low level of
fitness. Therefore, knowing the patient's fitness level as
well as their TG:HDL ratio provides much more
information about CHD risk status than just knowing
one or the other. When used in combination with other
risk factors, such as the patient's blood pressure,
bloodwork, family history, etc., measuring or
estimating the patient's level of CRF can result in a
much more accurate determination of their
cardiovascular disease risk status.

There are also some studies that indicate that the
TG:HDL ratio can be a proxy for LDL particle size,
whereby small dense LDL particles are more likely to
form plaques in blood vessels than large, less-dense



particles.

It has often been said that "Exercise is Medicine."
Many risk factors for chronic disease can be prevented
or treated with sufficient amounts of exercise, weight
loss, and healthy diet. Avoiding tobacco in all forms is
also a must.

In another study researchers from several universities
and institutes in Spain highlight the importance of
monitoring CRF for early detection of present and
future cardiovascular risk in youth. They describe how
measuring CRF in 6- to 10-year-olds and later in 8- to
12-year-olds can reveal indicators of increased
cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk later in life.

Lead investigator José Castro-Piñero, PhD, from the
Department of Physical Education, School of
Education, University of Cádiz, Puerto Real, Spain,
noted, "Although CVD events occur most frequently
during or after the fifth decade of life, there is evidence
indicating that CVD precursors have their origin in
childhood and adolescence. Moreover, adverse CVD
risk factors during childhood have been found to track
into adulthood. Consequently, early detection and
diagnosis of CVD risk factors in children and



adolescents will contribute to the development of
effective prevention programs, counseling, school-
based strategies, and public health policies."

Participants were part of the UP&DOWN; study of
2225 youths between 6 and 18 years of age, and for
this study, 213 primary schoolchildren were tested.
CRF was expressed as an oxygen consumption value
(units of mL/kg per minute) calculated from a shuttle-
run test. Other data collected included skinfold
thickness, blood pressure, serum triglyceride (TG)
levels, total cholesterol (TC) level, high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) level, glucose level,
insulin level, and CRF. From these data, single CVD
risk factors were determined as well as an overall CVD
risk score.

Researchers determined that several single CVD
factors increased during the two-year follow-up period
for both boys and girls, while overall CVD risk score
increased significantly only for boys. Maximum
oxygen consumption decreased for both boys and girls.
Boys were about seven times more likely to have a
favorable CVD risk score at follow-up if their CRF
level was at least 39.0 mL/kg per minute at the
beginning of the study. Girls were more than four times



as likely to have favorable CVD risk with CRF of at
least 37.5 mL/kg per minute at the beginning of the
study.

In an accompanying editorial, Carl J. Lavie, MD, of the
John Ochsner Heart and Vascular Institute, Ochsner
Clinical School-The University of Queensland School
of Medicine, New Orleans, LA, observed that
collectively the data presented in the study by Farrell et
al support significant public health messages. First,
CRF significantly modulates CVD risk associated with
dyslipidemia. Second, accumulating 7 to 14 miles per
week of moderate-intensity exercise, such as running,
can potentially lower the risk associated with increased
TG:HDL-C levels as reported by the current study.
Finally, CRF must be considered by health care
professionals when CVD risk is assigned to patients.

Dr. Lavie further stated that by focusing on young
children and adding an important longitudinal analysis
of how CRF changes relate to changes in CVD risk,
Castro-Piñero et al have added two significant
dimensions to the existing literature.
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Small changes to organ procurement
system could lead to more life-saving
transplants -- ScienceDaily

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-
donor kidneys could result in higher rates of organ
procurement and lead to more kidney transplants
across the country, according to new research co-
authored by an Indiana University Kelley School of
Business professor.

"Any increase in supply will result in saved lives," said
Rodney P. Parker, an associate professor of operations
management at Kelley. "The lists of patients awaiting a
kidney transplantation are lengthy and growing. Many
of these patients undergo expensive and inconvenient
dialysis treatment while waiting."

Parker and three other researchers studied three risk
factors that explain the geographic differences in
procuring deceased-donor kidneys across the United
States: organ quality, the median wait time for
donation and the degree of competition between



transplantation centers in the area.

They found an expected annual increase in procured
organs ranges from 58 (an increase of 0.5 percent of all
procured kidneys) to 174 (an increase of 1.2 percent),
depending on regional or national sharing.

In 2015, 87,538 patients with end-stage renal disease
died while on dialysis (16.3 percent of all dialysis
patients are awaiting kidney transplants), and 18,805
kidney transplantations were performed that same year.
The majority, 13,132, came from cadaveric donors.

More than 100,000 people are waiting for a kidney
transplant in the U.S, with more than 3,000 patients
added to the list each month, according to the National
Kidney Foundation.

This study, which appears in the journal Production
and Operations Management, is among the first to
consider how to increase the supply of procured
kidneys, rather than changing demand or considering
different ways of allocating a fixed supply.

The researchers analyzed the effects of a 2014 policy
change that allows lower-quality kidneys -- considered



the bottom 15 percent of available organs -- to be
immediately offered more widely in a region without
seeking patients only in the local area.

They found that expanding the geographic range also
could save lives of many who currently are less likely
to receive a kidney based on where they live.

"The increase in supply is induced by the disparity in
patient waiting times across different geographies,"
Parker said. "Thus, patients in areas with longer
waiting times will benefit from this increase without
adversely affecting the waiting times in the source
areas. Overall, the gap in median waiting times
between areas will narrow."

Parker and his colleagues concluded that transplant
candidates living in less-populated areas may be more
selective about the organ quality because waiting times
are relatively short.

"When some cadaveric kidneys of lower quality
become available, these kidneys may not be procured
since the local patients can simply wait a short period
for a superior quality kidney," he said. "However, those
lower-quality kidneys would be highly sought in other



areas where the waiting times are much longer, such as
in California and New York.

"Patients already at the top of the list in the more
congested areas (which have longer median waiting
times) will already likely have a short time for the next
available kidney, so they will likely not accept a poorer
quality kidney," he added. "However, someone who is
further down the list in these areas may recognize that
they face a lengthy wait and be willing to accept such a
kidney rather than face the grim prospect of a four-
hour dialysis treatment three times per week, not to
mention the expense and diminished health."

Cadaveric kidneys are initially made available to those
living in one of 58 donor service areas around the
country, before being then offered to those in a broader
region of several donor service areas and, finally,
nationally. Competition among 272 transplant
programs across the country also contributes to
outcomes.

Fourteen of the 58 donor service areas offered 129 or
fewer kidneys in 2009, so if some organs are shared
more broadly, then the expected increase in transplants
could represent the addition of a small- to medium-



sized donor service area.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Indiana University. Original
written by George Vlahakis. Note: Content may be
edited for style and length.
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All Top News

Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4



million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Brain is strobing not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light



on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by
humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the



insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater recharge in the American west
under climate change [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Groundwater recharge in the Western US will change as the climate
warms -- the dry southern regions will have less and the northern
regions will have more, according to new research. The new study
covers the entire US West, from the High Plains states to the Pacific
coast, and provides the first detailed look at how groundwater recharge
may change as the climate changes. Groundwater is an important source
of freshwater, particularly in the West.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.



New treasures from Tutankhamun's tomb [周四, 16 11月

23:51]

Archaeologists have examined embossed gold applications from the
sensational find of 1922. The motifs indicate surprising links between
the Levant and the Egypt of the pharaohs.

Discovery of a promising medication for
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [周四, 16 11月 23:48]

A drug used to treat schizophrenia has the potential to slow the
progression of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a fatal
neurodegenerative disease for which there is currently no effective cure.
After six years of research on several animal models and a few patients,
researchers discovered that pimozide stabilizes the disease in the short
term. A clinical trial must confirm the efficacy and safety of the drug
before it is offered to patients.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Heavy drinking, smoking linked to visible signs
of aging [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Heavy drinking and smoking are linked to visible signs of physical
aging, and looking older than one's years, suggests research.

Shape of Lake Ontario generates white-out
blizzards, study shows [周四, 16 11月 06:53]

A 6-foot-wide snow blower mounted on a tractor makes a lot of sense
when you live on the Tug Hill Plateau. Tug Hill, in upstate New York, is
one of the snowiest places in the Eastern US and experiences some of
the most intense snowstorms in the world. This largely rural region, just
east of Lake Ontario, gets an average of 20 feet of snow a year, and a
new report explains why.



Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Does this one gene fuel obesity? [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

Variants in a gene called ankyrin-B -- carried by millions of Americans -
- could cause people to put on pounds through no fault of their own, new
research demonstrates.

Engineering the gut microbiome with 'good'
bacteria may help treat Crohn's disease [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Researchers have singled out a bacterial enzyme behind an imbalance in
the gut microbiome linked to Crohn's disease. The new study suggests
that wiping out a significant portion of the bacteria in the gut
microbiome, and then re-introducing a certain type of 'good' bacteria that
lacks this enzyme, known as urease, may be an effective approach to
better treat these diseases.

Cell-based therapy for type 1 diabetes? [周四, 16 11月 03:41]

Type 1 diabetes has been successfully reveresed in a mouse model by
infusing blood stem cells pre-treated to produce more of a protein called
PD-L1, which is deficient in mice (and people) with type 1 diabetes. The
cells curbed the autoimmune reaction in cells from both mice and
humans and reversed hyperglycemia in diabetic mice.

Structure and origins of glacial polish on



Yosemite's rocks [周四, 16 11月 02:38]

The glaciers that carved Yosemite Valley left highly polished surfaces
on many of the region's rock formations. These smooth, shiny surfaces,
known as glacial polish, are common in the Sierra Nevada and other
glaciated landscapes. Geologists have now taken a close look at the
structure and chemistry of glacial polish and found that it consists of a
thin coating smeared onto the rock as the glacier moved over it.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.

Ionic 'solar cell' could provide on-demand water
desalination [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

Modern solar cells, which use energy from light to generate electrons
and holes that are then transported out of semiconducting materials,
have existed for over 60 years. Little attention has been paid, however,
to the promise of using light to drive the transport of oppositely charged
protons and hydroxides obtained by dissociating water molecules.
Researchers report such a design, which has promising application in
producing electricity to turn brackish water drinkable.

Gut microbes can protect against high blood
pressure [周四, 16 11月 02:08]

Microbes living in your gut can help protect against the effects of a
high-salt diet, according to a new study.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards



economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw
disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Off track: How storms will veer in a warmer
world [周四, 16 11月 01:49]

The dry, semi-arid regions are expanding into higher latitudes, and
temperate, rainy regions are migrating poleward. In a new paper,
researchers provide new insight into this phenomenon by discovering
that mid-latitude storms are steered further toward the poles in a warmer
climate.

Colorado River's connection with the ocean was
a punctuated affair [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

The Colorado River's initial trip to the ocean didn't come easy, but its
story has emerged from layers of sediment preserved within tectonically
active stretches of the waterway's lower reaches. Researchers theorize
that the river's route off the Colorado Plateau was influenced by tectonic
deformation and changing sea levels that produced a series of stops and
starts between roughly 6.3 and 4.8 million years ago.

Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Shifting presence of North Atlantic right whales
tracked with passive acoustics [周三, 15 11月 23:48]

A new study confirms what marine mammal researchers have suspected
for a while: right whales use nearly the entire eastern seaboard during
the winter, and they move around a lot more than was previously
thought. How long they spend in some areas of their range has also
changed in recent years.

Closest temperate world orbiting quiet star



discovered [周三, 15 11月 22:17]

A temperate Earth-sized planet has been discovered only 11 light-years
from the solar system by a team using ESO's unique planet-hunting
HARPS instrument. The new world has the designation Ross 128 b and
is now the second-closest temperate planet to be detected after Proxima
b. It is also the closest planet to be discovered orbiting an inactive red
dwarf star, which may increase the likelihood that this planet could
potentially sustain life.

In bee decline, fungicides emerge as improbable
villain [周三, 15 11月 08:50]

When a team of scientists analyzed two dozen environmental factors to
understand bumblebee population declines and range contractions, they
expected to find stressors like changes in land use, geography or
insecticides. Instead, they found a shocker: fungicides, commonly
thought to have no impact.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-
term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Artificially cooling planet 'risky strategy' [周三, 15 11月

01:34]

Proposals to reduce the effects of global warming by imitating volcanic
eruptions could have a devastating effect on global regions prone to
either tumultuous storms or prolonged drought, new research has shown.

Low dose, constant drip: Pharmaceutical,
personal care pollution impacts aquatic life [周三, 15 11月

01:33]

Traditional toxicity testing underestimates the risk that pharmaceutical



and personal care product pollution poses to freshwater ecosystems.
Criteria that account for ecological disruption -- not just organism death
-- are needed to protect surface waters, which are under pressure from a
growing population and escalating synthetic chemical use.

Global birth season study links environment
with disease risk [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

A new study sheds light on connections between birth month and risk
for certain diseases.

Study settles prehistoric puzzle, confirms
modern link of carbon dioxide and global
warming [周三, 15 11月 01:32]

Fossil leaves from Africa resolve a prehistoric climate puzzle and
confirm the link between carbon dioxide and global warming. Research
previously found conflicting data on high carbon levels and its link to
climate change about 22 million years ago. But a new study found the
link existed then as now. The finding sheds light on recent and future
increases in atmospheric carbon and its impact on our planet.

Why hot water freezes faster than cold water [周二, 14

11月 23:48]

A team of researchers has defined a theoretical framework that could
explain the Mpemba effect, a counterintuitive physical phenomenon
revealed when hot water freezes faster than cold water.

Quantum computing with molecules for a
quicker search of unsorted databases [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Scrapbooks or social networks are collections of mostly unsorted data.
The search for single elements in very large data volumes, i.e. for the
needle in the data haystack, is extremely complex for classical
computers. Scientists have now quantum mechanically implemented and
successfully executed Grover's algorithm, a process for the quick finding
of a search element in unsorted databases.

Butterfly wing inspires photovoltaics: Light
absorption can be enhanced by up to 200



percent [周二, 14 11月 22:19]

Sunlight reflected by solar cells is lost as unused energy. The wings of
the butterfly Pachliopta aristolochiae are drilled by nanostructures
(nanoholes) that help absorbing light over a wide spectrum far better
than smooth surfaces. Researchers have now succeeded in transferring
these nanostructures to solar cells and, thus, enhancing their light
absorption rate by up to 200 percent.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

New second line therapy for metastatic
colorectal cancer is effective and safe [周日, 19 11月 05:14]

A randomized trial in 650 patients has confirmed the safety and efficacy
of a new second line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer.

Deletion of a stem cell factor promotes traumatic
brain injury recovery in mice [周六, 18 11月 08:53]

Researchers found that conditional deletion of Sox2 – the gene encoding
the SOX2 stem cell transcription factor – and the associated dampening
of astrocyte reactivity appear to promote functional recovery, including
behavioral recovery, after traumatic brain injury.

Cardiorespiratory fitness is essential to reduce
risk of coronary heart disease [周六, 18 11月 08:51]

New findings emphasize the importance of measuring and maintaining
aerobic fitness.

Small changes to organ procurement system
could lead to more life-saving transplants [周六, 18 11月

08:07]

Slight changes to the system for allocating deceased-donor kidneys
could result in higher rates of organ procurement and lead to more
kidney transplants across the country, according to new research.

Hibernating ground squirrels provide clues to
new stroke treatments [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

In the fight against brain damage caused by stroke, researchers have



turned to an unlikely source of inspiration: hibernating ground squirrels.
While the animals' brains experience dramatically reduced blood flow
during hibernation, just like human patients after a certain type of stroke,
the squirrels emerge from their extended naps suffering no ill effects.
Now, scientists have identified a potential drug that could grant the same
resilience to stroke patients.

A mom's support helps a child learn to handle
negative emotions, but what if mom is
distressed? [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

When children become upset, showing negative emotions or behaviors,
some parents become distressed, while others are able to talk their child
through the difficult situation. Studies have shown that a mothers'
reaction -- positive or negative -- to her child's negative emotions can
predict whether her child develops the ability to effectively regulate his
emotions and behavior. A new study explores potential predictors of
mothers' supportive or non-supportive behavior during emotional
challenges.

A walk at the mall or the park? New study
shows, for moms and daughters, a walk in the
park is best [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A family studies researchers believed that if the attention restoration
theory, which describes how interaction with natural environments can
reduce mental fatigue and restore attention, worked for individuals it
might also work for families to help facilitate more positive family
interactions and family cohesion. They tested their theory by looking at
sets of moms and daughters who were asked to take a walk together in
nature and a walk in a mall.

Like a baby: The vicious cycle of childhood
obesity and snoring [周六, 18 11月 04:22]

Scientists looked at the relationships among maternal snoring, childhood
snoring and children's metabolic characteristics -- including body mass
index (BMI) and insulin resistance, which reflects future risk for



developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease -- in approximately
1,100 children followed from gestation through early adolescence.

How a poorly explored immune cell may impact
cancer immunity and immunotherapy [周六, 18 11月 03:18]

The immune cells that are trained to fight off the body's invaders can
become defective. It's what allows cancer to develop. So most research
has targeted these co-called effector T-cells. But a new study takes a
step back and considers: What if the problem isn't with the effector T-
cells but starts higher up the cellular chain?

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Brain activity buffers against worsening anxiety
[周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Boosting activity in brain areas related to thinking and problem-solving
may also protect against worsening anxiety, suggests a new study. Using
noninvasive brain imaging, the researchers found that at-risk people
were less likely to develop anxiety if they had higher activity in a region
of the brain responsible for complex mental operations. The results may
be a step towards tailoring psychological therapies to the specific brain
functioning of individual patients.

Inner clock: Biologists research the mechanism
of an auxiliary clock [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

In December, the Nobel Prize for Medicine and Physiology will be
awarded for the identification of genes that control the inner clock. The
honored academics examined fruit flies to determine the biorhythm.

Investigating patterns of degeneration in
Alzheimer's disease [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is known to cause memory loss and cognitive
decline, but other functions of the brain can remain intact. The reasons



cells in some brain regions degenerate while others are protected is
largely unknown. Researchers have found that factors encoded in the
DNA of brain cells contribute to the patterns of degeneration, or
vulnerability, in AD.

Decrease in sunshine, increase in rickets [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Britain's increasing cloudiness during the summer could be an important
reason for the mysterious increase in rickets among British children over
the past few decades, suggests new research.

Progesterone to fight preterm birth [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

A new study provides additional support for treatment with vaginal
progesterone to reduce the risk of preterm birth, neonatal complications
and infant death in pregnant women with a short cervix. A shortened
cervix is the most powerful predictor of preterm birth.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban



neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

First-graders fitter than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Childhood obesity is often attributed to a lack of exercise. So what about
sports among elementary school students? Scientists have pursued this
question and collected the results of fitness tests for first-year students
over a period of one decade. Their study shows that students did not lose
their strength. Speed or balance even increased over the time of 10
years. One change was in the boys, whose endurance decreased
compared to the girls of the same age.

Protein key to cancer cells ability to spread
identified [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Scientists have made a discovery that could reduce the spread of cancer
by hindering a protein that binds cancer cells together and allows them
to invade tissues. The groundbreaking study identified a protein, known
as cadherin-22, as a potential factor in cancer metastasis, or spread, and
showed that hindering it decreased the adhesion and invasion rate of
breast and brain cancer cells by up to 90 percent.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

Link between obesity and cancer is not widely
recognized [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A new study has shown that the majority of people in the United
Kingdom do not understand the connection between weight issues and
cancer. Obesity is associated with thirteen types of cancer, including
those of the breast, kidney, bowel, and womb. However, after surveying
3293 adults, taken as representative of the UK population, researchers
found that only a quarter of respondents were aware of the link between



obesity and cancer.

Brain astrocytes linked to Alzheimer's disease [周五,

17 11月 23:37]

Astrocytes, the supporting cells of the brain, could play a significant role
in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease (AD), according to a new
study. This is the first time researchers discovered a direct association
between astrocytes and AD.

Could this protein protect people against
coronary artery disease? [周五, 17 11月 23:36]

The buildup of plaque in the heart's arteries is an unfortunate part of
aging. But by studying the genetic makeup of people who maintain clear
arteries into old age, researchers have identified a possible genetic basis
for coronary artery disease (CAD), as well as potential new
opportunities to prevent it.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Employees want to sit down less and walk more
during work days [周五, 17 11月 21:53]

Desk-based workers would like to spend less time sitting down and
more time walking or doing physical activity as part of their working
day, research suggests.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male



voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Novel therapeutic target discovered for estrogen
receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

A new protein has been identified in a common subtype of breast cancer
which can potentially offer more effective therapies for the future.

Risk of distracted driving predicted by age,
gender, personality and driving frequency [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

The first study of how personal traits affect driver distraction finds that
young men, extroverted or neurotic people, and people who drive more
often are more likely to report being distracted during driving, while
older women and those who feel they could control their distracted
behavior are less likely to report distraction. The study also proposes
future directions for interventions to reduce distracted driving.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Anti-malaria drug shows promise as Zika virus
treatment [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A medication used to prevent and treat malaria may also be effective for
Zika virus, scientists have discovered. The drug, called chloroquine, has
a long history of safe use during pregnancy, and is relatively
inexpensive.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]

An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing



new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

New therapy lessens impact of mistreatment at a
young age [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

Certain drugs can prevent and reduce changes to the brain caused by
mistreatment at an early age, suggests new research.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

New test to measure the effectiveness of CF
drugs [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new laboratory model has been created to measure and compare the
responses of CF and normal airway cells to CF-related
infectious/inflammatory factors.

First brain training exercise positively linked to
dementia prevention identified [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Aging research specialists have identified, for the first time, a form of
mental exercise that can reduce the risk of dementia.

Dieting combined with high-intensity exercise
helpful in reducing risk of weight regain, study
finds [周五, 17 11月 07:27]

Combining a calorie-restricted diet with high-intensity interval training
could be a solution for reducing weight regain after weight loss,
researchers report.



Brain is strobing not constant, neuroscience
research shows [周五, 17 11月 06:25]

It's not just our eyes that play tricks on us, but our ears too. That's the
finding of a landmark collaboration that provides new evidence that
oscillations, or 'strobes', are a general feature of human perception.
While our conscious experience appears to be continuous, the study
suggests that perception and attention are intrinsically rhythmic in
nature.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Cross off that 'to do' list, study shows all daily
activity can prolong life [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

That 'to do' list of chores and errands could actually provide a variety of
health benefits. The study found women over age 65 who engaged in
regular light physical activity had a reduction in the risk of mortality.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]



Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Biological mechanism of a leading cause of
childhood blindness revealed in new research [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

Scientists have revealed the pathology of cells and structures stricken by
optic nerve hypoplasia, a leading cause of childhood blindness in
developed nations.

Redefining obesity in postmenopausal women [周五,

17 11月 05:30]

There is no doubt the prevalence of obesity has increased significantly
across all age groups, creating greater health risks. What exactly
constitutes obesity, however, is subject to debate, especially for
postmenopausal women who have a different body composition than
younger women. A study now demonstrates that the long-accepted BMI
definition for obesity may no longer be accurate.

A new way to reduce surgery complications
stemming from high blood sugar [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Using a different marker to track a patient's glycemic levels could help
improve outcomes after surgery for diabetic and non-diabetic patients
alike.

Study raises possibility of naturally acquired
immunity against Zika virus [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Birth defects in babies born infected with Zika virus remain a major
health concern. Now, scientists suggest the possibility that some women
in high-risk Zika regions may already be protected and not know it. New
research performed in mice, shows women who develop symptom-free
Zika infections may be able to acquire immunity that would protect
them from future infections and their offspring in a future pregnancy.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,



powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

Separating side effects could hold key for safer
opioids [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Opioid pain relievers can be extremely effective in relieving pain, but
can carry a high risk of addiction and ultimately overdose when
breathing is suppressed and stops. Scientists have discovered a way to
separate these two effects -- pain relief and breathing -- opening a
window of opportunity to make effective pain medications without the
risk of respiratory failure.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs
[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

Breakthrough could launch organic electronics
beyond cell phone screens [周六, 18 11月 08:07]

A new discovery points the way to more widespread use of an advanced
technology generally known as organic electronics.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Strain-free epitaxy of germanium film on mica [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

Germanium was the material of choice in the early history of electronic
devices, and due to its high charge carrier mobility, it's making a
comeback. It's generally grown on expensive single-crystal substrates,
adding another challenge to making it sustainably viable for most
applications. To address this aspect, researchers demonstrate an epitaxy
method that incorporates van der Waals' forces to grow germanium on
mica.

Taking a spin on plasma space tornadoes with
NASA observations [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Tornado-like swirls of space plasma create tumultuous boundaries in the
near-Earth environment, letting dangerous high-energy particles slip into
near Earth space, new NASA mission results show.



Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale
tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

New computational method provides optimized
design of wind up toys [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A team of leading computer scientists has developed a novel
computational system to aid the design and fabrication of wind-up toys,
focusing on automating the intricate interior machinery responsible for
the toys' wind-up motion.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

Carefully crafted light pulses control neuron
activity [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Specially tailored, ultrafast pulses of light can trigger neurons to fire and
could one day help patients with light-sensitive circadian or mood
problems, according to a new study. This study is among the first
demonstrations of using coherent control to regulate function in a living
cell.

Electrochemistry opens up novel access to
important classes of substances [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chemists have succeeded in overcoming the problem of electrochemical



polymer formation and in developing a sustainable and efficient
synthesis strategy for these important products for the first time.

To reduce risk of crashing, pick roads with wide
shoulders and high speed limits [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A solid median, wide shoulders, minimal hills -- and a high speed limit?
Researchers explore freeway features that minimize crash risk.

'Ion billiards' cue novel material synthesis
method [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A team of researchers has developed a novel material synthesis method
called proton-driven ion introduction (PDII) which utilizes a
phenomenon similar to 'ion billiards.' The new method could pave the
way for creating numerous new materials, thus drastically advancing
materials sciences.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.

Solar minimum surprisingly constant [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Using more than half a century of observations, astronomers have
discovered that the microwaves coming from the Sun at the minimums
of the past five solar cycles have been the same each time, despite large



differences in the maximums of the cycles.

Breakthrough discovery in diagnostic tools that
can replace commonly used and fragile
antibodies [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Experts have announced the development of polymeric materials with
molecular recognition capabilities which hold the potential to
outperform natural antibodies in various diagnostic applications

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…

Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Scientists capture colliding organic
nanoparticles on video for first time [周五, 17 11月 21:50]



An American research team is the first to capture on video organic
nanoparticles colliding and fusing together. This unprecedented view of
'chemistry in motion' will aid Northwestern nanoscientists developing
new drug delivery methods as well as demonstrate to researchers around
the globe how an emerging imaging technique opens a new window on a
very tiny world.

Noninvasive brain imaging shows readiness of
trainees to perform operations [周五, 17 11月 08:00]

While simulation platforms have been used to train surgeons before they
enter an actual operating room (OR), few studies have evaluated how
well trainees transfer those skills from the simulator to the OR. Now, a
study that used noninvasive brain imaging to evaluate brain activity has
found that simulator-trained medical students successfully transferred
those skills to operating on cadavers and were faster than peers who had
no simulator training.

A new way to store thermal energy [周五, 17 11月 07:59]

A new phase-change material provides a way to store heat in a stable
chemical form, then release it later on demand using light as a trigger.

Solar flare pulses at sun and Earth detected [周五, 17 11

月 05:29]

Two recent studies show how solar flares exhibit pulses or oscillations
in the amount of energy being sent out. Such research provides new
insights on the origins of these massive solar flares and the space
weather they produce. This is key information as humans and robotic
missions venture out into the solar system, farther and farther from
Earth.

New window into electron behavior [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

For the first time, physicists have developed a technique to visualize the
behavior of electrons beneath a material's surface.

Finding Majoranas [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Nano-'hashtags' could be the key to generating the highly sought
Majorana quasiparticle, report scientists.

Computer program finds new uses for old drugs



[周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers have developed a computer program to find new indications
for old drugs. The computer program, called DrugPredict, matches
existing data about FDA-approved drugs to diseases, and predicts
potential drug efficacy. In a recent study, the researchers successfully
translated DrugPredict results into the laboratory, and showed common
pain medications -- like aspirin -- can kill patient-derived epithelial
ovarian cancer cells.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]

Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

On the origins of star stuff: Shedding new light
on origin of anti-matter [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Astronomers have used a high-altitude observatory in Mexico to better
understand where gamma rays come from. More than 300 massive water
tanks sit waiting at the site for cascades of particles initiated by high-
energy packets of light called gamma rays -- many of which have more
than a million times the energy of a dental X-ray. When these gamma
rays smash into the upper atmosphere, they blast apart atoms in the air,
producing a shower of particles that moves at nearly the speed of light
toward t…

New motion sensors a major step toward low-
cost, high-performance wearable technology [周五, 17

11月 02:28]

Researchers have developed a class of breakthrough motion sensors that
could herald a near future of ubiquitous, fully integrated and affordable
wearable technology.

GPs trained in compression ultrasonography
accurately diagnose deep vein thrombosis [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

General practitioners trained in compression ultrasonography accurately
diagnose deep vein thrombosis, a new study concludes.



How to switch liver cancer cell growth from 2-D
to 3-D structures [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

A discovery might help designers of miniature 'lab-on-a-chip'
technologies to grow three-dimensional colonies of cancer cells inside a
chip's tiny chambers, rather than the merely two-dimensional colonies
that they generally can culture now. Chips with 3-D cell arrays could
furnish more realistic biological environments for drug testing.

Math gets real in strong, lightweight structures [周

五, 17 11月 02:21]

Materials scientists lead a project to turn strong, light and compressible
schwarzites from theory to reality with three-dimensional printers. The
resulting materials share their properties from the nano- to the
macroscale.

The stacked color sensor: True colors meet
minimization [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Red-sensitive, blue-sensitive and green-sensitive color sensors stacked
on top of each other instead of being lined up in a mosaic pattern -- this
principle could allow image sensors with unprecedented resolution and
sensitivity to light to be created. However, up to now, the reality hasn't
quite met expectations. Researchers have now developed a sensor
prototype that absorbs light almost optimally -- and which is also cheap
to produce.

Next-generation atomic clocks may support
official timekeeping [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

For more than a decade, a research team has been unveiling
experimental next-generation atomic clocks. New simulations suggest
these clocks may now be reliable and practical enough to start
contributing to calibrations that support official US civilian time.

Ceria nanoparticles: It is the surface that
matters [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Exhaust gas cleaning of passenger cars, power generation from sunlight,
or water splitting: In the future, these and other applications may profit



from new findings relating to ceria. Scientists have studied ceria
nanoparticles with the help of probe molecules and a complex ultrahigh
vacuum-infrared measurement system and obtained partly surprising
new insights into their surface structure and chemical activity.

Lava or not, exoplanet 55 Cancri e likely to have
atmosphere [周五, 17 11月 00:37]

Twice as big as Earth, the super-Earth 55 Cancri e was thought to have
lava flows on its surface. Now, a new analysis finds this planet likely
has an atmosphere whose ingredients could be similar to those of Earth's
atmosphere, but thicker.

Renaissance of the iron-air battery [周四, 16 11月 23:50]

Iron-air batteries promise a considerably higher energy density than
present-day lithium-ion batteries. Their main constituent -- iron -- is an
abundant and therefore cheap material. Scientists have now successfully
observed with nano-scale precision how deposits form at the iron
electrode during operation.

Intervention becomes first to successfully reduce
risk of dementia [周四, 16 11月 23:49]

A computerized brain training program reduces risk of dementia 29
percent, a 10-year study concludes.

Smart, ultra-thin microfibre sensor for real-time
healthcare monitoring and diagnosis [周四, 16 11月 22:24]

A soft, flexible and stretchable microfibre sensor has been developed for
real-time healthcare monitoring and diagnosis. The novel sensor is
highly sensitive and ultra-thin with a diameter of a strand of human hair.
It is also simple and cost-effective to mass produce.

Spinning cylinders to recreate nature's patterns
[周四, 16 11月 22:01]

A new method to create dynamic tubular structures is inspired by leaves
around a stem, scales on pine cone, and viruses' tails, explain scientists.

Filtration of nanoparticles from traffic should



become a key criterion of building ventilation [周四,

16 11月 22:01]

A good air filter can prevent health-endangering nanoparticle emissions
from entering the indoor air of buildings. Air filters that efficiently expel
nanoparticles should be adopted in buildings. Now researchers have
developed a comparison technique which has detected marked
differences between the nanoparticle-capturing performance of air
filters.

New dye gives scientists a clearer insight into the
brain [周四, 16 11月 08:55]

Researchers have designed a new dye that can be used to observe the
electrical activity of neurons in the brain and could lead to finding a new
and more efficient way of treating neurological diseases.

Replace or wait? Study says swap all
incandescent bulbs now, but hold on to CFLs [周四, 16

11月 08:52]

LED light bulbs are getting cheaper and more energy efficient every
year. So, does it make sense to replace less-efficient bulbs with the latest
light-emitting diodes now, or should you wait for future improvements
and even lower costs?

Virtual reality training may be as effective as
regular therapy after stroke [周四, 16 11月 06:56]

Using virtual reality therapy to improve arm and hand movement after a
stroke is equally as effective as regular therapy, according to a study.

First transcatheter implant for diastolic heart
failure successful [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

A new device, proven safe and effective, has been developed to treat
diastolic heart failure.

Kevlar-based artificial cartilage mimics the
magic of the real thing [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

The unparalleled liquid strength of cartilage, which is about 80 percent
water, withstands some of the toughest forces on our bodies. Synthetic



materials couldn't match it -- until "Kevlartilage" was developed.

Salt pond in Antarctica, among the saltiest
waters on Earth, is fed from beneath [周四, 16 11月 04:56]

One of the saltiest bodies on Earth, an analog for what water might look
like on Mars, is just one piece of a larger aquifer.

What is the computational power of the
universe? [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

Can a close look at the universe give us solutions to problems too
difficult for a computer -- even if we built a computer larger than a
planet? Physicist Stephen Jordan reflects on this question in a new NIST
video, along with a scientific paper that considers one particular tough
problem the universe might answer.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Cyanobacterial studies examine cellular
structure during nitrogen starvation [周四, 16 11月 03:14]

Researchers are using neutrons to study what happens when
cyanobacteria cell samples are starved for nitrogen. They are especially
interested in how this process affects phycobilisomes, large antenna
protein complexes in the cells that harvest light for photosynthesis.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

A photosynthetic organism's 'Water World' [周六, 18 11

月 03:17]

Following the path of radicals and being able to identify many damaged
residues because of incredibly accurate, expeditious and sensitive mass
spectrometry, three scientists studied the great granddaddy of all
photosynthetic organisms -- a strain of cyanobacteria -- to develop the
first experimental map of that organism's water world.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

A sub-desert savanna spread across Madrid 14
million years ago [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

The current landscape of Madrid city and its vicinity was really different
14 million years ago. A semi-desert savanna has been inferred for the
center of the Iberian Peninsula in the middle Miocene. This ecosystem
was characterized by a very arid tropical climatic regime with up to ten
months of drought per year, according to a recent paper. Scientists
reached such conclusions after comparing mammal fauna with Africa
and Asia ones.

Heavy nitrogen molecules reveal planetary-scale



tug-of-war [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers have discovered a planetary-scale tug-of-war between life,
deep Earth and the upper atmosphere that is expressed in atmospheric
nitrogen.

eDNA tool detects invasive clams before they
become a nuisance [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

When seeking a cure for a disease, early detection is often the key. The
same is true for eliminating invasive species. Identifying their presence
in a lake before they are abundant is vital. A recent study successfully
used environmental DNA to detect invasive clams in California and
Nevada lakes. Researchers believe this tool can help identify pests
before they become a problem.

Making it easier to recycle plastics [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Researchers report new approaches could dramatically increase the
amount of plastic waste that can be successfully recycled.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Mathematician's study of 'swarmalators' could
direct future science [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

How does the Japanese tree frog figure into the latest work of a noted
mathematician? As it turns out, quite prominently. Researchers used the
curious mating ritual of male Japanese tree frogs as inspiration for their
exploration of 'swarmalators' -- their term for systems in which both
synchronization and swarming occur together.

These ring-tailed lemurs raise a 'stink' when
they flirt with potential mates [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Stink-flirting among ring-tailed lemurs come at a cost, but may also
influence females in choosing a mate, suggests new research.



When to fish: Timing matters for fish that
migrate to reproduce [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

A new study points to yet another human factor that is hampering the
ability of fish to reproduce: the timing of our fishing seasons. The study
considers how the timing of fishing efforts might disproportionately
target certain fish and change the life history patterns of entire
populations.

Age, gut bacteria contribute to MS disease
progression, according to study [周六, 18 11月 00:54]

Gut bacteria at a young age can contribute to multiple sclerosis disease
onset and progression, new research indicates.

Seagrass is a key fishing ground globally [周五, 17 11月

23:38]

New research demonstrates that seagrass meadows are important fishing
grounds all around the globe. The work highlights that there is an urgent
need to start appreciating and understanding this role to be able to build
more sustainable fisheries. A study examines the global extent to which
these underwater meadows support fishing activity.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

Asthma attacks reduced in tree-lined urban
neighborhoods [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

People living in polluted urban areas are far less likely to be admitted to
hospital with asthma when there are lots of trees in their neighborhood, a
new study has found.

No more deer in the headlights: Study finds
large mammals do use road crossing structures [周

五, 17 11月 23:38]



A pilot study finds that large mammals are more likely to use wildlife
crossing structures than move past a random location in the surrounding
habitat. Animal movement also varied between crossing structures in
different locations, suggesting that location might be more important
than design. These findings are a first step towards a better
understanding of the effectiveness of wildlife crossing structures.

Plant respiration could become a bigger
feedback on climate than expected [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

New research suggests that plant respiration is a larger source of carbon
emissions than previously thought, and warns that as the world warms,
this may reduce the ability of Earth's land surface to absorb emissions
due to fossil fuel burning.

Using eDNA to identify the breeding habitat of
endangered species [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Using wide-ranging eDNA analysis combined with traditional collection
survey methods, researchers have identified the breeding site of
critically endangered fish species Acheilognathus typus in the
mainstream of Omono River in Akita Prefecture, Japan.

The future of cell culture: A new continuous
bioprocess developed [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

A revolutionary technique to allow the continuous production and
collection of cells has been developed by scientists.

Hydrogen fuel from water by harnessing red
and near-infrared regions of sunlight [周五, 17 11月 23:37]

Scientists have synthesized a compound that absorbs near-infrared light
to produce hydrogen from water. The compound contains three
ruthenium atoms connected by an organic molecule. The absorbed light
stimulates electrons to 'jump' into orbitals that do not exist in other,
similar compounds. This is the first successful use of infrared light to
reduce water into hydrogen, which can be used for energy conversion
and storage, and other industrial purposes in a future sustainable energy
society.



European forests might not be realizing their
full potential [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

European forest managers can have their cake and eat it, because
according to a new study maximizing timber production in a forest does
not necessarily have to come at a cost of reduced species diversity or the
capacity to regulate climate change by the same forest. However most
European forests fall well below their possible maximum levels of these
three capacities.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

A popular tool to trace Earth's oxygen history
can give false positives [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

If someone cries 'Eureka!' because it looks like oxygen appeared in
Earth's ancient atmosphere long before the body of evidence indicated,
be careful. If it was a chromium isotope system reading that caused the
enthusiasm, it might need to be curbed.

Evaluation of novel hybrid membranes for
carbon capture [周五, 17 11月 21:52]

Hybrid materials known as mixed matrix membranes are considered a
promising approach to capture carbon dioxide and mitigate against
global warming. These materials are derived from a polymer combined
with porous nanoparticles. We show that materials prepared using
porous organic polymers are resilient to the acidic impurities present in
industrial gas streams, whereas other hybrid materials fail. This means
that they can be effective in carbon capture applications where these
impurities are prese…



Transforming greenhouse gases: New
'supercatalyst' to recycle carbon dioxide and
methane [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

Engineers have developed a new and cost-effective catalyst to recycle
two of the main causes behind climate change -- carbon dioxide (CO2)
and methane (CH4).

New theory rewrites opening moments of
Chernobyl disaster [周五, 17 11月 21:51]

A brand-new theory of the opening moments during the Chernobyl
disaster, the most severe nuclear accident in history, based on additional
analysis.

Dog ownership linked to lower mortality rate [周五,

17 11月 21:51]

A team of scientists have used national registries of more than 3.4
million Swedes aged 40 to 80 to study the association between dog
ownership and cardiovascular health. Their study shows that dog owners
had a lower risk of death due to cardiovascular disease or to other causes
during the 12-year follow-up.

Aquatic plant may help remove contaminants
from lakes [周五, 17 11月 07:39]

A tiny aquatic plant called duckweed might be a viable option for
remove phosphorus, nitrates, nitrites and even heavy metals from lakes,
ponds and slow-moving waterbodies.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will



dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Bryozoans: Fossil fills missing evolutionary link
[周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists recently announced the discovery of a missing evolutionary
link -- a fossil of the first known member of the modern bryozoans to
grow up into a structure.

Unlocking the secrets of Ebola [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

Scientists have identified a set of biomarkers that indicate which patients
infected with the Ebola virus are most at risk of dying from the disease.
The results come from one of the most in-depth studies ever of blood
samples from patients with Ebola. Researchers found 11 biomarkers that
distinguish fatal infections from non-fatal ones and two that, when
screened for early upon symptom onset, accurately predict which
patients are likely to die.

Hot spots of tick-borne diseases in Mongolia [周五, 17

11月 05:30]

Given the critical role livestock play in Mongolia, transmission of tick-
borne diseases can have very real health and economic implications for
livestock and herders. Researchers have explored the interaction
between nomadic herders, the livestock they own, and the tick-borne
diseases they are exposed to.

Old World monkeys could be key to a new,
powerful rheumatoid arthritis therapy [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A peptide only found in Old World monkeys has the potential to stop
rheumatoid arthritis progression better than established treatments, new
research indicates.

How Snapdragons keep their color: Signposting
trick reveals evolutionary mechanism [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

A study of the colour patterns among wild flowers in a mountain valley
has yielded a clue about how nature controls fundamental evolutionary
change in all species.

New imaging technique peers inside living cells [周

五, 17 11月 03:21]



Called Ultrasound Bioprobe, a non-invasive approach allows researchers
to view sub-cellular structures and their mechanical behavior at
nanoscale resolution.

How the immune system identifies invading
bacteria [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Never-before-seen images of mouse immune system proteins and
bacterial bits reveal an inspection strategy that identifies pathogens.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Progression from infection to pulmonary
tuberculosis follows distinct timeline [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers have uncovered a sequence of biological processes that
occur in humans infected with the bacterium Mycobacterium
tuberculosis as the infection progresses to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Passenger pigeon genome shows effects of
natural selection in a huge population [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

The passenger pigeon is famous for the enormous size of its historical
population and for its rapid extinction in the face of mass slaughter by



humans. Yet it remains a mystery why the species wasn't able to survive
in a few small populations. One theory, consistent with the findings of a
new study, suggests that passenger pigeons were well adapted to living
in huge flocks, but poorly adapted to living in smaller groups.

Paraplegic rats walk and regain feeling after
stem cell treatment [周五, 17 11月 02:28]

Paralyzed rats implanted with engineered tissue containing human stem
cells were able to walk independently and regained sensory perception
in their hind legs and tail. The implanted rats also show some degree of
healing in their spinal cords. The research demonstrates the great
potential of stem cells to treat spinal cord injury.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

How the songbird changes its tune [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Researchers have shown how the Bengalese finch, a domesticated
songbird, can learn to tweak its song in specific ways depending on
context, which could shed light on how the human brain learns to apply
different rules depending on the situation, and have implications for
understanding human language and movement disorders.

Kill switches for engineered microbes gone
rogue [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Stable autonomous kill switches ensure biocontainment of living
microbes designed as devices for medicine or the environment. New
research outlines two new types of kill switches that address these
challenges. The new kill switches are self-sufficient and highly stable in
bacterial populations that evolve, and they last over many generations.
They can ensure that only bacteria with intact synthetic gene circuits
survive, or confine bacteria to a target environment at 37°C (body



temperature) while…

Diffusion plays unusual signaling role in
drosophila embryos, researchers find [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Diffusion plays an unexpected role in cell differentiation during the
early stages of development in the embryos of Drosophila, or fruit flies,
researchers have found. Instead of spreading a molecular signal out, it
was found that diffusion, facilitated through a carrier molecule, actually
concentrates the signal in one place.

Secrets of succulents' water-wise ways revealed [周

五, 17 11月 02:27]

Plant scientists have revealed new insights into the mechanisms that
allow certain plants to conserve water and tolerate drought. The research
could be used to help produce new crops that can thrive in previously
inhospitable, hot and dry regions across the world.

How to destroy any protein in any cell [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Scientists present a novel method to directly and rapidly destroy any
protein in any kind of cell, explains a new report.

Human evolution was uneven and punctuated [周五,

17 11月 02:26]

Neanderthals survived at least 3,000 years longer than we thought in
Southern Iberia -- what is now Spain -- long after they had died out
everywhere else, according to new research.

Groundwater depletion could be significant
source of atmospheric carbon dioxide [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Humans may be adding large amounts of carbon dioxide to the
atmosphere by using groundwater faster than it is replenished, according
to new research. This process, known as groundwater depletion, releases
a significant amount of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere that has until
now been overlooked by scientists in calculating carbon sources,
according to the new study.

Wooden shoes: Long-lasting issues from
inflexible clogs [周五, 17 11月 02:26]



Bio-archeologists have discovered a pattern of unusual bone chips in the
feet of clog-wearing 19th-Century Dutch farmers -- injuries that offer
clues to the damage we may unwittingly be causing to our own feet.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

Flu vaccine prevents hospitalization in children,
study shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Children vaccinated against influenza are significantly less likely to
experience serious complications from the virus that could land them in
hospital, new research has found.

Drones could help crop management take off,
research shows [周六, 18 11月 03:17]

Initial results of an ongoing study show that aerial imagery produced by
multi-spectral sensors as well as less-expensive digital cameras may
improve accuracy and efficiency of plant stand assessment in cotton.

Grade inflation adds thousands to the cost of a
family home, study finds [周五, 17 11月 21:58]

Grade inflation at English primary schools can increase the price of
surrounding houses by up to £7,000, according to early research from
economists.

Hot and bothered: Environmental economists
studying the impact of climate change on
manufacturing in China predict substantial
losses by mid-21st century [周五, 17 11月 06:24]

To date, most empirical evidence on climate change impacts have
focused on the agricultural sector. Little is known about the effects on,
say, manufacturing in, say, China, which is in many ways "the factory of
the world." In a new paper, researchers show that climate change will



dramatically lower output for the Chinese manufacturing sector.

Using social media big data to combat
prescription drug crisis [周五, 17 11月 05:30]

Researchers conducted a critical review of existing literature to
determine whether social media big data can be used to understand
communication and behavioral patterns related to prescription drug
abuse. Their study found that with proper research methods and
attention to privacy and ethical issues, social media big data can reveal
important information concerning drug abuse, such as user-reported side
effects, drug cravings, emotional states, and risky behaviors.

Women-run start-ups hampered by bias among
male investors, study finds [周五, 17 11月 03:21]

Researchers examined data for nearly 18,000 start-ups and found that
companies started by women have a harder time finding funding
because male investors prefer companies started by men.

Chance discovery of forgotten 1960s 'preprint'
experiment [周五, 17 11月 03:20]

Researchers in physics and mathematics have long used 'preprints' --
preliminary versions of their scientific findings published on internet
servers for anyone to read. In 2013, similar services were launched for
biology, but following a chance discovery, a scientist and historian has
unearthed a long-forgotten experiment in biology preprints that took
place in the 1960s.

Spanking linked to increase in children's
behavior problems [周五, 17 11月 02:27]

Children who have been spanked by their parents by age 5 show an
increase in behavior problems at age 6 and age 8 relative to children
who have never been spanked, according to new findings. The study,
which uses a statistical technique to approximate random assignment,
indicates that this increase in behavior problems cannot be attributed to
various characteristics of the child, the parents, or the home environment
- rather, it seems to be the specific result of spanking.



Why do employees cheat? Too much pressure [周五,

17 11月 02:27]

When employees feel their job depends on meeting high benchmarks,
some fudge results in order to stay employed, according to a new study.

Production timings could stem illegal wildlife
laundering [周五, 17 11月 02:26]

Production timings for artificially propagated plants and animals could
help flag items offered for sale before they should legally be available.

School exacerbates feelings of being 'different' in
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions [周五, 17 11月

02:26]

Negative school experiences can have harmful long term effects on
pupils with Autism Spectrum Conditions, a new study reports.

Could we predict La Niña drought years in
advance? [周五, 17 11月 00:42]

Scientists' ability to predict the strength and duration of droughts caused
by La Niña -- a recurrent cooling pattern in the tropical Pacific Ocean --
has been significantly improved thanks to new research. Their findings,
which predict that the current La Niña is likely to stretch into a second
year, could help scientists know years in advance how a particular La
Niña event is expected to evolve.

Uninsured heart attack, stroke patients face
‘catastrophic’ costs [周四, 16 11月 22:27]

Heart attack and stroke patients without medical insurance face
“devastating” health care costs that can bankrupt them, research shows.

Air quality atlas for Europe: Mapping the
sources of fine particulate matter [周四, 16 11月 22:25]

The European Commission published today an Air Quality Atlas for
Europe. This new publication produced by the Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) helps to pave the way for targeted air quality
measures by mapping the origins of fine particulate matter in Europe's
largest cities.



Applying traffic rule exemptions helps
emergency vehicles reach patients faster [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

Rapid response (emergency) vehicles can halve the average time it takes
to reach a critically injured patient if they apply traffic rule exemptions,
which allow them to exceed speed limits, bypass road signs, and pass
through red lights, reveals research.

Health, social care spending cuts linked to
120,000 excess deaths in England [周四, 16 11月 08:53]

The squeeze on public finances since 2010 is linked to nearly 120,000
excess deaths in England, with the over-60s and care home residents
bearing the brunt, reveals a first study of its kind.

Contribution statements and author order on
research studies still leave readers guessing [周四, 16 11月

03:41]

Although many scientific journals try to provide more details about
author contributions by requiring explicit statements, such contribution
statements get much less attention than authorship order, according to
new findings.

U.S. health care system unprepared to move
future Alzheimer's treatment into rapid clinical
use [周四, 16 11月 02:12]

Advanced clinical trials are underway for at least 10 investigational
therapies that have shown promise in slowing or blocking development
of Alzheimer's disease, creating hope that a preventive strategy may be
in reach. But a new study warns that the U.S. health care system lacks
the capacity to rapidly move such a treatment into wide clinical use, a
shortcoming that could leave millions of people without access to
transformative care if such a breakthrough occurs.

Rising inequality charted across millennia [周四, 16 11月

02:08]

Researchers have found that the arc of prehistory bends towards
economic inequality. In the largest study of its kind, the researchers saw



disparities in wealth mount with the rise of agriculture, specifically the
domestication of plants and large animals, and increased social
organization.

Vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis: Advances
in development [周四, 16 11月 01:46]

A research team is one step closer to developing an effective human
vaccine for cutaneous leishmaniasis. During the team's more than four
years of research, they discovered a vaccine formulation that resulted in
a 96 percent decrease in the lesions caused by the illness and showed an
86 percent protection rate from the disease in mice.

Serious health risks associated with energy
drinks [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

A review of the advertised benefits, nutritional content and public health
effects of energy drinks finds their advertised short-term benefits can be
outweighed by serious health risks. The study also highlights the
worrying trend of mixing energy drinks with alcohol. To curb this
growing public health issue, policy makers should regulate sales and
marketing towards children and adolescents and set upper limits on
caffeine.

Use big tobacco's Nov 26 corrective statements
to reduce smoking [周四, 16 11月 00:50]

The court-ordered publication of 'corrective statements' by major US
tobacco companies later this month should serve as a reminder that
tobacco addiction remains a major health problem in the country and
that Big Tobacco has a long history of marketing practices aimed at
hooking a new generation on a lethal product, according to a new article.

Cures and scientific breakthroughs happen
through collaboration, new study confirms [周三, 15 11月

22:23]

A new data mining approach reveals the secrets behind the development
of five anti-cancer drugs. Basic research can lead to cures, drugs and
other scientific breakthroughs through collaboration, confirms a new



study.

Intentional teaching makes the biggest impact
on early childhood outcomes [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

High quality preschool is one of the most effective means of preparing
all children to succeed in school. This review of research indicates the
need to expand our definitions of quality.

Consuming nuts strengthens brainwave function
[周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has found that eating nuts on a regular basis strengthens
brainwave frequencies associated with cognition, healing, learning,
memory and other key brain functions.

If sitting is the new smoking, should employers
be held liable? [周三, 15 11月 04:55]

Researchers have linked sitting for long periods of time to a number of
health issues, including increased high blood pressure, high blood sugar,
excess body fat and cholesterol. They also warn that prolonged sitting
increases the risk of cardiovascular problems and cancer. What does this
mean for organizations whose employees end up sitting for at least eight
hours a day? Should they be held liable for harms caused to employees
in sedentary workplaces?

Social identity threat and religion in the US [周三, 15 11

月 03:23]

When people feel targeted because of their religious identity, they can
experience a psychological threat that may undermine psychological
well-being and increase prejudice toward other groups, according to a
new study.

New insights into why sleep is good for our
memory [周三, 15 11月 01:33]

Researchers have shed new light on sleep's vital role in helping us make
the most of our memory.

Ethnic and gender differences in youths'
developing gender identity [周二, 14 11月 23:42]



The extent to which youths feel typical of their gender and the pressure
they feel to conform to traditional gender roles are related to adolescents'
well-being. Because many gender-related expectations are culturally
based, a new longitudinal study examined how French middle school
adolescents' feelings about the development of gender identity differed
across groups of teens from different ethnicities, cultures, and genders.

Expanded networks, faculty mentorship bolster
female undergrads' pursuit of geoscience [周二, 14 11月

23:42]

To retain more undergraduate women in geoscience majors, a supportive
network that includes faculty mentorship seems to be a key driver,
according to a new study.

Cognitive training enhanced innovative thinking
and brain networks in older adults [周二, 14 11月 23:42]

Researchers have demonstrated in a pilot study that cognitive training
improves innovative thinking, along with corresponding positive brain
changes, in healthy adults over the age of 55. The study reveals that a
specific strategic cognitive training program enhanced innovation in
healthy adults.

Sugary beverage consumption in US declining
but remains high among certain groups [周二, 14 11月 22:13]

Consumption of sodas and other sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) fell
for both children and adults between 2003 and 2014, according to a new
study. But despite this positive trend, the researchers found,
consumption remains high among adolescents and young adults, and is
particularly high among black, Mexican American, and non-Mexican
Hispanic populations.

Insurance linked to black-white survival
disparities in colorectal cancer [周二, 14 11月 22:10]

Health insurance coverage differences account for nearly one-half of the
black-white survival disparity in colorectal cancer patients, according to
a new study.



Workplace bullying, violence are risk factors for
type 2 diabetes, new research reveals [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Workplace bullying and violence may increase the risk of type 2
diabetes, for both men and women, according to new research.

Exercise increases brain size, new research finds
[周二, 14 11月 08:50]

Aerobic exercise can improve memory function and maintain brain
health as we age, a new study has found.

Some Latinos believe science may negatively
impact their kids' faith [周二, 14 11月 08:50]

More than one-third of Latinos interviewed in a recent study believe
science education may have a negative impact on the religious faith of
their children.

Exposure to thin-ideal media affect most, but
not all, women: Results from the perceived [周二, 14 11月

08:49]

New research measuring women's perceptions of how media impacts
their body image. Results showed that many women reported feeling
worse about their bodies when shown media images of bikini or fashion
models, compared to those shown images of paintings or products.

Texas' odds of Harvey-scale rainfall to increase
by end of century [周二, 14 11月 04:38]

Texas' risk of Harvey-scale rainfall will increase by the end of this
century, new research concludes. By 2100, the annual probability of
Hurricane Harvey's record rainfall returning to Texas will rise to 18
percent, if the growth of greenhouse gas emissions continues
unmitigated.

How much will we pay for something? Depends
on the value of what we've just encountered [周二, 14 11

月 04:38]

The value of the products we encounter influences how much we'll
subsequently pay for other items, new neuroscience research has found.



The results point to a previously undetected factor that affects consumer
behavior.

Left-brained: Study suggests conservative
Democrats don't compute for liberal voters [周二, 14 11月

03:42]

Magnetic resonance imaging research finds self-identified liberals more
likely to notice when candidates deviate from the party line. Liberals
also tend to take longer to react to inconsistent positions from
Democrats. In the majority of instances, they evaluated those
inconsistent positions as 'bad.'

More adults use marijuana in states where it is
legal [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Daily use of marijuana as well as past month rates rose for both men and
women aged 26 and older in states with medical marijuana laws in
effect. Marijuana use among those younger than 26 years old was
generally unaffected by changes in the law.

ACA program to reduce hospital readmissions
not all it's cracked up to be [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

A federal program that has been shown to reduce hospital readmissions
may not have been as successful as it appears, researchers report.

Artificial intelligence tool quantifies power
imbalance between female and male characters
in Hollywood movies [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers who used machine learning tools to analyze language in
800 Hollywood movie scripts found subtle but widespread gender bias
in the amount of power and agency given to male and female characters.

15,000 scientists in 184 countries warn about
negative global environmental trends [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

Human well-being will be severely jeopardized by negative trends in
some types of environmental harm, such as a changing climate,
deforestation, loss of access to fresh water, species extinctions and



human population growth, scientists warn.

How well do we perceive other people's stress
levels in the workplace [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

A new study finds that people often project their own experiences with
stress onto their colleagues and employees, causing miscommunication
and, often, missed opportunities.

Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

What can Twitter reveal about people with
ADHD? [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

People with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder tend to tweet using
words like 'hate' or 'disappointed,' messages related to lack of focus,
self-regulation, intention and failure and expressions of mental, physical
and emotional exhaustion, according to recent research. Better
understanding this condition can help clinicians more effectively treat
patients.

Do commonplace jokes normalize sexual
misconduct experiences? [周一, 13 11月 23:48]

Commonplace suggestive jokes, such as “that’s what she said,”
normalize and dismiss the horror of sexual misconduct experiences,
experts suggest in a new essay.

Increased taxes on high fat and high sugar foods
will help improve children’s diets [周一, 13 11月 23:45]

Increasing the tax on high fat and high sugar foods will help improve
children’s diets. This is one of the recommendations from a new report
that includes recommendations that are aimed at tackling the causes of
poor diets in children.
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Interstellar space probes: Where's the brakes? [周

六, 18 11月 03:17]

With a miniaturized space probe capable of being accelerated to a
quarter of the speed of light, we could reach Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star, in 20 to 50 years. However, without a mechanism to slow it down,
the space probe could only collect data from the star and its planets as it
zoomed past. A theoretical physicist has now examined whether
interstellar spacecraft can be decelerated using 'magnetic sails'.

What grosses out a chimpanzee? The origins of
disgust [周五, 17 11月 23:38]

Chimps show increased latencies to feed, and tendencies to maintain
greater distances from possible contaminants and/or outright refusals to
consume food in test conditions, hinting at the origins of disgust in
humans.

When male voles drink alcohol, but their
partner doesn't, their relationship suffers [周五, 17 11月

21:52]

Researchers find that the relationship between prairie vole couples
suffers when the male has access to alcohol, but his female partner
doesn't - similar to what has been observed in human couples. The
researchers also found changes in a specific brain region in the male
voles. The results could help researchers find strategies to overcome the
negative effects of alcohol on human relationships.

Gene drive technologies for ecosystem
conservation: Use with care! [周五, 17 11月 03:20]



Scientists working in the vanguard of new genetic technologies have
issued a cautionary call to ensure that possible applications in
conservation will only affect local populations. Experts have now
examined the possible consequences of the accidental spread of existing
self-propagating gene drive systems.

Bacterium in a beetle makes it a leaf-eater [周五, 17 11月

02:27]

A leaf-eating beetle has evolved a symbiotic relationship that allows the
insect to break down pectin. The findings on the novel function of the
bacterium, which has a surprisingly tiny genome -- much smaller than
previous reports on the minimum size required for an organism not
subsisting within a host cell.

Multiplayer video games: Skill at game and
intelligence linked [周四, 16 11月 04:36]

A link between young people's ability to perform well at two popular
video games and high levels of intelligence has been uncovered.

Why these Amish live longer and healthier: An
internal ‘Fountain of Youth’ [周四, 16 11月 04:27]

The first genetic mutation that appears to protect against multiple
aspects of biological aging in humans has been discovered in an
extended family of Old Order Amish living in the vicinity of Berne,
Indiana, report scientists. An experimental “longevity” drug that
recreates the effect of the mutation is now being tested in human trials to
see if it provides protection against some aging-related illnesses.

Pluto's hydrocarbon haze keeps dwarf planet
colder than expected [周四, 16 11月 02:09]

The gas composition of a planet's atmosphere generally determines how
much heat gets trapped in the atmosphere. For the dwarf planet Pluto,
however, the predicted temperature based on the composition of its
atmosphere was much higher than actual measurements taken by
NASA's New Horizons spacecraft in 2015. A new study proposes a
novel cooling mechanism controlled by haze particles to account for
Pluto's frigid atmosphere.



Floating droplets: How droplets can 'levitate' on
liquid surfaces [周四, 16 11月 01:45]

How to levitate your coffee creamer: A study explains how droplets can
'float' on liquid surfaces.

Flower attracts insects by pretending to be a
mushroom [周三, 15 11月 22:20]

The mysterious flowers of Aspidistra elatior are found on the southern
Japanese island of Kuroshima. Until recently, scientists thought that  A.
elatior  had the most unusual pollination ecology among all flowering
plants, being pollinated by slugs and amphipods. However, direct
observation of their ecosystem has revealed that they are mainly
pollinated by fungus gnats, probably thanks to their resemblance to
mushrooms.

X-rays reveal biting truth about parrotfish
teeth: Interwoven crystal structure key to coral-
crunching ability [周三, 15 11月 22:18]

A new study has revealed a chain mail-like woven microstructure that
gives parrotfish teeth their remarkable ability to chomp on coral all day
long - the structure could serve as a blueprint for designing ultra-durable
synthetic materials.

Trapping and manipulating electrons with
sound waves [周三, 15 11月 05:31]

Scientists have investigated a new way of building a cage for electrons.

Scientists create yellow, three-eyed, wingless
mosquitoes by using gene editing tool [周三, 15 11月 03:23]

Researchers have developed transgenic mosquitoes that stably express
the Cas9 enzyme in their germline. The addition of Cas9 will enable the
use of the CRISPR gene editing tool to make efficient, targeted changes
to the mosquitoes' DNA. As proof of concept, the researchers used the
system to disrupt cuticle, wing, and eye development, producing
completely yellow, three-eyed and wingless mosquitoes. Their long-



term goal is to develop new pest control strategies.

Speedy collision detector could make robots
better human assistants [周三, 15 11月 01:34]

A faster collision detection algorithm could enable robots to work more
fluidly in the operating room or at home for assisted living. The
algorithm, dubbed 'Fastron,' runs up to eight times faster than existing
collision detection algorithms. It uses machine learning to help robots
avoid moving objects and weave through complex, rapidly changing
environments in real time.

Voice impersonators can fool speaker
recognition systems [周二, 14 11月 23:48]

Skilful voice impersonators are able to fool state-of-the-art speaker
recognition systems, as these systems generally aren't efficient yet in
recognising voice modifications, according to new research. The
vulnerability of speaker recognition systems poses significant security
concerns.

World’s longest sauropod dinosaur trackway
brought to light [周二, 14 11月 08:51]

In 2009, the world's largest dinosaur tracks were discovered in the
French village of Plagne, in the Jura Mountains. Since then, a series of
excavations at the site has uncovered other tracks, sprawling over more
than 150 meters. They form the longest sauropod trackway ever to be
found. Scientists have concluded these tracks were left 150 million years
ago by a dinosaur at least 35 m long and weighing no less than 35 tons.

High cognitive ability not a safeguard from
conspiracies, paranormal beliefs [周二, 14 11月 08:49]

A social psychologist reports on two studies that examined why some
people are inclined to believe in various conspiracies and paranormal
phenomena.

When water met iron deep inside the Earth, did
it create conditions for life? [周二, 14 11月 08:49]



Reservoirs of oxygen-rich iron between the Earth's core and mantle
could have played a major role in Earth's history, including the breakup
of supercontinents, drastic changes in Earth's atmospheric makeup, and
the creation of life, according to recent research.

First wild alligator snapping turtle in Illinois
since 1984 [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Researchers report the first sighting in 30 years of a wild alligator
snapping turtle in Illinois. The discovery may be a sign of hope for this
state-endangered species, or the animal could be the last of its kind to
have survived in Illinois without human intervention, the researchers
say.

Duo of titanic galaxies captured in extreme
starbursting merger [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

Astronomers have uncovered the never-before-seen close encounter
between two astoundingly bright and spectacularly massive galaxies in
the early universe.

Poison-ivy an unlikely hero in warding off exotic
invaders? [周二, 14 11月 01:36]

The invasive Japanese knotweed causes much more severe damage to
floodplain forests along the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, USA,
than previously thought. Furthermore, the researchers point to a key role
for the often-maligned poison-ivy as a native species that can not only
compete with knotweed but also help sustain the growth of new trees.

Anatomy of a cosmic snake reveals structure of
distant galaxies [周二, 14 11月 00:11]

We have a fair understanding of star formation, from the interstellar
matter to the diffuse clouds whose gravitational contraction gives birth
to stars. But observations of distant galaxies have questioned this
picture, the size and mass of these distant stellar nurseries exceeding that
of their local counterparts. Astrophysicists have tackled this
inconsistency and found the first answers thanks to the observation of
the cosmic snake.



Experts call for ethics rules to protect privacy,
free will, as brain implants advance [周二, 14 11月 00:10]

Neuroscientists call for ethical guidelines to cover the evolving use of
computer hardware and software to enhance or restore human
capabilities.

Double-duty textile could warm or cool [周一, 13 11月 23:52]

A new reversible fabric keeps skin a comfortable temperature whatever
the weather, without expending effort or energy.

The unbelievable speed of electron emission
from an atom [周一, 13 11月 23:47]

In a unique experiment, researchers have clocked how long it takes for
an electron to be emitted from an atom. The result is
.00000000000000002 seconds, or 20 billionths of a billionth of a
second. The researchers' stopwatch consists of extremely short laser
pulses. Hopefully, the results will help to provide new insights into some
of the most fundamental processes in nature.

Now you see me! New insect mimics dead leaves
-- but sings loud enough for humans to hear [周一, 13 11

月 22:56]

A new species of bushcricket which mimics dead leaves to the point of
near invisibility and sings so loud humans can hear it has been examined
for the first time using advanced technologies to reveal unusual acoustic
properties of its wings. Scientists investigating the newly-described
species, named Typophyllum spurioculis, found that when the males
sing the entire wing resonates at the frequency of the call -- something
which does not happen in other species of bushcrickets.

Biologists create beetle with functional extra eye
[周一, 13 11月 22:55]

The creation of three-eyed beetles through a new technique will
provides scientists a new way to investigate the genetic mechanisms
behind the evolutionary emergence of new physical traits.

High-efficiency building bloopers revealed [周一, 13 11月

22:54]



Many researchers know that new high-efficiency buildings don't
typically get used as intended. The numbers don't add up, and occupants
can easily waste energy if they do not understand how to use the
building.

Ancient life form discovered in remote
Tasmanian valley [周一, 13 11月 22:54]

Scientists have uncovered rare, living stromatolites deep within the
Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.



New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.



The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.



Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves



a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.



Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small



biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by



carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed



to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the



Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:

Materials provided by ecancermedicalscience. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.

This article was downloaded by calibre from
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Unique underwater stalactites --
ScienceDaily

In recent years, researchers have identified a small
group of stalactites that appear to have calcified
underwater instead of in a dry cave. The Hells Bells in
the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. A German-Mexican
research team led by Prof. Dr Wolfgang Stinnesbeck
from the Institute of Earth Sciences at Heidelberg
University recently investigated how these bell-shaped,
metre-long formations developed, assisted by bacteria
and algae. The results of their research have been
published in the journal Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology.

Hanging speleothems, also called stalactites, result
through physicochemical processes in which water
high in calcium carbonate dries up. Normally they
rejuvenate and form a tip at the lower end from which
the drops of water fall to the cave floor. The formations
in the El Zapote cave, which are up to two metres long,
expand conically downward and are hollow with



round, elliptical or horseshoe-shaped cross-sections.
Not only are they unique in shape and size, but also
their mode of growth, according to Prof. Stinnesbeck.
They grow in a lightless environment near the base of a
30 m freshwater unit immediately above a zone of
oxygen-depleted and sulfide-rich toxic saltwater. "The
local diving community dubbed them Hells Bells,
which we think is especially appropriate," states
Wolfgang Stinnesbeck. Uranium-thorium dating of the
calcium carbonate verifies that these formations must
have actually grown underwater, proving that the Hells
Bells must have formed in ancient times. Even then the
deep regions of the cave had already been submerged
for thousands of years.

According to the Heidelberg geoscientist, this
underwater world on the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico
represents an enigmatic ecosystem providing the
conditions for the formation of the biggest underwater
speleothems worldwide. Previously discovered
speleothems of this type are much smaller and less
conspicuous than the Hells Bells, adds Prof.
Stinnesbeck. The researchers suspect that the growth of
these hollow structures is tied to the specific physical
and biochemical conditions near the halocline, the
layer that separates the freshwater from the underlying



saltwater. "Microbes involved in the nitrogen cycle,
which are still active today, could have played a major
role in calcite precipitation because of their ability to
increase the pH," explains Dr Stinnesbeck.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Heidelberg University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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New proton record: Researchers
measure magnetic moment with
greatest possible precision --
ScienceDaily

High-precision measurement of the g-factor eleven
times more precise than before / Results indicate a
strong similarity between protons and antiprotons.

The magnetic moment of an individual proton is
inconceivably small, but can still be quantified. The
basis for undertaking this measurement was laid over
ten years ago, and physicists of the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU), the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics, GSI Darmstadt, and the
RIKEN research institute in Japan are still performing
experiments to measure this force with a single particle
to the greatest possible precision. Over the past few
years they have refined their experiment even more. By
determining the magnetic moment of the proton to ten
decimal places, which is the most precise measurement
currently available, they set yet another record. The
measurements undertaken by Mainz-based physicists



as part of the BASE collaboration confirm the Standard
Model of particle physics, which describes the smallest
particles in our cosmos. The new results for the proton
measurement have been published in the journal
Science.

Protons are positively-charged particles in atomic
nuclei. In addition to an electric charge they also have
an intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, giving them a
magnetic moment. Magnetic resonance imaging, a
technique used in medicine, for example, takes
advantage of this property. Although this fundamental
property of the proton has no direct implication for
current technology, it is instead of far greater
significance for understanding atomic structures and
for precisely testing fundamental symmetries in the
universe, in particular the imbalance of matter and
antimatter. Beginning in around 2005, Professor
Jochen Walz's group at Mainz University has
performed experiments using a Penning trap to confine
and measure the properties of individual protons to the
highest possible accuracy.

Confirmation of the CPT symmetry

The results published in Science have an accuracy of



0.3 parts in a billion, making these new measurements
eleven times more precise than the previous
measurement made by BASE researchers back in 2014.
The g-factor, which characterizes the magnetic
moment, was found to be equal to 2.79284734462(82).
When this was compared with the value of the g-factor
of the antiproton published five weeks ago by the
BASE collaboration, no difference between particles
and antiparticles was found.

"Knowing the properties of the proton such as its mass,
lifetime, charge, radius, and its magnetic moment as
precisely as possible is extremely important for
physics," explained Dr. Andreas Mooser from the
RIKEN research institute. "High-precision
measurements of all these properties can provide us
with the foundations to be able to more precisely
investigate fundamental symmetries such as charge,
parity, and time reversal symmetry." The so-called
CPT symmetry is a fundamental law of physics that
predicts that the universe should contain equal amounts
of matter and antimatter, which is clearly not the case.
"Comparing the current data for protons and
antiprotons clearly confirms CPT symmetry," said
Mooser.



Measurement comparable with extremely precise
magnetic resonance imaging

The Mainz-based physicists achieved the greater
precision by making improvements to their technical
setup. One innovation was an increase of the
homogeneity of the magnetic field even further in the
Penning trap, in which the high-precision
measurements were carried out. Another was the
introduction of a self-shielded coil to reduce external
fluctuations. Both measures helped increase the
stability of the particle in the trap, allowing the
frequencies to be measured with far greater accuracy.
"In order to measure the magnetic moment of the
proton, we developed one of the most sensitive
Penning trap apparatuses ever created," explained
Georg Schneider of the Institute of Physics of Mainz
University, the first author of the Science publication.
"The proton represents a unique challenge as it has
such a small magnetic moment. Thus we needed our
analysis trap to have an almost inconceivable degree of
sensitivity. Basically, you could say that what we have
undertaken is extremely precise MRI of an individual
proton."

Another improvement was the shortening of the time



period until a data point, i.e., a single measurement,
was possible. This time per data point was halved from
three hours to 90 minutes. "Being able to achieve this
level of precision is fantastic, but we are still nowhere
near the end of the road," noted Schneider, thus hinting
at further advances. In the future, the researchers plan
to employ sympathetic laser cooling to reduce the
energy of the proton in order to generate greater
sensitivity and thus further increase the data collection
rates. "The data rate is currently the limiting factor."

The physicists at Mainz University continue to work
closely with their colleagues from the BASE
collaboration at the CERN research center near Geneva
in Switzerland. Positive developments made in Mainz
will be shared with CERN and vice versa. The
scientists hope to determine the magnetic force of
protons and antiprotons even more precisely and either
confirm the current model of particle physics or
discover a difference, which would open the gate for
completely new concepts in physics.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Mainz. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Iowa State University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Top science stories featured on ScienceDaily's home page.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two



neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.



Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of



life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from



highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the



most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]



A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]



Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Certain popular cigars deliver more nicotine
than cigarettes [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cigars may have a reputation for being safer than cigarettes, but they
may be just as harmful and addictive, according to researchers, who add
that small cigars have just as much if not more nicotine than cigarettes.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in



children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial



pulmonary hypertension.

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have



found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene



production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and



transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really



exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the



gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]



Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused



laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,



specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their



masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Scientists reveals the mystery about the origin of
gold [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Scientists have shed new light on the origin of gold, one of the most
intriguing mysteries for humankind since ancient times.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect



farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species



mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.



New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,



research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.



Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Climate change models of bird impacts pass the
test [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

A major study looking at changes in where UK birds have been found
over the past 40 years has validated the latest climate change models
being used to forecast impacts on birds and other animals.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas



-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

High yield, protein with soybean gene [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Soybean growers face a challenge. It has proved difficult to develop
soybean varieties with both high protein levels and high yields.
However, new research suggest it might be possible to breed soybeans
with higher protein concentration without significantly decreasing
yields.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional



solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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Latest Science News

Breaking science news and articles on global warming, extrasolar
planets, stem cells, bird flu, autism, nanotechnology, dinosaurs,
evolution -- the latest discoveries in astronomy, anthropology,
biology, chemistry, climate and environment, computers, engineering,
health and medicine, math, physics, psychology, technology, and more
-- from the world's leading universities and research organizations.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.



New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.



The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.



Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves



a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.

New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's
disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.



Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small



biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,
research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by



carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed



to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]



Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the
most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the



Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.
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Antimalarial drugs could support
existing cancer treatments in two-
pronged attack: Chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could make
cancer treatments more effective --
ScienceDaily

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and
hydroxychloroquine could find another use as cancer
treatments, according to a new clinical study published
in ecancermedicalscience.

Researchers from the Repurposing Drugs in Oncology
(ReDO) project, an international collaboration between
the Anticancer Fund, Belgium, and USA-based
GlobalCures, say there is evidence to include these
drugs in further clinical investigations.

The authors are particularly excited about the potential
for chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as the
evidence suggests they make tumour cells more
sensitive to cancer treatment.



"What makes chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine so
interesting is these multiple mechanisms of action,"
says Ciska Verbaanderd of the Anticancer Fund and
the University of Leuven, Belgium, first author of the
study."These antimalarial drugs act on both the level of
cancer cells and the tumour microenvironment."
Studying this has led to interesting scientific insights in
tumour biology, such as the importance of autophagy,
the tumour vasculature and the immune system."

"The results from thereview lead us to believe that
these antimalarial drugs could offer significant clinical
benefit for certain cancer patients, especially in
combination with standard anticancer treatments.This
should be confirmed by additional clinical results."

Vikas P. Sukhatme MD ScD, co-founder of
GlobalCures and one of the authors of this review,
added "We look forward with much anticipation to the
results of the 30 or so ongoing clinical studies that use
chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine for cancer
treatment."

The researchers' hope is that with the publication of
this study, increased awareness of the potential
applications will bring these medications out of the



medicine cabinet -- and into cancer care.

Previous papers from the ReDO project have explored
how inexpensive, common drugs such as beta-blockers
and anti-fungal remedies can be "repurposed" and used
as part of cancer treatments.

Story Source:

Materials provided by ecancermedicalscience. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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High-speed quantum encryption may
help secure the future internet:
Researchers are wielding the same
strange properties that drive quantum
computers to create hack-proof forms
of data encryption -- ScienceDaily

Recent advances in quantum computers may soon give
hackers access to machines powerful enough to crack
even the toughest of standard internet security codes.
With these codes broken, all of our online data -- from
medical records to bank transactions -- could be
vulnerable to attack.

To fight back against the future threat, researchers are
wielding the same strange properties that drive
quantum computers to create theoretically hack-proof
forms of quantum data encryption.

And now, these quantum encryption techniques may be
one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to a new
system developed by scientists at Duke University, The



Ohio State University and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. Their system is capable of creating and
distributing encryption codes at megabit-per-second
rates, which is five to 10 times faster than existing
methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel.

The researchers demonstrate that the technique is
secure from common attacks, even in the face of
equipment flaws that could open up leaks.

"We are now likely to have a functioning quantum
computer that might be able to start breaking the
existing cryptographic codes in the near future," said
Daniel Gauthier, a professor of physics at The Ohio
State University. "We really need to be thinking hard
now of different techniques that we could use for
trying to secure the internet."

The results appear online Nov. 24 in Science Advances.

To a hacker, our online purchases, bank transactions
and medical records all look like gibberish due to
ciphers called encryption keys. Personal information
sent over the web is first scrambled using one of these
keys, and then unscrambled by the receiver using the



same key.

For this system to work, both parties must have access
to the same key, and it must be kept secret. Quantum
key distribution (QKD) takes advantage of one of the
fundamental properties of quantum mechanics --
measuring tiny bits of matter like electrons or photons
automatically changes their properties -- to exchange
keys in a way that immediately alerts both parties to
the existence of a security breach.

Though QKD was first theorized in 1984 and
implemented shortly thereafter, the technologies to
support its wide-scale use are only now coming online.
Companies in Europe now sell laser-based systems for
QKD, and in a highly-publicized event last summer,
China used a satellite to send a quantum key to two
land-based stations located 1200 km apart.

The problem with many of these systems, said Nurul
Taimur Islam, a graduate student in physics at Duke, is
that they can only transmit keys at relatively low rates -
- between tens to hundreds of kilobits per second --
which are too slow for most practical uses on the
internet.



"At these rates, quantum-secure encryption systems
cannot support some basic daily tasks, such as hosting
an encrypted telephone call or video streaming," Islam
said.

Like many QKD systems, Islam's key transmitter uses
a weakened laser to encode information on individual
photons of light. But they found a way to pack more
information onto each photon, making their technique
faster.

By adjusting the time at which the photon is released,
and a property of the photon called the phase, their
system can encode two bits of information per photon
instead of one. This trick, paired with high-speed
detectors developed by Clinton Cahall, graduate
student in electrical and computer engineering, and
Jungsang Kim, professor of electrical and computer
engineering at Duke, powers their system to transmit
keys five to 10 times faster than other methods.

"It was changing these additional properties of the
photon that allowed us to almost double the secure key
rate that we were able to obtain if we hadn't done that,"
said Gauthier, who began the work as a professor of
physics at Duke before moving to OSU.



In a perfect world, QKD would be perfectly secure.
Any attempt to hack a key exchange would leave errors
on the transmission that could be easily spotted by the
receiver. But real-world implementations of QKD
require imperfect equipment, and these imperfections
open up leaks that hackers can exploit.

The researchers carefully characterized the limitations
of each piece of equipment they used. They then
worked with Charles Lim, currently a professor of
electrical and computer engineering at the National
University of Singapore, to incorporate these
experimental flaws into the theory.

"We wanted to identify every experimental flaw in the
system, and include these flaws in the theory so that we
could ensure our system is secure and there is no
potential side-channel attack," Islam said.

Though their transmitter requires some specialty parts,
all of the components are currently available
commercially. Encryption keys encoded in photons of
light can be sent over existing optical fiber lines that
burrow under cities, making it relatively
straightforward to integrate their transmitter and
receiver into the current internet infrastructure.



"All of this equipment, apart from the single-photon
detectors, exist in the telecommunications industry, and
with some engineering we could probably fit the entire
transmitter and receiver in a box as big as a computer
CPU," Islam said.
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Unique underwater stalactites --
ScienceDaily

In recent years, researchers have identified a small
group of stalactites that appear to have calcified
underwater instead of in a dry cave. The Hells Bells in
the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. A German-Mexican
research team led by Prof. Dr Wolfgang Stinnesbeck
from the Institute of Earth Sciences at Heidelberg
University recently investigated how these bell-shaped,
metre-long formations developed, assisted by bacteria
and algae. The results of their research have been
published in the journal Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology, Palaeoecology.

Hanging speleothems, also called stalactites, result
through physicochemical processes in which water
high in calcium carbonate dries up. Normally they
rejuvenate and form a tip at the lower end from which
the drops of water fall to the cave floor. The formations
in the El Zapote cave, which are up to two metres long,
expand conically downward and are hollow with



round, elliptical or horseshoe-shaped cross-sections.
Not only are they unique in shape and size, but also
their mode of growth, according to Prof. Stinnesbeck.
They grow in a lightless environment near the base of a
30 m freshwater unit immediately above a zone of
oxygen-depleted and sulfide-rich toxic saltwater. "The
local diving community dubbed them Hells Bells,
which we think is especially appropriate," states
Wolfgang Stinnesbeck. Uranium-thorium dating of the
calcium carbonate verifies that these formations must
have actually grown underwater, proving that the Hells
Bells must have formed in ancient times. Even then the
deep regions of the cave had already been submerged
for thousands of years.

According to the Heidelberg geoscientist, this
underwater world on the Yucatán Peninsula in Mexico
represents an enigmatic ecosystem providing the
conditions for the formation of the biggest underwater
speleothems worldwide. Previously discovered
speleothems of this type are much smaller and less
conspicuous than the Hells Bells, adds Prof.
Stinnesbeck. The researchers suspect that the growth of
these hollow structures is tied to the specific physical
and biochemical conditions near the halocline, the
layer that separates the freshwater from the underlying



saltwater. "Microbes involved in the nitrogen cycle,
which are still active today, could have played a major
role in calcite precipitation because of their ability to
increase the pH," explains Dr Stinnesbeck.

Story Source:

Materials provided by Heidelberg University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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New proton record: Researchers
measure magnetic moment with
greatest possible precision --
ScienceDaily

High-precision measurement of the g-factor eleven
times more precise than before / Results indicate a
strong similarity between protons and antiprotons.

The magnetic moment of an individual proton is
inconceivably small, but can still be quantified. The
basis for undertaking this measurement was laid over
ten years ago, and physicists of the Johannes
Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU), the Max Planck
Institute for Nuclear Physics, GSI Darmstadt, and the
RIKEN research institute in Japan are still performing
experiments to measure this force with a single particle
to the greatest possible precision. Over the past few
years they have refined their experiment even more. By
determining the magnetic moment of the proton to ten
decimal places, which is the most precise measurement
currently available, they set yet another record. The
measurements undertaken by Mainz-based physicists



as part of the BASE collaboration confirm the Standard
Model of particle physics, which describes the smallest
particles in our cosmos. The new results for the proton
measurement have been published in the journal
Science.

Protons are positively-charged particles in atomic
nuclei. In addition to an electric charge they also have
an intrinsic angular momentum, the spin, giving them a
magnetic moment. Magnetic resonance imaging, a
technique used in medicine, for example, takes
advantage of this property. Although this fundamental
property of the proton has no direct implication for
current technology, it is instead of far greater
significance for understanding atomic structures and
for precisely testing fundamental symmetries in the
universe, in particular the imbalance of matter and
antimatter. Beginning in around 2005, Professor
Jochen Walz's group at Mainz University has
performed experiments using a Penning trap to confine
and measure the properties of individual protons to the
highest possible accuracy.

Confirmation of the CPT symmetry

The results published in Science have an accuracy of



0.3 parts in a billion, making these new measurements
eleven times more precise than the previous
measurement made by BASE researchers back in 2014.
The g-factor, which characterizes the magnetic
moment, was found to be equal to 2.79284734462(82).
When this was compared with the value of the g-factor
of the antiproton published five weeks ago by the
BASE collaboration, no difference between particles
and antiparticles was found.

"Knowing the properties of the proton such as its mass,
lifetime, charge, radius, and its magnetic moment as
precisely as possible is extremely important for
physics," explained Dr. Andreas Mooser from the
RIKEN research institute. "High-precision
measurements of all these properties can provide us
with the foundations to be able to more precisely
investigate fundamental symmetries such as charge,
parity, and time reversal symmetry." The so-called
CPT symmetry is a fundamental law of physics that
predicts that the universe should contain equal amounts
of matter and antimatter, which is clearly not the case.
"Comparing the current data for protons and
antiprotons clearly confirms CPT symmetry," said
Mooser.



Measurement comparable with extremely precise
magnetic resonance imaging

The Mainz-based physicists achieved the greater
precision by making improvements to their technical
setup. One innovation was an increase of the
homogeneity of the magnetic field even further in the
Penning trap, in which the high-precision
measurements were carried out. Another was the
introduction of a self-shielded coil to reduce external
fluctuations. Both measures helped increase the
stability of the particle in the trap, allowing the
frequencies to be measured with far greater accuracy.
"In order to measure the magnetic moment of the
proton, we developed one of the most sensitive
Penning trap apparatuses ever created," explained
Georg Schneider of the Institute of Physics of Mainz
University, the first author of the Science publication.
"The proton represents a unique challenge as it has
such a small magnetic moment. Thus we needed our
analysis trap to have an almost inconceivable degree of
sensitivity. Basically, you could say that what we have
undertaken is extremely precise MRI of an individual
proton."

Another improvement was the shortening of the time



period until a data point, i.e., a single measurement,
was possible. This time per data point was halved from
three hours to 90 minutes. "Being able to achieve this
level of precision is fantastic, but we are still nowhere
near the end of the road," noted Schneider, thus hinting
at further advances. In the future, the researchers plan
to employ sympathetic laser cooling to reduce the
energy of the proton in order to generate greater
sensitivity and thus further increase the data collection
rates. "The data rate is currently the limiting factor."

The physicists at Mainz University continue to work
closely with their colleagues from the BASE
collaboration at the CERN research center near Geneva
in Switzerland. Positive developments made in Mainz
will be shared with CERN and vice versa. The
scientists hope to determine the magnetic force of
protons and antiprotons even more precisely and either
confirm the current model of particle physics or
discover a difference, which would open the gate for
completely new concepts in physics.

Story Source:

Materials provided by University of Mainz. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Timing is key in keeping organic
matter in wet soils, new study finds --
ScienceDaily

When it comes to keeping organic matter contained in
wet soils, timing is everything. At least, that's what a
new study led by an Iowa State University ecologist
suggests.

The findings, published recently in the peer-reviewed
academic journal Nature Communications, show
periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic
matter at accelerated rates, said Steven Hall, an
assistant professor of ecology, evolution and
organismal biology and corresponding author of the
study. The findings contradict the widely held view
that soils with high water content necessarily
accumulate organic matter better than dry soils, which
could have implications for agricultural and wetlands
conservation practices, Hall said.

Keeping organic matter, or the remains left behind after
crops and other plants die or are harvested, in the soil



leads to two important benefits. First, optimal levels of
organic matter in the soil improve fertility, Hall said.
The second benefit concerns carbon sequestration. If
the carbon that makes up much of the organic matter
remains stored in the soil, then it doesn't get into the
atmosphere where it can contribute to climate change.

Hall said wet soil cuts off oxygen to many of the
microorganisms that break down organic matter,
leading to slower decomposition and better retention in
the soil. That's led to the belief that wet soils do a
better job of keeping organic matter in place. But Hall's
findings showed that the absence of oxygen in wet
soils gives rise to some bacteria that respire iron, which
break down the minerals that protect a significant
portion of organic matter from decomposition. These
bacteria then have free reign to decompose the organic
matter and release carbon into the atmosphere as the
greenhouse gasses carbon dioxide and methane.

The study found that timing plays a key role in how
well wet soils retain organic matter. While soils with
consistently high moisture content do retain organic
matter over the long term, soils may actually lose
organic matter during shorter spans of flooding. The
findings have implications for agricultural fields that



are poorly drained or flood for a few weeks of the year
before drying out, Hall said. The study also shows that
wetlands, thought of as a useful tool for conservation
and carbon sequestration, may require consistent
flooding to realize environmental benefits from organic
matter accumulation.

"We found that periodically wet soils don't necessarily
protect organic matter from decomposition and may
lead to losses, at least over a timescale of weeks to
months," he said.

The study drew on research conducted in an ISU
laboratory. The researchers took soil samples from a
central Iowa cornfield and subjected the sample to
various conditions before conducting chemical
analyses.

Hall said future research should widen in scope and
include field experiments as well as laboratory-based
work. He said he wants to test how various drainage
techniques influence organic matter loss as well as
pinpoint the length of time required for wet soil to
realize environmental benefits.

Story Source:



Materials provided by Iowa State University. Note:
Content may be edited for style and length.
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Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

New species can develop in as little as two



generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and
transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.



How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really
exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,



these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas
-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Whole-brain map of electrical connections key
to forming memories constructed by researchers
[周三, 22 11月 22:30]

A team of neuroscientists has constructed the first whole-brain map of
electrical connectivity in the brain based on data from nearly 300
neurosurgical patients with electrodes implanted directly on the brain.
The researchers found that low-frequency rhythms of brain activity,
when brain waves move up and down slowly, primarily drive
communication between the frontal, temporal and medial temporal
lobes, key brain regions that engage during memory processing.

Antibiotics resistance: Researchers succeed to
block genes of resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Scientists have design better molecules that make it harder for plasmids
to move between bacteria.

Schooling fish mainly react to one or two



neighbors at a time [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Schooling fish constantly change who they decide to pay attention to
and respond to one or two neighbors at a time, new research shows.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

How bacteria survive in oxygen-poor
environments [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

Biologists have revealed a mechanism by which bacterial cells in
crowded, oxygen-deprived environments access oxygen for energy
production, ensuring survival of the cell. The finding could explain how
some bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa), are
able to thrive in oxygen-poor environments like biofilms and resist
antibiotics. P. aeruginosa biofilm infections are a leading cause of death
for people suffering from cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition that affects
the lungs and …

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.



Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

Chimp females who leave home postpone
parenthood [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Female chimps that lack supportive friends and family wait longer to
start having babies, researchers find. An analysis of more than 50 years'
worth of daily records for female chimpanzees in Gombe National Park
in Tanzania indicates that would-be moms who leave home or are
orphaned take roughly three years longer to start a family.

Astronomers reveal nearby stars that are among
the oldest in our galaxy [周二, 21 11月 03:14]

Astronomers have discovered some of the oldest stars in our Milky Way
galaxy by determining their locations and velocities.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the
surface.



Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

First interstellar asteroid is like nothing seen
before [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

For the first time ever astronomers have studied an asteroid that has
entered the Solar System from interstellar space. Observations from
ESO's Very Large Telescope in Chile and other observatories around the
world show that this unique object was traveling through space for
millions of years before its chance encounter with our star system. It
appears to be a dark, reddish, highly-elongated rocky or high-metal-
content object.

Added Arctic data shows global warming didn't
pause [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Missing Arctic temperature data, not Mother Nature, created the
seeming slowdown of global warming from 1998 to 2012, according to
a new study.

Rise in oxygen levels links to ancient explosion of



life, researchers find [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Scientists have found that oxygen levels appear to increase by roughly
80 percent at about the same time as a three-fold increase in biodiversity
during the Ordovician Period, between 445 and 485 million years ago.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Artificial photosynthesis gets big boost from new
catalyst [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

A new catalyst brings researchers one step closer to artificial
photosynthesis -- a system that, just like plants, would use renewable
energy to convert carbon dioxide (CO2) into stored chemical energy. By
both capturing carbon emissions and storing energy from solar or wind
power, the invention provides a one-two punch in the fight against
climate change.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Smiling human faces are attractive to dogs,
thanks to oxytocin [周一, 20 11月 23:48]

Researchers found that oxytocin made dogs interested in smiling human
faces. It also made them see angry faces as less threatening. Associated
with affection and trust, the hormone oxytocin is probably a key factor
in the interaction between dogs and humans.

Transparent, incredibly water repellent coatings
for everyday applications [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

Water- and dirt-repellent sportswear and outdoor clothing, or anti-fog
windshields – there are many everyday products that can profit from



highly hydrophobic coatings. For such coatings, researchers have
created Fluoropor, a material that is both transparent and abrasion-
resistant and that consists of a fluorinated polymer foam with continuous
nano/micro-structure.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.
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Health News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Health & Medicine, Mind &
Brain, and Living Well sections.

Antimalarial drugs could support existing
cancer treatments in two-pronged attack [周六, 25 11月

03:28]

Antimalarial drugs chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine could make
tumour cells more sensitive to cancer treatment.

Promising new treatment for rare pregnancy
cancer leads to remission in patients [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Three out of four patients with the cancerous forms of gestational
trophoblastic disease (GTD) went into remission after receiving the
immunotherapy drug pembrolizumab in a clinical trial, report
researchers. The trial is the first to show that pembrolizumab can be
used to successfully treat women with GTD.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect
farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing



of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Small but distinct differences among species
mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

How badly do you want something? Babies can
tell [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Babies as young as 10 months can assess how much someone values a
particular goal by observing how hard they are willing to work to
achieve it, according to a new study. This ability requires integrating
information about both the costs of obtaining a goal and the benefit
gained by the person seeking it, suggesting that babies acquire very
early an intuition about how people make decisions.

Imaging technique shows progress Alzheimer's



disease [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Using ‘Raman’ optical technology, scientists can now produce images
of brain tissue that is affected by Alzheimer’s disease. The images
include the surrounding areas, already showing changes.

Hormone therapy in the menopause transition
does not increase risk of stroke [周五, 24 11月 02:10]

Postmenopausal hormone therapy is not associated with increased risk
of stroke, provided that it is started early, according to a new report.

Neurobiology: The chemistry of memory [周四, 23 11月

22:54]

Learning requires the chemical adaptation of individual synapses.
Researchers have now revealed the impact of an RNA-binding protein
that is intimately involved in this process on learning and memory
formation and learning processes.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

Key to regenerating blood vessels discovered [周四, 23

11月 22:43]

A signaling pathway that is essential for angiogenesis, the growth of
new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels, has been discovered by
researchers. The findings may improve current strategies to improve
blood flow in ischemic tissue, such as that found in atherosclerosis and
peripheral vascular disease associated with diabetes.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.



Three to four cups of coffee a day linked to
longer life [周四, 23 11月 08:06]

Drinking coffee is 'more likely to benefit health than to harm it' for a
range of health outcomes, say researchers.

Glucocorticoids offer long-term benefits for
patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy [周四, 23

11月 08:06]

Glucocorticoids, a class of steroid hormone medications often prescribed
to patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, offer long-term benefits
for this disease, including longer preservation of muscle strength and
function and decreased risk of death.

Four simple tests could help GPs spot
pneumonia and reduce unnecessary antibiotics [周

四, 23 11月 08:06]

Testing for fever, high pulse rate, crackly breath sounds, and low
oxygen levels could be key to helping GPs distinguish pneumonia from
less serious infections, according to a large study.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Women prefer getting mammograms every year
[周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Women prefer to get their mammograms every year, instead of every
two years, according to a new study.

One-size treatment for blood cancer probably
doesn't fit all, researchers say [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Though African-American men are three times more likely to be
diagnosed with a blood cancer called multiple myeloma, most scientific
research on the disease has been based on people of European descent.
That trend is problematic considering that African-Americans -- the



most at-risk population for multiple myeloma -- have different genetics
that can affect how this type of cancer progresses and what kind of
targeted therapies are most effective.

Prion protein found in skin of CJD patients [周四, 23 11

月 04:09]

Scientists have detected abnormal prion protein in the skin of several
people who died from Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD). The scientists
also exposed healthy mice to skin extracts from two CJD patients, and
all developed prion disease. The study results raise questions about the
possible transmissibility of prion diseases via medical procedures
involving skin, and whether skin samples might be used to detect prion
disease.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Encouraging oxygen's assault on iron may offer
new way to kill lung cancer cells [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Blocking the action of a key protein frees oxygen to damage iron-
dependent proteins in lung and breast cancer cells, making them easier
to kill, report investigators.

Low-salt, heart-healthy dash diet as effective as
drugs for some adults with high blood pressure [周

四, 23 11月 02:14]



A study of more than 400 adults with prehypertension, or stage 1 high
blood pressure, found that combining a low-salt diet with the heart-
healthy DASH diet substantially lowers systolic blood pressure -- the
top number in a blood pressure test -- especially in people with higher
baseline systolic readings.

Increased use of ambulatory surgery centers for
cataract surgery [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Over the past decade there's been a dramatic increase in the proportion
of cataract surgeries performed at ambulatory surgery centers. In some
communities nearly all cataract surgeries are done in a surgery center
rather than a hospital. Consumers save money from the shift but it may
impact access to eye care and raises questions about safety.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Study questions exclusion of cancer survivors
from trials [周四, 23 11月 02:01]

A quarter of newly diagnosed cancer patients 65 or older are survivors
who had a prior cancer – often preventing them from participating in
clinical trials, researchers have found.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]



Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

New mechanisms found of cell death in
neurodegenerative disorders [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

New mechanisms of cell death have now been discovered, which may
be involved in debilitating neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's disease, report scientists.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.

Metabolites altered in chronic kidney disease [周四, 23

11月 01:40]

A new study found that dozens of small molecules called metabolites are
altered in chronic kidney disease.

Certain popular cigars deliver more nicotine
than cigarettes [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cigars may have a reputation for being safer than cigarettes, but they
may be just as harmful and addictive, according to researchers, who add
that small cigars have just as much if not more nicotine than cigarettes.

Intranasal ketamine has more minor side effects
than intranasal fentanyl in children with acute
pain [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Minor adverse events (e.g., bad taste in the mouth and dizziness) occur
more frequently with intranasal ketamine than with intranasal fentanyl in



children with suspected extremity fractures, research shows.

More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Schizophrenia drug development may be 'de-
risked' with new research tool [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Biomarkers that can help with development of better treatments for
schizophrenia have now been identified, report investigators.

How common are new cancers in cancer
survivors? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

One quarter of adults 65 or older and 11 percent of younger patients
diagnosed with cancer from 2009 to 2013 had a prior cancer history.

Genetic factors linked to acquired narrowing of
the airway [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Endotracheal intubation and tracheotomy are widely used in the hospital
setting for elective surgery and in cases of serious illness or critical
injury. In rare instances the procedures result in the development of
scarring and narrowing of the larynx and trachea, or acquired
laryngotracheal stenosis (ALTS). Who is susceptible to ALTS -- and
why -- is unclear, but according to new research, genetic and ethnic
background may be underlying factors.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Lung cancer triggers pulmonary hypertension [周三,

22 11月 23:36]

Nearly half of all advanced-stage lung cancer patients develop arterial



pulmonary hypertension.

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

High-intensity exercise boosts memory, new
research suggests [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

The health advantages of high-intensity exercise are widely known but
new research points to another major benefit: better memory. The
findings could have implications for an aging population which is
grappling with the growing problem of catastrophic diseases such as
dementia and Alzheimer's.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

HLF-gene controls generation of our long-term
immune system [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

When the HLF (hepatic leukemia factor) gene -- which is expressed in
immature blood cells -- does not shut down on time, we are unable to
develop a functional long-term immune system, investigators have



found. This could be a very early stage of leukemia, they say.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Preliminary stages of dementia reduce human
face memorization ability [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Scientists have revealed that elderly people with mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) have a particularly weakened ability to memorize
human faces in the short term when compared to healthy elderly people.
MCI patients also had a different gaze behavior when trying to
memorize a face. This research may lead to the early detection of
dementia.

MRI shows brain differences among ADHD
patients [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Information from brain MRIs can help identify people with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and distinguish among subtypes
of the condition, according to a new study.

Any physical activity in elderly better than none
at all for reducing cardiovascular risk [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Any physical activity in the elderly is better than none at all for reducing
cardiovascular risk, according to an 18-year study in more than 24,000
adults.
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Technology News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Space & Time, Matter &
Energy, and Computers & Math sections.

High-speed quantum encryption may help
secure the future internet [周六, 25 11月 03:28]

Quantum encryption may be one step closer to wide-scale use thanks to
a newly developed system. The system is capable of distributing
encryption codes at megabit-per-second rates, five to 10 times faster
than existing methods and on par with current internet speeds when
running several systems in parallel. New theory shows that the technique
is secure from common security attacks.

New proton record: Researchers measure
magnetic moment with greatest possible
precision [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

High-precision measurement of the g-factor are eleven times more
precise than before. Results indicate a strong similarity between protons
and antiprotons.

Avatar therapy may help to reduce auditory
hallucinations for people with schizophrenia [周五, 24

11月 21:49]

An experimental therapy which involves a face-to-face discussion
between a person with schizophrenia and an avatar representing their
auditory hallucination may help reduce symptoms, when provided
alongside usual treatment, according to a study.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene



production, report scientists.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

Physicists develop faster way to make Bose-
Einstein condensates [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Physicists have invented a new technique to cool atoms into
condensates, which is faster than the conventional method and conserves
a large fraction of the original atoms. The team used a new process of
laser cooling to cool a cloud of rubidium atoms all the way from room
temperature to 1 microkelvin, or less than one-millionth of a degree
above absolute zero.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Highly charged molecules behave paradoxically
[周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Chemistry researchers have now discovered how certain small
biomolecules attach to one another. The researchers’ study also
overturns the standard picture – particles with the same electrical charge
appear to be drawn together and not vice versa. The results may be
important for the development of new drugs.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]



The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

New batteries with better performance,
improved safety [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Currently the most important technology for batteries is the lithium-ion
battery technology, but the technology is expensive and contains a
flammable liquid. To satisfy the growing demand from emerging
markets, researchers have devised a new battery prototype: known as
"all-solid-state," this battery has the potential to store more energy while
maintaining high safety and reliability levels.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

Nanosponges show promise for potentially
blinding eye infections [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Using a mouse model that engineered nanosponges can be used to
protect eyes from infections caused by Enterococcus faecalis,
researchers demonstrate. Enterococcus faecalis contain a toxin called
cytolysin, which is found in roughly 50 percent of isolates that cause
post-operative intraocular infections seen in the United States.

Quantum internet goes hybrid [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Researchers report the first demonstration of an elementary link of a
hybrid quantum information network, using a cold atomic cloud and a
doped crystal as quantum nodes as well as single telecom photons as
information carriers. The study demonstrates the communication and



transmission of quantum information between two completely different
types of quantum nodes placed in different labs.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Frictional heat powers hydrothermal activity on
Enceladus [周四, 23 11月 01:59]

A computer simulation shows how icy moon heats water in a porous
rock core. This study also offers among others an answer to the long-
standing question of where the energy that can support water in liquid
form on a small, cryovulcanic moon far from the sun comes from.

Energy from electric cars could power our lives -
- but only if we improve the system [周四, 23 11月 00:40]

Power stored in electric cars could be sent back to the grid -- thereby
supporting the grid and acting as a potential storage for clean energy --
but it will only be economically viable if we upgrade the system first.
Scientists now show how their seemingly contradictory findings actually
point to the same outcome and recommendations.

Dark matter and dark energy: Do they really



exist? [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Researchers have hypothesized that the universe contains a 'dark matter.'
They have also posited the existence of a 'dark energy.' These two
hypotheses account for the movement of stars in galaxies and for the
accelerating expansion of the universe. But, according to a researcher,
these concepts may be no longer valid: the phenomena can be
demonstrated without them. This research exploits a new theoretical
model based on the scale invariance of the empty space.

New method to measure neutron star size uses
modeling based on thermonuclear explosions [周四, 23

11月 00:30]

Neutron stars are made out of cold ultra-dense matter. How this matter
behaves is one of the biggest mysteries in modern nuclear physics.
Researchers developed a new method for measuring the radius of
neutron stars which helps them to understand what happens to the matter
inside the star under extreme pressure.

New composite material made of carbon
nanotubes [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Due to their unique properties, carbon nanotubes would be ideal for
numerous applications, but to date they cannot be combined adequately
with other materials, or they lose their beneficial properties. Scientists
have developed an alternative method of combining, so they retain their
characteristic properties. As such, they 'felt' the thread-like tubes into a
stable 3-D network.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Towards better understanding of railway ballast
[周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mathematical models are extremely limited at modeling ballast, the



gravel layer located under railway tracks. Researchers have shown that a
large part of the energy introduced by a train passing is trapped by the
ballast. Their work shows that this trapping phenomenon, which is very
dependent on train speed, could cause accelerated ballast degradation in
railway tracks.

Enhancing the quantum sensing capabilities of
diamond [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Researchers have discovered that dense ensembles of quantum spins can
be created in diamond with high resolution using an electron
microscopes, paving the way for enhanced sensors and resources for
quantum technologies. This work demonstrates an improvement in the
densities of Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in a variety of diamond
types, foreshadowing future improvements in the sensitivity of diamond
magnetic measurements, as well as promising directions in the study of
solid state physics and qua…

Droplet explosion by shock waves, relevant to
nuclear medicine [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Scientists have examined the possibility of observing the multi-
fragmentation of small droplets due to shock waves initiated by ions that
passed through them. The discovery of ion-induced shock waves will
significantly affect our understanding of how radiation damage occurs in
biomolecules due to ions.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

important ferromagnetic semiconductor
synthesized [周三, 22 11月 23:35]



Scientists have developed a method for synthesizing Europium (II)
oxide nanoparticles -- a ferromagnetic semiconductor that is relevant for
data storage and data transport.

New X-ray spectroscopy explores hydrogen-
generating catalyst [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Using a newly developed technique, researchers have identified a key
step in production of hydrogen gas by a bacterial enzyme.
Understanding these reactions could be important in developing a clean-
fuel economy powered by hydrogen.

Video game improves balance in youth with
autism [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

Playing a video game that rewards participants for holding various
"ninja" poses could help children and youth with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) improve their balance, according to a recent study.

Biomechanical model could reduce wobbling of
pedestrian bridges [周三, 22 11月 04:58]

The dangerous wobbling of pedestrian bridges could be reduced by
using biomechanically inspired models of pedestrian response to bridge
motion and a mathematical formula to estimate the critical crowd size at
which bridge wobbling begins, according to a study.

Dipstick technology could revolutionize disease
diagnosis [周三, 22 11月 03:19]

New dipstick technology that enables pathogen detection and the rapid
diagnosis of human, animal and plant disease in even the most remote
locations. The technology could extract DNA and RNA from living
organisms in as little as 30 seconds without specialized equipment or
personnel.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused



laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional
solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Turtles and technology advance understanding
of lung abnormality [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A study of an unusual snapping turtle with one lung found shared
characteristics with humans born with one lung who survive beyond
infancy. New digital 3-D anatomical models made the detailed research
possible.

How to get sprayed metal coatings to stick [周三, 22 11月

02:25]

New research reveals the best way to make metal particles stick to a
surface in a spray-coating process. Surprisingly, melting hurts rather
than helps.

Bridging the gap: Potentially low-cost, low-
emissions technology that can convert methane
without forming carbon dioxide [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A potentially low-cost, low-emissions technology has been designed that
can convert methane without forming carbon dioxide.

Moon's crust underwent resurfacing after
forming from magma ocean [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A research team took to the lab to recreate the magmatic melt that once
formed the lunar surface and uncovered new insights on how the modern
moonscape came to be.

Deep learning used to reconstruct holograms,
improve optical microscopy [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

New uses for deep learning have been developed, report researchers,



specificially reconstructing a hologram to form a microscopic image of
an object and improving optical microscopy. Their new holographic
imaging technique produces better images than current methods that use
multiple holograms, and it's easier to implement because it requires
fewer measurements and performs computations faster.

Watching atoms move in hybrid perovskite
crystals reveals clues to improving solar cells [周三, 22

11月 02:23]

The discovery of nanoscale changes deep inside hybrid perovskites
could shed light on developing low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells.
Using X-ray beams and lasers, a team of researchers discovered how the
movement of ions in hybrid perovskites causes certain regions within
the material to become better solar cells than other parts.

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals, vehicles [周三, 22 11月 01:31]

An underwater acoustic system for the localization of marine mammals,
underwater vehicles and other sound sources in the ocean, using no
more than a single hydrophone (basically an underwater microphone) as
a receiver.

Topological insulators: One glimpse is enough [周三,

22 11月 01:23]

The Nobel Prize for physics in 2016 was awarded for the theory of
topological matter. Topological insulators are new materials with special
electronic properties and are of great fundamental and applications-
oriented interest. Nevertheless, physicists have wrestled with a ten-year-
old puzzle in which the results from the two best methods to probe their
electronic states disagree. Researchers now know exactly why.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.



Virtual reality allows you to look inside your
body and could help improve drug delivery [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Renderings of 3-D cells in the body are traditionally displayed using 2-D
media, such as on a computer screen or paper; however, the advent of
Virtual Reality (VR) headsets means it is now possible to visualize and
interact with scientific data in a 3-D virtual world.

Linguistics team using Ohio Supercomputer
Center to translate lesser-known languages [周三, 22 11月

01:14]

Scientists are developing technology for languages about which
translators and linguists know nothing.

New device boosts road time for Tesla, Leaf
drivers [周二, 21 11月 22:53]

Nissan Leafs, which go about 107 miles on a charge, sometimes end up
relegated to commuter cars due to battery-range worries. The mass-
market, standard Tesla Model 3 can go double that but still can be
disconcerting on long road trips. Both batteries could work up to 50
percent longer with a new device. It reconfigures modules -- clusters of
battery cells -- in electric cars to be online or offline depending on
whether they're going to pull down the other modules.

Revolutionary imaging technique uses CRISPR
to map DNA mutations [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new nanomapping technology could transform the way disease-
causing genetic mutations are diagnosed and discovered.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their



masterpieces.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Scientists reveals the mystery about the origin of
gold [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Scientists have shed new light on the origin of gold, one of the most
intriguing mysteries for humankind since ancient times.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.
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Environment News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Plants & Animals, Earth &
Climate, and Fossils & Ruins sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Timing is key in keeping organic matter in wet
soils, new study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:49]

Periodically flooded soils may actually lose organic matter at
accelerated rate, a new report suggests.

Ambush in a petri dish: Researchers unlock
secrets of chemical communication between
algae, bacteria [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

If green algae of the species Chlamydomonas reinhardtii meet
Pseudomonas protegens bacteria, their fate is sealed. The bacteria,
measuring only some two micrometres, surround the algae, which are
around five times larger, and attack them with a deadly toxic cocktail.
The algae lose their flagella, which renders them immobile. The green
single-celled organisms then become deformed and are no longer able to
proliferate. The chemical mechanism underlying this extremely effective
attack has now been …

Earth-air heat exchanger best way to protect



farm animals in livestock buildings against the
effects of climate change [周五, 24 11月 21:48]

Without countermeasures, climate change will negatively impact
animals in pig and poultry production. Beside the health and wellbeing
of the animals, heat stress also affects performance and, as a result,
profitability. As the animals are predominantly kept in confined
livestock buildings equipped with mechanical ventilation systems,
researchers examined the inlet air temperature of several air cooling
systems. The best solution, they found, is the use of the earth for heat
storage via an earth-a…

150 years of snake collections: Data bank proves
rich snake diversity in the neotropics [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

An extensive database constructed for snakes of the American tropics
has now been released by researchers. This database is made up of
museum collections from the past 150 years and demonstrates that some
Neotropical regions, such as the Cerrado in the central Brazil, contain a
disproportionately high diversity. Furthermore, some other diverse
regions are disproportionally under sampled, such as the Amazon.

Flies could help to monitor disease outbreaks by
acting as 'autonomous bionic drones' suggest
scientists [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

Swarms of flies can be used to help monitor disease outbreaks, suggest
scientists. This follows their research that shows how whole
communities of bacteria – known as a microbiome – can “hitch a ride”
on common carrion flies and can be transferred to any surface where the
flies land.

Scientists develop artificial photosynthesis
device for greener ethylene production [周五, 24 11月 21:47]

A newly developed device could reduce the carbon footprint of ethylene
production, report scientists.

Small but distinct differences among species



mark evolution of human brain [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

The most dramatic divergence between humans and other primates can
be found in the brain, the primary organ that gives our species its
identity. However, all regions of the human brain have molecular
signatures very similar to those of our primate relatives, yet some
regions contain distinctly human patterns of gene activity that mark the
brain's evolution and may contribute to our cognitive abilities, a new
study has found.

World's smallest tape recorder is built from
microbes [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Through a few clever molecular hacks, researchers have converted a
natural bacterial immune system into a microscopic data recorder, laying
the groundwork for a new class of technologies that use bacterial cells
for everything from disease diagnosis to environmental monitoring.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

New species can develop in as little as two
generations, Galapagos study finds [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

A study of Darwin's finches, which live on the Galapagos Islands in the
Pacific Ocean, has revealed direct genetic evidence that new species can
arise in just two generations.

To address hunger effectively, first check the
weather, says new study [周五, 24 11月 21:43]

Understanding the climate context is important is determining how to
best respond to food insecurity, according to a study of nearly 2,000
smallholder farms in Africa and Asia. Rainfall patterns determined
whether financial supports or agricultural inputs or practices were the
most effective intervention.



New discovery to accelerate development of salt-
tolerant grapevines [周五, 24 11月 02:12]

A discovery is likely to improve the sustainability of the Australian wine
sector and significantly accelerate the breeding of more robust salt-
tolerant grapevines.

'Lost' 99% of ocean microplastics to be
identified with dye? [周四, 23 11月 22:54]

The smallest microplastics in oceans, which go largely undetected, can
be identified more effectively with an innovative and cheap new
method, report researchers. The new method can detect microplastics as
small as the width of a human hair, using a fluorescent dye. Previous
scientific field work surveys report that only 1% of the plastic waste in
the oceans has been found. This new research could lead to discovering
the missing 99%.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

Hunting for the finest droplet [周四, 23 11月 22:53]

Modern passenger airplanes already consume less than three liters fuel
per one hundred kilometers and passenger. Scientists are currently
working on further improving this value. In addition, engineers plan to
optimize the combustion process such that exhaust gas emission is
reduced considerably. For this purpose, they use supercomputers and
simulation methods that are usually applied for tsunami calculations or
for water effects in computer games.

Flamingo feces and their way of walking
stimulate organic matter filtering in saline
wetlands [周四, 23 11月 22:52]

The greater flamingo (Phoenicopterus roseus) facilitates microbial
‘filtering’ of organic matter in saline wetlands, thus improving water
quality and reducing nitrogen loads by promoting denitrification,



research concludes. This is a facilitating role these animals possess
which was unknown until now.

Radiographs of Dolly's skeleton show no signs of
abnormal osteoarthritis [周四, 23 11月 22:51]

Original concerns that cloning caused early-onset osteoarthritis (OA) in
Dolly the sheep are unfounded, report experts.

Meadows beat out shrubs when it comes to
storing carbon [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

While the world focuses on controlling global warming caused by
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels, less attention has been paid
to the capacity of vegetation and soils to take up and store carbon. A
remote field site in the Norwegian mountains is improving our
understanding of carbon cycling in high-latitude alpine areas.

Ocean floor mud reveals secrets of past
European climate [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Samples of sediment taken from the ocean floor of the North Atlantic
Ocean have given researchers an unprecedented insight into the reasons
why Europe's climate has changed over the past 3,000 years.

Helpers at the nest may allow mother birds to
lay smaller eggs [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

Cooperatively breeding birds and fish may have evolved the adaptive
ability to reduce the size of their eggs when helpers are available to
lighten the parental load, a new study suggests. The findings indicate
that in some species, the social environment may influence female
reproductive decisions even prior to the birth of offspring.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual



lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild
birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

New approach to tracking how deadly
'superbugs' travel could slow their spread [周四, 23 11月

04:10]

Using a real-world outbreak as a test case, a team combined patient-
transfer data and whole-genome sequencing to identify hotspots for
transmission of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Ribbed mussels could help improve urban water
quality [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Ribbed mussels can remove nitrogen and other excess nutrients from an
urban estuary and could help improve water quality in other urban and
coastal locations, according to a study in New York City's Bronx River.
The findings are part of long-term efforts to improve water quality in the
Bronx River Estuary.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]



An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Mysterious deep-Earth seismic signature
explained [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

New research on oxygen and iron chemistry under the extreme
conditions found deep inside the Earth could explain a longstanding
seismic mystery called ultralow velocity zones. The findings could have
far-reaching implications on our understanding of Earth's geologic
history, including life-altering events such as the Great Oxygenation
Event, which occurred 2.4 billion years ago.

How Earth stops high-energy neutrinos in their
tracks [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

For the first time, a science experiment has measured Earth's ability to
absorb neutrinos -- the smaller-than-an-atom particles that zoom
throughout space and through us by the trillions every second at nearly
the speed of light. The experiment was achieved with the IceCube
detector, an array of 5,160 basketball-sized sensors frozen deep within a
cubic kilometer of very clear ice near the South Pole.

Surprising roles for muscle in tissue
regeneration, study finds [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers have illuminated an important role for different subtypes of
muscle cells in orchestrating the process of tissue regeneration. Notably,
in the absence of these muscles, regeneration fails to proceed.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in



the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Genome of Leishmania reveals how this parasite
adapts to environmental changes [周四, 23 11月 01:57]

Scientists demonstrate that Leishmania adaptation results from frequent
and reversible chromosomal amplifications. This novel insight into
Leishmania genomic instability should pave the way for the
identification of parasite drug resistance mechanisms and help discover
biomarkers.

Do birdsong and human speech share biological
roots? [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Do songbirds and humans have common biological hardwiring that
shapes how they produce and perceive sounds? Scientists who study
birdsong have been intrigued for some time by the possibility that
human speech and music may be rooted in biological processes shared
across a variety of animals. Now, research provides new evidence to
support this idea.

Desert ants cannot be fooled [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

Cataglyphis fortis desert ants can learn visual or olfactory cues to
pinpoint their nest, but only if these cues are unique to specify the nest
entrance. Scientists have discovered that the insects ignore visual
landmarks or odors as nest-defining cues, if these occur not only near
the nest but also along the route. Hence, ants are able to evaluate the
informative value of such cues.

How to cut your lawn for grasshoppers [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Picture a grasshopper landing randomly on a lawn of fixed area. If it
then jumps a certain distance in a random direction, what shape should
the lawn be to maximize the chance that the grasshopper stays on the
lawn after jumping?

Growing teeth and a backbone: Studies trace
early origins of skeletal tissues [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Two new studies on the evolutionary origin of teeth and of vertebra
further illuminate the human connection to marine organisms that goes



back millions of years. Both studies were conducted in the little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea).

Underwater acoustic localization of marine
mammals and vehicles [周四, 23 11月 00:29]

Researchers have developed an underwater acoustic system for the
localization of marine mammals, underwater vehicles and other sound
sources in the ocean, using no more than a single hydrophone (basically
an underwater microphone) as a receiver.

Health threat from mercury in freshwater fish
could be blowing away in the wind [周四, 23 11月 00:00]

Mercury is one of the top 10 chemical concerns for public health
according to the World Health Organization (WHO). In more than half
of Swedish lakes the mercury levels are so high that eating the fish is a
threat to the health of people and wildlife. To make matters worse, the
problem seems to have no solution in sight. But new research gives
hope: the mercury problem could very well be blowing away in the
wind.

Cool lizards are better at learning socially [周三, 22 11月

23:36]

Bearded dragons which are incubated in colder environments are better
at solving cognitive tasks as adults than incubated in warmer
temperatures, according to new research. Scientists tested the social
learning abilities of bearded dragons which had been incubated in either
an average of 30°C or 27°C and found that those from the colder
incubation environment picked up new skills faster than their hotter
counterparts.

Ocean acidification affects mussels at early life
stages [周三, 22 11月 23:36]

Mussels protect themselves against environmental disturbances and
enemies through a hard, calcareous shell. Increased ocean acidification
makes it difficult for organisms to form their shells. Scientists now show
that mussel larvae react sensitively to ocean acidification, which leads to
reduced calcification rates and shell dissolution.



Bacteria as pacemaker for the intestine [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

For the first time, scientists have been able to prove that the bacterial
colonization of the intestine plays an important role in controlling
peristaltic functions.

Felling pines: Doing it sooner rather than later is
better for fynbos [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Here's some advice for landowners wanting to remove pine trees in the
hope of seeing fynbos plants on their properties again: do so before the
trees have grown there for more than 30 years. The longer they wait, the
less likely the chances that any fynbos seeds will be left in the soil to
sprout successfully, according to researchers.

Common jellyfish is actually two species,
scientists find [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Sea nettle jellyfish found in Rehoboth and Chesapeake Bay are actually
two species, researchers have discovered.

Rainfall can indicate that mosquito-borne
epidemics will occur weeks later [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Outbreaks of mosquito-borne viruses Zika and Chikungunya generally
occur about three weeks after heavy rainfall, research shows.
Researchers also found that Chikungunya will predominate over Zika
when both circulate at the same time.

Climate change models of bird impacts pass the
test [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

A major study looking at changes in where UK birds have been found
over the past 40 years has validated the latest climate change models
being used to forecast impacts on birds and other animals.

Worldwide increase in methane bubbles due to
climate change [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Due to climate change, including rising temperatures, more and more
methane is bubbling up from lakes, ponds, rivers and wetlands
throughout the world. The release of methane -- a potent greenhouse gas



-- leads to a further increase in temperature, thus creating a positive
feedback loop (also known as a 'vicious circle').

Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

High yield, protein with soybean gene [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Soybean growers face a challenge. It has proved difficult to develop
soybean varieties with both high protein levels and high yields.
However, new research suggest it might be possible to breed soybeans
with higher protein concentration without significantly decreasing
yields.
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Society News

Top stories featured on ScienceDaily's Science & Society, Business &
Industry, and Education & Learning sections.

The world needs to rethink the value of water [周五,

24 11月 21:43]

New research highlights the accelerating pressure on measuring,
monitoring and managing water locally and globally. A new four-part
framework is proposed to value water for sustainable development to
guide better policy and practice.

Climate change could increase volcano eruptions
[周四, 23 11月 22:54]

Shrinking glacier cover could lead to increased volcanic activity in
Iceland, warn scientists in a new report.

China's reversing emission flows revealed by
research [周四, 23 11月 22:43]

The flow of China's carbon emissions has reversed, according to new
research. The study estimates the carbon implications of recent changes
in the country's economic development patterns and role in international
trade since the global financial crisis.

By saving cost and energy, the lighting
revolution may increase light pollution [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Municipalities, enterprises, and households are switching to LED lights
in order to save energy. But these savings might be lost if their
neighbors install new or brighter lamps. Scientists fear that this 'rebound
effect' might partially or totally cancel out the savings of individual
lighting retrofit projects, and make skies over cities considerably
brighter.

EU trade ban brings down global trade in wild



birds by 90 percent [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Trade of wild birds has dropped 90 percent globally since EU banned
bird imports in 2005. A new study demonstrates how it decreased the
number of birds traded annually from 1.3 million to 130,000.
International trade of wild birds is a root cause of exotic birds spreading
worldwide.

Reducing phosphorus runoff [周四, 23 11月 02:32]

Researchers test a variety of incentives to learn how best to motivate
farmers to curb phosphorus runoff.

Engineers model the California reservoir
network [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

An empirical model of 55 of California's major reservoirs reveals how
they respond to shifting drought conditions and to one another.

Meningococcal vaccine could protect against 91
percent of targeted bacterial strains [周四, 23 11月 02:14]

Up to 91 percent of bacterial strains causing a common type of invasive
serogroup B meningococcal disease in children and young adults are
likely to be covered by a four-component vaccine called MenB-4C
(Bexsero), according to laboratory studies.

Big data creates family tree of constitutions [周四, 23 11

月 02:14]

Researchers have constructed a big data, evolutionary taxonomy of the
world's constitutions resulting in a mathematically-derived genealogy of
founding documents.

Plague likely a Stone Age arrival to central
Europe [周四, 23 11月 01:40]

A research team has sequenced the first six European genomes of the
plague-causing bacterium Yersinia pestis dating from the Late Neolithic
to the Bronze Age (4,800 to 3,700 years ago). Analysis of these samples
suggests that the Stone Age Plague entered Europe during the Neolithic
with a large-scale migration of people from the Eurasian steppe.



More needs to be done to ensure 24-hour
working is not the new norm [周四, 23 11月 00:30]

Employers should do more to ensure employees do not feel pressured
into working outside of their contractual hours and offer more support
regarding how they work flexibly, a new study reports.

Health service complaints system putting
patients at risk, harming doctors' mental health
[周四, 23 11月 00:02]

Current process for complaints against doctors reduces their wellbeing
and causes fear-driven working practices that could compromise patient
care, suggests a new English study.

Stock market microstructures: Modeling could
help evaluate financial crises [周三, 22 11月 23:35]

Researchers have analyzed the statistical regularities and irregularities in
the recent order flow of 96 different NASDAQ stocks. Since prices are
strongly correlated during financial crises, they evolve in a way that is
similar to what happens to nerve signals during epileptic seizures. The
findings contribute to modeling price evolution, and could ultimately be
used to evaluate the impact of financial crises.

Smart people have better connected brains [周三, 22 11月

23:35]

Differences in intelligence have so far mostly been attributed to
differences in specific brain regions. However, are smart people's brains
also wired differently to those of less intelligent persons? A new study
supports this assumption. In intelligent persons, certain brain regions are
more strongly involved in the flow of information between brain
regions, while other brain regions are less engaged.

To forget or to remember? Memory depends on
subtle brain signals [周三, 22 11月 22:31]

Understanding how brains actively erase memories may open new
understanding of memory loss and aging, and open the possibility of
new treatments for neurodegenerative disease.



Managing antibiotics not enough to reverse
resistance [周三, 22 11月 22:30]

Researchers have discovered that reducing the use of antibiotics will not
be enough to reverse the growing prevalence of antibiotic resistance
because bacteria are able to share the ability to fight antibiotics by
swapping genes between species. They also show, however, that there
are ways to disrupt the gene-sharing process and perhaps reverse
antibiotic resistance.

Sugar industry withheld evidence of sucrose's
health effects nearly 50 years ago, study shows [周三,

22 11月 04:58]

A US sugar industry trade group appears to have pulled the plug on a
study that was producing animal evidence linking sucrose to disease
nearly 50 years ago, researchers argue.

New tool can help job searchers better position
themselves in market [周三, 22 11月 02:54]

A novel method, developed by an economist has been created to
evaluate a worker's skillset and determine its impact on wages.

New findings to help HIV scientists establish
'template' for potent antibodies [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

New data further illuminate how some human beings generate powerful,
HIV-blocking antibodies. These results offer important insight into a
potential AIDS vaccine design.

What does it mean for the husband when his
wife keeps her own surname? [周三, 22 11月 01:14]

When a woman chooses not to take her husband's surname after
marriage, people perceive her husband as being higher in traits related to
femininity and lower in traits related to masculinity. He is also perceived
as having less power in the relationship.

Synthetic biology and bioengineering: Risks and
opportunities [周三, 22 11月 01:14]



Human genome editing, 3-D-printed replacement organs and artificial
photosynthesis - the field of bioengineering offers great promise for
tackling the major challenges that face our society. But as a new article
highlights, these developments provide both opportunities and risks in
the short and long term.

Climate changes triggered immigration to
America in the 19th century, study finds [周二, 21 11月 22:52]

From Trump to Heinz, some of America's most famous family names
and brands trace their origins back to Germans who emigrated to the
country in the 19th century. Researchers have now found that climate
was a major factor in driving migration from Southwest Germany to
North America during the 19th century.

New human mobility prediction model offers
scalability, requires less data [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

A new method to predict human mobility - which can be used to chart
the potential spread of disease or determine rush hour bottlenecks -- has
been developed.

Imaging technique unlocks the secrets of 17th
century artists [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

The secrets of 17th century artists can now be revealed, thanks to 21st
century signal processing. Using modern high-speed scanners and the
advanced signal processing techniques, researchers are peering through
layers of pigment to see how painters prepared their canvasses, applied
undercoats, and built up layer upon layer of paint to produce their
masterpieces.

Government responsiveness key for stable
societies [周二, 21 11月 22:51]

Researchers have shown that over time, the stability of our democracies
can only be preserved by findings ways to reduce the time span
governments typically need to respond to the wishes of citizens,
particularly when confronted with external shocks. This means that
drastic changes in modes of governance may be required in order to



keep democratic societies stable.

Car, stroller, juice: Babies understand when
words are related [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

By six to nine months, babies already have a basic understanding of
words for food and body parts. Researchers show that babies also
recognize that words like 'car' and 'stroller' are more alike than 'car' and
'juice.' By analyzing home recordings, the team found that overall,
babies' word knowledge correlated with the proportion of time they
heard people talking about objects in their immediate surroundings.

Survey taps students' motivation in STEM [周二, 21 11月

03:15]

Researchers are learning more about undergraduates' experience in
science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) classes and sharing
a set of survey questions that will help researchers and educators at other
universities do the same.

Materialists collect Facebook friends and spend
more time on social media [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

If you're materialistic, you're likely to use Facebook more frequently and
intensely. A new article reveals that materialistic people see and treat
their Facebook friends as 'digital objects,' and have significantly more
friends than people who are less interested in possessions. It also shows
that materialists have a greater need to compare themselves with others
on Facebook.

Scientific research on disasters represents 0.22
percent of global scholarly output [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Despite loss of life and economic devastation worldwide due to
increasingly frequent natural and human-made disasters, scientific
research on disasters represents a small percentage of scholarly output.

Hydrogen cars for the masses one step closer to
reality, thanks to invention [周一, 20 11月 22:37]

A new device that can inexpensively and efficiently create and store
energy and create hydrogen fuel, and that needs only sunlight to operate,



has now been developed by researchers.

Peace, equality and prosperity all depend on
affordable clean energy, study shows [周一, 20 11月 21:59]

The UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals are aimed at achieving
equality, securing global peace and ending extreme poverty – an
ambitious agenda that will require a wide-range of conditions to be met.
But one requirement lies at the center of most of the SDGs: that people
have access to clean, affordable energy, says a new study.

Low ratings for language in textbooks in
Germany [周一, 20 11月 21:57]

The linguistic complexity of textbooks is frequently not adequate for
students’ level of development, resulting in mental overload or,
sometimes, underload. That is the result of a study that analyzed roughly
3,000 texts from geography books by four different publishers for grade
levels 5 to 10 at German lower and upper secondary schools.

Theory: Flexibility is at the heart of human
intelligence [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Centuries of study have yielded many theories about how the brain gives
rise to human intelligence. Some think it arises from a single region or
neural network. Others argue that metabolism is key. A new article
makes the case that the brain's dynamic properties -- how it is wired but
also how that wiring shifts in response to changing intellectual demands
-- are the best predictors of intelligence in the human brain.

Homes should not be abandoned after a big
nuclear accident, study suggests [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Few people, if any, should be asked to leave their homes after a big
nuclear accident, which is what happened in March 2011 following the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, new research recommends.

Cultural values can be a strong predictor of
alcohol consumption [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

New research shows that countries with populations that value



autonomy and harmony tend to have higher average levels of alcohol
consumption than countries with more traditional values, such as
hierarchy and being part of a collective.

Two out of 3 parents struggle finding childcare
that meets their health, safety standards [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

The search for the best preschool or childcare option is often a
challenging experience -- and many parents aren't sure if the one they
pick is safe and healthy for their child.

Tiger bones? Lion bones? An almost extinct
cycad? On-the-spot DNA checks at ports of
entry [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Wildlife species are going extinct faster than humankind can reliably
keep track of. Meanwhile, wildlife crime evolves quickly, with new
tricks fueling a lucrative illegal global trade. As a result, customs and
other port-of-entry officials confronted with unidentifiable bits of
animals and plants need to make rapid decisions based on reliable
information. LifeScanner LAB-IN-A-BOX, a portable DNA barcoding
lab can serve as a new tool for rapid on-site species identification,
adding to law enforce…
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Strange &amp; Offbeat News

Quirky stories from all of ScienceDaily's health, technology,
environment, and society sections.

Unique underwater stalactites [周六, 25 11月 00:49]

In recent years, researchers have identified a small group of stalactites
that appear to have calcified underwater instead of in a dry cave. The
Hells Bells in the El Zapote cave near Puerto Morelos on the Yucatán
Peninsula are just such formations. Scientists have recently investigated
how these bell-shaped, meter-long formations developed, assisted by
bacteria and algae.

Bowhead whales come to Cumberland Sound in
Nunavut to exfoliate [周四, 23 11月 04:10]

Aerial drone footage of bowhead whales in Canada's Arctic has revealed
that the large mammals molt and use rocks to rub off dead skin.

Lightning, with a chance of antimatter [周四, 23 11月 02:13]

Researchers find that lightning strikes causes photonuclear reactions in
the atmosphere, creating antimatter.

Nano-watch has steady hands [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

A new nanomechanical hand shows the time of an electronic clock, by
spinning a tiny cylinder using light. A silicon nanorod, less than a
thousandth of a millimetre long, can be trapped in thin air using focused
laser beams, and spun to follow the ticking of a clock, losing only one-
millionth of a second over four days.

How disposable diapers can improve
measurements of tumor growth [周三, 22 11月 02:25]

In pursuit of a better imaging phantom for improved tumor
measurements, scientists hit upon an effective but unconventional



solution: injecting water into disposable diapers.

Unexpected atmospheric vortex behavior on
Saturn's moon Titan [周三, 22 11月 01:15]

Recently reported unexpected behavior on Titan, the largest moon of
Saturn, is due to its unique atmospheric chemistry. Titan is the largest
moon of Saturn, is bigger than the planet Mercury, and is the only moon
in our solar system to have a substantial atmosphere.

Ice shapes the landslide landscape on Mars [周二, 21 11月

22:51]

How good is your Martian geography? Scientists now explain the extent
to which ice may have been an important medium of lubrication for
landslides on Mars.

Physicists design $100 handheld cosmic ray
muon detector [周二, 21 11月 06:45]

Physicists have designed a pocket-sized cosmic ray muon detector to
track these ghostly particles. The detector can be made with common
electrical parts, and when turned on, it lights up and counts each time a
muon passes through. The relatively simple device costs just $100 to
build, making it the most affordable muon detector available today.

New way to write magnetic info could pave the
way for hardware neural networks [周二, 21 11月 03:15]

Researchers have shown how to write any magnetic pattern desired onto
nanowires, which could help computers mimic how the brain processes
information.

Previous evidence of water on Mars now
identified as grainflows [周二, 21 11月 01:44]

Dark features previously proposed as evidence for significant liquid
water flowing on Mars have now been identified as granular flows,
where sand and dust move rather than liquid water, according to a new
article. These findings indicate that present-day Mars may not have a
significant volume of liquid water. The water-restricted conditions that
exist on Mars would make it difficult for Earth-like life to exist near the



surface.

Righty blue whales sometimes act like lefties,
study finds [周二, 21 11月 01:09]

To support their hulking bodies, blue whales use various acrobatic
maneuvers to scoop up many individually tiny prey, filtering the water
back out through massive baleen plates. In most cases, the whales roll to
the right as they capture their prey, just as most people are right-handed.
But, researchers now show that the whales shift directions and roll left
when performing 360° barrel rolls in shallow water.

Space dust may transport life between worlds,
research suggests [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Life on Earth might have originated from tiny organisms brought to our
planet in streams of fast-moving space dust, according to a new study.

Molecules in spit may be able to diagnose,
predict length of concussions [周二, 21 11月 00:13]

Diagnosing a concussion can sometimes be a guessing game, but clues
taken from small molecules in saliva may be able to help diagnose and
predict the duration of concussions in children, according to researchers.

Underwater Sniffing of Star-Nosed Moles Is
Mimicked for Chemical-Detecting ‘Electronic
Nose’ [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

The star-nosed mole has several unusual abilities. One of them is
“sniffing” underwater by blowing bubbles and quickly re-inhaling them,
detecting odors of its prey through the water. The moles’ “star” nose
features a ring of tiny, pink tentacles and is the most sensitive known
touch organ of any mammal.

Plesiosaur flippers inspire a steering mechanism
for swimming robotic vehicle [周一, 20 11月 22:00]

Plesiosaurs, who thrived during the early to middle Jurassic Period, used
four paddlelike flippers of nearly equal size and musculature to swim.
Despite the seemingly subpar engineering, the fossil record reveals that



plesiosaurs were widespread and prolific. This inspired a team to
explore how swimming with four flippers might be advantageous
compared to two.

Bubbles clustering while pouring stout beers? [周一,

20 11月 22:00]

If you’ve poured a stout beer into a pint glass, you may have wondered
about the or physics behind the rapid rise of bubbles and three-color
shift when dark, medium and light shades are all clearly visible, before it
transitions to simply beer and foam.

The latest poop from the turkey coop [周一, 20 11月 21:54]

Treated excrement from turkeys, chickens and other poultry, when
converted to combustible solid biomass fuel, could replace
approximately 10 percent of coal used in electricity generation, reducing
greenhouse gases and providing an alternative energy source, according
to a new study.
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